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STEREO, MONO and PROCESSED MONO. Any record reviewed
in this magazine may be assumed to
be stereophonic unless its number is
preceded by .‘t monophonic, or P,
(processed mono).
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Extremes
Stage & Screen Spectacular
World of Stars on Sunday
Musical
Comedy
World
of
Rawicz & Landauer
Minstrels sing Richard Rodgers
Western Themes Italian Style
Great Epic Film Themes

INTERNATIONAL
by Ralph Harvey

516

Joshua Rifkin: Scott Joplin Piano
Rags
William
Bolcom:
Heliotrope
Boguet
Swing Era 1941-1942
Birds of Madagascar
Birds of the West Indies
Birds of Kenya
Mortier Dance Hall Organ

511
496
496
496
511
504
501

TRADITIONAL
Tony Jasper

495

reviewed

by
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Peter Bellamy: Won't you Go
My Way
The Pattersons
The Freemen: Lark in the Morning
Big Tom á The Mainliners: Sunset Years of Life
Judy Collins: Living
The Tinkers: Spring Rain
Martin
Wyndham- Read, The
Druids, etc
Critics: Waterloo-Peterloo
Peter Smith: Faith, Folk &
Nativity

507
507
507
496
496
496
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POPULAR ALBUMS reviewed
by Arthur Jackson
519
Vince Hill: Look Around
Bobby Christian: Vibe-brations
Alan Moorhouse: Bond Street
Brigade
Mantovani: To Lovers Everywhere
Shirley Bassey: Collection
Dorothy Squires: At the London
Palladium
Sounds Bob Rogers
Fifth Dimension: Live
Neil Reid
Valverde Orchestra: In Classics
World of the Cinema Organ
Gospel According to Dylan

512
512
503
495
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496
504

495
501
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CURRENT POP reviewed by
Fred Dellar

LIGHT reviewed by Peter
Gammond
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Nana Mouskouri: My Favourite
Greek Songs
Lilacs Out of a Dead Land
Homecoming
Music of Greece
Greece: Museums & Archeological Sites
Greek Islands
Greece No. 3 / No. 4
Greek Holiday
Mermaids, Bouzouki & Dolphins

496
507
495

New Freedom Singers:
Oh
Happy Day
Jorge Gurascier: Suono Otonal
Sauter- Finegan: Sleighride
London Festival Band: Tribute
to Satchmo
Nina & Frederick
Stanley Black: Tropical Moonlight
Baja Marimba: Apapulco Gold
World of Golden Melodies
Roberto Mann: World of Waltzes
2
World of Charlie Kunz Vol. 3

521

Mamas and the Papas: People
Like Us
Matt Hurter: The Big Man
Tom Jones: Live at Caesars
Palace
Gorgoni, Martin & Taylor: Gotta
Get Back to ' Cisco
Allen Toussaint: Toussaint
John Martyn: Bless the Weather
Soul to Soul— soundtrack
Dion: Sanctuary
A Little Shot of Rhythm & Blues
Humble Pie: Rocking the Fillmore
Kitty Wells: A Bouquet of
Country Hits
Paul Kantner á Grace Slick:
Sunfighter
Chitinous Ensemble
Brethren: Moment of Truth
Bob Dylan: More Greatest Hits
Mick Jagger: Jamming with
Edward
Moby Grape: 20 Granite Creek

POETRY & DRAMA reviewed
by Mary Postgate

524

T. S. Eliot: The Family Reunion
Poets of Wales
World of Dylan Thomas
Thomas Hardy 1840-1928

CHILDREN'S RECORDS
reviewed by Mary Postgate

525

Bedknobs á Broomsticks
Voyages of Sinbad the Sailor

MISCELLANEOUS reviewed
Mary Postgate á John Groser
Some British Accents & Dialects
Rugby Highlights-1971
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FOR TECHNICAL SOUND RECORDING
EVERYTHING POINTS TO

NEW Revox All Mk111

THE

Separate spooling
motors of original
high torque, low
weightconstruction.

Sealed mains input
section and cabinet
safety link socket.

Fully electronically
stabilised power
supply circuit.

Capstan motor servo control
panel maintaining speed
accuracy to better than
0.2% and incorporating electronic speed change from
71 to 31 ips.

Read head of capstan motor.

Capstan motor of
patented construction,
cod l
running, low current
consumption and wow
and flutter better than
international broadcast
requirements.
Tape transport logic
control circuit panel.

Professional practice glass- fibre
panel with integral
gold-plated switch
contacts.
Unique multi- bank
micro- switch unit, providing on- off, speed and
spool size/tension variations on one control.
New from the Willi Studer Factory comes
the Model A77 Mark Ill incorporating design
developments based on experience gained in
the broadcast field with the 37 and 62 Series
Studer machines. The 77 is a studio quality
machine compactly presented and offering
features unique in this price class including total

Plug-in relays controlling all functions and
eliminating damage
from inadvertent mishandling.

Plug-in 120 Kc/s
bias oscillator obviates multiplex
interference.

Plug-in record relay.

Plug-in audio input!
output amplifiers.

indifference to fluctuations in mains supply
periodicity. With a wow and flutter level below
broadcast standard requirements plus a linear
response from 20-20,000 Hz at 7; ips. (+ 2 db)
and an ultra low noise level, this new Revox will
fulfill virtually every scientific and industrial
requirement in the sonic band.

Revox , Lamb House,Church Street,Chiswick,W4 2PB.
Also in USA and Canada

Telephone 01-995 4551

Revox Corporation,155 Michael Drive,Syosset,NY11791,USA,and 3637 Cahuenga Blvd, West Hollywood, California 90068, USA
Revox Sales and Services, Montreal, P (=ICanada
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THE TAPE SPECIALISTS

SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, SAVE
BASF
Spool dia.
3' LP
3' DP
3' TP
4' LP
4' DP
TP
5" SP
5' LP
5' DP
5' TP
SP
LP
sr DP
Sr TP
7" SP
7' LP
r DP
7' TP

sr
sr

Tape
length
210'
300'
450'
450'
600'
900'
600'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
1.200'
1,800'
2,400'
3,600'

Rec.
Price
£0.57
£0-72
£1 S9
£1.37
£1.30
£1•70
£1.31
£1.71
£I .96
£2.81
£I•72
£I.97
£2.82
£3.47
£1.98
£2433
£3•48
£4•33

Cash
Price
£0-36
£0.50
£0.71
£0.78
£0.83
£1•10
£0.85
£1•10
£1•27
£1•83
£1.13
£1.28
£ 1.83
£2.25
£1•28
LISS
£2.28
£2.83

£1 S9
£2.16
£3.09
£2-17
£3.10
£3.82
£3.10
£383
£4.75
£6-95

£1.23
£1.43
£2.00
£1.44
£2-03
£2.45
£2.00
£2.45
£3-08
£4•49

.. £0.72
.. £ 1.07
£1•57

£0.54
£0.71
£1.03

.. £ 1.35
.. £ 1.75
£2.25

£0.92
£1-20
£1-52

BASF LH Hi -Fi
5 LP
5' DP
5' TP
LP
51' DP
TP
7' LP
7' DP
7' TP
10r LP

sr
sr

900'
1,200'
1,800'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
1,800'
2,400'
3,600'
4,200'

BASF LH HI-FI CASSETTES
in New KK8 Cases
C60 ..
C90 ..
BASF CrO,SM. CASSETTES
The new chrome dioxide hi-fi cassettes
C60
C90
CI20

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
Tape
Spool dia.
length
3" DP
400'
4' DP
600'
5" SP
600'
5' LP
900'
5' DP
1,200'
51." SP
900'
LP
1,200'
DP
1,800'
7' SP
1,200'
7' LP
1,800'
7' DP
2,400'
LP
2,400'
lOr LP NAB 3,600'

Rec.
Price
£O-96
CI.46
£I-28
£1-69
£2-39
£1•72
£2.28
£3.15
£2.15
£3.00
£4•45
£4.22
£6.32

Cash
Price
£0 63
£0.95
£0.86
£1.11
£1.55
£1.11
£1.40
£2.06
£1.44
£1.97
£2.90
£2.79
£4.10

SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASSETTES
C60
..
•
•
.•
£0.77
C90
..
£ 1.03
CI20
£ 1•53

£0.51
£0•68
£0-88

sr
sr

8e

SCOTCH 8 TRACK BLANK CARTRIDGES
40 mins
..
£ 1.50
80 mins
..
£ 1.80
PHILIPS
3' LP
3' DP
4' SP
4' LP
e DP
5" SP
5' LP
5' DP
SP
51" LP
DP
7' SP
7' LP
7' DP

sr
sr

£0.55
£0•73
£8.75
£0.95
£1.30
£I.30
£1.45
El •
95
£1.71
£I .82
£2.84
£1.98
£2.58
£398

210'
300'
300'
450'
600'
600'
900'
1,200'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'

PHILIPS CASSETTES
C60 ..
C90 ..
CI20

£1.00
£1.20

£0.36
£0.50

£.53
£0.66
£0.85

£0.88
£0.98
£1.30
£1.13
£1.23
£1.84
£1.33
£1.70
£2.58

ACCESSORIES
BASF
3" Empty Spool
4- Empty Spool
ft" Empty Spool
e Empty Spool
5r Empty Spool ..
7" Empty Spool
10}" Empty Spool ..
Hobby Box .. • • • • • •
Leader Tape 300m, Red, Green or Clear ..
Tape Clips ..

£0•15
£0.18
£0.18
£0.20
£0.22
£0.24
£1.00
£1•45
£1•35
£0•10

PHILIPS
3" Empty Spool
4" Empty Spool
5' Empty Spool
51" Empty Spool
7" Empty Spool
5' Library Case
5I" Library Case
7" Library Case
Cassette Case ..
Library Rack ..
Leader Tape- Red, Green or White

£0.16
£0.18
£0.21
£0.23
£0.25
£0•17
£0.19
£0•24
£0•05
£009
MI I

SCOTCH
10}" Metal NAB Spool
Splicing Tape:
x 150"
rx 66'
,'x66'

.. £0.77 £0.51
£IS3 £0.68
.. £ 1-53 £0.95

£0-75

cels
£.28

£0•20

MISCELLANEOUS
EMI Splicing Block ..
EMI Splicing Kit ..
Ferrograph 82" Spool ( Boxed) ..
Ferrograph Head de- magnetiser
TRM Head de- magnetiser ..
BIB ' 1' Cleaning Kit ..
BIB Cassette Cleaner
Revox NAB Adaptors ( per pair)

ALL TAPES SUPPLIED IN MAKERS SEALED LIBRARY CASES AND FULLY GUARANTEED
P & P CHARGES:
CASSETTES, ACCESSORIES AND TAPES UP TO 4' Dia. - 15p ALL QUANTITIES; TAPES OF 5" Dia, and over, 15p for one; 25p
30p four and over.

£0.46
£1.55
£1.00
£3-90

£.16
£0.43
£o.54

two or three;

ORDER FORM
Please supply me with:TAPES at

each

TAPES at

each

TAPES at

each +P & P
enclose Cheque/PO for total of E

NAME

ADDRESS
A3

LI

MILL HOUSE-BROMHAM-BEDFORD Tel. OAKLEY 3389
402

The closer you get,the better it looks
-I

Mr Teleton's brilliant new SAQ206B
Stereo Amplifier looks good at normal viewing
distances, but it's really terrific when you examine it
closely. That's when you start to pick up the finer

points. Like less than 1% intermodulation distortion. Like less than 20mV hum/noise
at maximum volume. Like loudness and scratch-filter switches. With a power output
of 2x 8W rms and
3db response from 20Hz to 20kHz, the all- silicon SAQ206B is a lot
of hi-fi for your money. Shouldn't you take a closer look at it before you buy your next amplifier?
You'll like not only what you see, but what you hear too.

Mr Teleton has all the best tunes

Teleton(;)

Teleton Electro ( UK) Co. Limited, 16 Savile Row, London W1X 1AE

Tel: 01-437 6796

SELECTOR
X'TAL
MAG

AUX
TAPE

We had aproblem with
the GL 75P.
How to improve the quality of
aunit which is already acknowledged
as one of the finest transcription
units available today.
Ahandsome unit built to
instrument standards.
With continuously variable speeds
and aprecision- made tone- arm that
positively cossets the records it plays.
So we looked at it again and added
aluxurious new plinth of hand- finished
teak. Anew de- luxe dust cover with
neat satin chrome trim.
All to make quite sure that the
stylish looks of the Goldring-Lenco 75P
continue to live up to its performance.
You will be pleased to hear that

we haven't don • , :
Ing drastic
to the works.
Those were pretty good already.
With this quality turntable use a
cartridge worthy of it, like the Goldring
800 Estereo magnetic cartridge.
Write for the full- colour brochure
to: Goldring Manufacturing Company
(Great Britain) Limited, 10 Bayford St.,
Hackney, London E8 3SE.
The GL 75P is just one of the new
Goldring-Lenco range.

Goldring

Illustrated: Goldring-Lenco GL 75P. Handsome new hand-finished wooden plinth. De- luxe dust cover. Heavy dynamically- balanced
turntable with continuously variable speed adjustment between 15 and 18, and 30 and 80 r.p.m. Viscous- damped lowering and raising device
for tone- arm that takes good care of your records. Price £53.78 with base and cover. Chassis form £40.15. G800E Cartridge £18.16.
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The closer you look,the better it sounds
The SAQ307 is another great new stereo

'•er

Q0

•

•

el.

1:
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-1 .‘rear

amplifier from Teleton, incorporating handsome
contemporary white- on- black cabinet design.

Each channel of this all-solid-state beauty puts
out a full 8 watts ( 16 watts rms in all), plus a 45mV output for tape recording or
re-recording. Whatever you put in ( 3mV magnetic pick-up, 130mV crystal pick-up,
200mV auxiliary, 235mV tape) comes out sounding better than you thought possible in such
a modestly- priced machine. Full 20-20,000Hz frequency response, of course,
plus extras like switchable scratch filter and loudness compensation.
Let Mr Teleton show you the fine points of his SAQ307 today.

Mr Teleton has all the best tunes

Teleton)

Teleton Electro ( UK) Co. Limited, 16 Savile Row, London W1X 1AE
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Tel: 01-437 6796

TOWARDS REALISM
A New Conception in Loudspeaker Systems

Over the past five years Arthur Radford has developed and
selected a range of basic drive units having negligible inherent
transient colouration distortion. The improvement in realism
obtained over conventional units is considerable but it was found
that this was not the complete answer. Further investigation into
conventional forward facing systems revealed that transient
colouration is introduced by a restricted angle of radiation ( a horn
being atypical example of transient colouration distortion introduced
by a restricted angle of radiation).
A new range of loudspeaker systems has now been designed to take
advantage of this very significant advance in knowledge. Wide angle
radiation is obtained by the increase in the number of direct radiating
middle and high frequency drive units and not by reflecting techniques
which re- introduce cavity transient colouration by the generation of
standing waves. ( It is not necessary to increase the number of bass
drivers except for power handling capacity, as, due to diffraction,
frequencies below 500 hertz radiate in all directions.)
Reduction in transient colouration by improved radiating angle is
reflected in the price, however. A range of four loudspeakers is now
available having radiation angles of 90 , 180 , 270 , and 360 in the
horizontal plane. The greatest improvement in realism is from 90 to
180 but significant and worthwhile improvements are effected by an
increase to 270 and 360 .
An additional advantage of wide angle direct radiation at all
frequencies is the fantastic improvement in the stereophonic sound
stage. The effect of listening to two loudspeakers is eliminated.
Stereophony exhibits its true sound perspective in direction and
gradation all over the listening room.
The new loudspeakers described below use new techniques also in
the physical design and construction ( patent pending) which
enables any part of the exterior to be changed simply and inexpensively
in the event of damage or change of room decor.
Tri -star 90/50
A loudspeaker of the smallest practicable dimension to ensure
effective low frequency radiation. It is intended for shelf mounting
and uses a 12" bass driver, a 3 mid- range driver and a 1" dome
treble driver.
Frequency range 55Hz — 25KHz. Power handling capacity 50 watts.
Size 21 x 12 x 9 in ( 53.5 x 30.5 x 23 cm) Price £ 45.00.
Monitor 180/50
Uses a 12 - bass driver, 2 mid- frequency drivers and 2 high
frequency drivers of the same types as used in the Tri star. It is
intended for floor mounting directly, or on a plinth or stand, available
separately.
Frequency range 50Hz — 25KHz. Power handling capacity 50 watts.
Size 30 x 13; x 10; in ( 76 x 34.5 x 26.5 cm) Price £ 72.50.
Studio 270/100
Uses a 15" bass driver, 3 mid- range drivers and 3 treble drivers.
Intended for floor mounting directly or on a plinth.
Frequency range 35Hz — 25KHz. Power handling capacity 100
watts. Size 38 x 17; x 12; in ( 96.5 x 44.5 x 32 cm) Price £ 100.00.
Studio 360/100
Uses 2 — 12" bass drivers, 4 mid- range drivers and 4 high frequency
drivers. It may be placed directly against a wall for 270 radiation or
approximately 1 metre from a wall for 360 radiation.
Frequency range 30Hz — 25KHz. Power handling capacity 100
watts. Size 45 x 18a x 15 in ( 114.5 x 47.5 x 38 cm) Price £ 147.50.

Radford Acoustics Limited. Bristol BS3 2HZ
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The deeper you probe, the more it astounds
If you've never seen anything like Mr Teleton's
4trod sleneocalseele'warder

fabulous new SCX1510, you're not alone. This is the
spectacular box of tricks that gives you stereo broadcasts,
stereo cassette playback and stereo cassette recording —
live, off-the- air or whatever — with quality that will
amaze you. Add a pair of speakers and you're in business;

(M)
lblettOn
SC% 1510

o

the SCX1510 does the rest. Special features include
individual VU meters for each channel; loudness switch; slider
bass, treble and channel volume controls; terminals
for 75- or 300-ohm FM aerial; built-in ferrite
rod AM aerial; front- panel jack for stereo headphones.
A good look at the SCX1510 tells you what 1972
is all about; ask Mr Teleton to show you one today.

Mr Teleton has all the best tunes

Teleton(;)

Teleton Electro ( UK) Co. Limited, 16 Savile Row, London W1X 1AE
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Tel: 01-437 6796

Vortexion

50/70 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER
WITH BUILT-IN 5-WAY MIXER USING F.E.T.'s.

This is a high fidelity amplifier with bass
cut controls on each of the three low
impedance balanced line microphone
stages and a high impedance ( 1.5 meg.)
gram stage with bass and treble controls,
plus the usual line or tape input. All the
input stages are protected against overload
by back to back low self capacity diodes
and all use F.E.T.'s for low noise, low
intermodulation distortion and freedom
from radio breakthrough.
A voltage stabilised supply is used for the pre-amplifiers making it independent of mains supply fluctuations and another
stabilised supply for the driver stages is arranged to cut off when the output is overloaded or over temperature. The output
is 75% efficient and 100 V balanced line or 8-16 ohms output are selected by means of arear panel switch which has alocking
plate indicating the output impedance selected.
The mixer section has an additional emitter follower output for driving aslave amplifier, phones or tape recorder, output
0-3 V out on 600 ohms upwards.

50/70 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER WITH BUILT-IN 4-WAY MIXER (
0.3% intermodulation

distortion) using the circuit of our 100% reliable 100 Watt Amplifier with its elaborate protection against short and overload,
etc. To this is allied our latest development of F.E.T. Mixer Amplifier, again fully protected against overload and completely
free from radio breakthrough. The mixer is arranged for 2-30/60 û balanced line microphones, 1-HiZ gram input and
1-auxiliary input followed by bass and treble controls. 100 volt balanced line output or 5-15 û and 100 volt line.

100 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER. A high quality amplifier with 8ohms- 15 ohms or 100 volt line output
for A.C. Mains. Protection is given for short and open circuit output over driving and over temperature. Input 0-4 V on
100 K ohms.
THE 100 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER with specification as above is here combined with a 4 channel F.E.T.

mixer. 2-30/60 SI balanced microphone inputs, 1-HiZ gram input and 1-auxiliary input with tone controls and mounted in a
standard robust stove enamelled steel case. A stabilised voltage supply feeds the tone controls and pre amps, compensating
for amains voltage drop of over 25 % and the output transistor biasing compensates for awide range of voltage and temperature. Also available in rack panel form.

20/30 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER.

High fidelity all silicon model with F.E.T. input stages to reduce intermodulation distortion to afraction of normal transistor input circuits. The response is level 20 to 20,000 cps within 2db and
over 30 times damping factor. At 20 watts output there is less than 0.2% intermodulation even over the microphone stage at
full gain with the treble and bass controls set level. Standard model 1-low mic. balanced input and HiZ gram. Outputs
available, 8/15 ohms OR 100 volt line.

CP50 AMPLIFIER. An all silicon transistor 50 watt amplifier for mains and 12 volt battery operation, charging its own

battery and automatically going to battery if mains fail. Protected inputs, and overload and short circuit protected outputs
for 8ohms- 15 ohms and 100 volt line. Bass and treble controls fitted.
Models available with 1gram and 2low mic. inputs, 1gram and 3low mic. inputs or 4low mic. inputs.

200 WATT AMPLIFIER. Can deliver its full audio power at any frequency in the range of 30 c/s-20 Kc/s + 1dB.
Less than 0-2 % distortion at 1Kc/s. Can be used to drive mechanical devices for which power is over 120 watt on continuous
sine wave. Input 1mW 600 ohms. Output 100-120 V or 200-240 V. Additional matching transformers for other impedances
are available.

F.E.T. MIXERS AND PPM's. Various types of mixers available. 3, 4, 6 and 8channel with Peak Programme
Meter. 4, 6, 8and 10 Way Mixers. Twin 3, 4and 5channel Stereo, also twin 4and 5channel Stereo with 2PPM's.

VORTEXION LTD.,

237-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9 ISF

Telephone: 01-542 2814 and 01-542 6242/3/4

Telegrams: "Vortexion London S.W.19"
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WHEN YOU JOIN THIS
Yes, we cordially invte
FANTASTIC AUDIO CLUB
you to choose any 3 of
the 29 fabulous stereo records or cassettes listed on this page for the token price of
just 25p each IThere's marvellous music for every taste and mood.
IT'S REALLY VERY SIMPLE
Just choose 3records or 3cassettes at this nominal price- the kind you would want to butt even if you
had to pay full price! And you simply agree as a member of ACB - AUDIO CLUB OF BRITAIN
- to buy as few as 6 records.at £ 2.15 each or

cassettes at £ 2.50 each ( Classicals slightly

more) during the forthcoming 12 months... And from the moment you join we guarantee
you the opportunity to make substantkal and continuing sayings ... for as long
as you wish How With the 50% - 59% OFF BONUS PLAN!
ENCORE

IA .01 ... PRIMA IF IIt
SI Mt ttr ...10 •
r

liORSTJANKOWSKI

50% - 59 '4 OFF BONUS PLAN
With ev.,iy record or cassette you buy at the regular club price you c.iii select
a BONUS RECORD or CASSETTE, records at only .35p or cassettes at £ 1.20.
So you wit save, in fact, more than £ 1.00 each time you buy!
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FREE AUDITION FIRST - AT NO RISK TO YOU
Send no money! Just choose your 3records or 3cassettes at 25p each, play
them at home and hear for yourself. If you are not delighted return them within
7days of receipt, and pay us nothing, - that's flOW sure meare that you will be
satisfied.
ACB ( Audio Club of Britain), 22 Herschel' Road, London, SE23 1EH.
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HOW THE CLUB WORKS
It's simple ... As amember you receive, each month., afree copy of the Club's
MUSIC NEWS describing in detail the records or ca,settes of the month - plus
many additional selections in each of the club's musical divisions. If you do not
wish to receive any record or cassette, merely return the Announcement Form
by the date specified ... or use the form to order ary other record or cassette
listed. If you want on ythe regular selection for your rrusical div sion. you need
do nothing - it will be sent to you automatically.
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To: ACB ( Audio Club of Britain), 22 He. schell Road,
London. SE23 1EH.
SEND ME
THESE I
FOR ONLY
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Yes, please send me the 3 LP records or 3cassettes of my
choice for only 25p each ; plus asmall charge ¡Of P Er P).
(Please tick your choice.)
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RECORDS // CASSETTES

The records or cassettes will be described to me in advance in the
monthly MUSIC NEWS. Ill da not wish to receive any record or eassette,
Iwill me•ely return the Announcement Form by the date s'pecified .. or
Imay use the form to order any other record or cassette Wed. IT Iwant
only the regular se'ection for ny musical division, . need do nothing - it
will be sent to me automatically.
FABULCUS BONUS PLAN: Iunderstand that each record or ca,sette
bought an the regular club price entitles me to choose another too q.Jality
record or cassette at abonus pace of 95p ( Records) or £ 1.20 ( Cassettes)
which represents astupendous saving of between SD% - 59%.

2

My main musical interest is: ( Please tick ONE box ONLY).

Co, I

sur,s

Classical , ,

RSA IMUSATIM/OLMITES

I,

-]

Ican listen to them at my leisure for 7 days and if not
,delighted, may return them and pay you nothing; otherwise Iagree to become amember of Audio Club of Britain
and my only commitment is to buy just 6 records or 6 cassettes do-ing
the next 12 months at the regular price ( plas P Er P). Thereafter. Imay
write and cancel my membership at any time
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38 EDGWARE ROAD, MARBLE ARCH, LONDON W.2
Telephone: 01-723 3071
Open 9a.m.-6 p.m. ( Mon. to Sat.)

22 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD
Telephone: Watford 26602
115 KINGSWAY, W.C.2 ( HOLBORN) 01-405 0446
48 LONDON WALL, E.C.2 ( MOORGATE) 01-628 0537
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. ( Saturday until 1 p.m.)

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.-6 p.m.

857 HIGH ROAD, FINCHLEY, N.12 01-445 3319
152 RYE LANE, PECKHAM, S.E.15 01-639 2205
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. ( Thursday until 1 p.m.)

BIG DISCOUNTS CASH or CREDIT
List
Price
PICK-UP ARMS
SME. 3009 Mk 2
£ 33.26
SME. 3012
£ 35-42
horizontal entry extra
S2 shell
£2.66
Connoisseur SAU-2 £ 14.31
Neat G30B ( with bias) £ 15.47
Ortofon AS 212
£ 32.79
Ortofon M shell £ 1.49
Lenco L.75
£ 13.98
Lenco L.69
£ 10-04
Post Packing 40p

Cash
Price
£26
£27
El
£2
£11
£12
£25
£1
£11
£8

II
95
40
20
89
87
79
25
48
04

CARTRIDGES ( in makers boxes)
Goldring G 850
£6-27
ES 02
Goldring G 800H
£10.28 £770
Goldring G 800
£12.55
£895
Goldring G 800E
£18-16 £ 13 25
Goldring Super E
£18 25
L25.10
Empire 90 EEX
£9.60
£7 50
£27 72
Ortofon SL 15E+module £35.62
Ortofon M 15E
£28.16
£21 06
Shure M 44E
£11-53
£9 43
Shure M 55E
£12.52
£10 30
Shure M 75E1 Mk 11
£14 77
£18.78
Shure M 75E 11
£15 71
£20.57
Shure M 75 G
£12 63
£16.99
Shure M 75-6
£12 43
£16.10
Shure V 15 II improved £ 39.35
£29 54
Post Packing 12p
STYLI
Goldring G 850
Goldring G 800 800H
Goldring G 800E
Goldring Super E
Shure N 44E
Shure N 55E
Shure N 75 El 11
Shure N 75 Ell
Shure N 75-6
Shure N 75 G
Shure VN 15 II
Post Packing

£3-38
£4.49
£10-13
£15.54
£8-05
£8.94
£1013
£12 52
£8 05
£8-94
£16-10
7p

£2 88
£3 50
£7 80
£12 44
£6 71
£7 43
£8 91
£10 40
£6 71
£7 43
£13.43

SPECIAL OFFER
The famous Pickering AME 3 dustomatic Cartridge Magnetic/Elliptical
in maker's box, guaranteed.
List £20-54 Our Price £ 12.50
This is £3 less than a replacement
stylus
SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT
Project Stereo 60 Preamp £9-98 £800
PZ5
£ 4.98 £4.00
PZ6 PZ8
£7.98 £ 6.40
PZ8 Mains transformer £ 5-98 £480
Outfit 1x Stereo 60
1x PZ5 2x Z30
£ 23.90
£18 95
Project 60 FM Tuner £25-00
£1995
605 Amplifier Kit £29.95
£22 95
Q 16 Speakers pair £ 17.78
£1478
2000 Amplifier £ 35-00
£2400
3000 Amplifier £45.50
£32 95
2000 FM Tuner
£45.00
£37.95
(Silver/Black)
Post Packing PZ Unit 20p Others 45p
TURNTABLES
BSR MacDonald MP60
L15.20
BSR MacDonald MP60
TPD 1
£24-64
BSR MacDonald MP60
TPD 2
£22-13
£21.22
BSR MacDonald HT 70
BSR MacDonald HT70
£30-68
TPD I
Connoisseur BD 1kit
£12.82
Connoisseur BD 2
£32-01
+SAU-2

El 1-68
£19 04
£17 13
£16 95
£24 25
£10 82
£29 00

List
Price

Connoisseur BD 2 complete
£ 10.42
(new model speed change)
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill £! 6.63
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill with
G800 cartridge base/
cover
£ 35.53
Garrard AP 76
£2926
Garrard base and cover £ 10.27
Garrard Zero 100 £ 59.06
Garrard Zero 100S £ 54.34
Garrard base and cover £ 11.24
Garrard 401
£ 40.15
Goldring GL 72
£28.68
Goldring GL 72P
£ 37.29
Goldring cover
£4.48
Goldring GL 75
£40.15
Goldring 75P
£48.76
Goldring de luxe cover £5.02
Thorens TD 150
£ 34.63
Thorens TO 150A 11 £44.40
Thorens TO 150AB 11 £47-75
Thorens TX 11 cover £4-26
Thorens TO 125
£76.03
Thorens mounting £ 1.70
frame 9"
Thorens mounting
frame 12"
£2.19
Thorens base/cover 125
£12.77
SME 2000 Plinth system
complete £ 41.36
Pick upmounting board 12" £4.21
Philips GA 202
£66.51
Transcriptors Saturn £69.31
Transcriptors hydraulic
ref+arm
£ 107-55
Transcriptors sweep arm £4.06
Transcriptors stylus brush £2.39
Leak Delta turntable
+base/cover £69.50
Post Packing 75p

Cash
Price
£34.42
£11.66
£2675
£23 26
£825
£4490
£41 85
£9 50
£3400
£2300
£3000
£360
£32 15
£38 25
£4 25
£28 93
£3609
£4064
£340
£57 25
£1 50
£1.95
£11.25
£3350
£350
£55 61
£5882
£93 55
£3 73
£2 19
£56 SO

CREDIT
We can arrange credit facilities if required.
The minimum deposit 10% of our cash
price.
Balance ( not less than £20) plus interest
over 6 to 24 months depending upon
amount. E.g.: Akai 40000, our cash price
£65.95.
Deposit £7.95, balance plus
interest
£65.16. 12 monthly payments
of E.5.43, total £73-11. Still Saving £ 12.84.
If you require credit please complete
questions on Mail Order Coupon.
SPEAKERS IN PAIRS
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 £76-90
£61 90
Bowers & Wilkins DM3. £ 126.00 £10400
Celestion Ditton 15 £76.94
£61 90
Celestion Ditton 25 £ 126.00
£99 90
Celestion Dicton 44 £ 108.00
£8600
£48 00
Goodmans Havant £56.00
£49 90
Goodmans Mezzo Ill £68.00
£6490
Goodmans Magnum K2 £88.00
Goodmans Dimension 8
Teak*
£ 138.00 £ 108 00
Goodmans Dimension 8
White
£ 150.00 £ 117 75
KEF Chorale £68-38 £ 55 95
KEF Cadenza £85.00 £68 00
KEF Concerto £ 117.00 £ 94 00
Lowther Accousta PM6* £ 105.00 £86 00
Leak Sandwich 150 £49.90 £ 39 90
Leak Sandwich 250 £65.00 £ 52 00
Leak Sandwich 600* £90.00
E78 00
Richard Allan Flamenco £ 59•26 £ 50 26
Richard Allan Pavanne £70-50 £ 57 00
Richard Allan S.
Sararande• £ 122.00 £ 98 00

List
Price
Quad Electrostatic. £ 144.00
Tannoy Ill LZ
£82.00
Tannoy 12" Lancaster• £ 12600
Tannoy 15" Lancaster. £ 138.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £90.00
Wharfedale Melton 2 £70-00
Wharfedale Linton 2 £ 49-90
Wharfedale Denton 2 £39-90
Post Pocking £1.25 . C2

TUNERS
Armstrong 523 AM/FM £ 54-22 £45 22
Armstrong 524 FM
£ 42.17 £ 35 17
Armstrong M8 decoder
L9.50 £ 785
Leak Delta FM
£75.00 £59 95
Leak Delta FM/AM £89.50 £69 95
Nikko FAM 10
£46.78 £40 27
Nikko FAM 400
£62-37 £ 52.37
Rogers Ravensbrook case £49.39 £ 39.39
Rogers Ravensbourne
case
£64.45 £49.95
Tripletone FM case £ 36-50 £ 31 02
Quad FM Mk Ill
£71.05 £61 50
(not ex stock)
Post Packing 75p
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM
£92.77 £ 76 77
Armstrong 526 FM/AM £105.72
£87.72
Armstrong M8 decoder £9.50 £ 785
Leak Delta 75 FM/AM £ 165-00 £ 134 00
Nikko STA 301
£95-96 £81 95
Rogers Ravensbrook FM £ 108.43 £ 89 43
Teleton TFS 50
£83-75 £65.25
Post Packing CI - 25
FRIDAY NIGHT IS MUSIC
NIGHT AT WATFORD
Roy Wiseman holds a very special
demonstration evening on the second
and fourth Friday of each month at our
Watford shop. Come along and listen.
There is NO selling. You couldn't
buy if you wanted to. Please ring
Watford 26602 and reserve your seat
as accommodation is limited.
SPEAKER KITS AND CHASSIS
KEF K2
£ 50 00 £ 39 50
Richard Allan Twin £21.20 £ 16 50
Richard Allan Triple £40-70 £ 29 95
Richard Allan Super
Triple
£48.00 £ 34 95
Richard Allan Triple 8 £32.00 £25 60
Tannoy Ill LZ Chassis £62-00 £ 50 90
Tannoy 12' Monitor Gold £73.00 £S9 90
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold£86.50 £ 70 90
Wharfedale Unit 3
£25.00 £ 19 95
Wharfedale Unit 4
£36.00 £ 24 95
Wharfedale Unit 5
£52.00
£36 95
Post Packing 90p

SEE BELOW

List
Cash
Price
Price
TAPE RECORDERS AND DECKS
Akai 1720L
£83-73 £ 63.73
Akai 40000
£89.95 £65 95
Akai X1800SD reel/
cartridge £ 153.00 £ 119 00
Akai X200D
£ 145.95 £ 119-00
Tandberg 1841
£68.00 £ 58.00
Tandberg 304Ix £ 107.00 £91 00
Tandberg 604Ix £ 188.00 £ 160 00
Revox 1104 Mk 3
£219.00 £ 190 50
Sony 266
£82.75
E75 00
Sony 366
£ 107-75 £ 97 75
Post Packing CI - 25
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Akai

CASSETTE RECORDERS
£22.75 £20
TC 85
£30.75 £27
TC 60
£49.75 £ 44
TC 122
TC 127
£72-75 £ 65
£87.50 £ 72
GXC 400
Post Packing 50p

A POPULAR HI-FI SYSTEM
Metrosound ST 20E stereo Amplifier
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill complete with
Goldring G 800 cartridge Base and
Cover and two Wharfedale Denton 2
Speakers.
List £ 114-15
Our Price £88-15
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
£ 59•00 £47 00
Cambridge P 50
188.00 £69-95
Cambridge P 100
L145-00 £ 116 00
Ferr ograph 307 Mk 2
wood
£64-00 £47 SO
Leak Delta 30
£65.00 £ 52 00
Leak Delta 70
£79.50 £63 50
Metrosound ST 20E £ 39.50 £29 SO
Metrosound ST 60
£70-00 £49.95
Nikko TRM 300
£ 38-00 £ 30 50
Nikko TRM 400
£48-00 £ 38 50
Nikko TRM 50
£58.00 £ 46 40
Peak Englefield 840 £49.50 £ 34 50
Quad 33/303 £ 106.00 £86 00
Rogers Ravensbrook case £55-50 £42.95
Rogers Ravensbourne
case
£69-50 £ 54 50
Tripletone 8+8 dual case £35.97 £29 95
Teleton SAO 206B £ 32.50 £21 50
Wharfedale Linton
£60.00 £44 95
Post Packing 90p

Please supply
NAME ( blocks)
ADDRESS

Cheque/PO enclosed £
If credit required:

Bankers
Occupation

House owner: yes/no.

50
75
75
30
50

PORTABLE TELEVISION
Sony TV 90 UB ( B & W) £80•47 £ 70 47
Sony KV 132 OUB
(colour) £ 199.75 £ 176 50
Teleton TH 14 ANEX
(B & W)
£76.64
£59-50
Post Packing £2

Mail Order Coupon.
To Sound Centre ( Hi -Fi Eqpt) Ltd., 22 Woodlands Parade, High St., Watford, Herts.

We guarantee that all goods are new.
Discounts are genuine and prices quoted are correct at time this advertisement was compiled.
prices without prior notice. Every endeavour is made to ensure correct quotations E & 0E.

410

Cosh
Pricr
£119 00
£67 30
£103 30
£113 50
£66 90
£56.00
£39 90
Ell 90

How long in employment?

yrs.

Due to delays in publication we reserve the right to adjust

The EIGHT.
Sansui's finest hour.
This is anew kind of stereo receiver, so different, so accomplished and so
complete, it represents our finest hour. And we've had a lot of very good
ones.
We're calling this achievement the EIGHT. It's a200 watt solid state AM/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier that takes aradically new but very rational approach,
in that it couples the best performance capabilities of our finest control amplifier with the finest characteristics of our most sensitive tuner.
Three years in the making, packed with some of the most expensive circuitry
yet devised, the EIGHT has awide, wide 10 to 40,000Hz power bandwidth, reduces distortion so low it's not worth mentioning, and comes on
with an expansive 10 to 40,000Hz frequency response
in its separately usable preamplifier
section.
Its very impressive credentials include a Triple
Tone Control circuit, a
completely direct-coupled
power amplifier section,
two big 8,030 micro- Farad
power supply capacitors,
and jumbo heat sinks.
Able to handle up to
three pairs of speaker
systems and two taping
units simultaneously, it
achieves a channel separation of better than 50dB,
and its FM tuner section boasts an
exquisite 1.7/N IHF sensitivity figure
and better than 65dB S/N ratio.
If you're interested in a receiver that is
truly ahead of its time, stop in at any authorized Sansui dealer or showroom and ask
to hear the EIGHT.
Sansui's finest hour.

Englz.id: VERNITRON LTD. Thornhill Southampton S09 SQF Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland: INTERNATIONAL TRADING GROUP LTD. 5 Cope Street. Dame
Street, Dublin 2 / West Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue
Thorelle, 77, 92Bourg-laReine / Luxembourg: LUX HiFi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114 / Belgium:
MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold II, 199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands: TIMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD.
59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas. 20121 Milano, Corso Di Porta Nuova, 48 / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO.,
LTD., P.O. Box (s25, Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC LDA. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47, 4.odto., Lisboa-1 / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293, Kingsway, Valletta / Switzerland:
SONOVOX AG Wallstrasse 11, 4051 Basel/ Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM Calle la Naval, 87, Las Palmas / South Africa: GLENS (PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406
Johannesburg / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Bldg., Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6
Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Sugieami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan

PICKERING the" 100%
music power" cartridge
with the CORRECT DCF rating.
DCF ( Dynamic Coupling Factor)... offers the best
way to select the right cartridge for your equipment
DCF is an index of maximum stylus performance when acanridge is related to
aparticular type of playback equipment. There is an XV15 DCF-Rated Cartridge for
the most simpie to the most complex playback equipment. We have taken virtually every
high fidel ty record player and pre-analyzed the vital variables for you;
those affecting cartridge design and those related to the engineering features of the
various turntables and changers.
So now all you need to be well informed on cartridges is to send for our
DCF application guide containing our recommendations for what cartridge
you use with which record player
Pickering, the 100% MUSIC POWER cartridge, " for those who can
hear the difference:'
For further information, send your inquiry to
PICKERING Er CO, INC, Dept. GB- 1,P.O. Box - 1, 1093 La Conversion, Lausanne, Switzerland

PICKERING
or tc one

Di

the following distributors:

Pickering's Importer/Distributors
Austria
HiF, Stereo Certer, 24 Rainerstrasse — Salzburg
Belgium
Ets Blomhot, 172a rue Brogniez — Bruxelles
Denmark
R Schmidt ArS. 66 Ny Carlsbergvej — 1760 Copenhagen
Gt. Britain Highgate Acoustics, 184. 188 Gt. Portland Str. — London W.1.
Finland
Laatu-Media Sound Center, Museokatu 8 — Helsinki
France Auriema France, 148 bld Alsace Lorraine — 94 Le Perreux
Germany
Boyd El Hass, 15 Beuelsweg — Kan

Greece
B. Er C. Panayotidis S.A., 3 Paparrigopoulou — Athens
Holland
N. V. Inelco Holland, Amstelveensweg 37 — Amsterdam- W.
Iceland
E. Farestveit Er Co., 10 Bergstadastreti — Reykjavik
Italy Aunema Italia, Via Domenichino 19 — Milano
Norway
Skandinavisk Elektronikk A/S, Ebbelsgate 1 — Oslo
Portugal
Centelec Lda., Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo 47 — Lisbon
Spain
Llorach Audio S.A., Balmes 245-247 — Barcelona
Switzerland
Spitzer Electronic, 2-6 Bachstr. — 4104 Oberwil/BL

Once you decide what
you want from agood receiver,
choose the Sansui to match.
If you just want agood all-around receiver that
puts out 34 watts, has top FM reception capabilities
(MOS FET in frontend), holds down distortion and
connects all the necessary source components including a pair of speaker systems, the Sansui 210
certainly fits the bill.
But if you're looking for something more in a
receiver, say more power, and even better FM reception capabilities ( MOS FET & IC), and provisions
for driving up to two pairs of speaker systems, then
the 44 watt Sansui 310 is your kind of receiver.
Obviously, the 310 costs more than 210 and
could be a factor in your decision, but you get a
good receiver no matter which way you choose.
At your nearest Sansui dealer.

310

210

44W at 4Q

34W at 4Q

less than 1%

less than 1%

25 to 25,000Hz

30 to 25,000Hz

Channel Separation (AUX)

better than 55dB

better than 45dB

Hum and Noise ( IHF) AUX

better than 75dB

better than 70dB

2.8fN

5.5pV

better than 60dB

better than 50dB

Music Power ( IHF)
THD ( at rated output)
Power Bandwidth ( II-1F)

FM Sensitivity (lHF)
S/N Ratio

England: VERNITRON LTD. Thornhill Southampton SO9 SQF Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland: INTERNATIONAL TRADING GROUP LTD. 5 Cope Street. Dame
Street, Dublin 2 / West Germany: COMPO HI -Fl G.M.B.H. 6Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.- R. Thorelle, 77,, 92-Bourg-laReine / Luxembourg: LUX HiFi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114 / Belgium:
MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold II, 199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands: TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD.
$9 & 59A Iritis Septemyriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas. 20121 Milano, corso Di Porta Nuova, 48 / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO.,
LTD., P.O. Box 625, Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC LDA. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47, 4.odto., Lisboa-1 / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293, Kingsway, Valletta / Switzerland:
SONOVOX AG Wallstrasse 11, 4051 Basel/ Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM Calle la Naval, 87, Las Palmas / South Africa: GLENS ( PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406
Johannesburg / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Bldg., Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6
Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan
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EASY TERMS THE EASY WAY - CHOOSE YOUR OWN
Yes we mean it, choose your own deposit and your own repayment period-no deposit too low and up to 36 months to pay. The tables below show balance
after deposit, and monthly payments. Here's an example how it works-Cash price of goods £237-25: pay £ 12.25 deposit leaving balance of £225.00. Repayment
(including charges) by 36 monthly payments of £8.33 or pay £57.25 deposit leaving balance of £ 180.00. Repayments ( including charges) by 24 monthly payments
of [9.00-Easy isn't it-choose your equipment, choose your deposit, refer to the table below and choose your own repayment period for the balance.
Fill in coupon below and buy your Hi -Fi the easy way on Personal Credit Plan ( Great Britain Only)
Balance
£30
£35
£40
45

Monthly Payments
9
12
18
£4.00 £4.56 ES- I1 £400 £5.67 £4.42 £6.23 £483 -

Balance
£55
£60
£65
£70
£75
£80
£85
£90
£95
£100

Monthly Payments
12
18
24
£5.25 £3.72 £5.67 £400 £3-15
£6.08 £4.28 £3.35
£6.50 £4.55 £3.56
£6.92 £483 £3.77
£7.33 £5.11 £400
£7.77 £5.43 £4-26
£8-23 £5.75 £4-50
£8.69 £ s-o7 £475
£9.15
£
6.39 f.s.00

CASH OR TERMS

e HI- F1

Balance
£105
£110
£115
£120
£125
£130
£135
£140
£145
£150
£155
£160
£165
£170
£175
£180
£185

Monthly Payments
12
18
24
£9.60 £6.71 £5.25
£10.06 £7-03 £5.50
£10.52 £7.35 £5.75
£10-97 £7-67 £6-00
£11.43 £7.98 £6.25
£11-89 £8-30 £6-50
£1235 £8.63 £6.75
£1180 £8.94 £7•00
£13.26 £126 £7.25
£13.72 £9.58 £7-50
£14.17 £9.90 [7-75
£14-63 £ 10-22 £8.00
£15.09 £ 10.54 £8-25
£15.55 £ 10.86 £8-50
£16.00 £ 11.18 £8.75
£16.46 El 1-50 £9.00
£16.92 £ 11-82 £9.25

Balance
£190
£195

Monthly Payments
12
18
24
£17.37 £ 12-14 £9.50
£17.83 £ 1146 £9.75

Balance
£200
£205
£210
£215
£220
£225
£230
£235
£240
£245
£250
£255
£260

Monthly Payments
24
30
36
£10-00 £8-40 £7.41
£10-35 £161 £7-59
£10-So £8-82 £7.78
£1075 £9.03 £7-96
£11.00 £9.24 [8-15
£11.25 £9.45 £8-33
£1 I -50 £9-66 £8.52
£11-75 £9.87 £8.70
£12-00 £ 10-08 £8.89
£12•25 £ 10-29 £107
£12.50 £ 10-50 [9-26
£12-75 £ 10.71 £144
£13-00 £ 10•92 £9.63

EQUIPMENT IN PART EXCHANGE

TAPE RECORDERS Si DECKS
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
[89.95
Armstrong 521 ..
.. £59 00 Akai 4000D
£153.00
Cambridge P50 ..
.. £88.00 Akai 1800SD
£289.08
Cambridge P100 ..
.. £145-00 Akai X2000SD
£220-22
Ferrograph F307 Mk II .. £64.00 Ferrograph 704 ..
£256.52
.. £60.00 Ferrograph 724 ..
Leak Linton ..
£308.55
Leak Delta 30 ..
.. £65.00 Ferrograph 722 Dolby
£69.90
Leak Delta 70 ..
.. £79-50 Grundig TK 146 ..
£91.70
Metrosound ST2OE
• . £39.50 Philips 4404 ..
£106.20
Metrosound ST60
• • £70.00 Philips 4407
£134.20
Philips RH591
• • £79.00 Philips 4408 ..
£280.00
Philips RH590
• • £52.00 Philips N4450 ..
Philips 2503 Cassette ..
£52-05
Quad 33 Control Unit ..
Quad 303 Power Amplifier
£58-00 Revox A77/1104 Mk. Ill .. £219-00
Revox A50
£124.00 Revox A77/1124 Mk. Ill .. £253-00
Rogers Ravensbrook Case
£55 SO Revox A77/I 224 Mk. Ill .. £263.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Case £69.50 Revox A77/1104 Mk. Ill HS £263.00
[52.50
Rotel RA3I 0
£74.50 Revox Kellar KDBI/T
£81.00
Rotel RA610
£69.00 Kellar KDB2 Dolby ..
£107.00
[35.00 Tandberg 304IX
Sinclair 2000
£174.00
Sinclair 3000
£45-00 Tandberg 4041 X ..
£68.00
Sinclair Neoteric ..
£61.95 Tandberg 184IX
£188.00
Sugden A2I/C51
£125.00 Tandberg 6041X
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby .. £110.00
Garrard SP25 Ill ..
[16.63
BSR McDonald 810
£45.31
Dual 1219 ..
£63.50
Beogram 1200 ..
£56.90
Garrard SL95B
£50.62
Garrard 401 ..
£40.15
Garrard Zero 100A
£59.06
Garrard Zero 100S
£54.34
Garrard AP76
£29-26
Goldring 705/805 cart. ..
£19.81
Goldring GL72P
£37-29
Goldring GL75
£40.15
Goldring GL75P .
£48.76
Goldring 72 or 75 cover ..
£4.48
Goldring GL85P
£72.78
Goldring 85 cover ..
£6.27
SME 2000 plinth & cover
£41.36
Thorens TD150 t/table
£34 72
Thorens TD150AB/11 ..
£48-05
Thorens TDI25
£76.03
Thorens TD I
25AB .. £117.57
Transcriptor Hydraulic .. £107.55
Transcriptor Saturn ..
£69.31
MOST PLINTHS AVAILABLE

Armstrong 523 AM/FM ..
E54-22
Armstrong 524 FM ..
£42.17
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
£89.30
Leak Delta FM ..
£75.00
Quad FM3 stereo. ..
£71.05
Quad AM3 ( L/M/S) or
(S/S/M)
£46.55
Revox A76 Multiplex .. £168.00
Rogers Ravensbrook Case
£49.39
Rogers Ravensbourne Case
£64.45
M
I
R CE17
Koss K7I 1
Koss PRO4AA
Koss K6
Koss K6LC
Koss ESP6
Koss K0727B
Koss ESPA
Koss PRO4A
Koss ESP9
Rogers Ravensbrook
Wharfedale DD I

1:11.
C.
14.

•.
.•
••
••
••
.•
•.
.•
••
••

£10.00
£28.00
£12.50
£14.00
£45-00
£16.50
£39.00
£23.00
£69.00
£18.50
Ell 00

e SEND

Balante
£265
£270
£275
£280
£285
£290
£295
£300
£305
£310
£315
£320
£325
£330
£335
£340
£345

Monthly Payments
24
30
36
£ 13.25 £ 11•13 £181
£ 13.50 £ 11-34 £ 10-00
£ 1175 £ 11-55 £ 10-18
£ 14 00 £ 11-76 £ 10.37
£ 14.25 £ 11-97 £ 10-55
£ 14.50 £ 12-18 £ 10-74
£ 14.75 £ 12-39 £ 10-92
£ 15-00 £ 12-60 £ 11-11
£ 15-25 £ 1181
LI 1-29
£ 15-50 £ 13-02 £ 11-48
£ 15-75 £ 13-23 £ 11-66
£ 16.00 £ 13-44 El 1-85
£ 16-26 £ 1165 £ 12-03
£ 16-50 £ 13-86 £ 12.22
£ 16-75 £ 14.07 £ 12-40
£ 17.00 £ 14-28 £ 1159
£ 17-25 £ 14.49 £ 12-77

Balante
£350
£355
£360
£365
£370
£375
£380
£385
£390
£395
£400
£420
£440
£460
btu
MOO
£600

Monthly Payments
24
30
36
£ 17-50 £ 1470 £ 12-96
£ 17-75 £ 14 91 £ 13.14
£ 18.00 EIS 12 £ 13.33
£ 18.25 £ 15•33 £ 13.51
£ 18-50 £ 15 54 E13-70
£ 18 75 £ 15 75 £ 13-88
£ 19-00 £ 15-96 £ 14-ca
£ 19.25 £ 16.17 £ 14-25
£ 19 50 ¿ 16-38 £ 14-44
¿ 19-75 £ 16-59 £ 14-62
£20-00 £ 16-80 £
14•81
£21-00 £ 17 64 £ 15-56
£22-00 £ 18 48 ¿ 16-30
£23-00 ¿ 19-32 £ 17.04
[24-00 £20 16 £ 17 78
£25 00 £21.00 £ 18.52
[30 00 ¿25-20 £22.22

DETAILS WITH S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

IIMIELEEGIM11311111MMI 1321IGILEMIZELZELEIMEI

RECOMMENDED
IMIMMEZIEMICTIM
or make your own choice
Metrosound ST2OE Amp. £39.50
Garrard SP25 III ..
£16-63
Orbit Magnetic Cart.
£5.25
Plinth & Cover ..
£6-50
W harfedale Linton 2 ( pr) £49.90
Leads & Plugs
£3-00
Total £120.78
Rogers Ravensbrook
£55-50
Goldring GL72 P/C ..
£41-76
Shure M44/7
E9.84
Goodmans Mezzo III ( pr) £68.00
Leads & Plugs
£3.00
Total
Leak Delta 70 Amp. ..
Goldring GL75P/C
Shure M75E/11 ..
Leak 600 ( pair) ..
Leads & Plugs3.00
.
.
Total

Akai AA 6200 ..
£91-56
Akai AA 8500
£221-85
Armstrong 525 FM ..
£92.77
Armstrong 526 AM/FM .. £105-72
Beomaster 1200 or 5000..
£99.50
Beomaster 1600 ..
£119.50
Beomaster 3000 ..
[139-50
Bush Arena 2600
£111-30
Goodmans Module 80
£91-59
Goodmans One-Ten .. £135.00
Leak Delta
£16100
Philips RH790
£13400
Rogers Ravensbrook Case £108-43
Tandberg 1171 ..
£95.00
Tandberg TR200
E99-00

£178.10
£79.50
£53.24
£20.57
£99.00
£
£255-31

B & 0 SPIO
B & 0 SPI2
.
B & 0 SPI4
Bib Groov-Kleen
Connoisseur SAU-2 arm
Decca Mk. 4 C4E
Deccalift International arm
Deccalift incl. transformers
Goldring 850
Goldring 800E
Goldring 800 Super E ..
Goldring L75 arm
Ortofon MISE ..
SME 3009/11
SME 3009/11 HE
SME 3012/11
SME 3012/11 HE
Shure M44-7
Shure M44-5
Shure M55- E .
Shure M75-6 Type 11 ..
Shure M75E/I1
Shure V15/II
Transcriptors Fluid Arm
Transcriptors Stylus Scales
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi Fi Parastat
Watts Dust Bug ..

£9.90
£12.90
£7.90
£1.99
£14.31
£18-24
£21-38
£9.10
£6.27
£18-16
£25-10
£13-98
£28-16
£3126
£34-67
£35.42
£36-83
£9.84
£10.73
£12.52
£16-10
£20.57
£39.25
£26.29
£3.95
£2.40
£2.26
LI.20

Miliiii=g=1.1111111
B & W Model 70 ' Std.' .. f159.50
B & W DM3 Monitor .. £63-00
B & W DM I
..
£32-00
Beovox 1800 ( pr.)
£52.90
Cambridge R50 ..
£98-00
Celestion Ditton 120
£28.85
Celestion Ditton 15
£38.47
Quad 33/303 ..
£106.00
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£65.00
Transcriptors Hydraulicf107-55
Goodmans Dimension 8 ..
£69.00
hure V15/11
£39.25
Goodmans Havant ..
£28.00
Tannoy Lancaster 15"
Goodmans Double Maxim
£33-00
(pr.) . • £138.00
Goodmans Magnum K2 ..
£44.00
Leads & Plugs • •
£3.00
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
£34-00 IIIMIELECIZEIII=1111111111
Total £393-80
£20-70
Goodmans Minister ( pr.)
£48-20 Goodmans Axiom 30 I ..
£12.54
Goodmans Magister ..
£62-50 Goodmans DIN20 Kit ..
Beosystem 1500 .. £ 119.95
£13.00
KEF Chorale ..
£34.19 Jordan-Watts Module ..
Beosystem 1000 .. £ 16910
KEF Cadenza ..
£42-50 KEF TI5 tweeter
£6-00
Decca 614 System ..
£70.86
[100
KEF Concerto ..
£58.50 KEF T27 tweeter
Decca 1204 System ..
£95-30
£7-80
Leak 150
£24.95 KEF BI 10 LF/MID
Goodmans Module 80
£9.00
with Magnum K2
Leak 250
£32.50 KEF 13220
£12-50
Leak 600 ..
£49.50 KEF B139 .
Speakers £253.00
£25-00
Lowther PM6/Acousta
£52.50 Kef kit 2 ( Concord)
Hacker GARIIIIIIIA/SRD
£36-00
Quad Electrostatic £72-00 Kef kit 3 ( Concerto)
with Kef Cadenza
£22.50
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
£99-78 Lowther PM6
Speakers
£277.50
£35.00
Lowther
PM7
Tannoy
Lancaster
12"
D/C
£
63-00
Wharfedale Linton .. £144.90
£36.50
Tannoy Lancaster 15" D/C
£69.00 Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C
£43.25
Tannoy
Chatsworth
RT
£
57.00
Tannoy
Monitor
IF
D/C
CABINETS E . ui -.gent Si Record
£31.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pr.)
£39.90 Tannoy III Monitor D/C
rtecora Housing" range available. Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pr.)
£12.50
£49-90 Wharfedale Unit 3 Kit ..
ENQUIRIES INVITED FOR
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
£18-00
£45.00 Wharfedale Unit 4 Kit ..
£26.00
EQUIPMENT NOT LISTED
Wharfedale Roxedale 3 .
£65.00 Wharfedale Unit 5 Kit ..
r-

e

EXPORT INFORMATION
Export prices and shipping quotes free or send SI Bill ($ 3 Air Post) to include illustrated catalogue. All equipment carefully packed, insured and shipped
promptly at minimum cost TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. Payment may be made in
any currency by bank transfer, certified check, postal order or money order.
PERSONAL EXPORT FACILITIES-VISITORS WELCOME TO SHOWROOMS.

To: C. C. Goodwin ( Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HFN 3),
7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London N22 6DU.
Please supply the following equipment:

All prices correct at time of printing. E. & 0.E.

C.C.Goodwincsalestird
7, THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD

WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22 6DU
Tel: 01-888 0077
NOTE NEW HOURS OF BUSINESS: Mon. to Sat. 9-5.30 p.m., Thurs. 9-1 p.m

Total Cash Price
1enclose cheque/PO/MO value [
1enclose cheque/PO/MO value E
by
Name
Address

monthly payments of

in full payment.
as deposit and wish to pay the balance
on PERSONAL G.B. CREDIT PLAN.
(I am over21)
(BLOCK
LETTERS
PLEASE)

We're not just apretty face.
We have other virtues.
When you put on your stereo AKG's
it's like being in aworld of your own.
You don't have to worry about the
neighbours.
The TV, or even the children.
They won't hear you and you won't
hear them.
So you can relax to your favourite

recordings as you will never have heard
them before.
AKG's start from only £ 10.00 and are
made with the same meticulous care as our
renowned professional microphones, and
of course they're guaranteed.
Find out for yourself at any good Radio
or Hi Fi store or write to us for our free
brochure.

LO

Makes good listening better, quietly.

AKG Equipment Limited 182/4 Campden Hill Road London W8

415

BORROW YOUR STEREO SOUND FROM US!
ON RECORD C:1) ON TAPE
The Wilson Stereo Library hires every worthwhile classical,
light, pop and jazz record, tape and cassette available in
this country. In addition, we import stereo tapes from the
U.S.A.
New recordings on all three
sections are added to the catalogue as
soon as the
manufacturers
release them. As
a member of the W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Library Service you
can have as many recordings as
you wish, on records, tapes or
cassettes. Subscriptions can be taken out for each section
separately so if you want recordings on, say, tape only, you
can have them. The same applies to records and cassettes.
Whether you're the first person to borrow arecording,
or the tenth, you still receive it 'as-new'. Because at The
Wilson Stereo Library, we make sure that all our recordings
are maintained in the finest condition. By testing on the
highest grade equipment, we can remove recordings from
the Library the moment they fall below our strictly enforced
standards.
IMM

BUY YOUR STEREO
SOUND FROM US TOO

o

An additional W.S.L. service
is ' Records and Cassettes at
Cost'. This service enables
you to buy factory fresh
ecords or cassettes at dealers' cost
prices, plus a small handling charge.
Those who subscribe to this W.S.L.
service also receive lists of brand new
deletions and slightly used records,
tapes and cassettes at
genuine
savings
up to
75% below the
usual list
price.

Mal

ON CASSETTE

Naturally, we expect you to use high grade reproducing
equipment, and to keep it up to standard. Otherwise we
couldn't possibly keep our promise to loan you only 'asnew' recordings!
If you like, you can purchase
any recording you have hired
and this applies to records, tape
and cassettes. Its price depends
on how many times it has been
hired before. The more hirings,
the lower the price. And you
don't pay any hire charges on recordings you subsequently
purchase.
For those who prefer to hire new, and unplayed, stereo
records, we've recently introduce the ` W.S.L. Stereo
Unplayed' service. It applies to the latest releases and new
copies of older recordings. Lists are sent to you every
month showing the complete range of stereo records available to those who subscribe to this latest W.S.L. service.
You can subscribe to both our record-hire services if you
wish—the ` W.S.L. Specialist Library' and the ` W.S.L. Stereo
Unplayed'—but they are quite separate.
BM

MIN

MM.

WILSON STEREO INDEX
a comprehensive guide...

WILSON STEREO
LIBRARY ACCESSORIES

Every collector (or hirer!) of stereo
records will want acopy of the W.S.L.
Stereo Index. Because it gives information on every worthwhile classical, light,
popular and jazz stereo record. Including release
dates. The fifth edition has been completely updated and greatly enlarged by the addition of fulllength reviews by well-known personalities. These
reviews include an appraisal of the great Operatic
Recordings, and features on the best Light, Folk
and Bands stereo records.
There are also reviews of
the best Orchestral, Chamber Music and Demonstration records, as well
as personal reactions to
Pop records.

A range of accessories is
available, including:
W.S.L. Side Thrust Corrector enables you to remove
side thrusting of pickup, reducing distortion and eliminating record wear.
45p Post Free
W.S.L. Blank Disc shows how well
your pickup is performing. Detects
side thrusting immediately and the
mirror-like surface of the vinyl disc
reflects the under side of your cartridge
and stylus, making it possible to align
your pickup accurately.
70p Post Free

o

o

For full list, send the coupon for free
booklet " The Wilson Stereo Library".

mid

rTHE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD.
To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London, S.E.27.
Please send me:

.W.S.L. Blank Disc. Ienclose 70p.

D Free booklet 'The Wilson Stereo D W.S.L. Side Thrust
Ienclose 45 p.
Library', which gives full details of
all W.S.L. services and accessories. (Tick items required.)
Ienclose 5p postage.
Total sum enclosed

Corrector.

`W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Catalogue'.
Name
Ienclose 40p, and understand that
this will be credited to me in full
should Idecide to become aLibrary Address
Member.
u ` W.S.L. Stereo Index'.
£1.25 plus p. 8c p., 20p.

I enclose

MI MI MI MI MI III Mall Mil
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Bush dedicate five new HiFi Stereo systems
to the genius ofthe human ear.

Bush Arena Systems and 2
In teak finish.
System iis as System 2 (illustrated)
less the stereo FM radio tuner.
Deck: Garrard SP25 MkIII.
Cartridge: Goldring G.800 magnetic.
Amplifier: Iowans (rms) per channel,
Signal/Noise: 6odB.
Frequency response: 25-20,00o Hi,
Harmonic distortion: < 1%.
FM Tuner: Sensitivity: 3uv. Push
button station selection, built in stereo
decoder, AFC.
Loudspeakers: Frequency response
6o-2o,000 Hz.

Bush Arena System 5
In teak finish.
Deck: Garrard AP76 transcription.
Cartridge: Goldring G.800E magnetic.
AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier: 15 watts
(rms) per channel. Signal/Noise: 7odB,
Frequency response: 20-25,000 Hz.
Harmonie distortion: < 0.6%, Loudness
Control. Five Wavebands: VHF, LW,
MW, 2xSW, FM sensitivity: r.5i.tv.
Push button station selection, AFC,
Tuning Meter.
Loudspeakers: Frequency response
50-zo,000 Hz.

Bush Arena System 3
In white, rosewood or teak finish.
Deck: Garrard AP76 transcription.
Cartridge: Goldring G.800E magnetic.
FM Tuner/Amplifier: i5 watts (rms>
per channel. Signal/Noise: 7odB,
Frequency response: 20-25,000 Hz,
Harmonic distortion: < 0.6%,
Rumble filter and loudness control,
FM Sensitivity: 1.5uv, Push button
station selection, AFC, Tuning Meter.
Loudspeakers: Frequency response
50-20,000 Hz.

Bush Arena System 4
in teak finish.
Deck: Lenco B55 transcription.
Cartridge: Goldring G.800E magnetic.
Amplifier Section: 15 watts (rms) per
channel, Signal/Noise: 7odB,
Frequency response: 20-25,000 Hz.
Harmonic distortion: < o.6%, Loudness
control.
FM Tuner Section: Sensitivity 1.541.-,
Push button station selection, AFC,
Tuning meter.
Loudspeakers: Frequency response
50-20,000 Hz.

( Free Trial.
Come in to your local Bush Arena
dealer and listen to Bush Arena
Hi-Fi/Stereo.
In the last analysis, that's what it's
all about.
In the meantime, if you'd like to
know more, we'd be happy to send a
free booklet which tells in full detail
v, hat each system can do.
Name
Address
Send to: Rank Bush Murphy, '
Bush Arena Hi-Fi/Stereo, Dept. IIFN3
Power Rd, London W4.

BUSHARENA HI-FI
rr‘art vv,th th. 10i10

—.1man of many skills.

,
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WINTER PRICES FROM SMITH '
S

WITH SERVICE
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROTEL RA.610 .. .. .. .. £54.50
TELETON SAQ.50I.S .. .. .. £40.00

ALPHA F2I2
£29 50
AR 60/60
•
.
£ 140.00
ARD 2000
..
£ 34.00
ARMSTRONG 521
£ 45 00
CAMBRIDGE Audio P.50
..
£70 00
CAMBRIDGE Audio P.I00 .. .. £ 120.00
FERROGRAPH F.307 Mk II
£47-50
LEAK Delta 30 Teak
£51.50
LEAK DELTA 70 Teak
£62.50
METROSOUND ST.20
£25-00
METROSOUND ST.20E
£27.50
NIKKO TRM 300 ..
£32.00
NIKKO TRM 400 ..
£42.00
NIKKO TRM 50
..
..
£47.00
NIKKO TRM 1200
..
£84.50
GRUNDIG SV.I40 .. .. £ 135-00
GRUNDIG SV.85 .. .. £99•50
SCOTT 299S .. .. .. £49-50
ROGERS Ravensbrook 5/2 Chassis ..
£36.50
ROGERS Ravensbrook 5/2 Teak .. ..
E39.50
ROGERS Ravensbourne Teak .. ..
£47-50
TELETON SAQ.206 .. .. ..
£18.50
SANSUI AU.I01 .. .. .. On application
SANSUI AU.222 .. .. On application
SANSUI AU.555A .. .. On application
SANSUI AU.666 .. .. On application
SANSUI AU.999 .. .. On application
PIONEER S.A.500 .. .. .. .. £ 39.50
ROTEL RA.310 .. .. ..
E32 50

PLAYING DECKS

GARRARD SP25 Mk. III w/plinth &
cover fitted G800.. .. .

£ 19 50

SPEAKER KITS

JP TU6OL .. .. .. .. £32.50
All kits priced in pairs
GOLDRING 705.P .. .. .. £ 15.00
WHARFEDALE Unit 3
..
..
£ 19.50
GOLDRING GL.75 • • .. .. £31.50
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 .. .. .. £28.00
GOLDRING GL.75.P
..
£39.00
WHARFEDALE Unit 5
..
..
£ 39.00
LID 75
..
..
.
..
£3.00
KEF Kef kit 3.. .. .. ..
aeon
GOLDRING GL.69 .. .. [21.50
KEF Kef kit 4
.. .. .. £30.00
GARRARD SP.25 Mk 3
..
£ 10.75
GARRARD SL.6513 .. .. .. .. £ 13.50
GARRARD SL.75B .. .. .. .. £27-00
GARRARD SL.95B .. .. .. £33-00
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GARRARD AP.76 .. .. .. .. [ 18-95
Single units
GOODMANS 3025 .. .. .. £27-50
KEF T.27 .. .. .. .. .. £ 3.75
MACDONALD Mp.60 .. .. ..
fl I-50
KEF T.15 .. .. .. . .. £4.50
MACDONALD Mp. 60TPD1 .. .. £ 17.50
KEF B. 110
..
£7.50
MACDONALD HT 70 .. .. .. £ 15-50
KEF B.I39 .. .. .. ..
PIONEER PL.I2.AC .. .. .. £37-50
..
..
..
.
00
KEF DN.8
.
..
. £
£101.50
THORENS TD.I50 .. .. .. .. £29 .50
.
..
..
.
THORENS TD.I50A .. .. £37 .00
KEF DN.9 .. .. .. .. .. £2.00
KEF DN.I2
.
£4-00
THORENS TD.I50.AB .. £39.50
.
..
..
..
GOODMANS
Axiom
201 ..
.. ..
.. £ 10.50
THORENS TD.I25 .. .. £62.50
GOODMANS Axiom 401 .. .. .. £ 14.00
TOSHIBA SR.40 .. .. .. .. £49-50'
GOODMANS Twinaxiette .. .. £7.00
TOSHIBA SR.50 .. .. .. .. £ 120.00•
GOLDRING G99 .. .. _ .. [20-00
GOLDRING G99 P & T .. .. .. [29-50 " Items limited quantity, check stock position before
PHILIPS GA.202 .. .. .. ..
E50.00
ordering.

ALL GOODS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED...
HI-FI EQUIPMENT BY HECO, SANYO, TANDBERG
AND QUAD PRICES BY QUOTATION
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
•
•
..
£95-00
AKAI AA.6300
ALPHA ARENA R.200 .. .. , . £58.00
ALPHA ARENA R.500 .. .. £65-00
..
£74-50
ARMSTRONG 525
..
..
£84-50
ARMSTRONG 526
GOODMANS Module 80 .. .. £70.00
GRUNDIG RTV 400 .. .. £ 129.50
GRUNDIG RTV 650 .. .. .. £ 159.50
LEAK DELTA 75

..

..

..

ROTEL 130 .. .. .. ..
.
0
..
..
..
ROTEL Fax.3.3
ROTEL RX.200 .. .. ..

£ 129•50
£50-00
[69-50
£69-50

SANYO DC.60E .. .. .. £65.00
SANSU 200
..
.. On application
SANSU 300
..
.. On application
SANSU 350
..
.. On application
SANSU 800 .. .. .. On application
SANSU 2000 .. .. On application
SANSU 600L .. .. .. On application
£59 .50
SHARP STA.22 .. .. .. ..
SHARP STA.3I .. .. .. .. [89.50
STA.32L .. .. .. .. £ 105-00
SHARP
TOSHIBA SA.2600M .. .. ..
TELETON CR.10T .. .. .. ..
TELETON F.2100 .. .. .. ..
TELETON MX.990 .. .. .. ..
TELETON R.8000 .. .. .. ..
TELETON TFS.50 .. .. .. ..
TELETON 7.AT20 .. .. ..
PIONEER KX.330 .. .. .. ..
PIONEER LX.440 .. .. .. ..

£43-50
£20.00
[39-50
[40.00
£40.00
£54.50
£70-00
£60-00
£75.00

NIKKO STA.501 .. .. .. .. £ 100.00

SPEAKERS
All units priced in pairs
AZTEC 10 .. .. .. • .. £44.00
AR.4.X
..
..
..
£69.50
AR6 Teak .. • • .. £97-00
AR2AX Walnut
..
.. £135.00
AR3a Walnut .. .. .. £
265.00

WHARFEDALE Triton .. .. .. £48.00
WHARFEDALE Dovedale 3
..
£ 64-00
WHARFEDALE Rose dal
e
.. .. . £ 95-00
WHARFEDALE Aston
..
£ 39.00
ROGERS Ravensbrook .. £48.00

STEREO CARTRIDGES

B & W DM3
•
•
..
£98.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66
B & W DM I
•
•
..
£59-50
AUDIO TECHNICA AT21S
B & W DM70
•
•
..
£225.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT2IX
CAMBRIDGE R.40 .. .. .. £ 105.00
ADC 560 .
CAMBRIDGE R.50 .. .. .. .. £165-00
.
..
GOLDRING
G850 .. ..
CELESTION Ditton 120 .. . ..
CELESTION Ditton 15 .. . ..
CELESTION Dittos 25 .. . ..
DYNACO A.25 .. .. ..
DECCA Deram .. .. ..
GOODMANS Maxim .. .. ..
GOODMANS Mi nster .. . ..
GOODMANS Mezzo 3 .. .. ..
GOODMANS Magnum K2
..

£38-00
£59.50
£95-00
£65-00
£28.00
£32-00
£35.00
£46.00
£63.00

IMF Domestic Monitor .. .. .. £ 180-00
IMF Studio .. .. .. .. £ 130.00
IMF Compact .. .. ..
£59.00
KEF Cadenza .. .. .. £65-005.00
KEF Cresta .. .. .. .. £39-506.75
KEF Chorale
KEF Concerto .. .. .. £89-50
LOWTHER Acousta PM6 .. .. .. £80.00
LOWTHER Acousta PM7 .. .. .. £90-00
LEAK 600 .. .. .. .. .. [704)0
LEAK 300 .. .. .. .. £49.00
LEAK 200 .. .. .. .. .. £39.00
SONAB 0A.5 .. .. .. .. £ 105.00
WHARFEDALE Denton 2 .. .. £31.50
WHARFEDALE Super Linton 2 .. .. £39.50
WHARFEDALE Melton .. .. .. £49-00

£4.95
£6.95
£12.50
£12.00
£4.00
£7.00
£14.00
£18.00
£4.50
£2-87
£5.13
E6.87
£5.00
£2.75
£8.75
£5.75
£8.00

GOLDRING G800 .
GOLDRING G800E.
GOLDRING G800 S/E
GOLDRING CS90 ..
NEAT V70 .. ..
NEAT V70E . ..
PICKERING V15 AC2
SHURE M3D M
SHURE N3D
SHURE M31E
SHURE N3IE
SHURE M32E
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

N32E
£
M44 7
£
N44 7
£4.75
M44E
£7.50
N44E
£6.63
M55E
[9.00
N55E
£6.75
M75/6
[ 11-50
N75/6
£5.00
M75 El
£ 14-75
N75 El
£7-13
VIS 11
£29.50
VNISE
.
£ 13-00
M75E2
£14.50

All goods are new and unused and are insured against loss or damage in transit. Carriage SOp for speakers and stereo tape recorders. 38p for amplifiers, tuners,
playing decks, tape decks, 25p for cartridges, headphones and transcription arms. We are a retail shop giving a retail shop service. Comparator demonstrations. Over
1000 combinations to choose from. Send cash/cheque with order. Personal callers very welcome. 9.30 am-6 pm Monday to Saturday. Thursday } day closing.
Securicor delivery £ 1-95 extra.

Smi

th s Raffia Service (Wolverhampton) Ltd.
'

41S

Mail Order Department, 26 Victoria Street,
Wolverhampton,

Staffs.

Tel.:

Wolv.

29246

,

Prove the
superiority of

THOR&I.
45

for yourself....

THORW5

...pen.»

Thorens
TD150AB II

TD150 II Transcription Turntable £34-62 Tax paid
TD150A II Turntable with TP13A pick-up arm.
£44-40 Tax paid
TD150AB II Turntable with TP13A pick-up arm and
plinth £48-05 Tax paid
TD125 Electronic Turntable £76-03 Tax paid
TD125AB Turntable with TP25 pick-up arm and plinth
£115-57 Tax paid

Thorens Products are stocked and demonstrated by all leading Hi Fi dealers or write for full details
Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

metrosoun d

MetroHund is a Registered Trademark of Metrosound Manufacturing Co Ltd

IT'S TOTALLY
DIFFERENT
- IN SIGHT, TOUCH AND SOUND!
The big new ST. 60 amplifier by Metrosound looks terrific from any
angle. Its elegant cabinet is a really new style on the hi-fi scene. And
it's finished in teak or rosewood with black padded leatherette ends.
Now touch the slide controls — volume, balance, bass, middle, treble
and filter slope — don't they feel good. Smooth. Steady. And unique !
Sit back and listen to its 30 watts r.m.s. per channel. Its 20-50,000 Hz
response. Try the ST. 60 with the new Metrosound speakers. Or headphones. Either way, you'll hear the difference.
Recommended retail price £70.00.
Please send me data on the new
Metrosound ST.60 amplifier.
Name
Address

There's alot more to tell you
about the fantastic big new ST.60
amplifier. So send for full
details today!

Metrosound
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

IT'S
UNIQUE!
The big new speaker from Metrosourd—we
mean the DUPLEX 25—made to match the new
Metrosound amplifier—the ST 60, or any other make of
high quality amplifier. The new Duplex 25 handles afull 30
watts of power and turns it into pure sound. It has two speaker
units—one long throw cone type and the other a radically different
electrostatic unit based on an entirely new patent. The electrostatic unit is
mounted behind alenticular grille, giving improved high frequency dispersion
and superior styling. The other is fronted by aspecially woven, acoustically transparent
vinyl cloth. The advanced design of the Duplex 25 ensures the wide dispersion cf
sound essential for true concert hall realism. Impedance 8 ohms. Response
40-18,000 Hz. Dimensions: width 161", height 271', depth 12". A smaller version is
also available—called the Duplex 15, it handles 15 watts of power and like its big
brother it uses both cone and electrostatic units. Impedance 8 ohms. Response
45-17,000 Hz. Dimensions: width 18y, height 181", depth 8ii". For both models the
electrostatic unit is energised by asupply voltage of 190-250v. 50-60 Hz.
Recdmmended retail prices:
Duplex 25 £ 52.00.
Duplex 15 £32.00.
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There's no sound
better than the
sound of
C:) 1=Z MC)
CD NI
Ortofon Stereo Cartridges types M15 and MF15 are designed
on new principles backed by the Ortofon reputation for
high quality products.
The M15 series functions on the magnetic dynamic principle
and features a particularly high compliance enabling the
cartridge to track at very low stylus pressures resulting in an
improved clarity and distinction of reproduction.
Any of the four replaceable stylus assemblies plus aspecial
version for playing 78 rpm records can be used with the basic
cartridge unit.

CD 1=
See and listen to Ortofon at your Hi Fi
dealer now — or write direct for full
details of the Ortofon range of
Stereo Cartridges and
Pick up arms.

Metrosound and Thorens products are stocked and
demonstrated by all leading Hi Fi dealers.

Ilmetrosound

Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

TYPE

-1
- C:)1=

cJ N

Tracking Frequency Channel
Min.
angle
response separation stylus
(at 1kHz) pressure

CARTRIDGES
Rec.
stylus
pressure

Diamond
stylus

Rec.
Price

Replacement
stylus assemblies

M15

15°

20Hz 20kHz

30d B

0.75g

1.5g

15u

£22.29

£9.54

M15E

15°

20Hz20kH z

30d B

0.75g

1.5g

18/8u

f28.16

E15-50

MF15

15'

20Hz20kHz

30d B

1g

2g

15u

£17.59

£716

MF15E

15°

20Hz20k Hz

30dB

1g

2g

18/8u

£23.46

£1312

metrosound
Registered Trade Mark of Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE LARGEST RANGE
OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES IN GREAT BRITAIN
MI— Metro- Splicer
C1-19
M2—Metrosound
Sponge
18p
M3— Record Care Kit 40+p
M4—Klenzatape Kit £ 1.00
MS—Spare Tape for
Klenzatape Kit
42p
M6— Replacement
Klenzatape Fluid
25p
M7—Tape Accessory
Kit
£2-09
M8—Metro- Spray
18p
M9— Metro- Brush
20p
M10— Metro Mat ( ribbed
rubber)
78p
M II — Hi-Fi Stylus
Cleaning Kit
43p
M12— Metro- Strobe
78p
M13-45 rpm. Adpt. ( 10) 18p
Available from all

M3 I—Thorens AntiMI
6—Tape Recorder
Skating Device
Mechanical
for TDI50A/AB LI.49
Maintenance Kit £2-69
MI7—Metro Splicing
M32— Cassette Head
Block MST 17
60p
60p
Cleaner
MI8—Leader Tape ( 6
M33— C60 Blank Tape
colours)
25p each
60p
Cassette
MI9—Stop Foil
25p
25p
M34—loniser Fluid
M20—Jointing Tape
25p
M35— C90 Blank Tape
M21— Stylus Balance
48p
LI -01
Cassette
M23—Spirit Level
40p
M36—Single Blank
M24— Lubricating Kit
40p
Tape Cartridge L1-07
M25—Tape Editing Kit LI-75
M37— Double Blank
M26—loniser Record
Tape Cartridge LI-57
Cleaner
37+p
M38— C120 Blank
M27—Antistatic
LI-41
Cassette
Cleaning Cloth
15p
M28—High Fidelity
M39—Cartridge Head
LI.20
Maintenance Kit £2-15
Cleaner
HiFi stockists or send direct for illustrated leaflet

metrosound manufacturing co. ltd.,

AUDIO WORKS, CARTERSFIELD ROAD, WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX. Tel. Waltham Cross 31933
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nothing is quite like it

The incomparable KEF CADENZA
Whiteness is all you hear from
the new Cadenza: the clear
whiteness of aural space that
is KEF White Sound'.
Until you put in the music.
Then you hear the difference.
You hear all the vividness of
the whole tonal spectrum, all
the detail of which your
sound source and equipment are capable.

The White Sound' of the KEF
Cadenza lets all the colours
through simply because
it has virtually no unwanted
vibrations or resonances— and
so virtually no colouration of
its own. And isn't that what
you've always hoped for?
231 ,(741x1liin

KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil. Maidstone, Kent Tel: 0622 57258

4
0

423

60x36x30cm

Now! from EMI
precision speakers and
enclosures in matched
money- saving kits.
combination of superb sound reproduction and good
looks you'll be proud to have in your home.
There are eight kits-from compact book-shelf
units to large floor standing enclosures-all finished
in selected wood veneer, with matched loudspeaker
kits handling from 5-35 Watts.
Realise the full fidelity of your audio system at a
fraction of the cost of comparable speaker assemblies.
Contact your hi-fi dealer or send to EMI for full details

EMI speakers are internationally recognised-used
in the highest quality sound reproduction equipment.
Because of this world-wide demand, EMI matched
speaker kits are available to you at areally keen price.
And now, EMI introduce the commonsense costsaving approach to high quality speaker enclosures.
Available in complete easily assembled kit form-all
you need is ascrewdriver-they form the ideal

A member of the
EMI Group of Companies.
International leaders in Electronics,
Records and Entertainment.

EMI
424

Perfection in Sound
EMI Sound Products Ltd., Haves, Middlesex.
Telephone: 01-5733888, Ext. 667

ANNOUNCING
THE NEW

AT
£
LONG LAST!

PROFESSIONAL MUSICASSETTE

1.95 (
plus 15p post)

-siao

Musicassettes are virtually indestructable (you can't accidentally wipe the recording off). They do not wear out nor
deteriorate in continued use; furthermore the new Dolbyised
cassettes are virtually completely free from background noise.
Think what it means to listen to recorded music completely
and always free from pops and clicks, swishes and other
irritating noises. A stereo musicassette player need not be
expensive and can be simply added to your existing audio
equipment by plugging into the tape input as an alternative
to your record player.

of the STEREO RECORD GUIDE
by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, Ivan March
This is part of acompletely new survey of the several thousands of new stereo records issued in the last 4 years.
VOLUME 7 will deal with the first half of the composer
alphabet (A- M approx.).

VOLUME 8 (
to be published Spring 1972) will continue the survey.
NB.— For a complete coverage of all older stereo issues you will still
need Volume 2 (
tI•40 post free); Volume 5 (
EI•40 post free); and
Volume 6 ([ 1.95 post free). (All other volumes are out of print and their
contents is transferred into the later volumes.)

For details and cost of loan service — see below

ALSO READY SPRING 1972

THE 3rd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

MEANWHILE OUR LP LIBRARY IS STILL
EXPANDING AND A SPECIAL FREE 7- DAY LOAN
IS OFFERED FOR ALL OUR DISC SERVICES.

toe

New issues are immediately available to LPRL members (of
Professional and Once-a-year services). A regular list of the
cream of new issues is sent with your library parcel. You
make your choices from this list.

'THE GREAT RECORDS'

Annual subscription: £2 ( includes damage insurance).
Cost: 2Ip per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed.
(N.B.)—In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and a cartridge and arm of comparable standard.
The Professional Stereo Record Library makes available virtually every
highly
recommended
classical
stereo
record,
plus
light
music.
Records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members (who
can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive a good proportion of
brand new records.

(of the 50's and 60's)
aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. EI-90 post free.

The Standard Library Service
damage).

irmommii=02,

•

The Once-a- year Subscription

"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging interpretation and technical reproduction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay
between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix.
An excellent book and something of agoldmine..."
Ella Arntsen in
SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL

THE LPRL ( SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance ( from CIO annually)
Cost: from approx. Sp per week for each LP (according to number borrowed).
Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs (for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo and Mono LP of classical
music, ' Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL ( CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE &
HANDBOOK (60p post free) with a special Light Music Supplementary list
(sent on request).

•

95p post free

Other indispensable Library publications include

The Professional Stereo Record Library

accidental

(reviewing earlier issues:
are still available)

by EDWARD GREENFIELD. IVAN
MARCH, and DENNIS STEVENS

(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment).

Annual subscription: ( E1•50) ( includes
nsurance against
Cost: 14/ or 2p per day for each ( perfect) LP borrowed.

60p
post free

This selective catalogue listing only the cream of the recommended
classical LPs issued at the time of going to press ( mono and stereo).
Only records of a high standard of performance and recording are
included and where possible a '
Best Buy' is given. New edition
ready early in the new year.

The Professional Musicassette Library

oegor

Annual subscription: £2. Cost 1p per day for single cassettes, 4p per day for double
cassettes. Special lists being prepared of available repertoire. During inaugural
period one cassette in every three borrowed is sent on loan free of charge.

1

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICASSETTE
CATALOGUE
(Ready early in 1972)

You can also borrow personally from
(write direct for details)

RD LIBRARY LTD

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, FY 82 SPU
425

25p
post free

(a concise list of the finest musicassettes of classical music and good
quality light music).

Send 2x3p stamps ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

THE LONG PLAYING REC

95p

90p post free

2nd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

HERE ARE THE FOUR MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES . .

•

by Edward Greenfield and Ivan March

Hardback edition,
post free.
(Reviews all bargain classics issued since our 2nd Penguin guide
was published.)

1st PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

IF YOU LIKE A RECORD you can purchase it (and this
automatically cancels its hiring fee); if not, just return it and
borrow some more.

•

READY NOW

(NB.—Overseas customers please add 15p extra carriage to the cost of
each book ordered).

LIBRARY
Our Musicassette Loan Service has already
commenced at specially low hiring fees during
it's inaugural period—see below.

VOLUME 7

BRISTOL
House of Sound
5 Marsh Street
(Phone 21534)
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AKAI X- 200D

AKAI 4000D
4 Track Stereo Deck

£162 -53

£96.38

£18 53 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £12 or 24 of £6. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

£5.30 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £7.59 or £9.50 DOWN and
24 monthly payments of £3.62. NO
INTEREST CHARGES!

S

S

AKAI 1720L
4 Track Stereo Recorder

•
•
• •
es *
• •
I. •
• •
I .
•
e s ')
• •
• •

£89.91

NEW! AKAI GXC -40D
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With Crystal Ferrite Head.
£94.95
£5.91 DOWN and 12 monthly
payments of £7.42 or £10.95
DOWN and 24 monthly pay
ments of £3.50. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

£5.91 DOWN and 12 monthly paymenu of £ or £9.75 DOWN and 24
monthly
payment!.
of £ 3-34.
NO
INTEREST CHARGES'

AKAI
X-1800SD

AKAI
HEADPHONES

ssss.
e e e e

:•
:

prices...

4 Track Stereo Tape Deck

.

•

... better value than
ever ... at these low

. • • • •
•
•
•
•
e
. • :• .
e : : • :•• :

4 Track Reel and 8
Track
Cartridge
Stereo Tape Recorder

at SPECIAL
PRICES!

£167•50
£17 50 DOWN and
12 monthly payments
of £12 50 or 24 of
£6 25.
NO INTEREST CHARGES!

AKAI ASE 95 £5-60.
(List Price CEi 90.1
AKAI ASE 20 £7.60.
(List Price £ 50.)

TANDBERG

... built by experts for experts . . .

TANDBERG
1800

TANDBERG
3000X

Stereo Tape Deck

Stereo Tape Deck

£68

£107

£3.92 DOWN and
12 monthly payment-,
of £5.34 or £7.04
DOWN
ar d 24
monthly payments of
£2 54.
NO LNTEREST CHARGES'

£11 DOWN and 12
monthly payments of
£8 or 24 of £4.
NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

TANDBERG
4000X
Tape Recorder

£174
£18 DOWN and 12
monthly payments of
£13 or 24 of £6.50.
NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

426

New . . . Improved

R EVo)(

REVOX A77
Mark III
1122 ( 2 Track) or 1124 ( 4
Track)
Tape Recorder

£253
£29.08
DOWN
and
12
monthly payments of £18.66
or 24 of £9 33. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

A77 Mark III

REVOX A77
Mark III
1102 ( 2 Track) or 1104 ( 4
Track)
Tape Deck

£219
£25-08
DOWN
and
12
monthly payments of £16 16
or 24 of £8.08.
NO INTEREST CHARGES!

LOW IP Li

FROM
ONLY

Armstrong 521
Leak Delta 30 ( Teak)
Leak Delta 70 ( Teak)
Nivico MCA 104E
Quad 33 & 303 ..
Sony TA 1010 ..
Trio KA 2000A ..
Cambridge Audio P50
Sansui AU 101 ..
Sansui 555A ..

C59-00
.. £65-00
.. £79-50
• • £72.00
.. £ 106.00
• • £52.75
.. £37.50
• . £88.00
. • £44.00
.. £95.07

DEPOSIT 12 Mthly.
Paymts.
£2.96 £4.67
£3.92 £5.09
£4.50 £6.25
£3.96 £5.67
£ 10-00 £8.00
£2.71 £4.17
£2.46 £2.92
£4.00 £7.00
£2.00 £3.50
£5•07 £7.50

TUNER -AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 526 ..
Trio 4140
Nivico 5010
Leak Delta 75 ..
B & O Beomaster 1200
B & O Beomaster 3000

. . . introducing . . .

£10-68
£16.14
£13.19
£16.92
£9•50
£13-50

£7.92
£11.32
£9.82
£12.34
£7.50
£10.50

£10.68
£16.14
£13.19
£16.92
£9-50
£13•50

£3.96
£5.66
£4.91
£6.17
£3-75
£5•25

£42.17
£54.22
£89-30
£49.75
£57.50

£2.21
£3.22
£5•30
£2.74
£3.50

£3.33
£4.25
£7.00
£3.92
£4.50

£4.25
£5.26
£9.14
£4.87
£5.66

£1.58
£2.04
£3.34
£1•87
£2.16

TUNERS
Armstrong 524 ..
Armstrong 523 ..
Leak Delta AM/FM
Sony ST 80F ..
Trio KT 1000A ..

Select •/A\
•
System

DEPOSIT 24 Mthly
Paymts.
£5•96 £2.21
£7.16 £2.41
£7.50 £3.00
£8.16 £2.66
£ 10.00 £4.00
£5.71 £ 1.96
£4.38 £ 1.38
£7.84 £3.34
£4.40 £ 1-65
£9.11 £3•54

El 05-72
£52-00
£131-03
£165-00
£9-50
£139-50

... a new way of selecting
your own personal hi-fi
stereo system from carefully chosen ' famous name'
amplifiers, tuner amplifiers, turntables, cartridges and speakers.
Each unit has been chosen
for its modern design,
reliable performance and
compatibility .... AND
you get a BIG SAVING
against normal prices
PLUS up to 2 YEARS
FREE CREDIT!
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
Here are a few examples . . .

£3.70
£3.86
£1.96
£3.00
£1.86
£2.86
£4-00
£5.04
£3.42
£3.92
£12.00
£3.92
£3.12

£4.50 £5.86 £2.16
£6.09 £8.06 £2.87
£2-00
£3.50 £4.92 £ 1.67
£3•17 £3.90 £ 1.50
£3.92 £4.78 £ 1438
£5.50 £7.12 £2-62
£7.08 £8.88 £3.38
£5.42 £6.46 £2.58
£6.90 £8.12 £2.87
£9.50 £ 12.00 £4.75
£5.09 £7.16 £2.41
£5.25 £6.12 £2.50

£ 1.56
£ 1-96
£2.77
£2.78
£3.35

£ 1.62
£ 1-67
£3.25
£4.25
£4.08

£4.00 £ 1.25
£4.81 £ 1.54
£5.78 £2.00
£5.27 £ 1.96

£6-66 £- 16 £3-32
£7-92 £9-91 £3-66

£9.50
£11.75
£4.75
£15.50
£4.50
£3.75

£9.50
£11.75
£8.83
£15.50
£7.50
£7.71

£3.75
£4.00
£3.08
£6.00
£3-00
£2.71

£7.50
£8.00
£6.50
£12.00
£6.25
£5.75

Sansui QS 100 ..
£114.00 1 £ 12.00 £8.50 £ 12.00
Nivico MCA V7E Amplifier £115-00 £ 13.00 £8&0 £ 13.00

£
4-25
£
4-25

4 CHANNEL SYSTEMS

Shure M3D
Shure M 447
Shure M 55E
Shure M 75E II
Shure V 15 11
Goldring 0850
Goldring
Goldring 0800E
Goldring 0800 Super E

£169.45

•
•

HEADPHONES
£7.16
£9.84
£12.52
£20.57
£39.35
£6.27
£12-55
£18.16
£25.10

Select-A-System T.A.33

CENTRES

STEREO TAPE DECKS

CARTRIDGES

£133

HFi

£6.71 £7•50 £ 10•79 £3•58
£3.95 £6.50 £8.03 £2.58

TAPE RECORDERS

B & 0 Beocord 1200 ( Teak) £99.50
Sony TC 366 .. £ 107-75
Sony TC 266 .. £8215
B & O Beocord 1800 (Teak) £159.50
Trio KX 7010A Cassette
£79.50
Sony TC 127 Cassette .. £72-75

Select-A-System S.T.21

Carriage and
Packing £1•75
NORMAL LIST PRICE (
if units purchased separately)
[19316
Comprising ... TRIO KA 4002 Amplifier, GOLDRING GL 75 Turntable with
SHURE M55E Cartridge and '
new look' base and cover and apair of WHARFEDALE
MELTON 2 Speakers. A mateFed system complete with all leads and plugs.
£16.57 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 12-74 or 24 of £6.37. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

£ 13.31 £9.24 £ 13.31 £4.62

E.M.I. Portable SPECIAL £85-00 £ S-08
Sony TC 252W
07-75 £4-7I

£83.50

Carriage and
Packing £1.75
NORMAL LIST PRICE Of unit-, purchased separately)
£150.24
Comprising ... SANSUI 200 Tuner Amplifier, GARRARD AP 76 Turntable with
GOLDRING G800 Cartr.dge, plinth and cover and a pair of ASHFORD Speakers.
A matched system complete with all leads and plugs.
£15•16 DOWN and 12 month:y payments of £9.82 or 24 of £4.91. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

TURNTABLES ( with Base and Cover)
Garrard SP 25 Ill ..
£21.00
Garrard AP 76 .. £34.00
Goldring GL 72P .. £41.77
Goldring GL 75P De- luxe £53.78
Thorens TD 150 11 ..
£52.31
Thorens TD 125 with SME
3009 arm .. £ 124-19
Garrard 401 with SME
3009 arm & HW 14 Base £96-71
Sonab 75S/Shure Cart... £69.95

Select-A-System S.A.11

Carriage and
Packing £1-75
NORMAL LIST PRICE ( if units purchased separately) ..
£98-73
Comprising ... New SANSUI AU ICI Amplifier, latest GARRARD SP 25 Mark III
Turntable with plinth and caver fined with GOLDRING G 850 Cartridge and a
pair of ASHFORD Speakers. A matched system complete with all leads and plugs.
£5•50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £6.50 or £8.62 DOWN and 24 monthly
payments of £3- 12
NO INTEREST CHARGES!

SPEAKERS ( per pair)
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
£57.70
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £76.94
Ashford ..
£25.96
Ashdown Major
£45•00
Wharfedale Denton II .. £39.90
Wharfedale Super Linton II £49.90
Wharfedale Melton II .. £70.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £90.00
K.E.F. Chorale .. £68.38
B & W DM I
£77.00
B & W DM3
[ 126-00
Wharfedale Triton 3 .. £65.00
Mordaunt Short 007 .. £66-12

Koss ESP 6 ..
Koss KO 727B
Koss K6LE
Koss KRD 711
Sansui SS2
Sansui SS 10 ( New Model) ..
Sansui SS 20 ..
Koss K6 ..
Koss Pro 4AA

THE

&mina.

Buy your equipment the E- A-SY way-over 12 or 24 months
-NO EXTRA CHARGES-you only pay the basic cash
price. LOW DEPOSITS-up to £ 100, 5% ( 5p in the £) 12 Months
to Pay-Over £ 100, 10% ( 10p in the £) 12 Months to pay-Any
item over £20, 10% ( 10p in the £) 2 YEARS TO PAY. If your
requirements are not listed below we shall be pleased to quote
you price and terms by return of post.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

51r

£45.00
£16.50
£14.00
£10.00
£8.51
£14.72
£19-52
£12.50
£28.00

37
BEDFORD ST.,
SrRAND, W.C.2

45 HARE STREET,
WOOLWICH,

19 LULSGATE
HILL,

LONDON, S.E.I8

ST. PAUL'S, E.C.4

(Open to Ip.m.
Saturdays)

(Open all day
Saturday)

(Open to 1p.m.
Saturday)

01-836 8858

01-854 1955

01-248 7479

37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, LONDON WC2E 9ES.
PLEASE SUPPLY

Ienclose
Iwish to repay the balance over 12/24 months.
NAME

•
427

ADDRESS

Full Cash / Deposit
H.F.30
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Alpha takes gou
To aworld of pure sound. Of clarity. Of rich velvet tone.
1.

2.

MR- 15 FIVE STAR COMBINATION UNIT

R150—FR3000--F R4000

2x18W RMS—MMVHF—frequency 20-35 KHz,

M/W/VHF Tuner Amplifiers including decoders

sensitivity 2uV ( FM). Lenco CL75 deck and

with outputs of 2x8, 15 and 20W RMS.

Pickering cartridge. Speakers 8ohms
(switchable for two pairs). All functions

Input sensitivity from 2uV. FM and frequency
response from 20 cis to 35 KHz.

and filters. Fitted with decoder.

R.R.P. £59, £85, £95.

R.R.P. £ 149.00

428
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3.

CD500
A high quality Stereo Casette
Recorder with press button
controls, Input selection Noise
Filter, Slide Gain controls,
2-V.U. meters, microphone and
headphone sockets. The frequency
response is 35Hz-12KHz.
R.R.P. £59.00

4.

A selection of Alpha speakers
from left to right:
HT20 MK II, 20W RMS capacity
HT10 MK II, 20W RMS capacity
HT7 MK II, 20W RMS capacity
HT17 MK II, 17W RMS capacity
\II 8ohms impedence.
R.R.P. £ 29 50 each. £24 00 each.
£22 50 each. £ 15 15 each.

*

*

*

alpha
by HIGHGATE

for further details write

to:

AllOPIOATIF ACOUSTICS

184-8 Great Portland St.,
London, W1N 5JB.
Tel: 01-636 2901-4.

*

*

*

*

THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
RECORD MAINTENANCE E
ENT

WATTS " DUST BUG"
Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily fitted to
any transcription type turntable. Provides
asimple and effective method of removing static and dust while the record is

being played. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear is reduced,
resulting in cleaner reproduction.

WATTS " HI-FI PARASTAT"

WATTS " DISC PREENER"

Gramophone Record Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit.
Designed for use on NEW records or records in
new condition which are to be played with pickups requiring very low tracking pressures. Provides
the high degree of record cleanliness necessary
wnen using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An integral
part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides asafe and efficient method of cleaning
the stylus. Supplied complete with instructions,
1 oz. New Formula dispenser, Distilled Water
dispenser, spare pad cover and ribbons.
Price f2.20, plus 5p
Replacements:
r
A.L
1oz. New
Formula

Keeps new records like new. Expressly designed
for use with records which have not had previous
antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions.

dispenser
Distilled Water
25p.

WO e

el

dispenser 20p.
Pad Cover and
Ribbons 10p.
STYLUS CLEANER
available separately
complete with instructions.
Price 25p n1 us 5c P.T.

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER
CARE OF L.P. AND STEREO
RECORDS
Completely
revised. 48 pages,
fully illustrated,
providing all
necessary
information on
Record Care.
15p Post Free.

Price 35p
Replacements: Packet of 4 wicks 10p

Complete with ; oz. New Formula
dispenser and instructions.
Price £1 plus 20p
P.T.
Replacements:
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 10p
oz. New Formula dispenser 15p

WATTS " MANUAL PARASTAT"
WITH HUMID MOP
A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps
new records in perfect contrition. Restores fidelity
to older discs. The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and velvet pads. Ensures correct
.degree of humidity at the time of use. Complete
with 1oz. New Formula dispenser and instructions.
Price: £2.65
Replacements: Pad Covers 20p pair. Brush 65p.
Sponge Cover Pad 5p. 1 oz New Formula dispenser 25p. Humid Mop Sponge and 4 wicks
15p. Manual Parastat
- melee,
available separately
Price £2.40
Humid Mop
available
separately
7
Price 25p.

•

All obtainable from
your local specialist
or if in desperation
send coupon direct.

1111

e

lm

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( orders under £2 p & p 10p; over £2 post free).
Disc Preeners @ 35p

__ Dust Bugs @ £1 plus 20p P.T
Hi -Fi Parastats @ £ 2.20 plus 5p P.T

Manual Parastat & Humid Mop @ £2.65
Manual Parastat only @ £ 2.40
Humid Mop only @ 25p

Stylus Cleaners @ 25p plus 5p P.T
-----48 page Booklets @ 15p

Spares and Replacements
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value
Name
Address_

430

( Do not send postage stamps)

Viscount III

Solid Stole St•reo Are!'

VOLUME

mono

BASS

filter

TREBLE

•PU,1
•P. U.2
•RADIO

The Specification sounds fine
the System sounds great
Viscount 111 Audio Suite complete £49
14 watts+14 watts per channel.
40 Hz to 40 kHz + 3dB
Total distortion
1kHz- 0.1%

at 10 watts

at

This is real value for money! We have designed
3 systems and the heart of them all is the
Viscount Ill amplifier. A unit of great eye appeal
with teak finished cabinet. It is available in
2 versions— R100 for ceramic cartridges, and
R101 for magnetic and ceramic. FET's ( Field
effect transistors) are incorporated on the input
stages, just like the top priced units. FET's
give you more of the signal you want and almost
none of the hiss you don't. Both units have
output sockets for headphones and tape recorder.
Filters and tone contr6ls give a wide range of
bass and treble adjustment.
For all systems we have chosen the famous
Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill deck which comes complete
with simulated teak plinth and dust cover.
The exclusive Duo loudspeaker systems are
incomparable for quality within their price range.
Large speakers in extremely substantial cabinets.
There's a choice of the Duo II's for the smaller
room or the big Duo Ill's for real bass response.

Check through the technical specification for
convincing evidence of the true value and excellence of Viscount Ill suites.

PRICES SYSTEM 1

SPEAKERS Duo Type II

Viscount III R101 amplifier .. £22.00 + 90p
P&P
2xDuo Type II speakers .. £ i4.00+2
P&P
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with MAC.
cartridge, plinth and cover .. £23•00+£1•50 p&p

Size: Approx. 17" x10;" x . Drive unit: 13" x8"
with parasitic tweeter.
Max. power 10 watts,
3ohms.
Simulated teak cabinet. £14 pair+
£2 p&p.

Total £59.00

Available complete for only £52+£3.50
P&P

DUO Type Ill.
She: Approx. 23-I" x11 r x94"
Drive unit: 134 x8/ - with H.F. speaker. Max.
power. 20 watts at 3ohms. Freq. range: 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.
Teak veneer cabinet. £32 pair+

£3 p&P.
SYSTEM 2
Viscount Ill R101 amplifier .. £22•00 + 90p p&p
2xDuo Type Ill speakers .. £32'00+3
p&p
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with MAC.
cartridge, plinth and cover .. £23-00+£1•50 p&p
Total £77.00

Available complete for only £69+£4 p&p
SYSTEM 3
Viscount Ill amplifier R100 .. £ 17•00 + 90P P&P
2xDuo Type II speakers .. £ 14'00+2
P&P
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with CER.
diamond cartridge, plinth and
cover
..
£21•00+£1•50 p&p
Total £52•00

Available complete for only £49+35O
P&P

SPECIFICATION R101
14 watts per channel into 3-4 ohms. Total distortion at 10 W, at 1kHz, 0.1%. P.U.I. (for ceramic
cartridges): 150 mV into 3Meg. P.U.2 (for magnetic cartridges): 4mV at 1kHz into 47 K equalised
within ± 1dB R.I.A.A. Radio: 150 mV into 220 K.
(Sensitivities given at full power.) Tape out
facilities; headphone socket, power out 250 mW
per channel. Tone controls and filter characteristics. Bass: + 12 dB to
17 dB at 60 hz. Bass
filter: 6dB per octave cut. Treble control: treble
4-12 dB to - 12 dB at 15 kHz. Treble filter: 12 dB
per octave. Signal to noise ratio: ( all controls at
max.) R101-P.U.1 and radio - 65 dB.
P.U.2:
-58 dB. R100 same as R101 but P.U.2 ( for crystal
cartridges) 450 mV into 3Meg. Crosstalk better
than - 35 dB on all inputs. Overload characteristics better than 26 dB on all inputs. Size:
Approx. 13;" x9" x3/".

Goods not despatched outside U.K.
Send s.a.e. for fully illustrated leaflet.
Radio & TV Components [ Acton] Ltd.
21H. High Street, Acton, W3 6NG
323 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Mail orders to Acton. Terms C.W.O.
All enquiries s.a.e.
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GRADO
Rated as one of
the top three
American cartridges
regardless of price
the GRADO FTR
and FTE are now
available in the U.K.

GRADO FTR—£7.59
Output: 3 Millivolts Co. 3.54 CMV-45 °
Frequency response: 10-35,000 Hz
Channel separation: Dynamic full range 25 dB
Tracking force: 1+-34- grammes
Tip mass resonance: 35,000 Hz
Pick up weight: 5.5 grammes
Stylus: Diamond . 6 spherical

Equal to the most expensive cartridges
currently available GRADO cartridges
are now offered at an unbelievably
low price—they are not special offer
or once only bargain prices, but
represent the standard Grado
recommended retail prices.

GRADO FTE—£12.30
Output: 3 Millivolts (
r
i, 3.54 CMV-45 °
Frequency response: 10-35,000 Hz
Channel separation: Dynamic full range 25 dB
Tracking force: 1+-4 grammes
Tip mass resonance: 35,000 Hz
Pick up weight: 5.5.grammes
Stylus: Dierhond . 7x .3 elliptical

Before you invest £ 40—£50 on that
expensive ' Super Cartridge'—
just ask to hear a'G RADO'—
AN D BE PLEASANTLY AND
ECONOMICALLY SURPRISED!

GRADO F3E—£16.39
Output: 3 Millivolts rir 3.54 CMV-45'
Frequency response: 10-35,000 Hz
Channel separation: Dynamic full range 25 dB
Tracking force: 14-3f grammes
Tip mass resonance: 45,000 Hz
Pick up weight: 5.5 grammes
Stylus: Diamond .7 x . 3 elliptical

Send cóupon for reprint of reviewers
comments— Hirsh Houck Laboratories,
"High- Fidel ity","Stereo Review".

GRADO F2—£29 .27
Output: 3 Millivolts u. 3.54 CMV-45 °
Frequency response: 7-60,000 Hz
Channel separation: Dynamic full range 25 dB
Tracking force: 1-2 grammes
Tip mass resonance: 60,000 Hz
Pick up weight: 5.5 grammes
Stylus: Diamond . 6 x . 3 elliptical

Sole U.K. Distributors:
Howland- West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EG
Tel : 01- 609 0293/4/5
Please send full details of Grado cartridges D

Other Howland- West Products

HOWLAN1:11 WEST
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GET THIS SPECIAL
SUPPLEMENT-NOW!
ON PICK-UPS
& TURNTABLES
This 8- page special feature in the March issue of
Practical Electronics explains and illustrates the most
important features and characteristics of operation
of the many types of pick-up available.
Specifications for complete pick-up and turntable units
are explained. This valuable source of information
is for you. Get it and keep it for reference!

TREMOLO UNIT...
for Guitars and Organs.
Make this effects unit for your electric guitar
or organ to add character to your playing.

Also in this issue:
IMPORTANT NEW SERIESTHEORY AND APPLICATIONS
OF ALPHA- NUMERIC
DISPLAYS
All in the March issue of...

PRACTICAL

ELECTRICINIC

ON SALE NOW 20p

433

10 NMI: 18 NHS H.M.S. PER CHANNEL 111111 I
OHMS
SEE US AT SON EX ' 72

£42.95

Amstrad- pioneers of integrated circuits
A real beauty in looks ano performance.
That's the Amstrad IC 2000 — an all- British
amplifier entirely designed around integrated
circuits, modular construction and neonomianism electronic principles.
FEATURES
LEFT NAND CHANNEL
POWER AMPL I
FIER N

rt.
LEFT HAND AND
RIGHT HAND
PRE AM "LIFIEF.

RIGHT WAD CHANNEL
POWER AMPLIFIER

/

LEFT HANDINO
RIGHT HAND
POWER DR I
VER

Amstrad IC 2000 modular construction
with integrated circuits.
Available at: PREMIER RADIO- LASKYS' RADIO
LTD - PROFESSIONAL DISTRIBUTORS - G. W.
SMITH (RADIO) LTD- COMET HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE - and most reputable Hi Fi Dealers.

AMSTRAD ELECTRONICS LTD
34-35 Great Sutton Street, London, EC1
Telephone: 01-251 0241

The Amstrad IC 2000 provides a powerful
18 wafts per channel R.M.S. Frequency
response is 20-25 kHz. Distortion 0.5%,
at 18 watts R.M.S. More amplification than
can safely be handled by some amplifiers
costing many times the price. All components are mounted on printed circuit
boards. The pre-amplifier employs ahybrid
linear integrated circuit which uses field
effecl transistors to give low noise and high
gain with high input impedance together
with very low noise output.
The power output circuit employs a thick
film integrated circuit giving very low
distortion factors coupled with a wide
frequency response and wide power band
width. Employed in the IC 2000 is aregulated
power supply to ensure maximum performance in output and minimum distortion at
high listening levels.
STYLING
The advanced technical refinements are
enclosed in a decor- styled cabinet finished
in sheerline satin teak with silver trim, the
front pane! is in matt black with brushed
silver knobs and switches. Size: 17'x 3" x
7r. Features: push-button controls for
Magnetic and Ceramic Pick-ups, Tape and

Radio. Sensitive slider balance control.
Mono / Stereo
and
loudness Toggle
Switches. Separate volume, treble and bass
controls and headphones input plus the
added refinement of indepenaent Scratch
and Rumble filters.
SLIDER ,
HI,Itin
t
VOLUME
BALANCE
LOUDNESS
AND
SCRATCH RUMBLE
eon CONTROL ON ,' OFF FILTER FILTER
CONTROL :
MUM
\
CONTROL

FRONT
VIEW

HEADPHONE
INPUT

MAGNETIC CERAMIC
TAPE
Tite\
NEON
CARTRIDGE CARTRIDGE SELECTOR .RADIO CONTROL ¡Ass POWER ON
SELECTOR SELECTOR
SELECTOR
CONTROL
LIGHT
LEFT SPEAKER
OUTPUT :4: NET

FUSES

RADIO INPUT

BACK
VIEW
RIGHT SPEAKER
OUTPUT SOCKET

Square wave at '

al
•

Recommended Retell Price

EARTH
TAPE
TERMINAL SOCKEI

CARTRIDGE
INPUT

KEsinto 8Ohms Square way, at 10Kc sinto 8Ohms

Sounds Great! Rush me literature on the AMSTRAD IC 2000, and address of my
nearest Amstrad stockists.
Name
Address
(Hfht
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IC»

...foryour exclusive
world of sound
Amstrad HPS 5A headphones, by enveloping the
ears, provide more distinct sound levels free
from distorted sound values projected by normal
speakers due to the character of the accoustical
surroundings and enables the listener to enjoy
concert hall realism, at any volume, in total privacy.
Features include:
Frequency response. 20Hz to 20,000Hz.
Rated impedence: 8-16 Ohms.
Individual volume control on each side
means control from your chair.
Adjustable and luxuriously padded headband a:
ridear cups.

Mono/stereo switch.

Generous length coiled flex fitted with jack plug.
£6.95 recommended retail price.

SEE US AT SONEX ' 72

I eireeti keel
SCR/Veil/717ER

on its own- with
* 7 watts per channel R.M.S. ( 12 watts per channel peak
music power). Frequency response: 20-20,000 Hz.
Facilities for: headphones, tape recorder, tuner and
magnetic and crystal cartridge inputs.
Transistorised ( solid state). Size : 1St' x7 ' x31".
Full manufacturers guarantee.

everything!*

and only £ 27-95

The Amstrad Stereo 8000 Mk. li Incorporates ascratch

All components are mounted on printed circuit boaccts.

filter to enhance its remarkable performance. Designed
on modular principles around advanced electronic

A double wound mains transformer and asilicon rectifier
are employed. Construction is based on silicon transis -

circuitry techniques producing new levels in distortion

tors ( Solid state) to provide adequate amplification of

free stereo reproduction.

even low output moving coil cartridges.

Available at: PREMIER RADIO-LASKY'S RADIO LTD
PROFESSIONAL DISTRIBUTORS - G. W. SMITH
(RADIO) LTD - COMET HI-FI DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE - and most reputable HiFi Dealers.

I

Sounds Great! Rush me literature on the AMSTRAD STEREO 8000 Mk
II
and address of my nearest Amstrad stockist.
Name
Address

AMSTRAD ELECTRONICS LTD.
34-35 Great Sutton Street, London EC1
Telephone : 01-251 0241.

HFNI Ij
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AUDIO SYSTEMS ARE
BETTER THAN EVER
SO IS OUR SERVICE
SALES AND FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE ON ALL QUALITY SOUND
AND VISION EQUIPMENT INCLUDING:

SONY

FULL RANGE IN STOCK INCLUDING FANTASTIC 13" COLOUR T.V.

B&O

ENTIRE RANGE.

LEAK

NEW DELTA 30 AND DELTA 70 AMPLIFIERS

TANNOY

15" LANCASTER ON PERMANANT DEMONSTRATION.
CHATSWORTH

TANDBERG

NEW TR200 TUNER AMPLIFIER.
MACHINES

NEW 1200 SYSTEM.

22" AND 26" COLOUR T.V.

NEW

ALSO 3000X AND 4000 TAPE

ALL OTHER LEADING MAKES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
WIDE RANGE OF HEADPHONES IN STOCK INCLUDING-KOSS, STAX, AKG,
ETC
WE ARE SPECIALISTS FOR PACKAGE SYSTEMS AT VARIOUS PRICES.
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME
ETC.

•

PAYMENT BY PAYBOND, PROVIDENT,

INTEREST FREE TERMS AT NORMAL RETAIL PRICE.
SPECIAL CASH & CARRY PRICES- PLEASE SEND FOR QUOTE.
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS INCLUDING ALL RECORDS AND TAPES.

SOUND INCORPORATED LTD.
114 BROADWAY, LONDON, S.W.19. PHONE 01-542 7455
5 WATERLOO ROAD, EPSOM, SURREY. PHONE 39 27754
4 WINTHROP HOUSE, ST. MARKS HILL, SURBITON, SURREY. PHONE 01-399 5552.
and our SONY CENTRE at No. 124 BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.

Phone 01-540 6543

OPEN: 9to 6 p.m. Monday- Friday, 9to 5.30 p.m. Saturday ( early closing Wednesday)
Please note the phone number for all repair service enquiries is 01-540 6543.
436

George wanted the entire works
of Sousa performed in his den

so he sent for Heathkit!

— — — — — — —— — — — — — — —
Heathkit gave him parade-ground music in his own home - at a
!Please send me details of your disc stereo, tape and radio
price he could afford.
Ihi-fi systems.
Heathkit comes direct from the world's leading
suppliers of top-quality hi-fi equipment. All you do is put the
name
components together, using the unique Heathkit 'step-andaddress
check' method. And there's ateam of experts ready to help you
over any problems. But you won't need them. George didn't ask his neighbours!
Get yourself areputation! Send for your
IEATH (GLOUCESTER) LIMITED, GLOUCESTER, GL2 6E11
Heathkit catalogue now.

I

e
.
4
n

FREE

I

L
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• Schiumbeepee Compeeny

3009 + 401
Throughout the world many thousands
of our precision pick-up arms are used
with these dependable turntables.
The SME Model 2000 Plinth System
is of special interest to Garrard owners.
It includes purpose made items to
mount and house the equipment in
the way that its manufacturers
recommend.

rtTT l

\ij

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England

Telephone Steyning ( 0903) 814321
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Pioneer by name and nature;
undertaking aconstant research
and development programme to
keep one step ahead and be in the
forefront of latest trends without
sacrificing the final performance
of creating you-are-there' realism.
When considering buying HiFi
—take your time. Listen carefully,
for the choice must be right and
by comparison the right choice will
ultimately be Pioneer—the leaders.

CSE-900
SPEAKERS

TX- 1000
TUNER

PL- 41
RECORD
DECK

SA- 1000
AMPLIFIER

(V) PIONEER
See these fine Pioneer products at your HiFi
Specialist or write for details and address of
your nearest stockist.

L:

SHRIRO (UK) LIMITED, HiFi Division,
42 Russell Square, London W.C.1.
Telephone: 01-580 6996.

Please send me full details
of the Pioneer range of HiFi Stereo
Components and address of my nearest
stockist.
Name
Address

HFN:
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Listening
to music in the home
When we listen we become engrossed in the
music and, with good equipment, we can often
obtain the same satisfaction that we would enjoy
in the concert hall. Of course, there are
differences between the real and the reproduced.
Many of these we recognise as such; we come
to terms with them and they do not intrude.
More serious perhaps are the distortions which
we do not consciously notice but which are
nevertheless continuously producing a
contradiction between the actual and the
imagined. They produce listening fatigue, a
condition detrimental to the true objective. These
distortions have little to do with the popular
conceptions of HI- Fl or LO -FI sound; on the
other hand they have much to do with good or
bad engineering.

See and hear us at
SONEX ' 72 —
Skyways Hotel,
London Airport.
22nd- 26th March 1972

QUAD
for the closest approach to
the original sound

Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. HFN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Tel: ( 0480)

52561.

QUAD is

aRegistered Trade
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Mark.
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COVER PICTURE
Sir Adrian Boult quite rightly dominates
our cover this month, together with the
bronze Audio Award emblem for 1971,
which he receives in recognition of his
services to English music via the gramophone, and particularly for the series of
Vaughan Williams symphonies completed last October for EMI and now
issued as a boxed set in this, the composer's centenary year. In our picture,
Sir Adrian and the emblem are set
amongst some of the sleeves from this
fine series of recordings, which are listed
on page 445 with many others bred
beneath the baton of this kind, patient
but authoritative and very grand old man
of British music.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFNIRR
is £3.12 (overseas, £3.68 or $9.35). The
rate for our associated journal Studio Sound
is £3 (overseas £3.30 or $8.45).
All obtainable from
Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
HiFi News d Record Review is normally
published on the 28th of the preceding month
unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNI
RR are available from: Modern Bookbinders,
Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 and 1972 are each covered by two binders
(Jan-June and July-December), costing 75p
each or £1.50 per year (post paid). For earlier
years, please ask for a quotation.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

printed in this issue, one seriously
factual and one fictitiously light-hearted, raise
an interesting and possibly very significant
future problem for users of hi-fi equipment:
forced obsolescence. Mr. E. P. Willis relates
a sad tale of how a well-known British loudspeaker manufacturer, now part of a large
group with an accountancy system remote
from the practical realities of use and service,
has been instructed not to repair items of its
own manufacture if they are more than five
years old. This is the frustratingly negative
end of the problem, the positive counterpart of
which is covered by Mr. R. E. Corder with his
amusing list of superfluities that could one day
face the purchaser of arecording.
A lot is written and spoken these days about
problems of pollution and conservation.
About, for instance, a world copper shortage
forcing electricity authorities to use aluminium
cables, about the need to mine rubbish tips in
the USA for tin, now a rare metal, about
whether there really is any good economic or
technical sense in turning out shoddy cars by
the million just because everyone expects
them not to last for more than a couple of
years. Not far from the editorial office in
Croydon there is a little pre-war Austin-7
in immaculate condition. It chugs back and
forth each day to its owner's place of work
quite as usefully as its modern counterparts.
Increasingly, people are realising that capital
wealth of all sorts is worth conserving, that
the genuine useful life of ahouse, acar, agood
loudspeaker, is usually longer than passing
fashions would have us believe. This is not to
say that there should be no progress, that the
acoustic gramophone, AM radio or mono
records should still be regarded as normal.
Things must and will improve: some form of
four-channel signal coding will soon appear
on records, tape may eventually oust the disc,
and so on. The important thing is to retain
a reasonable sense of proportion, to adapt
existing equipment to the new requirements
when this is clearly more economical than
wholesale abandonment of gear that has given
good service in the past.
If this is arguably the case with major
functional changes, it is surely preposterous
for a manufacturer to imply that a loudTWO LETTERS

speaker, of all links in the chain, is not worth
servicing after five years. And if this implication is not intended, if it is simply that holding spares for that long or having adequate
service facilities is not ' economical', then there
is something else wrong with afirm's business
methods. We realise that some smaller audio
manufacturers really do have great difficulty
in coping with service on their older products,
though in such cases it is common to nominate
a specialist servicing firm very familiar with
the items in question, which seems areasonable
compromise. But when the concern involved
is part of avast industrial complex there really
is no excuse—the attitude is simply one of
contempt for the customer who, like our
correspondent, may be forced to give up a
previously well loved brand and go elsewhere.
It is not as if large firms are constitutionally
incapable of running an effective long-term
spares and servicing system. Some of the big
domestic appliance manufacturers manage to
keep washing machines and vacuum cleaners
in action for donkey's years, simply by making
sure that spare parts for all models remain
available. The precise manner in which
servicing labour is provided may change over
the years and some spares seem terribly
expensive, but the central philosophy is right:
'keep it working if reasonably possible'.
Happily, this has been the attitude of most
traditional hi-fi firms, and remains so for many
of those who have not been absorbed by giant
marketing set-ups—and also indeed for some
who have been taken over. The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co., one of the old-guard, and
real stalwarts for making things to last and
then making them last, will still take back for
repair and renovation their corner ribbon
loudspeaker system, amodel that went out of
production seventeen years ago!
With the greatest respect for those with an
investor's rather than a consumer's slant on
the problem, and realising that there are surely
a thousand unseen snags when it comes to
running a manufacturing business, we would
plead with all concerned to keep the built-in
obsolescence outlook away from the domestic
high fidelity industry. Things become outdated quite rapidly enough as it is.
Contents List inside front cover

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence sections being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a later date.
We cannot reply to letters without S.A.E.s enclosed ( unless from overseas).
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the maker, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Annual. We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound and recorded music
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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Sinclair System 200084System 3000
amplifiers and tuners
When you choose amplifiers as
good as the System 2000 and
3000 you want tuners just as
outstanding. This pair really are.
They differ only in colour, black to
match the 40 watt System 3000
amplifier and silver to match the
30 watt System 2000. Inside they
contain acomplete stereo FM
tuner chassis incorporating the
world's first phase lock loop
discriminator which gives you
lower distortion than any other
tuner at any price. Add to this a
built in integrated circuit stereo
decoder for 40dB separation,
powerful AFC, 10 µV for 50dB
signal-to-noise ratio. Varicap
tuning so that you can add
442

remote control or switched tuning
and switchable squelch for
dead silence between stations
and you have an incomparable
tuner at aworld beating price.
Just £ 45 in fact.
System 2000 stereo FM tuner £ 45
System 2000amplifier 30watt £ 35
System 3000 stereo FM tuner £ 45
System 300040watt amplifier £45
Sinclair Raclionics Limited,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdonshire PE1 74HJ
Telephone St Ives ( 0480) 64311

audio and record news
CHANGED CONTENTS LIST

to this page (of their own
volition!) by our Contents List may have
noticed some change and expansion of the
latter. Many friends have suggested that our
monthly record review index would be more
useful if printed up at the front' as part of the
main Contents, and we agree.
Printing
schedules have now been adjusted to accommodate this, and also a properly crossreferenced format for the record review list.
We trust that readers will find the change
helpful.
READERS DIRECTED

AS YOU WERE

IN 1893 ' THE PHONOGRAM' appeared—all about
recorded music as she then was. The magazine
has long disappeared but the name is to be
resurrected, since from January 3rd Philips
Records has become part of Phonogram International, shares of which are held by Polygram.
DGG will also become part of Polygram (the
companies are already associated—Philips and
DGG that is) and the executive company dealing in former DGG business will be Polydor
International. Both Phonogram and Polydor
are subsidiaries of Polygram, as indeed will be
America's Mercury Label—you know it makes
sense.
HAVERGAL BRIAN SYMPHONIES

reached the age of 96, written over 30
symphonies and several operas and yet not had
asingle commercial recording made of any of
his works is a distinction Havegal Brian is
about to lose. Although his mind-boggling
Gothic Symphony, which calls for unprecedented forces, was given apublic performance
a few years ago in the Albert Hall, and less
demanding works are occasionally heard in
provincial backwaters, no one has yet taken
him seriously enough to test his music on the
money-paying, record-buying public. Unicorn
TO HAVE

Records, however, think the time is now right
for the situation to be reversed, and in July
they plan to record his 10th and 21st symphonies at the De Montford Hall in Leicester.
This they will do with the Leicestershire Schools
Symphony Orchestra, probably under the baton
of their resident conductor, Eric Pinkett. The
works in question each last 28 minutes and call
for about 100 musicians. The gargantuan
demands of the Gothic Symphony would obviously be beyond the capabilities of an orchestra
such as the Leicestershire Schools, but these
two pieces are less extravagant and should pose
no difficulties for the near-professional standard
of this very fine group of youthful players.
RANK SERVICE

size, Rank Audio Visual have a
large service department and are able to deal
directly with owners of any of the range of
equipment they import and distribute. They
are now acting as service agents for other Rank
brands, including Leak and Wharfedale, and
owners in the London area may now take
Wharfedale and Leak products to Brentford
should they require attention.
DESPITE THEIR

SOUNDS GOOD

in the London area and have a
VHF receiver, don't forget Radio London's
(95.3 MHz) regular monthly programme on
audio. Introduced and produced by Frank
Jones of HPN/RR, January's broadcast dealt
with tuners and amplifiers, with Peter Walker
(Quad), Bob Bourhill (Motion Electronics),
Peter Dunkely (Audio Workshops), Alan
Daniel (BBC Engineering Information) talking
about various aspects of the subject, and John
Borwick (
The Gramophone) and John Crabbe
(nEN/Itit) doing aspot of punditing. Broadcast
on the middle Wednesday of the month (see
Radio Times), Sounds Good starts just after
eight o'clock.
IF YOU LIVE

'He's been this way ever
since HI-FI News
published one of his
limericks'

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Donald Aldous (left) receiving the 'HiFi Journalist of
the Year' typewriter from Gerry Adler of Eagle Products.
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JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR

LuNcif at Brown's Hotel, London WI on
January 18th, HEN/RR's Equipment Reviews
Editor, Donald Aldous, was presented with a
typewriter and a cheque for £ 100 by Gerry
Adler, the managing director of Eagle Products. He was nominated ' Hi-fi Journalist of
the Year' by a panel of industry people, and
was also nominated by some of his fellow
journalists and the public who visited Olympia
during the Audio Fair. Pressing the need for
such an award, when making the announcement, Mr. Adler said he hoped other companies would take up the idea in sponsorship
of the scheme.
AT A

EXHIBITIONS

MOST dreaded event the double-dating of
exhibitions is upon us with a vengeance this
month, with the APAE, Festival du Son and
European AES Conventions all overlapping.
Dates are: Festival du Son (Paris) 18th-22nd;
AES Convention, at the Holiday Inn, Munich
14th- 16th; and APAE (Bloomsbury Centre,
London) 14th- 16th. The other major exhibition this month is, of course, Sonex ' 72 from
March 24th-26th and further details are given
in the preview on page 455. Finally, there will
be an exhibition of American audio equipment
at the United States Trade Center, St. James's
Street, London SW1 from March 21st-25th.
Tickets and details available from the Director.
THAT

BBC OU CONFUSIONS
nEstn.uNG from the increased time now being
given over to Open University programmes on
the BBC's Radio 3 and 4 VHF/FM network
transmitters, we have been receiving letters
from readers seeking our advice and a clarification of the current situation.
Some,
however, simply wrote to draw our attention
to the lack of BBC announcements before and
after certain programmes which commenced
on VHF but are now relegated to mediumwaves only.
The present position is that on Saturdays
between 10.30-midday, and 2-4 p.m., and on
Sundays between 9 and 10.30 a.m., all the
programmes which were previously available
on Radio 4 VHF including Afternoon Theatre,
Weekend Woman's Hour, Film Time and
Study Session language broadcasts, can now
only be heard on medium-waves. Similarly,
(continued on page 447)

Try mixing it with the Sony TC-366...
Sony's new 4-track, 2-channel
tape deck for stereo/mono
recording and playback.
Superb finish on the outside and SONY expertise on
the inside - this model is for the enthusiast who
knows what he's doing: allows simultaneous mixing from two separate microphone and auxiliary
recording controls, and there's a professional threehead system for tape/source monitoring. When
SPECIFICATION
System 4- track stereo/mono recording
and playback.
Power requirements AC 100,110,
117, 125, 220 or 240 V, 50 or 60 Hz.
Power consumption AC 30 watts.
Tape speed 71 ips ( 19 cm/s), 3 ips
(9.5 cm/s), 1Z- ips ( 4.8 cm/s).
Reel capacity 7in. ( 18 cm) or smaller.
Frequency response 20 — 25,000 Hz
at 71- ips ; 30 — 20,000 Hz + 3dB at
71
2 ips; 30-17,000 Hz at 3a. ips;
30 — 9,000 Hz at 1 ps.
Signal-to-noise ratio Better than
52 dB ( normal), 55 dB ( SLH).
Wow and flutter Less than 0.09%
at 7-1 ips ; Less than 017% at 3a ips.
Harmonic distortion Less than
1.2% at normal recording level.
Level indication Two VU meters.
Fast forward and rewind time
Within 1min, 40 sec ( 1,200 ft. tape).
Inputs Microphone input,
sensitivity - 72 dB ( 0.19 mV),
impedance 600 ohms, auxiliary input,
sensitivity - 22 bB ( 0.06 V),
impedance approx. 100k ohms.
Outputs Line output, output level
(0.775 V), impedance 100k ohms,
headphone impedance 8ohms.
Dimensions 16
in. ( w) x
8A- in. ( h) x14-H, in. ( d).
Weight 22 lb. 8oz.
Accessories Empty reel R - 7A,
connecting cord RK-74 ( 2), head
cleaning ribbon, reel caps, dust
protector, non-skid pad ( 1set),
motor pulley, " SLH" sample tape.
Recommended optional
accessories Telephone pick-up
TP-4S, microphone ECM- 21,
F98 or equivalent ( 600 ohms),
stereo headphone DR- 4A,
DR- 5A, Microphone mixer
MX- 6S, rec/PB connector cable
RC- 2, magnetic connecting cord
RK-66.

SON

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

SONY ( U.K.) LIMITED
Pyrene House. Sunbury Cross,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex

the tape breaks or ends, amechanical shut off device
will automatically stop the tape and return the
lever to neutral position.
Model TC-366 - for the man who is something more
than an enthusiast.
Recommended retail price £ 107.75

An award for
Audio Award was established in 1967.
THE
It was sponsored by acommittee represent-

ing the Composers' Guild of Great Britain,
the Mechanical-Copyright Protection Society
Limited, the National Federation of Gramophone Societies, the National Music Council,
the Performing Right Society Limited and the
Songwriters' Guild of Great Britain. The
initial finances were donated by the Performing
Right Society and the Award was administered
by Audio Record Review. For the first few
years several awards were given annually, but
gradually the number has been decreased so
that the Award could be of maximum significance; though the original purpose of making
an award for recordings of special merit and
interest, and for services to British recording
and British music in particular, has been
maintained. Last year the Award was given
to Neville Marriner for his outstanding contribution to the British recording scene.
This year the Award is being given to Sir
Adrian Boult, with the presentation planned
to take place at the Royal Festival Hall afew
days before publication of this issue of
HFN/RR. A picture of the Award emblem
appears on our cover this month, with Sir
Adrian and some of his Vaughan Williams
records. The administrators had foremost in
mind Sir Adrian's completion of the Vaughan
Williams symphonies for EMI, reviewed as
a boxed set in this issue, and the series of
recordings of other British music over a long
period for EMI, Lyrita and other companies.
There could hardly have been a stauncher or
more persuasive advocate of British musicmaking nor amore deserving recipient of this
unique Award.
Perhaps we have even taken his excellence
as aconductor too much for granted; but we
have never under-estimated his enormous
influence on orchestral standards in this
country. His discerning advocacy of our
native music may have made us forget his
authoritative conducting of the music of other
nations. But his influence in British matters
goes back a long way. The conductor of the
first performance of Hoist's The Planets in
1918, he made his reputation with the Royal
Philharmonic Society Concerts, then the City
of Birmingham Orchestra from 1923; but
became most widely known as the first conductor of the BBC Symphony Orchestra
when it was formed in 1930. A forced retirement in 1950, at the age of sixty, was seen as
the breaking of an unbreakable tradition.
Thereafter Sir Adrian formed afruitful alliance
with the London Philharmonic Orchestra
which still endures; but he has conducted
most other orchestras, in concerts and on
record, notably the New Philharmonia. His
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sir Adrian Boult
receives the 1971
Audio Award

books on conducting have become standard
works on the subject.
He is inevitably the most patient and
courteous of men, rarely ruffled into anything
more than a resigned tiredness at other
people's foibles. He has never been a demonstrative conductor but rules with a firm and
decided hand. As for his Englishness—that
simply means that he has established (with a
little help from others) a strong tradition of
English playing and has helped us to a more
appreciative knowledge of our national heritage.
He has been active in the recording studios
for well over forty years. Our appended list
of some currently available LPs gives an idea of
the range of these activities, but it only hints
at the enormous number of recordings he has
made, many back in the 78 rpm era. The
association with Vaughan Williams goes
back to the First World War and he has
always been astaunch advocate of his music.
In this Vaughan Williams' centenary year, it
is particularly interesting to recall his early
recordings of the 6th Symphony with the
LSO (HMV .DC3873/6) and of Flos campi
and the Tallis fantasia with the BBC Orchestra.
Then there was the first complete set of the
symphonies for Decca (except the 9th which,
for some reason, was left to an American
company) all now available as near historical
reissues; then the splendid new set for EMI
which demands our attention at the moment.
In considering his recordings we shall never
forget the splendid work that one of our small
independent companies, Lyrita, has done in
asking Sir Adrian to record music by Elgar,
Ireland, Hoist, Moeran, Parry and other
British composers. New Hoist and Bax LPs
have already been completed.
In asking Sir Adrian to accept the AUDIO
AWARD this year, we hope and believe that it is
an acknowledgment of his invaluable services
to music and recording that will be wholeheartedly supported by music-lovers and
record-collectors all over the world.

A SELECTED LIST OF SIR ADRIAN BOULT'S
RECORDINGS
ARNOLD: English dances / BAX: Tintagel
ELGAR: 3Bavarian dances; Chansons! HOLST:
The Perfect Fool—suite—LPO—Decca ®ACL113
BAX: November woods / HOLST: Fugal overture /
MOERAN: Sinfonletta—LPO—Lyrita SRCS37
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto—Fticc/ / LPO—
Decca 61ACL5
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto; Coriolan—Suk I
NPO—HMV ASD2667
BERLIOZ: Overtures—LPO—Pye GSGC140&3 &
GSGC14084
BRAHMS: Symphony 1—LPO—Pye ® MAL730
Ralph Vaughan Williams
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3eautiful sang & Olufsen
Some people seem to think that speakers should be
heard and not seen, but aspeaker doesn't have to be
ugly to be good, as the Beovox 5700 can easily prove.
The cabinet is kept small ( 14-2"x 26"x 11 - 8") by using
the auxilliary bass radiator principle. The ABR is a
passive bass unit which works in perfect co-ordination
with the main bass driver — it pushes when the main
driver pulls, and vice versa. This effectively reinforces
the bass frequencies, giving abass response which
would otherwise be obtainable only in an enclosure of
more than twice the size. The mid- range frequencies are
capably handled by anew 2-25" Dome unit recently

developed by Bang & Olufsen, and arobust 0-75" Dome
copes happily with the high frequencies, even up to
20KHz at 60 watts RMS. Total harmonic distortion is
undiscernable to the naked ear, and is guaranteed to be
less than 1%. What more can we say ? The performance
of the Beovox 5700 is so faultless that Bang & Olufsen
have even produced aspecial para -magnetic stand for it
to sit on so that the speaker is mounted at the correct
listening height. And the joy of it is that Beovox 5700 is
only one of acomprehensive range of Beovox speakers
— all sensibly sized and sensibly priced — by Bang &
Olufsen, the first name in Europe for quality and design.

For further information contact Bang & Olufsen U.K. Limited
Consumer Advisory Service 7239 Mercia Road Gloucester G L1 2SQ 0452 31491

Beovox 5700. In teak inisi £ 149.50 4 per pair. Rosewood finish atittle extra. Pasamagnetic alloy stand 69.90*
*Pecommended retail price.

Sir Adrian with Christopher Bishop ( who produced
the Vaughan Williams recordings for EMI) and
Ursula Vaughan Williams, the composers' widow.

BRAHMS: Symphony 2; Alto rhapsody—Baker!
LPO—HMV ASD2746
BRAHMS: Symphony 3; Tragic Ov—LSO—HMV
ASD2660
BRAHMS: Symphony 4; St. Antoni Var—LPO—Pye
:‘r MAL733
BRAHMS: Piano concerto 2—Schnabel BBC (
1935)
—WRC MH109
BRITTEN:
Peter
Grimes'— sea
interludes /
ELGAR: Falstaff—LPO—Pye GSGC14059
BUTTERWORTH:Shropshire lad; Banks of green
willow / WALTON: Siesta; Portsmouth Point—
iPO—Decca mACL224
ELGAR: Bavarian dances; Chansons; Wand of
youth—suite—LPO—HMV ASD2356
ELGAR: Cello concerto— Casals IBBC—WRC USN
121 ( 1946)
ELGAR: Violin concerto—Campoli I LPO—Decca
mACL312; Menuhin I LSO (
1932)— HMV e ALP
1456; MenuhinINPO—HMV ASD2559 (& tape)
ELGAR: Enigma variations; Introduction & allegro
—LPO—WRC ST158; Enigma variations / VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Greensleeves; English folksong suite— LSO— HMV AS02750

AUDIO NEWS

continued

between 6.05 and 7.30 p.m. Mondays to
Fridays, Radio 3s Concert Calendar, Study
Session, etc, programmes are now receivable
only on medium-waves.
It is suggested that readers who wish to
follow any of these programmes but only have
FM receiving equipment should first contact
the BBC to enquire whether clear, fade-free
reception can be guaranteed in their area.
If so, aportable transistor radio with an external
outiet for feeding an amplifier or tape recorder
might be considered. Near the transmitter(s),
acheaper alternative would be construction of
the modern equivalent of the early crystal
detector receiver, but a long wire aerial will be
needed. One reader has asked whether, with
its low distortion and variable bandwidth
facilities, the Quad .4M3 tuner was a worthwhile investment. Well, for reception of what
are essentially ' speech programmes', the cost
is hardly justified, particularly with the whole
future of AM medium-frequency broadcasting
still to be discussed internationally; also, like
the crystal receiver, the .
4M3 tuner does
require an external aerial, which may be a
disadvantage. Such is Progress....
DOLBY LICENCE MATSUSHITA
THEIR very successful Dolby-B
crusade, Dolby Labs llave licenced Matsushita,
Japan's largest consumer audio manufacturer.
Matsushita brand names include National
Panasonic, Technics and JVC-Nivico. Reference to our Continental exhibitions report
(November 1971) shows that Matsushita companies were prominent in the home-grown
noise reduction business—so for those who
CONTINUING
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ELGAR: Symphony 1—LPO—Lyrita SRCS39
ELGAR: Symphony 2—LPO—Lyrita SRCS40; LPO—
Pye GSGC14002
ELGAR: '
The Kingdom'—LPOletc—HMV SLS939
ELGAR: '
The Music Makers' / PARRY: Blest pair
of sirens—Baker ILPO—HMV AS02311
HANDEL: '
Messiah'—LPOletc—Decca ECS613/5;
LSO,etc—Decca SET218/20
HINDEMITH: Symphony in E7—LPO—Everest
SDBR3008
HOLST: Egdon Heath; Hymn of Jesus; Perfect
Fool—LPO—Decca SXL6006
HOLST: The Planets—LPO—Pye MALS617; NPO
—HMV ASD2301; VSO—WRC ST254
IRELAND: London overture; Epic march; The Holy
Boy; Concertino pastorale; Minuet; Elegy—LPO—
Lyrita SRCS31
IRELAND: Forgotten rite; Mai- Dun; Legend;
Satyricon—LPO—Lyrita SRCS32
IRELAND: Piano concerto; These things shall be
—LPO—Lyrita SRCS36
IRELAND: Tritons; Symphonic studies; Overlanders; etc—LPO—Lyrita SRCS45
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3 & 4—LPO—Pye
mMAL676
MOERAN: Cello concerto; Overture for a masque;
Rhapsody 2—LPO—Lyrita SRCS43
PARRY: English suite; Lady Radnor's suite; Overture to an unwritten tragedy; Symphonic variations—LSO—Lyrita SRCS48
PROKOFIEV: Piano concerto 1 / KHACHATURIAN: Piano concerto—KatzILPO—Pye GSGC
14013
RACHMANINOV: Piano concerto 1 / TCHAIKOVSKY:Fantasia—Katin/LPO—Decca SDD188
RACHMANINOV: Piano concerto 2—Curzon/LPO
—Decca MACL322
RACHMANINOV:
Symphony
2—LPO—Decca
ECS594
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 3 / RIMSKYKORSAKOV : Easter festival—LPO—Decca ECS
573
RUBBRA: Symphony 7 / VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Tallis Fantasia—LPO—Lyrita SRCS41

SCHUMANN: Symphonies 1 & 2—LPO—Pye GSGC
14066
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 3 & 4—LPO—Pye
GSGC14067
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 6—LPO—Everest
SDBR3007
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano concerto 1—Cherkasskyl
LPO—WRC ST796
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin concerto
WIENIAWSKI: Violin concerto—Elman/LPO—Decca ECS
569
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker; Sleeping Beauty—
su ites—RPO—Columbia TWO183
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 1'
Sea'—LPOI
etc— Decca ECS583; Symphony 1; The Wasps—
LPOletc—HMV SLS780
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 2 ' London'—
LPO—Decca ECS616; HMV ASD2740
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 3; Symphony
6—Ritchie I LPO—Decca ACL311; Symphony 3;
In the fen—LPO—HMV ASD2393
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 4; Old King
Cole—LPO—Decca
mACL315; Symphony 4;
Norfolk rhapsody—LPO—HMV ASD2375
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 5 / Serenade
—LPO—HMV ASD2538
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 6—LPO—
Decca ECS602; Symphony 6; Lark ascending—
LPO—HMV ASD2329
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 7 ' Sinfonia
antarctica'—LPOletc—Decca ECS577; LPOletc—
HMV ASD2631
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 8; Partita—
LPO—Decca SDD199; Symphony 8; 2- piano concerto—LPO—HMV ASD2469
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 9—LP0—
Everest SDBR3006; Symphony 9; Fantasia on Old
104th—LPO—HMV ASD2581
VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
'
Job'—LPO—Everest
SDBR3019; HMV—LPO—ASD2673
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: '
The Pilgrim's Progress'
—LPOletc—H M V SLS959 (3)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Nine Symphonies—
LPOWPO—HMV SLS822

would prefer to see some sort of uniformity
in consumer noise reduced products this is
welcome news indeed.

MAC PRODUCTS, manufacturers of a range of

BRITISH AUDIO IN USSR

an exhibition of British
recording equipment was staged in Melodia
Studios in Moscow. Over £. 50,000 worth of
equipment was assembled for visitors to
examine, the multi-track studio being assembled in only twelve hours. Technicians from
all over the USSR visited the exhibition and
orders worth £. 35,000 have already been received.
Companies participating included
Dolby Labs, Rupert Neve, Ampex GB, Lockwood, Tannoy, EMI, C. N. Rood, and STC.
DURING

DECEMBER

LATE NIGHT EXTRA

Radio 2's Late Night Extra programme which
was dropped from network VHF stations in
order that they could instead broadcast
Sounds of the Seventies is available on VHF
through some of the local BBC radio stations.
This has been made possible by making special
switching arrangements of the Radio I and 2
distribution circuits at Broadcasting House,
London, and in the regions. However, not
all stations are taking the programme or take
it only on certain nights. One which does do
so regularly is Oxford on 95.0 MHz which,
with a suitable receiving aerial and good
receiver, will be heard fairly well up to distances
of 40-50 miles. It is suggested that interested
readers in other parts of England should
contact either the Manager or Station Engineer
of the nearest local station to their arca for
further information on the current situation,
as the BBC have issued no Press statements
on the matter.
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ON THE MOVE

handly little connector boxes, have moved to
Nottingham. Sales and other enquiries should
now be directed to MAC Ltd., Chapel Works,
Canterbury Road, Nottingham.
J. E. Sugden and associated companies have
also moved to new premises at Carr Street,
Cleckheaton, Yorkshire BD1 5LA. The telephone number remains unchanged.
IMF have opened a new factory, too, at
Westbourne Street, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire.
PILFERED TRIO

1971 some Trio products
from a container in East London.
are offered Trio products very
suspicious and please phone the
at 790 4824.

DURING DECEMBER

were stolen
So, if you
cheaply, be
distributors

RECORD RECITALS
US of the following record
recitals during March. Details can be obtained
from sponsors in each case, or from EMI
Records:
8th Recorded Vocal Art Society—London.
16th West Wickam ( Kent) G.S.
23rd Goodmayes G.S.
27th Bournemouth & District Recorded Music
Society.
EMI

HAVE TOLD

MISGUIDED

Would Mr. Brian R. Murphy who sent a30p
order for Austin Uden's station guides, please
contact the Editorial office giving his postal
address so that arefund can be made.

1
1111 ,1
1
8111Top
Adding modern mid- range and HF sections to pair of bass horns

f

r

years ago, two articles describing a
FOUR
domestic concrete horn loudspeaker sys-

temi were left somewhat open-ended, with a
promise of more data to follow when the
middle and high frequency aspects had been
finalised. At the time it seemed very likely that
KEF's domed mid-range unit employed in the
Carlton speaker would soon be available, and
Iexpected to use this and have the final article
written within a few months. However, the
Carlton ran into manufacturing difficulties and
for along period Isimply tampered with crossover components in order to achieve maximum
smoothness and minimum coloration within
the confines of the original drive units. To
describe these changes and counter-changes
would require a separate article, but as the
mid-range horn and T15 tweeter used in the
1967 system have now been abandoned Iwill
simply discuss the final arrangement, which
incorporates only the main bass horns from
the original scheme. A steady trickle of enquiries concerning this anticipated follow-up
article has continued since 1967, so I hope
these notes will interest at least the fanatical
fringe of DIY loudspeaker constructors.
Various commercial speakers have been in
and out of my home during those four years,
each with its own characteristics and colorations. Many had amore analytical mid-range
performance or more extended extreme treble,
but generally they suffered from various subtle
or not-so-subtle boxy colorations or exhibited
what can best be described as `nasal' qualities
when switched for A/B comparison with my
built-in system, while the latter was always
preferable in the extreme bass. For such comparisons, incidentally, it is best to use singlespeaker-mono, which can be devastatingly
revealing of colorations that get somewhat
obscured (on a short-term basis) by the
distractions of stereo. These juxtapositions
played their part in prompting some of the
re-balancing operations mentioned above, but
they were depressing in revealing the great
difficulty of achieving low coloration and
smoothly extended response in any assembly
based on moving-coil units.
Then the IMF Monitor speakers came
along. On that mono test—and despite avery
wide and smooth frequency span—they sounded if anything less coloured than mine. Such

BOUNDARIES OF
FINAL ENCLOSURE

./

o

8110
2
7 ;2-K.1

REFLECTOR
MEETS SPEAKER
PANEL HERE

FIG. ILAYOUT

OF

RiGHT - HAND PANEL

minimal coloration as could still be detected
seemed due, in all probability, to slightly
restricted rear loading employed for the
Monitor's mid-range unit and to minor resonances in the transmission-line enclosure
handling the bass. Certainly the Professional
version of the same speaker, featuring an even
more rigid cabinet, seems if anything less
coloured still.
If the mid, top and super-top parts of the
IMF were used with my bass horn, the latter
would replace the ' line', while the specially
treated KEF B110 used for middle frequencies
could have more generous rear-loading; thus
both the conjectured sources of remaining
minor colorations could be dealt with. Such
thoughts were passing through my mind when
John Wright, designer and manufacturer of the
IMF speakers, offered to let me have apair of
experimental panels cut to accommodate the
mid and HF drive units in their correct relative
positions (to preserve phase relationships), fitted
with full crossover systems and the B1 10s. Then
Messrs. Rola-Celestion proffered pairs of
HF1300 tweeters and HF2000 super-tweeters,
so Igraciously accepted both donations in the
cause of high fidelity and set about some fairly

Fig. 2 Left (a) frontal view of right-hand system, showing

stereo

reflector in position.

Right ( b), left-hand system seen from the side.
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BY JOHN

CRABBE

drastic sonic surgery. For afull description of
the IMF speaker's evolution readers are referred to a pair of articles by John Wright',
while my own bass horns were ofcourse detailed
in the aforementioned 1967 feature. The
present article simply concerns their marriage,
and by a happy coincidence the IMFs are
separately reviewed in this issue by Frank
Jones.
Layout of drive units on the panels supplied
is shown in fig. 1; this is the right-hand one of
a mirror-image pair. For ease of adjustment,
the crossover circuit board and a sub-panel
carrying some mid/top switched level controls
were also mounted on the front. Idecided to
position the two speaker panels on the outer
ends of the 4in. deep concrete ' shelves' forming
the bass horn mouths, where the room walls
provide natural boundaries (
fig. 2a). This
gives awide stereo image and places the drive
units just a little above seated ear level, the
latter expedient helping to open up the sound
by giving a slight sense of height to recorded
ambience or distant performers. However, an
open baffle of these dimensions will not provide adequate loading for a mid-range unit
down into the low hundreds of Hertz, so it was
decided to construct an IB enclosure by fitting
further panels of îin. chipboard to form a
top and side, sealing these against the horn and
wall (
fig. 3). A combination of wooden stiffening members and concrete fillets seemed to
produce a rigid and (sonically speaking)
relatively inert ' box' having an enclosed
volume of approximately 2Cu. ft. With practically no parallel surfaces, and all the internal
space stuffed with BAF wadding, this seemed
a very suitable alternative to the short tube
used behind the B110 in the IMF.
Then came the question of asuitable crossover frequency. In my original system the
KEF B139 units employed to drive the bass
horns were crossed over to the mid-range at
300 Hz, though to avoid minor colorations in
the upper bass it would have been better to
place this point a little further down. Consequently Idecided to aim at 200 Hz for, while
the IMF's normal lower crossover is nearly
an octave above this, the B110 will work well
down into the bass if suitably loaded—as it now
was. The 200 Hz was very nominal, for with
the mid-range unit's position fixed in relation
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Why we don't sell you
aHi-fi package.

At BSR, we make more precision turntables
than everyone else in the world put together.
But we don't sell amplifiers and speakers,
too. Because we know that people who are
really interested in Hi-fi like to compare for
themselves the performance, and price, of
these important Hi-fi audio separates.
Take alook at two of our most popular
turntables.
There's the very successful MP60 player,
costing only £ 15-20, complete with low mass,
fully counterbalanced square section pick up
arm, slide- in cartridge holder, bias compensator,
viscous cueing, die-cast turntable, 4- pole
motor and immaculate BSR styling.
For afew pounds more, you can buy the
HT70, boasting the same super features but
with three refinements. Adeep- rim die cast
turntable which at ill lbs is apound heavier
than the MP60, arotating stub spindle to
reduce friction, and adynamically balanced
synchronous motor, which compensates for
normal fluctuations in mains voltage.

With these two models, and our range
of automatics, you get the freedom of choice
to add your own speakers and amplifier from
the very wide range available on the market.
If the technicalities of Hi-fi worry you,
don't hesitate to ask your dealer for advice
He'll be only too pleased to help you select
the system to suit your pocket.
But make sure you ask him to show you
the BSR range of turntables.
BSR Ltd., McDonald Division, Monarch
Works, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcs.
Telephone .Cradley Heath 69272.
Please send me your illustrated brochures
of the complete BSR McDonald range of
turntables.
Name
Address _

Mc DONALD
HFNI/1
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it's asound start

Iwill not burden the reader with adetailed
description of balancing and adjustments
higher up the frequency scale, but simply give
the final total crossover circuit (
fig. 4), which
also includes the drive unit phasings adopted
for correct performance with my particular
horns. The apparently reversed phase on the
super-tweeter is deliberate. This circuit is a
fairly straight-forward evolution from the
IMF configuration, with altered L/C values to
lower the bottom divider frequency, aresistive
attenuator (R1/R2) for the bass unit (retaining
asource impedance of under 3ohms for damping purposes), use throughout of paper capacitors, and various other minor changes. The
bass/mid efficiency difference of 75 dB mentioned earlier is redressed mainly by RI/R2,
but also partly by different resistive losses in
Li and L3. Actual total attenuations for the
three bands are as follows: bass 95 dB; mid
2dB (increasing to 3dB above 600 Hz, see
later); treble, 9dB. These are voltage ratios,
but as the HF units are of 4ohms impedance

to the bass horn mouth it would be necessary
to use afrequency at which the outputs were in
phase. Matters were also complicated by
differing electroacoustic conversion efficiencies
between horn-loaded B139 and IB-loaded B110.
By dint of much listening to a range of sinewave tones in the relevant frequency region—
as heard in a multitude of listening positions
via both mid and bass units—it transpired that:
(i) the efficiency difference was 74 dB, and (ii)
with this corrected, outputs were fully in phase
at 235 Hz—so this was the frequency chosen
for the crossover. For any readers who might
be interested enough (foolhardy enough!) to
follow in my footsteps, Isuggest a reference
back to the earlier articles for some notes on the
acoustic phasing of bass and mid-range units
(p. 618, reference No. 1), as the conventional
labelling of speaker terminals in relation to
direction of cone motion is not necessarily
relevant when there is an acoustic path length
difference of several feet between the two units
and the listener's ears!

FIG. 5
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RADIATION

against 8ohms for mid and bass, power
attenuation on the tweeters is only 6dB. Thus
at the top end of its range the B110 receives
3dB more drive than the HFI300, which
makes sense as it has a long-throw coil and is
therefore relatively inefficient. HF efficiency
is equalised mainly by a series resistor ( R5),
a practice not normally recommended with
moving-coil units because of impedance
changes with frequency. However, as C6
brings the HF2000 super-tweeter steadily into
play the total effective impedance in series
with R5 (units and R6) remains substantially
constant over the HF band.
It was extremely useful during measurements
and adjustments to have available the switched
mid and HF attenuators incorporated in the
IMFs, though the final positions adopted have
been translated into fixed resistors in fig. 4.
As with many practical crossovers, some of the
values depart from textbook recommendations
in the cause of the smoothest or flattest
acoustic response—which, after all, is what we
listen to.
The electrical impedance curve resulting
from fig. 4 is given in fig. 5, which could conveniently be designated as ' nominal 8ohms'.
In fact this curve is flatter than any Ihave seen
for acommercial speaker and remains between
65 and 105 ohms over the whole audio band.
Note that the system is essentially 8-10 ohms
at low frequencies, falling to 7-8 ohms higher
up.
One small curiosity in the circuit is the inductance/resistance/capacitance
combination
associated with the B110. The R4/L4 part of
this puts asmall step in the mid-range response
centred around 600 Hz (Z of L4 equals R4 at
this frequency), tending towards full drive to
the B110 on moving from this frequency down
to its lower crossover point at 235 Hz, but
with a slightly reduced drive above this.
R3 and C4 simply enable R4/LA to attenuate
correctly at all frequencies within the mid
pass-band by compensating for the B110's
rising impedance characteristic. This ' step'
was found desirable subjectively for a proper
balance between the ' warmth' and ` presence'
regions, both largely within the mid-range
unit's compass, though both measurement and
calculation show that the actual change is only
about 1dB—which the ear (my ear!) can still
pick out.
The explanation of all this is our old friend
diffraction, whereby when a speaker unit is
mounted in a cabinet there is a dimensionrelated frequency below which the sound
starts to spread around to the rear, thus reducing the acoustic energy density in the forward
direction. In short, the output apparently
shelves down by adecibel or so below acertain
frequency. Most modest speakers simply take
this in their stride and are designed to give an
acceptable overall response in typical domestic
surroundings, but the better professional
monitoring types have built-in compensations
—sometimes even variable to cater for freestanding or next-to-wall positioning, the latter
reducing diffraction losses and thus demanding
less electrical correction.
Reference to fig. 1shows that the mid-range
unit is near enough to the panel edge for diffraction to commence well above 600 Hz, and
one would imagine that the step back to the
bass horn structure is in any case too small for
there to be a significant change of acoustic
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anew generation
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Tandberg's new- generation TA 200 Receiver is an
internationally- styled, compact design, finished in
rosewood or teak and only 3i - deep.

TAN DBERG
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STEREO

RECEIVER

TR.-200.

solid-angle. So why the 600 Hz step? The
explanation (conveniently thought-up after
compensation had been introduced on subjective grounds!) is that the two speaker
panels have been extended by means of the
large ' reflectors' seen in figs. 2 and 3, which
may have been puzzling the reader. The 15 in.
width of these seems to account for the stepeffect (modest compared with that arising from
a completely free-standing cabinet), but why
are they there?
Stereophony is the answer. The one respect
in which the new mid/top system seemed
inferior to the old was in stereo performance
—by which I mean the ability to present a
stable stereo image over areasonable listening
area rather than just on the central bisecting
line. The classical Brittain/Enock approach
to this has been expounded many times in this
magazine', but one possible artifice to help in
achieving an appropriate greater sound intensity on the side of the listening area farthest
from a speaker (to reduce Haas-effect image
shifting) has not to my knowledge been
described before, even though it may have been
used. The idea is to make use of short-path
oblique reflections to reinforce the acoustic
energy density on one side only of a speaker
cabinet. Imagine aspeaker in which the midrange and tweeter units are small compared
with the wavelengths of all signals within their
frequency spans, and mounted one directly
above the other (fig. 6(a)). Such asystem will
tend to have equal radiation in all lateral directions out to an angle of 180° represented by the
cabinet front (b). Now erect a reflector close
to one side of the drive units, angled so that
energy that would otherwise have been ' lost'
out to the side is added back in amore forward
direction (e). When all possible reflections are
drawn in, a pattern emerges roughly in line
with classical stereo requirements, while suitable curvature of the reflector might improve
matters further. There are, of course, various
path-lengths, but the changes are minute compared with the large time differential between
left and right speakers for typical off-centre
listeners, while a fully random phase pattern
is reached only at high frequencies, where
intensity overrules phase in stereo perception.
This sort of scheme seems to have been used
some years ago in J. B. Lansing's complete
stereo speaker known as the ' Paragon', and
no doubt plays apart in the effectiveness of a
curved stereo panel supplied for positioning
between stereo speakers by A. Davies, the
cabinet people.* A complete solid wall curved
to join the two speakers would seem to be the
ideal arrangement (fig. 7), while alogical corollary would be to fit absorbent acoustic panels
along the listening room's side walls to prevent
the inverse (but so common!) effect of greater
sound concentration from the nearer speaker.
Anyway, the idea is thrown out for general
consumption, while in the meantime my more
modest panels do indeed have a worthwhile
stabilising effect on the stereo image—very
noticeably in the back half of the room.
Turning now to other aspects of performance, final tests and adjustments of frequency
balance were concluded in comparison with
four other systems: the unmodified commercial
IMF (set with its mid and top controls at

• A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road, London, N. W.5.
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SPECIFICATION
Drive Units
Bass: KEF B139 (8ohms)
Mid- range: KEF B110 (8ohms) ( specially
doped)
Tweeter: Rola-Celestion HF1300/II ( T1512,
4-6 ohms)
Super-tweeter:Rola-Celestion HF2000 (T1637,
4-6 ohms)
Acoustic Loading
Bass ( B139): Concrete exponential horn:
flare cut-off frequency, 25 Hz; axial length,
11.4 ft.; throat area, 45 sq. Ins.; mouth area,
7.6 sq. ft. Mouth in room corner at floor
level.
Middle ( B110): Irregular sealed enclosure
made of braced chipboard and concrete;
Internal volume, 1.8 Cu. ft.; filled with BAF
wadding.
Treble (HF1300 and HF2000): Sealed units
mounted flush In plain baffle.
Main System Resonance
Horn pushes this down to 21.5 Hz.
Crossover Frequencies
Bass/mid:
235 Hz.
Mid/treble:
Treble/super-treble: 12 kHz.

3.5 kHz.

Load impedance (electrical)
Nominally 8ohms. Between 6.7 ohms and
10.7 ohms at all frequencies between
20 Hz and 20 kHz.

maximum, which Ijudge to be ' best% RogersBBC Monitor, Spendor Studio BC- 1 (reviewed in this issue by Ralph West), and
Acoustic Research type LST (with contour
switch at position No. 2, corresponding to a
flat overall acoustic response); all as heard onaxis, mounted as specified by their designers,
and as nearly as possible the same distance from the listener as one or other of
my own assemblies. All these speakers have
been calibrated ' objectively' under controlled
conditions, and while I fully concur with
Ralph West's distrust of anechoic sinewave
measurements', there is some consolation in
the fact that such superb speakers as these do
sound very similar in terms of general tonal
balance, if not in coloration.
As finally set, and considered in terms of
tonal balance only, the complete system sounds
somewhat brighter than the IMF in the 24kHz region, has atrifle more ' bite' than the
BBC Monitor in the 5-10 kHz range, is
practically indistinguishable from the AR LST,
and is just alittle less incisive than the Spendor
BC-1in the region where this is brighter than
the BBC. Thus it represents an average
balance amongst agroup of tip-top assemblies,
all of which are in any case tonally very similar
as loudspeakers go. In comparison with all
four, and with any others that have been in
my house, the built-in system has afuller and
firmer deep bass below 50 Hz—which is just as
well considering the mass of work, material
and inconvenience involved in building the
original horns!
But this is not the only gain, as colorations
of all sorts now seem minimal to the point of
vanishing. Using a splendid little battery
operated white-noise generator shortly to be
manufactured by Rogers Developments—and
of course a mass of musical material of all
sorts—Ihave searched for curiosities by means
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of A-B comparisons between my speakers and
the various other models mentioned. Every
speaker system has its own sonic personality,
of course, a fact particularly evident when
using white or pink noise; but apart from some
full-wavelength room eigentones around 44 Hz
which interact with the horns as detailed in the
1967 articles, the effect of switching from system
to system is always to reveal a more open
sound on mine, corresponding to less ' character' on musical items and a less ' pitched'
quality on white-noise.
The complete exercise has therefore been
well worth while despite a four-year gap
stretching, as it were, between bass and treble.
However, I would warn would-be emulators
on two points: (i) the system has been adjusted
for optimum performance (and asimilar tonal
balance to that from standard monitor speakers)
in my particular room, and unless the reader is
fully acquainted with crossover circuits and
their manipulation it would be wise not to get
involved; (ii) experience with correspondence
arising from my Mk Ihorn system described
in HEN in 1961-62 forces me to say that I
positively will not work out alternative horn
designs for different shapes or sizes of rooms.
Imust have spent several weeks on this sort of
task during the last few years, but Ifear that
other pressures are now too great. Nevertheless, Ihope these notes will be of interest to all
readers intrigued by the problems of building
domestic speakers to professional standards.
They should certainly keep me happy for at
least another four years!
Finally, my particular thanks to the following helpful and friendly people: John Wright
(IMF) for making the whole mid-top project
feasible; likewise Ted Howlett (Rola-Celestion)
for various units and much information; Jim
Rogers (Rogers Developments) for loan of
BBC Monitors and test gear; Malcolm Jones
(KEF) for useful information and various components; Don Thompson and Frank Jones for
helpful discussions and listening tests; and
Dennis Wratten (AR) and Spencer Hughes
(Spendor) for loan of various speakers.
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At last,a brand-new range of cassettes and tapes.
It's called TDK SD.
And it makes tape truly hi-fi... even at 1
8
7ips!
Does tape quality matter?

Why TDK SD is truly hi-fi

How TDK SD performs

It certainly does.

TDK SD ( Super Dynamic) is hi-fi
because that's what it was meant to be.
It's not pre-hi-fi tape with ajacked-up
specification. It's arange of cassettes and
tapes researched, developed, manufactured
and exhaustively tested with hi-fi
reproduction in view from the very
beginning.

Perhaps it's enough here simply to set
down the figures. Compare them with
those for any tape you please — and then
imagine the audible difference they mean.

Because whatever equipment-makers do
to motors, heads, circuitry or method of
recording . . . whatever the characteristics
of the amplifiers and loudspeakers in
your set-up . . . the quality of recording
and reproduction on tape still depends
on amoving ribbon of polyester coated
with amagnetic oxide.

Here are just some of the differences.
The particles of magnetic oxide are
less than half the size of those on
conventional tapes, more densely and
uniformly packed, and with amirrorsmooth polish. This fact alone accounts
for much of the sensationally different
performance of TDK SD.

If your tape has afrequency capacity
lower than your ear's, if its signal-to-noise
ratio is low, if it sheds its coating,
stretches, breaks, builds up static or
wears your tape heads . . . new equipment
is awaste of your money and your time.

Sensitivity
+o-5 dB ± 1-5 dB at 333 Hz.
+5.o dB ± 2-0 dB at 12,000 Hz.
Harmonic distortion
2% max. at —5dB.
2% max. at + 5dB.
Fluctuation
2VU max. at 8kHz.

The binder which keeps the particles in
place is formed of special resins to
minimize static to reduce crossmodulation, and to prevent drop-out due
to oxide-shedding.

Signal-to-noise
53 dB min.
Print-through
55 dB min.
Erase
68 dB min.

The thickness of the binder and coating
is controlled to i/I000 min to keep
output-fluctuation to an inaudible
minimum, and all TDK cassettes are
specially lubricated to prevent jamming
and sticking.

Try TDK for yourself
isTDK cassettes and
tapes are fast finding
their way into
Britain's specialist
dealers. Because
so much of the
effect of TDK SD
depends on actually
hearing it, we're
deliberately picking
dealers with
full
demonstration
1' facilities.

Even the cassette is different
TDK SD tape is available in
open reels or in cassettes. So
often when atape cassette jams,
sticks or breaks, it's due to the 4
e
,
casing itself. At TDK, we make
all the precision parts ourselves —
outer shell halves, hubs, guides,
rollers. (Most manufacturers
buy their parts from someone
else.) The exclusive TDK
laminated anti-friction liner, for
example, gives anything from 4
to 16 times the reliability of
conventional liners. And you'll
notice all TDK cassettes are held
together with screws, for those rare
occasions when you'll want to get
inside. (Compare that with awelded
or glued case!)

But even if you
have to take TDK SD
performance on trust, it's worth
the few extra pence acassette or
reel will cost you. And we promise you,
you'll agree!

F

4

Frequency range
30-20,000 Hz.

.Peter Bowthorpe & Associates Ltd,
Audio/ Visual Products Division,
33 Holmethorpe Avenue,
Holmethorpe Trading Estate,
Redhill, Surrey. Tel: Redhill 64641

e

'

Cassette
TDK SDC3o
TDK SDC6o
TDK SDCgo
Reel
,
7
SD 150-7 ( 1800 ft)
SD r5oH-7 large hub
aooft)

•

—

Please send me full details of TDK
cassettes and tapes and alist of stockists.

I

The coupon will bring you full
documentation on TDK cassettes and
tapes, and an up-to-date list of dealers.
Post it straight to Peter Bowthorpe &
Associates, UK distributors for TDK,
today.

Name
Address
1
, ..EASE PRINT

HEN MAR

TDK

THIS year's is the third Sonex Exhibition
-I- and it says something for the success of
the others that it is already pretty well taken
for granted. Since its inception it has been
been held at the Skyway Hotel, Bath Road,
opposite London Airport, and notwithstanding
that everyone agrees there must be a better
venue somewhere in the capital, none has yet
been found. Readers of our Olympia report
will know which we think the best place to
hold an audio exhibition, but no one denies
that London Airport is not the most convenient place to get to despite the many forms
of public transport which head in its direction
from the city centre.
This year we aren't going to venture a
potted guide, since we always seem to get it
wrong anyway, but BOAC and BEA both run
buses from their London terminals to the
airport—where the Skyway free bus can be
picked up—and a number of coach services
from Victoria Coach station also stop near
the hotel. The Piccadilly line to Hounslow
West connects with a bus service to the
Skyway—whilst those from up North or
out West can, if they've a mind and money
to, fly to Heathrow. Other people should
check with their local travel agent, and anyone, even in aprivate car, should carry change
to placate angry bus drivers who work for
London Transport and apparently don't know
the difference between a bus and a telephone
box when it comes to issuing tickets.
The organiser's have, this year, opted for
a theme—travel in sound; with what success
we must wait and see. With their past experience we must hope that the practical business
of signposting, keeping corridors clear, etc,
will be better attended to, and if someone with
an official looking hat can have a word with
the head waiter at the Skyway, that might
help too.

1

3rd

e-F1 e-1011014
2.4th-26tb

PREVIEW ON THE FIRST MAJOR EXHIBITION
OF 1972, AT THE SKYWAY HOTEL LONDON
Apart from the main exhibition this year
there will be two ' seminars' on the public
days. Admission will be by free ticket, and the
subjects are Choosing Using and Maintaining
Audio, and Trends and Future Developments in
Home Audio. A variety of speakers from the
magazines (Clem Brown, David Line, John
Borwick, John Crabbe) together with representatives from industry (BBC, Dolby Labs,
Decca) will be taking part and each will
examine a part of the subject of special
interest to him.
At the time of writing the final list of
exhibitors remains to be decided, but those
with provisional bookings are listed in the box.
It is also too early for many to tell us what

they are doing, since they don't yet know, but
details sent by those that were able to give
us information in time are given in the captions
to the photographs.
A ticket is enclosed with the magazine,
and more are available from the editorial
office (SAE please) or your local dealer. Full
details of the exhibits and lectures are in the
catalogue, which will also be available free at
the exhibition—and details of car parks, etc,
can be obtained in advance from the organisers.
Sonex ' 72 opens on Wednesday 22 March for
the first of two trade days, and the public
will be able to attend only from Friday March
24th to Sunday March 26th.

Tandberg's new TL25 and 50 loudspeakers. Suitable
for vertical or horizontal use they are joined by athird
new model the 12—all have an 8ohm nominal
impedance.

Goldring's new 101 (below) and Lenco L85 (above).
Both are now beginning to be available and promise to
be very competitive.

Philips DNL (dynamic noise limiter) will be
demonstrated to the public for the first time at Sonex.
Price about £ 14 It will be suitable for use with all
material and cassette machines (and reel-to-reel and
disc, as well).
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STANTON
CARTRIDGES:

14

TDK

Superdynamic Cassettes
* Less tape noise
* Better frequency response
* Greater reliability
Pay a little more for a lot extra
SD C30

71p

SD C60

88p

SD C90

£1.33

Reels 7" x1800 feet Superdynamic
low noise master tape

£3.33
76p

Cassette head cleaner

SD C120

Above prices incl. p. tax
No stamp on envelope
containing order
Post free

£1.68

1\1ENN I

Cash with order

Send orders to:

MACTAPES

Freepost
Alton Hampshire

the starting pointof fine hi-fi
Sound reproduction from a record can only
be as good as the cartridge which tracks it:
with the Stanton 681 EE you ensure the
best. The Stanton 681 EE meets the most
exacting requirements of the professional
user and the discriminating enthusiast.
The Stanton 681 Calibration Series has an
amazingly low- mass moving magnetic
system which weighs only 1/5 or 1/10 of
ordinary pickups. Its frequency response from
10 to 20,000 Hz is virtually astraight line.
Every 681 is guaranteed to meet the
specifications within exacting limits and the
most meaningful warranty possible —
individual calibration test results —
comes packed with each unit.
Ask for ademonstration of the Stanton
681 EE at your local dealer, or write for
details and specifications, plus information
about the Stanton 500 Broadcast Standard
Series. Trade enquiries welcome.

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd
RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT

CONSULT THE EXPERTS
HI-FI STEREO

Alpha - B & W - Cambridge - Connoisseur - Empire - Goldring Goodmans - Hitachi - Koss - Leak - M-S - Nikko - Pioneer - Quad
-Shure - Sugden - Tandberg - Trio - Wharfedale. Dolby cassette
equipment a speciality. First class guaranteed service: our engineering is unequalled in the Manchester area. Equipment dept.
closed all day Monday.

TANDBERG COLOUR TELEVISION
Home demonstrations

NEW AND SECONDHAND RECORDS

Manchester's principal specialists in Classical Music, Speech and
Drama, Musical Shows, Folk Music, Humour, Historical, etc.

WILMEX LTD

STEREO RECORD LIBRARY

Reasonable Charges. Personal Callers only.

Stanton Division, 24/26 Ensign Street,
London El Telephone: 01-949 2545

ACCESSORIES

for Record Care and Storage
Equipment Maintenance

9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily.

Brazen nose Street
456

Telephone: 061-834 2178

Albert Square

Manchester 2

SONEX ' 72
A PREVIEW
BIB's new Mode/ stylus balance, calibrated in
+gm intervals it is very compact and easy to use.

PROVISIONAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS AT SONEX '
72
AKG
Amstrac' Electronics
Audio packs
B & W Bectronics
Bang & Olufsen
BASF
Bib
Bigston
Binatone
BSR McDonald
Bush Arena
Celestion
Connoisseur
Decca
Gabraphone

Garrard
Grampian
Highgate Acoustics
Heco
Heleme ( Peerless)
IMF
Jordan Watts
JVC Nivico
Klinger
KMAL
Metrosound
Musitapes
Philips
Revox
Richard Allan

Rogers
Sansui
ScanDyna
Sennheiser
Shure
Sinclair
Sonab
Spendor
J. E. Sugden
Tandberg
Teleton
Quad
Wilmex

Decca have announced their Mark V—to be known
as the London cartridge. Weighing only 5gms and
well-shielded from magnetic hum it retains the
advantages of the Mark IV. Playing weight is 3gms,
(spherical stylus) and the pickup is intended for
universal mounting.
BIB add another accessory to their range, asmall
spirit level for checking turntables.

To new cassette machines. ( Left) BASF 9200 one of
the new BASF range—BASF will be playing dubbed
copies of the first recording ever made of asymphony
orchestra on their stand. ( Right) JVC Nivico hi-fi
cassette recorder complete with noise reducing
circ uit.

New from Celestion, the
Dillon 66 at £99. Other
new speakers are the DM2
from B&W and a pair of
miniatures from KEF first
marketed in Germany (see
November issue of HFNI JVC increase their range of four channe/ equipment
RR).
with anumber of tuner-amplifiers and this tape
machine MTR 15M.
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One way of simulating four-channel material is to
simulate the reverberation normally missing in the
2-channel material. Grampian will be showing a
reverberation unit, demonstrated for this purpose.

To each hifown.
Not everybody needs a concert grand piano, nor
does everybody need the Shure V-15 Type Il, the
most sophisticated cartridge in the world, to enjoy his kind of music in his kind of hi-fi system.
For many, the M75 Type 2 Series, widely acclaimed as second only to the V-15, will be more
than adequate. Within more circumscribed budgets the M55, M44 Series or M3D, each offering
optimum performance in successively lower price
ranges, may be an excellent choice. Send us the
coupon for our recommendations.
Shure Electronics Limited
84 Blackfriars Road
London SE1, 8HA Telephone (01) 928 3424
458

D Please send me the full details of
Shure cartridges.

D Please recommend the appropriate
model for use with my equipment.

Arm or Unit_
Amplifier
Name
Address

A

1--I I.-J 1=t

EARCHING out usable signals from the
West German station Langenberg has
always been achallenging proposition for FM
radio enthusiasts living in east Anglia and
south-east England. Situated north-east of
Düsseldorf, near Wuppertal at 7° 8' East,
51° 21' North, Langenberg is the nearest main
high power German station to our shores
although regrettably this still places it some
240 miles away even from the east Kent coastline! The FM aerial mast (pictured here) is
sited on ground 241 metres above sea level and
the height above ground to the centre of the
aerial is 209 metres. The station's primary
service area includes the industrial regions
around the Ruhr and the Rhine whilst the
outer service limits extend eastwards to just
inside the Dutch and Belgian borders.
Westdeutscher Rundfunk broadcasts four
programmes from Langenberg. On 88.8 MHz
there is the Erstes (
First) programme contributed jointly by them and by the Norddeutscher Rundfunk, hence only the NDR
identifications are heard at times. As with the
First programmes of other broadcasting services in the Federal Republic it is the only
one which is duplicated on AM mediumfrequencies. The 88.8 MHz transmitter remains on the air throughout the night with
Musik bis zum frühen Morgen about which
comprehensive information was given in June
and July, 1970.
The WDR's Zweites (
Second) programme
from Langenberg is on 95.1 MHz and provides
contrasting light and serious music from early
morning until late evening, about three quarters
of it now being broadcast in stereo.
The Drittes (
Third) programme is on
99.2 MHz and was one of the first WDR
transmitters to be equipped for stereo test
purposes back in 1964. A limited regular
service was started about two years later.
WDR-3 programmes do not commence until
the early afternoon but transmitters of this
network are used during apart of the morning
for schools' programmes. Every Saturday
between 13.00 and 13.30 (GMT) there is a
stereo demonstration and information programme.
The fourth programme from Langenberg is
usually the cause for my receiving the occasional
report from a reader, not in the know, informing me that he has picked up a Greek or
a Spanish FM station 'just above 100 MHz'.
Because much foreign labour is employed in
the Federal Republic, the decision was taken
some years ago to provide short daily radio
programmes of news and information in the
relevant languages. Accordingly, additional
FM transmitters were installed at a number
of existing stations in north and west Germany
to broadcast these programmes. Elsewhere in
the Republic, they are radiated over the
Third network transmitters. At Langenberg,
the frequency used is 100.4 MHz and the
current schedule operated daily is: 16.39
(GMT)—opening announcements;
16.40—
programme in Turkish; 17.20—in SerboCroat; 18.00—in Italian; 18.40—in Spanish;
19.20—in Greek. Then, from 20.00 until
22.00—Musik International which, incidentally,
is not carried by all the Third networks in
other parts of the Republic. Additionally, on
Sundays, 11.00-14.20, this and the other
WDR Fourth network stations including
Aachen
Stolberg
102.5 MHz,
broadcast
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rendezvous in Deutschland, a music and
information programme in six languages.
On 100.4 MHz, the ERP is 50 kW, but the
other three Langenberg transmissions have
ERPs each of 100 kW.
From aseparate lower mast at the same site,
the British Forces Broadcasting Service who
have used nothing but the FM system in
Germany since 1956, radiate their programme
on 96.5 MHz with an ERP of 50 kW.
It might be supposed that even at the minimum distances between England and Langer,berg the signals will be audible only during
enhanced tropospheric propagation conditions
and then not really be worth bothering with.
However, practical listening experience has
proved otherwise. For example, a survey in
Essex between June and October some years
ago revealed that the 95.1 MHz transmission
could be received at 290 miles on 113 of the
117 days during which observations were
made!

FM aerial at Langenberg near Wuppertal. The
mast handles the four programmes of West
German Radio
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BY AUSTIN UDEN

Using a three-element Yagi aerial sited
286 ft ASL near Brentwood, the terminal
strengths and fading characteristics received
could roughly be divided into one of four
types from a variable slow to fast steamtrain' scatter fading, (0.5-512V), to steady
signals interspersed with very slow fading in
the range 15-300/ when refracting layers
were present in the lower atmosphere. Only
the higher, stable signal levels can provide
acceptable (mono) signal-to-noise ratios, of
course, and the ' watchful' listener can learn
to recognise when a favourable change is on
the way, the first signs being the onset of a
slower fading rate. Stereo reception is certainly possible but only during appreciably
enhanced propagation conditions will the
signal-to-noise ratio be raised much above the
35-40 dB mark.
I said at the beginning that searching out
Langenberg was a challenging proposition.
The nearer French Lile transmission may
swamp the 88.8 MHz programme during the
day, although it will be clear in the night and
Goes Hilversum-2 spaced only 100 kHz away
from the WDR-2 programme can be troublesome according to the relative strengths of
the two signals. Nonetheless, it is surprising
just what can be done with a modern tuner
and rotatable aerial, not forgetting the determined listener. Nature may oblige unexpectedly too! Usually, during the winter time
even the weak scatter signals from Langenberg
disappear for weeks on end, but so mild and
settled was the weather during early and midDecember last, that it, and other German
stations, could still be received in the eastern
coastal regions. Indeed, on the evening of
December 14th it was possible to tape-record
two much sought after WDR-2 broadcasts.
One was a programme of Advents and
Weinachtsmusik from the Stiftskirche in
Millstatt, located in southern Austria about
50 miles from Klangenfurt, and sent over a
line via the Kárnten studios of Austrian radio.
The other broadcast was of Albert-Vossen and
his Rhythm, a sort of night-shift Music
While You Work—in stereo naturally!
All of this, incidentally, makes a refreshing
change to the sick banal chatter and pseudoAmericanisms found on BBC Radio-2 or
Radio London—with their ' news and weather
together', 'temperatures will reach a high of'
and the link-men' obsessed with discussing
whether they have or have not managed to
wait until the record has finished. I hardly
listen now, it's become so bad—and Idon't
have to put up with it.

Onkyo is proud to announce that their latest
4 channel system is now available in the
United Kingdom. Having taken the States
and Europe ( particulary Germany) by storm,
Japan's leading Hi -Fi people have finally
perfected their latest and most advanced
system yet. The retail price for the 4channel
is expected to be about £ 329. Specifications:
Solid State AM/FM stereo 4 channel
receiver. With surround composer,
surround field indicator and microphonemixing circuit, using 49 transistors and 32
diodes. Dynamic power totals 64 watts ( 16 x
4). Tuning range: FM : 88-108 MHz, AM:
530-160 KHz. Sensitivity: FM : 2. OuV ( S/N
30dB), AM: 12uV ( S/N 20dB). Supplied with
2 floor and 2flat wall speakers. Will play
both mono and stereo records.

0 1%1 "CYO
Information from:
J. PARKAR & CO.(London) Ltd.
1 Paul St., London EC2A 4JCI
Telephone: 01-628 4577

OUR READERS WRITE ...
. .. about sleeve/disc inconsistencies

facture, an ordinary musical person, having
observed simple rules of cleanliness and
handling, cannot just sit down and listen.
Of course the LP disc was an obvious winner
20 years ago to all but afew. Today the cassette has not quite the obviousness of the LP,
having grown slowly from alowfi toy.
My interest in cassettes grew from favourable
references in your magazine on the new generation of machines, and somewhat hesitantly I
invested in a medium priced machine early in
1971. Iwant your readers to know that Ihave
no regrets whatever. Simple to operate and
easy to clean, far less fiddling than either discs
or reel-to-reel recorders, one can produce
'photographs' more often than ' snapshots'
and play back pre-recorded material admirably.
We can look forward to further progress and
price reductions in this field, which augers well
to be the near foolproof system of the domestic
scene. You must prepare more reviews on
cassette machines promptly!
Yours faithfully

From: F. D. Mills-Thomas, Long Orchard,
31 The Park, Great Bookham, Surrey.
SIR,
Could recording companies not
manage to get their sleeve notes/insets to agree
with what is actually on the records?
The latest in a long line of inconsistencies
is the new Philips version of Mahler's 8th
symphony, where a considerable part of the
work which, according to the inset is on Side 3,
is in fact on Side 2.
Do those responsible for the written presentation of records not listen to the music?
Yours faithfully
DEAR

... about Willem Mengelberg
From: Michael G. '
I
London, W.1.

14a Seymour Street,

It was interesting to read Mr. Simon
Clark's plea (January, p. 83) for Mengelberg
reissues—a most justified one. Even as a
schoolboy collector just before the War, Ifelt
that his Columbia recordings of works by
Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Brahms and Weber
were unequalled by those of any other conductors and, upon his exile from Holland for
political reasons, got up a petition for him
which was published in the Musical Times and
other journals. Later, in Musical Renaissance,
Iwas able to publish ' The Truth about Mengelberg' from information supplied by Miss
Heemskerk of the Mengelberg Foundation.
His Swiss home is maintained under the terms
of his will as aholiday and rest home for musicians. He once sent me an interesting short
article giving his own musical credo and
aspirations, which was published in Music and
Records.
M.R.F. Records, New York, have, with the
co-operation of the Foundation, issued afascinating Centenary Album including works of
Kodaly, Ravel, Debussy, Franck, Mahler,
Schumann, Rachmaninov, etc., with Sauer and
Gieseking as soloists.
Mengelberg's most
notable recordings should certainly be reissued,
and the awakening curiosity among younger
collectors will probably see to this within the
next few years.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

about LPs and cassettes

Note: We don't fully share Mr. Smith's optimism. The isolated machine may perform well,
but our general advice is: ' Waie—Ed.

. .. about five year's and bust
From: E. P. Willis, ' Madras', 44 Filleul Road,
Sandford Woods, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 7AP.
During the Christmas holiday one
of the speakers of apair which have been in use
for about eight years went open-circuit. Last
week Iremoved the offending unit, an Axiom
110, and returned it by hand to Messrs. Goodmans Ltd. at their new address at Havant.
At their new factory Iwas informed that as
of the previous day an instruction had been
issued that no equipment over five years old
would in future be repaired. On investigation
it appears that in the case of my Axiom 110
unit all spare parts had been used up: they
did, in fact, suggest that Imight try two other
firms as possible means of repair.
Maybe Goodmans look upon this policy as
being good for business but I, for one, will
probably look to other manufacturers for
replacements despite the excellence of the
original product.
I wonder if other readers are experiencing
similar difficulties.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

Note: See editorial comment arising from this
letter on page 441—Ed.

From: A. Teasdale Smith, Nonsuch, Out‘mod
Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 411R.
The horror stories of faulty discs
continue apparently unabated, and surely
enough has been written by your irate correspondents over the years to more than fully
make the point that these products are too
often below standard.
Adrian Hope, in his valuable article
(February), goes into the many problems
collectors face, and comes up with the solution.
It is quite intolerable that after 20 years of the
LP disc and reproducing equipment manu-

*This can happen if the inner wick is not kept
moist; it is a matter of forming the habit of
taking it to the tap every week or so—Ed.

about a wide choice
From: R. E. Corder, Wells, Somerset.
DEAR SIR,

Overheard recently in a hi-fi em-

porium.
Customer (timidly to assistant): ` Excuse me,
have you got any recordings of Frank Sinatra
live on stage?'
Assistant: '
Certainly sir, tape or disc?'
C.: ' Er, tape please.'
A.: '
Spool-to-spool or instant loading?'
C.: '
Instant loading please.'
A.: '
Cartridge or cassette?'
C.: '
Cassette.'
A.: '
Mono or stereo?'
C.: '
Stereo!'
A.: '
Two- or 4-channel ?'

DEAR SIR,
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cleaning equipment is described in some of the
most inscrutable prose now before the reading
public. Failing entirely to comprehend the
working of the Manual Parastat, Ihave aDustbug and aPreener. The latter certainly seems
to be effective in gathering the dirt into aneat
rampart along a radius of the record, but in
my hands at least fails to gather it up.* Isuspect that both devices, unless humidified to
precisely the right degree, can induce rather
than discharge static. There are few occasions
when Ican lift a record after playing without
aspark flying between surface and hand.
Central heating may be partially to blame
for what seems to be an increasing problem.
But Ihave the distinct impression that records
and their plastic material are quite different
from afew years ago. Mono records from the
Fifties, particularly from the Vox, Concert
Classics and Philips Classical Favourites ranges,
are notably thicker, heavier and less flexible
than current discs. Over the years they have
inevitably deteriorated in terms of surface
noise, but they still seem far less prone to static
build-up.
Given the fanaticism that in half a lifetime
has converted the simple gramophone into
Everyman's acoustic laboratory, Iwould guess
that someone, somewhere, is building a sonic
dishwasher device for installation between
record store and turntable. But wouldn't it be
simpler if the record companies just made their
products from amore appropriate material?
Yours faithfully

.about disc cleaning and record
materials
From: D. E. Hodgson, 28 Styal Road, NN
Cheshire.
Irushed at Adrian Hope's article
Second Chorus on Dirty Discs (
January) like an
alcoholic at a distillery. But having read it I
can't say that the road to salvation is now clear.
Iagree with him on one point. The Watts'
DEAR SIR,
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C.: ' Oh, two please.'
A.: '
With or without Dolby?'
C.: ' With.'
A.: ' Dolby A or B?'
C.: `Dolby B.'
A.: ' Standard tape or chromium dioxide?'
C.: ' Chromium dioxide.'
A.: ' Sorry sir, but we're right out of those!'
Yours faithfully

Beistbdwe
o the ay
We could just blind you with science.
(In fact, we have— take alook at the
specifications list.)
But the only way you can really prove to
yourself that the Armstrong 526 AM/FM stereo
tuner-amplifier is the one to take home, is to listen
to it.
You should know, however, that expert
opinion has already declared itself:
"The overall performance is impeccable and I
can find no fault."

That's what Hi Fi Sound's reviewer wrote
about the Armstrong 521 stereo amplifier (the very
same one that we've put inside the 526).
You should also know that the 526 gives you a
genuine 50 watts output with low distortion, ahigh
performance FM tuner with optional stereo
decoder. And the choice of AM reception on both
medium and long wave bands.
Recommended retail price?
£105.72.
(After you've compared sounds, just compare
that with our nearest competitor.)

THE 526 SPECIFICATION:
AMPLIFIER: Power Output: 25 watts each channel into 8ohms R.M.S., Frequency Response: 20-20,000 Hz
1 dB. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5%
for all power levels up to 25 watts outout and all frequencies throughout the audio range, total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz at 15 watts output into 8 ohms
is typically 0.1%. FM TUNER: Coverage:86-109 mHz. Sensitivity: Mono 1.5 µV, stereo 5µV. Limiting: Full limiting occurs at 5µV. If Bandwidth: 220 kHz at 6
dB down. If Rejection: 90 dB. Quietening control. AM TUNER: Coverage: Medium and Long wavebands. Sensitivity: 5µV for 20 dB. If Bandwidth: 4kHz at 6dB
down. If Rejection: 80 dB.
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES : 521 Stereo Amplifier -£59.00
523 AM- FM Tu ner - £54.22 524 FM Tuner- £42.17 525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier - £92.77
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier - £105.72 M8 Stereo Radio Decoder - £9.50
Prices include purchase tax where applicable

Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London, N7 ORZ.
Telephone: 01-607 3213.
Please send me the Armstrong colour catalogue,.the 8page
booklet of press reviews, and alist of stockists.

efe

Armstrong

you'll only hear good things about us

Name
Address
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best reproduction of low frequencies is
THE
characterised not only by the presence of
bass notes but above all by an absence of
resonances producing colorations.
It is well known that all moving-coil loudspeakers have amain, principal or fundamental
resonance, the frequency of which is determined
by the mass ( M) of the moving parts (the cone
and coil) and the compliance or elasticity (C)
of the suspension. Where f
o is the frequency
of this resonance
1
f
=
° 2ir VMC

Servo- Sound system employing the principle described. ( Current models have a
different fascia design.)

( I)

Of course, if the resonant frequency f.3 is
less than say 40 Hz its effects are, in practice,
inaudible, although it does produce inconvenient secondary effects such as uncontrolled
large amplitude cone motion in the presence
of large LF signals. However, if the resonant
frequency approaches, say, 50 Hz its audible
effect becomes noticeable as a 'confusion' of
reproduced low frequencies and a lack of
'sonority'. Note, though, that this defect is
only really obvious when comparison is made
with a ' perfect' ( i.e. much better) reproducer.
As the fundamental resonance exceeds 50 Hz
its effects rapidly become more obvious, producing a 'cavernous' coloration typical of
mediocre equipment. At 60 Hz these effects
are marked and at higher frequencies still they
can become overwhelming, producing so-called
'one- note' or ' booming' bass.
Thus the value of the resonant frequency
has become the bête noire of enclosure designers. Following formula ( 1) its value is
inversely proportional to the square- root of
the compliance of the suspension, and current
work is directed at examining the various loading arrangements and suspensions so far proposed, with a view to obtaining a maximum
of compliance and consequently achieving a
sufficiently low fundamental resonance. A
moving-coil loudspeaker unit has amechanical
suspension which is intended to keep the coil
centred with respect to the magnet. The effective rigidity of the suspension is the sum of the
contributions of the surround and the centring
device, and by using sufficiently supple materials
and studying the mechanics of their operation
it is possible, in principle, to make the compliance as large as necessary with respect to f
o.
However, if the suspension is too supple the
restoring force becomes insufficient to overcome its inherent friction and may fail to maintain the coil in the gap of the magnet system.
Generally, it is impossible to increase the compliance to the extent that the unit's resonance
is less than between 10 and 20 Hz.
However, a loudspeaker cannot work without a load, since the radiation from the front
of the cone will interfere with that from the
back, causing complete cancellation at low frequencies. This is why a conventional loudspeaker drive unit must always be installed in
an acoustic 'surround' which separates the
front radiation from the back.
A classic form of 'surround' is the flatbaffle which has the advantage of only negligibly affecting the resonant frequency f
o. Unfortunately the baffle is nothing more than a
useful academic model since it is aesthetically
displeasing, has bi-polar radiation characteristic, and needs to be impractically large for
•University of Brussels
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An alternative to Audio Separates

Complete Audio Separates
I

CAVALCADE HFC 38
Dynatron's Cavalcade HFC38 is the ultimate answer
in Stereo Audio systems. It is undoubtedly one of the
most complete systems on the market, with facilities
tor almost every conceivable Mono/Stereo listening
through tuner/amplifier cassette tape recorder or player
unit.
The Cavalcade HFC38 is made up of three integral units:
Cassette tape recorder, SRX26C tuner/amplifier and the Garrard
SP25 Mk.III single record player.
Each unit within the system is in fact self—contained and
has the following features:

• The

Stereo/mono compatible cassette tape recorder unit
fitted is designed to take the internationally available compact
cassettes and pre-recorded " Musicassettes".

• The

SRX26C tuner amplifier ( with Stereo decoder) covers the
LW, MW and VHF/FM bands with separate receiver sectioné
from aerial to detector for optimum quality performance.

• The

Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill single player unit is fitted with
the Goldring G850 free- field magnetic cartridge and diamond
stylus for long life and low record wear.
The Cavalcade HFC38 is illustrated with Stand ST21
which, when linked with Dynatron's LS1434 or LS1638
loudspeakers, becomes a completely mobile audio unit.

The complete alternative

DYNATRON
Audio and Colour Television
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decutouik.
mil ....
-;.....'
To: Dynatron Radio Ltd.,
1_1 %I l
l/
St. Peter's Road, Maidenhead, Berks,SL6 7QY

ein _„..A
.-_„,
______

Read about the complete Dynatron range
and technical specifications in Audio and
Colour TV News.
Name

Price complete with stand ST21
and LS1434 speakers is £ 223.

Address
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shill
the reproduction of very low frequencies. Consequently, for normal use one is obliged to use
an alternative such as the completely sealed
cabinet. Such a cabinet virtually eliminates
effects due to the rear radiation of the cone,
but also presents it with an additional acoustic
impedance due to the reactance of the air enclosed within the cabinet, and this in effect increases the effective rigidity of the mechanical
suspension. The resonant frequency f of a
driver mounted in an enclosed cabinet is
f,;
Cm + Ca =
27r M ( Cm .Ca)

( 2)

where Cm is the compliance of the driver and
Ca the acoustic compliance of the cabinet.
Thus, for example, a loudspeaker having an
unmounted fundamental resonant frequency
of 45 Hz will, when mounted in an enclosed
cabinet of effectively equal compliance, have
a resonant frequency f, of 60 Hz, which is
too high. An alternative to this arrangement,
due to the American Acoustic Research company, was suggested nearly twenty years ago
and termed acoustic suspension. The name
was given to a system in which the mechanical
rigidity of the loudspeaker was made very low
in comparison with the acoustical rigidity of
the enclosure and consequently the fundamental resonance of the combination was
determined almost entirely by the cabinet.
Taking the example just quoted, if it is assumed
that the loudspeaker had resonance of 10 Hz instead of 45 Hz, then when placed in the same
cabinet the resulting value of f,; would be
46-5 instead of 60 Hz.
However, acoustic suspension is not amagic
solution to our problems, permitting the construction of compact highly efficient loudspeakers with good handling capacity at low
frequencies. These desirable attributes, which
are becoming more important, are unfortunately contradictory. It is interesting to calculate the possible compromises in the acoustic
suspension loudspeaker.
The acoustic compliance Ca of an enclosed
cabinet of Volume ( V) seen by a loudspeaker
with a surface area S is given by the formula
K.Q
S2

(3)

where K is the intrinsic compliance of air (0.7
x 10 -2 dynes). It follows that the resonance
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

under normal conditions the radiation resistance r
a will have a value of the order of 0-7
mechanical ohm/cm 2 at 50 Hz. With a reason193 S
able excursion ( 3mm) the acoustic power outf
o =
(4)
put, according to the formula already quoted
is of the order of 0.2 W or, in an average
where M is the mass of the cone in grams and
room, 95 dB at 50 Hz. But if the diameter of
S the surface area of the cone in square centithe cone is reduced to 7cm ( surface-area 38 cm 2)
metres. This formula is plotted in fig. 1 as a the acoustic power output under these condifunction of S/Q with M as a variable. From
tions is reduced by 13 dB, which can only be
the graph one can see that to make f
o as low
compensated by an increase in cone excursion
as 38 Hz ( i.e. below 40 Hz) a loudspeaker with
by a factor of 4¡ to 14 mm ( 25 mm peak- toa cone diameter of 20 cm and a moving mass
peak). In practice such an increase is impossible
of 10 gms requires avolume of 250 litres, which
to achieve if mechanical and magnetic linearity
may be thought prohibitively large. Such a is to be achieved.
cabinet will also present severe constructional
Furthermore, considering this deviation, it
problems due to the probability of parasitic
corresponds to a speed of 14 feet per second
vibrations of the cabinet walls. In practice it
which represents 1.3 per cent of the speed of
has been found necessary to resort even to the
sound in air. The Doppler distortion due to
use of double walls filled with sand, and plaster
this is the same value, 1-3%, which far surand masonry have also been employed.
passes the acceptable value of 0-3%.
At first sight it appears easy to lower the
In passing, whilst discussing the acoustic
resonant frequency of an acoustic suspension
suspension loudspeaker we have shown that
loudspeaker system by adding sufficient mass
only large enclosures with their attendant disto the vibrating system. Thus, in the case of
advantages can claim the description hi-fi',
a drive unit 20 cm in diameter, increasing the
since as one attempts to make them smaller
mass of the cone from 10 to 80 gms permits a colorations are introduced by the elevation
reduction in the volume of the enclosure of
of the fundamental resonance, the efficiency
about thirty litres. However, such amove has
becomes too low, and the low frequency power
a considerable effect on the efficiency of the
handling capacity is reduced. In order to get
loudspeaker, by a ratio ( 10 : 80) 2 or approxiout of this vicious circle it is necessary to
mately 1 : 64, so that to obtain the same
resort to some form of servo-assistance which
radiated acoustic power it is necessary to
one can call electronic suspension'.
provide 64 times more electrical power—or
Assistance or regulation of electromechanical
1kW instead of 15 W.
devices by electronic control consists of causing
One might also suppose that it is possible to
them to function independently of their mechreduce the volume of the loudspeaker encloanical impedance, whether due to a system or
sure by reducing the surface area—and thus
the transducer itself.
the size—of the loudspeaker cone. However,
An already successful application of these
this imposes a requirement for excessive cone
principles is the electronic regulation of direct
amplitudes if sufficient low frequency acoustic
current motors, which replaces the older method
power is to be obtained. The acoustic power
of mechanical governing interrupting the elecis given simply by Ohm's Law W = V2/R, and
trical supply. This new system produces a
equals the rewritten expression ( 2f77D/2) 2. practically constant motor speed independent
Sr aQ -2 Watts where D is the displacement of
of the load and functions in the following
the cone and r
a the radiation resistance.
At
manner.
low frequencies the radiation resistance r„ is
Following an increase in the load on the
proportional to the effective radiating area of
motor there is a tendency for it to slow down
the loudspeaker, W is proportional to DS 2
and consequently give areduction in the backand one can see, therefore, that a decrease
EMF. This is equivalent to a reduction in the
in S ( the surface area of the cone) necessitates
motional resistance of the motor as seen by the
an increase in D of similar magnitude. Thus,
power supply and causes an increase in the
take as an example a loudspeaker drive unit
current consumption. In aconventional power
with a diameter of 15 cm ( 175 cm 2). Experience and calculation agree in showing that
(continued on page 469)
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of a drive unit without mechanical rigidity
(C m = oo) placed in an enclosed cabinet will be
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e At first sight Ss
the Akai 1720L
s
# stereo tape recorder •
g
seems great value.
11
I
Show me more.
It

•
Name

III

Address

I
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All the signs are that the 1720L is abeautiful bargain.
For astart, it's made by Akai — which must be good. It looks good too — and
even more important it looks as if it will stand up to alot of moving aroun d.
And Ibelieve I'm right in thinking that included in the price is atape clea ner
to keep tape and heads free of dust and oxide deposits ( and to cut down tape
hiss) plus an Akai demonstration tape.
On top of all that I'm sure the 1
720L is acomplete tape recorder with builtin amplifier and speakers. So I'm pretty well convinced it is atape reco rder I
can trust. But just to convince me a little more, please send me a lot more

11

%

%

111

I

•
•
ee
I

information.
While we're writing to each other, why don't you send me some literature
on these other Akai products I've ticked?

s

80D cartridge tape deck (AK36) H
4000D tape deck (AK 10) H CRCS- 50D cassette tape deck (AK34)
To: Rank Audio Products,(AK 38) PO Box 70,
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex

e

el an

MIS

Some of the things you get for your money
•4- track stereo/monaural recording and playback system
• 3speeds: 14, 34,74 i.p.s. 15 i.p.s. optional
•Shield type head for high S/N ratio • Track selector
•2lever system for durable operation • Automatic Shut off
• Pause control • Tape cleaner • Demonstration tape
•2built-in 5" x7" speakers• Maximum 4hours stereo recording
• Height I
4-k" Width 13+" Depth 74"
•The Akai 1720L Price £ 89.91
Optional Accessories:
Microphones ( ADM8) £ 5.90 each
Extension Speakers (CSS8) £ 2.5.00 pair
Stereo head phones ( ASE20) £ 9.50 set

AKA' x45,

Rank Audio Products, PO Box 70, Great West Rd, Brentford, Middlesex.
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creative process in music makes it far more
than that. With anyone else I would be
inclined to question whether Schubert is the
greatest melodist in western music ( surely
Tchaikovsky and Dvoiàk deserve consideration?), but Mr. Stevenson evidently writes
out of strong feeling as well as wide knowFoster and Kurt Weill. The only thing you
ledge—so Ihold my peace.
will not find is lengthy discussion of SchoenIn a sense, there is too much in it. A book
berg, Stravinsky, Stockhausen and the rest of
the atonal bunch. In a way, I find this a that starts with ancient Greek and Chinese
music, and ends with the Beatles and Bob
pity; for although Iagree with Mr. Gammond
Dylan, ought to be 2,000 pages long, not 200.
(and with Ansermet) that there is something
But in spite of its range, it gives the impression
fundamentally wrong about atonal music,
of slow, deliberate unfolding. This is because
some fallacy that no one has so far managed
he knows what he likes, and precisely why he
to define, I still find it rewarding to argue
likes it.
about it. Mr. Gammond contents himself with
Politically, his sympathies are far to the
saying that Schoenberg travelled on an interleft. This only becomes obtrusive now and
esting but limited byway. And in the same
again—as when he quotes with approval
paragraph, he throws off an assertion that
Marx's dictum that the Bayreuth festival was
seems to be basically untrue: that ordinary
'a stupid celebration in honour of a court
tonal music also passed its peak with Beethoven,
musician'. But for the most part, the tone is
and that we can expect nothing new there.
kindlier; he is a genuine idealist who wants to
To me, this is like saying that philosophy was
see ' serious music' again reaching out to the
written as brilliantly as it could be written by
masses, as it did in the day of Mozart and
Plato, and that we cannot expect anything
Beethoven. And the criticism has real creative
further. But philosophy is not just writing,
flashes—as when he explains Domenico
not just language, but ideas—something being
Scarlatti's music by referring to Lorca's essay
said.
Beethoven's music is greater than
on the duende (
the creative demon). This is the
Rossini's because he was a greater man. And
kind of book that should be in paperback and
if a greater musician than Beethoven arises in
on every music lover's bookshelf. Colin Wilson
this century, it will be because he is a greater
man than Beethoven. Mr. Gammond's theory
seems to imply that music could be written by
electronic computers trying out new permutaHI-FI FOR THE ENTHUSIAST. By M. L. Gayford. 174 pages, 42 illustrations, mostly line. Price
tions, like the novel-writing machines in 1984.
£2.00. Published by Pitman Publishing.
This is just an example of the kind of
THE TITLE of this book accurately indicates its
disagreement that kept me muttering to myself
orientation: towards those who have developed
throughout the book. But it would be ungratean enthusiasm for the subject and wish to
ful to make too much of it. The real value of
increase their knowledge without delving too
Mr. Gammond's book is that it is the kind
deeply into theory, to be so informed that they
that gets you interested in music all over again.
may know what they are about when they seek
Ihave been a musical dipsomaniac for twenty
to modify or improve their results, or to add
years or more— I bought my first records
to their equipment.
(78s) in 1949. ( It was Falla's Tricorne.)
Mr. Gayford is a professional acoustic
Since then, I have got to know so much
engineer, well known in the industry for a long
music that Isometimes find myself deliberately
time for his work on microphones, and, arising
concentrating on some ' minor' composer—
from that, on the excellent S.T.C. ' tweeter'
for example, Bax—or spending a week comunit. He is also the author of a more detailed
paring five different sets of Rosenkavalier. In
and technical work than the present volume:
the course of reading Mr. Gammond's book,
Acoustical Techniques and Transducers (MacIhave played records of 49 different composers.
Donald and Evans, 1962). The line between
This, Ithink, is the real function of writing on
the elementary and the theoretical may seem
music—to stimulate the appetite. And for
clear, but it has never been an easy one to
nie, he does this better than anyone since
draw; no one could be better qualified for the
Neville Cardus.
Colin Wilson
task
than
Mr.
Gayford,
and he
has
accomplished it very successfully here. This is
essentially a practical book, but it is not a
WESTERN MUSIC, AN INTRODUCTION. By
D.I.Y. manual. The greater part of it is
Ronald Stevenson. 216 pages. Price £2.50. Pubdevoted to an exposition of the principles on
lished by Kahl & Aver/Il.
which the various components of a hi-fi
LIKE PETER GAMMOND'S book reviewed above,
system work and their practical application in
this is also something of a tour de force,
commercial models. There is only one comalthough of a different kind. Mr. Stevenson
plete ' do it yourself' design—a small loudis a composer— in my view one of the finest
speaker of the IB type.
in England at the moment; his enormous
Following chapters on Sound and Hearing
Passacaglia on DSCH is probably the longest
(including room acoustics and loudspeakers in
single piano work in the world ( it takes John
rooms) and Programme Input Sources, there
Ogdon 3 LP sides to get through it), but also
are sections on Gramophone Records and
one of the most rewarding in the modern
Equipment, Tape Recorders, Microphones,
repertoire. His song cycle on Blake poems
Amplifiers and Loudspeakers, and the planning
ranks with Britten's Hardy cycle, and should
of a complete system, with a glossary of terms
be recorded. He has also been engaged for
and appendices on books for further reading,
several years on a biography of Busoni. His
test discs, and hi-fi publications and services,
present book was obviously written as sometogether with an index.
thing of a diversion, but his knowledge of the
Inevitably, there are some omissions from

BOOK REVIEWS
ONE MAN'S MUSIC. By Peter Gammond. 222
pages. Price £3.00. Published by Wolfe Publishing
Ltd.
IT HAS TAKEN ME a long time to read Peter
Gammond's new book—not because it is
difficult going, but because Ikept on dashing
to the gramophone to put on records he
mentions, to find out whether his outrageous
opinions will really hold water. ( For example,
that Vaughan Williams's On Wenlock Edge
cycle would sound better if the voice part was
confined to a wordless humming.) It has been
an irritating, stimulating, and on the whole
rewarding fortnight. Inow know a lot more
about Mr. Gammond, a lot more about
various operettas, and Ihave already sketched
out a book replying to him.
One Man's Music is the nearest that Mr.
Gammond has come, so far, to an autobiography; it is a book of musical ideas and
opinions, mixed up with a fair amount of
personal anecdote. The range is enormous:
from Haydn and Beethoven to Lehar and
Jerome Kern, from jazz to chapters on conductors and the history of the gramophone;
he even throws in a discography and a fifty
page dictionary of musicians and writers for
good measure. A carping critic might accuse
him of producing a rag-bag; but that would
only be true if it had been thrown together
anyhow. In fact, it is obviously a book he has
been wanting to write for a long time, a book
about everything and everyone that interests
him in music. Idon't think he would mind in
the least to be told that he is writing in the
tradition of lzaak Walton, Hazlitt and Charles
Lamb. He goes where he wants to go, says
what he wants to say, and Ipersonally followed
him with docility—well, with no more than an
occasional outburst of.filthy language.
Readers of HiFi News & Record Review will
know that Mr. Gammond is an unashamed

lover of operetta and light music, ataste Ishare
with him.
Light music' becomes bad only
when it relies on cheap formulas, and some of
the best light music in the world is as inspired
and life-enhancing as the best classical music.
discovered this some years ago when Isaw
an advertisement for a couple of dozen of
those French Decca sets of operettas—La
Fille de Madame Angot, Les Cloches de
Corneille, Mam'zelle Nitouche and the rest;
and since I had just received an unexpected
cheque from a publisher. Idecided to get the
lot. It was one of the best investments Ihave
ever made; Ihadn't realised there was so much
marvellous music that I'd never heard. Mr.
Gammond is such an enthusiast that he actually
buys the scores of these things and reads them.
Iam hoping that he intends to write the definitive book on light opera; it is certainly badly
needed. ( The nearest thing, Mark Lubbock's
Light Opera Book, is little more than a series
of plot summaries.) But until he does that, the
present work will serve as an introduction to
this fascinating field.
Imust avoid giving the impression that the
book is mainly about light music. Its interest
lies in its remarkable range. He writes as well
about Haydn and Mozart as about Stephen
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Project 605
the new simple
way to assemble
Sinclair high fidelity
modules

For several years now you have been able to assemble your own high fidelity system
to world beating standards using Sinclair modules. We have progressively improved
these technically but hitherto the method of assembly at your end has remained the
same — there has been no alternative to asoldering iron. Now, for those who prefer
not to solder, there is an alternative — Project 605.
In one neat package you can now obtain the four basic Project 60 modules plus a
fifth completely new one — Masterlink — which contains all the input sockets and
output components you previously bought separately. Also in the Project 605 pack
are all the inter- connecting leads, cut to length and fitted at each end with plugs
which clip straight onto the modules, eliminating soldering completely. The pack
contains everything you need to build acomplete 30 watt stereo amplifier together
with aclear well illustrated Instruction Book. All you have to do is to arrange your
modules in the plinth or case of your choice and then clip them together — the work
of afew minutes.
Your hi-fi system will, as we said, match the finest in the world and you can add to
it at any time to increase power or extend the facilities. For example asuperb stereo
FM Tuner unit is obtainable for only £ 25.
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Specifications
Output— 30 watts music power ( 10 watts R.M.S. continuous per
channel into 3i2).
Inputs — Mag. P.U. — 3mV correct to R.I.A.A. curve 20-25.000
Hz ± 1dB. Ceraruic pick-up — 50mV. Radio — 50 to 150mV.
Auxilliary adjustaWe between 3mV. and 3V.
Signal to noise ratio — Better than 70dB.
Distortion — better than 0.15%.
Controls — Press butons for on- off. P.U., radio and aux. Treble
+15 to — 15 dB at 10 kHz. Bass + 15 to — 15 dB at 100 Hz.
Volume. Stereo Balance.
Channel matching within ldB.
Front panel — brusned aluminium with black knobs.
Project 605 compr ses Stereo 60 pre-amp/control
unit, two Z-30 cower amplifiers. PZ 5power supply
unit, the unique new Masterlink, leads and instructions manual complete in one pack. Post free

£29.95

To SINCLAIR RARIONICS LTD.. ST.IVES, HUNTINGDONSHIRE PEI 74HJ
Please send Project 605 post free

If within 3months of purchasing Project 605 directly from us. you are dissatisfied with it, we will refund your
money at once. Each module is guaranteed to work perfectly and should any defect rise in normal use we will
service it at once and without any cost to you whatsoever provided that it is returned to us within 2years of the
purchase date. There will be asmall charge for service thereafter. No charge for postage by surface mail, Air- mail
charged at cost.
Sinclair Radionics Ltd., London Road.,
St. Ives, Huntingdonshire PE17 4HJ.
Telephone: St. Ives (04806) 4311

I
I

D Details and list of stockists D

Name
Address
for which fenclose £ 29.95 cheque/money order/cash.

LF LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

cont,

supply the increased current consumption
causes adrop in the voltage of the power supply
due to its internal impedance and this reduces
the current flow in the motor, causing an even
greater drop in speed.
On the other hand, electronic regulation of
the power supply adjusts the internal impedance to accommodate the change in current
consumption of the motor and reduces the
drop in drive voltage, across this impedance.
In this manner the voltage applied to the motor
can be made to increase and the motor retains
its speed and may closely approach its initial
speed. The same reasoning, in reverse, can be
applied to a reduction of the load.
Electronic control or servo-assistance of
loudspeakers is based on a similar principle.
It is well known that if the frequency of asignal
fed to a loudspeaker is well removed from the
resonance the mechanical impedance of the
system is very large—and the diaphragm vibrates at a certain velocity. However, if the
frequency of the input signal approached the
loudspeaker's resonant frequency the mechanical impedance becomes very low and the
velocity of vibration is then very high. The
increase in back-EMF due to this motion
increases the apparent impedance of the loudspeaker and reduces the current flowing in the
voice coil.
This phenomenon is easily observed if the
loudspeaker is driven by atraditional amplifier,
when the output voltage tends to rise at the
resonant frequency of the loudspeaker. This
can be improved by the classic method of the
application of negative feedback which reduces
the source impedance of the amplifier and
permits a reduction in the effect of the resonance.
However, if the loudspeaker is provided with
servo-assistance designed to control the voice
coil in the manner already described, the reduction in current drawn by the loudspeaker automatically produces areduction in the amplitude
of the electrical signal applied to the loudspeaker, thus reducing the speed of the cone
and maintaining it constant, independently of
the mechanical resonance in the loudspeaker.
Producing aservo-assisted loudspeaker, however, is more difficult than applying the principle to direct-current motors. The main
difficulty arises because of the inductance of
the voice-coil, and the unfortunate practice of
offsetting motional impedance by equivalent
negative impedance produces very unstable
parasitic resonances which are often more
annoying than the principal resonance one is
trying to eliminate.
Efficient electronic servo-assistance suitable
for commercial production requires special
circuitry which totally eliminates any parasitic
resonances and provides rigorous control.
In a correctly designed system (fig. 2) the
circuitry must:
I. Sense' the speed of the vibrating cone.
2. Compare its motion with the original
driving signal.
3. Derive and produce an error signal in
inverse phase and not exhibit any parasitic
resonances.
4. Force the cone to follow the electrical
signal faithfully.
Such a system, based on a velocity servo,
requires a correction network to compensate
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

for the acoustic load of the loudspeaker, in
order that a uniform measured response curve
will be obtained. One must emphasise, though,
that it is a serious mistake to take a value for
this from measurements made in an anechoic
chamber. The true acoustic load is that of the
listening-room and is completely different. Its
value may be computed by other methods.
In unsatisfactory servo-controlled designs
the parasitic responses of the system are not
sufficiently suppressed and the reduction of
unwanted modes by more than a few dB is not
achieved. This performance is easily attained
by simpler mechanical devices such as acoustically absorbent materials within the loudspeaker enclosure. However, a few dB damping is insufficient to eliminate the audible
effects of the resonances, and it is this which
has forced manufacturers to accept various
compromises such as large loudspeaker
cabinets, phase invertors, etc.
A servo-assisted loudspeaker of the ' electronic suspension' type can reduce resonances
in the loudspeaker by up to 12 dB so that the
resonant frequency f
o plays no part on the
performance of the system. Such a circuit is
used in the Servo-Sound loudspeaker in which
the enclosures are only 10 litres. The diaphragm area is 175 cm 2 and a power output of
0-2 acoustic watts is available at low frequencies with a reasonable excursion of the
cone ( 3mm) and acceptable Doppler distortion (0.3%).
Yet the low vibrating mass of the system
(4.8 gm) assures excellent efficiency, making
possible the use of reasonably-sized power
amplifiers of up to 20 W. It is evident that the
resonant frequency of the loudspeaker is raised,
in this case to 140 Hz, which is hardly in the

spirit of high-fidelity, at first sight anyway.
But the servo-system employed reduces this by
more than II dB and renders the response of
the system entirely aperiodic.
The total elimination of the system resonance by electronic techniques ensures more
faithful reproduction than that from many
large traditional designs with fundamental
resonances of 40 or 50 Hz. This is particularly
apparent with percussion, and in the attack of
instruments ( transient reproduction) which
form the basis of all programmes, musical or
speech.
A critical point in this system is the resistance of the leads between amplifier and drive
unit which forms an integral part of the servocircuit. In order to avoid any variation in this
the power amplifier is incorporated in the
enclosure, the rest of the system's electrical
function being delegated to the control preamplifier.
This integrated amplifier-loudspeaker offers
several possibilities not available with traditional arrangements, particularly the design of
multi-source installations using a number of
enclosures connected in parallel across each
channel and carefully placed in the acoustic
environment.
Such asystem is most beneficial in producing
a uniform sound field in the listening area
without the colorations which large enclosures
cause when placed at asingle point exciting the
room from a particular point. The system
also is equally useful for making installations
with power ranges of 40 to 1000 W independently of the control equipment. Finally, the
units are completely proof against accidental
short-circuit of the leads leading from the
amplifiers to loudspeakers.

BOOK REVIEWS

in Vols. 7 and 8 ( the latter due late 1972 and
Vol. 9covering Collections and Light Music is
in preparation), and it is essential to have
Vols. 5and 6 to hand— Vol. 2 is also desirable
and still available— in order to have a comprehensive coverage. This sounds a complicated way to go about things, but there is
no obvious practical alternative.
Our present concern is Vol. 7, covering
composers from A to Ma, and I have no
hesitation in declaring it the best of the series.
The comments on the performances and
performers are mellow and wise, the choice
of records is eminently sane. I suppose any
professional critic must leap at such a volume
bristling with potential disagreement, but Iwas
both delighted and disappointed to find so
little to disagree with. In fact, the number of
times that my own judgement ( occasionally
questioned even by closest colleagues) has
been confirmed was even a little disconcerting.
The true value of the book is that it is not
merely a perfunctory choice but that cogent
and honest reasons are given for the authors'
preferences. Even if they happen to be wrong
they give good grounds for their waywardness.
But, as Ihave said, this does not often happen
and the cool, experienced wisdom of three
reputable critics adds up to a reliable and
eminently readable guide to the highways and
byways of the hectic classical recording scene.
To produce such a complex and solid book
for £ 1.95 is, by today's standards, not the
least of Ivan March's achievements.

row.

a book seeking to cover so wide a field in
so small acompass; for example, Mr. Gayford
has nothing to say about speaker dividing networks, horn loading, or methods of loudspeaker housing other than reflex and total
enclosure. The amount of space devoted to
auto-changers is disproportionately large in
relation to their use in high quality systems.
The book contains a vast amount of
accurate and useful information, clearly and
lucidly presented. It will give much pleasure
to those for whom hi-fi is a rewarding hobby,
and also be of considerable value to students.
B. J. Webb
THE STEREO RECORD GUIDE, Vol. 7 ( A-Ma).
By Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton & Ivan March.
Edited by Ivan March. 303 pages. Price £ I.95 ( plus
postage if ordered direct). Published by The Long
Playing Library Ltd., Squires Gate Station Approach, Blackpool.
TO MAINTAIN the effort and spirit necessary to

perpetuate a publication like this is a notable
achievement in itself; its capitulation to the
harassing flood of records could always be
forgiven. But Ivan March and his colleagues
are built of sturdy stuff and here, having
diverted their efforts for four years to produce
a Second Penguin Guide to Bargain Records
(1970) and a Third Penguin Guide (
promised in
1972), they return to the overall stereo scene
and continue the good work done in Vols.
5 and 6 of the Stereo Record Guide (1968).
Not every available record could be included
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Peter Gammond

Take alook at the unusual shape of our
Dimension-8speakers. Therein lies atale.
We've learned over 40 years of speakermaking that the best sound complex possible
for at-home hi-fi listening comes from two
boxes shaped like this. Down either side of the
box is apanel of 4speakers and at the back,
facing to the rear is abig bass radiator.
Making 18 speakers in the twin set.
So you see the sound is pushed out to all

four corners bouncing sweetly off the
normal acoustic cell of your listening room.
You may question our thinking.
Keen Hi-fi enthusiasts often do, until they
experience aDimension-8demonstration and
hear our sound reasoning.
*The amplifier shown is our new 50+50
watt Model One Ten stereo/radio/amplifier
that's designed to complement the
magnificent Dimension-8.

Here's asound argument for having 18 speakers.

Goodmans
Sound reasoning.

Please send for full details of Dimension-8and Model One-Ten to:
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd., Downley Road, Havant, Hants P09 2NL

HFN 3
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A member ot the Thorn Grout)

FERRIER, that renowned and
KATHLEEN
well loved English contralto, died of
cancer in 1953 at the early age of 41, after
achieving a special, indeed, unique reputation
in her short career, particularly in Great
Britain. Over the intervening years her sister
Winifred has presented many lectures, with recorded illustrations, on the life and works of
Kathleen, donating the proceeds to cancer
research.

from an Audio logbook

Many of our readers will have attended
one of these recitals somewhere, and whilst
Winifred's enthusiasm and presentations are
stimulating and informative, the technical
quality of the sound reproduction—in my
experience—has not always been impeccable.
There are problems, of course, ranging from
the acoustics of the hall or room used by the
society concerned, to the type of hi-fi equipment available.
Last November Miss Ferrier presented one
of these programmes in Exeter Cathedral,
which evoked much comment from knowledgeable musicians present including the telling
remark ' 1 have never before come into the
Cathedral, heard an orchestra, only to find it
wasn't there.' An accolade, indeed, from such
critical listeners as Lionel Dakers, the Cathedral
organist, and the public were equally enraptured. Such remarks as A moving experience
listening to music and not to machinery'. The
absence of clicks and plops was also praised—
many record enthusiasts said it was quite
uncanny.
Winifred Ferrier had expressed her fears to
the Cathedral organist and Master of the
Choristers about the problems of good voice
reproduction from records in so vast abuilding
as the nave of Exeter Cathedral. Not only
were her fears dispelled, but she considered the
quality the best she had ever heard.
What equipment and layout made all this
possible, you may well be asking by now?
On the advice of Peter ' Quad' Walker, four
Quad ELS speakers were mounted in vertical
pairs on light scaffolding towers, one on either
side of the nave, with free air front and behind.
Each speaker, with feet removed, was placed
on a narrow plank to avoid interaction with
any horizontal flat surfaces. The bottom edge
of the lower speaker was some five or six feet
from the floor on each tower. The Cathedral
staff, well versed in improvising stages and
scenery, rigged dark blue cloth round the lower
part of the structures to make a neat appearance.
The four Quad speakers were driven by one
Quad 33 and 303 amplifier, fed from a Shure
VI5 Mk II, tracking at
gram, in an SME
3009 arm, Thorens TD.124 turntable, and
SME plinth. The records were brand new
copies, and played only once during acomplete
rehearsal. Great pains were taken to find the
optimum settings of volume, etc.
The operators found that, although a little
'frequency-bending' was necessary, significant
audible improvements resulted from choosing
single mono, double mono, or stereo, according
to the internal balance of voice and accompaniment on each record. The preponderance
of single mono preferred—three out of five
items—surprised the operators. The discs
used were Decca ACL 309, ACL 307, ACL 318,
and ' All is fulfilled, Agnus Dei' stereo on
SDD 286, plus a BBC recording, and conHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

by Donald Aldous

versation at a New York party, reproduced in
double mono from a tape.
The siting of the ELS units in the towers
meant that the front row of listeners were at no
time blasted out of their seats, yet the sounds
were clear and natural even as far away as the
West door. The performance as reproduced
was never ' larger than life', a musically inexcusable characteristic of so many avid hi-fi
devotees, said Mr. David Row, managing
director of Exon Audio, responsible for the
technical arrangements.
David Row, C.Eng.M.I.Mech.E., with a
naval career behind him, took over a family
ironmongery business called Wippel Bros. &
Row Ltd. in Exeter some years ago, dealing in
—as he amusingly puts it—'pots, pans and
buckets'. A lifetime's interest in music, particularly choral work and organs, soon channelled his hobby of high quality sound recording and reproduction into the formation of
Exon Audio, with asmall but attractive studio
as part of the bigger company's premises at
164 Sidwell Street, Exeter. His senior hi-fi
consultant is an old friend and colleague of
mine, David Phillips, of Bishopsteignton,
South Devon. This company was the first
member of the HiFi Dealers' Association in
Devon, and concentrates its attention on supplying carefully selected hi-fi systems for the
discriminating music lover.
Fastidious—even pernickety, some would
say—in his musical and reproduced sound
tastes, David Row lives out his belief that ' if
a job is worth doing, it is worth doing well'.
An example of his approach to the subject
—he pays for season tickets or admission to
any special concerts at Exeter of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, or other musical
groups, for Studio Manager Garth Jaye and
Paul Adams, Technical and Musical Assistant,
so that—as he says—'they can keep their ears
clean'.

IHAVE no wish to poach the territory of my
colleague Austin Uden, although he is primarily
concerned with FM propagation, but I have
for a long time wanted to mention the BBC's
World Radio Club, transmitted on Thursdays
at 12.45, repealed on Fridays at 23.45, and on
Sundays at 08.15, all GMT, on a whole range
of frequencies, according to the parts of the
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world at which the signals are beamed. In the
UK the transmissions are receivable regularly
and one wavelength Ihave used—in the Westcountry—is 9.41 MHz, although aimed at S.E.
Europe, Middle East and East Africa.
World Radio Club broadcasts information
for short-wave enthusiasts in simple language,
and membership is free and open to all who
write in with aproblem, question or idea about
the programme to World Radio Club, BBC
PO Box 76, Bush House, Strand, London,
WC2B 4PH.
From time to time audio and hi-fi topics are
touched on, often revolving around a visit to
an exhibition or demonstration. One presenter
of these talks is Henry Hatch, a veteran 'ham',
and, in a recent programme, Pat Hawker,
another ham, widely known for his RSGB
texts and his excellent 1966 book, Outline of
Radio and Television (
Newnes), apart from his
present ITA post, discussed the latest equipment and techniques for 'bugging'.
The interview with Pat sprang out of a visit
to the new film The Anderson Tapes, starring
Sean Connery playing a non-James Bond
character, in fact, he is a convict who, having
served his sentence, leaves prison to resume
his way of life and is under constant surveillance from the moment he steps out of the
prison gates.
An audio and video engineering system adviser was employed for this film, which showed,
as part of the story treatment, radio bugging,
telephone wire-tapping, closed-circuit television, pen-torch microphones, miniature radiotransmitters clamped by amagnet to the underside of a car, voice-operated tape recorders,
cine camera 'peeping-Toms', and various VTR
devices.
When asked whether these devices were
technically feasible, Pat Hawker rightly replied
yes, although some of the results illustrated in
the film were stretching the techniques beyond
the present limits, one would think. Other
systems available today include laser beams,
claimed to be able to pick up the tiny vibrations
in the window glass of a room where people
are talking, and radiate them to remote locations, as well as miniscule microphones embedded in walls, transmitting signals to nearby
radio receivers, and so on. Big Brother is
watching and listening with a vengeance—a
terrifying prospect.

Celestion

Ditton
Series

Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist

Conduct you
into the
world of music..

Celestion Ditton High Fidelity Loudspeakers are justly famous #
for their superb musical performance ... the choice of the
connoisseur in Britain and in many lands throughout

#

e

the world. Now with the advent of the Ditton 44 /;\(,
/ 'D
e
monitor we have a family of five Celestion
'Dittons' from which to make your choice.
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Recommended prices from £48 to £ 130\`'
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per pair.
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you into the world of music.
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Rola Celestion Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk
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in the past Ihave frequently
ALTHOUGH
noted that the hiss levels from the Royal
Festival Hall are not always up to the BBC's
average, I cannot ever remember hearing
quite such abad noise level as on the relay of
Britten's War Requiem conducted by Haitink.
Towards the end of the first section the music
itself is very quiet, but when it becomes
almost noise-to-signal for the last two minutes
or so ... well. There is no point in raising
the level in very quiet passages at the control
desk if the microphones themselves generate a
degree of hiss, but this should not be tolerated
in these days of FET front-end capacitor mics.
Admittedly the wide dynamic- range of awork
such as the War Requiem is almost impossible
to accommodate in the Royal Festival, and
I gained the impression that the levels had
actually been raised at Broadcasting House
for a while, since I doubt whether Mediumwave listeners would have had much satisfaction otherwise. These criticisms should
not, though, overweigh the fact that the
musical balance was really excellent, particularly in climaxes, and the sound seemed
cleaner and more directional than usual, with
the stereo stage being particularly wide.
Despite the fact that Ifrequently hear listener's
criticisms of relays from the Festival Hall, I
have no doubt that it is capable of excellent
results, and it is to be hoped that the BBC
will soon be able to use low-noise mics such
as the AKG 412 or Neumann SM69 FET,
which would cope far more satisfactorily with
works having a wide dynamic range.
The somewhat coloured acoustic of the
BBC's Maida Vale studio Number Ican pose
engineers quite a few problems, but it was
obvious that in Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra
conducted by Boulez on January 3rd many of
these problems had been overcome, since
relatively little coloration was noticeable. The
general balance was most satisfactory, but I
noticed that the woodwind and brass sounded
cleaner than usual and lacked that ' bathroomy'
quality often heard. Closer microphones than
usual were used for this broadcast, but the
output from these extra mics was very subtly
added to the main balance—indeed it was
evident from the rather loud sniffs heard that
the main stereo mic was suspended quite
close to the conductor!
Notwithstanding amajor microphone breakdown, the recorded broadcast of the Festival of
Nine Lessons and Carols from King's College,
Cambridge, on Christmas Day, gave me more
pleasure than in previous years. Two C24
stereo capacitor microphones were used each
end of the choir stalls, allowing each half of
the choir to be picked up separately but
without undue prominence of either end. The
organ was miked with two omni AKG 451Es
and further microphones were in use for the
lessons and congregation. During the last
verse of A Babe is Born, anew carol by William
Mathias, one of the capacitor microphones
used for the organ broke down, causing loud
rumbling. After a few seconds the faulty
mic was faded out and the other mic on
the organ ' shifted'. 1 noticed an edit just
before this last verse on the BBC copy of
the original recording introducing asevere bass
cut to reduce the annoyance value of the fault.
This was done very skilfully, and 1am glad
that the carol was not cut from the programme.
The tape-noise was very low and the sound
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

quality extremely fine throughout, reproducing
the atmosphere of the chapel most realistically,
though I did add slight treble boost to the
sound, since at times the reverberation of the
chapel tended to muffle some diction. The
balance between congregation and organ and
choir was well controlled, and the descant in
While Shepherds Watched came over particularly well.
Of the many interesting opera broadcasts in
the last month, Covent Garden's production
of Puccini's Tosca, with a fine cast conducted
by Downes must count as one of the best
relays of live opera. The singers were balanced
so well that their movements across the stage
were most lifelike, and the orchestral sound
had a very wide range. The only weakness
was a slight lack of brilliance on the strings,
but this was partially improved by applying
a little treble boost while listening. Not only
was the hiss level very low, but no hum was
ever audible during the broadcast even in the
quiet passages. Furthermore, I particularly
listened for traces of distortion, but even at the
loudest climaxes none was audible, showing
excellent control by the balance engineer.
A new prolonged series of fortnightly
recitals of Scarlatti sonatas commenced with
an excellent programme on January 9th
played by George Malcolm on the harpsichord.
The programme was recorded at Maida Vale,
and the sound of the harpsichord was very
realistic with the microphone not too close—
so action noise was almost inaudible. The
tape noise was exceptionally low. The BBC
used the new Studer A80 for this recording,
and are expecting delivery of several dozen
further machines during the next few months,
which will be allocated throughout the organisation. Fortunately these machines have a
particularly good reputation for a low hiss
level and we may expect equally good results
in the future.
Unfortunately the BBC do not often
relay a major orchestral concert from St.
John's, Smith Square. It was particularly
interesting, therefore, to hear Boulez conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra in a
Haydn programme including Symphony 92,
the Te Deum and the Theresa Mass. The
microphone technique used gave considerable
bloom to the general orchestral sound although
the highly reverberant hall tended to colour the
woodwind. Ilistened very carefully to the bass
end and found this much clearer than that
heard on some commercial recordings made
at the same location. The perspective of the
chorus was well managed, and 1am sure that
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listeners would like to hear more major
concerts from St. John's, and if a little less
hall reverberation were picked up the clarity
would be improved.
The fourth in a series of programmes
entitled Second Thoughts, dealing with composers rewriting of scores, included two
versions of Beethoven's String Quartet Op. 18
No. 1played by the Gabrieli.
Between the two performances there was a
lecture in stereo by Harold Truscott with live
musical examples also played by the Gabrieli,
and throughout, the balance of the quartet
was extremely good, though during the talk
marred by noise from aircraft and traffic,
which might have been avoided if there had
been time for further takes. In the past this
type of programme has been in mono, but on
this occasion the stereo added to the effect
of the music, making the part writing much
more clear.
On Friday lunch times for the next few
weeks the BBC are relaying some Manchester
concerts in stereo using their video link. The
stereo is multiplexed in the link and decoded
in Broadcasting House, and the results so far
achieved have been at least up to the standard
of last year's series. At short notice, however,
some concerts may have to be transmitted in
mono if the video link is required for TV.
In the future, however, pulse-code modulated
links should be made available which, incidentally, should give an improved signal-tonoise ratio.

BBC STEREO FOR MARCH
1st: London Mozart Players, Royal Festival Hall
2nd: London Symphony Orchestra, Royal Festival
Hall, Elektra, Strauss.
4th: Relay from Sadler's Wells theatre.
6th: BBC Symphony Orchestra, St John's, Smith
Square.
8th: Haydn, The Creation. BBC Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Royal Festival Hall.
12th: BBC
Symphony
Orchestra.
Barenboim.
Maida Vale Studios.
14th: Relay from London Coliseum, Wagner, Das
Rheingold.
15th: BBC Symphony Orchestra and Choral Society,
Barenboim. Royal Festival Hall.
20th: BBC Symphony Orchestra, Maida Vale.
22nd: BBC Symphony Orchestra, Royal Festival
Hall.
24th: London Bach Orchestra, Queen Elizabeth Hall.
Bach St Matthew Passion, Telemann, ( records).
26th: Wagner, Tristan and Isolde (
from 1970 proms).
28th: Music by Sir William Walton, Royal Festival
Hall, London Symphony Orchestra and
chorus.
30th: Wagner, Pars/fa/from the Bayreuth Festival
recording.
31st: Bach, Tilford Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra.

The felicitous...

The MS400 (£56.00)— one of the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems.

...for the "
fastidious.' '*
David Phillips and Donald Aldous, reviewing the MS400 in the April, 1969 issue of the
then ' Audio Record Review', wrote:
"These loudspeakers are outstandingly good in upper range response and transient
performance . . . ( yet) are quite big enough ... to offer asatisfying bass response ...
Speech quality was found to be excellent . . . Piano tone is crisp . . . and the overall
reproduction of an orchestra is well defined. Cymbals have aclean, ringing sound ...
Treble radiation is excellent ... The craftsmanship of (the) enclosures ... is first class,
giving a most attractive appearance . . . Taking the overall size of these loudspeakers
into our assessment, the MS400s are a first-class product which can hold their own
with any available today. We confidently recommend them to the fastidious audio
enthusiast for sound quality and general appearance."
If your local high-fidelity Dealer is unable to give you athorough demonstration of any of
our loudspeaker systems, ask us for the name and address of the one nearest to you who
can. Fastidious enthusiasm is very much our concern.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

The

Courtyard

Heath

Road

Petersfield Hants. Tel. CS.T.0. 07303 4761
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Devised by Maurice Taggart

PUZZ
ACROSS
1 Peer Gynt's mother joined a car club in the South East. (4)
6 Pictures perhaps—but not really from an exhibition. (6)
8 Sung in choral circles, presumably. (5)
9 Go late in confusion— but the performance runs smoothly. (6)
10 Italians on the fiddle for two centuries. (8)
11 The other's what you flipping-well get. (4)
12 Russ wanders about Shostakovich country. (4)
17 Responding heartily to a noise? (8)
19 Composed Les Chansons Irish?—as it were. (6)
20 Bach's art? (5)
21 Swiss pianist begins with a drop of rum but not before the French horn. (6)
22 Worry about the front of a speaker? (4)
DOWN
1 Sounds unpleasant but is pianistically brilliant. (5)
2 Derogatory remark concerned with a communist is indistinctly heard. ( 7)
3 For which the performer takes a bow, presumably. (6)
4 Unhesitatingly, a light-ale is acclaimed as musical, broad and dignified. (5)
5 Lazy fellow acts as ' contact- man' in aturntable or tape recorder. (5)
7 Oratorio by Handel for which there's confusion. (6)
11
Doubled up for listening to music. (6)
13 A bit of an eccentric going round in circles. (7)
14 German composer cuts rough with a muddled Hz. (6)
15 For example, in short, a confused American composer. (5)
16 One thing and another together makes a collection of audio equipment. (5)
18 Ijoin Robert shortly to find a French composer. ( 5)
A £2record token will be awarded to each of the first three correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by March 6th.
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by ADRIAN HOPE
LINCOLN WALSH of New Jersey,
M R.USA,
has some fascinating new proposals for loudspeaker design and mounting
(British Patent 1,245,541). To understand
the Walsh ideas it is best first to recall that
conventional loudspeakers usually have a
paper or plastic cone which is progressively
flared. When driven by a speech-coil at the
narrow end, this cone produces sound waves
equally at back and front. Prove this for
yourself by mounting a good quality loudspeaker as awindow in the wall of your house—
the wall acts as a baffle and the sound inside
will be high quality and delightful, but the
sound coming off the back of the cone will be
of equal power, and possibly of equally high
quality.
The vibration characteristics of the cone
itself are very complicated, with the cone
acting as a rigid piston at low frequencies but
vibrating within itself at higher frequencies to
produce a tangled mass of minor resonances.
Walsh is tackling the problem from a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

rather different direction. His proposal is to
make the loudspeaker cone much less flared.
Imagine a long cone with a small mouth,
rather like a horn, this ' tight' cone is made
of rigid material, such as thin, hard, aluminium,
and is driven by a speech coil at the narrower
end. The cone is free to vibrate axially only,
and at the wider mouth end it opens direct on
to a baffle in the form of aclosed box full of
sound absorbing material. The cone is sealed
to the baffle by energy absorbent rings which
may be conventional or may be more exotic
e.g. fluid or elastomer damped.
To further remove the Walsh design from
the conventional, most of the inside of the
cone—predominantly at or near the wide
mouth end—is damped by acoating of absorbent material, like plastic foam.
Thus, when the speech-coil is driven, virtually
all the sound-waves produced by the cone
centre are absorbed. But Walsh gives calculations to show why supersonic waves will pass
down the cone exterior with a circular and
initially cylindrical wave-front and be radiated
into the air round the loudspeaker in a horizontal plane.
The high energy absorption characteristics
of the mounting avoid reflections, so the
waves will travel in one direction only, the
inventor comparing this with a terminated
mechanical wave transmission line. He claims
a smooth transition to close approximation
of a rigid piston at low frequencies and uses
the term ' coherent sound' to describe the
situation in which all regions of the cone
surface are effectively in-phase.
In British Patent 1,248,121 Nippon Gakki
Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha discuss exactly the
same problem, namely the transition from
piston- like motion of aloudspeaker diaphragm
at low frequencies to its behaviour in the upper
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frequency ranges, and they explain that this
problem is even more relevant if an attempt is
made to form the diaphragm from a foamed
plastic, such as polystyrene.
Their answer is to use a flat sheet or cone
of polystyrene with a central cap on one side.
The speech coil is wound round the cap in
conventional manner but the polystyrene
material in the areas immediately adjacent
(e.g. in a ring around) the cap, and the coil,
are of reduced thickness: in other words, the
polystyrene diaphragm is made of material
which is thinnest in the region of the coil.
Apparently this variation in thickness makes
for smoother reproduction at high frequencies,
with a good transition to piston motion at
LF.
But why use polystyrene in the first place?
AKG's British Patent 1,246,253 clarifies this.
It does not take a genius to see that plastic
diaphragms have advantages over paper ones,
the main one being that they have a far
greater resistance to humidity- and temperat urevariations.
But as explained above with
regard to the Kaisha patent and as emphasised
again by AKG, plastic diaphragms suffer
more from resonances colouring the sound
output. This holds irrespective of whether
foamed plastics are used (as by Kaisha) or
thin sheet plastics (as by AKG), and AKG
solve the problem by using a plastic diaphragm with a fibre fleece attached to at least
one surface. The fleece can be raw cotton or
animal wool and can be applied by adhesive
or an electrostatic process.
Clearly the fleece will not increase the
diaphragm mass to any considerable extent
and AKG hold that the result is a favourable
rigidity/damping ratio with audio quality
indistinguishable from that of agood moulded
paper diaphragm.

A 30 watt all silicon
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FET IC FM Tuner with
automatic decoder in a
single, compact, superbly
styled and engineered
unit

the
Rogers Developments ( Electronics) Limited,
4-14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.
01-698 7424/4340.
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Recommended Retail Price: £90.00 ± £ 18.43 P.T.
(Chassis: £82.50 -I- £ 16.89 P.T.)
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by Ivan March

DART

ONE of this survey of bargain
I records ended with a look at the complete
Beethoven sonatas played by Daniel Barenboim
on SLS794; for those who fight shy of acomplete set there is not space here to examine the
discs individually, so let me pick three separate
discs which deserve not to be missed. The first
is for those for whom the name Backhaus
inevitably strikes a spark. Backhaus probably
did his finest recording work in the days of 78s
and his integral re-recording of the sonatas for
Decca offers some disappointments. But at his
best, even in his eighties Backhaus could communicate an affinity with Beethoven that was
as much personal as musical. His playing was
big and strong with a roughness too that very
much carries with it Beethoven's human
personality. To let us sample this very compelling image Decca have issued in their ' World
of Great Classics' series a grouping of the
three most popular sonatas, the Moonlight,
Appassionata, and Pathétique (
SPA 69). To be
frank, the opening of the Moonlight is rather
lacking in atmosphere, and the slow movement
of the Pathétique is characteristically plain
spoken, but the Appassionata was one of
Backhaus's best gramophone performances, its
rough-hewn integrity producing a granite-like
inner strength. Throughout the disc is very
positive playing that commands attention. The
Decca recording is clear and bold with aslightly
dry acoustic.
My second choice is also in the 99p range
and features Brendel on top form in my
personal favourite among the Beethoven
sonatas, the Waldstein, with one of the best
tunes Beethoven ever wrote, magically slipping
in to dominate the last movement ( Turnabout
TV 34115 S). Brendel's account is completely
satisfying, spontaneous-sounding but firmly
controlled. The coupling, the Tempest Sonata
(No. 17 in D minor) produces playing which
generates asimilar electricity. My third choice
is a CBS disc by Charles Rosen of the
Hammerklavier sonata (61173) played with
magnificent power and strength. In my view,
this is simply the finest Hammerklavier available at any price. The record also includes the
E minor sonata, No. 27, Op. 90.
Finally, a piano record outside the sonatas:
Julius Katchen's superb account of the 33
Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli (
Ace of
Diamonds SDD 229).
Katchen was not
always at his finest in the Beethoven solo
piano music, but this performance makes a
particularly good memento of all that was best
in this artist's gramophone contribution. The
playing is brilliant yet never sacrificing musical
values to bravura; alive and spontaneous, yet
obviously carefully thought out. The recording
with its bright, fresh image presents the musicmaking in an excellent light.
I must now recommend two Ace of
Diamonds re-issues where the quality of the
product is indisputable. The first is an excellent
collection of Bizet's music, namely the delightful Symphony in C major, the Jeux d'enfants and
Fair maid of Perth suites. Ansermet is the
conductor and he directs the music with style
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and point. The recording is of Decca's best,
although the strings sometimes sound a little
thin-toned in the Symphony. This is most
attractive and colourful music (SDD 231).
The other Ace of Diamonds disc (SDD 255)
offers the Things to come suite of Arthur Bliss
(not otherwise available on record) coupled
with Elgar's five Pomp and circumstance
marches. Bliss himself conducts with enthusiasm
and reveals his score as well worthy to have
survived the film for which it was written. The
recording is bright but on the Elgar side seems
to have lost alittle of the richness in the middle
frequencies that one remembers in the original
full-priced disc, which was ( by one of those
curious label affiliations for which the record
trade is notable) an RCA issue; yet in terms
of value for money it is difficult to fathom
Decca's pricing policy when one considers the
next disc, an Eclipse re-issue ( ECS 576) also
by Ansermet, and in real stereo of excellent
quality ( indeed Irather prefer it to the Elgar
sound) which couples the Borodin Second and
Third symphonies with the Prince Igor overture.
The conductor's style is sturdy rather than
incandescent, but the orchestral colour emerges
splendidly. The Second symphony is a masterpiece and the unfinished Third has some very
attractive music to offer. At 99p this is well
worth exploring.
Another good Ace of Diamonds issue
(SDD 223) offers the Katchen performance of
Brahm's Second piano concerto but this is
pipped at the post by a Victrola record of the
same work where Sviatoslav Richter is partnered by Leinsdorf (VICS 1563). This is a
tremendous performance, wayward in matters
of tempo but with an overall strength and
authority which carries all before it. There is
a touch of harshness to the sound, but at 99p
this is irresistible. The major Brahms contribution, however, comes from CBS who
offer the four Brahms symphonies conducted
by Bruno Walter, No. I (
61217); No. 2 plus
the Tragic overture (
61218); No. 3 plus the
St Anthony variations (
61219) and No. 4 plus
the Academic festival overture (
61211). The
series gets off to a bad start with No. 1 which
has been transferred with too much treble.
The resulting brilliance makes the ears tingle
and the orchestral tuttis harshen.
Comparison with the original full-priced pressings
shows a subtle alteration which makes a
world of difference to the pleasure one gets
from listening. Some machines and ears may
re-act differently from mine though. Fortunately the other three records are not
affected in this way. The sound is bright, to
be sure, but acceptable, and the greater
presence and impact affects the lower strings
equally with the upper. All four performances
are splendid, with that inevitability and
Director Long playing Record Library Ltd, Blackpool
and Editor of the Long Playing Record Guide.
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rightness in matters of tempo and phrasing
that mark out greatness in an interpreter. My
own favourite of the set is No. 4, which has
marginally the most pleasing sound and offers
a performance of real lyrical warmth. The
coupling, too, the Academic festival overture
is notably successful, both musically and
technically. In considering these records one
must also remember that EMI have just
re-issued (as I go to press) the Klemperer
versions of the symphonies plus the two overtures which go together in a box for £5•80.
These are equally fine performances and for
those wanting the complete set may be an even
better buy (according to interpretative taste)
(SLS 804).
A very attractive addition to the recording
of Brahms's chamber music, quite irrespective
of price, is the outstanding Classics for Pleasure
record of the Clarinet quintet (
CFP 152) by
Keith Puddy and the Gabrieli Quartet. The
performance offers spontaneity and real poetry
and the also fine Decca Ace of Diamonds
version (SDD 249) by Boskovsky and members
of the Vienna Octet is virtually eclipsed when
one considers the respective prices, 89p
against £ 1.69. All praise, however to the next
Decca issue (SPA 74) which is marvellous
value for money. Called The world of Britten,
it is packed full of good things from this
composer, superbly played and sung and given
Decca's top ' full-price' sound quality. If you
only know The young person's guide to the
orchestra try this and you will surely want to
explore further. The snippets are tempting in
themselves, but more surprising is the way the
items make attractive listening taken as a
continuous programme. Also issued in the
'World of' series is the excellent Ricci stereo
coupling of the Mendelssohn and Bruch
Violin concertos (
SPA 88). At 99p this disc
cannot be bettered without paying more than
twice as much.
Bruckner is suddenly well served in the
medium price field with current CBS (£ 1.69)
re-issues of the Third Symphony (
Szell-61072),
Fourth (
61137) and Ninth (
61194) symphonies
conducted by Walter. You really cannot go
wrong with any of these, although for No. 7
(my favourite) miss out on Walter and go for
the fine Eclipse issue ( ECS 571). This is one
of the very finest recordings the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw Orchestra made in the early
fifties under Eduard van Beinum. It is unquestionably a great performance and the
orchestral playing is superb. The engineers
have worked wonders with the sound and you
could try the lovely closing pages of the slow
movement on unsuspecting friends who would
probably think it real stereo.
A single Chopin disc to recommend, Abbey
Simon's distinguished performances of the
Second and Third piano sonatas (
the '
Funeral
march' is No. 2). Simon not only gives his
best in the more famous work but brings
No. 3fully to life with nimble-fingered bravura
in the Scherzo and a most eloquent slow
movement. Excellent sound too on Turnabout
TV 34272S. No need to pay more. If you like
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Eric Coates' London suite with its famous
Knightsbridge march there is a successful performance of it conducted by Morton Gould
on Victrola VICS 1530 coupled to Vaughan
Williams's Variations on a theme of Ta//is, the
English folk songs suite, and Greensleeves.
Performances of spontaneity and conviction
make this transatlantic record surprisingly
successful. Another good Victrola disc (VICS
1488) offers the composer, Aaron Copland,
conducting the finest available performance
of arguably his most beautiful work, the
ballet Appalachian spring (
VICS 1488). The
coupling, a suite from his opera, The tender
land is equally interesting.
CBS offer us an excellent and most generous
collection of ballet music on 61016 with the
suites from Delibes' Copélia and Sylvia
coupled to the complete Chopin Les Sylphides
in brilliant and colourful performances by
Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra on
top form. Sparkling sound too. In addition
this label offers two notable Delius recordings,
both conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham.
They are both mono, alas, but on 61224 the
Hassan excerpts might almost be in stereo, so
successful is the new transfer. Sea drift,
which makes the coupling also has improved
sound and the performance has a dynamism
unmatched by other interpreters. The Delius
Mass of life is on 61182/3 and again Beecham's
unique performance is unlikely to be equalled.
These are historical masterpieces of the
gramophone.
On to Dvoiak now and two more highly
recommendable Classics for Pleasure re-issues,
CFP 145 offering the three overtures Opp. 91/3
linked by a recurring main theme, Carnival,
deservedly the best-known, but In nature's
realm and Othello are also worth getting to
know. The fourth item is another piece called
My home with plenty of rustic colour. Good
Czech performances under Anèerl.
The
second disc was made in London and offers a
fresh performance of the String serenade,
coupled to Grieg's Holberg suite (
CFP 136).
Alexander Faris is the conductor and his
readings have real character. The sound is
crisp rather than especially rich, but at 89p
who will grumble? The Seventh symphony in
d minor, is my favourite Dvoták symphony
after the '
New World'. There are two new
bargain records of it both from Decca and
choice is difficult. The first is a fine modern
recording, with a strong performance under
Monteux (SDD 260) but it costs £ 1.69. It is
worth every new penny of it too. Yet Decca
have also re-issued on Eclipse the fine old
Schmidt-Isserstedt performance (ECS 544) and
thrown in for good measure four Slavonic
dances. Ilike this performance even better; it
was one of the outstanding records of the early
LP catalogue and it can still be made to
sound quite good. Yet obviously on good
equipment Monteux's advantage of real
stereo is very tempting-99p against £. 1•60; you
pay your money and take your choice! To
compete in the lower price New World
range Decca have also re-issued the early
Kertesz performance with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra (SPA 87). One might cavil
at the unnaturally forward balance of the
timpani in the introduction, but in all other
respects the full-blooded sound is first-rate.
The performance is enjoyable and agreeably
fresh, not without its occasional idiosyncrasy—
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the gentle treatment of the first movement's
second subject for instance—but there is
plenty of excitement and the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra play the Largo beautifully,
although the cor anglais solo is not strong in
personality.
Having sometimes been ambivalent about
the Ace of Diamonds label, let me now recommend two more Dvoták records in this series
without any qualification. They represent the
Decca tradition at its very best with marvellous sound, warm, rich, yet clear. The
first, SDD 270, offers the incomparable performance of Dvoták's beautiful Piano quintet
by Clifford Curzon and members of the
Vienna Philharmonic Quartet. If you don't
know this music, here is your chance to find
out how gorgeous it is; the second offers the
'American' string quartet (
SDD 250) which
has much of the melodic flavour of the New
World Symphony and couples it to an attractive early Quartet, Op. 34. The performances
are by the Janeek Quartet, one of the finest
string quartets in the world. These two discs
are unbeatable value.
Another area where price increases seems
irrelevant, is the world of opera. Good opera
recordings cost a lot of money to make, so
when they are re-issued comparatively cheaply,
no-one can grumble. A case in point is the
Decca re-issue of Giordano's Andrea Chénier
on two records (where originally, in stereo, it
was on three full-priced ones). This lusty
performance was the most desirable of all the
Tebaldi/Del Monaco sets. The blood and
thunder of the story suits both singers tempraments, and Bastianini makes a distinguished
contribution as Gérard. This (GOS 600/1) is
a fine bargain, the more so as it is more
enjoyable than the more recent HMV fullpriced alternative.
Next let me recommend two other Decca
records in the excellent ' World of' series.
The first is acoupling of distinguished Monteux
performances that used to be on RCA. They
are two sets of variations, the Elgar's '
Enigma'
variations and the Brahms Variations on a
theme of Haydn (
SPA 121). Both performances
are distinguished, the Elgar among the finest
ever recorded of this work, and the recordings
are brilliant. SPA 120 is equally recommendable, offering the finest available versions of
the Handel Water music and Fireworks music
suites conducted by Szell, and if that is not
good value, throwing in the famous Largo and
the delightful Air from the Faithful shepherd
suite (
arr. Beecham). This record was a top
recommendation when re-issued on Ace of
Diamonds, now reduced further in price to
99p it is irresistable. Another lovely Handel
record, this time of vocal music, is a Classics
for Pleasure recital (CFP Ill) by Richard
Lewis of some of this composer's most glorious
arias. The accompaniments, under Sargent,
may sound a little old-fashioned, but the
stereo is warm and the singing most moving.
In discussing any recordings of Haydn
symphonies one must consider the projected
complete recording of all of them by Dorati
and the Philharmonia Hungarica Orchestra
for Decca. Quite apart from the consistent
excellence of this series from both the musical
and technical points of view, the publishing
of the symphonies in album form, each usually
containing eight consecutive works, gives the
listener the chance of experiencing their
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historical impact in the way that Prince
Esterhazy and his Court must have done.
There is a wealth of wonderful music here
and already a choice of four albums (at
£5.68 each): HDND 19/22 (
Symphonies 49-56);
HDNE 23/26 (
Symphonies 57-64); HDNF
27/30 (
Symphonies 65-72); and HDNG 31/4
(Symphonies 73-81). But for those wanting
individual records let me recommend a
coupling of Haydn's Symphonies 95 and 96
(The Miracle) by the Cleveland Orchestra
under Szell (CBS 61246). Superbly polished
playing but with heart too. On Eclipse comes
a superb bargain from Monteux who offers
with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
(ECS 574) the ' Surprise' Symphony ( 94) and
the '
Clock' (No. 101). The performances
bring out all the gentle humour of this most
genial of composers and the recorded quality
is warm and beautiful. Last but not least, an
Ace of Diamonds Karajan record (SDD 233)
which couples a strong, beautifully played
performance of the London symphony (No. 104
in D major) with Mozart's 40th in g minor.
Excellent value.
Besides his symphonies,
Haydn composed an almost equally large
number of string quartets. The best of them
contain wonderfully rewarding music that is
not easy to bring off on record. Now Decca
have re-issued two outstanding discs by the
Weller Quartet (all four players are members
of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra) of the
complete set of Quartets op. 33. The first
three, including '
The joke' and '
The birds'
quartets are on SDD 278 and the latter three
including the ' How do you do?' quartet on
SDD 279. Besides being technically immaculate
the playing is committed and beautiful and
the recording throughout quite wonderfully
real. If you have good equipment and set the
volume and tonal settings right, the illusion of
four musicians making music in an extension
of your listening room, for your and their
mutual pleasure is very real. To complete this
series of Ace of Diamonds Haydn quartet
re-issues, Decca are also currently making
available on SDD 285 the superb performances
by the Janeek Quartet of the famous
Serenade Quartet, Op. 315 (
probably not
actually by Haydn at all) coupled to the
'Joke' Quartet (
Op. 3312) and the '
Fifths'
(Op. 7612). Again with superlative recording
quality, this is one of the finest chamber music
records ever made and was included (in its
original full-priced form) in The Great
Records.
Many readers will be glad to know that Sir
Malcolm Sargent's early stereo recording of
Holst's Planets suite has been re-issued on
Classics for Pleasure (CFP 175) The recording
is clear and brilliant, if not sumptuous, and
the traditional style of performance shows
Sargent at his best. Hoist and Hummel are
musically a fair distance apart yet my next
recommendation has no less musical spontaneity than Hoist's Planets, even if its appeal
is perhaps more limited. Hummel's Bassoon
concerto is second only to Mozart's in its
genial humour and melodic charm.
On
Turnabout TV 34383 S it is most fetchingly
played by George Zukerman, and the coupling
of the Concertino in G for piano and orchestra,
and the '
Galante' Rondo is appealing. Spontaneous playing and excellent sound make this
awinner; one of the best discs in Turnabout's
fascinating catalogue of musical curiosities.

LASKI'S SCOOP
FOUR CHANNEL

Superb Nivico 4 Channel amp. with synthesising facilities
offered at fantastic saving
USE IT as a FOUR channel amplifier!

USE IT as a STEREO amplifier!

USE IT with synthesised four channel
sound from two channel
source!

2.1.11e11,100.

Adoopmeter
•

NIVICO MCA—V7E DISCRETE FOUR CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
A superb piece of engineering by any standards the MCA-V7E is remarkable for its versatility. Used as a true 4channel integrated amplifier from
discrete 4 channel tape or disc sources you get the full dazzling effect of 4channel sound with its greatly enhanced spacial quality from four speakers,
or you can enjoy the same remarkable effects from four speakers using the ingenious Nivico Sound Field Composer ( SFC) circuit giving synthesised
four channel sound from Standard 2 channel (stereo) tape or disc sources. In addition the MCA-V7E can be used as aconventional' stereo amplifier
with two speakers only and an increase in output power to 25 watts per channel. Four level meters are provided for accurate channel balance using
the individual level controls. Normal bass, treble and master volume controls are also provided, as are front panel headphone jacks for both 4 channel
headphones and 2channel stereo headphones. The function and selector controls cover every possible combination of 4 and 2channel use using four
or two speakers. At the rear are phono inputs for 4channel tape, Disc and Aux. all with 50 mV sensitivity: 2 channel inputs for phono ( ImV sensitivity) tape, tuner, Aux, and additional DIN tape socket all with 50 mV sensitivity. Switched and unswitched AC outlets. In addition to normal mains
fuse, two overload circuit breakers are also fitted. Continuous I
HF output power using 4 speakers of 8ohms imp: 4x 12.5W, using 2 speakers:
2x25 W. Output impedance 8-16 ohms. THD at rated power less than 0.2% at 1kHz. Frequency response 20 Hz-40 kHz. Hum and noise—all inputs
average-85 dB. Power requirement 220/240V AC 50/60 Gz. Superbly constructed and finished housing with anodised black front panel with silver/
chrome controls. Size: 17(W) x54(H) x 12 in. (D).
ORIGINAL LIST PRICE £ 115.00

LASKY'S

FANTASTIC

SCOOP

PRICE

£7111.00

Carriage and Packing £ 1•50

NOW LOOK AT THESE PACKAGE SELECTIONS—THEY OFFER YOU EVEN GREATER SAVINGS
LASKY'S 4 CHANNEL 84. STEREO PACKAGES

Package MC I
MCA—V7E Four-channel amplifier
4 Lasky's Criterion Mk. X speakers
G
d SP 15 Mk. III turntable
AD76K/E magnetic cartridge ..
Lasky's plinth and cover
•'
TOTAL RECOMMENDED LIST PRICE

LASKY'S PACKAGE
PRICE

£l29

£115.00
£56.00
£I6 63
L7-50
01-75
..

L199.138

£150.00

tereo

S
Packag eeckag
Cr e
ilS
a sabove with 2Criterion speakers

Package MC/2
MCA—V7E Four-channel amplifier ..
4 Wharfedale Linton 2 speakers
G
d AP 76 turntable ..
Shure M55/E magnetic cartridge
Lasky's plinth and cover
'•
TOTAL RECOMMENDED LIST PRICE

Carriage and Packing-4 channel packages £5•00. stereo packages £4•00
Package MC/3
f115-00
MCA—V7E Four-channel amplifier £ 115.00
L99-88
4 Wharfedale Denton 2 speakers
£79.80
L29-26
BSR MP-60 turntable .. .. £ 15•20
£1152
AD76K/E magnetic cartridge .. .. £7•50
£5•95
Lasky's plinth and cower • ' "
L4•75
£262-53

£190
00
•

LASKY'S PACKAGE
PRICE

L153

TOTAL RECOMMENDED LIST PRICE

LASKY'S PACKAGE
PRICE

Package MC/2/S
Stereo package as above with 2Linton 2 speakers £

£222.25

£160 •00

I
33 SFatereo
ra'cicaC
g
l
ras above with 2 Denton 2speakers

Suitable 4 channel tape decks are available for use with the MCA-V7E, we suggest the Nivico MTR-I 5E £ I913•50, the Nivico 1400 £299-50 or the
Sony TC-366/4 £240.74
Bronches

The Horne of High fidelity

207 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2 Tel: 01-723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-636 2605

‘12-£15 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-580 2573

Open all day.So . m.-6 pm. Monday to Saturday

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON. E.C./1 Tel: 01-353 2833

Open all day.9

4P-

BARCLAYCARD

m.-6 pm Monday to Satuiday

109 FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.C.£1 Tel: 01-353 5812

welcome here

Open ollcioy Thursday. early dosing 1p.m. Saturday

Open all day Thursday. early closing 1p.m. Saturday

ALL MAIL ORDERS TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET, TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, El 2BN Tel: 01-790 4821

•

records. One is bound to forget to start the
stopwatch every now and then.
But we
would certainly print the timings if they were
consistently given.

-looking back
by Peter Gammond
A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favorites

T HAVE just

spent acouple of days throwing
I away a lot of old correspondence. This is
something that Ialways do with regret and it
is only when Ifind it difficult to open the door
of my office that I take to the voluntary
destruction of what, after all, is potentially a
small part of history in the making. In my
latest spate of vandalism Ithrew out (and I
hope our readers will forgive me) a toppling
pile of letters which had been directed at me
as Editor of Record Review and, previous to
that, as a rank and file critic. Even though
it is obvious that future historians would find
the aspects of musical and technical taste
reflected in these passionate documents of
enormous value, I'm afraid that they must be
deprived so that Ican find space to peruse and
answer all the new letters that flow in daily.
Imight as well take an extra line at this point
to apologise for the many that have not yet
been answered—Iwill keep on trying.
But just to help future researchers Iwould
like to summarise the content of these letters.
What topics interested our readers in the 60s?
Well there was the ever-burning question,
which we did much to fan into flames by our
rating system, of ' What is good recorded
sound?' There were numerous fiery epistles
on the subject of bad pressings, clicks, pops
and the like, and on the shortcomings of
record retailers and record companies. Away
from the more technical aspects of our trade,
the most heartfelt correspondence seemed to
arrive whenever anybody had dared to suggest
that various aged and hoary 78 recordings
were perhaps not all that they were cracked
up to be. Pianists and opera singers always
arouse most passion. Record collectors are
hopelessly misty-eyed about golden ages.
Curious as to why ' F' should have a whole
folder of letters to itself, Ire-encountered the
mountain of words produced by Chris
Breunig's re-assessment of Furtwângler. Out of
this there arose a whole Furtwângler revival
and the formation of a Furtwângler Society.
At the moment it looks as though Mengelberg
is due for similar re-appraisal.
But the topic that seemed to have the longest
life, recurring constantly throughout our
magazine's career, was the vexed question of
how long a long-playing record ought to be.
It is such a vexed question that Iam almost
cowardly enough not to raise it again, but
there happened to be agood reason for doing
so this month. Well, how long should an
LP be—as long as apiece of string or longer?
We have plenty of evidence to hand that an
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LP can easily last an hour, thirty-minutes a
side, without significant deterioration of sound
quality. One company is at present promoting
such aseries of 60 minute records. If an hour
is possible or, allowing for the reservations
that many recording engineers make as to
its desirability, let us say twenty-five minutes
per side, should we be contented with less?
We might be contented with twenty minutes
per side if this involved a very good performance perfectly recorded. There is not all
that much inducement to buy an extra lollipop
stuck on the end of a major work simply to
fill up space.
Others, including naturally some interested
bodies in record companies, scoff at the whole
idea of buying music by the minute, but 1am
not so sure that we should go to this extreme.
If apiece of music happens to run for twentytwo minutes, then Iwould say that that was
sufficient for one side of an LP; if it only runs
for fifteen minutes then Ithink that something
should be added. Music doesn't always chop
itself into convenient lengths, or even movements, which we don't want divided by the
turnover, but some suitable compromise can
usually be devised—and usually is, t should
say.
If we agree that twenty-five minutes a side
might reasonably be aimed at, is there really
any reason why record companies should be so
coy about telling us how long arecord is? We
can easily check how many pages a book has
and we can use our own judgement as to its
worth. We still buy good short books and
avoid turgid long ones! The apparent length
of a record can be deceptive, in fact. Our
reviewer in February, dealing with a Decca
record of Chopin's 2nd Piano concerto and
Falla's Nights in the gardens of Spain (
SXL
6528) complains, at the end of a very favourable review, of a large blank space that could
have been filled at the end of Side 1—this
happens to be a favourite bee- in-the-bonnet
of this particular reviewer. As a result of
these remarks, Decca assure us that the side
in question has 244 minutes playing time and
the whole record runs for 58 minutes. Itake
their figures to be correct and can only agree
with their protest at our comments on this
occasion. Because Side 2 was so well packed
in and Side 1 was cut with similar spacing,
appearances were deceptive. The suggestion
that reviewers ought to time records for
themselves is often made and often rejected as
it would be a real imposition with the short
time that we already have for reviewing
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While hastening to apologise to Decca in
this instance, I would not like to see this
matter become too much of an issue. But
when a company has nothing to hide in this
respect, I can really see no reason for not
giving the timing somewhere on the sleeve.
One company not only does it but quite
blatantly does so in cases where they have, in
fact, only fifteen minutes to offer. At least
they come out well either way with areputation
for honesty on the one hand or appearances
of avery high opinion of their product on the
other!

SOME ARE addicted to heroin and others have
mice, so do Idig Mozart. Therefore, when
one of our critics of a generally level-headed
disposition gives an A*:1* rating to a Mozart
recording I hasten to beg, borrow or steal
the same to add to my Mozartian hoard.
That the particular recording of Mozart's Oboe
concerto, K314b should be coupled with the
Oboe concerto of Richard Strauss (another of
my favourite composers) only served to increase my avarice. That the record, with Hans
Holliger as soloist accompanied by Edo de
Waart and the New Philharmonia Orchestra
(Philips 6500 174) should entirely deserve its
high praise is just one of those nice things that
happen too infrequently in our pedestrian
lives. How buoyantly and freshly De Waart
coaxes the orchestra ( leading to the pleasant
thought of what a marvellous crop of young
or youngish conductors we have about at the
moment—De Waart, Leppard, Marriner,
Barenboim—to fill most adequately the shoes
of the great departed ones) and what asuperb
soloist is Heinz Holliger. It is interesting to
note that, of four recordings of the Mozart
now available, he has been responsible for
three. Who am Ito boast of addiction?
AS

We Mozart collectors do not often complain,
nor need to, of a shortage of Mozart recordings. But... there are quite a few of his
works that are not available on record. Minor
works, no doubt, but Ifeel it would pay someone (perhaps one of the enterprising companies like Unicorn) to embark on a series
that conscientiously set about filling the gaps.
The Mozart Supporters Club is abig one.

LASTLY, a call for help. Doing some recent
research into the early pioneering days of
recording, Ihave been trying to find examples
of written anticipations of Edison's pioneering
work. Not just mechanical means of reproducing music, but a definite desire or prophecy
that a true recording of the voice or of music
should or could be made. I have explored
most of the obvious sources and would be
most grateful if any reader can lead me
toward even the remotest implication that
Mozart's playing should be preserved for
future generations, that it might be possible
to perpetuate any musical performance. The
references Ilook for would probably be those
that lie in the vast fields of literature beyond
the technical and gramophonic books.

SALE

BARGAINS IN AU ME
FAMOUS NAMES AT
ADSOLUTEIY WIDEUEVADIE PRICES!
VVirecomp's Great New Year Hi Fi Sale starts February I
st. - Corne
today don't delay and see the greatest selection of Hi Fi, radio,
cassette and tape recorder bargains ever presented at such fantastic
prices. No mail orders can be accepted for Sale goods as in
many cases there are only single items. This is agenuine sale
at " never again" sale prices. Most items are brand new - some are
shop soiled.
LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES . . .
ALL PRICES ARE WIRECOMP'S SUPER ROCK BOTTOM SALE PRICES
Arena F2I0 Stereo Amplifier ..
Ampex 2100 Auto Reverse Tape Recorder
Akai AA8000 Stereo Receiver ..
Crown CRC6250 Mono Tape Recorder with
radio ..
Dual CL31 Speakers. ( List each E28.94)
Dual CTI4 Stereo Tuner. ( List C81.75 ..
Dual HS3I Stereo Compact
Dual TG27 Stereo Tape Deck
Decca A1200 Stereo Amplifier
Decca T1000 FM Tuner ..
Decca 1200 Stereo Amplifier
Decca 600 Stereo Amplifier
Eagle SMC20 Stereo Receiver Compact
English Audio Stereo Compact ..
Ferguson 3-28 4- track Mono Tape Recorder
Garrard AP75 Record Player ..
Grundig CV4OM Stereo Amplifier with matching RT4OM stereo tuner- combined price ..
Jensen HS2 Stereo Headphones ..
Lafayette CR20 Stereo Compact with Speakers
Luxor Stereo 4788 Receiver ..
National 5F970F Stereo Compact
Nivico FA900 Stereo Amplifier ..
Nivico FA6000 Stereo Amplifier
Philips RB771 Stereo Receiver ..
Philips RH781 Stereo Receiver ..
Philips GH943 Stereo Amplifier ..
Philips RH590 Stereo Receiver .. . •
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Amplifier Chassis
(List [ 59.50)
.
•
Radford SC22 Stereo Control Unit ..
Sanyo MR990 4- track Stereo Tape Recorder
(List £ 13200)
.
•
Sanyo MRII5 Reel to Reel Portable Mono Tape
Recorder ..
Sanyo MRI51 4- track Stereo Tape Recorder ..
Sanyo 21FA45 Stereo FM Receiver with Speakers
Sanyo MR801 Stereo Tape Deck . • •

TAPE

E25 00
£75 00
£115 00

Sansur 5C00 Stereo Receiver
Sansui 3000 Stereo Receiver
Sansui TU777 Stereo Tuner ..
Stella ST46I +- track Mono Tape Recorder
£38 00 Sony TR1000 Transistor Radio ..
£12 50 Sony TC255 4- track Stereo Tape Deck ..
£42 00 Sony TC200 4- track Stereo Tape Recorder
£89-00 Tandberg 1541 4- crack Mono Tape Recorder ..
£58-00 Tandberg 1241 4- track Stereo Tape Recorder ..
£26 00 Teac Stereo A2I Cassette Deck. ( List £ 12100)
£25-00 Teac Stereo A22 Cassette Deck. ( List £ 15500)
£24-00 Teleton CR55 Stereo Receiver. ( List £ 1500) ..
£18-00 Telefunken TS203 Automatic 4- track Mono Tape
£39-00
Recorder ..
£42.00 Telefunken 501 4- track Mono Tape Recorder ..
£31.00 Telefunken Studio 4- track Stereo Tape Recorder
£14.50 Telefunken Allegro Stereo Tuner
..
Tokai AM/FM Stereo Receiver ..
£110.00 Toshiba SR50 Turntable with Photo Electric
E8 95
Cartridge. ( List £ 17500)
£45 00 Toshiba SR40 Turntable with IC Cartridge.
£45-00 ( List 037.00)
£53 00 Toshiba SA15 Stereo Receiver. ( List [ 159.00) ..
£39 00 Trio KR33L Stereo Receiver. ( List £ 9200) ..
£51 00 Trio KR77 Stereo Receiver. ( List £ 12500)
£55 00 Trio TKI4OX Stereo Receiver. ( List £ 17200) ..
£49 00 Wharfedale Aston Speakers ( pair white only).
£29-00 ( List ( 43.00)
£39-00 Wharfedale Melton 1 Speakers ( pair). ( List
£39.00
£35.00
£75.00
£15.00
£45.00
£45.00
£55 00

Wharfedale W70 Speakers ( 1pair) ..

£125.00
£98.50
£75.00
£ 22.00
£26.00
£45.00
£49-50
£69.00
£89.00
£90.75
£118 00
£75.00
£69.00
£39.00
£75.00
£45.00
£39.00
£99-00
£45.00
£69.00
£65.00
£ 85.00
£110-00
£29-00
£40.00
£50.00

DON'T DELAY
THIS IS ONLY ASELECTION OF THE MANY FABULOUS
BARGAINS AVAILABLE TO CALLERS ONLY- BUT
REMEMBER ALL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO BEING
UNSOLD AND IN SOME CASES THERE IS ONLY ONE!

RECORDER DISCOUNT SPECIALS

List Wirecomp
Wirecomp Model
Price
Price
£129.50 £98 00
£89.90
£70 00 AKAI CS- 50
AKA 1720L with mic.
£107.50 £81 00
£66 95 AKAI CS- 50D ..
£98-50
AKA 4000D
£72 45 AKAI CS- 50 with pair
AKA 4000D with mic.
£104.40
£120 00
CSS 8 speakers £ 154.50 £ 108-00
£162.50
AKA X- 200D
£120 00 AKAI GXC-40
£ 115.00 £87 00
£167.50
AKA X-1800SD
£229.00
£170 00 AKAI GXC-40D .. £95.30 £71 SO
AKA GX-220D
EL- 3302
portable
battery
£339.50
£315 00 PHILIPS
AKA GX-365
cassette recorder. List £23-05 .. £ 16.60
£225 00
£297.50
AKA X-2000SD
£230 00 PHILIPS N-2202 portable battery cas£283.11
AKA GX-280D
sette recorder. List £ 26.90 £ 18.80
£82 50
£109.00
80 ..
AKA CR £69.00 PHILIPS N-2204 portable battery/mains
£87.50
80D
AKA CR cassette recorder. List £ 32.30 .. £24.50
CR 80 with pair
AKA
£95 00
£134 50
CSS 8 speakers
Model

List

ALSO AVAILABLE •
FULL RANGE OF
WIRECOMP DISCOUNT EQUIPMENT
AT TOP SAVINGS

SPEAKERS-all prices per pair
Model
Wharfedale
Melton 2
Dovedale 3 ..
Rosedale
Linton 2
Denton 2
Triton 3
Leak
150 ..
250 ..
600 ..

List
Price
£0-00
(90-00
£130-00
L49-90
L39-90
(65-00

Wirecomp
Price
(SI 00
(66-00
£100 00
C39-95
£1 SO
f53-50

(49-90
£6S-00
£99-00

(55-00
£75-00

AMPLIFIERS
Sansui AUI01.
List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Teleton SAQ206B.
List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Amstrad 8000 Mk. 11.
List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak Delta 75 Stereo receiver. List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak Delta 70 Stereo amplifier. List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak Delta 30 Stereo amplifier. List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak AM/FM tuner.
List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak FM tuner.
List
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Wharfedale Linton amplifier. List
WIRECOMP PRICE

Price £ 44-00
Price £ 33-50

£5-00
(20-00

Price £ 25.95
Price £ 165-k

E19-95
[139-95

Price

C79- S0
(65-00

Price £ 65-06
£54- SO
Price

L8930
£73-75

Price £ 75.00
E62- S0
Price £ 60.60
£15-00

RECORD PLAYERS
McDonald MP60 with AD76K Magnetic cartridge
and Wirecomp plinth and cover
Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill with AD76K Magnetic
cartridge and Wirecomp plinth and cover ..
SL 40B Less Cartridge .
2025TC with KS40A cartridge

£17-50
(18-S0
£9-75
L8- 8S

ALL PRICESS SHOWN ARE
WIRECOMP'S TOP DISCOUNT PRICES
EXCEPT where stated all equipment is guaranteed brand
new. Full demonstration and service facilities available.
FOR MAIL ORDERS PLEASE ADD 15p for post on Cartridges, 25p on Pickup arms, Headphones, etc. 75p on Amps,
Tuners, Rec. Players, Small Speakers. ( 1.00 on Receivers,
Rec. Players with Base and Cover.
£2.00 on Large
Speakers.
ALL

PRICES

ARE

SUBJECT

TO

ALTERATION

ALSO VISIT 48 TOTTENHAM
COURT
ROAD,
LONDON'S
UNIQUE
TRADE-IN
CENTRE
Bargains especially in second-hand radio,
tape recorders, etc.
Large range of
components. TRADE-INS. We specialise in trade-ins on HFi equipment,
radios, TV, cameras, etc. ABSOLUTE
TOP PRICES PAID-Come and see!

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON,W.2 Te1.01•723 9789
FIVE MINUTES FROM MARBLE ARCH UIGROUND BUSES 6,718115,16,36,616.

K. CHESTERTON once
G•appropos
of Dickens, that

remarked,
it is the
critic's job not to tell an author what he knows
about himself and his work, but what he
doesn't know; to tell him, in effect, ' what will
make him jump out of his boots'. There is a
crux here: it puts a finger on the sensitive
spot.
How often do we hear it asked, when some
critic uses abit of imagination, what right anyone has to attribute to Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms, Stravinsky, anyone you choose,
things that are ' not there'. The corollary of
this is that ' everything is there in the score',
the article of faith assigned to Arturo Toscanini,
if not unequivocally accepted by him. The
fact is that no score can contain everything,
even in the way the print of a book can contain everything: for one thing, our system of
notation, even at its most sophisticated, is
incapable of giving more than a summary of
the composer's conscious intention, though it
may also reveal, by inference if not directly,
the unconscious processes that must go into
any work of art. And it is precisely the unconscious elements that the composer (or
author) will not know, in Chesterton's sense.
He may perhaps recognise something of it
afterwards; but there is a major area in any
work which its maker knows nothing about
but which the critic, if he is worth his keep,
may often reveal, perhaps to the considerable
astonishment of the creator.
We can therefore agree that the critic may
find things in artworks which will come as a
surprise to the artist, but which are not thereby
invalidated. And if the artist is honest, eagleminded (which he should be or he is not much
of an artist), he will agree—not necessarily
with everything every penwielder leaves on
his doorstep, but with the general principle
that there are things in heaven and earth that
even he in his creative omnipotence has not
dreamt of. Indeed, the greater, more comprehensive, more universal, the artist, the larger
will be the area of unconscious, and to agreater
or lesser extent, unrecognised activity. Beethoven himself virtually admitted—no, overtly
claimed—as much when he said in conversation with Bettina von Brentano that music
was the highest form of revelation, and that
when he composed— and sometimes when

THE
OTHER
'SI DE
GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY NOTES
BY KENNETH LLOYD

of any columnist to write
without fear or favour, and since being
elected to the committee of the National
Federation of Gramophone Societies I have
naturally taken the opportunity to discuss with
all kinds of interested people, from Record
Companies to individual members of Societies,
what they think of the NFGS. Ihave found the
results interesting but rather salutary.
It seems, strangely, that there is more
apathy than criticism, particularly from nonIT

IS

THE

u
-

_FL

BURNETT JAMES
WHO IS CRITICUS,
WHAT IS HE?
he spoke strange words—he had a raptus'.
A correspondent amonth or two ago charged
me with being wilfully controversial in my
little sally into the contentious ground of jazz
versus pop, and intimated that it was not the
critic's business to stir up controversy. In a
way, Iagree—just a little bit. It is no part of
competent criticism to manufacture phoney
controversies, for that is simply another form
of setting up Aunt Sallys so that we can show
off our cleverness in knocking them down
again. Yet in another and deeper sense, controversy is a prerequisite of good, probing,
inquisitive criticism, for if we are not prepared
to challenge accepted values and to turn over
all manner of stones in the search for the true
essence of an artwork, we fall into the far
worse snare of trading in vaporous commonplaces. And that, of course, is acommonplace
in itself.
The stirring up of randy controversies is
often brought on by a fear of being thought
dull and fuddy-duddy. Unfortunately, dullness
is the deadly-nightshade of criticism, especially
musical criticism. But to counter by prodding
bogus wasps' nests is the last resort of politicians or fifth-rate journalists. To make a controversy for the sake of an effect is a paltry
evasion of the real function of criticism; but
to back away from all controversy for fear of
giving offence or, worse still, for fear of having
to stand by it, is to kill all valuable criticism
stone dead. To strike a balance is often
difficult. A critical theory, or proposition, may
start off genuine enough, but then decline into
mere brawling when it is put to the test; and
the temptation to sound an alarum when one
is stuck for bobbins is sometimes severe. But
the true critic has to cut a clean furrow, and
like the artist himself must sometimes take a

risk and stick the neck out in order to get to
the heart of the matter and turn up matter of
genuine significance.
And what of consistency, often said to be
the virtue of fools? So to some extent it is, for
to be determined to be consistent at all cost
is to deny oneself the flexibility and dynamic
response essential to any activity, critical or
other. I reserve always the right to change
my mind. If Ihave got it wrong one time, I
shall try to get it right the next. And Ishall
not worry all that much if now and then Iget
into a tangle and talk nonsense, so long as it
is not deliberate nonsense to make some
momentary impression. No one need be afraid
to put the foot in it, as critic: as Sir Neville
Cardus once said, noting the sorry tendency
of critics to hide behind safety barriers, if the
critic does make a mistake no one is sentenced
to death. If you will not risk a fall you will
never get anything right except the most gluttinous platitude—and who the hell is interested in that? I've said it before and I'll say
it again: the dullest and most suspect critic is
the one with whom one always agrees. Total
and unassailable agreement is the sure sign of
a trading in commonplaces.
The idea that criticism can make or break
real talent is a non-starter. A reputation may
be momentarily advanced or set back, but no
more. In any case, it is not the task of criticism to make or break reputations. As T. S.
Eliot laid down, the tools of criticism are
comparison and analysis; and if the critic
attends properly to his business he will illuminate what comes before him, by intelligent use
of those tools, whether he starts some controversy or not. Above all, he will seek out and
elucidate what the artist himself does not know
about his own work.

committee members. In the main they are
unaware of the part the Federation plays in
their gramophonic lives. The vast amount of
assistance given to some Societies is apparently
unknown, whilst the majority of members I
have approached were unable to say who or
what the NFGS is!
It is worth quoting from the constitution of
this body under the heading of Aims and
Objects:—

very valuable help which is available; or
possibly awell-known recitalist put it correctly:
'the NFGS are, Iam afraid, old-fashioned and
not really with it'.

(a) to promote and protect the interests of
societ ies or organisationsaffiliated to it and
(b) to promote the development and extension of societies or organisations using recorded music as apart of their activities.

DUTY

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

I think it has to be admitted that the
Federation does carry out these aims in
exemplary fashion when asked (
my italics).
It would therefore perhaps be reasonable to
say that the Public Relations of the NFGS is
not all it might be; or it could be that member
Societies are not taking advantage of some
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After attending my first committee meetings
I find myself in disagreement with this last
statement, but it may contain a germ of
truth. I think it is time that Societies and
individual members helped the NFGS by
letting this body know what they really want
from it.
I shall be glad to hear from anyone by
letter to: 10 Meadow Close, Ruislip, Middlesex, or telephone Ruislip 33256. Suggestions,
critical or otherwise, which will be treated in
complete confidence.
It is the duty of any affiliated Society to use
the expertise of the NFGS to its advantage.
It is equally aduty, if the service is not as allembracing as it might be, to bring this to the
national committee's notice. Criticism rarely
kills, but apathy is a slow killer.
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Some outstanding recent discs discussed by
TREVOR ATTEWELL, JOHN CRABBE, GARETH JEFFERSON,
FRANK JONES, LEON THOMPSON and B. J. VVEBB

A NOTHER substantial mixed bag this guarel ter, featuring music by 27 composers
covering many tastes and styles: six symphonies
and as many concertos, five operas, five quartets, 13 miscellaneous orchestral pieces, four
organ recitals, two trios, extensive collections of
music for piano and for violin, some jazz, some
medieval music, some avant-garde music—
something for everyone. We have again adopted
an approximately alphabetical sequence, which
seems popular, and would remind readers that
discs covered in this feature are not simply the
earlier review pressings resurrected for another
listen by the original critics, but fresh copies as
issued to the public after release, judged by
fresh ears.
Beethoven is represented this quarter, modestly but impressively by the Archduke Trio (
Barenboim and Co., HMV ASD2572, reviewed
November). This recording has a relaxed sort
of balance, with the instruments moderately
set back in a modest acoustic, the group occupying about half the full sound-stage width.
With the piano central, violin is slightly to the
left and cello rather farther away to the right,
as would be likely in reality. However, the
stereo still contributes some useful separation
and provides a pleasant sonic ' frame'. A very
natural sound, in interesting contrast with the
usual rather more ` dry' but also natural Philips
type of chamber music recording.
As prophet and mentor of the ' new music',
Pierre Boulez is becoming almost as well-known
these days for his compositions as his conducting and dissertations. His creation known as
Domaines lies somewhere between chamber
and orchestral music, involving 21 instruments
which include woodwinds, brass, electric guitar,
harp and marimba. To explain in a comprehensible manner the way in which this composition is put together for performance would
probably take Boulez himself; suffice it to say
that the RCA recording (SB6849, reviewed
November) has superbly captured every subtle
instrumental timbre—obviously of paramount
importance in awork of this nature. The ambience is fairly reverberant and the instruments
are set moderately well back. The dynamic
range of the material is not demanding and the
recorded level is moderately high. This is a
recording of astonishing clarity with excellent
instrumental perspective. Noises, both tape
and surface hiss, are virtually absent. Those
who are undaunted by the nature of the music
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

will find this one of the finest recordings available of an ensemble of this size.
Brahms' second symphony featuring Sir
Adrian Boult and the LPO ( HMV ASD2746,
reviewed December) is a very well balanced recording in practically every respect. It seemed
—and still seems to us—more like a studio
production than a Kingsway Hall effort, with
a somewhat restricted ambience which fails to
round off a slight roughness of texture at tutti
climaxes. However, we learn that it is in fact
a Kingsway recording after all—which only
goes to show how dependent we are on thé
effects of microphone placing. For a multimiked recording ( which we presume it to be),
the sound picture is particularly stable—
especially the violins, which don't tend to
recede during pianissimo passages. The Alto
Rhapsody, featured as a fill- up, sets Janet
Baker nicely back without sacrificing her central soloist's role.
Bruckner's Symphony No. 3 ( VP0/13iihm,
Decca SXL6505, reviewed October) was inadvertently missed from our December QM,
and was almost left out again this time because
of a false impression gained when playing it
with one pickup. Both brass fortissimos and
some string pianissimos (!) seemed a little
fuzzy, but a new Shure V15/II ' improved' cartridge cleared this completely, revealing the
grand sound of the Viennese players in their
usual setting, with smooth, sweeping strings
and blazing—but sonorous—brass.
So be
warned: use a good cartridge. There is still
plenty of bite in the sound, but it is a clean,
natural ' spikiness' when properly reproduced.
Bruckner is well served here, particularly by
some nice brass/horn antiphonal effects.
Pieces by Dufay and others are featured on
Music from the Court of Burgundy (
Philips 6500
085, reviewed January), a fine disc of early
music employing the relevant instruments.
Bold and colourful opening dances on each side
are pleasantly contrasted with what amount to
two modest chamber recitals, ringing the
changes in a balanced manner between instruments, styles and voices. Stereo is used to place
the performers convincingly across the soundstage with agenerally ' forward' sort of balance.
The opening of Side 1 in particular is most
striking—and who could resist hearing a
soprano rauschpfeife?
Elgar's chamber music is beginning to receive some belated attention and a recent re-
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cording of String Quartet and Violin Sonata
(HQSI 252, reviewed November) provides another opportunity of examining the EMI approach to chamber music. In the quartet—
played by the Music Group of London—the
tone is very full-bodied and warm. The ambience, too, is full bodied. A common fault in
quartet recordings is that the cello is underbalanced or lacking in body. Even on this recording, where the cello's tone is well rounded,
it does seem marginally understated. The four
instruments are fairly closely grouped, occupying almost exactly half the stereo stage and,
given that the ambience is not a dry one, they
exhibit about the right degree of intimacy.
In the violin sonata David Parkhouse plays
afairly ' narrow' piano in the centre and Hugh
Bean plays just to the left of it. Piano tone is
full but not close. Again, the distance of the
instruments seems about right—though erring
to the Q.E. Hall rather than the Purcell Room.
The question of distance in chamber music
recordings is largely a matter of taste and,
noting this minor reservation, this recording
can be warmly recommended.
Does it say much for a recording if you can
identify the venue—or little for it if you can't ?
EMI do many of their orchestral recordings in
the Kingsway Hall, and those they don't are
frequently taped at their own Studios in Maida
Vale—better known as Abbey Road No. I.
Several EMI orchestrals have come along this
quarter, apart from the Brahms considered a
few paragraphs back, and ASD2750, with
works by Elgar and Vaughan Williams conducted by Sir Adrian Boult with the LSO (reviewed November), is probably the best of
them. We haven't checked—but this sounds
like Kingsway, with nice reverberation and
some very impressive orchestral noises. Strings
are very natural, as indeed is the brass—whilst
the organ at the end of the Enigma (can't be
Abbey Road when you think about it!) is also
well balanced. But a touch more ambience
wouldn't have hurt this recording, as it has to
be played really loud for the best results.
Played that way, though, it is very fine, though
tape hiss and pressing noises inevitably rear
their ugly heads—especially pressing noise on
our copy.
An extremely interesting comparison of the
recording studio and the concert hall is possible
on HMV ASD2784 (reviewed last month), for
Side 1has E. Heath exercising his right arm at
the Festival Hall with the LSO, whilst Side 2
finds A. Previn doing more or less the same
thing at Abbey Road. The live recording (lovely
term for the Weights and Measures boys, that)
on this disc is a more than presentable sound,
miked by the BBC for EMI, but faithfully reproducing one or two coughs and some very
loud timps, as well as the wooden quality that
'assisted resonance' never seems to have eliminated entirely from the RFH—if it got as far
as the microphones on this occasion. None of
this is the fault of the engineers, though, but
some surface crackles on our copy are someone's pigeon.
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Turning over from Edward Heath and Elgar's
Cockaigne Overture to André Previn and pieces
by Bernstein, Vaughan Williams and Enescu,
one finds abetter instrumental balance throughout ( i.e. no overpowering timps), without the
RFH woodiness, but a rather less convincing
acoustic to boot. This is Abbey Road, because
the sleeve says so, but it is good. Fairly close
still, and again sounding best at relatively high
levels. One suspects the reverberation might
be artificial, but only because one has been to
Abbey Road before and has a suspicious sort
of mind!
Previn playing Gershwin ( HMV ASD2754,
reviewed November) seems such an obvious
combination when you consider Mr. P.'s career
past and present, that it is a wonder EMI
haven't got round to this before. Rhapsody,
American and the Piano Concerto make an
extremely full disc for Gershwinites, and since
there are no organs in this one, hazarding a
guess of Kingsway as the venue is a rather
braver thing to do than it was with the same
orchestra playing Elgar and V-W under Boult.
Generally the balance here is superb, with great
clarity and a lot of zip to the brass and percussion—appropriate to the works of course. The
piano—indeed all the solo instruments—is well
balanced throughout, the only disconcerting
effects being a slight tendency for the brass to
`come at one' out of the speakers when it's
playing loudly—as it often is of course. Subtly
less nice than the Boult recording, this is nevertheless very fine as well, and will do justice to
the best equipment. But of course it may not
be Kingsway after all!
The extraordinary mixture of jazz, poetry
and humanely moving religion known as Mr.
Smith's Apocalypse (
Argo ZAGF1—music:
Michael Garrick, words: John Smith) has already received two reviews in HFN/1212. Wilfred
Mellers examined it socio-musicologically in
January and Peter Clayton from the jazz angle
last month, so we are probably making record
reviewing history with these notes, which
amount to athird report in three months. The
recórd deserves it, for it is also very intriguing
sonically with its skilful mixing of organ, jazzband, adult chorus, children's chorus, and solo
voices both speaking and singing. Kevin Daly,
who both produced and did the remixing, has
put together a fascinating jigsaw, employing
out-and-out pop techniques for an unusually
serious end-product. Extreme care has been
taken over clarity and balance, and while, for
instance, the close-range breathiness' of aflute
is combined with a deep halo of reverberation
(which would never happen in acoustic reality
but which unashamedly makes its effect here),
there is an astonishing clarity of enunciation
of all the voices, whether solo or in chorus,
speaking or singing. Also, close voices are
never boomy—indeed they all remain extremely
natural. One small snag on our copy: pre- and
post-echo is sometimes evident against the very
silent background. But this is a record that
must be heard to be believed—its special effect
cannot really be described.
Raymond Leppard and the ECO on Philips
6500 084 present another excellent selection of
Haydn Symphonies ( Nos. 34, 26 and 77, reviewed November). They are splendidly performed and recorded. There is, generally, an
airy transparency of sound through which indiHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

vidual instruments can be heard adding to the
homogeneous whole. The balance is virtually
perfect, for example the harpsichord never intrudes but always delights. Only the upper
strings tend to be alittle steely at times, particularly in No. 77, but these are easily subdued
by a touch of filter. Judged by the highest
standards No. 77 is the least well reproduced,
for in the last movement there are moments of
harshness. These may be due to the recording,
or they may be due to over driving the orchestra at such a speed. But this is undoubtedly a
splendid disc, worthy of its A grading, even if
it just misses the accolade of a star.
Three works by Welsh composers pose the
usual problems of concerto recording on a
disc called Three Welsh Concertos (
SXL6513,
reviewed January). There is a harp and a
clarinet concerto by Alun Hoddinott and
William Mathias's third piano concerto.
On this disc the playing of the LSO under
David Atherton is captured in a sumptuously
smooth and full bodied recording. The mean
level of the record is fairly high, which is
just as well because the surfaces are not as
quiet as they should be on our sample. Nevertheless, the dynamic range is wide and the
recording has an open, easy quality with transparently clear transients. In Hoddinott's harp
concerto the solo instrument is slightly overmiked. Harps, dulcimer, cymbalons, etc, always seem to get this treatment. Similarly, the
clarinet in the clarinet concerto has been highlighted somewhat—not ridiculously so, fortunately.
Side two is devoted to Mathias's piano concerto with Peter Katin as soloist. This brilliant
and vivacious work seems to achieve a more
natural balance between the orchestra and solo
instrument. Piano tone is somewhat dry and
even a little clattery, but this does seem to be
the natural timbre of the instrument rather
than too close miking. There is aslight lack of
orchestral definition during some of the loud
passages, but for the most part this is a clear,
intelligent recording of a piano concerto.
One member of the QM team (J. C.) reported
on some Haitink/Concertgebouw recording
sessions for Mahler's Symphony No. 8 in
November, and Philips pushed the whole project through so rapidly that the resulting two
discs (6700 049) were reviewed in December.
The general sonic impression with this ' Symphony of a Thousand' is similar to that received during recording sessions, sitting on
the rear balcony in the Concertgebouw hall.
Similar, that is, except for the vocal soloists,
who are definitely brought well forward and
angled out correspondingly—in comparison
with the ' real thing'. This, with a slightly
exaggerated children's chorus at times, is undoubtedly the recording's weakest point from
the technical viewpoint. However, apart from
this the impact of both orchestra and choruses
is lifelike for the Concertgebouw hall, with its
rather strident brass and slight lack of rich
fullness in the bass. Some of the more complex multi-choral passages are not free from
muddle (singers, perhaps, rather than recording), but the overall effect is splendidly spacious
and transparent. A passing impression of restricted dynamics (and there must surely be
some restriction on such massive music) is
shattered during the finale, where a quite mas-
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sive effect is built up. Some tape hiss is just
perceptible at appropriate volume settings, and
there are one or two audible edits—but generally a fine effort for this prodigious work.
Studio Two recordings get a mention here
on occasion—not because they are necessarily
particularly natural in sound quality, but in
recognition of gimmickry perpetrated with
good taste ( if that seems feasible!). Ballet
music from Le Cid by Massenet, coupled with
the pleasantly contrasted Scènes Pittoresques
and The Last Sleep of the Virgin, is performed
by the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra under Louis Fremaux on Columbia
TWO350, a record missed in our regular reviews due to some administrative oversight.
This features somewhat exaggerated L/R
separation in an artificially lush acoustic in
the Studio Two manner, with a very full and
deep bass drum, and cymbals which remain
bright and piercing despite the apparent distance and reverberant overall setting of the
orchestra. Upper strings are perhaps a little
lacking in the sort of fullness one might
normally expect in this sort of acoustic (though
this could be a limitation of the orchestra),
but this popular and colourful music hardly
needs great refinement, and as the performance
is very pleasing and some of the sound very
'impressive' without being too obviously false,
we are happy to commend this gay issue.
Provided your loudspeakers don't take too
many liberties with the stereo content of a
good recording, you'll find that the Italians
on Philips 6500 142 are placed just nicely between them. This disc (
Mozart String Quartets
1-4, reviewed December) is beautifully recorded in every sense and only surface noise,
particularly annoying on Side 2, shatters the
illusion of a real quartet tacked on to a hall
just a little more reverberant than most listening- rooms are likely to be if they are any good.
Philips have always been rather good at this
sort of recording, but in this case they have
excelled themselves. Apart from the 1 for
performance, our critic would by no means
have deserted his responsibilities had he given
this recording an A*. Black mark, though, for
the Krispies on the review sample. Philips
have been so good in this and other pressing
respects lately one hesitates to harangue, but
keep watching!
Colin Davis's version of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro (Philips 6707 014, reviewed
November, and £.00 only until April 30th)
has been well received musically and certainly
deserves a mention in this feature. From the
sonic point of view it is very much a voice
dominated production, with the orchestra
somewhat in the background and generally
rather subdued in its impact. But this is after
all an intimate, humorous, domestic opera and
the producer Erik Smith has chosen to use the
Wembley Town Hall acoustic to give life and
character to the singers above all. The spatial
disposition of voices is very well judged indeed,
in both depth and movement, with some lovely
'off-stage' effects. The sound is sometimes a
trifle on edge at climaxes, but this is generally
a fine exercise in the use of stereo for vocal
drama. Loudness of the harpsichord continuo
is nicely judged, and our pressings were exemplary in this case—not a click or swish on
eight sides.
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In his review of Zukofsky's recording of I
he
Paganini Caprices (
RCA VCS 10093-4, November), Burnett James remarked that the
sound was realistic ' in a large manner'. We
agree, though the largeness, it should be said,
is in the acoustic setting rather than the solo
violin itself. The instrument is apparently
miked fairly close-up to reveal every detail of
bowing and fingering, yet the studio ambience
is so prominent that there is a noticeable fall
in volume when switching to double-mono, the
sound collapsing most dramatically—to show
that stereo really can add something even for a
small solo instrument. The violin seems generally to be slightly left of centre, and we guess
that an impression at times of changing width
or movement could be due to differing reflection
patterns in the studio at various frequencies.
Anyway, a fascinating record.
Cathedral have issued four more organ discs
in their Masterworks series ( reviewed January).
Two of these (CRMS852/3) are wholly occupied by Flor Peeters' works, played by the
composer in Mechelen Cathedral. The recorded level is a shade lower than the general
run of organ discs, but this does contribute to
the very low distortion achieved, especially
around mixture stops, where so many organ
records run into trouble. On the other hand,
background noises—as distinct from ambience
—is barely audible, so that the chosen level
must be reckoned afair compromise. There is
aslight lack of transparency in the sound which
is not helped by the voicing of one or two stops,
but a modest treble lift counters this quite
happily. A very pleasant and natural perspective is presented, despite an exceedingly reverberant building.
The next (CRMS851) brings Nicolas Kynaston at Westminster Cathedral, giving an
excellent account of Reger, that Colossus of
dynamic range, and revealer of itchy faderfingers! No such problems here—the full
range is in the groove, or, at least, it certainly
sounds as if it is! Again, the recorded level is
on the low side, so that awhisper of background
hiss appears during replay at realistic levels.
Though noticeable compared with the remarkably quiet backgrounds of earlier Cathedral
discs, it is still not disturbing. The microphones
were spaced, and a comparison between this
record and the other three shows, at least to
these ears, a reduction in both accuracy and
stability of the stereo image, and a less convincing (though large) output from rear derived
channels. The difference isn't remarkable, and
may not be very important with organ sources,
but it's good fuel to toss into the Blumlein/
spaced-mike controversy ( if it still exists). In
this case, also, atouch of treble lift benefits the
general balance.
The last of the four (CRMS 854) features
Jiri Ropek playing organs at Sussex University
and at Queen's College Oxford. Both buildings
are decidedly dead, acoustically speaking, and
no artificial aids have been used, perhaps wisely,
since they sometimes lack conviction. With so
little help from the building, it is surprising to
find that the Sussex organ sounds impressively
larger than the relatively small two-manual job
it actually is. The overall result is a very clean
and precise recording, with good matching
between the two sources where the bands are
interposed. Here, too, there is a notable absence of distortion, although the recorded level
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

is well up to normal standards. Most folk will
enjoy the music, not often played in this country, and there is no need to be put off by unfamiliar names.
All four copies received for review did have
occasional patches of surface noise, albeit
minor. Given good samples, however, these
four discs are well worth having.
Ravi Shankar's Sitar Concerto, featuring the
composer as soloist with the LSO under Previn
(HMV ASD2752, reviewed November), places
the sitar very much in the central foreground,
with the orchestra arranged to provide apleasing backcloth in a modest studio acoustic.
This is a work where recording really comes
into its own, for the gentle but intriguing sitar
cannot begin to match an orchestra and has
to be amplified in the concert hall. The effect
here is lovely—intimate yet not cloying. Technical problems are eased by the deliberate
absence of complex harmony in the orchestral
score, giving an open, bold ' accompaniment'
moving between instruments. We feel that
this work has been underrated simply because
it fails to achieve the profound fusion of East
and West that had been expected. Without
that expectation—just a willingness to be delighted by something unusual—we predict
much pleasure.
Mad, bad Scriabin is getting agood airing at
the moment because if he were still with us he
would be 100 this year. Like a number of
other recent composers with Slavonic blood in
them, the path of originality he trod has not
been assiduously followed by disciples. Nevertheless, he was an important composer in his
way, representing the utter, utter end of the
romantic movement in music, the most extreme
example of his art being Prometheus— The
Poem of Fire. This, together with his piano
concerto ( a more straightforward romantic
composition) is coupled on Decca SXL6527
(reviewed January) with the LPO, Maazel and
Askenazy. Some treble cut is called for when
using speakers with an extended and even top
response, but having done that, the sound is
very good indeed. The orchestra is close but
a midly reverberant acoustic ameliorates that.
String tone is especially warm and the piano
is natural and unclattery. Prometheus demands
a large orchestra, an organ and a choir and
when they are all at it fortissimo, trumpets,
bells, choir et al., in one orgiastic final chord
the recorded level is pretty considerable. This
comes right at the end of a tightly packed side
and it is a tribute to all concerned that the
distortion at this point, though present, is as
low as it is. The piano concerto poses fewer
problems and is recorded admirably all the
way through, though the surface quality on
this side of our copy is not as quiet as it should
be.
There seems to be considerable disagreement between cognoscenti of piano music as to
how the ' perfectly' recorded piano should
sound. One swallowed up in too much ambience will disturb some, while the mild dissonances and clatter of a closely miked one
will disturb others. There is disagreement on
how wide the piano should be, and how close
—in the room or beyond it? All largely a
matter of taste, perhaps, but a record that
should convince anyone that the middle way
is usually the best is The Piano Music of Scriabin
(HMV SLS814, reviewed December).
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The instrument is not close and mechanical
noises are not apparent, but neither is it lost
in a distant acoustic. The sound is clear without being over-bright. The instrument sits
nicely between the two speakers, occupying
about a third of the stereo stage. Loud notes
excite amild resonance in the (recording) room,
but the acoustic is not boomy or echoey. The
discs have been cut at quite a high level and
consequently the slight tape hiss is inaudible
when played at normal listening level. The
pressings were all particularly silent and the
set is a commendable addition to EMI's series
of piano recordings.
Willi Boskovsky and the Vienna Philharmonic do their usual New Year thing for 1972
on aDecca disc entitled Welcome the New Year
(SXL6526, reviewed December). As in previous
recordings of this annual charity concert, the
programme is made up of various major and
minor compositions by members of the Strauss
family. As before, the recording is one of the
highest standard—very clear and undistorted
with excellent transients and a warm string
section. Lovers of light music probably won't
object, being more used to such techniques, to
the sound being closely miked. However, a
warm ambience is preserved but the sound is
rather bright and sounds better when a little
treble cut is used. A modest amount does not
seem adversely to affect the transients and in
fact it improves the ' presence' of the recording.
As before with this series, an excellent recording in almost every way and one to show off
your system for the benefit of the uninitiated.
As Philips continue to maintain such high
standards of performance and recording in
their chamber music series, it becomes increasingly difficult to comment without becoming
repetitive. The Tchaikovsky Piano Trio as
performed by The Beaux Arts on 6500 132
(reviewed January) is acase in point. Its captivating translucency of sound, set within a
bright acoustic, reveals at once the various
instrumental colourings with analytical precision. Yet, characteristic of this series, there is
no breakdown of the integrated sound picture.
The Trio exists complete in vivid realism.
Careful listening reveals moments of constricted sound in the violin's upper reaches,
and there is occasionally a quiet reminder of
Philip's old trouble—recorded LF background
noise ( pressing rumble?). But why carp ? This
is a splendid disc.
Next, three major operas from Decca in
three consecutive months— Macbeth, Boris
Godunov and Tannhiiuser. Verdi's excursion
into Shakespearian witchcraft features the LPO
under Gardelli ( SETB 510- I2reviewed October)
and was recorded in London's Kingsway Hall.
This has a splendid, spacious sound in the
swashbuckling Decca opera tradition. The
orchestra is displayed and used to the full,
right across the sound-stage, with much fiery
brass and tremendous crashing chords. There
is no hesitation, also, in using the full left/right
span in which to place soloists, and for opposed
choruses. There are also some very good ' distant' effects. The impression is almost gimmicky at times, and also a little edgy on brass
and occasional voices as heard on wide- range
loudspeakers; but a touch of HF filter deals
with this, and there are many long passages of
wonderful sound.
(continued overleaf)

Mussorgsky's masterpiece (or rather, the
opera as amended by Rimsky Korsakov), features the VP0 under Karajan ( SET 514-17, reviewed November), and was recorded in the
Sofiensaal-like so many outstanding Vienna
productions. This has similar tonal qualities
to the Macbeth just mentioned, with a slightly
edgy effect on Boris' voice in particular (Ghiaurov), though this type of bass voice really
does tend to have a ' tang' so it could be quite
natural. There is much wonderful sound here,
aided particularly by the more generous Sofiensaal acoustic compared with Kingsway. In
accordance with one of Decca's main traditions, voices are generally ' in the acoustic',
and there is a fine use of distance when called
for. Varlaam's song from Act I is a superb
example of a solo voice with massive and
dramatic orchestral accompaniment, perfectly
presented for domestic stereo reproduction.
We have already used this on many occasions
for demonstration purposes.
Lastly in this Decca trilogy, Wagner's Tannhiiuser (
SET 506-9, reviewed December) featuring the same orchestra and recording venue
as Boris, but conducted by Solti. In his notes
on the recording in the accompanying booklet,
producer Ray Minshull makes it clear that the
project was tackled as an exercise in stereophony for home consumption, not as an
attempt to recreate an opera-house effect.
Moving choruses, for instance, are brought in
from the distance, across the stage and out
again with pan-pots and added reverberation,
rather than by actual physical movement, as

the latter makes for erratic singing; when
Venus returns in Act 3, both the orchestra and
Venus herself are set in a ' magical' reverberant
middle-distance as a sort of vision in limbo;
the chorus of distant Sirens in Act 1 is very
reverberant, as are the young pilgrims in Act 2;
and so on.
There are some minor curiosities in the resulting sound, as when Tannhâuser moves
across the stage playing his lyre, the latter
actually imitated by a full concert harp (as in
the theatre) but moving about with him ( which
only a Hercules could manage!) Also, the
various moving choruses have a slightly edgy
quality when at the sound-stage extremities,
but not when spread (very effectively) across
the middle; while the lovely sound of the
shepherd boy's pipes (actually a shawm) in a
reverberant setting is slightly marred by the
boy's voice, which seems to be mixed in from
another acoustic. But these are purist quibbles
in the face of much splendour, a particular
highlight being the fine antiphony between
hunting calls on brass as the pilgrims move
in and out. General tonal balance is slightly
overbright, especially noticeable during the
rather overpowering Venusberg music during
the opening scene-with massive percussion
and brass. However, some modest treble cut
leaves a fine, biting but sonorous sound in the
VPO Sofiensaal tradition.
Finally, Wagner again, produced this time
according to aquite different sonic philosophy.
Opening as it does with such a beautifully
smooth and elegant performance of the famous
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overture, one is led to expect astriking production of Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (HMV
SLS957, reviewed November). This version,
conducted by Karajan, received considerable
critical acclaim when it was released, and even
at £ 11•40 is said to be selling very well.
The orchestra sounds quite close- it has
presence rather than being tucked into a pit,
but it is far from brilliant tonally and the
soloists can always be heard clearly over it
without themselves sounding close-miked. The
chorus is set just a little farther back, but the
ambience integrates all the singers, both chorus
and soloists, which creates a wonderful feeling
that we are hearing a real performance rather
than a recording, though with more spaciousness than in most opera houses. The recording
venue was Dresden's Lukaskirche which has
been converted into a permanent recording
studio because of its excellent acoustics ( cf.
Kingsway Hall, due to be pulled down in 1974).
The general effect is that of a really remarkable achievement and criticism technically is
limited to a few minor points. For example,
the brass section of the orchestra is a little
under-balanced and lacks impact-so too do
some of the high energy transients such as
cymbals. Turning up the treble resulted in a
hardness on concerted voices occasionally, but
about + 1on aQuad was found desirable most
of the time. Pressing quality on our set was
quite good except for cyclic ` scraunches' on
Side 3. Hiss is commendably low and the
overall effect is one of freshness, utterly lacking
any forced quality.
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p
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-
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distinguishes Pierre Boulez from
W'HAT
Colin Davis and Charles Mackerras—to
name his leading British contemporaries among
conductors—is simply that he is interested in
the music of his own generation. No doubt
this is because Boulez is himself a composer.
I well remember ( I wonder if Boulez does?)
that occasion 22 years ago, when Iclimbed unannounced to his small Paris apartment to
make his acquaintance, having heard his name
on the lips of an American musician in Salzburg. At this time Boulez was much concerned
with the extension of the serial principle in
composition and with the building of structures from tape-recorded sounds electronically
modified. This was well before Le Marteau
sans Maitre had brought him fame and Stravinsky's benediction.
Today, with both the BBC Symphony and
New York Philharmonic at his command, with
a welcome assured at both Convent Garden
and Beyreuth, Boulez could easily push his
early interests aside. Instead he has launched,
both in New York and with the BBC Symphony, a new promotion of music-plus-talk
designed to present contemporary music in a
special environment remote from the carpeted
opulence of conventional symphony concerts.
The Round House in Camden Town is a
converted engine shed which Arnold Wesker
once hoped to turn into a shrine of working
people's culture (' Centre 42'). There a mainly
youthful audience, some standing or seated on
the floor, heard Boulez conduct a programme
by Maderna, Justin Connolly, and Stockhausen,
introducing each item with musical illustrations
by members of the BBC Symphony, and afterwards answering questions written and handed
in by the audience. Ihappen to find most of
Stockhausen's music extremely ugly ( including
this piece, Mixtur) but Iwas much impressed
by the combination of performance and instruction. There is indeed a public waiting to
know what it's all about.
made something special
of its London concert ( at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall) by including awork not so far represented

THE BEAUX ARTS TRIO

HISTORICALLY
(SPEAKING)
John Freestone
I would like to cover recordings
by Teresa Arkel and Amadeo Bassi. Arkel
was born in Lemberg in 1861, and made her
début there in 1884. She was an immediate
success, and very soon was well on the way to
a distinguished international career. In the
next few years she sang at many famous opera
houses in Italy and Spain, including the Fenice
in Venice and the Real in Madrid, before
reaching La Scala, Milan, where she first
apeared in 1891 as Venus in Tannhauser to the
Elizabeth of Hariclea Darclee. The following
season she appeared as Norma, and as
Desdemona in Verdi's Otello.
She was
immensely popular in Spain and Italy, and
THIS MONTH
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ARTHUR JACOBS

The Music World, Live andRecordedJ
in its extensive recorded repertory—a trio by
Charles Ives, America's fortunately discovered
father-figure. The work dates from about 1910
and contains a movement headed TSIAJ,
apparently standing for ' The Scherzo Is A
Joke'. Not itself a very subtle joke, you may
say; but Ives's grotesque pot-pourri of popular
tunes (' Mary had a little lamb' among them)
bears hearing at least once.
The programme left no doubt of the superb
accomplishment of the performers themselves,
though Ishould have preferred Dvoiik's familiar Dutnicy trio to the more Brahmsian (and
therefore less good) trio in F minor, opus 65.
Interesting to see these artists: at the piano,
Menahem Pressler appears to be desperately
attempting to conduct his colleagues by facial
expressions, which Isidore Cohen ( violin) and
Bernard Greenhouse (cello) successfully ignore.
Why this New York trio should have a French
name, and what arts ( in the plural) they practise, are still secrets from me.

know of such songs (arranged by Alberto
Hemsi) apparently took them from Jewish
settlements in parts of Turkey. The melodies
set by Valls are different (and so is the dialect)
and the sleeve-note gives no clue to their provenance. I must say that the guitar-and-flute
accompaniments seem to be slightly too elegant
and savouring of the Parisian drawing-room.

SHARE BURNETT JAMES'S admiration ( November) for Victoria de los Angeles' persistence in
exploring the musical riches of her native
country, instead of being bound by the conventional guide- lines of the international repertory.
She was enterprising indeed to include on her
new record ( HMV ASD2649) ten Sephardic
songs ( from the Spanish Jewish community
expelled by the Inquisition at the time of
Columbus). All the same, I am tantalized.
Where did the arranger, Manuel Valls, find
the melodies? The only published edition I

is not asong or asummons:
it is a group of three young British instrumentalists who teamed with the Japanese percussionist Stomu Yamashla to give a recital of
what was curiously called Floating Music at
the Queen Elizabeth Hall. The audience was
overwhelmingly under-25, the sound largely
percussive—though with apiquant prominence
for the sho or Japanese mouth-organ. Sometimes the music recalled ajazz type of improvisation rather than the current vogue in rock.
But it was all music with a pop beat—making
adifference for Robin Thompson and Andrew
Powell, who have also played with Roger
Smalley's strictly non-pop, electronically controlled ensemble, Intermodulation. Yamash'ta
is an exceptional artist who has won commissions from Henze and other composers, but I
doubt whether such of his compositions as
were heard on this occasion will capture apopminded following, as he presumably hopes.
The piece Iliked best was by the third member
of the group, Scots-born percussionist Morris
Pert, who told me afterwards that it was the
only piece in the programme entirely and
strictly notated.

sang most of the heavier lyric soprano roles.
She made her first records for G&T in
1903, and followed with a further series in
1904-5; in 1905 she also recorded four titles
for Fonotipia. Rather exceptionally, I prefer
her G&Ts to her Fonotipias, but all her
discs show her to be an artist of the very top
rank with a brilliant and finely trained voice.
The timbre of the head notes is not unlike that
of Boninsegna, but Iwould say that she was
superior to the latter in that her voice had no
break between the medium and chest registers,
and she was also the possessor of an excellent
trill. One of my favourites is her 1905 G&T
number 053060, on which she sings the
'Aria del sonno' from L'Africaine
by
Meyerbeer. The voice is very cleanly reproduced with thrilling head tones, and the
phrasing is authoritative and most musicianly.
The record is in the medium rarity class, and
would probably now cost between £20 and
£25 if in first-class condition.
Bassi was one of the leading tenors of his day.
He was born in 1874 and made his début in
1899 in Castelfiorentino. He appeared at
Covent Garden in the Summer and Autumn
seasons of 1907, and at La Scala from 1909

onwards, and also appeared in Hammerstein's
seasons at the Manhattan Opera House,
New York. He was a personal friend of
Giordano, who dedicated his ' Canzone
Guerrica' to him, and accompanied him in
this and in ' Amor ti vieta' ( Fedora), when
he recorded these titles for Fonotipia in 1906.
The voice was a lyrico-dramatic tenor with
top notes of great brilliance, and I have
chosen his ' Amor ti vieta' ( Fonotipia 39727)
as a first-rate recording and an excellent
example of his style at its best. He made
cylinders and discs for Pathé Freres in 1904,
and added a further series of discs for the
same company in 1912, but his Fonotipias
probably do him greater justice. In ' Amor ti
vieta' he sings most intelligently, treating the
whole aria as one long phrase, building
smoothly and gradually to a superb top ' A'
at the climax. The ' Canzone Guerrica' on the
reverse is thrilling declamatory singing but it
is not very interesting musically, although it
is of course historically important since, like
the ' Amor ti vieta', it has the composer at
the piano. A fine copy would now fetch
between £ 15 and £20, and like the Arkel disc,
it is in the medium rarity class.
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*NO DEPOSIT CREDIT AT CASH DISCOUNT PRICES ,
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List Price:£70.00
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Metrosound ST2OE am g two Solent Mk 2
speakers, Garrard SP25 Mk 3, NM22 cartridge
bvith plinth, cover, fitted leads and instructions
List Price including fitting charges: £ 98.32

KJ PRICE £ 69.90
Carriage and Insurance £ 2.00
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Cassette Recorder
K..1 Price £119.95
List Price £ 145.00

" If preferred, we can supply the KEF Cadenza
or Wharfedale Dovedale 3 speakers to choice.

Philips N.4500
Tandberg 1841
Tandberg 3041
Tandberg 4041
Tandberg 6041
Telefunken 202
Telefunken 212
Telefunker 203 Studio
Telefunken M501
Telefunken M250
Telefunken Mains Unit
Uher 4000 Report- L
Uher 400014400 Stereo
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Alpha F2I2
Bush A746
Dulci 207M ( Mug)
Eagle SAI00
Ferrograph f3071M
Metro ST2OE
Philips RH590
Philips RI-1591
Teleton SAQ5015
TUNER- AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA6200
Akai AA6300
Alpha R500
Arena TI 500 4- Speakers
Leak Delta 75
Philips R1-1781

List Price
L127.70£68.00
£107.00
£174-00
£188.00
£68.25
£76.13
£103.43
£48-00
£142.80
£14.56
£149.22
£181.92

KJ Price
£99.95
£5815
£90.25
£145.00
£157-25
£49.95
£57.95
£79.95
£36.95
£109.95
£10.95
£119.90
£ 149.90

£36-75
£26.95
£36.75
£26-95
£30.00
£19.95
£2200 £ 12.95
£60-00 £45.95
£39.50 £ 27.95
£52.00
£36.95
£79-00
£55.95
L52.50
£38-95
£91.56
£78.95
£129.85 £ 98-50
£79.00
£63.95
£75.60
£56.95
£165.00
£139.95
£72.28
£56.95

KJ Price
List Price
£79.95
£95.00
Philips RH702
£82.95
£104.18
Pioneer SX440
£89.95
£108.43
Rogers Ravensbrook ( cased)
£84.00
£99.00
Tandberg TR200
£10915
£149.00
Wharfedale 100-1
STEREO TUNERS
£42.17
£34.95
Armstrong 524
£59.95
£82.52
Goodmans Stereomax
£5.50
£7.00
Leak Tuner Case only
£45.30
£35.95
Philips RH690 AM/FM
£21.95
£30.45
Sinclair 2000 ( mono)
£36.50
£29-95
Tripletone FM
TURNTABLES
Bush A749
£ 29.40
£21.95
Connoisseur BDI ( Chassis)
L15.98
£13.95
Connoisseur BDI/SAU2 (+ P & C) £ 39.24
£32.95
Connoisseur BDI/SAU2
£ 30-23
£2515
Deccadec
£ 19.50
£13.95
Garrard SL6OB
£ 18-13
£12.95
Garrard 401
£ 39.26
£29-95
Goldring ST705/P
L26.00 £ 19.95
Philips GAI46
£ 30-35
£23.95
Philips GA2I7
£ 33-00
£24.95
Thorens TDI25AB (+ Cover) £ 124.09
£99.95
Thorens TD150AB (+ Cover &
Shure M7SE Cartridge) £77.21 £61.20
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (Pairs)
KEF Cadenza
£ 85-00
£71.15
KEF Concerto
£ 117.00
£97.15
IMF Studio
IN STOCK
Philips RH49I
£ 46.26
£34-95
Rogers BBC Monitor
IN STOCK
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE 75p per item- except
Ferrograph Tape Recorders-£ 3

SAVE up to 407. on

BASF

World famous AGFA and BASF tapes, supplied in factory sealed rigid
polythene round pack containers. Brand New, Fully Guaranteed.

3 speeds ( 1.7/8,3%,7% ips)

ROUND
PACK
5

• 2 VU meters • slider potentiometers
• built-in 24 hour programme clock
• tape tension comparators *
mixing • 10V, in reel capacity
automatic reverse • rumble
and scratch filters.
List Price: £ 280.00

KJ PR10E:£229.00
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KJ PRICE
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Box

900' LP

£1.53

£0.87

£0.69

8p
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£1.10

£0-89

8p
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£2.63

£1.48

£1.39

9p
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£1-19
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£1.48

8p
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£3-28

£2.19 £ 1-98

9p

2400' DP

P & P 15p per order. OVER £ 5 POST FREE
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Compact
Cassettes
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Price

KJ
Price

C.60

£0.71

£0.44

C.90

£ 0.99

£0.59

C.I 20

[ 1.49 £0.89

Postage & Packing 3p
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cassette ( Maximum 15p).
Over £ 5 POST FREE
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All items available by mail or call at our Showroom
near Watford Junction station.
Late Night openTHURSDAYS until 8.00.p.m. for relaxed shopping.

)33 BRIDLE PATH, WATFORD, HERTS. Tel. WAT. 22338

101 ST ALBANS ROAD, VVATFORD, HERTS.
Hours: Mon- Sat. 9.30am-5.30pm Thursday 9.30am-8pm.

Showrooms:
Showroom

List Price including fitting charges £ 238.66
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• 6 heads - 2 record, 2 playback, 2 erase
• Solenoid operation • A- B monitoring
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METROSOUND ST60, THORENS
TD.150AB, SHURE M75E, TX11 Cover
and 2 x GOODMANS MAGNUM K2 Speakers**
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• 3 motors •
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(Post Free)
Philips EL.3302
£ 20.95 £ 16.95
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£ 29.95
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£68.00 £ 56.95
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Akai 4000
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£99-95
Akai 4000D
£ 89.95
£69.95
Akai X1800SD
£ 153.00
£119.90
Akai 2000SD
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Akai X150D
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£89.95
Ferguson 3226
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£29-95
Ferguson 228
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£31.95
Ferguson 252
£ 100.69
£79.95
Ferrograph 713
£ 199.65
£166.90
Ferrograph 702/704
£ 220-22 £ 186.90
Ferrograph 722/724
£ 256-52 £ 21610
Grundig TKI24
£ 44.90
£29.95
Grundig TKI41
£63.90
£49-95
National RS768
£ 109.00
£86.95
Philips N.4307
£ 50.00
£37.95
Philips N.4308
£ 58.41
£43.50
Philips N.4404
£91.71 £ 69.95
Philips N.4407
£ 111.50
£89.95
Philips N.4408
£ 134.18
£104.50
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THE GREAT
INTERPRETERS

JANET BAKER
I S there something in the English climate or
the English temperament, or both, which
causes the contralto/mezzo-soprano voice to
root and flourish? Maybe: it could make
sense. Anyway, the typical English voice
usually pitches lower than, say, the Italian or
French, where the soprano proper tends to
prosper. Even the German, which is less
noticeably characterised thus. Which is not
of course to say that there are no good English
sopranos or Italian and French mezzos and
contraltos. Yet the national characteristic, if
it is that, does seem to predominate, and even
more to ' fit'.
Janet Baker is among the most distinguished
—some might say and sustain the position,
the most distinguished, all round—of the
present run of English mezzos and contraltos,
the worthy successors to the late Kathleen
Ferrier. Far away in the fogs, not to say the
foghorns, of history, is the formidable figure
of Dame Clara Butt, a genuinely fine singer
as well as an Edwardian popular one. But the
soundings there were several fathoms deeper,
and in a sense stranger. The tendency appears
for the lower feminine voice to have risen abit,
with old beefy, chesty type of contralto less in
evidence. Certainly there is nothing beefy
about Janet Baker's voice and art. The
voice is in fact nearer, by nature, the high
rather than the low end of its particular
spectrum. It is thus extremely flexible as well
as impressively sonorous when required so to
be. It is also at the service of an unusually
astute and sensitive musical intelligence: Miss
Baker is anything but plain, still less ' mere',
voice. There are some singers, less today than
of old, who have beautiful voices and nothing
else (except perhaps pneumatic anatomies);
who make gorgeous sounds but put little
meaning or relevance into them. The ' canary
fancier' of old loved this sort of thing; but it
will not do today, and there are only one or
two in the higher international ranks who can
get away with it (and they don't make it with
all of us). Janet Baker is, one need hardly say,
not of that description.
Although her professional career, at least
her recording career, stretches back less than
a decade, she has already honoured the
catalogues with so many records of the highest
quality that it is difficult to pick one's way
through. Her range is wide, and although she
does not venture much into the realms of
avant-garde and the experimental—in this she
is a traditional singer in the best and most
meaningful sense—she is obviously capable of
undertaking any vocal task she chooses.
What she does sing is range enough for
anyone.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Sensitivity to words is a prerequisite of any
top modern singer; and Janet Baker has it in
abundance: it is in fact one of the most
valuable attributes of her art. All the same,
she is not one ever to hide some vocal deficiency
behind any text whatsoever: she achieves at her
best a near perfect combination of the two—
vocal splendour and interpretative insight into
text and music alike. She can ' float' her tone
without drowning the words—and that is not
always as easy as it seems: good words often
bring tight sounds, flowing sounds loose words.
Add to this the way Janet Baker's voice has a
highly personal, unique and irreplaceable as
well as unmistakable timbre and quality, and
the result is asinger not outshone or o'ertopped
by any from an illustrious and maybe at times
sentimentalised past.
The personal force
added to the technical equipment makes true
art.
Janet Baker has recorded much since
around 1963 or so; and the overall standard
is so consistently high that to choose is to
some extent invidious: it must in the end
depend mostly upon one's attraction to the
work or programme involved. Our ' recommended' list is designed to show her scope as
much as to pinpoint particular issues for their
quality, though of course it comes to that too.
Also, Janet Baker is magnificent in choral
music, as soloist in the great works of Bach,
Handel, Beethoven, Brahms, Elgar, Vaughan
Williams, not to mention Berlioz, in whom
she excels in all departments; and Mahler
ditto. She began with a couple of good discs
for Saga— Lieder by Brahms, Schumann,
Schubert ( STXID5277) [
8:1/2] and English
Songs, by V.W., Ireland, Gurney, etc ( STXID
5213) [
B:1], both with Martin Isepp at the
piano. Her subsequent work has appeared on
EMI, except for those occasions when she
has gone ' on lease' to other companies for
special purposes.

RECOMMENDED RECORDS:
1. BACH: Cantatas 82 d. 169 (
Bath Pest. IMenuhin)
—HMV AS92302 [ A/B: 1]
2. BERLIOZ: Nuits d'été / RAVEL: Sheherazade
(NPO Barbiroili)—HMV ASD2444 [ A'B: 1]
3. BRITTEN: Owen Wingrave—Decca SET501/2
[A:1]
4. ELGAR: Sea Pictures / MAHLER: Five Ruckert
Songs (LSO INPO / Barb/roll/)—HMV ASD2721
[A:1.]
5. HANDEL: Italian Cantatas (
ECO ' Leppard)—
HMV ASD2468 IA: 1*]
6. LIEDER: Wolf Schubert / Strauss (
G. Moore)—
HMV ASD2431 [ A: 1]
7. FRENCH SONGS: Debussy / Duparc / Fauré
(G. Moore)— HMV ASD2590 [ A: 12]
8. SEVENTEENTH CENTURY MUSIC: A.
Scarlatti / D. Scarlatti
Monteverdi (
ECO /
Leppard)—HMV ASD2615 [ A: 1]
9. ENGLISH SONGS: Dowland / Purcell / Boyce
/Warlock fBritten [etc (
Inst. Ens) HMV HQS
1091 [ A/B: 1'2]
10. DUETS: Lilius / Schein / Lawes / Handel (
D.
Fischer-DiesAau
G Malcom IK. Heath)—HMV
ASD2170 [
A/B: 1)

THE BASIC
REPERTOIRE

SCHUBERT'S
UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
is another work that
HERE
`basic'—so much so that

is absolutely
it can easily
be overlooked. One time it would have been
among the half dozen or so unquestioned
popular classics; but today, because of the
huge increase in the knowledge, and therefore
appreciation, of music, largely brought about
by records, no work has the same standing
in this respect as it would have had some
years ago. This does not mean that such
works are less popular, less enjoyed, than they
were; only that many others now come into
the ' popular' category, and the standard
repertory has not only ' evened out', so to
say, in this respect, but has been greatly
expanded.
In fact, the Unfinished is a much more
problematical work than its popular reputation
would argue. It is not our task here to go into
the complicated and contentious question
why Schubert left it ' unfinished'. Much paper
has been covered with print on this subject,
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and no final conclusion reached. That Schubert
simply ran out of time or patience is one view,
and a more or less possible one. Schubert was
in certain moods that kind of composer,
though the great trouble he took over the
Great C major symphony, evident from the
autograph score, makes it clear that he could,
(continued overleaf)

when he wanted to, go to infinite pains. But
the Unfinished remains a problem of a kind.
Clues lie in some of the Rosamunde music
which looks very like material for symphonic
movements applicable to the Unfinished. And
of course there are the two pages of full score
since discovered for the scherzo, left by
Schubert.
Attempts have been made to
'finish' the Unfinished, with competitions held
at one time for that purpose. For our purposes, the ' completion' made by Professor
Gerald Abraham is of interest, since it has
recently been put on record by HMV with
Charles Groves conducting the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. This in fact is
more than just interesting, for it contains avery
acceptable performance of the two famous
movements, and so may be used for the familiar
as well as the unfamiliar. Our Music Editor
(a Schubert enthusiast) did not think highly
of the combined result. It may take aslightly
more hopeful rating than the [B: 3] he gave it,
reluctant though one is to challenge his verdict.
But for what it is worth, I'll rate HMV
ASD2743 at [B: 2].
The difficulty in one sense is that if you
leave the B-minor symphony ' unfinished', the
temptation is to play the second (slow) movement as a valediction to life and art, and
whatever else you fancy; but if you think there
should be acontinuation, even if Schubert did
not elect to provide it, that view introduces a
kind of emotional distortion. Anyway, since
it was written around 1822 it can hardly have
been Schubert's farewell, since he still had six
of his brief years on this earth yet to live.
The popular view is thus alikely fallacy.
But enough of this, and on to the quite
numerous versions of the Unfinished as it is

gives an ardent performance with the Philharmonia, coupled reasonably with Rosamunde,
recently reissued on Classics for Pleasure at a
very advantageous price, really bargain:
CFP123 [
B/C: 1/2]. Münchinger, now on
Ace of Diamonds, is less satisfactory, tending
to Germanic weight of introspection, though
the Second on the reverse is enjoyable and
seems to point to the Great C major: SDDI30
[B: 3].
Sir Malcolm Sargent's ' Concert
Classics' (also with Rosamunde) has many
felicities, but is in the end less glowing than
Kletzki: SXLP20029 [
B: 2]. George Hurst
(Rosamunde yet again) is interesting and
sensitive, but has not good enough sound:
Saga STXID5029 [C: 2]. John Pritchard's
Marble Arch is hardly competitive, being
mono only and not all that good mono
(mMAL552); but mono only and oldish
recording cannot detract from the special
qualities of Fürtwüngler, though the pearl of
the disc is Mozart's 40th on the reverse:
HMV
YXLP30104 [C: 1].
Sawallisch,
whether in the complete set or independently
coupled with the Fifth, lacks distinction of
phrase and impulse ( Philips 6580 010); but
Stokowski is Stokowski ( is Stokowski) and
that certainly does not mean a lack of shape
and impulse, though maybe it is not always
Schubert's own-nor does the Phase-4 sound
lack anything except romantic atmosphere.
If you like it you like it, both ways:
[A/D?/1/3?). Some others run but in the end
only make up the field. Above, the pattern
emerges as clear as it is likely to.
1. Eir5hm-DGG 139 162 (Fifth) [
A:1]
2. Menuhin- HMV ASD2495 (Ovts) [
A/B:1]
3. Kletzki-Classics for Pleasure CFP123 [ B/C:

known currently in the catalogues. As with
some other popular classics-Mozart's Eine
kleine Nachtmusik, for instance-a plentitude
of recordings does not yield a plentitude of
top runners. Excellent upon all countsperformance, recording, coupling-is that by
Karl Böhm and the Berlin Philharmonic on
DGG. Bbhm's older recording, with the
Vienna Philharmonic, is now on Decca
'Eclipse', also coupled with the Fifth, and
represents good value. But the superior sound
of the DGG, plus the beauty of tone of the
Berlin Phil., makes the extra money worth
paying: 139 162 [A: 11 The Eclipse rates
around [B/C: 1]. The Unfinished is one of the
most successful in Yehudi Menuhin's Schubert
cycle-a dedicated, sensitive, mellifluous reading well recorded: HMV ASD2495 [A/B: 1].
Otto Klemperer gives an Olympian performance, a trace aloof perhaps, but marvellously fashioned, and the Fifth again makes
a rewarding partner Col SAX25I4 [B: 1/2].
Kertesz with the Vienna Philharmonic is often
recommended, and has its merits; yet somehow
it does not quite convince as Bitehm's does, and
the recording, though beautifully clear and
clean, has not quite the romantic glow of the
DGG: Decca SXL6090 [
A: 1/2]. Leonard
Bernstein gives a typically ripe performance,
very committed, but not without certain
exaggerations which can distract: CBS 61051
[B: 2], but the price helps, and a lively
Mendelssohn Italian couples. Von Karajan
gives a characteristic reading also, achieving
great tonal refinement, again with the Berlin
Phil., coupled with Beethoven overtures:
DGG 139 001 [A: 1/2].
Coming into the lower price reaches (only
Bernstein of the above is not full price). Kletzki

1(2]
4. Fürtwângter-HMV

BASF+ PHILIPS

si XLP30104 (
Mozart) [C: 1]

* Scotch

RECORDING TAPE

D

THE LOWEST PRICES OF ALL!
BASF

FANTASTIC OFFER
COMPARE OUR PRICES! If you see any of these tapes advertised
at keener prices than ours, we will supply you at prices Sp per reel
less than our competitor*. Just quote the advertiser, deduct Sp
per reel from his price and send us your order!
(N.8.-Al B.A.S.F., Scotch and Philips tapes ore supplied in factory sealed bbrary boxes, not on
'round-pack'. Please do not confuse products.)
ORDER FORM
•
Qty
Competitor's Price
Leda Price
Item
Req'd

Total less Sp
per reel

•Name of competitor

Total

Offer does not apply overseas. Please supply the tapes Ihave ordered. Ienclo eP.O./Cheque
for •
p ( inc. 20p p & p)
Name

Standard
300'
5"
600 £0.79
900' £ 1-02
r 1200'
El - 27

4-

sr

SCOTCH

TAPE
70

SCOTCH
ORANGE

PHILIPS
'Low
Noise'

£0.85
£1.11
[1.44

£0.52
£0.87
El - 12
El - 32

£0.75 £0-57
£0.95 [012
£ 1-20 £0.87

Long Play
210'
5"
900'
51" 1200'
7" 1800'

£0.36 ( HO
El - 22
£ 1.28 £ 1.37
El -85 £2.00

£0.33 £0.21
£0.97 £0.72
£ 1.18 £0.87
£ 1.72
El - 25

£1.11
[1.38
[1.97

£0.35
£0.97
£1.22
£1.90

Double Play
3"
300'
5" 1200'
51" 1800'
T' 2400'

£0.45 LOSS £0.32
£ 1.28 £ 1-37 £ 1-45 £ 1.12
El -83 £2-02
El - 88
El - 47
£2.28 £2-45 £2.70 £ 1.87

£0-63
El - 50
£2-00
£2.90

£0.49
£1.29
[1-83
£2.92

3-

Triple Play
3'
450'
E0 71
£085 £065
5" 1800'
El 83 £200
El 75
51-' 2400' £225 £245
£242
7" 3600 £283 £308
£3 12

SCOTCH
8-Track Cartridges
40 mins. El - 00
80 mins. fl 20

Address

Callers Welcome
9.30am-12.30pm.
'e..> eda
tapes
Cl

BASF
L/H

•Please note:
This offer is made in good faith at the time of going to press but
we reserve the right to withdraw it wholly, or in port, at any time
without notice.

Dept. H3, 17 Leigh Park Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex
London Office: 01-226 7004 (
24 hours)
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C.60
C.90
C.I20

BASF L H

PHILIPS

LEDA

HANIMEX

BASF
Chrome. Dioxide

a 45
E0 62
CO 94

E0 50
£0 70
EI-00

E0 35
£0.48
£0-60

CO 32
LO 50
LO- 60

£0 90
El 17
El 50
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are given an example, and an excellent one, by
Heddle Nash, but nothing by Martinelli,
Lauri-Volpi, Di Stefano or Cortis, although the
last three would have been eligible as HMV
artistes. However there is a wealth of great
singing, and there are some truly exciting
performances.
Roswaenge's ' Freunde
vernehmet die Geschichte' from Le Postilion
de Longjumeau (
Adam) with its superb high
'D' (
fractionally sharp as recorded here), and
the Wittrisch-Teschemacher duet from Les
Huguenots (
Meyerbeer) are two very welcome
bands. The great disappointment for me is
Tauber's ' Ach! so fromm' from Martha
(Flotow) which is afull tone down, and yet the
voice sounds right and Iimagine he sang it
thus transposed, but it is in any case a very
lack- lustre version. However there is so much
supremely good singing, including agem from
John McCormack, that Ican recommend the
record very highly. [
H: 1/4]

HMV Treasury
.TOTIN FREESTONE

GREAT TENORS OF THE WORLD
ADAM: '
Le Postillon de Longjumeau'—Freunde,
.ernehmet die Geschichte ( a) / BERLIOZ: ' Les
Troyens'— Inutiles regrets ( b)
DONIZETTI:
'L'Elisir d'Amore'—Una furtiva lagrima (c) /
FLOTOW: ' Martha'—Acht so fromm (d) / GIORDANO: '
Andrea Chenier'—Si, fui soldato (e) /
HANDEL: ' Atlanta .— Come my beloved ( f) /
LEONCAVALLO: ' I Pagliaccr—Vesti la giunna
(g) MOZART: ' Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail'
—Hier soli ich dich denn sehen ( a) / MEYERBEER:
'Les Huguenots'-0 Gott! Wo eilt ihr hin ( h)
'L'Africaine'- 0 Paradiso ( i) / PUCCINI: ' Manon'
—Dream song (j)
'
Turandot'—Nessun dorma ( i)
/ VERDI: ' Rigoletto'—La donna è mobile (e)
WAGNER: Tannhäuser'—lbrunst im Herzen ( k)
(a) Helge Roswaenge I(
b) Georges Thal
(
c) Tito
Schipa I(
d) Richard Tauber I (e) Beniamino Gigli I(
0
John McCormack I(
g) Enrico Caruso I(h) Marcel
Wittrisch I
Jussi Beirling ' (
j) Heddle Nash I(
k)
Lauritz Melchior
H MV
H LM7004 (£1.15). Reissues from 78$

KATHLEEN FERRIER SINGS
GREEN : 0 Praise the Lord
Iwill lay me down
in peace / HANDEL: Spring is coming
Come
to me, soothing sleep / MAHLER: Kindertotenlieder MENDELSSOHN: * Iwould that my love
Greeting / PURCELL: • Sound the trumpet
Let us wander
Shepherd, leave decoying
Kathleen Ferrier (con) I " Isobel Baffle (sop) IGerald
Moore ( pno)
HMV mHL M7002 (£1•15)

nonesuch

PETER
GAMMOND
At a well- attended, friendly reception at the
Britannia Hotel on January 28th, Transatlantic Records celebrated, with a wealth of
good food and drink, their taking over of the
distribution and promotion of the Nonesuch
label in this country. The press and others
had apleasant chance to meet the managingdirector of Nonesuch and others responsible
for production in America, while many
cajoling sounds were heard from the speakers
in the background.
The Nonesuch label, created by the independent Elektra company, has always been
highly regarded in this country since their
early establishment of top quality, bargainprice records. The high standard of their
sleeve- production has always been acknowledged and copied, their recording and
musical standards have always been of the
best—for example the splendid series of
Haydn recordings under Leslie Jones and the
rich catalogue of baroque music.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

This Ljuba Welitsch record is nothing less
than aseries of triumphs. Ihad forgotten just
how superb she was when she recorded in
the 1940's, before she developed the throat
trouble which brought her international career
to a premature halt. The voice is a lovely
instrument, beautifully controlled and capable
of sustained dramatic power without losing
any of its luscious warmth. Her recording of
the closing scene from Salome (
Richard
Strauss) is quite incomparable, and her arias
from Der Freischütz, Tosca, Aida,Eugene Onegin
and La Bohème are so fine that Icannot pay
her agreater compliment than to write that she
reminds me time and time again of the great
Emmy Destinn in the perfection of her legato
and the rock- like steadiness of her mezza
voice. This is truly great singing and I
recommend this disc which has been
excellently dubbed from the original 78s,
without any reserve of any kind. [
H:
See also reviews on pages 504 and 507

Little but praise can be given to the delightful
artists, Kathleen Ferrier and Isobel Baillie who
are featured on the ' Kathleen Ferrier' recital.
The latter's performances of Mahler in
association with Bruno Walter are now part of
musical history, and the recording of the
Kindertotenlieder is amazingly good for its
age, and Ferrier gives a deeply felt performance of incomparable artistry. The solo songs
and duets with Isobel Baillie are wonderfully
fresh, and the diction is as perfect as one is
ever likely to hear. Again this is an absolute
winner and recommended without reserve.
[H: 1]

What an excellent idea this HMV ' Treasury'
series is, and in the three vocal records which
have been sent to me for review, Iam delighted
to note the care with which the transfers from
the original 78s have been made. The sound
in all cases is as clean as one could possibly
expect, considering the age of the originals,
and they have not been subjected to any
obvious echo chamber technique!
'Great tenors of the world, contains arather
arbitrary choice of artistes and titles, limited
by the fact that only those who recorded for
the EMI group could be considered, and so we

Nonesuch
Records

LJUBA WELITSCH SINGS
PUCCINI: '
La Bohème'—Quando m'en vo?
'Tosca'—Vissi d'arte / R. STRAUSS: ' Salome'—
Closing scene / TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Eugene
Onegin'—Tatiana's letter scene / VERDI: ' Aida'—
Ritorna vincitorl / WEBER: ' Der Freischütz'—Wie
nahte mir der Schlummer
Leise, leise
H V NI H LM7006 (£1.15). Reissues from 78s

Some of the old favourites will be made
available again but we are promised a preponderance of new releases. Having had
some initial trouble with test- pressings and,
no doubt, with regard to this magazine's
searching interest in recorded quality, we
were not sent advance copies; but acomplete
set of finished copies was obtained at too late
adate for most of them to be reviewed in this
issue. The bulk of the first release will be
fully reviewed next month; this is by way of a
block preview of what is unquestionably an
enterprisingly varied and interesting first
release of eleven LPs all of which seem
excellent in their different ways and exhibiting
an all-round extremely high standard of
recorded quality— not to mention the usual
delightful sleeves, etc.
The fare, as we have said, is varied. In
roughly chronological order we start with
Chansons by the 15th century composer
Antoine Busnois ( d.1477) by the Nonesuch
Consort directed by Joshua Rifkin ( H-71247).
Fascinating sounds excellently recorded.
Even more impressively recorded, some
exquisite choral music by Josquin Desprez
(1450-1521), Missa Ave Maris Stella and 4
motets, movingly performed by the University
of Illinois Chamber Choir under George
Hunter ( H-71216). Likely also to get high praise
from all angles is an interesting LP called
'Student Music in 17th century Leipzig'
(H-71204) with four soloists and members of
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the Little Orchestra of London conducted by
Joshua Rifkin. If the title sounds dull, the
music is anything but and the recording is
again very good. Leslie Jones continues his
great series of Haydn recordings with
Symphonies 61 and 77 ( H-71168). Two discs
not received at time of going to press, so we
cannot comment, are ' George Crumb:
Ancient Voices of Children' ( H-71255) and
'New Music for Organ' ( H-71260). Moving to
modern times, Elliott Carter's 1st and 2nd
String Quartets ( H-71249) are reviewed by
Kenneth Dommett on page 501 and have been
given maximum rating; they sound superb.
Needless to say that from the recording point
of view two discs of electronic music ' Computer Music' ( H-71245)
and
Charles
Wuorinen's ' Time's Encomium' ( H-71225) are
beyond reproach and ajoy for all hi-fi addicts.
We will wait to see if the strange noises
therein arouse equal admiration.
Finally two superb ( sorry for so many
superlatives) recordings of that much neglected genre known as Ragtime. I have
reviewed these two records ( H-71248 and
H-71257) on page 516 and here confess to an
excess of personal pleasure. These two
records have already had considerable sales
in America and have aroused excited cries of
delight from those who have heard them
(with sympathetic ear to the style of course)
in this country, where they should have equal
success.
16
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Record Ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should preferably
be noted in conjunction with the full
reports— and taken as a guide only.
RECORDING
PERFORMANCE
A
Very Good
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
H
Historical
(or I, 2,
(pre- LP)
3, 4 as
appropriate)
Occasionally a record may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases a
star is added to the letter or figure as
appropriate: e.g. B: I*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*.
Ifi-Fi News & Record Review

FAVOURITE OVERTURES
ADAM: ' Si j'étais Roi' —overture •
HEROLD:
'Zampa' —overture** , NICOLAI: ' The Merry
Wives of Windsor'—overture ** / REZNICEK:
'Donna Diana'—overture** , SUPPE: ' Light
Cavalry'— overture * ' Morning, Noon and Night
in Vienna.— overture * ' Pique Dame'— overture*
New Symphony Orchestra of London IRaymond
Agoult I ** Paris Conservatoire Orchestra I Albert
Wolff
Decca SPA184 (
99p). Reissues: formerly • SRC
7030; SRC7019 ( Jun ' 59); ** SXL2C08 ( Oct ' 58)
Both of these conductors and these particular
performances have been highly praised in the
past in ' Music on Record' and elsewhere and,
taken as whole, the readings could hardly be
bettered. Brightand sparkling, lightly romantic
in turns, each conductor getting an absolute
clarity of orchestral texture and the maximum
of expression in a genre of light music sometimes given offhand treatment. So if you are
on the lookout for just such a collection you
need have no fear of embarking on this cheap
re- issue. You should be pretty satisfied with
the sound as well. The Agoult performances,
originally on RCA are slightly fuller and more
resonant, the Wolff have a slightly shriller
clarity, but both are good for their age. The
bass is not as clearly defined as we might
expect on a more modern recording but it is
by no means lost. For the Si j'étais Roi, which
I have always treasured and still have the
original EP, Iwould almost award an A but I
think that an overall rating of B: 1 would not
be unfair.
Peter Gammond
THE ORGAN OF ALL SAINTS CHURCH,
CLIFTON
ALAIN: ' Postlude for Compline' , J. S. BACH:
Toccata and fugue in d CORRETTE: ' Organ
Masse', COUPERIN : Chaconne in G, FRANCK:
Prelude, fugue and variation in b WIDOR:
Toccata (
from Sy. 5)
Edward Fry ( or g)
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1645 (
99P)
I don't know who is responsible for coordinating the programmes of the recitals
recorded in the RCA series, English Organ

Collection. Perhaps there is nobody in this
role: how otherwise can one explain the
production of five records, two of which each
contain both the Bach D minor Toccata and
fugue and the Toccata from Widor's Fifth
Symphony? That is not the only question that
Iasked myself when Ilistened to this record.
My main concern was why it had ever been put
on the market at all. The César Franck
played slowly and quietly is perhaps acceptable, the Corrette Mass nearly so, but the rest
Iam afraid is not acceptable at all, Idon't
want to go into too much detail about a
record which is obviously unfortunate but
really in some of the works you did not even
need a score to spot the mistakes, notes and
tempi, and the sound was so dry that the
effect of the sudden cut-off of sound with no
detectable resonance made this new three
manual and pedal instrument sound no better
than a fair ground organ. The sleeve, by the
way is excellent, in line with the other records
of the series with helpful musical notes and a
very full technical specification of the instrument. [ C: 3]
Isla Tait

THE WORLD OF THE SPANISH GUITAR
ALBENIZ: Torre bermeja
Suite española1. Granada; 2. Asturias
Rumores de la caleta /
FALLA: The three- cornered hat— Miller's dance /
SOR: Variations on a theme from ' The Magic
Flute' ITARREGA : Recuerdos de la Alhambra
Capricho arabe / TORROBA: Mardonos /
TURINA: Hommage a Tarrega—Garrotin y
soleares
Rafaga VILLA- LOBOS: Prelude 1
Choros 1
Narciso Yepes ( gtr)
Decca SPA179 (
99p). Reissues: formerly ' London
Globe' sGLB1021 ( May ' 65), sGLB1023 ( Jun '65),
GLB1024 ( Jun '65)
This recital is drawn from the three London
'Globe' albums issued here in 1965, in mono
only. The origin is the Zafiro catalogue, and
the stereo does not appear to be ' processed'.
The cover picture shows Yepes with a conventional six- string Spanish guitar, as against
the ten- string monster he now favours. It is
pretty certain that the former is the weapon
he used on these occasions: its sound is
clearer, less inclined to smooth out the natural
tonal differentials in the guitar's standard
construction. Yepes has always been agood
player, sometimes avery good one. On these
sides he gives a fair view of ' the world of
the Spanish guitar'. Mostly modernish, only
Sor coming much from the past. The music
is not particularly distinguished, most of it
anyway; and the Falla, which transcribes only
so-so for the guitar, sounds abit lumpen from
Yepes, unlike John Williams who at least
gives it force and bite, whether you like it that
way or not. The sound is on the muffled side,
without the sharp tang of the guitar's upper
strings. Yet it is pleasing enough, comfortable on the ear, if not striking—and there is
a certain amount of tape hiss in the background most of the time. [B/C: 1/2]
Burnett James
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MEDIAEVAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
ANON: Estampie and estampie ' retrove'
Two
ductiae"Boumgartner"La fille Guillemin'
'La Spagna'
Suite 1 Bassa imperiale
Suite 2 Suite 3 / AMMERBACH: Paasametzo
,ASTON: Hornpipe, ATTAIGNANT: Gaillarde
/BENDUSI: Cortesana Padoana ' BUCHNER:
'Ach hülf mich Leid und sehnlich Klag' FONTAINE: ' Sans faire de vous departie' / GOTZ:
'Vil liever zit' / NEUSIDLER: ' Der Zeuner tantz'
and ' Judentantz' / SCHMID: ' Wie schón blüht
uns der Maie'
Ricercare Ensemble of Old Instruments, Zurich I
Lionel Rogg(org)
Oryx ' Collectors' Series 1509 (£ 1.25). Reissue:
formerly Oryx 709 ( Feb ' 67)
Anyone who has read Professor Karl Parrish's
treatise on the interpretation of Mediaeval
Music and studied the plates contained
therein can scarcely fail to realise the magnitude of the subject and the obstacles which
may have to be surmounted in order to arrive
at a realistic interpretation of this art- form.
The present production is in some respects
complementary to Oryx's more recent issue
'The Mediaeval Sound' ( EXP 46)
which
features pre- 1600 woodwind instruments.
would, however, hasten to add that this is not
the exuberant David Munrow approach but
rather, a reflective and contemplative interpretation of the music aimed primarily at the
already initiated listener. It is a pleasure to
hear these ancient instruments played so
beautifully; Michel Piguet's Barock oboe
(Jean- Hyacinth- Joseph Rottenburg-1700)
makes a delightful sound and Raymond
Meylan's Krummhorn does not lack a certain
appeal. The music contained on this interesting record covers a period of approximately
three and a half centuries; at one end of the
scale we are given a rendition of perhaps the
earliest example of keyboard music ( Anon
(13th century) and at the other, a specimen
of pre- baroque music c.1620, Bassa imperiale
(Anon). From the foregoing it would appear
that the title ' Mediaeval Instrumental Music'
is somewhat ambiguous.
However, the
performances are excellent and the music is
nicely recorded.
I would unhesitatingly
recommend this disc to anyone who is
interested in very early music or old instruments. [
B: 2]
Victor McAloon

HISTORIC ORGANS OF ENGLAND
ANON : Upon la mi re Ritornell
Packington's
Pound / ASTON: A Hornpype / BYRD: A Gigg /
CLARKE: Ayre
DOWLAND: The King of
Denmark / DUNSTABLE: The Agincourt hymn
HANDEL: Sarabande-4minuets—Passpied—
minuet—passpied / HOLBORNE: Allemande /
STANLEY: A trumpet tune Introduction and
allegro , TALLIS: Gloria tibi Trinitas , Iste
confessor / TVE: Point
E. Power Biggs (org)
CBS 72980 (£2.49)
E. Power Biggs is an assiduous pilgrim in the
search for early unreconstructed organs
wherever they may be in Western Europe. The
fruits of his most recent wanderings where he
recorded near contemporary music on sixteen
historic organs in England, Holland, Italy and
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Spain were presented in the boxed volume 1of
'Historic Organs of Europe'- CBS S77327. The
present record contains on its first side seven
out of the eleven pieces from this set. The
second side comprises newly recorded
works of a slightly later period, six works
each played on adifferent organ, St. Andrewby-the- Wardrobe in London being the newcomer. For me these later works came as a
relief from the ' squeak and gibber' of the
earlier pieces of side 1.
It goes without saying that the playing is
authentic and at the same time sympathetic,
the sound a true reflection of the real thing.
Whether this record, containing as it does,
such a high proportion of works which have
already appeared in a recent issue, is a good
buy is another question: certainly not at
£2.49 if you already have the three- record set
at its special offer price. [ A: 1]
Isla Tait

is particularly how it sounds here. The recording quality lacks something in range and
transients by contemporary standards; but
the overall impression is very pleasing and
the disc is warmly commended. [ B: 1]
Burnett James
J. S. BACH: Six suites for unaccompanied
cello ( BWV1007/12)
Jean-Max Clément ( v/c)
Oiseau -Lyre OLS133/4 (99p each). Reissues: formerly SOL60016/7 ( Oct '60)

Jean- Max Clement is obviously a gifted and
dedicated musician. But upon this evidence
he is not remarkable for flair or imagination:
it is difficult to fault his playing, except that it
is sometimes a little stiff in rhythm; but it is
more difficult still to get worked up about it.
One listens; one admires; one puts the
records back on the shelf. One does not stay
to rejoice. With Tortelier's recent set, at a
higher but not all that much higher, price,
this has the air of being mildly redundant. If
economy is the outright need this will not
dishonour Bach, and the inexpensive records
may be purchased separately. Upon every
other count—Tortelier. Sound close but
clean and clear, but with a tendency to
exaggeration of harmonics. [ B/C: 2]
Burnett James

J. S. BACH: Suite 1in C, BWV1066
Suite 4in
D, BWV1069
English Chamber Orchestra IRaymond Leppard
Philips 6500 067 (£2.35)
J. S. BACH: Suite 2 in b, BWV1067
Suite 3in
D, BWV1068
English Chamber Orchestra IRaymond Leppard
Philips 6500 068 (£2.35). Reissues: both from 6709
004 ( Oct ' 70)

Choice for the Bach suites in the modern
manner and modern class recording really
come down now to Marriner/Dart and Leppard,
with Harnoncourt as usual going for the
utmost authenticity in a somewhat special
sense. Iam thus glad to see Leppard's fine
records coming out of the original five- disc
set ' The Bach Family' which contained besides
these suites by J. S. B., music by his sons and
relations. Ilike Leppard's way with the suites
as much now as Iliked them when Ireviewed
the set upon its first appearance. Rhythms
are crisp, stylistic points well made without
exaggeration or unnecessary eccentricity, the
phrases turned with imagination. Recording
is good too—well balanced, alive, clean in
tone: a slight trace of roughness and a very
small tendency for the upper partials to draw
attention to themselves at times suggest a
minor qualification; but both performances
and recording are of high quality. Sensibly,
Philips have made the practical gesture of
issuing the two discs singly and not as a set
which must be bought in toto. [ A/B: 1]
Burnett James
J. S. BACH: Violin concerto in a, BWV1041
Violin concerto in E, BWV1042
Concerto for
two violins in d, BWV1043*
Felix Ayo ( On) I "Roberto Michelucci ( On) Il Music!
Universo 6580 021 (£1.25). Reissues: formerly Philips
SABL142 (
May '
60); SBAL31 ( Mar ' 67)

These recordings have done valiant service—
more than may appear at first sight of the
heading. In fact, all three concertos came
out on an LP in the late 1950s in mono; then
the two solo works were coupled on an early
stereo LP, dropping the double. The double
itself turned up later in an album of baroque
music. So all three have in one form or another been around for quite awhile; and since
they are rightly admired, it is good to see
them coming yet again in the well- priced
'Universo' series. Performances are excellent: Felix Ayo and Roberto Michelucci are
highly accomplished, each bringing a touch
of personal style to Bach, yet the whole admirably unified in conception and execution.
The blend in the double concerto is also
excellent. IMusici provide thoroughly stylish
and rhythmical partnership, in the warm lyric
Italian style from which Bach himself derived
so many of his ideas in these concertos, while
at the same time strongly influencing it. That
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

THE ORGAN OF CHESTER CATHEDRAL
J. S. BACH: Toccata and fugue in d, BWV565
Chorale prelude, BWV645/ KARG-ELERT: ' Nun
danket alle Gott', Op. 65 / OLEY: ' Six Choral
Preludes' Nos. 1, 4 & 6
WESLEY: Air and
gavotte / WHITLOCK: ' Five pieces' / WIDOR:
Toccata
Roger Fisher (org)
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1644 (99p)

The first recording made of Roger Fisher on
the Chester Cathedral organ came off
splendidly and Ianticipated that the organ
and organist would appear frequently in
recordings as a result. The second time
Chester Cathedral was recorded was in the
EMI Cathedral Organ series— not at all the
best of that series. Now, to judge from this
record, things are back on the rails again and
the sound is once again pure and alive.
The works chosen represent a curious
mixture of the almost too well known and the
'never previously encountered'. We have the
Bach D minor Toccata and fugue: we have the
Widor Toccata but on the other hand we have
three delightful Chorale Preludes by Johann
Christoph Oley whose music Ihave to confess
was quite unknown to me.
The four manual, seventy stop organ of the
Cathedral is by now quite well known. Just
what it can do is shown in this excellently
recorded recital which, although it contains
much that is extremely well known, has also
some useful reminders. [ A : 1]
Isla Tait
J. S. BACH: Missa brevis in g, BWV235 I Missa
brevis in G, BWV238
Elly Ameling (sop) IBirgit Finnilâ (con) 1Theo Altmeyer
(ten) IWilliam Reimer (bass) IWestphalian Singers
Herford (
CM: Wilhelm Ehmann) I German Bach
Soloists IHelmut Winschermann
Philips 6500 027 (£2.35)

The ' short' masses are less well-known than
they deserve, on several counts: being ' short'
they lack Sanctus, and Agnus Dei and thus
have the appearance ( wrongly) of being
incomplete: attractive as all four are, and
especially those in F and A major, they are
inevitably overshadowed by the B minor: all
moreover are ' parody' compositions, the
individual movements having been based
upon, and in many cases exactly transcribed
from earlier cantatas. Exactly why Bach made
these arrangements is not clear, but the odds
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are that he had Dresden in mind, and that he
was intending to add these four to the B
minor, which we know was for use in the
Court chapel there.
All four ' short' masses are available in an
attractive Nonesuch album, HC 73020, ( reviewed in April 1970). Pricewise, the Philips
set ( if indeed it is the intention to issue the
two other masses) will be somewhat dearer.
Its merits are cleaner choral singing, particularly as regards intonation, and a rather more
balanced acoustic: the Nonesuch booms
rather and detail tends to get lost. Its disadvantages
are continuous
harpsichord
continuo and a solo tenor who cannot match
Nonesuch's admirable Kurt Equiluz, Iam not
too happy either about the quality of the
sound; this may well be my pre-release, white
label pressing, but there is certainly a veiled
wiriness about the sound that is most uncharacteristic of Philips. [ B: 2]
Peter le Huray

BARTOK: Music for strings, percussion, and
celesta— including part reherasal
National Youth Orchestra IPierre Boulez
NY02 (£1-25). From the National Youth Orchestra
of GB, 94 Park Lane, Croydon CRO 1JB, Surrey.

Procceeds from the sale of this disc ( manufactured by CBS) go to the Orchestra's
funds—there are no immediate plans for
normal retailing, and the record must be
ordered direct.
It backs a BBC taping of the Bartók, from
the September ' 71 Prom, with Boulez's
complete rehearsal of the second movement
—done Igather on the morning of the concert.
This side gives an extraordinarily vivid
impression of Boulez at work, of his crisp
methods, drive, yet even temper.
The
rehearsals are, of course not remotely
Beechamesque ( nor are they similar to
Karajan's, recently taped by EMI): they are
concentrated wholly upon technical preparations for the performance. Even so there are
touches of sharp humour—I'll not spoil
things by quoting them here!
Ibelieve Boulez is quietly revolutionising
our whole attitude to modern music, and
principally this influences me to recommend
this disc strongly. The live performance has
some drawbacks: it is basically not unlike his
BBC SO commercial recording ( CBS 72652)
done at Walthamstow afew years ago—where
the timbres are much more vivid than here,
but where over-zealous engineering has left
severe distortion at the end of the work, on the
disc.
It would be untrue to suggest the young
players equal the subtleties of the hardened
professionals—details such as the hammerpart opening Ill, and the purity of string
intonation in the BBC SO version are
markedly fuller in musical implication. On
the other hand Ido not think any of the rival
recordings matches the sheer vitality and
exuberant enthusiasm for II exhibited by the
National Youth Orchestra.
Boulez steers them very firmly through the
opening movement; Ifind it too unyielding,
and there is alot of sharply defined coughing
in the audience ( it goes on through much of
the quiet scoring, notwithstanding a huge
roar of approval at the end—all very appealing
to those searching for ambient information
via
added- channel
arrangements).
The
separation between the two string bands and
the percussion group is good; the overall
pickup rather distant. But the level of tape
noise is high, and sharply cut and restarted
at the ends/beginnings of movements. A
final word of praise for the contribution of the
harpist here. [ B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
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BARTOK: Music for strings, percussion and
celesta
Divertimento for strings
The English Chamber Orchestra IDaniel Barenboim
HMV ASD2670 (£2.35)

brings the cost slightly above that for SchmidtIsserstedt's or Stokowski's Decca versions,
but the break in the slow movement is avoided.
(Kletzki's Coriolan is lightweight but alert,
subsidiary strands are clear; his Egmont is
not very interesting.)
This is a conscientiously prepared ninth,
free from the idiosyncratic disfigurations
occurring in his Supraphon fifth and third
symphonies, but I found it a depressing
experience nevertheless.
The last two
movements especially are unbelievably square
and dull, and in this scherzo it would be hard
to see how Bruckner's imagination could have
been fired ( if he heard it like this). Here, and
in the climaxes of the first movement the
engineers ruin the effect by damping the
dynamics: the shattering forte passages in
the opening movement just recede from the
listener—and in the finale, if you lift the pickup
from a heavy to a light scoring the change in
dynamic levels is demonstrably unrealistic.
The general sound is reverberant, theatrelike; strings need top- cut filter and treble
adjustment: the sound is just like the familiar
Dveofák stereo productions on the Supraphon
label. In principle it is not unacceptable, but
in any case the orchestral entries are not
always synchronised between strings and
wind, and although I liked the bassoon
contributions the horn in the scherzo is weak,
and at various times one notices the oboe
joining the texture out of pitch and then
readjusting. These weaknesses of execution
are quite noticeable even at first playings.
My depression extended to comparisons
too. By chance Ihad recently been listening
to Van Otterloo (too dated in sound to stand a
further issue, I would say): one of few
recordings to satisfy consistently. Stokowski
conveys some of the drama of the work, but
his finale is erratic; Schmidt-lsserstedt's
version, fine in its way, lacks stature; Furtwangler ( Unicorn) is interesting but less
steady than in the classic Bayreuth recording
—and
hardly
generally recommendable.
Konwitschny's recording is the clearest, and
in a literal reading many details are faithfully
accommodated but the overall effect is not
inspired.
Ifind Klemperer's two- record set, now with
King Stephen and Leonora Ill, the only
stereo version of real integrity and stature, and
the Philharmonia playing then was responsive
to his approach. Kletzki's set is unrecommendable interpretatively and technically Iam
afraid. [
C:
Christopher Breunig

Bartók's brilliant and highly original Music for
strings, percussion and celesta will be familiar
to all admirers of his music, but Barenboim,
as a conductor of Bartók, is less familiar.
With so many excellent versions of this work
available from more ' likely' conductors, Iwas
prepared to be disappointed. In fact we are
given ashowy, dynamic but sensitive account
that immediately puts this record among the
top two or three available.
The orchestra has the precision and polish
that one is beginning to take for granted
from some of our chamber orchestras.
Compositions for small orchestras such as
the two on this record inevitably call for some
pretty competent solo playing to say nothing
of the demanding string divisi. The English
Chamber Orchestra have really put their heart
and soul into their playing here, and in the
Music for strings particularly their precision
and accuracy is astonishing.
The Divertimento is perhaps marginally less
well known but it makes a very suitable
coupling with Music for strings (
the two works
are to be found together on the excellent
Marriner/Academy recording: Argo ZRG657).
It is amore conventional and less demanding
work—warmer and more human than the
geometric architecture of Music for strings.
Again the performance is of the highest
standard.
The Recording is technically excellent.
Perhaps the Argo recording referred to
above, which was the subject of last year's
Audio Award, acted as an incentive for all
concerned to produce something special.
The difficulties, especially of Music for
strings with its three clearly defined instrumental groupings, loud percussive effects and
strident strings, have been surmounted to
produce a delightful sound. It is fairly close
but warm, full bodies and set in a pleasant
mildly reverberant ambience.
The test
pressings used for review were immaculate.
[A*: 11
Gareth Jefferson
BEACHCROFT: Impromptu 2
Impromptu
GLAZUNOV: Theme and variations in fe, Op.
72 SCHUBERT: Impromptu, Op. 42: 1
Frank Merrick (pno)
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE120

Glazunov, after discarding his attractive
(early) Nationalist phase remained a good
composer... but ceased to be an interesting
one. Ithought it would be hard to find a more
boring work than these variations, but am
forced to admit that Beachcroft vies with the
reactionary old Russian for that dubious
classification! What a pity Frank Merrick did
not choose to record some of the unperformed
variations by Field, together with the Impromptus of Vorisekl There would have been
true riches, and arecord up to the standard of
musical excellence this pianist generally
offers. It would, in other words, have been a
fascinating Field Day! [
B: 2]
Basil Ashmore
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9in d, Op. 125 Choral'
Coriolan — overture, Op. 62
Egmont—overture, Op. 84
Ingeborg Wenglor (sop) IAnnelies Burmeister ( m-sop)
IMarlin Ritzmann (ten) IPaul Kühne (bass) ICzech
Philharmonic Chorus ICzech Philharmonic Orchestra I
Paul Kletzki
Supraphon GS10600/1 (£2.60)

Any new ninth arouses expectations, although
in fact Kletzki's is not a recent production: it
was listed on the sleeve of his 1967 Pastoral
(possibly the best performance in a generally
disappointing cycle). The two- record format
141-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

BEETHOVEN: Serenade in D, Op. 8"
Serenade in D, Op. 25**
Arthur Grumiaux ( On) I Maxence Larrieu (fte)' •
Georges Janzer ( via) IEva Czako ( vice
Philips 6500 167 (£2.40). Reissue: from AXS3007
(Oct '67)

A straight reissue from Philips's boxed set
of the String Trios (the identical stampers),
and of course especially attractive to those
who opted for the DGG album by the Trio
Italiano d'Archi, which excluded the flute
Serenade: in fact my preferred choice, largely
on account of recording quality.
I seemed to be alone in suggesting the
Philips recordings ' lacked the ultimate
bloom', instancing this particular coupling as
over- bright. Listening again ( with an ADC26)
Ifind the string trio resonant in setting but
the image nicely centred—the cello is light
in bass. The trio for flute, violin, and viola
needs careful setting of the balance control
to equalize the two string voices, when the
flute image is rather ' spread' between them.
Microphone placings here are unusually
close for Philips, and I still consider the
overall quality slightly shrill.
The DGG
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version of Op. 8 is the more enjoyable to
listen to—a credible sound- picture of a
group at the end of a small hall.
The Grumiaux-led performances though
are properly entertaining, refined, and impeccably mannered. On the whole a full- price
reissue is wholly justifiable for so musically
outstanding a coupling. [A/B:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano trio 6 in B ,,Op. 97 Archduke'
Wilhelm Kempf( (pno) IHenryk Szeryng ( On) IPierre
Fournier ( v/c)
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 147 (
CMS). Reissue:
from 2720 016 ( Dec ' 70)

In recent years Ionly know one outstanding
Archduke: a mono- only version by Gilels,
Kogan, and Rostropovich, formerly available
on the Monitor and Chant du Monde labels.
In the bicentenary year we had three complete
sets of Beethoven's Piano Trios: the Barenboim, Zukerman, du Pré ( HMV—Op. 97 now
separately available); a fresh transfer of the
CBS by Istomin, Stern, Rose, coupling the
Op. 44 Variations; and most promising of all
Vevey- produced
recordings
by
Kempff,
Szeryng, and Fournier.
The partnership of Kempff and Fournier
we knew worked well, from the cello/piano
sonatas they had recorded in 1965, in Paris
recitals. But with Szeryng they did not produce an Archduke of the quality one had
dared hope for. Indeed, at various times in
the past year Ihave returned to it, still coming
away comparatively disappointed. Kempff is
not at his best ( whereas he is magnificent in
the Menuhin Kreutzer reissue reviewed
Feb.), and the blend between the two string
players Ifind grating: Szeryng with a wiry
determined tone, Fournier broad, leisurely.
The slow tempo for the final moderato was
described elsewhere, with full justification,
as ' clod- hopping'. Full repeats in the scherzo
though.
I am inclined to prefer the Stern team,
basically because they play as a real trio,
rather than disassociated soloists of stature,
even though Icannot agree principally with
lstomin's studied effects. Idon't think the
DGG offers a happy account, nor is it as
polished as Istomin/Stern/Rose. If you do
own that Gilels-led disc hang on to it! ( One
side of the DGG disc has been recut, Isee.
It remains ashallow recording.) [B/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Violin sonata 5 in F, Op. 24
'Spring'
Violin sonata 9in A, Op. 47 ' Kreutzer'
Stanley Weiner ( yin) Simone Gutman ( pno)
Oryx EXP59 (
85p)

The few Beethoven recordings so far on this
label have not been too successful—apart
from the Septet (
EXP29), which earned aplace
in the basic list in the '
72 HiFi News Annual.
There is also a great deal to enjoy here.
The general approach is musical, direct in
style, careful. Gutman's playing sounds more
echt than either Seeman's or Cassini's on the
two most recent reissues of this coupling
(DGG Privilege and Revolution). Weiner's
intonation is not always true, and one could
do with more breadth in his phrasing. But
overall these are more interesting performances than those by DGG's ' star'
players Schneiderhan and Seeman: the
former neat and pure in intonation but limited
in imagination, the pianist making too many
pretty but slight patterns. In my enthusiastic
note for their disc Imust have been seduced
by the outstanding engineering ( remarkable
for a 1961 taping).
The Oryx sleeve claims a balance of parts
to compensate for the technical differences

between modern instruments and those of
the composer's time. This does not mean
an over- amplified violin. The sound is good
in respect of stereo image, but the violin
timbre is chesty. Ifind that with a gradual
filter from 10kHz switched in the sound does
not change, and Iconclude filtering has taken
place in the tape transfer. A good pressing
basically, but two or three isolated ' scraped'
grooves on the first side.
Not in the Kempff/Menuhin class, but afair
bargain offer certainly. [ B/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 29 in Bly, Op. 106
'Hammerklavier'
Rudolf Serkin (pno)
CBS 72883 (£2.49)

The key characteristic of Serkin's Hammerklavier—which for me has greater stature than
any previous stereo version—is the economy
of means of expression. Without resort to
extremes of tempi, vast dynamic range, or
multi- coloured effects through touch, he
illuminates and suggests a more comprehensive realisation than his ' rivals', whilst at the
same time one feels he is quite aware that the
piece is inexhaustible. Indeed, in an interview
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 8 in e, Op. 13
in 1969 he said how reluctant he would be to
'Pathétique' D Piano sonata 14 in CS, Op. 27: 2 record Op. 106.
'Moonlight' CI Piano sonatas 19,20 in g, G, Op. 49
The most meaningful note Ihave seen on
Walter Gieseking (pno)
the Hammerklavier is Charles Rosen's,
HMV SXLP30129 (£1.45). Reissue: formerly SAX
written for his CBS remake (61173): well
2259 ( May '58)
worth the effort of reading, even if you can't
Best remembered for his Ravel and Debussy,
afford the disc. There he talks of tempo in
Gieseking played all 32 Beethoven sonatas
relationship to the proper expression of the
as a youth in six Hanover recitals, his mono
material, and—something which arises from
recordings of the ' named' sonatas remained
Serkin's reading—of the scherzo as ' mocking'
in the Columbia catalogue for many years
the opening movement. ( Contrast Rosen,
(along with the Emperor and Fourth conincidentally, '[the fuga] must be played withcertos, with Karajan), and finally—as he
out the slightest pause after the great slow
approached his sixties— he decided to emmovement if the transition is to have its full
bark on a recorded cycle. This was never
sense' with Brendel '... a psychological
finished: indeed EMI issued one LP with an
mistake to start the [ Largo] introduction
incomplete taping (the Pastoral wasn't it?).
immediately on the heels of the adagio. The
The French critic Gavoty wrote that in
audience and player must stop for breath at
Beethoven Gieseking ' wears himself out in a
this point'.) There is no perceptible break in
search for accurate detail; too many shades
the tape between the first two movts with
of colour cancel out and at a distance merge
Serkin, and he may well have gone straight
into grey'. Here the allegretto from the
into the scherzo to catch the echo of the last
Moonlight most vividly recalls the roundness
chorus of the allegro.
of face and eye, the powerful concentration of
Serkin's tempo for the adagio seems fast,
massive frame—and the delicacy of placebecause there is no dreamy meditation: a
ment of each sound. In other words, this is
hard staccato for example at the new material
a momento of a great pianist rather than a
at bar 27 ( hinted at in Brendel's less procollection of extraordinary readings. To be
nounced detached playing), and an angular,
frank Idon't find his Beethoven convincing.
irony sound, rising to an angrily clashing
Moments of rhythmic unsteadiness apart the
climax to the movement. The changes from
Pathétique sounds peculiarly Schumannesque.
una corda to tutte le corde are clear. But
The obvious disc for the general collector
whereas Serkin takes 16'22" for the adagio,
is Barenboim's, with Op. 57 in lieu of the two
Eschenbach ( whose performance is generally
Op. 49 ( HQS1078). Otherwise this reissue is
at the polar extreme) took 24'16". In his more
to be welcomed with affection. The piano
magical mono version of the ' 50s Kempff was
tone is clean for the period, just alittle watery
over aminute faster than in his stereo remake
in pitch, and the tape hiss consistent in
(16'25"), but there was no sense of hurry; yet
level. [
C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
Backhaus, not renowned for spacious slow
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 8 in e, Op. 13
movements, showed that in a 16'36" traversal
'Pathetique' _ Piano sonata 14 in c, Op. 27: 2 he could be entirely negative and unrewarding.
'Moonlight' fl Piano sonata 23 in f, Op. 57
(A change in perspective fifty-six bars from
'Appassionata'
the end suggests a new take in Serkin's
Daniel Chorzempa (pno)
performance.)
Classics for Pleasure CRP192 (87p)
In the finale Serkin takes one through the
Perhaps what is most attractive about
impenetrable—to my fingers—contrapuntal
Chorzempa's piano playing is the fact that
undergrowth, just as Furtwângler could guide
there is no cause for talking about an old
alistener through an orchestral score, making
head on young shoulders. This is definitely
the logic of the structure clear. There is a
a young man's Beethoven with all that this
sense of inner calm even in this tense enimplies. If Iam tempted to call it light in
meshing of parts.
approach this is not to suggest that it is
Rudolf Serkin's exploration of this huge
thoughtless. Quite the opposite; there is no
piano score suggests ajoy in response to the
dull moment, no place where the stern critic
text, even if the external quality is severe. That
says ' go back and do that again'; it is impulthe CBS recording is flat and ' monophonic'
sive,
warm-hearted,
rhythmical,
youngin sound, harsh, and needs both rumble filter,
blooded playing with an improvisatory feel
treble cut and a steep- cut filter to get a
about it. Imade my most direct comparisons
reasonable effect hardly matters. A beautiful
with Backhaus on a similarly priced label
pianoforte sound, a sumptuously cut disc
(Decca SPA69) giving the same three popular
(such as Eschenbach had indeed): these
works. Iimmediately found Backhaus more
would seem almost out of place for this playimpressive, more demanding, deeper- probing
ing. Finally, can we ask CBS for the '
Diabelli
—compare the second movements of the
Variations'? [
C: 1]
Christopher Breunig
Pathétique where Chorzempa seems to go out
of his way not to get too emotional where
In last month's review of Daniel Chorzempa's organ
Backhaus is deeply committed. Ithink that
recital (Philips 6500 214) a star was omitted. Our
a lot of people will enoy Chorzempa's almost
reviewer's rating was intended to be A: 1*.
popular approach, but in the end Ifind the
Last month we reviewed Beethoven's Kreutzer sonata
older head more satisfying as exemplified by
played by Menuhin and Kempff (DGG 2530 135). We
Backhaus The recording of the piano, which
should have reviewed it this month as the record is
is a very resonant instrument, is slightly
aMarch release and this is Deutsche Grammophon's
plummy and Ilonged for a little more clarity
Kempf! Month. Its rating was A: 1.
all the time. [ B: 2]
Peter Gammond
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BENNET: Jazz CaIendar D Piano concerte*
*London Jazz Ensemble IJohn Lanchbery I ** Stephen
Bishop (pno) ILondon Symphony Orchestra IAlexander
Gibson
Philips 6500 301 (£2.30). ** Recorded in association
with the British Council..
Richard Rodney Bennet has always been
attracted to jazz, as player as well as composer. On this record, the attraction shows
itself in two ways—the direct and the indirect,
as it might be. Jazz Calendar— Bennett has a
liking for calendars too; there is another,
once recorded by HMV—is a suite of seven
pieces, one for each day of the week, based on
the children's poem beginning Monday's
child ... The jazz style relates back some
fifteen years (it was written in 1964) to the
Miles Davis/Gerry Mulligan/John Lewis Birth
of the Cool, a series of recordings made
1949/50 by a band specially recruited for that
purpose. The result was to bend the course
of jazz history, something Miles Davis has
been in the habit of doing ever since. Bennett's
score has many echoes of those old recordings, especially in the instrumental 'feel'.
There is some intriguing music, mainly very
well played, if lacking the essential jazz
spirit. ( Ihave just, quite fortuitously, been
doing some work on Duke's newish New
Orleans Suite too; which is unfair but gives
away all manner of games: in many senses,
rock to cool, must be called ' old man beating
young men at own games'— the familiar tale).
The piano concerto was written in 1968 and
first played by Stephen Bishop at the Birmingham Triennial Festival. It is an attractive work,
properly a concerto with plenty of rewarding
work for the soloist. The influence of Debussy,
noted by Charles Fox in the sleeve note, is
potent rather than merely reflective. In this
work there is a certain jazz influence too,
notably in the finale (there are four movements,
unusually). I really like it better than the
Calendar. Ilike it much. Sound on both sides
very good—balanced, clear toned, alive but
not raw. [
A: 1]
Burnett James

BERLIOZ: Roman carnival—overture, Op. 9* Le Corsaire—overture, Op. 21* ' Benvenuto
Cellini'—overture"
Les Francs Juges—overture, Op. r n King Lear—overture, Op. 4*
*Paris Conservatoire Orchestra I Albert Wolff I
**L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande IRobert Denzler
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS637 (99p). Reissues
Good run-of-the-mill performances to fill gaps
in one's collection at a modest price. Ihave
heard more convincing versions on disc of all
except one of these pieces, which suffer
here in places from some uncertainty in the
transitions between Berlioz's light- stepping
passages and his more dramatic episodes.
But this is a perennial problem with the
mercurial Hector, and no doubt the general
collector will find these performances good
enough. Orchestral playing, as one might
expect, is very acceptable but not particularly
distinguished. One of the five overtures Ifind
very good: Les FrancsJuges. The late Albert
Wolff here achieves a rare admixture of
sombre menace and rhythmic excitement
which had me on the edge of my chair.
Berlioz specialists should sample this.
Recording quality is disappointing. Even
allowing for the problems of reissue material
of various vintages, Ifeel that matters could
have been improved here. Dynamic range is
restricted, and a rather wiry treble needs
controlling, while the bass has a muddy
quality and is also at times somewhat overprominent—as are various low-frequency
background noises, including apparently
passing lorries just after the start of the
Roman Carnival! But Istill dig that FrancsJuges. [
C: 1/2]
John Crabbe
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GREAT OPERA CHORUSES
Excerpts from: Carmen (
Bizet); Faust (
Gounod);
Cavalleria Rusticana (
Mascagni); The Magic Flute
(Mozart); MaJama Butterfly & Turandot (
Puccini);
The Force of Destiny, Otellp & II Trovatore (
Verdi);
The Flying Dutchman, Lohengrin & Tannhâuser
(Wagner); Der Freischütz (
Weber)
Various choruses, orchestras 8 conductors
HMV ASD2655 (£2.35)

The contents list above show you what to
expect from this disc: popular ( not necessarily
always great') choruses from the operas,
most of them taken from EMI complete
recordings. Performances and recordings
therefore vary somewhat, but are in the main
perfectly acceptable. If you want the Easter
Hymn from Cavalleria Rusticana (
with Victoria
de los Angeles's touching Santuzza), the
Anvil Chorus, Soldiers' Chorus from Faust
and so on, you should be perfectly happy
with this collection. Side one is all Italian and
favours Verdi; Side two is shared between
French and German operas, and the five
German choruses are, in fact, not from
complete recordings, but were recorded last
year by the Bavarian State Opera Orchestra
and Chorus ( the company is appearing at
Covent Garden this month) conducted by the
veteran Robert Heger.
The other forces
include the Rome and Paris Opera Choruses
and such conducters as Gardelli, Barbirolli
and Molinari-Pradelli, so the performances
are in safe hands. My rating is an extremely
general one: [
B: 2]
Charles Osborne
BLOCH: Sacred service (
Avodath Hakodesh)
Robert Merrill ( cantor) I Metropolitan Synagogue &
Community Church of New York Choirs ' New York
Philharmonic ILeonard Bernstein
CBS 61265 (
51.69)

Bloch's Sacred Service in the composer's
own performance was one of the longest
surviving relics from the earliest days of LP,
indeed in its Ace of Clubs format it has only
just been deleted after twenty-one years on
the catalogue. Bernstein's version is not quite
as old. It was recorded in 1961 and has been
available in America for most of the past
decade, but this as far as Iknow, is its first
appearance here. It is, as might be supposed,
a very fine performance since this is the sort
of music to which Bernstein is dedicated and
whose spirit is reflected in his own specifically
Jewish symphonies, the Jeremiah and Kaddish.
Grove denies any particular ' Jewishness' to
Bloch's Avodath Hakodesh, but what constitutes ' Jewishness' anyway? There is
admittedly nothing of the traditional cantor's
style in most of the vocal solo which Merrill
sings extremely well, but the opening Meditation is heavily impregnated with orientalisms
which serve to suggest Middle Eastern origins.
The choral parts and the orchestration
generally reflect amusical eclecticism hard to
pin down. Bernstein nevertheless brings to it
a distinctive quality, slightly fervid, that gives
the work unusual persuasiveness.
The
recording is free of that edginess common in
CBS recording of the period.
Spacing,
ambience and clarity are acceptable without
being in any way equal to the best contemporary standard. [B: 11
Kenneth Dommett
BOIELDIEU: ' Ma Tante Aurore'
Françoise Ogees ( sop)
Jean Mollien ( ten) 1Berthe
Ka/ ( sop) I Bernard Plantey (ten) I Jeanine Collard
(m- sop) IPierre Germain ( bar) IORTF Chamber Orchestra Marcel Courand
Turnabout TV34222S (
99p). From Philips 834 487
GY

This pleasant and doubtless amusing recorde
makes less than the impact it should because
apparently no libretto goes with it, and the
information on the sleeve is not sufficient to
keep the listener au fait with what is going on,
or even who is singing. The disc is not
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

presented as highlights, so presumably these
eight numbers, plus the overture, comprise
the whole score. The music is lively and
vigorous and suggests Papageno in vehement
argument with the Queen of the Night's
ladies, though there are moments of more
lyrical charm. The singing has a French edge
to it, but is good of its kind and the orchestral
playing is full of Gallic vivacity. This is an
attractive venture into French light opera
which I should recommend much more
highly if it were better presented.
The
recording
quality is
acceptable though
inclining more to mono than stereo. [
B: 2]
Cedric Wallis
RUSSIAN CONCERT PIECES
BORODIN: On the steppes of Central Asia*
Prince Igor'—Polovstian dances**
KHACHATURIAN: ' Gayaneh'—Sabre dance** ' MUSSORGSKY: Night on the Bare Mountain '
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Capriccio
epagnol,
Op. 34t
TCHAIKOVSKY: Slavonic march,
Op. 71 "
F
*Dresden State Orchestra / Kurt Sanderling I ** Orchestra National de l'Opéra de Monte Carlo I Louis
Frémiaux I •** Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra 1
Gennadi Rozhdestvensky ; i
Berlin Philharmonic I
Lorin Mazzel Ii
-- ;
Ferdinand Leitner
Deutsche Grammophon 135011 (
5145). Reissues

Just before Christmas an esteemed colleague
sat gazing sadly at me across our plates of
turkey. He remarked, eventually: You know,
Isimply cannot share your enthusiasm for
the Russian Romantics.'
At that time I
pointed out that my much loved Mussorgsky
could hardly be regarded as a Romantic.
Having just played this record, however ( in
which Mussorgsky sounds not awhit different
from the rest), Ibegan to wonder whether my
colleague was not possibly very much in the
right! Cover any Russian offering with acres
of treacly Schmalz and the results—as shown
here—are completely unnerving to normal
taste. Add vulgarly opulent and highly reverberent acoustics to most of the excerpts ( the
Sabre Dance was clearly recorded in a mammoth size zinc tank with athick velvet carpet)
and the dire results could confirm everyone
in my colleague's attitude. Fortunately, one
is able to turn to recorded performances by
Beecham, Ansermet, and the like and find
one's enthusiasm reviving. My colleague, I
am now quite certain, must have ruined his
critical palate on this monumentally unidiomatic view of Der Romantischer Russkie. It
will take me quite a while to get the taste out
of my palate. [
C: 3]
Basil Ashmore
BRAHMS: Symphony 3, Op. 90
Academic
Festival Overture, Op. 80
Philharmonia Orchestra IOtto Klemperer
HMV ASD2707 (
52.35). Reissue: formerly Columbia SAX2351 ( Jul ' 61); also in SLS804 ( complete
cycle)

Ibring this up now because it adds further
complication to the Brahms Third discography
as reviewed in our Music on Record: the
basic library' feature a year ago. It was hard
enough then: it is a damned sight harder
now. Klemperer gives a tremendous reading
of the F major symphony, with superb
intellectual grasp as well as ripe lyricism. As
so often in Brahms, Klemperer brings the
lyric flow out from within, instead of laying it
on from the outside. So we now have Sir
Adrian Boult, Sir John Barbirolli, and Otto
Klemperer ( all EMI), each giving amagnificent
and wholly characteristic performance for
EMI, as well as Bruno Walter ditto, on CBS,
a disc that only comes fourth because of
indifferent sound quality. Klemperer's sound
is good—firm, well balanced, undistorted—
without being exceptional. It is a thoroughly
Brahmsian sound too. The Academic Festival
business goes with a kind of sober jollity also
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very typical of O. Klemperer, as of J. Brahms.
Thus all Ican do is to say that four great
conductors give richly rewarding performances in their own inimitable lights, with
Barbirolli or Boult just leading in sound
(except for a tiny lapse at the very end of the
Boult). [
B:
Burnett James
GLORIA IN EXCELSIS
BRITTEN: A Ceremony of Carols
Missa
Brevis
A New Year Carol
Corpus Christi
Carol
DERING: 0 Bone Jesu
Gaudent In
Coelis
Jonathan Cooke ( tb1) IPau/ Daniel (tbl) IHarvey Brough
(con) Robert Weddle (
org) IJohn Marson ( hp) IThe
Coventry Cathedral Boys' Choir David Lepine
Chapter One CMS1007 (
51.61)

This is the third record in the Choirs of Britain
series on the Chapter One label. The Coventry Cathedral Boys' Choir sing six works, four
of which are by Benjamin Britten. Side one
is devoted to a performance of A Ceremony of
Carols in which the singing is confident and
accurate. The recording is rather bright
and close with a heavy reverberation. The
harp, played by John Marson, especially
stands out too much. It would have sounded
better if the whole thing had been set back a
little more but Istill think this is probably the
best performance and one of the best recordings of this delightful work available. Works
by Britten on Side two include the Missa
Brevis, A New Year Carol and the Corpus
Christi Carol. All of these receive admirable
performances and again I think the Missa
Brevis is one of the best versions available.
The middle of side two consists of a performance of two motets by Richard Dering.
Written at the beginning of the 17th century,
they make an interesting contrast with the
modern works.
As noted above, Ithink that the sound is a
little too close and there seems to be a discrepancy between the ambience surrounding
the choir and that around the instruments—
the latter being rather dryer and closer. [6:1]
Gareth Jefferson
CARTER: String quartet 1(
1951)
tet 2 (
1959)
The Composers Quartet
Nonesuch H-71249 (
51-49)

String quar-

This is a most important issue and one that
can be recommended without equivocation.
Elliott Carter's two string quartets are both
masterpieces of the American repertoire and
among the finest examples of their genre to be
found anywhere. To say that they begin where
Beethoven and Bartók leave off is not too
great an exaggeration, for their difficulties are
prodigious, for the performer no less than for
the listener. Yet they are not incomprehensible: one is never left floundering by
them wondering if he is being blinded by
science, and given a good quartet of players
such as performs them on this splendidly
engineered record, the music acquires a
lucidity that a glance at the printed score
would convince you was impossible. The
first, composed in 1951, is Carter's first really
mature work.
It is in three movements
comprising four sections—the second moves
from Allegro into an Adagio. Carter has
described it as a continuous unfolding and
changing of expressive characters ... on a
large scale' and says that it draws some of its
ideas from Cocteau's Le Sang d'un poète. It
also quotes from Ives's Violin Sonata No. 1,
and in a way the music suggests an intellectual's approach to problems Ives attacked at a
more empiric level. The second quartet ( 1959)
is more condensed. It is a single movement
interspersed by cadenzas for each instrument
couched in terms endemic to that instrument's role throughout. Thus it evolves into
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Release Date January 28th.

TPLS 13052 " DOHNANYI"
Piano Concerto No. 1in EMinor, op. 5-1898
TPLS 13016 " BRAHMS"
Variations On An Original Theme Op. 21 No. 1: Phantasien
Op. 116 — Capriccio in DMinor, Intermezzo in AMinor,
Capriccio in GMinor/Klavierstucke Op. 119 — Intermezzo in
BMinor, Intermezzo in EMinor, Intermezzo in G,
Rhapsody in Eh.
TPLS 13026 " SCHUMANN"
Scenes from Childhood Op. 15/Arabesque, Op. 18:
Symphonic Studies
TPLS 13035 " BRAHMS"
Two Rhapsodies, Op. 79/Three Intermezzo, Op. 117:
Variations and Fugue on aTheme by Handel Op. 24
TPLS 13042
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 23 in FMinor, Op. 57
("Appassionata"): LISZT: Sonata in BMinor
Available from all record shops or
Record Specialities Ltd.,
9Dean St.,
London W.1.
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a four-part conversation giving rise to highly
complex counterpoint and even more complicated polyrhythms ( 7-4-3-5 for instance)
carried off with breathtaking virtuosity by the
composer but without the sense of aridity
which affects some of his latest music. These
quartets, so magnificently performed under
Carter's supervision, will amply repay the
attention of anyone interested in modern
chamber music, to whom they are required
listening. [A*: 11
Kenneth Dommett

without trivialising the smaller pieces, notably
the waltzes. Here, then, is one major lesson
in how to play Chopin—or rather, a lesson in
how Chopin was once played to his advantage.
We can't play Chopin like this nowadays: too
much has changed; both musically and
socially. The sound is rather better than one
might expect, overall: it stretches through a
decade, beginning with acoustical echoes.
But it does not need all that amount of
indulgence. [
H:
Burnett James

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN: A FRENCH PROGRAM
CHABRIER: Scherzo -Valse FAURE: Nocturne
in A , POULENC: Mouvements perpétuels
Intermezzo in A ,
RAVEL: Valses nobles et
sentimentales
La vallée des cloches
Artur Rubinstein (ono)
RCA SB6855 (£2-28)

ITALIAN HARPSICHORD MUSIC
CIMAROSA: Sonata in g
Sonata in G /
DALZA: Pavana alla Veneziana in D / DELLA
CIAIA: Toccata in G / DE ROSSI: Passacaglia
in a / FRESCOBALDI: Canzona quarta in F
Partitie sopra l'Aria di Fiorenza in G
Aria
della Balletto in C / GABRIELLI: Canzon
francese detta Petit Jacquet in g / PASQUINI:
Toccata con lo Scherzo del Cuculo in A /
PLATTI: Sonata 8 in c IZIPOLI: Suite in g
Rafael Puyana ( hpd)
Philips 802 898 LY (£2.30)

This recording commemorates Rubinstein's
life time association with Paris and his
unquenchable zest for life.
Can these
possibly be the performances of an octogenarian? Devoted to four French composers
of the end of the 19th and the early 20th
centuries, the issue includes works which are
not otherwise available just now, such as the
last of Chabrier's Dix pièces pittoresques, a
deliciously exhilarating and high-spirited jig
which dances along under the name of a
Scherzo-Valse. It is putacross with enormous
verve, though its bouncy, rhythmic accentuation set off an occasional crackle on my
machine. Other finds are Poulenc's two
Intermezzos, No. 2 in D flat and the A flat
(1944), jewels which Rubinstein plays with
compelling insight and affection. These are,
to my mind, the best things on the record,
though others may incline towards the Ravel
pieces, the la Vallée des cloches (
where the
single note tolling sounds atrifle too prominent) and the sanguine and subtle version of
the Valses nobles et sentimentales. In that
connection, readers are reminded that there
is a Telefunken disc of Ravel himself playing
those Valses, backed by Debussy in some of
his works. [
B: 1]
Christopher Grier
CHOPIN: Sonata in brr, Op. 35, ' Funeral March'
(18/2/30)
Waltz in At,,Op. 64: 2 (5/4/27) ri Nocturne in E., Op. 9: 2 (5/4/27)
Waltz in DY, Op.
64: 1 (54 23)
Waltz in E.), Op. 18 (21/2/21)
Waltz in G., op. 70: 1 (2/4/21)
Mazurka in c:".,
Op. 63: 3(
27 12 23)
Waltz in F, Op. 34 : 3 (2010 20)
Nocturne in Fe, Op. 15: 2 _ Waltz in b, Op.
69: 2 ( 24/10 23)
Waltz in ce, Op. 64: 2(
5427)
Waltz in e, Op. posth. ( 18/2/30)
Sergei Rachmaninov (pno)
RCA ' Victrola' iVIC1534 (99p). From 78s

Whatever may be said about Rachmaninov as
composer—and there is plenty to be said,
several ways—that he was among the greatest
of all pianists is not disputed. He was, too,
particularly good at Chopin. The ' Funeral
March' sonata was one of the most famous of
the older 78 recordings, remaining in the
HMV catalogue for more than adecade and a
half. It is a superlative reading, most marvellously executed. Rachmaninov inherited the
grand manner and imagination of the old
Romantic line of concert pianists but added to
it some of the best of the more modern, less
self-indulgent approach. Iam not charging
the old ones with indulgence to the point of
megalomania, as some do; but romantic
excess could run to seed, just as modern
'integrity' ( call it what you will) can run out of
fruitful seed. Rachmaninov— and it is a large
part of what made him a great pianist—
struck abalance that was not merely judicious
but creative and liberating. Thus his playing
of Chopin catches both the romantic ardour
and the internal disciplines which belong to
any major art; the outer elegance and inner
tensions; the sense of size in the sonata
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The three historical instruments on this
Philips recording, ( Ruckers-Taskin— Faby—
Desruisseaux) are to be found in the collection
of the Paris Conservatoire; indeed Ibelieve
the Ruckers-Taskin is none other than the
instrument used in a recording of Duphly's
Pièces de Clavicin played by Francoise Petit
which Ireviewed for Audio Record Review in
January 1970. Of the five instruments here
recorded, Ifound the Ruckers-Taskin and the
Faby (tuned mean-tone) to be the most beautiful and melodious. The Baffo-Batt reconstruction, also with the mean-tone tuning, sounds
authentic and pleasing to the ear ( compare an
original Baffo on Oryx-MUS 70) but Idid
not care for the Goble which, to my mind, is in
no way representative of the Kirkman and
Shudi instruments upon which it is supposedly
modelled. It is interesting to note that the
Italian- sounding Desruisseaux harpsichord
is played with the mean- tone tuning and at its
original pitch.
Rafael Puyana is undoubtedly a very fine
harpsichordist, his playing is technically
excellent and he displays a sound sense of
style and understanding of the periods
involved. I liked Mr. Puyana's embellished
version of the Zipoli G- Minor but Ifelt his
frequent use of registration- change to be overfussy in the C- Minor Platti sonata. Pasquini's
Cuckoo- Toccata ( Ruckers) with its long warbling trills ( during which the soloist has to
change hands without disturbing the flow of
the music) is a display vehicle designed to
stretch the technique to its limits. The
Frescobaldi and Gabrielli are more expressive
than virtuosic, these are rendered on the
Ruckers and Faby harpsichords respectively.
The recording was made in the house of M.
le Comte Xavier d'Annoville and is excellent
in every respect. Some extraneous noises
caused by the harpsichord registration
changes are in evidence but Iwould regard
these as an integral part of the harpsichordsound. This is a most worth- while record,
nicely presented with a lucid sleeve- note
containing information about all the instruments. [
A:1]
Victor McAloon
COATES: The Three Elizabeths—suite
The
Merrymakers—overture
The Jester at the
Wedding—suite— Nos. 1 á 4 / Miniature suite
Calling all Workers
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra IReginald
Ki/bey
Columbia ' Studio 2' TWO361 (£2.15)

The music of Eric Coates is generally taken to
be some of the best ' light' music ever written.
Iwonder if sometimes it isn't taken alittle too
lightly; if it would not, in fact, stand a great
deal more interpretation than it usually gets,
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and be even better appreciated for it. The
distinctive personal idiom is sometimes an
extra difficulty, for much of Coates' music can
be made to sound very much the same if not
handled well. This present selection, giving
us some of his best music outside the most
popular items, gives me a slight feeling of
being turned out with almost too much
professional nonchalance. The playing is
first-class and the sound is of glossy
excellence, well spaced out and clear, except
in occasional bursts of over- exuberance, but
Ifeel that Mr. Kilbey could have paused for
thought more often. Where, for instance, he
does probe a little more, as in the Intermezzo
of the Miniature suite it pays off, takes us
nearer to Elgar. Except for this quibble, I
would say this was good light playing of good
light music. [
A: 2]
Peter Gammond
THE ORGAN OF ST. EDMUNDSBURY
CATHEDRAL
CRANMER: Pavan and galliard / GARDINER:
Two hymn tune preludes—Darwell's 148th, No. 3
Veni Creator Spiritus / HURFORD: Dialogue
No. 1 / JACKSON: ' The Archbishop's Fanfare' /
JOUBERT: Passacaglia and fugue, Op. 35 /
OXLEY: Elegy ri Caprice / PARRY: Prelude on
'Chaste Redemptor' / VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Prelude and fugue in c
Harrison Oxley (org)
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1642 (991,)

Here, anyway, there is neither Bach D minor
nor Widor Toccata. It is very much a recording of music by twentieth century
British composers. Some of them Iknew;
some of them, Iam afraid, had me scratching
about in my RCO year book just to be sure.
Extraordinary the number of professors and
lecturers who write for the organ, five out of
the eight composers on these two sides, and
on side 1nothing written before 1960.
The four manual, seventy-eight stop organ
whose latest rebuild was completed by
Nicholson in 1970 records magnificently.
Perhaps it is the instrument itself which is
particularly well
adapted to
recording,
perhaps it is the location of the instrument in
the building which is just right for recording
purposes, perhaps it is the educated choice
of registration most appropriate for the
purpose, perhaps it is the location of the
microphones and the skill of the sound
engineer. Whatever it is, the sound is quite
splendid, clear, realistic, almost tangible. Ido
not mean to imply that Harrison Oxley has
chosen soft options for his programme when
Isay that several of the works he plays are not
well known, if known at all, to practising
organists, but are indeed just the kind of
modern British music which they ought to be
playing now. If they propose to do this, then
this record is an essential guide. Even for
those who are not organists but listen to
records for sheer enjoyment, this selection of
twentieth century organ music has a great
deal that will delight. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
DELIUS: Cello concerte / ELGAR: Cello concerto**
Jacqueline du Pré ( v/c) I *Royal Philharmonic Orchestra I Sir Malcolm Sargent I ** London Symphony
Orchestra ISir John Barbirolli
HMV ASD2764 (£2.35). Reissues: ` from ASD644
(Aug '65); ** from ASD655 ( Dec '65)

The logic of this recoupling is inescapable: I
wonder if it is just another way of doing
things, or if the original pairings ( Delius with
Songs of Farewell and Song before sunrise;
Elgar with Sea Pictures) missed out. Anyway,
Ihope EMI will give us the Delius Songs of
Farewell otherwise, as they have given us
Sea Pictures, for there is no other recording
and the songs are essential to understanding
of Delius. Jacqueline du Pré was on her best
form in these concerto recordings, playing

with superbly responsive imagination and
artistic insight. Some have called the Elgar
'mannered'. All right then, it is mannered.
What does that mean, in the context? More
important, from what Iknow of Elgar and from
what Ihear of his conducting of his own music,
he would have approved. He might have done
it differently; but he would not have snorted at
this. The Delius concerto Ilike better every
time Ihear it. Iprobably wouldn't go along
with Delius in holding that it is better than the
violin concerto; but it certainly has that
'melodic invention' the composer prized in it.
The recordings, presumably recut, still sound
good, though there is a little thinness of tone
at the upper end, as though the transients
were slightly exaggerated at the expense of
the fundamentals. It seems to be of the kind
that will vary quite a lot on different reproducers; but it will usually be satisfactory, at
least. I'd thus give [( A)B: 1(*)] and if that
looks odd, Imean that the sound is as Ihave
explained and the performances merit a star
unless you have queasinesses about things
'mannered'.
Burnett James
DVORAK : Scherzo capriccioso, Op. 66 / TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio Italien, Op. 45
Romeo
and Juliet—fantasy overture
ConcerIgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam I Bernard
Haitink
Philips 6480 014 (£1.25)
I'll be hanged if Haitink isn't an alchemist and
his ability to transform second-rate material
would certainly have spelt denunciation for
witchcraft in the middle ages. The tawdry
glitter of the Italian Caprice is ... very nearly
... turned to golden glamour. The overheated melodrama of this Russian Romeo is
almost made to sound as though it might be
reasonably compared with Berlioz's Shakespearean creation on the same theme. What a
pity, though, that he should be asked to waste
such great creative talents on these tired old
works.
Handed anything as musical as
Dvórák's lovely Scherzo he swiftly proves
himself the most completely satisfying
conductor of the present day.
Anyone
wanting Tchaik's two pieces will hardly find a
more musicianly performance this side of
Elysium. Those who want great music greatly
interpreted will, Ithink, find the disc worth
buying for the finest version of the Dvofák I
have ever heard. The recording is pleasantly
life- like without atrace of gimmickry, and the
acoustic suits the Dvoiák in its warmth and
pleasant spaciousness. [
A: 1*]
Basil Ashmore
DVORAK: Czech suite, op. 39 / VORISEK:
Sinfonia in D
English Chamber Orchestra ICharles Mackerras
Philips 6500 203 (£2-35)
One should be grateful to Philips for exploring
such fascinating musical by- ways! Having
issued two delightful symphonies of Cherubini
and Weber ... both works by men of genius
... they now turn their attention to asplendid
example by Vorisek ... aclear work of genius.
How odd that it has lain neglected until now
and what a tragedy to think of the composer
dying, having written it ... exactly like Arriaga
... on the threshold of maturity. How odd,
also, that we now find three recordings of this
highly original work. The diffiulty is to know
which to choose. Supraphon's version is
more idiomatic and clearly shows how well it
responds ... as does the work of Weber. , . to
affectionate interpretation. Unfortunately, it is
an oldish disc and comes nowhere near
Philips standard of recording. Philips, on the
other hand, offer a rather colourless account
of a colourless piece of Dvorák, as a fill- up,
and try to balance the effect by far too masterful account of Vorisek's extremely subtle
work. It is magnificently played, but the

quasi-Karajanish approach
results in
Vorisek's spirit of poetry being almost lost en
route. Unicorn's version is aless satisfactory
interpretation than Supraphon's, but offers an
exciting bonus in a performance of another
great work ... a Symphony of Martinu! In
other words, its difficult to press one version
more than another, since all have different
qualities. Perhaps Philips will now consider
releasing Haitink from rescussitating potboilers? Let him record Vorisek's great
symphony, then add the other splendid
symphonic swan- song, by the teen-age
Arriaga, and the resulting issue would be one
of the most desirable discs ever made! [
A: 2]
Basil Ashmore

as with the marches though from the other
side of the coin, he sets his music in period
without any of the exaggerations that have
cloyed round this type of salon music since.
It shows that we may talk about the Edwardian
age's simple pleasures and sentimentalities;
but we do not properly understand either. The
sound has come up as well as can be expected, and better than that in places. It is
rather gritty, and there appears to be surface
noise from the originals; but it enables one
to see Elgar with the historical ear, and without having to make too many excuses to the
modern ear. [
H:
Burnett James

GLAZUNOV: Violin concerto in a / PROKOFIEV: Violin concerto 1in D
Josef Sivo ( On) IL'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande I
Horst Stein
Decca SXL6532 (£2.39)

ELGAR: Symphony 2in E7, Op. 63
Hallé Orchestra ISir John Barbirolli
HMV ASD2749 (£2.35). Reissue: from ASD610/1
(Dec ' 64)
This is one of the more problematic ElgarBarbirolli recordings. It tends to represent
Sir John being himself to excess, even unto
licence. Though Elgar, like J. B., was a richly
emotional man and did not try to hide it, his
music still requires a firm hand on the helm
and benefits from areasonably straight course
steered. Sir John robs the music of some of
its natural and necessary force and impetus.
Reactions will vary, naturally: some mind
more about these things than others; romantic minds can take more indulgences than
anti- romantic ones. But compared to Sir
John's reading of the First symphony, this
does sound rather indecisive. Sir Adrian
Boult on Lyrita remains the unchallenged
choice for Elgar 2, while Elgar's own version,
recorded in 1927 and now perpetuated by
World Record Club, is a crucial touchstone.
Sound here is good all round: not outstanding,
but plain straightforward and easy to reproduce, perspectives clear. The original EMI
two- disc issue had a marvellous Falstaff as
fill- up: Sir John at his very best. We must
hope this will come home soon, all being forgiven. [
B: 2]
Burnett James
SIR EDWARD ELGAR CONDUCTS
ELGAR: Pomp and circumstance marches, Op.
39— No. 1in D*
No. 2in a*
No. 3in c**
No. 4in D*
No. 5in C**
Chanson de Matin,
Op. 15, No. 2**
Chanson de nuit, Op. 15, No.
1***
Three Bavarian Dances, Op. 27**
Salut
d'amour, Op. 12****
Mazurka, Op. 10, No. 1
(from Suite in D)**••
*BBC Symphony Orchestra I ** London Symphony
Orchestra I *** Royal Albert Hall Orchestra I **** New
Symphony Orchestra ISir Edward Elgar
HMV ‘IFILM7005 (£ 1.15). From 78s. Recorded:
1926-32
Elgar conducting his smaller works is in some
ways even more revealing than Elgar conducting his larger works. It catches something
essential and personal about the man and
musician in his time, whereas the larger
assumptions tend to transcend time and
period, in art if not in sound. Not that the
Pomp and Circumstance marches are as minor
as all that: they belong to their age, but they
reveal agood deal of Elgar the ' big' composer
as well. They are rattling good music— Elgar
himself once described with pride the trio
theme of No. 1 (' Land of Hope and Glory' as
it became, partly to his annoyance) as ' a
damned fine popular tune'—something for
which superior persons have never forgiven
him, especially since it was ( and is) true.
Elgar conducts the marches in an illuminating manner— not at all portentous or massively, but with lithe energy and foot- urging tempi.
Not glutinous indulgences here, but abracing
alertness of rhythm and phase. In the little
pieces on the reverse the result is different,
but no less telling. Here Elgar avoids the
over- syrupy: he conducts with affection, but
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What an unkind coupling! On one side
Glazunov blandly displays his superbly technical ability to make pleasantly musical bricks
without inspirational straw. On the reverse
Prokofiev's undoubted genius makes his onetime mentor's concerto seem even more
insipid in comparison than it might have been
if placed in different company. Glazunov's
piece, to be honest, reminds one of Heine's
irreverent comment on Kalkbrenner's music:
"It is like a sweet chocolate lying on the
carpet. There is nothing wrong with it, but
one just prefers to leave it where it lies".
Prokofiev's concerto, of course, is a highlight even in his consistently high- quality
output and offers most of the varied, attractive elements in his many-sided musical
personality. It mixes the stylish elegance of
the Classical Symphony with the romantic
ardour of Cinderella, plus the biting, Puckish
satire of Love of Three Oranges. It is, in fact,
a source of pure delight and one can only
exclaim with dismay at its not being coupled
with the same composer's 2nd violin concerto. Such a coupling would have provided
richness throughout. The performance on
this disc, however, is magnificently consistent, impressive and almost incandescent.
Small wonder, of course, since the stimulating soloist was trained by the inimitable
George Enescu, the conductor by the great
Erich Kleiber, and the orchestra by the muchloved Ernest Ansermet! ( All concerned,
without any exception, doing their tutors
proud!) The recording, also, is a sheer joy.
Only a tendency for the percussion to boom
atrifle in the Glazunov prevents that side from
the otherwise deserved starring. Excellent
sleeve- notes help to offset the appalling
sleeve- picture which represents Soviet Kitch
at its worst and must make the mordant
Prokofiev revolve in his grave.
Despite these reservations, however, two
stunning performances and one great violin
concerto make this disc desirable.
[Prokofiev— A :
1*/Glazunov— A* 11
Basil Ashmore

GOWERS: Chamber concerto for guitar* /
SCARLATTI ( arr.: Williams): Sonata in E, L.23
Sonata in A, L.238
Sonata in a, L.429
Sonata in A, L.485
Sonata in d, L.108
Sonata
in D (
C), L.104
Double**
John Williams ( gtr) I *John Scott ( alt sax 8fit) IPat
Hailing ( yin) IStephen Shingles ( via) IDenis Vigay
(vIc) IHerbie Flowers ( bs gtr) IPatrick Gowers ( ore')
CBS 72979 (£2.49)
Patrick Gowers's chamber concerto is one
of the most hopeful contemporary works for
guitar. Hopeful because, as we have constant
cause to complain, too much guitar music,
whether concerted or solo, is vapid and
boring.
Patrick Gowers has given John Williams
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something to think about with awork of great
technical difficulty,taxing evenJohn Williams's
usually inflappable technique. Ihear that he
very nearly turned it down as unplayable in
its present form, but finally relented. Predictably, his performance is a tour de force, even
though many triplet figures are not turned
with the usual Williams absolute perfection.
The scoring is original and ingenious—and
the score is finely played by the instrumental
group, among whom John Scott and Pat
Hailing stand out. Also Herbie Flowers of
Blue Mink as well as other fame, who nearly
convinces me for the first time that bass
guitar is not a boneheaded monstrosity, dead
in tone and incapable of rhythmic animation.
Scott has agood solo in the opening toccatalike movement, and there is some splendid
general work through the slow section and
the lively third one.
John Williams is highly successful—despite minor slips of rhythm ( mostly)—in the
Gowers: in the Scarlatti sonatas, he is superb,
no less, both as player and transcriber. To
transcribe Scarlatti's Essercizi for any instrument is a difficult undertaking. They tend
either to sound gabbled or just pretty tunes.
But John Williams has avoided both traps
and made real guitar music out of those he
has selected. And he plays them with outstanding skill and artistry. At the end, after
the Sonata in D ( originally in C) Williams and
Partick Gowers at the electric organ play the
double. Fascinating! Sound on the whole
very good. Indeed, very good on the solo
side, a little muddled in places perhaps in
the concerto, though how much is due to
what is hard to say, especially as Ihave not
seen the score. Incidentally, Imust not forget
to praise the brilliant percussion work of
Tristan Fry in the concerto. [
A/B: 1(*)]
Burnett James
GRIEG: Piano concerto in a, Op. 16 / SCHUMANN: Piano concerto in a, op. 54
Stephen Bishop (pno) lBBC Symphony Orchestra I
Colin Davis
Philips 6500 166 (£1.49). Special price until May
31st, 1972

An obvious coupling of two of the best- loved
concertos. Identity of basic key is no great
drawback because the two works follow very
different paths elsewhere, e.g. in the slow
movements. They are perhaps also related
as masculine ( Grieg) to feminine ( Schumann).
At any rate some of the best exponents have
been such. It is interesting to note that the
American- born Stephen Bishop studied for
atime with Dame Myra Hess, the most stylish
of Schumann players. This is by no means
his first collaboration with Colin Davis.
Without having heard his Bartok and Stravinsky concertos one would be tempted to say
that he is essentially a romantic artist and his
Grieg is as forceful as his Schumann is
delicate in its nuances. He has a charming
sense of rubato along with a precise, graphic
technique and he is anything but the soulless
mechanic that some of the younger pianists
and high-powered technicians of today too
often seem to us. Moreover, there is a clear
sympathy and understanding between conductor and soloist and a splendid sense of
timing characterises as usual the work of
Colin Davis. The two performances differ
considerably in tonal scale but generally there
is an even balance between the piano and
orchestral interest and always plenty of light
and shade. It is avirtuoso performance which
does not call attention unduly to the high
technical level on both sides. [
A: 1]
A. K. Holland
GRIEG: Norwegian Dances, Op. 35 D ' Sigurd
Jorsalfar'—Homage March D Lyric Suite, Op. 54
'Peer Gynt'—Overture D Dance of the Mountain
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

King's daughter rNorwegian Bridal Procession
The Hallé Orchestra lSir John Barbirolli
HMV ASD2773 (£2.35)

The curate never said his egg was ' bad'. He
merely commented that it was ' very good in
parts'—which applies to this issue. The lessthan- good parts must be laid at the composer's door. Barbirolli does his splendid
best, but some of the material is hardly worthy of him. The Norwegian Dances are so
olde tea-shoppe that one suspects they may
have been ghosted for him by Sir Edward
German. Lightness has nothing to do with it.
Ole Bull's Norwegian Dances are gossamerlight, in comparison, but they are athousand
times more attractive. The Lyric Suite shows,
however, that Grieg could be a deft hand at
light music. The slow sections, especially,
are extremely lovely, while the Nocturne,
particularly in this inspired performance, has
a passionate beauty which helps to explain
why Delius admitted his indebtness to Grieg.
The composer's contribution to Ibsen's play
helped, in no small degree, to make Peer
Gynt one of the world's theatrical landmarks,
and it is good to be reminded that the score
contains a good deal more than Suites 1and
2. The evocative overture creates the ideal
atmosphere for the start of this extraordinary
play. The almost- unknown Dance of the Troll
King's Daughter has a bizarre fascination
which cruelly exposes the triviality of Halvorsen's orchestration of that popular piano solo
'The Bridal Procession'. Recording sounds
atrifle boomy, in the bass, while there seems
to be a lack of ambiance elsewhere. Nevertheless, this much- loved conductor certainly
deserves to be heard in those sections where
his interpretation is matched by the imagination of the composer. [B: 1] Basil Ashmore
HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks—
suite
Water Music—Suites in G, D & F
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields INeville Marriner
Argo ZRG3584 (£2.27)

An enthusiastic welcome to Neville Marriner's
coupling of Handel's two most popular works.
The Music for the Royal Fireworks is given in
its entirety and the Water Music is complete
save for one short Hornpipe and a trumpetgigue which is possibly not by Handel.
Johann Zoffany's famous painting of the
'Music Party' on the Thames which features
members of the Sharp family may hold apossible key to the instrumental forces employed
on such occasions particularly with regard to
the disposition of the continuo instruments.
Apart from oboes and horns, a small harpsichord, a lute and a serpent are among the
instruments depicted, these latter making
nonsense of the view still held by some that
continuo instruments were not employed due
to lack of space. Although Mr. Marriner does
not make use of the serpent (which may be
found on one recording of the Fireworks) his
interpretations are full-blooded authentic
Handel and should in no way be confused
with those ghastly arrangement made by
Hamilton Harty which are memorable only for
the sheer enormity of the dullness. The
Academy of St. Martin- in-the- Fields offer
beautiful string intonation and their texture is
so luminous that every note is clearly audible.
Baroque conventions are meticulously observed; double- dotting for the overtures,
stylised continuo realisations, phrasing and
ornamentation, they are all there.
The Academy's three suites from the Water
Music must indeed be a serious rival to the
August Wenzinger ( period- instrument) version which, in my opinion, reigns supreme
(Archiv 198 365). This latter, played by the
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis, excells in its
use of ornamentation and choice of continuo
instruments, employing as it does a harp and
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a lute in addition to the harpsichord.
The Fireworks (
1749) music is not here performed in the open-air wind version and therefore is not given with the excessively large
forces which were originally specified by the
composer. This is one of the best performances of the Fireworks currently available.
The recorded sound is generally excellent
and free from distortion; unfortunately some
traces of pre- echo are evident and this prevents my awarding a star. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
HANDEL: ' Apollo e Dafne'—dramatic cantata
Margaret Ritchie (sop) IBruce Boyce (bar) IAntoine
Geoffroy-Dechaume ( hpd) IL'Ensemble Orchestral de
L'Oiseau-Lyre IAnthony Lewis
L'Oiseau -Lyre pOLS130 (
99p). Reissue: formerly
OL50038 ( Oct 54)

Apollo e Dafne dates from the composer's
sojourn in Rome (1708); the text is based on a
legend taken from Ovid's Metamorphoses
but Ibelieve the actual librettist remains unknown. This large-scale cantata contains
some really excellent music and for sheer
beauty and subtlety of line and phrase
Daphne's ' Felicissima quest' alma' with its
enchanting oboe solo remains unsurpassed.
It is regrettable that the present performance is somewhat of a disappointment regarding matters of interpretive practice during
this period. Neither of the two soloists seems
to have heard about ornamentation; Antoine
Geoffroy-Dechaume's harpsichord continuo
is the one and only stylistic aspect of this
rendition and unfortunately this particular
instrument is dull-toned, metallic and puddingy in the bass. The work has also been
subjected to agreat deal of pruning; all arias,
save one, are given without their middle
sections and da capos and Daphne's aria
'Come in ciel benigna stella' which complements Apollo's ' Come rosa in su la spina'
has been excised en bloc. It may be argued
that lack of record playing-time was primarily
responsible for all these cuts; however, the
recent Archiv version ( 139 153) is given complete with da capos, it is also stylistic and
has the added attraction of having as soloists
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and Agnes Giebel.
The Archiv production is the more expensive
of the two. The Decca version is not true
stereo but has been electronically reprocessed; the recorded sound is reasonable
considering that the disc was cut nearly two
decades ago. Ipersonally would hesitate to
recommend this recording which, in my
opinion, could be described as rather flatfooted, prosaic and dull. [ C: 3]
Victor McAloon
HAYON: Symphony 82 in C ' Bear' D Symphony
83 in g Hen' E Symphony 84 in E rSymphony
85 in BY'
Queen' n Symphony 86 in D D Symphony 87 in A D Symphony 88 in G E Symphony
89 in F D Symphony 90 in C r
-1Symphony 91 in
E7 D Symphony 92 in G 'Oxford' D Sinfonia
concertante in EY
Philharmonia Hungarica IAnta! Dorati
Decca HDNH35/40 (£6.30 until 30 Sept, thereafter
£8.94)

The fifth and largest volume so far in Dorati's
progress through Haydn's symphonies is the
first to tread entirely familiar soil. Leaving on
one side the numerous recordings of isolated
works among the present dozen, Dorati is
confronted by three complete sets of the
Paris works, plus Bernstein's now only twothirds complete versions; and by an album
of the six later works. Since the new Decca
set is not available separately the only fully
meaningful direct comparison is with Denis
Vaughan's performance of the same twelve
works, issued in two boxes in December 1970
(88-92 and Concertante) and February 1971.
Of the other Paris sets, that of Leslie Jones
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alone needs to be considered as a serious
rival to the newer issues—Ansermet's set
from the early ' 60s is not specially stylish or
new- sounding, and Bernstein's readings are
oversized (though finely recorded).
In March last year Isummed up my impressions of the various versions of the Paris
symphonies then available by stating apreference for Leslie Jones's performances over
Vaughan's ( and the other conductors)), while
pointing out that Vaughan's were preferable
on grounds of recorded quality. My recommendation, now that 1 have heard Dorati's
versions, is clear-cut and unequivocal: on
almost every count 1favour the new issue.
Even to those who are content with the version
of 82-87 they have, Iwould point out that here
are all twelve works at little more than the
average cost of half that number. And even
if 1have some reservations about the playing
and recorded quality of the new Decca box,
they are of small account when set against
such infectiously alive, alert and sensitive
performances, so clearly presented by Decca's
engineers. The only Haydn- lover whom I
would not at once recommend to buy this
issue is one who has the two RCA boxes with
Vaughan's readings of the same twelve works,
likes the harpsichord continuo and does not
mind the clean but rather under- characterised performances Vaughan offers.
By now the general pattern of Dorati's approach to Haydn will be familiar to readers
who have listened at all intensively to the sets
already issued.
Dorati is consistent and
generous in the matter of repeats. He has an
ear finely adjusted to matters of balance and
timbre— wind detail emerges from string textures with just the right degree of emphasis
(in this he is of course aided by the recording
team). Tempi with few exceptions are natural,
they carry conviction ( Iexcept passages such
as bars 73 to 84 in 82/1V, where the tempo is
whipped up, and the minor key section in
92/11, taken markedly faster). Even at the rapid
tempi Haydn often demands, there is rarely
any loss in clarity of articulation ( such as
sometimes occurred in earlier sets). The
Philharmonia Hungarica plays very finely
(not flawlessly—these performances are on
the whole closer to fine concert hall ones
than to meticulous and sometimes dull, shortbreathed recording takes). Individual movements are nicely characterised ( an exception
is the minuet of 91, marked Un poco allegretto,
which seems portentously slow— Vaughan is
here quicker, lighter, more successful). The
glorious Concertante is fresh yet spacious—
albeit lacking something of the weight and
dignity that other conductors and soloists
find.
Pre- echo dulls the impact of Haydn's
trumpets and drums in no. 88, held back until
well into the slow movement, and occurs as
a minor irritant once or twice more. The
string tone is a bit thin at times and surfaces
are not always entirely silent. These, however, are small blemishes and they do not
lessen my admiration for the achievement of
engineers and performers alike. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
CONCERTOS FOR TRUMPET
HAYDN: Trumpet concerto in E, Hob. VII: 1 / L.
MOZART: Concerto for trumpet, 2 horns and
strings in D
TELEMANN: Trumpet concerto
in D / TORELLI: Trumpet concerto in D
Pierre Thibaud ( tpl) Gertrud Jemi/ler ( hpd) IBamberg
Symphony Orchestra; Otto Gerdes
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 138 (£2-35)
HAYDN: Trumpet concerto in E, Hob. VII: 1 '
L. MOZART: Concerto for trumpet, 2 horns and
strings in D RICHTER: Trumpet concerto in D
TELEMANN: Trumpet concerto in D
¡vo Preis ( tpt) ISebastian Orchestra Libor Peek
Supraphon 110 0843 (£1.33)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Iwas talking about critics and reviewing with
one of our best known British pianists the
other day and he bemoaned the fact that we
are too much inclined to compare each new
performance with others, to the obvious
detriment of one, instead of taking each on
its own merits. To some extent Iagree with
him; but when two records arrive in the same
month, like these, with two almost identical
programmes and almost identical intent it
would be difficult not to make a side by side
comparison. As you can see these two
trumpet concerto collections differ in one
work—the DGG giving us a Torelli concerto,
excellently done, the Supraphon a concerto
by F. X. Richter ( 1709-1789) which is one of
the best performances on that disc. Each
record is plotting the course of the trumpet
concerto as it moves from the technical
limitations and formal tidiness of the baroque
to the beginnings of the full-blooded romantic concerto, aided by the newly invented
keyed trumpet, as perpetuated by Haydn.
Both soloists use a modern trumpet.
The differences between these two records
are interestingly enormous. 1must say right
away that I greatly prefer Thibaud and
Gerdes.
Thibaud, although
he smokes
cigarettes ( illustrated on sleeve), has a
richer, clearer, stronger tone and is the finer
technician, freely ornamenting where Preis
remains rather plodding and unadventurous.
Gerdes not only has a better orchestra at his
disposal but provides a more sympathetic
accompaniment. The DGG sound is smoothly
warm and clear throughout, in their usual
manner but cut at a low level so that some
hiss has to be removed. The Supraphon
recording, although it is suggested that it
was all done in one place and at one time, is
variable, the Haydn concerto has acavernous,
old sound that is balanced by a clear brilliance in the Richter and Telemann. Both
forces use a harpsichord continuo unsuccessfully. On the DGG, where the player is
credited, it is just audible as a weak tinkling
noise on the works where it is used; on the
Supraphon, where the player is not credited,
you often have to listen hard to make sure it
is there at all.
But 1am most fascinated, after my ' Looking
Back' theme this month, at the variations in
playing time, both records commendably
giving these in detail ( totals: DGG-4406;
Supraphon-45'20). In the Haydn, Thibaud's
movement times are 61'8, 238, 4'59 while
Preis's are 600, 305, 435; quite a difference.
But even more interesting is the L. Mozart
piece:
Thibaud 855,
438,
Preis
545,
415. Such is the difference you have to
listen carefully to make sure they are the
same piece. Preis romps through the opening
adagio at something nearer to an allegro and
completely ruins it. Thibaud has a true
adagio and a true allegro moderato to follow.
My money is on Thibaud; Ispeak not as a
baroque purist but as one out to enjoy five
very pleasant pieces of music. [ DGG—
A: 1/Supraphon—B/C: 3]
Peter Gammond
HINDEMITH: Horn concerto*
R. STRAUSS:
Horn concerto 1 in E, Op. 11
Horn concerto
2 in E,••
Dennis Brain ( hn)
Philharmonia Orchestra I " Paul
Hindemith f ” Wolfgang Sawallisch
HMV HLS7001 (£ 1/15). Reissues: formerly Columbia * 33CX1676 ( Dec'59); 33CX1491 ( Nov'57) Legacy'

Although Dennis Brain's recordings of
Mozart are rightly famous, it was in the two
Strauss concertos, in my view, that he showed
himself absolutely in a class of his own for
pure musical control. Listen, for an example,
to the rapid opening phrase in the finale of
No. 2: the playing is completely agile, yet light,
delicate, and with astonishing control of the
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dynamic falling- off in the final rising phrase.
These recordings are more than welcome
back into the catalogue in this new form.
They will probably never be equalled.
The Hindemith, which appears in stereo for
the first time but is nevertheless apparently
an original stereo recording, only underlines
how nearly Dennis Brain made the horn sound
like an extension of his own voice. Cantabile
phrases are played with wonderful, easy grace,
without protest, and with no superfluous
brassiness. In the scherzo he gets round
Hindemith's tricky rhythms with aminimum of
fuss, yet always with a clear sense of their
musical purpose: quite unmechanical. This
is, in fact, the best recording of the three, by
the way. But in all of them, needless to say,
allowances have to be made. It isn't hard.
[C:
Stephen Walsh
KHACHATURIAN: Piano concerto / LISZT:
Hungarian Fantasia
Philippe Entremont ( pno) I The New Philharmonia
Orchestra Seiji Ozawa
CBS 72981 (£2.49)

Khachaturian's piano concerto is a light and
popular work though it is not as popular on
record as one might expect it to be. Written
in the composer's early thirties it is vivacious
and full of the colour of Khachaturian's
Armenian background. It is athree movement
composition with a central slow movement
and it demands a soloist capable of fireworks
and showmanship. In general, 1have been
impressed by Seiji Ozawa's handling of a
variety of twentieth century compositions,
including Lutoslawski's Concerto for Orchestra,
but here Ifeel something of the music has
eluded him. Iwould not go so far as to say
that the playing of Philippe Entremont or the
New Philharmonia is not good, but there is a
lack of vitality and the national or ethnic
character of the music does not altogether
come through.
Iliked the balance of the orchestral sound
and there was not the feeling— as there sometimes is with recordings made in the States
for CBS— of uncomfortable overbrightness
and closeness. The English recording team
has done a good job of capturing all the
strands of the orchestral sound without any
section of the orchestra sounding too close. I
think the piano would have sounded better set
further back as it was a little close and a bit
clattery and the overall quality of the sound
has a slightly hard edge. Prospective buyers
should, however, bear in mind the eK:ellent
performance given by Yakov Flier and the
Moscow Philharmonic under Kondrashin.
The Russian recording is also coupled with
the scintillating Concerto for Piano and
Trumpet by Shostakovich. Nevertheless this
is a recommendable recording and has the
bonus of the delightful but seldom heard
Hungarian Fantasia by Liszt. [
A/B: 2]
Gareth Jefferson
A LIEDER RECITAL: MARTTI TALVELA
KILPINEN:
Kirkkorannassa
Kesâyii
Laululle
Tunturille
Vanha Kirkko
Suvilaulu
Jánkâ
Rannalta—No. 1 / SCHUMANN
Lust der Sturmnacht
Stirb, Lieb' und Freund'!
Wanderlied
Erstes Grün
Auf Das Trinkglas emes verstorbenen Freundes
Wanderung
Stine Liebe
Frage
Stille Trânen
Wer
Machte Dich so krank
Alte Laute
Martli Ta/vela ( bass) Irwin Gage ( pno)
Decca SXL6522(£2.39)

The Finnish bass Martti Talvela has proved a
tower of strength to several opera recordings
(and Ican confirm that on the stage he looks
a tower of strength as well); now he makes
his debut in Lieder, a field less easy to conquer. It is good to have Schumann's op. 35
Kerner settings collected on one disc,

though they do not in any sense constitute a
unified cycle, and although—with two or
three exceptions, notably the beautiful
'Stille Trânen'—they are not among the
greatest of the songs he produced during
his ' year of song', 1840. Mr. Talvela does not
prove himself a born Lieder singer. He is,
I'm afraid, rather dull, particularly in quieter
passages where he fails to sustain tension
and continuity in the vocal line. His voice is
unfailingly beautiful,
however, and the
recorded balance between voice and piano is
just right.
Talvela is happier in the eight miscellaneous songs by Yrjó Kilpinen, the distinguished living Finnish composer whose
songs were introduced to England by the
German baritone Gerhard Hüsch in the
thirties. Kilpinen's style owes something to
Wolf. but his settings of the Finnish poets
Türmanen and Koskenniemi, from which
eight have been chosen for this disc, have
their own individual tone. Six of the eight are
from op. 52 and op. 54, Kilpinen's collection
of twelve Tifirmânen settings. An interesting
disc, this, which extends the currently available song repertoire. [ B: 2] Charles Osborne
MERRICK: Piano concerto E Sonata—movt.
Frank Merrick (pno) IBeckenham Orchestra IJohn
Foster
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE128

This disc reached me without sleeve- notes or
general identification, but the concerto clearly stems from the British Edwardian School.
And if anyone thinks that is insulting, let me
hasten to add that our neglect of Bax, Bantock, Ethyl Smyth and their like is little short
of idiotic! By ignoring the best work of this
school we deprive ourselves of a great deal
of imaginative and original beauty. Unfortunately, until now, the period had always
seemed to lack a good piano concerto. The
examples by Delius and the usually exciting
Holbrooke never come near the quality of
this delightful charmer. Here, for once, is a
minor romantic concerto which eschews all
cliches. It is imaginatively scored and beautifully laid- out for the keyboard. Tunes aplenty
haunt the memory, which is more than can
be said for the examples by Rubinstein and
Co., and the humourous argument in the
finale ( between soloist and orchestra) about
tonality is guaranteed to bring a happy smile
to any face. The slow movement is patently
some kind of seascape. This orchestra, I
have to admit, is scarcely good enough and
it says much for the vitality of the writing as
well as for the skill of the pianist that one can
still enjoy the work in spite of them. In the
final band there is a piece which Igather is
the slow movement of a piano sonata and
one sighs with relief at being able to enjoy
the music without instrumental distraction.
Here, for certain, is a poetic work of singular
beauty. The composer plays it with adedication and singing-tone which is above criticism. Had this work been accredited to an
unpronounceable Slavonic composer it would
have long been admired this side idolatry.
As it is one can only wonder at its neglect
and ask whether we are unduly modest about
our musical heritage or merely indifferent.
In either event we really ought to take more
notice of our recent past. The recording and
the orchestral playing may not be all one
could desire. But, since none of the major
companies have ever risked these most
attractive works, one can only be grateful
for what we have received. [ Concerto— B:
3/Sonata Movement— B: 1]
Basil Ashmore
MONTEVERDI: Scherzi Musicali
Boston Camerais Joe/ Cohen
Turnabout TV 34388S ( 99O)

The Scherzi Musicali include some of Monteverdi's most enjoyable and uninhibited music,
afar cry from the intense dramatic style that
he cultivated in his operatic works. He pubblished two collections of Scherzi Musicali:
the first in 1607 and another twenty-five years
later. All the songs are very short, and to
the sixteen included on the record woodwinds
have been added to the two violins requested
by Monteverdi to vary the instrumental colour.
Generally speaking, the performances have
much to commend them. Intonation is never
unsteady, the phrasing is sensible and the
ensemble precise. But despite all this, some
of the pieces don't make much impact and
there seems to me to be a lack of character
and pointedness in these readings. The
sleeve- note mentions that ornaments and
continuo realisations were ' improvised at the
moment of recording, in an attempt to recapture some of the spontaneity which was
important to so much of Renaissance and
Baroque music- making'. Perfectly true of
course, but the overall effect does not strike
me as very spontaneous.
It is a pity that so little information is given
about the historical background, and even
less to the details of the instruments used
which are apparently period instruments. A
large amount of space is given to clumsy
literal translations of the lyrics, some of which
are nonsensical and others quite dreadful.
The recorded sound is quite pleasant, although in one or two of the numbers—notably
the first one—the balance of voices and
instruments is not always completely successful. [ C: 2]
Colin Evans

This penultimate volume in Klien's Mozart
piano music saga contains one masterpiece,
the Rondo in A minor, and two near masterpieces in the Adagio in B minor and the Andante for mechanical organ, K616. The same
qualities of performance are to be found on
this record as have manifested themselves
throughout this series; clean fingering and a
crystalline shaping of the music that springs
from a certain understanding of its logical
progress from first to last. The Rondo is
comparable to other notable performances
on record, by Ashkenazy and by Brendel who,
incidentally, is the only other pianist to discover the bone beneath the flesh of the
Duport variations and to lift them out of the
category of Mozartean trivia to which most
writers have consigned them together with
most of the remaining sets of variations for
solo piano. The recording quality on this
issue is not as consistent as on some of the
earlier volumes: there are signs of pre- echo
and of distortion at climaxes which may not
be present on finished copies. [ C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Adagio for glass harmonica, K356
Allegro and rondo, KA135
Kleiner Trauermarsch, K453a
8 Variations on ' Come un'
agnello', K460 L Minuet and trio in G, K1
Minuet in F, K2
Allegro in 13 ,,K3
Minuet in
Minuet in F, K5
Allegro in C, K9a
F, K4
8 Variations on ' Ein Weib ¡ st das herrlichste
Ding', K613 ( Complete Piano Music, Vol. 12)
Walter Klien (pno)
Turnabout TV37012S (99p)

MOZART: Symphony 28 in C, 14200 r_J Symphony 35 in D, 14385 ' Haffner'
New Philharmonia Orchestra ISew Ozawa
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1830 (99p)

Ozawa's Haffner might reasonably be called
'exciting' in the best and worst senses of the
word. From the very first bar with its leaping
double octave the performance grips us
firmly by the throat and sweeps us along on
the tide of its own momentum. You may not
care to be so gripped or swept along, but I
quite like it if it is purposeful and kept within
bounds. As it progresses Iadmit to finding
the muscularity of the first movement too
relentless though the Minuet and finale are
better. As always it is the slow movement
which suffers most. Here Imiss the feeling
of relaxation and occasional repose which
seem to me indispensable in a movement
emanating from aserenade. Here the ' excitement' is a spurious element. Curiously the
delectable and still under- recorded Symphony
in C is much more successful. This is a
romantic symphony, inspired like its companion in A ( K201) by a young man's fancy.
The purling trills which embellish each movement are like soft murmurs of summer or the
palpitations of youthful ardour. Ozawa conveys this impression very well yet does not
allow the work to become spineless. He is
aided by arather less fierce recording acoustic
than is employed in the Haffner. Ifind this
occasionally too bright for my comfort but it
has the merit of clarity and good balance.
There is currently no other recording of this
outside Bühm's DGG set that Icould recommend so the choice becomes imperative if
you want K200 as Iam sure you will if you
are not already acquainted with it. [ A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Fantasy and fugue in C, 14394 EL 6
Variations on an allegretto, K54
Rondo in a,
1(511 E Adagio in b, 14540 ""_. Andante for mechanical organ, K616 E= 9variations on a minuet by
Duport, 14573 (
Complete Piano Music, Vol. 11)
Walter Klien (pno)
Turnabout TV57011S (99p)
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This is the last of Klien's comprehensive
series of Mozart piano music recordings.
Only Gieseking has covered the same ground,
but he did it with less obvious enthusiasm or
conviction and though now long gone from
the catalogues no one, Ithink, need mourn
unduly the passing of his performances. Set
beside Klien's achievement the otherwise incomparable Gieseking fades perceptibly in
this field. This last volume, in addition to a
few trifles to make up the tally—the Kleine
Trauermusik is perhaps the most interesting
of these—this volume contains the nearAlpha and true Omega of Mozart's work for
keyboard. It is aspecialist's regret that those
little pieces which, as the Dent- Valentin
volume of The Earliest Compositions of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart ( Verlag Hermann Rinn
1956) tells us, were in fact Mozart's first compositions, could not have been tucked in
somewhere, and that we might have been
given more of the London Sketchbook of
1765, the two Sonatas K46d and 46e, the
8 Minuets K315g, and the attractive little Andantino K236/588b which Gieseking included
in his second volume. To be fair, these are
small beer and do not really affect our knowledge of Mozart's development very much,
except perhaps for the London Sketchbook,
and their omission is an encyclopaedist's
moan, not amusic lover's. Once again, as in
Volume 11, there are signs of a decline from
the highest recording standards, but though
they fall short of the ideal in this respect Idid
not find my enjoyment of the music materially
affected. [ C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
PONCHIELLI: ' La Gioconda'
Anita Cerquetti (sop) lFranca Sacchi (m-sop) ICesare
Siepi (bass) IMario del Monaco (ten) IEttore Bastianini
(bar) IGiorgio Giorgetti (bass) IAthos Cesar/ni (ten) l
Guido Pase/la (bass) IEdio Peruzzi (bass) IThe Chorus
and Orchestra of The Maggio Musicale Florentino I
Gianandrea Gavazzeni
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' GOS809-11 (£5.07).
Reissue: formerly Decca SXL2225-7 ( Aug '60)

Ponchielli's La Gioconda is not likely to appeal
to those who insist on the finer points in
either music or drama, but it has respectable
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antecedents; the libretto is by Boito, founded
on a play of Victor Hugo, and if the music is
seldom subtle, it is never less than effective
in its barnstorming way. Ifind it enjoyable
when, as in this recording, it is performed
with energy and conviction. This version was
recorded in 1958, and though the sound
quality is generally good in a robust verismo
style, some of the big ensembles lack the
definition we should look for nowadays. The
singing is mostly loud and lusty and the six
principals are all in splendid command of
their considerable vocal resources. A specially interesting performance is that of Anita
Cerquetti in the title role, an impressive singer
whose career was abruptly terminated by illness soon after this recording was made.
She is well cast as the distraught Gioconda,
using afine dramatic voice with an eloquence
that at times recalled the great Boninsegna.
Mario del Monaco is in excellent form, as
Enzo, and it is good to recall how well he
could sing in the days of his prime. The late
Ettore Bastianini is another inspired piece of
casting as the saturnine villain Barnaba, and
Giulietta Simionato, Cesare Siepi and Franca
Sacchi complete a cast that has no weaknesses. A special word of praise must go to
the chorus and Gavazzeni directs the Maggio
Musicale Orchestra with fiery conviction. An
enjoyable reissue which Ican commend to
those who like opera in the grand manner.
[B: 2]
Cedric Wallis
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PUCCINI: Madam Butterfly'— highlights
Charles Craig ( ten) IMarie Collier ( sop) IAnn Robson
(m-sop) IGwyn Griffiths ( bar) ISadler's Wells Orchestra IBryan Balk will
Music for Pleasure MFP6036 (
77P)

PROKOFIEV: Winter bonfire—suite for boys'
chorus & orchestra, Op. 122
A summer day—
Children's suite for small orchestra, Op. 65b*
Prague Radio Children's Chorus ( CM: Bohumil Ku/insky) IPrague Radio Orchestra IAlois Klima I * Prague
Chamber Orchestra
Supraphon ST50773 (£ 1.33)

Enthusiasts for Opera in English are not often
indulged by the record companies and Iam
glad to give a welcome to this example, not
least because the English articulation of all
four singers is admirably clear. The highlights include the first act duet for Pinkerton
and Sharpless, followed by a generously
extended version of the Love Duet that concludes Act I. On the second side, the inevitable One fine day' is followed by the Flower
Duet, the scene of Pinkerton's return and the
final scene of Butterfly's Death. The arrangement of these scenes is sometimes a little
contrived, but they make their effect quite
acceptably on the whole. The recording
balance favours the singers, which helps
them to get their words over, but sometimes
the orchestra has a rather far away sound,
though its playing is always clear and well
defined, and Bryan Balkwill directs with poise
and assurance. The late Marie Collier is a
vibrantly dramatic Butterfly, but her moments
of pathos are also well judged vocally, while
Charles Craig's Pinkerton is excellently sung.
Gwyn Griffiths is aforthright and sympathetic
Sharpless and Ann Robson makes the most
of Suzuki's opportunities, which on this
record are fairly minimal. The recording
sounds less than its age— it was made in
1960— apart from the question of balance.
Good value for money, Iwould say. [B: 2]
Cedric Wallis

Although it may be as unfamiliar to readers
as it is to the reviewer, Prokofiev's A Summer's
Day, a deft and descriptive children's suite
for small orchestra, is uncommonly attractive.
Derived from this Twelve Easy Pieces for
piano Op 65 of 1935, it consists of seven short,
orchestrated movements which came out in
1941 and deserves to win friends over here.
They may lack the tang of Peter and the Wolf,
but possess freshness and charm as well as
melodiousness. The excellent, conductorless Prague Chamber Orchestra can hardly
be said to be stretched by such music, but it
plays it with obvious affection, and the reproduction is first rate [
A : 1]. There it differs
from Winter Bonfire (
1949), a suite for boys'
chorus and orchestra, based on verses by
Marshak, the sound quality of which is a
trifle murky and the Radio Orchestra less
polished. ( The strings are all right but the
wind are mediocre.) This too is agreeable,
tuneful, and with catchy rhythms but the
harmonic idiom is almost unduly bland. It
assumes that Russian children have a very
sweet tooth. That may, however, reflect the
substance of the poems, but since they are
not included on an insert or on the sleeve,
one cannot be sure. [
C: 2] Christopher Grier

PROKOFIEV: Violin concerto 2 in g, Op. 63 /
SIBELIUS: Violin concerto in d, Op. 47
Jascha Heifetz ( von) I * Chicago Symphony Orchestra I
Walter Hend/ " Boston Symphony Orchestra ICharles
Munch
RCA LS B4048 (£ 1.69)
Even at a time of many brilliant violinists,
Heifetz still has a unique power to excite.
Perhaps it's a purely physical thrill; perhaps
it is sometimes a little short on the subtler
musical refinements.
Both qualifications
apply to these two performances. But on the
other hand, neither work is exactly musically
problematical, the difficulties they pose being
entirely of that musico-technical kind with
which Heifetz is so superbly equipped to deal.
His playing of the slow movements—as you
would expect if you endorse this view of
Heifetz's style— is no more than OK. Certainly the tone is smooth and expressive, but
the performances find little extra subtlety
beneath the surface romance— or, in the case
of the Prokofiev, simplicity. ( If you doubt
that it's there in the music, listen to either
Perlman or Szeryng in this identical coupling,
or Oistrakh in the Sibelius.)
But in the outer movements Heifetz truly
comes into his own. Here the facade is everything, and the only fault Ican find in his is a
certain tendency to throw away rhythmically
passages which presumably strike him ( not
always correctly) as being of little importance.
His brilliance in the Sibelius first movement
is positively of that flying- trapeze variety
where one is made to feel not only the difficulties of what's involved and the perils of
failure, but doubly for that reason the magnificent precision involved in the total success
necessary. This is certainly a musical quality
in its own right, and Heifetz shares it with few
if any contemporary violinists.
Of the two performances the Prokofiev is
perhaps marginally the more successful
because it is better accompanied. Hendl, in
the Sibelius, gives a big- boned reading but
is musically sometimes unobservant ( though
he copes well with Heifetz's rhythmic idiosyncrasies). The recording, which has tremendous depth if occasionally exaggerated
spatial characteristics, brings out the appropriately bold quality of the Chicago playing.

The Prokofiev recording has less character,
but is clear and accurate. Obviously, in its
way, a big issue. [
A: 2]
Stephen Walsh

PROKOFIEV: Chout—ballet suite* / SHOSTAKOVICH : The Age of Gold— ballet suite**
*Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra IGennady Rozhdestvensky I Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra I Maxim
Shostakovich
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD2763 (£2.35)
Prokofiev's Chout and Shostakovich's Age
of Gold Suites add up to a pungent and
powerful combination, both of them the
works of young composers who were subsequently to move away from the extreme positions represented by these scores.
On
hearing them one after the other, it becomes
plain that for all its political intention, the
Shostakovich is by far the more light-hearted
if not light- weight, more like music for a
review, whereas the human satire evoked by
the Prokofiev has all the finesse of a sledgehammer—though none the less telling for
that. In the concert hall as on record, it still
has a tremendous impact. As far as the
present issue is concerned, Chout has on the
whole the better performance—the Moscow
Radio Symphony Orchestra is, after all,
superior to the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra
just as Rozhdestvensky is amore experienced
conductor than Maxim Shostakovich—and
the Suite is given in full. There it differs from
the other Decca LSO version under Abbado
which omitted a few movements. On the
other hand, compare the two recordings, and
the earlier Decca one comes out easily top
on terms of breadth, depth and vividness of
tone. It is only fair to say though that the
Decca recording was exceptionally fine. With
regard to The Age of Gold, it is also available
on RCA, played again by the LSO under
Jean Martinon but dating back to 1959. In
this case, comparison favours the Russians,
rather as one might expect. It could be, however, that the RCA version made by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Stokowski in 1970 offers formidable competition.
[B: 2]
Christopher Grier
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17th CENTURY DANCE SUITES
PURCELL: ' The Fairy Queen'— suite tROSENMULLER : Musicfor Students—suite, SCHEIDT:
Musical Games—suite
Heidelberg Chamber Orchestra IJustus von Websky
Oryx EXP54 (
99p)
This curious assortment contains at any rate
two familiar names— Scheidt and Purcell. The
former's Musical Games (
1622) seems to be a
reissue. The somewhat obscure Rosenmuller
was a Leipzig predecessor of Bach who
appears to have thought well enough of him
to adopt one of his works. We are not informed of the orchestrations of the suites
but the Purcell at any rate seems to have
been dressed up a little. Those who like the
tart sound of baroque instrumentation will
appreciate these adaptations which are fairly
in the style of the period and individually quite
attractive. One may feel that Purcell's Fairy
Queen music demands a lighter touch than
these rather solemn Germans allow it. A not
very helpful sleeve- note throws no light on
the titles of the German pieces, but at least
the music presents no difficulties. It is in
both instances compounded of the familiar
17th century dance measures—courant, sarabande, allemande, etc— of the time. The gem
of the Purcell selection is of course the fine
Chaconne. The recording is vividly present
but it somehow lacks the last degree of
charm that would make these pieces sound
important. But they are fairly said to be
'explorations' and off the beaten track. [
B: 2]
A. K. Holland
SCHUBERT: Symphony 1 in D, 082
phony 2in Bi, 0125
Berlin Philharmonic IKarl Böhm
Deutsche Grammor hon 2530216 (£2.35)

Sym-

Schubert is not the easiest orchestral writer
to handle. The writing in the 1st and 2nd
symphonies has a reticence and sparseness
about it that leaves a lot of work for the conductor. The most notable enhancer of these
early works on record was Sir Thomas
Beecham who imbued them with a relaxed

•
FREdERick Ddius

AMAss of LifE

A MASS OF LIFE is acknowledged to be the largest•
scale and most ambitious work of FREDERICK DELIUS.
It demands superlative performance and recording for
the music has qualities which are both exciting and unusual.
Under the baton of CHARLES GROVES, who has inherited
the Beecham-DeliuS tradition, it receives an interpretation
which magnificently evokes the magic, mystery and lyricism
of its Nietzschean inspired origins. The four distinguished
British soloists, the LONDON PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA and CHOIR, the latter superbly prepared by
JOHN ALLDIS, respond to the challenge with an insight and
skill which makes for remarkable impact. HMV's musical and
technical production is in keeping with the highest standards.
DELIUS: A MASS OF LIFE
HEATHER HARPER • HELEN WATTS • ROBERT TEAR
BENJAMIN LUXON
London Philharmonic Choir
Chorus Master: John Alldis
London Philharmonic Orchestra
CHARLES GROVES
HMV SLS 958
Two records, boxed
with booklet containing
Eric Fenby's commentary
and full text with
English translation
Recommended retail price £5

EMI

EMI Records (The Gramophone Co. Ltd.),
142 Wardour Street, London WI V 4AE
A member of the EMI Group of Companies
International leaden in Electronics,
Records and Entertainment

and easy charm. Since then we have had
few recordings and none of them entirely
satisfactory. Now with Karl Böhm we get
two fine performances that, without quite
equalling Beecham, offer a sensitive, warmhearted and yet disciplined account of these
immature works. The balanced elegance of
the Berlin Philharmonic is a great help, of
course, but Elóhm avoids the usual pitfall,
in such ' classical' works of over- driving a
vehicle of small horsepower. The 2nd symphony is a delightful work with its tuneful
Minuet and gay finale played with both speed
and clarity. I hope this issue means that
Böhm is going to complete the Schubert
symphonies ( his 5th is the best and his Unfinished is good-139162; and he has a fine
9th-138877)—they should make a valuable
set. The DGG sound is clear, wind and
strings nicely balanced, warmly mellifluous;
it is worth cutting the bass a little to gain
absolute clarity. With 28' 42 playing time on
one side and 28' 49 on the other, the coupling
is good value. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond

of touch that I imagine, without actually
knowing, would be Schubert's own approach
—these seem to be as near the ideal as one
could demand. Two nicely balanced works,
the C minor, wiry and probing Schubert, the
B major warmer and more Viennese. They
are both among the best performances from
the complete set. In comparison they appear
to have been cut at aslightly higher level than
before and, at the same time, there is less
resonance. Any qualifications I have are
with regard to the piano's slightly unsympathetic tone rather than with the playing or the
recording. Good value with sides running
to 30' 49 and 24' 42 minutes. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano trio in e
Seven
Romances for soprano and string trio
Mary Ellen Pracht ( sop) IThe New Amsterdam Trio
Turnabout TV34280S (99p)

Only recently Ireviewed the excellent Melodiya version of the piano trio, and while it
remains my favourite both technically and
artistically Iam sure this performance by the
New Amsterdam Trio will win many admirers
for Shostakovich's chamber music. The work
dates from 1944 and has a vein of sardonic
and grim humour which inescapably brings
to mind the horrors of that time. This is a
very fine composition and one of Shostakovich's best chamber works.
The Seven Romances is a musical setting
of words by Alexander Block composed to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Russian
revolution. Mary Ellen Pracht sings the
soprano part with considerable sensitivity
although her voice is lacking in power—
occasionally to the detriment of impact. The
trio play very beautifully and the work is well
recorded with a modest and realistic spacing
of instruments. The ' cello is rather underbodied, especially in the piano trio and the
upper string tone is apt to be hard and acidic,
though this can be corrected by a little treble
filtering. The ambience is just right for
chamber music—dryish but not dead. At
99p this record is exceptionally good value.
(B: 1)
Gareth Jefferson

SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 in C, 0944 Great'
Cleveland Orchestra IGeorge Szell
HMV ASD2760 (E2.35)

Some information given on the sleeve drops
a hint as to what kind of recording this is to
be. After an exciting concert performance in
the Severance Hall, Cleveland, in April 1970,
the orchestra and conductor returned four
days later to recapture that performance on
record under the supervision of Peter Andry.
Full of confidence and zest they must have
set out to recreate that concert atmosphere
and Iimagine have done so very successfully.
The result is an exciting, driving display of
the disciplined precision of the Cleveland
Orchestra. But, in small ways, this does mean
that it is not quite the ideal gramophone performance. There is an inclination to ignore
finer points like the alternations of if and p
after bar 155 of the 1st movement which is
passed over at an undeviating f. The slow
movement is supple and full-blooded but like
so many American orchestras, and others
for that matter, they miss the Viennese lilt of
the Scherzo—in fact, only Krips ( SOD 153)
still maintains this to my satisfaction; while
the final allegro vivace is splendid. It may be
taking too much for granted to say that it is
a reading that one would expect from SzeII
(one of his last recordings, by the way) but
anyone who knows his previous version
(originally Columbia SAX 2517) will find that
he has deviated very little from tempi and
approach displayed there. The recording
here is much better; atrue big hall sound, in
fact, resonant, even reverberant and in the
louder moments somewhat confused while
the upper strings at full strength get a bit
hard. The woodwind touches, especially the
flute, sometimes get lost in the general
sound; but for most of the time it is a richly
natural effect. Ishould be inclined to recommend this as ademonstration of Szell's capabilities; while sticking to Krips on Ace of
Diamonds for my first choice. [B: 2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano sonata 8in B, D575
Piano
sonata 19 in c, 0958
Wilhelm Kempf( (pno)
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 148 (£2.35). From set
2561032 ( Dec '
70)

Some more Kempff reissues from his ' complete' Schubert sonatas and 1am immediately
entranced and drawn into his musical thinking. The sense of being perfectly prepared
for each note as it comes and giving it full
value, the constant awareness of Schubert's
musical sensitivity, and the definite lightness
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SIBELIUS: Symphony 6 in d, Op. 1arLi Symphony 7 in C, Op. 105**
London Symphony Orchestra IAnthony Collins
Decca ' Eclipse'
ECS603 (99p). Reissue: formerly
Decca * LXT5084 ( Nov '55); LXT2960 ( Dec '54)

This coupling duplicates that made by Karajan
in both his recordings of these works, recently
for DGG and in the now deleted Columbia
version. Collins's merits, as it happens,
reverse those of Karajan. Where, in the
Seventh, the German conductor is inclined
to be heavy- handed—Teutonically ponderous
—Collins is firm, decisive, unmannered. The
Sixth, on the other hand, profits from
Karajan's slightly wistful way with it. Collins
here is rather detached, underlining the
astringency of a work which has missed
popularity by virtue of this not entirely
quintessential quality.
In short I prefer
Karajan in No. 6, Collins in No. 7.
But Karajan is full- price, Collins very cheap,
and in this Eclipse reprocessing the sound is
really more than respectable. Brought up on
Collins's Sibelius, Istill find his performances
satisfying, which Karajan's Seventh emphatically is not. Also the LSO play very well,
except that Ihave always been alittle disturbed
by ensemble problems in this No. 6. The
difficulty is recurrent in Sibelius, with his
'pre-fade' entries. All in all this reissue is
well worth its price and will not arouse those
who, like me, tend towards apoplexy at the
mention of electronically reprocessed stereo.
[B: 2]
Stephen Walsh
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STRAUSS: ' Don Juan' ' Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme'
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IClemens Krauss
Decca ' Eclipse' mECS6011 (99p). Reissue: formerly Decca LXT2756 ( Aug '52)

Krauss's always was, and still remains, the
outstanding version of Le Bourgeois gentilhomme, and it's apleasure to welcome it back
to the catalogue. Charming, elegant, witty,
yet warm and urbane, it combines all those
qualities which go to make up that elusive
Viennoiserie, so much imitated but so hard
to capture with true naturalness. I've a few
reservations about Krauss's Don Juan (
though
the coupling is generous). Perhaps urbanity
and elegance sit a shade less happily on the
impulsive shoulders of Lenau's hero. In the
long oboe solo, for instance, the meticulous
quality of the phrasing seems to militate
against real sensuousness. However, in its
lithe, swift- moving fashion, this is a good
performance—also distinctly Viennese.
The recording has been brightened up
perhaps to excess. My treble filter was in
use from the start, but even with this Ifound
some of the Don Juan climaxes mildly trying
(though oddly enough, the balance favours
the woodwind more than the brass). The
economically scored Molière suite is better
served in this respect. A certain immediacy
and presence lets just the necessary light
into this liquescent score. [ C: 1]
Stephen Walsh
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op. 36
London Symphony Orchestra IGeorg Szell
Decca SPA206 (99p)

The magnificent Szell, able to refine the vulgarity to be found in many Wagnerian Highlights ( as he proves on some of his recent
CBS recordings) seems unable to do as
much with the flamboyant melodrama which
is inherent in most of this overheated example
of Slavonic Sturm und Drang. Gifts like
Szell's are sadly wasted on music which
needs agood, long rest and should have been
turned to finer achievements. This offering
is very cheaply priced, of course, and anyone
really needing a recording of the work will
find abargain here. The recording is reasonably bright and pleasant; though in tuttis,
trombone fortes and loud passages from the
percussion department I note a trace of a
metallic, closed- in acoustic which is less
appealing. String players, however, are beautifully recorded and the pizzicato section is so
attractive Iwas almost tempted to play the
disc a second time, to hear it once again.
Szell's mastery, whatever the material, does
manage to assert itself, somewhere or other.
[6:1]
Basil Ashmore
THE MUSIC OF VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The nine symphonies
In the fen country
Norfolk rhapsody
Serenade to music'
The lark ascending**
Fantasia on the Old 104th"'
London Philharmonic Orchestra INew Philharmonia
Orchestra I LPO Chorus I * Soloists l **Hugh Bean
(vIn) I ***Peter Katin (pno) lSir Adrian Boult
HMV SLS822 (£13.95). Reissues

This collation of Sir Adrian Boult's Vaughan
Williams symphonies and smaller works is
timely as well as richly deserved. As the most
worthy recipient of the 1971 Audio Award,
presented to him at the Royal Festival Hall
on February 23, Sir Adrian's contributions to
the cause of Ralph Vaughan Williams had a
major though not exclusive bearing on the
decision to honour him and his long service
in the cause of all music, but English music
in particular. By omitting the two piano
concerto ( originally coupled with Symphony
8) and the incidental music to The Wasps
(originally making the fourth side of the Sea

Drawing by Richard Cole

Symphony) EMI have saved a record over the
original ten and kept the other 'fill- up' material
intact—some of it, like the Fantasia on the
'Old 104th', and the early In the fen country
not at all familiar and otherwise unavailable.
Ineed hardly enlarge again on the value and
authority of Sir Adrian's interpretations of
Vaughan Williams's music. There is certainly
something of a special relationship, though
in no sense an exclusive one, as Sir Adrian
himself is the first to disclaim. One can hardly,
in are- review, pick out the iindividual details,
but note the luminous serenity of No. 5, the
vitality of the London, the dramatic tautness
of No. 6. Some have found No. 9 lacking in
vigour and forthrightness: Ido not share that
view, though as Isaid at the time, Ican understand it. The Pastoral, not at all an easy work
to bring off—or rather, a work easy to make
sound meandering and wishy-washy—is
splendidly directed by Sir Adrian. It has been
said too, and not only of his conducting of
English music, that Sir Adrian tends to be
too self-effacing, does not take abold enough
line; is perhaps, as he himself is inclined to
imply, too much the undemonstrative English
gentleman. It is an illusion, only apparent,
never ( or very seldom) real. In fact, Sir Adrian
invariably directs firm, strong, purposeful
performances. He may not need to toss his
hat in the air, or dance some light fantastic
on the podium; but to argue that he lets
things wander on without direction is a total
misrepresentation. And it is even less true
now, in his old age, than perhaps it used to
be, when a certain liberality of temperament
could allow, not lack of purpose so much as
occasional slacknesses in execution of the
kind that would never pass muster under the
great rostrum autocrats. Not that Sir Adrian
is a stander of nonsense: it is simply that
there have been times when the liberal temperament has become too indulgent. But not,
as Isay, in his magnificent old age, when at
last he has been recognised as among the
very greatest conductors of his generation—
and it is ageneration full of giants and heroes.
His Vaughan Williams tells us much about
him; much that makes him the great interpreter he is. For there is also in V. W's music
that reflective, meditative richness that is
characteristically English, as well as that
stern, fierce, uncompromising practicality and
moral integrity which is the other side of the
coin—the English coin. Since Sir Adrian is

English to the blood and bone—as much so
as V. W.—it tells best where it lies closest to
hand. Thus this set of recordings has adual
interest and value, at least: it shows us the
essential Sir Adrian Boult revealing both
himself and his composer in particularly close
relationship; and it helps us to understand
the better what makes him (and how) an
exceptional interpreter of all music, classic,
romantic, modern.
The sound in the original single issues was
always good, sometimes outstanding. The
reissues have not been recut, and retain thus
the many virtues and few failings of the catalogue releases. Only on side 3 of the Sea
Symphony am Iless than happy, sensing as
Iput it before, something of shifting cargo
below decks. Obviously, the symphonies
constitute the real heart of the matter; but the
subsidiary pieces are also valuable and revealing. The dropping of the concerto and
the Wasps is not severe; the original versions
can still be had, and these two casualties may
well reappear somewhere in another form—
maybe even directly coupled. But that is by
the way. Ithus rate overall [
A*/A/B: 1*/1].
Burnett James

telling. HMV again have the edge (figuratively) [ A/B: 1/2] (counting the Wasps, which
also sounds fine).
Burnett James
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: ' The Pilgrim's Progress'
John Noble—The Pilgrim / Sheila Armstrong INorma
Burrows IMarie Hayward IAlfreda Hodgson IGloria
Jennings / Delia Wallis / Gerald English IIan Partridge
IJoseph Ward IJohn Carol Case IJohn Shirley-Quirk l
Raimund Herincx IChristopher Keyte IRobert Lloyd I
London Philharmonic Choir (CM: John Alldis) I
London Philharmonic Orchestra / Sir Adrian Boult
HMV SLS959 (
3records) (£5.90)

Vaughan Williams's ' morality' ( he denied it
the title of opera), produced at Covent Garden in 1951, is here recorded in full on five
sides, with some rehearsal extracts on the
sixth. Much as Irespect a general wish to
record works uncut, Ishould be readier to
recommend a slightly abridged version such
as has already been given in concert and
such as surely could have been packed on to
two discs. ( Rehearsal techniques are interesting: but if we are privileged to attend a
rehearsal in a concert hall, we are not asked
to pay admission.) The Pilgrim's Progress is
an uneven and dubiously- structured work.
Even a very good technical recording and a
pretty good cast ( with some unsatisfactory
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 5 in D =1,
features) can hardly sustain it at present
'The Wasps'—Overture
length.
London Symphony Orchestra IAndre Prévin
The orchestral recording is outstandingly
RCA S136856(£2.50)
lifelike for tone- quality, range of volume, and
There is a story of Michelangelo being comstereo dimension: sample the opposition of
missioned to make statues of two Florentine
horns and trumpets before the scene with
dukes, and when it was done he was repriApollyon. The bells in the final triumph are
manded because it was not ' like' the subjects
apparently suppressed, Isuppose, to make
—to which Michelangelo replied: ' Who will
the texture clearer. Apollyon's monstrous
know in athousand years time?' That showed
voice with megaphoned effect (as the comthe artist's pride and confidence in his work,
poser directed) is very impressive except
and was a slap in the face for parochialism.
when orchestrally overpowered just when it
Ithink of it now especially in connection with
should dominate: ' Surely Ihave thee now'.
Previn's account of The Wasps overture,
The separation of main stage, soprano songwhich is vivid and lively but seems not particbird in orchestra, solo violin, and the rest of
ularly concerned with the ' folkiness' of the
the orchestra in the ' Delectable Mountains'
melodic structures— less so anyway than in
scene is exemplary, but the prominence of
more 'traditional' English readings. Previn,
clarinet over the initial singing of the Woodof course, is a young(ish) American, and
cutter's Boy is amiscalculation—the result of
therefore has never been specifically involved
flouting the stage directions, so that the Boy
with the English Renaissance, confidently sois imagined entering instead of being already
called, of which V. W. was the leading expopresent.
nent, in so far as the folk song bias was conWhy not a real boy for this part? Why not
cerned. In the future, a thousand years or
abass, as specified, for Bunyan himself ( pronot, no one will know how we felt about V. W.
logue and epilogue) instead of yet another
—in so far as his music has universal validity
baritone? Since Pilate's whole part consists
and does not belong only to us, in our time
of ' What is truth?', why have a singer who
and place, it will be heard quite differently—
squeezes out the notes with difficulty? Why
except from books of history. The music will
not re-take those passages which are sung
be there; but the particular local flavour will
with wrong or uncertain pitch (the Evanhave vanished into mists. Previn's Wasps, I gelist's ' Vanity Fair', for instance, and the
think, shows how the process is already beCelestial Messenger's ' Ibring thee tidings')?
ginning—with no loss at all to the real V. W.
No less disturbing is the distance between
Symphony 5 is another matter. It is not
those who sing English outstandingly well,
such as John Noble ( Pilgrim) and Gerald
only quintessential Vaughan Williams: it also
English ( Mister By- Ends) and those who are
brought from Sir Adrian Boult a recording
of exceptional quality, even for him. Yet in a impossible to follow or who use unnatural,
sense the same applies. Previn is not as
'elocutionary' diction, equating the last syllable of ' mountain' with the last syllable of
successful here: he does not quite mould the
inner melodic lines as subtly as Sir Adrian,
'entertain'.
The crowd noises at the beginning of the
and there is a certain tendency to interpret
Vanity Fair scene, and the purposely posh
off the top rather than from deep inside the
accent of Madam By- Ends, seem to me slightscore. It is not superficial; yet beside Sir
Adrian it seems to leave things unsaid. But
ly intrusive. But there is much to enjoy,
Iwould be telling lies if Idid not say that it
especially for the listener more willing than I
to take his words from the accompanying
was a performance of much interest, even if
libretto instead of from the loudspeaker. In
Imust urge the HMV as first choice, especithe large cast Iwould not like to omit asalute
ally since it contains also a lovely performto Terence Sharpe ( really exciting as the
ance of the Serenade to Music, a gem by any
Herald) and Joseph Ward ( Lord Lechery),
standards. RCA's sound is not quite of the
nor to John Noble, who makes Pilgrim's
first rank, while still being pretty commendscene in the prison cell a true high point of
able. Hard to put afinger on it, but the tone
the work. Boult conducts: no more need be
has aslight hardness, and the orchestral persaid to those who know his penetrating symspectives are just short of ideal. The bass
pathy with Vaughan Williams's style. [ A: 2]
responds all right, yet there is not quite the
Arthur Jacobs
right specific gravity. Only marginal, but
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indigo; His father wore long hair; My one and only
love; This black cat has nine lives
Philips 7144 002 (£2.50)

When Charlie Parker died, the slogan began
to appear on walls everywhere, ' Bird Lives!'.
Iknew what they meant, Ifeel the same about
Louis now. Nobody had more friends than
Louis and he'll go on making them for years
to come—especially if there are more tapes
like this still to come. Iloved every minute of
it. [
B: 1]
Fred Dellar

CASSETTE RELEASES REVIEWED
J. S. BACH: Suites for orchestra: 1 in C, BWV
1066
2in b, BWV1067
3in D, BWV1068
4in D,
BWV1069
Thurston Dart ( hpd)
Academy of St. Martin- in-theFields Neville Marriner
Argo ZRC687,8 (£4.94). Discs: ZRG687/8 ( Sep '
71)

TRINI LOPEZ: ' GREATEST HITS'
America: Sinner man; Hall of fame; Sad tomorrows;
Michael; La bamba; Lemon tree; Kansas City;
What have Igot of my own?; Are you sincere; I'm
comm n' home Cindy; If lhad a hammer
Reprise ICK4 (£2•46)

Crisp, light, rhythmical performances of these
popular suites in a true chamber- music
spirit and size. Perhaps ' orchestral' ceases
to be an operative and meaningful word, but
the propulsive, exciting nature of the performances makes up for loss of weight.
There are performances that offer this if
preferred. Even the slow movements remain
airy and the bass parts as well as the continuo
harpsichord played by the obvious inspirer of
these performances, the late Thurston Dart,
are deft and light. The recording matches the
spirit of the performance, being clear and
well- focussed, light but not lacking in tonal
quality. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Trini at P.J.'s was atremendous recording. It
really captured the essence of Trini, the
sing- along, join- in- and- join- the- fun- and- whocares- if- we- are- being-recorded, atmosphere
of his personal appearances. Hammer and
America both hail from that 1963 session and
are marvellous. So are many of the other
items on this, latin, party- enlivener. Only on
Are you sincere? where they replace Trini's
guitar with a bank of strings, do things fail to
gell. [A: 1]
Fred Dellar

MOZART: Symphony 23 in G, K318
Sinfonia
concertante for violin and viola in E, K364*
Serenade 13 in G, K525 ' Eine kleine Nachtmusik'
•Alan Loveday(vIn) " Stephen Shingles ( via) Academy
of St. Martin- in- the-Fields INeville Marriner
Argo ZRC679 (£2.47). Disc: ZRG679 ( Nov '
71)

The seasoned Mozartian
will inevitably
wonder why there should be yet another Eine
kleine Nachtmusik committed to record, but
Neville Marriner is entitled to his personal
version—especially when he produces one as
fresh and musicianly as this. It is wonderfully
lively and yet full of warmth and affection.
We marvel once more at the collective genius
of this fine ensemble. The great Sinfonia
concertante also gets an affectionate performance, sweet and lingering, even surprising so in view of the usual crisp and speedy
approach that Neville Marriner often adopts,
but it is as fine a performance as we have on
record. To complete an excellently filled disc,
the short ' overture' symphony is given afinely
contrasted reading, two brisk outer parts
sandwiching a tenderly handled middle
section; again the best performance available.
The recording is clear and ideally suited to the
music. [
A: 1*]
Peter Gammond
ROGER WHITTAKER : ' SETTLE DOWN WITH
ROGER WHITTAKER'
Settle down; After the laughter; Steel men; Acre of
wheat; Mud puddles; The sinner; Times is tough;
Butterfly; Santa Anna; Jenny's gone
Philips Sonic 7176018 (£ 1.75)

Ten tracks recorded in the early sixties. The
songs and arrangements are unadventurous
but Rog's personality shines through. [B: 3]
Fred Dellar
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SOUNDTRACK: ' BEDKNOBS AND BROOMSTICKS'
Overture; The old Home Guard; The age of not
believing; With a flair; A step in the right direction;
Substitutary locomotion; Eglantine; Don't let me
down; The beautiful briny; Portobello Road; Portobello Street dance; Eglantine and Portobello Road
reprise; Finale
Buena Vista ZCBV5003 (£2.37)

Richard and Bobby Sherman haven't written a
very ear- catching score for the latest Disney
epic though children who catch the film will
probably feel this cleanly- recorded tape is
worth an [A: 1]. For my own part, I'll stick to
my copy of the ' Lady and the Tramp' soundtrack and offer a mere 7A: 3] for this one.
Fred Dellar
HEAVEN: ' BRASS ROCK 1'
Things I should have be.,n; This time tomorrow;
Never say die; Come back; Song for chaos; Morning
coffee; Number one; Number two; Dawning; Got to
get away
CBS 40-66293 (£3.49) (Double- cassette)

Two minute photos of Heaven on the insert
card show the band to be a septet although
my defector from CBS fells me that it's really
a nine- piece. Right from the off, the band
rocks heavily, the vocalist screams hoarsely
and one instinctively reaches for the Anadins.
There's some fine section work from the
brass, to be sure, and the guitarists work
hard, sometimes too hard. The vocalist
never lets up, however, and, if he didn't get
double-time for the sessions then the M.U.
isn't doing its job. It's all as loud as Max
Miller's ties and as obvious as his jokes. [B:
3]
Fred Dellar
LOUIS ARMSTRONG: ' AND HIS FRIENDS'
Give peace a chance; Everybody's talking; What a
wonderful world; Boy from New Orleans; The creator has a masterplan; We shall overcome; Mood
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VARIOUS ARTISTS: ' STEREO SPECTACULAR'
Thus spake Zarathustra; La felicidad; Wanderin'
star; My cherie amour; Aquarius; Tara theme; She
loves you; Wheels; Somewhere my love; Stranger
on the shore; Raindrops keep falling on my head;
Midnight cowboy; Bridge over troubled water;
Radetzky march
EMI TC-MCS 2 (£ 1.50)

Music to drive cars by. Helmut Zacharias for
your Volkswagen; Franck Pourcel for your
Renault; Barbirolli for your Rolls and George
Martin for your Mini. Wheels by courtesy of
Joe Loss. Fourteen tracks at this price,
seems like good mileage for your money.
Fred Dellar
[A: 2]
THE SUPREMES: ' TOUCH'
This is the story; Here comes the sunrise; Love it
came to me this time; Touch; Nathan Jones; It's so
hard for me to say goodbye; Have Ilost you; Time
and love; Johnny Raven; Happy ( is a bumpy road)
Tamla Motown TC-STML11189 (£2.50)
THE TEMPTATIONS: ' GREATEST HITS'
The way you do the things you do; My girl; Ain't too
proud to beg; Don't look back; Get ready; It's growing; Since Ilost my baby; The girl's alright with me;
My baby; Beauty is only skin deep; I'll be in trouble;
Girl ( Why you wanna' make me blue)
Tamla Motown TC-STML 11042 (£2.5o)
DIANA ROSS & THE SUPREMES: ' LET THE
SUNSHINE IN'
The composer; Everyday people; What becomes of
the brokenhearted?; No matter what sign you are;
Send a telegram ( Hey, Western Union man); I'm
livin' in shame; Medley: Let the Sunshine in/
Aquarius; Let the music play; With a child's heart;
Discover me ( and you'll discover love); Will this be
the day?; I'm so glad I got somebody ( like you
around)
Tamla Motown TC-STML 11114 (£2.50)

A trio of Tamla tapes which should prove
ideal buying for those interested in the music
from the Detroit label. Nothing one hasn't
heard before, of course, with hardly anything
sensational happening on the three cassettes.
Best for parties is the Temps' set which is, as
always, vastly entertaining. Particularly inviting are ' My girl', ' The girl's alright with me'
and ' Beauty is only skin deep'. Nothing fantastic apart from the good production, however, and a [B: 2] rating seems afair one....
The Tamla-type accompaniments do tend to
become monotonous—and what's more they
seem often to be a carbon- copy of the previous Tamla LP you've heard. The arrangements on the Ross/Supremes cassette are
the usual average- but- no- more. Much Might
be said about the set as awhole. The group's
version of the ' Hair' medley is nice— but just
didn't begin to compare with the definitive 5th
Dimensions treatment. Otherwise, this is
just like practically any other recording by
Diana and the gals [
B: 2]. Although Miss
Ross was looked on invariably as the star of
the Supremes they are now, paradoxically, a
more compatible outfit. Whereas Diana used
to tend to steal the solo and individual limelight, the present trio— Mary Wilson, Cindy
Birdsong and Jean Terrell—achieve a better
group sound and entity. ' Touch' is probably
the best post- Ross LP yet and it can be
recommended to followers of contemporary
female vocal groups. [
A: 1]
Stan Britt
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Rogers Ravensbrook Teak 11
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Teak
Radford SC24, SPASO
Sacom A500
Sinclair 2000 metal
Sinclair Project 60 with filter
Sinclair 3000 black ..
Tripletone 800 Mk II
Wharfedale Linton

£14500
.. £3200
.. £45-50
From stock
From stock
.. £68.00
.. £72 50
.. £ 124 00
£S8 00
£50.00
£42.00
£165 00
. £200 00
.. £65.00
.. £52.50
On request
£29.00
£32.00
£40 00
£48 00
£78 00
£42 00
£S8 00
£45 00
£75 00
• £94-00
£32.00
£38.50
.. £43.00
.. £49 00
.. £52 SO
From stock
£23.00
..
net»
..
£26.00
£36.00
£3200
£43.00

HEADPHONES ( P&P 25p)
Akai ASE-9S
Akai ASE- 20
AKG K60 ..
Beyer DT100
Beyer DT109
Beyer DT485
D. Clark ..
Howland-West HW4ST
Howland-West HW85
Nivico STHIOE
Pioneer SE20A
Pioneer SE30
Pioneer 5E50
Koss PRO 600AA • .
Koss PRO 4AA • .
Koss ESP6
Koss ESP9
Wharfedale DD1

£5.75
£7.50
£12.50
£12.00
£20.00
..
£28.00
From stock
£7•00
£9.50
£10•50
£7.00
£10•50
£15.00
£24 00
£22 50
£36.50
£55.50
[9.50

LOUDSPEAKERS (
P&P 75p each)
Acoustic- Research AR4X
£3900
Acoustic- Research ARS pine .. £93.00
Acoustic-Research AR3A pine .. £ 132.00
B & W DMI Teak or Walnut .. £ 32 00
B & W DM IRosewood .. £ 33 50
B & W DM3 Teak or Walnut .. £50 00
B & W DM3 Rosewood/White .. £55.00
B & W Model 70
..
£ 120.00
Cambridge R40 .. . £.5300

Buy it with your
BARCLAYCARD

£80 00
CambrAge R50
..
Celestion Ditton 120
£20.00
Celestion Ditton 15
£3200
£5000
Celestion Ditton 25
£15-00
Decca Deram
£3200
Dynaco A25 Mk 2 ..
£22-50
Goodman: Havant ..
£15.50
Goodmans Mezzo III
Goodmans Magnum K2
£3300
.. £50.00
Goodmans Magister
IMF Transmission Line Monitor From stock
IMF Transmission Line Studio
Front stock
.. £ 12000
J.B.L. Century L100
£126.00
J.B.L. Aquarius I
.. £7500
J.B.L. Aquarius 4 ..
.. £4300
Lowther PM6 in enclosure
Lowther PM7 in enclosure
.. £5300
£2100
Lowther PM6 unit ..
£2700
Lowther PM7 unit ..
£38.00
Leak 600 ..
£24 00
Leak 250
.. £21 50
Leak 200 ..
.. £ 14.00
Metrosound HFSIO
.. £20.00
Metrosound HFS20
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS077
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS400
Mordaunt-Short MS700
From stock
£21.00
Peerless 4-30/12 Kit
£800
Peerless 50-2 Kit ..
Peerless 120-4 Kit ..
£29.00
Philips RH48I
£9.50
£15-00
Philips RH482
£18.50
Fhi.ips RH49I
£41 00
Philips RH497
£32.00
Pioneer C553
£38.00
Pioneer C566
£49.00
Pioneer CS- E500
£57.00
Pioneer CS- E700
ao.00
Pioneer CS63DX
Radford Range
From stock
Sonab V- I
From stock
Sonab 0A-5
Sonab 0A-6 ( Special offer) .. £ 110.00
Tannoy 12" in Lancaster enclosure
L47 00
Tannoy 15" in Lancaster enclosure £ 54.00
Tannoy III in Teak enclosure .. £34 00
Tannoy 12" Monitor Gold Unit .. £ 32-00
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold Spk. Unit £ 36 00
Wharfedale Dentons ( pair) .. £34 00
Wharfedale Lintons 11 ( pair) .. £41 00
Wharfedale Astons ( pair) in White £ 43.00
Wharfedale Tritons ( pair) .. £61.00
Wharfedale Melton 11 ..
£25•50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
£33.00
ao.00
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
Wharfedale Unit 3
..
£11.50
Wharfedale Unit 4
.. £ 1500
Wharfedale Unit 5
£20-50
From Stock
Heco Range
.•
PICK-UP ARMS (
P&P 25p)
Audio Technica AT1005/11
Decca International
Goldring L75
Goldring L69
Neat G30 .
Ortofon R5212 ..
SME 3009/52
SME 3012/52
BARCLAYCARD customers simply
quote your number by phone or
letter.
Goods
are despatched
promptly.

•.
•.
••
.•
•.
••

£16.50
£24-oo
LI ISO
£700
£11.50
£2400
£27.50
£2900

KEF Cresta ( pair) ..

£40.00

KEF Celeste 11 (each)

£22 00

KEF Chorale (each)

£28 00

KEF Cadenza (each)

£34.50

KEF Concerto

£44 50

KEF Kit II ..

£20.00

KEF Kit Ill ..

£30 00

TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P 75p)
Akai 40000 .. .. .. .. £72-00
Akai 4000 .. .. : . .. £98.00
Braun TGI000 2Track or 4Track Frorr stock
Dual CT G28
..
£90.00
Ferrograph 702/704
£ 184.00
Ferrograph 722/724
£220 00
Ferrograph 702H/704H £ 194-00
Philips N2202
..
£ 34 00
Phi:ips EL2400.
•
£ 58 00
• • £66.00
Philips EL2401
Philips N4408.
•
£ 108 00
Philips N4407•
•
£ 18 00
Philips N4308•
•
£ 48.00
Philips N4500•
•
£ 105.00
Philips PRO12•
• aooeci
Pioneer T6600 .. .. .. Else«,
Revox 1102/1104 Series 2
On request
Revox 1122/1124 Series 2
On request
Revox 1108..
On request
TUNERS (
P&P 7Sp)
Armstrong 524 FM
Armstrong 523 AM/FM • .
Armstrong M8 Decoder . •
Braun CE 251 FM Tuner • •
Grundig RT100
Korting 1600
Leak Delta FM Teak
Leak Delta AM/FM Teak
Nikko range
Philips RH690
Philips RH69I
Pioneer TX500
Pioneer TX900
Radford FMT 4 .
Rogers Ravensbrook FET
Rogers Ravensbourne FET

£36.00
£45.00
From stock
From stock
..
£4200
.. £61.50
.. £72-50
On request
..
£3600
ess-oo
ae-oo
.. £11400
On request
..
£40.00
..
£50-00

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS (
P&P 75p)
Acoustic- Research .. £350.00
Akai AA-6600 .. .. £ 120.00
Armstrong 526 .. .. £87.00
Armstrong 525 .. .. £77.00
Braun REGIE 510 ..
From stock
Braun REGIE 510K
From stock
Dual CRI6 .. .. : .. £90.00
Goodmans Module 80
..
£80.00
Korting 400T
..
£68.00
Nikko range
On request
Philips RH78I
..
£60.00
Philips RH790
..
£ 108.00
Pioneer KX330
..
£68.00
Pioneer SX440
..
£85.00
Pioneer LX440
..
£93.00

SPECIAL FAST DELIVERY by private carrier to Surrey. Middlesex,
Sussex and parts of Hertfordshire, Hampshire, Essex and Kent. Normal
P. & P. charge.
MAIN AGENTS FOR: ADC, AKG, AR, Armstrong, Beyer, Braun,
B & W, Cambridge, Audio, Dual, Excel, Ferrograph, Goldring, Grundig,
Heco, IBL, KEF, Koss. Leak, Mordaunt-Short, Pioneer, Radford, Revox,
Sanyo, Sansui, SME, Sonab, etc.

LOW 1-1.F! DEPOSITS!
20 %

Ecvy Term/

DOWN, up to 36 months to pay on any items

All equipment guaranteed new and in makers own boxes.
Finest after sales services. First year, parts and labour free.
Money credited within 7days if not satisfied. Majority of
orders by return of post.

Pioneer SX770
..
£ 114 00
Pioneer SX990
..
£ 140 00
Pioneer SX 1500
( 170 00
Pioneer SX9000
..
£240 00
£ 78 00
Rotel FAX330
Rotel FAXS50
..
£90.00
Sanyo DC6DE
On request
Sonab R7000
From stot k
Teleton F2I00
£36.00
Toshiba SA- 2600M .. • .. £.46 00
TURNTABLES (
P&P 75p)
BSR McDonald MP60
BSR McDonald MP60 Base & Cover
Dual 1219 with Shure M9I
Dual 1219 Deck
Dual 1209 Deck
G
d SP25/3
G
d AP76
Garrard SL72B
Garrard 5L75B
G.
d SL95B
G
d 0-100
Garrard 401 Deck ..
Goldring GL72 Deck
Goldring GL72+lid
Goldring GL75 Deck
Goldring GL754-lid
Philips GA202 ..
Pioneer PL I2AC Base & Cover
Pioneer PL3I
Pioneer PL4IC
SME 2000 plinth system
Sonab MS75S
Thorens TD150A/2.
Thorens TD150AB/2
Thorens TXII Cover
Thorens TDI25 Deck

£12 50
£19 00
£64 00
£52 30
£38 00
£11 50
£23 00
£27 00
£30 00
£38 00
£A8 00
£30.00
£21.50
£32.00
£31 50
£43-00
£S4 00
£38 00
£85 00
L103 00
£34 00
£62 00
£39 00
£42 50
£4 50
£64 00

CARTRIDGES (
Post free)
Audio Technica AT2I X ..
Audio Technica AT66
Pickering V/ ISICAC
Excel 05705
Excel ES70E
Goldring G8S0 cartridge ..
Goldring 6800 cartridge ..
Goldring 6800E cartridge
Goldring 680058 cartridge
Goldring G800H cartridge
Ortofon SLSE .
Ortofon 2+15K module ..
Ortofon MISE ..
Ortofon MF ISE Elliptical
Shure M44E
.
Shure M55E
•
•
Share M73-6
•
•
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure M7SE/2
Shure VIS/2 improved

£13.00
£.5.50
£8.00
£4.25
£7.25
£5•00
£8.00
£12.50
£18 00
£8 00
£23 50
LS- SO
£23.50
£19.00
£10-50
£11-00
£12.50
EIS- 00
£16 00
£30 00

EXPORT ORDERS TAKEN ( PERSONAL) FREE OF
UK TAX.
Export shipments by:
GONRAND FRERES, 32 38 LEMAN
STREET, LONDON El

+Demonftrationi
SOUTHERN AUDIO SERVICES

43, High Street, Kingston•on•Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01549 3194 (3lines

NAT ' KING' COLE: THE UNFORGETTABLE'
Unforgettable; Straighten up and fly right; It's only a
paper moon; Sweet Lorraine; Mona Lisa; Nature
boy; Tco young; When Ifall in love; ( Get your kicks
on) Route 66; Orange coloured sky; Somewhere
along the way; Ballerina; Let there be love; Ramblin'
Rose; When my sugar walks down the street; With
a little bit of luck; You're my everything; Unforgettable
Capitol TC-SW 20664 (£2.50) [ 6: 1]
NAT KING' COLE: BEST OF . . .' ( VOL. III)
September song: Who's sorry now?; A cottage for
sale; Don't get around much anymore; These foolish
things; He'll have to go; I've grown accustomed to
her face; Serenata; The more I see you; Your
cheatin' heart; I'm gonna sit right down (and write
myself a letter); Fly me to the Moon; That Sunday,
that summer; Blue gardenia; Darling Je vous aime
beaucoup; It's only a paper moon
Capitol TC-ST 21874 (£m0 [
A:1]

The smooth-as- velvet tones of Nat ' King'
Cole seem to have a perennial appeal, not
only to those who remember with great affection his contributions to pop vocal history.
These two multi-varied sets give amore-thanbrief glimpse into the many facets of the Cole
approach to all types of songs. '
The Unforgettable' was issued following Nat's tragic death
in 1965 and the presentation and spoken
commentary is by Alan Dell (the commentary
neither adds or detracts from the set). The
selection of material encompasses most of
the titles closely associated with the singer,
although it's a pity that the tracks, of necessity, have to be either faded or truncated ...
the third volume of '
Best Of . . .' is, on the
whole, afine one. ' Your Cheatin' Heart' is the
only title to defeat Nat. ' Who's sorry now?',
'Cottage', ' Don't get around' and ' Foolish
things' are excerpted from the magnificent
'Just one of those things' LP, which found Nat
in his best rhythmic form ( almost hardswinging in places), and with some powerhouse arrangements from Billy May which,
paradoxically, cushion the Cole voice to perfection. The Cole-George Shearing collaboration is focussed delightfully on ' Serenata',
'Fly me' and ' September'. An altogether
splendid set.
Stan Britt
FRANK SINATRA: ' SEPTEMBER OF MY
YEARS'
The September of my years; How old am I?; Don't
wait too long; It gets lonely early; This is all Iask;
Isee it now; The man in the looking glass; It was a
very good year; When the wind was green; Hello,
young lovers; Last night when we were young; Once
upon atime; September song
Reprise ZCK4 44005 (£2.46)
FRANK SINATRA: ' SONGS FOR SWINGIN'
LOVERS'
You make me feel so young; It happened in Monterey;
Pennies from heaven; Swingin' down the lane; You
brought a new kind of love to me; Ithought about
you; Makin' Whoopee; Anything goes
Capitol TC-SLCT 6016 (£2.50)
FRANK SINATRA: ' BEST OF . . .' ( Vol. II)
Only the lonely; Nice '
n' easy; When you're smiling;
September song; One for my baby; Try a little
tenderness; It's only a paper moon; There will
never be another you; Cheek to cheek; It's all right
with me; Blue moon; September in the rain; That
old black magic; Paper doll; Somewhere along the
way; These foolish things
Capitol TC-ST 21872 (£2.50)

Here are three cassettes containing sufficient
fine singing to explain ( if explanation indeed
were required) some of the many reasons why
Uncle Frank was the greatest of all the male
vocalists. Least dispensable of three is the
'BEST OF ...' set which, apart from classics
such as Only the lonely, It's all right, and One
for my baby—unsurpassable in practically
every way—carries quite a bit of dead wood.
The dead wood includes lack- lustre performances of Blue moon, Black magic and Paper
doll (
all from the album ' COME SWING WITH
ME', Sinatra's penultimate album session for
Capitol and a pretty drab one at that: only the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

marvellously exciting Billy May or Heine
Beau arrangements save it from total anonymity). The other tracks range from ' okay' to
'good', but an all-round rating of [ A: 2]
seems aproper critical summation.... What
else can one add to the thousands of words
written about ' SWINGIN' LOVERS'? Simply,
it remains a classic even by Sinatra's often
superlative standards, and possibly his finest
rhythmic set. One shouldn't try to pick highlights from such a consistently magnificent
set, but Got you under my skin, Anything goes,
Whoopee and You make could be considered
the best of ahappy- sounding bunch. Must be
a rating of [ A: 11—and it's nice to report
that EMI's tape sound ( and the stereo) is
fine.... ' SEPT. OF MY YEARS' remains, for
this writer, one of the greatest of all Sinatra
volumes. True, the voice sounds alittle weary
on afew tracks, but it just doesn't matter two
hoots. Here, the man looks back with some
sadness, some laughter, some philosophy,
some tenderness, to the years gone by... perhaps Sinatra was the only singer who could
have made this the undoubted success it is.
Very good year, Sept. song, Man in the looking
glass, This is all Iask and Last night are the
cream, but the others aren't far behind ( but
how on earth did Young lovers get in this set?).
Overall: [ A: 11
Stan Britt
VARIOUS ARTISTS: ' SWINGING THE
BLUES'
Swingin' the blues ( EARLE WARREN, BUCK
CLAYTON, VIC DICKENSON); Satin Doll ( BUD
FREEMAN, SIR CHARLES THOMPSON); Rosetta
(VIC DICKENSON); Ican't get started ( ROY ELDRIDGE); La Rosita ( BEN WEBSTER); It's magic
(EARL HINES, BUDD JOHNSON); Indiana ( ROY
ELDRIDGE, BUCK CLAYTON); If Ihad you ( EARLE
WARREN); Take the ' A' train ( EARL HINES, ROY
ELDRIDGE, COLEMAN HAWKINS); Love is here
to stay, How high the Moon, Midnight Sun ( LIONEL
HAMPTON á His Orch.); Blue and sentimental,
Blues pour commencer ( GEORGE WEIN'S ALL
STARS); Memories of you, After you've gone, I've
found a new baby, Don't be that way, Between the
devil and the deep blue sea ( BENNY GOODMAN
Quintet or Octet)
Philips 7552 005 ( double-cassette) (£3.75)

A most worthy compilation of what is usually
termed ' mainstream' jazz ( how Idetest these
completely irrelevant pieces of terminology!).
Top performances come from the big, breathy
tenor of Ben Webster (
La Rosita); Braft's
mellifluous cornet on the two Wein tracks and
Memories (
with Goodman); Hines and Johnson ( soaring soprano), Hines, Roy and Hawk
on a storming '
A' Train; Roy and Buck on a
well- paced trumpet duet (
Indiana); Pee Wee
and Dickenson on Blues pour, and some
archetypal vibes playing from Hampton on
his three tracks. Also worthy of note is some
good, clean playing from BG, a nice clarinet
outing by Earle Warren (
If had you) and some
pleasant, if predictable, tenor work by Freeman (
Satin doll). A rhythm section comprising Sir Charles Thompson, piano, Bill Pemberton, bass, and Oliver Jackson, drums, is
present on the majority of the tracks on Side 1
and their discreet yet propulsive accompaniments should not go unnoticed where praiseworthy comments are being bestowed. A
good, clean sound enhances the overall appeal
of a well put-together selection of middleperiod jazz (the tape hiss is minimal and is
easily eradicated).
Nothing startling or
innovative here, but a cassette which deserves to be and indeed is, wholeheartedly
recommended by this reviewer. [
A: 1]
Stan Britt
TONY BENNETT: ' A STRING OF TONY'S
HITS'
Stranger in paradise; Cold, cold heart; Because of
you; Rags to riches; Boulevard of broken dreams;
Young and warm and wonderful; Firefly; Ca, c'est
l'amour; Just in time; There'll be no teardrops tonight; Anywhere Iwander; Sing, you singers; Smile;
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You'll never get away from me; Iam; Put on ahappy
face; Love look away; I'll bring you a rainbow; Ask
anyone in love; You can't love them all; Baby, talk
to me; In the middle of an island; The night that
Heaven fell; Climb ev'ry mountain
CBS 40-66010 ( double-cassette) (£3.30)
'TONY BENNETT SINGS HIS
ALL-TIME
HALL OF FAME HITS'
Because of you; Cold, cold heart; Rags to riches;
One for my baby-It had to be you; I wanna be
around; Who can Iturn to ( when nobody needs me);
This is all Iask; The good life; The shadow of your
smile; Ileft my heart in San Francisco; Yesterday I
hear the rain ( Esta Tarde vi llover); For once in my
life
CBS 40-642200 (
E.2.35)

As the title implies ' A STRING OF . . .' is a
double- play run-through of an impressive
number of tunes which brought commercial
success to Bennett and, in many cases, have
become associated with his name over the
years. It's curious sometimes how naivesounding Bennett's early recordings sound
(Because, Rag, Boulevard), and yet how, in
other cases, his singing sounds more effective, less mannered than it sometimes is these
days (
Ca, c'est, Happy face). Certainly, though,
he's had his share of lousy material to sing
Rags, Boulevard, Climb, Middle of an island,
Heaven felt, and it says much for his abilities
that he has sometimes managed to overcome
the daunting prospects of having to tackle
some of the trite and banal lyrics he's had to
sing. . . . But however good Tony Bennett
was in his earlier days, there's no doubting
that he has improved. The ' HALL OF FAME
HITS' cassette has Tony supplying a linking
narrative (à la Sinatra in ' A MAN & HIS
MUSIC'). Bennett might not be an Olivier as
an orator, but he copes adequately in this
respect. And he's certainly in good voice
throughout (
Because seems to be the original
version, inserted to effect at least a minimal
'authenticity'). The One for my baby/It had to
be you pairing ( with Bennett's M.D., John
Bunch, providing the sole accompaniment—
and most sensitively, too) is the best item of
the set, followed by Shadow ofyour smite (' The
song Igave most to', says Bennett in his
narrative). Fine reproduction quality. Just
one thing: Pop Editor of ' High Fidelity' should
be told that it was Gordon Jenkins ( not
Jacobs, as he states in his inlay card notes)
who wrote the lovely This is all Iask). [
B:2],
[A : 1]
Stan Britt
JONI MITCHELL: ' BLUE'
All lwant; My old man; Little green; A case of you;
Blue; California; This flight tonight; River; Carey;The
last time Isaw Richard
Reprise ZCR 44128 (£2.46)

Joni's records, and tapes, are always worth
looking forward to.
Her sensitivity, her
imagery, her ability to portray personal
emotions, rarely fails to move this writer.
'BLUE' is Joni's fourth album and, together
with the beautiful ' CLOUDS', it must be her
best. True, there are times when her songs
seem too personal for anyone else to try to
understand (
Last time I saw Richard). But
there is sufficient fine material here to send
her admirers in ecstasies . . . as well as win
her a few more. Little green, Blue, Carey and
River are particularly enticing. Joni sings her
lovely songs with that gentle, expressive
style—with just the right amount of her own
world- wearisome character—although it's a
pity that her individual vibrato gets a little out
of control at the end of the title track. Along
with her own guitar or piano accompaniments,
sympathetic helpers include James Taylor,
acoustic guitar, Stephen Stills, bass- guitar
(Carey), Sneeky Pete, pedal- steel guitar, and
Russ Kunkel, drums. A beautiful, beautiful
cassette that will make repeated return trips
to my player. [ A: 11
Stan Britt

Peter Gammond
EUPHONIC SOUNDS
SCOT JOPLIN PIANO RAGS
Maple Leaf rag; The entertainer; The ragtime dance;
Gladiolus rag; Fig leaf rag; Scott Joplin's new rag;
Euphonic sounds; Magnetic rag
Joshua Rifkin (pno)
Nonesuch H-71248 (£ 1.49)
HELIOTROPE BOUQUET: PIANO RAGS 19001970
A rag-time nightmare (Turpin); The easy winners
(Joplin); Heliotrope
bouquet (
Joplin; Chauvin);
Ethiopia rag (
Lamb); Pegasus (
Scott); Wall Street
rag (
Joplin); Pork and beans (
Roberts); Graceful
ghost (
Bolcom); Seabiscuits (
Bolcom);
Brass
knuckles (
Albright; Bolcom)
William Bolcom (pno)
Nonesuch H-71257 (£1.49)

In spite of the efforts of Rudi Blesh and other
discerning advocates of true ragtime ( among
whom Iventure to include myself), Ihave a
strong suspicion that far too many people,
even including those who appreciate the
wider field of jazz, still regard ragtime as a
funny music, an archaic cul-de-sac, and
associate it in their minds with Irving Berlin's
Alexander's ragtime band and Winifred Atwell
—whom Idon't decry—for their own particular
entertaining abilities.
The truth is that ragtime, as the initiated
have known all along, is amusic to which one
can
unashamedly
apply
such
suspect
adjectives as beautiful, sensitive, inspired,
delicate, introspective—without stretching
the point too far or even wandering from the
plain truth. Yet even where we have gone
some way to confirming this truth in the past
we have been slightly hampered by the limited
period flavour of piano- roll reproductions, by
well-meaning jazz pianists adding their own
anachronistic flavours, by the rheumatics
afflicting the fingers of surviving original
practioners.
What becomes apparent from these two
wonderful records is the fact that whereas to
play jazz you have to have aspecialised talent,
ragtime, which is an explicitly written music,
can be played by any good pianist who can
master the elusive but not impossible rhythm
and phraseology. The music is not easy but
it is amenable to sensitive interpretation. I
trust Ido not malign our two current interpreters, Joshua Rifkin and William Bolcom,
but their qualifications are pre-eminently
those of classically trained musicians—
Rifkin especially is known as the director of
various ' classical' recordings on the Nonesuch label. The exciting thing is that, whatever their jazz qualifications, we have on these
two discs such senstivie, understanding,
really moving playing of ragtime as we have
had little opportunity to experience in the
past. ' Not Chauvin but Chopin'—one might
well remark.
The finest record of the two is the disc of
six Joplin masterpieces by Rifkin, it also has a
marginally better recording, but as both are
superb in piano sound that point is merely
academic. The real point is that Joplin's
ability and capacity as a composer, hardly to

be appreciated from his own piano rolls, is
exquisitely brought out by playing of great
sensitivity and refinement yet entirely within
the true ragtime idiom which was intended to
be slow and easy and not the neurotic
jangling of out- of-tune pianos.
Here we
appreciate the moving loneliness of The
entertainer, asolitary figure playing unheeded
by the boisterousness around him; the
ingenuity, harmonic and structural, of pieces
like the New Rag and Euphonic sounds. In
fact, his hit, the best-selling Maple Leaf rag
now begins to sound the least interesting of
his achievements. Rifkin plays superbly on
an ideally suited instrument. Icould and shall
listen to this record for ever.
The Bolcom disc is almost as good. He is a
slightly less introspective player, but again
there is some fascinating material, some of
the best again from Joplin—Heliotrope
bouquet and Easy winner— but one realises the
true appreciation that a young musician like
Bolcom has of ragtime when you hear his own
compositions in the idiom; I don't think
Joplin would have been ashamed of them.
Nonesuch spoil us by such treats as these
LPs; Ihope they have more up their sleeves!
[Rifkin— A*: 1*/Bolcom—A :1]
A STRING OF PEARLS
THE SWING ERA: THE MUSIC OF 1941-1942
A string of pearls (
Glenn Miller); Don't sit under the
apple tree (
Glenn Miller); Warm valley (
Duke Ellington); Swing low, sweet chariot (Tommy Dorsey);
Flying home (Lionel Hampton); Jersey bounce (
Benny
Goodman); I cried for you (
Harry James); Basie
boogie (
Count Basie); Charleston alley (
Charlie
Barnett); Air mail special (
Benny Goodman); 9.20
special (
Count Basie); The man Ilove (
Benny Goodman); Summit Ridge drive (
Artie Shaw); Adios (
Glenn
Miller); Golden wedding (
Woody Herman); Beyond
the blue horizon (
Artie Shaw); Chattanooga choo
Glenn Miller); Autumn nocturne (
Claude
choo (
Thornhill); Benny rides again (
Benny Goodman);
The mole (
Harry James); A Smo-o-o-th one (
Benny
Goodman); Blue flame ( Woody Herman); Well, git it!
(Tommy Dorsey); Perdido (
Duke Ellington); Song of
the Volga boatmen (
Glenn Miller); Contrasts (
Jimmy
Dorsey); Strictly instrumental (
Harry James); Dancing in the dark (
Artie Shaw); American patrol (
Glenn
Miller)
Directed by Billy May & Glenn Gray
Time- Life Records STA346 (3 records & book)
(£6.30 plus postage and packing from Time- Life
Records, PO Box 25, Swindon, Wilts.).

Ireviewed the 1940-41 set in this series at
some length in the January issue. All that I
said there goes for this box. The sound is
superb. The re- creations are exciting though
not too slavishly exact to the bandleaders
original versions credited above; but mainly
near enough to bring back the original
flavour. Least true to life, as you might expect,
are the Ellington numbers for no-one could
re-create the sounds of such individual
soloists. I find the whole set once again
extremely exciting, evocative and satisfying,
zestfully recorded and played.
Having just reviewed above two samples of
music of a very special stylised flavour and
period, it is fascinating to realise now
that swing was, in fact, a similar sort of
phenomenon. It is amatter of using anumber
of musical tricks, the riff, the contrasting
sections, the final ensembles in quite aformal
arrangement, an endless permutation of
effects. For the sensitivity of ragtime, swing
substitutes afeeling of calculated, contrived
excitement. Both offer an endless store of
good tunes.
A word to Time- Life and readers alike. In
the past would-be purchasers are sometimes
frustrated by the impersonal eccentricities of
computerised dealings. We have already had
complaints of orders ignored, etc. I hope
Time- Life will be able to keep our customers
happy. [
A*: 1]
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BOIDS
BIRDS OF MADAGASCAR
Recorded by Jean C. Roché
L'Oiseau Musicien mG.10
BIRDS OF THE WEST INDIES
Recorded by Jean C. Roché
L'Oiseau Musicien mG.06
BIRDS OF KENYA
Recorded by Jean C Roché
L'Oiseau Musicien G.07

From the formalities of ragtime and swing to
the informal precision of bird- song is yet
another odd journey that we can take in the
wonderful gramophone world—a step, in this
case to the very roots of music, for surely it all
started with bird- song. Iam no expert on this
subject, but does one need to be in order to
bring to the attention of the devoted and the
curious alike three splendid LPs, the last one
(G. 07) one of the first stereo recordings of
bird- song and asound to delight the heart of
any hi-fl enthusiast.
Jean C. Roché's approach is unique and
perhaps partly aimed at the non- specialist.
One side of each LP is simply a concert of
bird sounds, appearing and dominating with
their curious inconsequential sense of right
timing, bird- song near and distant and,
especially on that stereo disc, an eerie,
atmospheric feel of damp forest to permeate
your frontroom. On the second side of each
the voices are separated and acommentary is
added so that you may indentify and properly
relish the voice of the White-browed robin
chat, Golden-rumped tinker barbet, tropical
boubou, lesser Antillean grackle, whitefaced tree duck and the crested drongo, to
mention but a few. There are also insects,
frogs and lesser mammals.
This is simply to draw attention to these
ornithological riches. Ihesitate to rate the
the performances but the recordings are
excellent. [
A]
Available from Discourses Ltd., 35 High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent and Discurio Ltd., 9 Shepherd
Street, London W.1.
OTHER THINGS
THE MORTIER DANCE HALL ORGAN
Washington Post; High School cadets; Washington
Greys; The great little army; Anchors aweigh; The
gladiator; Pomp & circumstance march No. 1; By
the light of the silvery moon; Never on Sunday;
Circus renze; My blue heaven; Auf wiedersehen my
dear; Ramona; Afer the ball; ' White Horse Inn'—
selection
David Barlow Mortier Dance Hall Organ presented by
Roger Burville
Regal ' Starline' SRS5106 (£1.15)

The enthusiast will welcome this splendid
record of a well-known and excellent organ.
The sound is most realistically caught giving
the instrument full opportunity to exhibit its
rich bass, its delicious fluty tones, in a
natural sort of acoustic. The programme is
entertaining, the arrangements variable. I
preper the popular songs on side 2 which
seem to suit perfectly, whereas the march
arrangements are sometimes a little stodgy.
But, if one can rate such things accurately, it
deserves at least an [
A: 1]
DECCA AWARDS: The Grand Prix De
Discophiles is a new award in which the new
LPs are chosen by European Radio classical
producers (except BBC) and played weekly
over the national radio networks. Listeners
then vote for the best in various categories.
This year So/ti's Magic Flute was chosen in the
opera category and Dorati's Haydn symphonies
73-81 in the orchestral.
Decca also received the Grand Prix Mondiale
of the Academy Française for their Boris
Godunov. For the first time the award was
specifically given to the producer—in this case
Ray Minshull).
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PETER BELLAMY LOUIS KILLEN:
WON'T
YOU GO MY WAY?'
Butter and cheese and all; Lovely Willy; Here's
adieu sweet lovely Nancy; Testimonial; Black is the
colour of my loved one's hair; Three sea- shanties;
Monday morning; Nameless air; The sweet nightingale; Charming Molly; When Spring comes on;
Above the hill; Spencer the Rover; Yarmouth Town
Argo ZFB37 (£ 1.69)

Many folk artistes these days seem totally
involved in contriving and working out musical
presentation. Peter Bellamy prefers to find
the full range of expression found in the
human voice. He has been described as the
folk singer's singer but having said this and
given ear to this folk club recorded album one
can only add the rider that alot of people, from
the applause, seem to be on this wavelength.
This is impressive stuff and Bellamy
delights in taking us through a variety of
material from sea shanties to tin whistle
solos, Bellamy- Killen arrangements of music
from the famed Copper family and simply
Bellamy's own compositions.
The ' live'
atmosphere has a great deal to do with the
overall success of this disc. Apart from
anything else it recalls one to the basic point
and purpose of the folk club scene namely the
interplay of performer and audience and a
general air of informality—take these away
and you have a concert.
Bellamy is one of the most creative forces
on the current folk scene and this is a record
which should be in everybody's collection.
[A: 1]
THE PATTERSONS: ' THE PATTERSONS'
Fifi O'Toole; Tell the little chidlren; Lord shine your
light on me; Little bird; Catch another butterfly;
Carnival; The power and the glory; Dancing on the
grass; Make me an instrument of your peace;
Throw a little lovin' my way; The show must go on
Mam AS1007 (£2-19)

No reviewer enjoys being rude about a record
but this is sheer corn, sing- a- long, middle of
the road, inconsequential music. This is the
Patterson's first for Mam. Ihope the various
vocal and musical score arrangers were
responsible for making the group record this
stuff, otherwise Pattersons what were you up
to? Iagree it's good entertainment but on that
level they only join the miriads pouring out
nothing in particular. The only track to make
me really listen was a religious song Make
me an instrument of your peace. [
B: 2]
THE FREEMEN: ' LARK IN THE MORNING'
Pitten ween Jo; Killiecrankie; Streets of London;
Mary of the curling hair; Follow me up to Carlow;
Jolly beggerman; Jolly waggoner; Three score and
ten; Lord of the dance; Fiddlers Green; The coolin';
Lark in the morning
Emerald ii GEM1063 (
99p)

This is a really good record. The tracks are
full of atmosphere, the singers have the right
touch of suspense in telling their various
stories and a third reason for commending
this album is the number of good rousing
chorus songs. Most of the songs are Irish
but of the several imported from elsewhere I
was more than delighted with one of the best
versions to reach me of Sidney Carter's,
Lord of the dance. This song is in danger of
becoming another we shall overcome— sung
everywhere by everyone without thought for
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

its spirit and meaning. The Freemen get to its
roots and Ionly wish the Cornes could have
heard this version before they produced their
200 m.p.h. express version for Fontana a
couple of years back. The Freemen are not so
happy with Ralph McTell's, Streets of London.
The song needs gentler voices than the
rough, rugged, forceful tones of this fine
group but just take a listen to Pitten ween Jo
and The Coolin. A treat. [
A: 1]
BIG TOM & THE MAINLINERS; ' THE SUNSET
YEARS OF LIFE'
The sunset years of life; I'm drifting into; Walking
along; The green glens of Antrim; Way down in
County; The old rustic bridge; Pins and needles;
I'm sorry Suzanne; Get back; The Kentuckey waltz;
We'll split the blanket down the middle; I'll settle
for old Ireland
Emerald NI GEMGES1057 (
99p)

The only interesting thing about this record
was looking at the record's front cover
picture of the group and wondering whether I
was in ' the sunset years of life'. Still they all
look pretty young. The tracks are a mixture of
Irish country and western and pop, the latter
including the Lennon and McCartney song,
Get Back. The singing within its limits is good,
the arrangements lack a touch of inventiveness. Since the group have had considerable
success with their former albums many people
will find my remarks way- off beam. Ican only
wish them good listening. [
B: 2]
JUDY COLLINS: ' LIVING'
Joan of Arc; 4 strong winds; Vietnam; Innisfree;
Song for Judith; All things are quite silent; Easy
times; Chelsea morning; Famous blue raincoat;
Just like Tom Thumb's blues
Elektra K42102 (£2-29)

Judy Collins never seems to turn out a poor
record and this with several plays seems one
of the strongest to date. It's amixture of stage
and studio work, though the recording is of
such a high standard that the difference is
hard to tell. A somewhat sombre Miss
Collins accompanied by simple guitar, bass
and drums plus piano and fine harmony from
her backing musicans turns her talent to
songs from Leonard Cohen, Joni Mitchell and
Bob Dylan in the context of Joan of Arc,
Chelsea morning and Just like Tom Thumb's
blues. The latter appeared in slightly different
form on the album ' In My Life'. There Judy
Collins gave her voice a cold clinical quality,
rather than the winsome nature on ' Living'.
There are other songs by less known writers
and of these 4strong winds and Vietnam steal
the show. Judy has several of her songs and
one of them ' Song for Judith' grows on
hearing. [
A*: 1]
THE TINKERS: ' SPRING RAIN'
Just like awoman; Knaresborough Town; November
rain; Reedy river; October song; This world goes
round and round; Carolina on my mind; Nan's song;
Let's get together; Lord Mayo; Sail away to the sea;
Spring rain
Argo ZFB35 (£1 - 69)

Wow! The list of song writers reads like a
modern folk ' Who's Who!' Some of the
names are Bob Dylan, Chris Simpson
(Magna Carta), R. Williamson, Tom Paxton,
James Taylor, R. McTell and D. Cousins.
The danger in cramming an album with the
work of such people is the listener recalls the
original versions or the attempts made by
other people; he is then likely to prefer the
latter than say in this case The Tinkers.
Fortunately, the group of Gerry Fox, Joanna
Wheatley and Jim Younger are sensible not
to try too many changes and leave obvious
differences to particular moments when there
is interesting vocal interplay as in Joanna's
deft touches over the guys in Knaresborough
Town and some good guitar and flute breaks.
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This record will not ' make' the Tinkers in
terms of following but it should add considerable respect to their work. Iam intrigued at
Argo issuing the more popular side of folk!
[B: 2]
MARTIN WYNDHAM-READ, THE DRUIDS,
GERRY FOX: ' THE REDCOATS'
Civil War; Marlborough; Seven Years War; American War of Independence; Napoleonic Wars;
Crimea; Indian Wars; Late 19th Century; South
Africa
Argo ZDA147 (
52-19)
THE CRITICS GROUP: ' WATERLOO- PETERLOO'
With Henry Hunt we'll go; The Lancashire lads;
The labouring man; Jone O'Grinfilt; Humprey
Hardfeatures; Van Deimens Land; The death of
Parker; Drink old England dry; The battle of
Waterloo; Boney was a warrior; The Victory; The
Dudley boys; Keepers and poachers; Ishould like
to be a policeman; The way to live; Hand loom
weaver's lament
Argo ZFB68 (£ 1-69)

Two fine historical albums. The first takes in
the kind of music and song played by the
British Army from the Civil War, 1642, to the
end of the South African War in 1902. The
singers and musicans make it a memorable
album. It should enliven many a history
lesson in the hands of an enterprising teacher.
The Napoleonic Wars section captivated me
most of all, one for the song ' One And All'
with its sturdy strong vocal attack bringing
joy to these Cornish ears and two the delightfully sung, The rogues march—a song brimming with humour. ' Waterloo-Peterloo' is also
very good material for our imaginative, lively
history specialist but like the first stands
outside of merely ' usuable' aspects for its
collection of fine songs and tunes. The
songs here travel a time period roughly
spanning the years 1780 to 1830. They are the
songs of a semi- literate population, people
faced by considerable economic, political and
social change. The songs they created open
up considerable insights into their everyday
lives and Brian Pearson who writes excellent
sleeve notes is right in saying that these
songs have tended to be rather undervalued
by most historians as source material. Yes.
Two excellent albums for teaching purposes
but also for listening pleasure outside of the
classroom situation. [
B: 1] [ A/B: 1]
PETER SMITH with THE COMMON ROUND:
'FAITH, FOLK & NATIVITY'
Let the Cosmos ring; Go, prophet go!; Bird of Heaven; A Boy was born in Bethleham; Down Huddersfield Road; Come and climb the mountain; The
Trinity of mutual love; Pop goes the money; The
killer; The crow on the cradle; Harvey; Song and
dance; Indifference; A cry of spirits; How can I
keep from singing
Galliard GAL4016 (£1.49)

The low price helps to compensate for some
of the weak points on this folk religious album.
The recording is poor in parts and could have
done with some more takes and there are little
annoying things like allowing Peter Smith to
come through two different channels on
following tracks. How far did he have to run?
However, don't get the impression that this
album can be forgotten. In particular, The
Common Round, a traditional folk group,
perform well on The killer and Song and dance.
Peter Smith sings with some intensity and
goes along way to give evidence for his sleeve
notes, ' these are exciting and challenging
times to be a Christian in: let's sing and
celebrate. On a general level this record
opens up the question of how good a recording and singing standard can be expected
from small religious company releases. Too
many of them fall well below the general
output of the major record concerns. This
particular album comes
somewhere
in
between. [
C: 3/2]
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The Cybernetic Big Sound System
Why are these small enclosures acclaimed better than their
much larger counterparts ?
Because they are equipped with a special servo control loudspeaker
which is the result of research by a team of physicists in Cybernetics
applied to accoust cs.
Each enclosure employs its own individual power amplifier giving a
stereo power output of 30W. This can be increased up to 1,000W by
simply adding more enclosures in series until the desired output is
achieved.
Come and listen to your favourite record at your SERVO SOUND agent
and discover the incredible difference — afinesse never heard before;
sharpness of the transients, deepness of the bass, no colouration effects,
no chstortion — nothing but pure music.
Todays SERVO SOUND Hi -Fi system is ready for tomorrow. It is
already designed for the inclusion of a QUADRAPHONIC adaptor
(Reproduction through 4 channels)
Thanks to these International patents as well as the most advanced
technology, the cost* of a SERVO SOUND system could be considerably lower than the best installation of yesteryear.
*C170:
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SERVO-SOUND HiFi
SONO SOUND LTD., 5 Queen Street, London, EC4.
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Your SERVO SOUND Agent: LONDON HAMPSTEAD HI- F1, Heath St, NW3
LASKY'S, 42 Tottenham Court Rd, WI 411) MASTERSOUND, 152 Fortis Green Rd, Nb O
STUDIO 99, 81 Fairfax Rd, NW6
THOMAS HEINITZ, 35 Moscow Rd, W2
THE RECORDERIE. 10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore e THE RECORDERIE, 3 Rowland
Place, Green Lane, Northwood
BERKSHIRE SOUND SYSTEMS, 49 King St, Maidenhead
BIRMINGHAM W. J. TAYLOR, 128 Hawthorn Rd, Kings Standing
BRISTOL TAPE RECORDER & HI- F1 CENTRES LTD, 82 Stokes Croft
UNIVERSITY AUDIO, IPeas Hill
DURHAM McKENNA & BROWN, II
Bond Gate, Darlington
GLAMORGAN TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRES LTD, Oxford Arcade, Cardiff
HANTS HAMILTON ELECTRONICS, 35 London Rd,
Southampton
KEN ROSE AUDIO., 283 Fleet Rd, Fleet 5 UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 12 Bargate St, Southampton
KENT SOUND STUDIO, 33 Camden Rd, Tunbridge
Wells
LANCASHIRE F. BENSILL LTD, 17 Cheapside, Blackpool
ELECTRA CENTRE, 8Vittoria Bldgs, Fishergate, Preston
STEREOLECTRICS LTD, 203 St Georges
St, Bolton
OXFORD HORNS, 6 South Parade
SURREY P. J. EQUIPMENT, 3 Onslow St, Guildford 5 UNILET PRODUCTS, Compton House, Malden Rd, New
Malden
SUSSEX SOUND STUDIO, 4Grand Parade, High St, Crawley 5 TEESSIDE McKENNA & BROWN, 122 Linthorpe Rd, Middlesbrough
MIDLAND SOUND, 57 Albert St, Rugby
SCOTLAND AUDIO AIDS, 20 South Clerk St, Edinburgh.
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SHIRLEY BASSEY: ' THE SHIRLEY BASSEY
COLLECTION'
Picture puzzle; I only miss him; As I love you;
Who am I; Funny girl; Sunny; This is my life; My
way of life; Give me you; Joker; Imust know; + 12
others
United Artists UA D60013 4 ( Double album) (£2.99)
DOROTHY SQUIRES: ' AT THE LONDON
PALLADIUM, 1971'
Happy heart; There goes my heart; Shakin' the
blues away; Where do Ibegin; Bewitched; Till; The
irony of war; When there's love in your heart; I've
gotta be me; My way; Life goes on; etc
President PTLS1049/50 ( Double album)

VINCE HILL: ' LOOK AROUND'
All the things you are; What are you doing the rest
of your life; My own true love; Where do Ibegin; I
will wait for you; If you love me; Look around;
Where or when; A house is not ahome; Somewhere
my love; Close to you; A time for us
Columbia SCX6482 (£2.15)

Vince Hill has always been a good singer.
Now he looks like turning into a great one,
with a wealth of expression and ... yes ...
tenderness added to what is already one of the
best voices in this country. He and producer
Norman Newell deserve credit for a beautifully balanced repertoire that combines the
best of today with one or two great standards;
and, just as important, for retaining the adult
mood in the arrangements with a complete
avoidance of pop cliches. [ A: 1]
BOBBY CHRISTIAN & HIS ORCHESTRA:
'VIBE-BRATIONS'
Who'll stop the rain; Mooganga; Lonely hill; Games
people play; Boogaloo; Sunny; Always needing
you; Kentucky rain; Red blossoms; To whom may
we turn; Waltz baroque
London ZGO116 (99p)

Lively, swinging, energetic, sometimes exciting pop-jazz- rock- swing- Latin music. Sometimes abig band surrounds Christian's vibes,
sometimes a small group with a pop beat;
whatever the setting the mood is one of good
times. It won't be remembered in 100 years,
maybe not even 5, but enjoy it while it's here.
[A: 1]

ALAN MOORHOUSE: BOND STREET BRIGADE
Liberty bell; Hang em' high; Tea for two; Tweedle
dee, tweedle dum; Whiter shade of pale; Funky
fever; Radetzky march; Idid what Idid for Maria;
Drum diddley; Blues in the night; Chirpy chirpy
cheep cheep; Yellow river
Music for Pleasure MFP5268 (77p)

More good-time music, set to a marching
beat ... and you'd be surprised how well some
of this unpromising material comes off like
that. There must have been some top
brassmen on this session, plus a drummer
who should be loaned out to any military or
brass band that ever tries to play popular
music. Daft but irresistible. [A*: 1]
MA NTOVANI & HIS ORCHESTRA: ' TO
LOVERS EVERYWHERE'
Way you look tonight; Tea for two; September song;
Whispering; Quando quando quando; All of a
sudden; Iwill wait for you; Me and my shadow; I
can't stop loving you; Yellow bird; Winter world of
love
Decca SKL5112 (£2.19)

Well now, here's a surprise! Not the old
Monty of chiming strings and stodgy solo
interludes but a richly orchestrated, colourful
selection of first class standards and superior
pops. Recorded in Paris ( with a French
orchestra, I wonder?) it's a big, splendid
sound that easily rates A*: 1.
1-1I -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

As Miss Squires says in one of her interminable spells of boring chat, she and
Shirley Bassey have a lot in common. For
starters, they're both belters, but for sheer
raucous volume Miss Squires' self-indulgence
makes Bassey look like a beginner.
A
vaudeville singer redolent of bygone days, the
amazing thing is that her frankly atrocious
performance can still rouse an audience to
near- hysteria. In contrast Shirley is remarkable well- controlled; she at least has basically
good vocal equipment and in the last year or
so there have even been signs of sensitivity.
Long may it continue.
SOUNDS BOB ROGERS
Perfidia; Chattanooga choo-choo; In San Franciso;
Opus one; Spanish eyes; Another day; Daddy sang
bass; Seven kings; Rose garden; Candida; Blackeyed peas; Opus 40; Iwaited in for Delilah
Chapter One LRS5005 ( 99p)

Country novelties and Hit Parade specials
don't really go with this basically slick close
harmony group. Their routines on these
could be done by almost any pop group, but
the first four titles could only have been
performed by a well rehearsed and simpatico
team of singers. Few British groups over the
years have achieved the Pied Pipers- Modern aires sort of harmony so well. Seven kings and
Opus 40 are instrumentals featuring electric
organ and an agile guitarist (the latter piece is
the Mozart 40 thing). Some tracks A:1, others
A: 3.
THE FIFTH DIMENSION: LIVE!!
Love medley; Ijust wanna be your friend; Lauro Nyro
medley; Never my love; Shake your tambourine;
Together let's find love; Jimmy Webb medley; Ode
to Billy Joe; Eli's coming; Iwant to take you higher;
Aquarius/Let the sunshine in
Bell DUBL9000/1 ( Double album) (53.20)

A gorgeous record, but what a case it
advances for the video cassette! There's so
much going on, so much obvious visual
excitement and enjoyment, that aural sounds
just aren't enough. But they have to be, and
even though 5-D fans may have studio
recordings of many of these numbers they
come out vastly different here in extended
versions (
Billy Joe, for instance, gets a fullscale production lasting 7' 45") or medleys.
So much life and enthusiasm ... or did Isay
that before? Also some great singing and
superb band work. [6:1]
NEIL REID
You're the cream in my coffee; Sunny side of the
street; Peg o' my heart; Ye banks and braes; Happy
heart; When I'm 64; I.nok for the silver lining; If I
could write a song; Wnen Itake my sugar to tea;
My mother's eyes; I'm gonna knock on your door;
Sweetheart tree; One little world called love; How
small are we; Ten guitars; Mother of mine
Decca SKL5122 (52.19)

Who would imagine that in this day and age a
record by a boy soprano bleating about his
grey-haired old mother would top the charts?
Shades of My Yiddisher momma, Bobby Breen,
Master Joe Peterson and other glutinous
phenomena of the 30's! The album devoted to
this tot's massive talent offers this gooey
Top Tenner along with the even sicklier My
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mother's eyes and 14 other songs that deserved
abetter fate than this. If we had an A: 5rating
this would get it.
THE VALVERDE ORCHESTRA: IN
CLASSICS'
Unfinished symphony; Emperor concerto; Hallelujah
chorus; Mendelssohn violin concerto; Trout; Barber
of Seville; Swan Lake; Tannhauser grand march;
Eine kleine Nachtmusik; Toy symphony
Columbia TWO363 (
52.15)

If the Waldo de Los Rios ' classics with a
beat' gimmick hasn't already been played out,
here's another along the same lines for your
collection. Though the original publication
date of 1968 would seem to indicate that the
album may have been ahead of its time and
isn't merely following a trend. [
A: 1]
WORLD OF THE CINEMA ORGAN
Jay walk; Dinah; Mood indigo; Ma!; Night ride;
Stardust—Sidney Torch; Spooky takes a holiday;
Teddy bears' picnic—Donald Thorne; Boom; Sing a
song of sunbeams; Angels never leave heaven;
'Tain't what you do; Wishing—Horace Finch;
Alexander's ragtime band; Midnight choo choo;
Now it can be told; I've got a pocketful of dreams;
Small fry—Dudley Beaven; Lost; Lovely lady; Glory of
love; Music maestro please; etc—Reginald Dixon
Decca
SPA195 (99p)

For some indefinable reason Ienjoyed this.
Maybe because the old 78's are so obviously
of their period, not trying to recreate the past.
From the 'tunes of the day' I'd place these in
1938-9, but the processed recording is
excellent, recreating not only the organ tone
but also its ambience. Some years ago Iwas
associated in a minor way with composerconductor Sidney Torch, who had a positive
hatred of reminders of his cinema organ days;
but really he's head and shoulders above the
rest. His Stardust is a gem of restraint and
taste, and he showed rare rhythmic phrasing
and arranging sense in his first medley. On
the whole, H: 2.
LOS ANGELES GOSPEL CHOIR: ' THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO DYLAN'
Times they are a-changin'; Ishall be released; Lay
lady lay; Mr. Tambourine man; All along the watchtower; Mighty Quinn; Chimes of freedom; I'll be
your baby tonight; My back pages; Just like awoman
A & M Mayfair A M L851025 ( 99p)
NEW FREEDOM SINGERS: 'OH HAPPY DAY'
Oh happy day; Whole world in his hands; Hey Joe;
Nobody knows; Kumbaya; Amen; Iremember; Put
your hand in the hand; Promised land; All my sorrows; Swing low sweet chariot; To my father's
house
Music For Pleasure MFP5445 ( 77p)

Maybe not all authentic gospel material, but a
joyous enough sound in small doses. The
MFP singers are rehearsed and directed with
more precision than the more free- and- easy
L.A. lot, who tend to take a very casual ...
almost ad lib ... approach to the Dylan songs.
Maybe this helps the atmosphere for those
who don't care too much for the niceties. But
on the whole Ithink I'd like this sort of thing
better without the bellowing soloists; however
since they are apart of this commercial gospel
we'd better ignore their shortcomings and
give them A: 2each.
JORGE GURASCIER: ' SUENO OTONAL'
Pajaro campana; Canto del reservista; Rodriguez
Pena; Misionera; Que sera de ti; Asuncion; Tren
lechero; Sueno otonal; Cascada; India; Virgencita
de Caacupe: Mis noches sin ti
Eclipse ECS2097 (99p)

29- year- old Gurascier, from Uruguay, is a
master of many instruments, but a specialist
on the Paraguayan harp. This programme of
completely indigenous music reveals a
superb mastery of the instrument and can
safely be recommended to all addicts of
authentic Latin American music. [
A: 1]

SAUTER-FINEGAN ORCHESTRA: ' SLEIGHRIDE'
Sleighride; Moonlight on the Ganges; A foggy day;
Rain; Thursday's child; Darn that dream; Doodletown fifers; April in Paris; Churchmouse; When
hearts are young; One is a lonely number; Doodletown races
Formerly on HMV CSD1379 as " Return of the Doodletown Fifers"
Sunset SLS50253 (£ 1.10)
On his ' Big Band Scene' Alan Dell called this
the most important big band reissue of the
year, and Iwon't argue. The swing era was
over when Eddie Sauter and Bill Finegan
formed their enormous band in 1952, but their
discs revealed such individual style, unique
scoring and wonderful musicianship that they
must be collectors items ... though certainly
not in any archival sense. These were 1961
stereo remakes, magnificently recorded, and
Ican only urge RCA to reissue the original
albums so that the whole S- F saga will be
once more available. [A*: 1*]
LONDON FESTIVAL BAND: TRIBUTE TO
SATCH MO'
Mahogany Hall stomp; When you're smiling;
Jeepers creepers; Sleepytime down south; Shadrack
St. Louis blues; Basin St. blues; Lazy river; When
the saints; Mack the knife; Hello Dolly; What a
wonderful world
Decca PFS4231 (£2.19)
This set of unswinging military band arrangements make a tedious tribute indeed.
In
contrast to the free- wheeling spirit of everything Louis Armstrong ever did the sound of
bandsmen studiously reading their parts with
no vestige of inspiration is just too much to
take. As conductor- arranger, a man of Eric
Rogers' talent should have been able to come

NINA & FREDERICK
Dawn; Magic book; Lonely Sunday; Just like arose;
My summer love; In the land of Odin; + 6others
Formerly on Columbia SXISCX6134 as " Dawn"
Music For Pleasure MFP5249 (
7TP)
Two tracks are omitted but still 12 for 77p is
good value. Although Nina has shown more
individuality since going solo many fans will
still welcome this reappearance of the duo
that specialised in genteel, folksy songs like
these. [A: 2]
STANLEY BLACK: ' TROPICAL MOONLIGHT
Tropical; Paradise; Cherry pink; Two silhouettes;
Turista; April in Portugal; Atlantide; + 7others
Formerly Decca LK4176
Eclipse ECS2098 (
99p)
Although
somewhat lacking
in
rhythmic
excitement by today's standards this is still
marvellously immaculate piano- and- rhythm
Latin music based on good evergreens, as
effective as it was when it first formed part of
the Black cycle 14 years ago. [B: 1]
BAJA MARIMBA BAND: ' ACAPULCO GOLD'
Brasilia; Yellow bird; La cucaracha; Maria Elena;
Las Manitas; Acapulco 1922; Baja nova; + 5others
A & M Mayfair AMLB51031 (
99p)

I

Arthur Jackson
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Selection: Bernard Spear, Stella Moray, Tony Adams,
Peter Reeves, Lorraine Smith, Alyn Ainsworth Singers
& Orchestra
Music For Pleasure MFP5244 (
77p)
Originally issued on MFP1131 when the stage
show hit London, then deleted, this has now
been dragged out again to coincide with the
film hit. Not a bad effort as cover jobs go, but
still just that. [A: 2]
EXTREMES
Soundtrack recording: Arc; Supertramp; Crucible;
Mark McCann
Deram SML1095 (£2.19)
Imean, why bother to go to all that trouble of
having a real composer to score your film,
with all that stop- watch rubbish, when you
can just get some pop groups to do their own
thing and stick it on the soundtrack to fill up
the space. Since the sleeve doesn't tell us
what ' Extremes' is, with a little bit of luck
no-one might ever know about it.
Or the
record.

From previous full- price albums, a crosssection of the personal blend of Latin, jazz,

WORLD OF GOLDEN MELODIES
This is my song; Love story—Mantovani; Cuban
boy; Sea mist—Frank Chacksfield; Romeo & Juliet;
Man and a woman—Ronnie Aldrich; On days like
these; Quiet nights— Les Reed; Music played; Albatross—Roberto Mann; Shadow of your smile;
Fascination— Stanley Black
Decca SPA207 (
99p)
ROBERTO
MANN &
HIS
ORCHESTRA:
'WORLD OF WALTZES, Vol. 2'
Remember; Diane; Edelweiss; Moon river; Peyton
Place; September time; For you my loe; When
you're really in love; 3 o'clock in the morning; My
cup runneth over; Somewhere my love
Decca SPA180 (
99p)
The Mann waltzes are taken from Deram
DML/SML1010 and 1024, and the Golden
Melodies from sundry Decca albums. Together they make pleasant background music
at an attractive price. The golden melodies
are the more varied programme, and a
worthwhile buy in that proceeds are devoted
to the
National
Kidney Research
Fund.
[Both A: 1]

WORLD OF CHARLIE KUNZ, Vol. 3
Medleys from— Show Boat; With asong in my heart;
Ivor Novello shows; plus Stephen Foster and 1952
Pop medleys
Decca
SPA194 (
99p)

A tinkling piano in the next apartment. . . .
R
L convey little of the spirit of the shows
but provide pleasant dinner music. [A: 2]

The stars take alternate tracks, with the
Bachelors also
backing
Miss
Cahill
on
occasion. She has the right voice for musical
comedy, but I'm afraid the lads are too stylised
for me really to enjoy this. But then they have
more fans than Ihave, so Imust recommend
the record.
But really, Superstar isn't the
Bachelors' scene, now is it? [A: 1 for fans
only)
WORLD OF STARS ON SUNDAY
York Clebration Choir; Elizabeth Lamer; Jess Yates;
Maggie Fitzgibbon; Stuart Damon; Vio/et Carson;
1,000 Voice Choir; Poole Family; Ronnie Ronalde;
Eartha Kitt; 100 Boys Parish Churches Choir; Max
Jaffa; Gracie Fields
York SPA210 (
99p)
Here's a record with a built-in demand if ever
there was one. Popular religion with What a
wonderful world, Where do Ibegin and Sound
of silence interpolated among the genuine
religiosos. Such a line-up of talent on one
record can hardly fail to sell.
For good
intentions. [A: 1]
MUSICAL COMEDY WORLD OF RAWICZ &
LANDAUER
Medleys from:— Porgy & Bess; Fiddler on the roof;
West Side story; Kismet; My fair lady; Finian's
rainbow; Sound of music; Waltz dream; Dancing
years
Formerly Decca LKISKL4904
Decca SPA139 (
990
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rock and out-and-out corn that characterises
this entertaining band. [A: 1]

Thirty nostalgic titles reprocessed from 78's.
Kunz sold hundreds of similar over- simplified
piano medleys regularly for 20 years or more
... a fact which could be quite a comment on
public taste of the times. [6:2]

STAGE & SCREEN SPECTACULAR
Diamonds are forever; Oh what abeautiful morning;
Impossible dream; And this is my beloved; Tea
for two; Why do Ilove you; Edelweiss; Superstar;
Sunrise sunset; If Iwere abell; One hand one heart;
Darling Lili; It's a grand night for singing; Strange
music; Easy to be hard; Thank you very much—
The Bachelors & Patricia Cahill
Decca SKL5106 (£2.19)

and
Qér-ti %, -e

%-______ett.i..;erd

up with something much better than this. The
sleeve note says '... this unusual salute to a
great man would surely have caused him to
blush with embarrassment if he could have
heard it'. Iagree, but maybe not for the same
reason. [A: 3]

THE MINSTRELS SING RICHARD RODGERS
Medleys from:— Oklahoma; South Pacific; State
Fair; Carousel; The girl friend; King & I; Babes in
arras; etc
George Mitchel/ Minstrels
Columbia SCX6474 (£2.15)
Thirty-five of the best known songs from
Rodgers' collaborations with Hart and Hammerstein . . . some of the best show and
film tunes ever written, done just as the Mintrels fans like them. But there's also some
better- than- usual choral arranging for those
who like the music better than the performers.
[A: 2]

WESTERN THEMES ITALIAN STYLE
Themes from: Good, the bad & the ugly; Death rides
a horse; Navajo Joe; Big gundown
Ennio Morricone
Sunset SLS50248 (£ 1-10)
GREAT EPIC FILM THEMES
Soundtrack Themes:— Taras Bulba; Solomon &
Sheba; Khartoum; Ten commandments; Vikings;
Charge of the Light Brigade; Genghis Khan; Greatest story ever told plus El Cid; Robe—Felix Slatkin
Strings; Ben Hur—Robert Rheims Chorale; Taras
theme— Ferrante & Teicher
Sunset SLS50243 (£ 1.10)
More of Alan Warner's compilations of
themes from United Artists soundtrack LPs,
all of which have proved their worth and established big enough reputations as ' standard' music to ensure a new lease of life for
these reissues. Both [A: 1]
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What is so clear from the new LPs noted
below in that while there are many good songs
being produced in Greece now the really
great ones still belong to these two.
A basic Hadjidakis collection should also
include his instrumental arrangements of old
Athenian " taverna" songs, LILACS OUT
OF A DEAD LAND (
Columbia SX6253) and
HOMECOMING, a recent issue containing
the first Hadjidakis songs to appear for five
years ( Columbia SCX6469). There is not one
song on this record which does not enhance
the composer's reputation as the poet of the
bouzouki. The vocals by Grigoris Bithikotsis
reveal that he is still by far the best male
bouzouki singer in his generation.
Though he attempts to express his political
convictions in cantatas and seemingly endless song- cycles, Mikis Theodorakis, idol of
Greece's political Left, is still at his best in
lyrical- romantic songs about the sea and
ships, windmills, lovers meeting and parting.
Polydor's MUSIC OF GREECE (
236 215) is
devoted entirely to this kind of song, with one
exception. The principal singer is Maria
Farandouri, now the composer's chief interpreter. This is a magnificent record, made in
Holland shortly after the composer's arrest.
It is such apity that the British edition should
be so poorly sleeved.
The six new records come from the catalogues of Greek Columbia, Minos and the
Zodiac division of Lyra. Four of them have
lavishly illustrated books and one abeautifully
printed reproduction of an antique map of
Greece.
They are available from
EMI
Specialist Import Dealers at £2•65 each.
Not that the books and records have much
connection with each other apart from delighting lovers of Greece through the eyes as well
as the ears!
Musically GREECE: MUSEUMS AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES ( Greek Columbia SCXG70) is the most interesting with a
cross-section of " Iaika" titles ranging from a
medley of Yiota Lidia numbers from twenty
years ago to a song from the Hadjidakis
HOMECOMING (
Speak to me). There are
instrumentals by Stavros Xarhakos and Georges Zambetas and the voices of Aliki Vouyouklaki, Viky Moskoliou and Grigoris Bithikotsis, the brightest stars in Columbia's
galaxy.

Ralph Harvey
GREECE
The arrival of six new LPs from Athens,
covering nearly eighty songs, provides reason
enough for a survey of the present situation
regarding popular Greek music on record.
It was the film score of Never on Sunday
(1960) starring the tempestuous Melina Mercouri ( original sound-track now on Hallmark
SHM607) which made ears in the Western
world aware that awealth of music existed in
Greece which hitherto had flourished in semiisolation.
For centuries the so-called " demotic"
music, wild and oriental, had accompanied
the national songs and dances of the Greek
people using local variants of the violin, clarinet, flute, harp and lyre. These ancient traditions are maintained by the Greek Folk Song
and Dance Society directed by Madame Dora
Stratou with public performances each evening during the summer months at the theatre
on Philopappos Hill in Athens.
In the 1930's and 1940's there emerged a
popular music in Greece (" elafra" or " light")
strongly influenced by the West. Italianate
"kantatas" from the Ionian islands, waltzes
and tangos. One waltz- song Do prassina
matia was published here in the late ' 40s as
The story of Tina. Today, strings and mandolines accompany aspiring young singers in
songs of Greek manufacture in which only
the language makes them different from the
Western product.
The metallic- sounding
bouzouki which Never on Sunday featured
so generously had crossed the Aegean from
Turkey with the expulsion of the Greeks some
thirty years before. It had found ahome in the
waterfront cafés of Piraeus, the port of Athens,
and soon extended its domain to the capital
itself, especially to the restaurants and nightclubs of the old quarter, the Plaka. Here it
became the symbol of another category of
Greek popular music, the " Iaika". It nurtured
its own virtuosi and composers, many of
whom became national figures. At this stage
bousouki song was essentially epic and male
dominated, with anarchical, rebellious and
ironic associations.
In the early ' sixties the Cretan- born composer Manos Hadjidakis ( 1925-), who had
written the score of Never on Sunday invested bouzouki music with qualities of the
purest lyricism. Hadjidakis is an " emotional"
rather than " intellectual" composer with a
talent for meoldy unsurpassed among the
popular Greek musicians. He found an ideal
interpreter in a young girl singer who had
been trained at the Athens Conservatoire,
but who had been expelled for winning first
prize in ajazz contest: Nana Mouskouri. The
warmth and unique timbre of her voice were
perfect for Hadjidakis songs such as The little
cypress, The moon is red and White rose of
Athens.
Nana
Mouskouri's
MY
FAVOURITE
GREEK SONGS (
Fontana STL5206) contains eight Hadjidakis songs and four of the
Epitaphios by the " enfant terrible" of Greek
song, Mikis Theodorakis.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

GREEK ISLANDS ( SCXG71) is equally
well- presented with old favourites: the
Hassapiko Dance is really Tearful eyes by
Stavros Xarhakos; there are newer songs,
including The mermaid, Mrs. George and 0 for
1821. Two tracks come from the bouzouki
veteran, Vassilis Tsitsanis making the record
an essential for all bouzouki collectors!

by Georges Moutsios and Maria Douraki.
The stereo recording here is outstandingly
good.
MERMAIDS, BOUZOUKI AND DOLPHINS (
Zodiac 88015) is also largely instrumental with the same group and acrop of the
current bouzouki successes.
Both the " laika" and " elafra" wings of
Greek music are at crisis point just now.
One of the two leading composers is banned
from Greece and it is against the law to perform his works: the other lives abroad for
quite different reasons. Athens has a fair
share of sophisticated composers who make a
modest though hardly permanent, impact.
Public demand through radio and records
exceeds theabilities of the younger composers
to supply. There are enormous reserves;
"revivals" can be engineered, but this does
not solve the problem.
In Greece, as elsewhere, there is no alternative to genius.

Fred Dellar
THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS: ' PEOPLE
LIKE US'
People like us; Grasshopper; No dough; Pacific
Coast Highway; Snowqueen of Texas; Blueberries
for breakfast; European blueboy; Shooting star;
Lady Genevieve; Pearl; Iwanna be a star
Probe SPB-1048 (£2.15)

Just a few bars into People like us and it all
comes back to you— love, music and four
people who used to make you feel good all of
the time. Suddenly you realise that they've
returned—and it's just the same as before—
they haven't moved on, not one iota. Time
seems to have stood still for John, Michelle,
Cass and Denny. The Californian dreaming
has started all over again and this time we
don't want to wake to find them gone. Fine
songs, fine vocal group—and a sleeveful of
the best vibrations money can buy. [
A: 1]

GREECE NO. 3 (
Minos MSM131) and
GREECE NO. 4 (
Minos MSM132) have a
jaunty optimism about them into which some
will read, " Come to Greece for your holidays
... forget what the subversive foreign press
has told you about us ... enjoy yourselves!"
Whether or not we care how Greece is goverened the fact remains that more tourists
than ever are drinking the sunshine and
sipping the ouzo and hearing the songs on
these records during the past year or so.
How many will still be with us ten years from
now is anyone's guess. My suspicion is very
few.
Meanwhile, these are superficially
attractive albums, package-tours of Greece
and her islands.

A South African recording on an Irish label.
The Jo'berg Jim Reeves by the sounds of
things. If the Boers ever use him as a secret
weapon we'll never get Baden-Powell out of
Mafeking! Hold on lads, help is coming!
[B: 3]

GREEK HOLIDAY (
Zodiac 88018) is the
one with the map and compositions by Mimis
Plessas, Manos Hadjidakis and others. Seven
of the twelve tracks are instrumentals by
Stelios Zafirious and his Bouzoukia. Highlight
is the latest Hadjidakis song Ena mithos sung

TOM JONES: ' LIVE AT CAESAR'S PALACE'
Dance of love; Cabaret; Soul man; Iwho have nothing; Delilah; Resurrection shuffle; She's a lady;
Till; Bridge over troubled water; My way; God bless
the child; Hit medley; Hi heel sneakers; Rock ' n' roll
medley
Decca DKL1/1 & 1/2(£3•49 double-album)
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MATT HURTER: ' THE BIG MAN'
There stands the glass; If Iknew then; Ilove you
because; The big man; You're the only good thing;
Saginaw, Michigan; Where the blue and lonely go;
Beautiful dreamer; Before the next teardrop falls;
Durham Town; Country's gone; Shame on me
Emerald Gem GES-1081 (95P)
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Really, this is the only way to record Tom
Jones. He's not the best soul singer in the
world, not the greatest pop practitioner nor
the most riotous rocker. He communicates
though—especially in his live performances.
He lives on the people ' out front', needs them
like a junkie needs a fix. Take them away and
he becomes a cardboard figure. Not here,
however. On Live he's breathing—sometimes
fire and brimstone. All right, he often takes a
song and kicks it till it screams for help. You
know Jones has been on though— he's a good,
old-fashioned,
souped- up,
shiny-toothed,
send them home screaming STAR. And we
need one or two about among the minnows.
Jim Sullivan, John Rostill and Kenny Clare
sound invaluable to Tom's act and Johnnie
Spence even more so. The vocal backups are
by Mojos The Blossoms and the recorded
sound excellent for an ' in person' session.
Drinks all round for those involved! [
A:1]

Records like this make reviewing a pleasure.
In other ways they're so difficult to deal with.
Trade Martin, Chip Taylor and Al Gorgoni
are certainly easy on the ears. To write them
off as merely pleasant would do them an
injustice, there has to be a place for such
smooth, fresh, taking-a-hayride sounds—yet
they travel well-worn country roads and offer
no more than thoughtfully conceived songs
and warm, loving, vocals. But, for me, this is
enough. If your shelves are filled with James
Taylor, the Dead, the Youngbloods and Arlo,
you'll feel the same way. Recorded at rather a
low level, so turn the volume knob up! [
6:1]

man's own expertise in production techniques.

[A:1]

JOHN MARTYN: ' BLESS THE WEATHER'
Go easy; Bless the weather; Sugar lump; Walk to
the water; Just now; Head and heart; Let the good
things come; Back down the river; Glistening
Glyndebourne; Singing in the rain
Island ILPS-9167 (
52.15)
When listening to John Martyn you sometimes
feel that James Taylor isn't very far away.
But John's been singing this way for a long
time now, so what is it that is unacceptable to
the British public? Why do they rave over
Taylor yet ignore equally talented singerguitarists like Martyn? It took a trip to the
States before McTell received his rightful
status. And even Taylor himself failed to
make an impact with his British recordings
for Apple. It's all very strange, and in Martyn's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

KITTY WELLS: ' A BOUQUET OF COUNTRY
HITS'
Invitation to your party; I'm down to my last love;
Hello there sweet man; Someday you'll call my
name; Don't call me your darling; Once Itried;
Wooden heart; That's a no no; The ways to love a
man: Ilove you because; Just a cheap affair; If not
for you; Am Ithat easy to forget?; Hello Walls
MCA MU PS-430 (
52.09)

DION: ' SANCTUARY'
Sunshine lady; Sanctuary; Willigo; Harmony sound;
Gotta get up; Please be my friend / Take alittle time;
The wanderer; Abraham, Martin and John; Almond
joy; Ruby baby; Brand new morning
Warner Bros. K46122 (
5215)
Dion continues in the love and peace mainstream, though a happy return visit to Ruby
baby reminds us where he was at in 1963. This
new version, plus Almond joy and athoughtful
interpretation of his 1968 winner, Abraham,
was recorded live at New York's Bitter End.
All the rest are studio recordings. [
B: 2]

With Donny Hathaway and Isaac Hayes prov-

Cast your fate which are all piano features.
The rest of the album features Toussaint's
lightweight vocals, effectively elevated by the

SOUNDTRACK: ' SOUL TO SOUL'
Soul to soul; Ismell trouble (
Ike and Tina Turner);
Are you sure?; He's alright (
Staple Singers); Funky
broadway; Land of 1000 dances (
Wilson Pickett);
Run shaker life; Soul to soul (Voices of East Harlem);
Heyjorler (
Eddie Harris d Les McCann with Amoa);
Freedom song; Tryin' times (
Roberta Flack)
Atlantic Super 2400 201 (
52.15)

[B: 2]

ALLEN TOUSSAINT: TOUSSAINT'
From a whisper to a scream; Chokin' kind; Sweet
touch of love; What is success; Working in a coal
mine; Everything Ido is gonna be funky; Pickles;
Louie; Either; Cast your fate to the wind
Wand WNS-14 (£2.09)

thoroughbred—as he proves on this excellent
portion of New Orleans R. & B. Devotees of
Allen's warmly funky keyboard style will find
much to enjoy in Louie, Either, Pickles and

concerts and now, bargain- priced records,
no-one can ever accuse Pie of being a
capitalistic, only- in- it-for the money. [
B: 2]

Sou/ to Sou/ is the soundtrack of the Cinerama
documentary covering the visit of some of
Souldom's elite to Ghana.
The concert
lasted from 3 p.m. on March 6, 1970 ( Ghana's
14th Independence Day) until 6 a.m. March 7
but, according to the Carman Moore report
which forms part of the sleeve notes, it wasn't
until Ike and Tina romped on at midnight that
the audience showed any real enthusiasm.
It's hard to see why, on the evidence of this
album. True the Harris- McCann act doesn't
make any impact on record—although Amoa
is stated to be exciting, visually, with his
dancing and gourd- playing— but one cannot
fault Roberta Flack's superfine treatment of
Donny Hathaway's Tryin' times or her atmospheric,
unaccompanied,
version
of
the
spiritual, Freedom Song, which was recorded
on a portable machine in the dungeons of an
old slave fortress. Nor can one carp about the
urgency the East Harlems bring to their
gospel riffs. Wilson Pickett sounds as if he's
merely going through the motions now, but
there's always Ike and Tina and the dependable Staples Singers to redress the balance.
Very reasonable value for money, I'd say.

GORGONI, MARTIN AND TAYLOR: ' GOTTA
GET BACK TO CISCO'
Carolina timber; Country song; Ican't do it for you;
Stick-a- lee; Sweet dream woman; Cisco; To know
the girl; Love was not the word; Dirty Matthew; Got
the feeling something got away; The baby
Buddah Super 2318 048 (£2.15)

ing that Soul writers can just as easily be the
best Soul performers, it seems only reasonable
that Allen Toussaint should attempt the
transformation.
With a track record that
includes Mother-in-law, Working in a coal
mine, Everything Ido is gonna be funky and a
score of other winners, he's obviously a

case, very sad indeed. Pack your bags and
head for Greenwich
Village, John—they
probably know better over there! [
A: 1]

VARIOUS ARTISTS: ' A LITTLE SHOT OF
RHYTHM AND BLUES'
I'll do a little bit more; The same old thing (The
Olympics); 0oh honey baby; I'll be there; Land of a
1000 dances (Earl Cosby); It's over (
Bob and Earl);
Big Brother (
Bobby Garrett); He's alright with me
(The Mirettes); Would you believe? (
Jackie Lee);
Don't pretend (The Belles)
Rhapsody RHAS-9010 (£1.30)
Good quality Soul performances allied to
abysmal sound. Beneath the mush you may
hear Earl Cosby perform 1000 dances in a
rather original setting and even hear the
Olympics hully-gullying in highly enjoyable
fashion. But you'll have to listen carefully.

[D: 2]

HUMBLE PIE: ' ROCKING THE FILLMORE'
Four day creep; I'm ready; Stone cold fever; Walk
on gilded splinters; Rolling stone; Hallelujah Ilove
her so; Idon't need no doctor
A. & M. AMLH-63506 (
52.30 double- album)
Ialways thought that the opening number, an
old Ida Cox favourite, was originally titled
'Fore day creep. A moot point but not one that
detracts from the enjoyability of the album.
You all know Stevie Marriot's break-thesound- barrier brand of vocalism—and Pete
Frampton's
hell- bound
guitar
is
equally
familiar.
It's predictable, entertaining and
good value for money.
What with free
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Kitty has won her ' Queen of Country Music'
crown for being involved in C. 8i W for over
thirty years. Her music is simple, straightforward and well- sung. In this age of experimentation and complicated arrangements it's
nice to have people like Kitty around as a
constant reminder of when the term ' country
music' meant just that. [
B: 2]
PAUL KANTNER & GRACE SLICK: ' SUNFIGHTER'
Sliver spoon; Diana; Sunfighter; Titanic; Look at
the wood; When Iwas a boy; Million; China; Earth
mother; Diana 2; Universal Copernican mumbles;
Holding together
Grunt FTR-1002 (
52.30)
Baby China is the star of this album. She
appears in full frontal nudity for the album
sleeve and shows where all those professional models have been going wrong.
She's also the subject of one of the best
songs on this set, a lovely piano- lead- in-thenonto- an- eventual- build-up kind of thing that
Grace sings with the love one would expect
from a mother. Then there's Million, a San
Franciscan flower- era remembrance, replete
with brass section and the Edwin Hawkins'
Singers, and Earth mother, which, like Look at
the wood, could be the product of some, very
English, folk-rock outfit. You'll probably find
lots of other things to enjoy about Sunfighter.
Jerry
Garcia's
brief guitar interlude on
Holding together, perhaps—or, maybe, Grace's
vitriolic Silver spoon ( Cannibal song) vocal.
It's like a jigsaw, you keep picking up various
pieces and finding they fit in all the right
places. You'll enjoy the completed picture.

[A:1]

THE CHITINOUS ENSEMBLE: ' CHITINOUS'
Chitinous; Aldebaranian song; Dance; Riankproartn
Deram SML-1093 (
52.09)

Chitinous is Paul Buckmaster's giant- sized
formicarium. Inside, myriad musicians perform incredible tasks for the glass-tapping
arranger while we, in our turn, view, sometimes
with delight and sometimes with required
horror. The opening composition seems to
introduce the whole entomological universe
and whirling termites fill our ears while we
brush scurrying beetles from beneath our
feet. Suddenly, Ian Carr's flugelhorn brings
a pastoral tranquillity, though it's not the kind
associated with any verdant greenery but
rather the strange eeriness evoked by the
vast wastelands of the desert. Aldebaranian
song continues the mood, this time Buckmaster (
electric piano) and Jack Rothstein
(violin) offering pithy statements before Dance,
which is not really indicative of any Terpsichorean activity but something which acts
rather as an explanation of the land's infertility, with its suggestion of the martial
marauderings of the fire ants.
Ian Carr
performs in Miles- musing manner here, to be
later enjoined by Bob Efford on bass clarinet.
Lastly, Renkproann, a surrealistic nightmare
of creepy-crawlies
on
the
rampage,
as
described by the full string section. Then to a
gentle awakening from
Pete Robinson's
piano which, in its turn, leads onto some nearconventional brass scoring before Chris
Karan

(
tabla)

heads

the

way

on

one

last

Ganges- bound expedition. Not easily assimilable material but rewarding listening for
anyone interested in the art of the contemporary arranger. [
A: 1]

criticisms apart, Moment of truth is a commendable production and one that, with just a
little promotional push, should really place
Brethren up among the leaders. [A: 1]

BRETHERN: ' MOMENT OF TRUTH'
Loop garoo; Wesley; The sun and the moon; Freedom blues; Lady on the terrace; Rainy ddy lady;
History repeats itself; Blaze
Wand WNS-16 (£2.09)

BOB DYLAN: MORE BOB DYLAN
GREATEST HITS
When Ipaint my masterpiece; Ishall be released:
You ain't goin' nowhere; Down in the flood; The
mighty Quinn; Just like Tom Thumb's blues; Lay
lady lay; Maggie's farm; My back pages; A hard
rain's a gonna fall; Postively 4th street; plus ten
other tracks
CBS 87239 (£2.99) ( Double-album)

Brethren's brand of happy boogie finds aNew
York setting on this occasion. Like the first
album, on which Dr. John did the sleeve notes
and Murray Head the photography, a couple
of names occur to keep the memory cells
ticking over. This time it's Ralph MacDonald,
session percussionist supreme, who chips in
with his congas- worth of help. And Freedom
blues heralds the return to record of Amanda
Ambrose, a lady who made fine records for
RCA just a few years ago but faded just
before the Soul boom came. Dr. John's
Loop garoo, which gives the album its initial
impetus, is the best thing I've heard of its
type since Poco's first British release had me
flatfooting around the kitchen and tripping
straight over the cat. Perhaps Rick Marotta's
excellent drumming is given more than
reasonable exposure by the mix, and certainly
Amanda is cruelly backdropped.
These

e5fe
and

DRA

Mary Postgate

T. S. ELIOT: THE FAMILY REUNION
Paul Scofield; Sybil Thorndike; Flora Robson; Alan
Webb; Jill Bennett; Rosalie Crutchley. Directed by
Howard Sackler
Caedmon TRS3011A/B/C (£5.97 for 3- record set)

This is a reissue, in its original American
box with a well- produced leaflet about writer
and actors, of a recording made just before
Eliot's death on 4 January, 1965. It first
appeared in this country in 1966. The halfpeople ( not characters at all, but points of
view on a situation) are given a remarkable
semblance of life by these outstanding
performers, and the austere verse comes alive
in their mouths. Their voices and the incidental music combine to give a listening
experience of extraordinary beauty. The play
has been said to be '... incapable of dramatic
treatment ...' ( Helen Gardner, The Art of
T. S. Eliot, 1950), but Howard Sackler seems
to have given that the lie; this is the dramatic
realisation of a myth.
The quality of sound is excellent, the stereo
effective.
Most highly recommended for
every reason. [
A: 1]
POETS OF WALES:
Norris

Dannie

Abse;

Leslie

Dannie Abse: Letter to Alex Comfort; Albert; Elegy
for Dylan Thomas; The Game; Duality; Return to
Cardiff; Two Voices; After aDeparture; Olfactory Pursuits; in Llandough Hospital; Two Small Stones;
Interview with a Spirit Healer; Miss Book World; 100
Hats; Mysteries.
Leslie Norris: Skulls; A Girl's Song; Ransom; Early
Frost; Autumn Elegy; Water; Stones; Mountains,
Polecats, Pheasants; Burning the Bracken; Shadows;
July 7th; Cardigan Bay.
Recorded on behalf of the Welsh Arts Council and
in association with the British Council. Recordings
direct by Peter Orr. General Editor Alun R. Jones.
Argo ‘rPLP1155 (£1.69)

Another very enjoyable disc in the Argo

A ridiculous title, but we'll let that pass. Just
let's say that this is a marvellous offer for
those who haven't too much ( can one have
too much?) Dylan in their collections. Those
who buy all Dylan issues will curse CBS for
including a few new tracks with Happy
Traum ( remember him, Sing Out readers?)
and Leon Russell amid all the other wellknown and well- loved songs. For others
though, don't think twice it's all right. [
B: 1*]

MUCK JAGGER: JAMMING WITH EDWARD'
The boudoir stamp; It hurts me too; Edward thrumps
up; Blow with Ry; Interlude ala El Hopo; The loveliest
night of the year; Highland fling
Rolling Stone COC-39100 (£1.49)

A jam session with Nicky Hopkins, Ry Cooder,
Mick Jagger, Bill Wyman and Charlie Watts,
recorded in 1969. Sounds good doesn't it?
The truth is that the playing is aimless and
any band doing one of the three thousand
gigs in Britain tonight could have come up
with something more valid than this. Bring
back Spiggy Topes! [
B: 4]

MOBY GRAPE: '20 GRANITE CREEK'
Gypsy wedding; I'm the kind of man that Baby you
can trust; About time; Goin' down to Texas; Road
to the sun; Apocalypse; Chinese song; Roundhouse
blues; Ode to the man at the end of the bar; Wild
oats moan; Horse out in the rain
Kinney K44152 (£2.15)

Oh dear! Grape really began to sound like
some sort of a band on Truly Fine citizen and
now they've slipped down one of those nasty
long snakes, right to the bottom of the board
once more. It's rugged stuff, too rugged
most of the time. Even Alex Spence's kyoto
piece, Chinese song, which could be by an
entirely different band, doesn't really impress.
Think I'll play Dylan's Mighty Quinn again. It
sounds like Mr. Zimmerman with The Band at
the Isle of Wight, afact that Iforgot to mention
previously. And the sour Grape can have a
[B: 3] in the meantime.

In my Craft or Sullen Art; Memories of Childhood;
series of Poets of Wales. Dr. Abse lives in
from ' Under Milk Wood'; Poem in October; from
London and the last location the sleeve note
'Adventures in the Skin Trade'; Do not go gentle into
gives for Mr. Norris is Sussex, but they
that good night IA Visit to America; The Hunchback
sprang from Wales, the former from Cardiff,
in the Park; Fern Hill; from ' Under Milk Wood'; And
the latter from Merthyr Tydfil, and they carry
death shall have no dominion.
the breath of Wales with them. That said,
Argo ‘iPAA166 (
99p)
let me record that they hardly have athought
This is avery agreeable anthology which has
in common: rarely can a single disc have
been lovingly constructed out of excerpts
displayed two poets so utterly different from
from four Argo recordings. It begins with the
each other.
poet's statement of intent, goes on to the
Dr. Abse, is ' intellectually orientated'. He
says in the final poem of this selection, ' I passage in Memories of Childhood describing
the child bursting with impressions, heavy
start with the visible and am startled by the
with tales to tell, and then, in a marvellous
visible.' But into what is he startled? Cerebraexcerpt from Under Milk Wood gives asample
tion, ratiocination, thought, and more thought;
of the riches which the child when grown up
the mind busily ticking away, synthesizing,
has committed to paper. Then comes the
analysing. To quote from a deeply personal
Poem in October, in which, on his thirtieth
and very tender poem, In Llandough Hospital,
birthday, he walks out in the early morning
his father lies dying in agony: why can't his
through ' ashower of all my years'—wonderful
agony be ended? ' I, adoctor, beg adoctor... '
lines. Then a backward glance at the youth
Now, it is not the fact that he is adoctor that is
who went up to London to seek his fortune,
relevant here, but the fact that he is a son.
saying goodbye to the 'three strangers', his
The fact that he is a doctor comes into it
family, and secretly leaving them to find a sly
because he is unable to see life less than
and wounding little outburst of destruction.
steadily or less than whole. The busy mind is
Time must have healed those wounds,
responding, making out the see- saw patterns
however, for Do not go gentle is an elegy on
of human life, even in the approach to death.
the death of his father, a work of passionate
This is a kind of response that Ihappen to
grief.
like very much, and Ifind all Abse's work, not
Side 2 opens with Emlyn Williams's
exciting, but consistently rewarding.
splendid reading of A Visit to America,
Leslie Norris is a complete contrast.
followed by two of the poems from the ' slim
Elegiac, lyrical, emotional, able to fill one's
volume' for which the ' fat poet' had been
mind with the sights that have filled his own
invited there. The Hunchback in the Park and
eyes, he is agreat poet of the countryside as it
Fern Hill illustrate succinctly the black and
was, and as it is, with gritty, overcrowded
the golden visions, respectively, which the
roads; an entire family of pheasant chicks is
child had bequeathed to the man. A second
run down by the traffic, mere smudges on the
selection from Under Milk Wood follows
dirty surface of the tarmac, and their mother's
which are taken from the BBC performance of
feathers in the hedgerow will be blackened by
5 January, 1954, the first broadcast of the
oil and grit within days. Time and mortality
whole work ( Argo SW 501/2), with excellent
concern him, and the immense sensibilities
readings by Richard Burton and the rest of
of childhood which echo down the years.
the all- Welsh cast.
Natural objects fill his memory, and living
Thomas died in 1953, in New York, at the
creatures—or their dead bones—constantly
age of 39. The dust has had time to settle,
appear in his lines. Reading his work, he
the fumes of alcohol to dissipate, and the
sounds contemplative but not gloomy, and
world he chose to present in his writings has
listening to him is pure pleasure.
now perhaps really achieved the status of the
The standard of sound reproduction is high.
'World of Dylan Thomas'.
[A: 1]
The quality of this recording is good on the
whole, except for some of the poems ( read by
THE WORLD OF DYLAN THOMAS in Poetry
Richard Burton at amemorial performance at
and Prose with excerpts from Under Milk Wood:
Richard Burton, Emlyn Williams and other readers
the Globe Theatre). [
B: 1]
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PEOPLE PAST AND PRESENT—THOMAS
HARDY 1840-1928
Devised by John Carroll; performed by Jill Balcon,
C. Day Lewis and Gabriel Wolf. Recorded in association with the National Portrait Gallery, London.
Argo ZPL 1164

architectural assignment in Cornwall which
led to his meeting his first wife. Here the
narrative breaks off, and the fruitful years of
the great novels and the quietly prosperous
life they enabled him to lead, at Max Gate on
the outskirts of Dorchester, are merely
indicated. The story is resumed with the
sudden death of his first wife in 1913, after a
long estrangement, and his heart- broken
sense of bereavement. Some of his best
poetry was written after this event, and six of
these poems are read most beautifully by Day
Lewis and Miss Balcon on Side 2. They are
Beeny Cliff March 1870—March 1913 The
Going, The Haunter, After aJourney, ILook into
my Glass and Afterwards. Some of them, in
particular The Haunter, I had previously
disliked very much. Iam grateful for having
been vouchsafed abetter appreciation of them
now.
The sound on my pressing is disappointing. The Poet Laureate's voice comes over
well, and Gabriel Woolf has also been lucky
(a special blessing on him for his reading from
'The Trumpet Major', about the musket drill),
but there must have been something wrong
with Miss Balcons microphone, for her voice
sounds hard and over- sibilant, really badly
distorted. The recording was made live at the
gallery and we hear the audience's applause.

This is the latest recording from the National
Gallery's series ' People Past and Present',
which began as lunch-time lectures at the
gallery in October 1968: the subject of a
particular portrait ( which is displayed for the
audience) is re-created in sound.
What a loving re-creation this one is.
Gabriel Woolf is the narrator and also reads
excerpts from two of the novels, ' The
Trumpet Major' and ' The Return of the Native';
C. Day Lewis reads the part of Hardy and
most of the poems, which have been very
neatly linked up with incidents in the writer's
life or with bits from his letters and diary;
Jill Balcon also reads some of the poems and
Hardy's first wife's account of their meeting
in 1870. A real affection for the man and his
works, and for his period, seems to informevery inflection of the three voices. The
account begins with his birth and goes on to
paint a very charming picture of his Dorset
childhood.
There followed work in an
architect's office in Dorchester and five years
of cheerful, strenuous life in the bustling
London of the 1860s. Back to Dorset, and an

IC: 1]

compared with which the one included here is
almost indistinguishable from Received Pronunciation; two, Iknow Liverpool too, and I
think the accent on the disc is quite untypical.
One thing amazed me, and that was the
Norfolk accent, which I had not knowingly
heard before and which Ifound very nearly
incomprehensible: a revelation.
TV and the wireless have already flattened
out much that was idiosyncratic in our
regional dialects; latch on to this record,
gentle reader, for in just afew years it will be
a museum piece.
The standard of sound is patchy, as one
might expect, but on the whole surprisingly
good. [ B: 1]
Mary Postgate

Accents, Dialects and
Rugby Football

SOME BRITISH ACCENTS AND DIALECTS
(BBC Study Series)
Record produced by Bell Diamond; sleeve note by
John Pearce, General Adviser, Cambridgeshire and
Isle of Ely Education Committee.
Birmingham; Black Country; Buckinghamshire;
Cornwall; Cotswolds; Cumberland; Devonshire;
Geordie ( Durham); Newcastle; Hampshire; Lancashire; Liverpool; Manchester; Leicestershire /
London ( Cockney); Norfolk; Somerset; Bristol;
Suffolk; Sussex; Wiltshire; Worcestershire; Yorkshire; Isle of Man; Ulster; Eire; Edinburgh; Glasgow;
Inverness; Ayrshire; North Wales; South Wales
BBC ‘iRESR 28M

This record has been compiled from BBC
Archives, principally to fill the need of actors
and actresses for a source of authentic
regional accents, and also as an aide to
teachers discussing dialect and accent in the
classroom. It is arecord of absorbing interest,
and Iput its value as sheer entertainment very
high also: is there anyone who doesn't
enjoy a good bout of eavesdropping? It
consists of 32 gobbets of anecdote, conversation, loving or bitter reminiscences of a
vanished age and a plundered countryside,
and comment on the present ( listen to the
really delightful lady from Leicestershire,
with her forthright views). Each excerpt is
complete in itself, and all are interesting
enough and short enough to capture even the
most fickle attention in any classroom. The
material, quite apart from the dialects, ought
to provoke endless discussion. Two things
puzzled me, in considering the way in which
the tapes had been selected—and as awhole
the editing seems excellent: one, there are
lots of Cornish accents, even now in 1972,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Rugby Highlights-1971 Lions in New Zealand
Original commentary by Bob Irvine of the NZBC with
narration and continuity by Ron Findlay
Decca S PA208 (99p)

Anyone who doubts that an album of recorded
highlights from a series of rugby matches in
New Zealand will not sell must have a short
memory. Few, and Ido not mean just rugby
fans, will forget the early hours of that
summer morning last year when in homes all
over Britain thousands of haggard, tense
listeners huddled round radio receivers
listening to the live commentary on the final
test at Eden Park in Auckland.
The British Isles ( known on tour as the
Lions) held the mighty New Zealand fifteen
(the All Blacks) to an unbelievable 14-14 draw
and won the test series 2-1. Never, in the
history of Lions' tours, had the All Blacks
been beaten by a team from Britain, and all
sorts of records were set up.
The commentaries on the album deal only
with the four test matches, but they are well
pieced together from the original tapes
provided by courtesy of the NZBC. Ron
Findlay's narration supplies the results of all
the provincial matches and he lists the milestones as they are passed—Barry John's
points record, Bob Hiller's hundred points in
provincial games, John Bevan's try record.
The sound on the whole is good though
there is inevitably some background noise as
the occasional microphone gets knocked over
in the excitement. But the afficianados will not
care about sound quality and tone balance.
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FOR CHILDREN
BEDKNOBS AND BROOMSTICKS: The Story
and Songs, narrated by Dallas McKennon and sung
by the Mike Semmes Singers
Disneyland ST 3804 (£1.60)

This is another in the Disney record-and- book
series—not the books that contain all the
words of the recording, but the bigger ones,
with a much abbreviated version of the story,
which has to be read to you. It hasn't the ' star'
interest of the sound-track recording of the
film, reviewed by Arthur Jackson in the
December issue, but with its narrator and the
lively illustrations in the book it possibly
gives aclearer impression of what goes on. I
thought the film Itself was delightful (and Iam
not automatically an admirer of Disney
productions): very pretty to look at, quite
funny, and totally unsentimental. The present
recording is afairly low- powered reminder of
a quite subtle film, but acceptable. Children
brought up on the telly can cope with an
uneasy mid- Atlantic accent such as the
narrator's and Ido not think they will be overcritical of the standard of sound reproduction:
in both spoken word and music it is somewhat
mediocre. Ithink that they, like me, will be
pleased to hear the songs again sung with the
Sammes Singers' usual verve. There is also
some effective stereo, specially attractive in
The Beautiful Briny, sung at the bottom of the
sea. [ C: 2]
THE VOYAGES OF SINBAD THE SAILOR
Disneyland LLP 359 (60p)

Another in the Disney series of Little LPs
with books which reproduce exactly the words
of the discs, so that children can ' read along'.
This little book, like all the others Ihave seen
in this series, is nicely produced with attractive pictures. The story, which occupies Side
1, is pleasantly and clearly read by Lois Lane,
in ' English' English.
The second side is said to consist of
'songs', which is the usual format of the series,
but in fact it offers the children the first
movement of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherezade
suite played by the Symphonie-Orchester
Graunke and labelled ' The Sea and Sinbad's
Ship'. The sound in the upper registers is
inclined to be thin unless the little disc is
played a good deal louder than most parents
will welcome; thefe is also slight distortion in
one or two places. On the whole, however, it
gives a much better standard of musical
sound than we can normally expect from a
'toy' record. The music is a lot better, too.
Will the children enjoy it? Ihope so. How
nice to have a little track of Rimsky-Korsakov
of one's own at the age of seven or eight. [ B: 1]

For them the atmosphere recreated by the
record will be all.
In decades to come, Ibelieve, old men with
tears in their eyes will play this historic album
as they tell their amazed grandchildren of the
incredible feats of the 1971 pride of Lions.
[B: 1]
John Groser
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FREE AMPLIFIER
TESTING
Between

a

the

20th-25th

MARCH ( Sonex

week) AUDIO T of London and Cambridge
will test any amplifier tuner amplifier, irrespective of price, FREE OF CHARGE.

GROOV-KLEEN Modern automatic record cleaner.
• Removes and collects dust without •
using liquid.
•
• Improves reproduction. •
• Reduces record and stylus wear,
• Counterweight minimises slower
turntable speed.

Operates silently.
Armrest incorporated.
Beautifully finished in Chrome
bright anodised Aluminium and
shiny black.

The test gear used at London will be, as usual,
a Radford

£ 1.99 Model 42

Radford

Analyzer,

Hewlett

tortion Analyzer and in Cambridge they will

Stylus Balance.
Precision built. Calibrated. Measures stylus
pressure within 1gramme. In plastic container idomeme.Iyie
f1.49 Size 32 A
-Stylus Turntable Cleaning Kit.
Ann- static cleaner, stylus brush on free-standing
base and absorbent cleaning cloth. 33p Size B

LDO,

Packard 334A, Tektronix 502A, Crown IM Disuse the Radford LDO, Radford Analyzer, etc.

.,.

Indexa Record
Gramophone record filing and index system.
Finds 1-100 instantly. Luxury padded index book,
100 pairs of numbered sleeve labels. Pad of coded
printed pages.
£1 . 63 ... Size A
Recording Tape Splicer
.1"
Fitted with clamps for holding tape for diagonal or
butt splices. On non- slip base, complete with tape
cutter and instructions.
99p Model 20

Bi,

REC00010 TAIP4

mum

_._

Tape Editing Kits- in Wallets
Tape splicer, cutter, marker, splicing tape. Reel or cassette labels.
Instructions. For r
For 1" tape £ 1.36 Size 23
For cassettes £ 1.50 Size 24

As the tests will be our normal method of operation,

'MY

Compact Tape Head Cleaning Kit
Non- Flam Cleaner, 4- Head Tools, 10 sticks and
cloth in wallet. Recommended by Ferrograph,
Revox and Tandberg.
49p Size J

Li

no liability will be accepted on our part for the
performance results.

Cassette Head Cleaning Tape
For all compact cassette machines. Removes oxide
and dirt from heads, capstan and pinchwheel.
In plastic container.
51p Size 31 ---...; --- .:.;....1

N.B. Testing will take place at Audio T
premises in London and Cambridge,
not at Sonex.

Cassette Case
High quality black padded PVC, case with carrying
handle for home and car. Holds 12. £1.49 Size 34

8Track Cartridge Tape Head Cleaner
Maintains tape heads in clean condition. Recommended use

AUDIO T

: am:

DEPT. 9N

after every 10 hours playing. Complete with dust cover.
98p Size 41

LONDON

am

Cassette Tape Recorder Care Kit
To clean cassette tape heads safely and easily,
and also for joiniig and editing tapes
%
la
precisely. Packed in plastic box.
£2.1 6 Size 26A
1=ift
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CAMBRIDGE
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Tel.

Tel.: 01-437 1530
Hi -Fi Stereo Hints and Tips.
How to make the roes( of your equipment, by John
Borwick BSc., Technical Editor of "The Gramophone".
36 pages of useful information with invaluable
reference charts and illustrations for Hi- Fi enthusiasts.
25p.
Prices shown ate rec. retail.
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6p.m.
ARISTON,
CROWN

From Good Audio Shops.lf unobtainable send direct plus 10p p. & p.

A.D.C.,

A.
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INTERNATIONAL,
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for amounts up to £ 2.00. Over £ 2.00 postage free. U.K. Only.
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THERE are several reasons why this new
I tuner-amplifier generally follows the pattern
of the Goodmans Module 80 ( reviewed July
1971). Mainly, it is a ' from-scratch' design by
the Goodmans engineers, including the FM
front-end and IF channel ( becoming rare nowadays!).
Also, the radio section has long,
medium and bandspread short-wave coverage
in addition to FM. However, the power output
is almost 3dB up on that of the Module 80
and the THD is well down. However, it costs
more!
The FM front-end carries four transistors—
two FET RF amplifiers, a bipolar mixer and a
bipolar oscillator—and the whole is metal encased. Tuning is by varactor diodes, a single
(not back-to-back pair) device for each tuned
circuit. In spite of the potential which exists
for front-end tuning between the two RF
amplifiers this, like that in the Module 80, remains essentially aperiodic. However, the gate
input of the first RF amplifier is tuned, and the
only other signal tuning is at the mixer input
(second FET drain), with the third varactor
tuning the local oscillator. A mechanicallycoupled potentiometer regulates the reverse
bias of the three varactors and hence swings
their capacitance as the tuning control is adjusted. The supply for this emanates from a
stabilised source using an IC regulator.
A bias is also fed to the oscillator varactor
from the ratio detector to provide AFC via
an on/off switch. The first FET stage is designed to accept both balanced 240/300-ohm
and unbalanced 60/80-ohm aerial inputs.
The IF channel starts with a 10.7 MHz
ceramic filter, a bipolar transistor and then a
second filter. This is followed by a DCcoupled bipolar ' triple' for FM and AM IF
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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GOODMANS ONE- TEN TUNER- AMPLIFIER
SPENDOR BC- 1 LOUDSPEAKER
IMF ' DOMESTIC MONITOR' LOUDSPEAKER
Equipment reviews printed in HFNiRR are copyrighted and many not be reproduced in whole or
in part without the Editor's permission.
Comments on reviews may appear in
'Positive Feedback' from time to time.

GOODMANS ONE-TEN
TUNER-AMPLIFIER
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Power output: 50 W per channel 4ohms, 40 W
8ohms and 25 W 15 ohms, both channels driven
at 1kHz. Total harmonic distortion: typically
less than 0.01% at 30 W; less than 0.1% at any
power output up to maximum. Total music
power: 110 W. Output impedance: less than
0.1 ohm. Damping factor: 40, 4ohms; 80,8 ohms
and 150, 15 ohms. Power bandwidth: exceeds
frequency- response of amplifier. Sensitivity:
PU 2.5 mV 56 K ( with RIAA equalising within 1dB
40 Hz to 20 kHz); aux: 200 mV 1M; tape play
200 mV 100 K ( overload capability+ 30 dB on above
figures). Frequency response: 15 Hz to 45 kHz
dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz ± 1dB. Tone controls:
bass ± 18 dB 35 Hz; treble ± 10 dB 10 kHz (typical
values). Loudness: -40 dB volume control setting, typically + 13 dB 50 Hz and + 6dB at 15 kHz.
Tape output: 100 mV into 100 K (1 mV/K).
Scratch filter: typically - 3dB 6kHz and - 35 dB at
9kHz. Rumble filter: typically - 3dB at 45 Hz,
and
36 dB at 10 Hz ( ultimate 18 dB/8ve slope).
Hum and noise (
weighted with psophometric filter,
DIN 45-500): magnetic PU -70 dB; other inputs
-80 dB. Crosstalk: any input - 45 dB. RADIO.
Frequency coverage: LW: 150-265 kHz; MW:
525-1605 kHz; SW: (
with bandspread) 5.9-6.25
MHz; VHF/FM 87.5-108 MHz. FM aerial: 240-300
ohms balanced and 60-80 ohms unbalanced. AM
aerials: internal ferrite rod for LW and MW;
balanced FM aerial feeder can be linked to AM by
switch for LW, MW and SW. FM sensitivity:
typically 20,/ 240 ohms for 30 dB S/N or 1µV
75 ohms for 30 dB SiN ratio. FM overload:
120 dB above 1i,V. Stereo separation: 35 dB at
1kHz. Pilot tone rejection: better than 50 dB.
FM distortion: typically 0.2% THD for 75 kHz
deviation. Interstation muting level: 15 g‘,/
stereo and 10 0/ mono. IF rejection ratio: 90 dB.
AM sensitivity: for 20 dB S/N ratio, MW 20 1.,‘V,
LW 40 oV and SW 20 i‘V (all typical values). SW
image rejection: better than 55 dB ( obtained by
tuned image rejector). AGC range: 10 dB change
in output for 80 dB change in signal input level.
Finish: Teak or white. Price: £ 35.00. Manufacturer: Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited,
Downley Road, Havant, Hampshire P09 2N1.
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amplification, with arrangements for delayed
AGC. A separate transistor is used to provide
the AGC bias and to act as a tuning meter
amplifier on both FM and AM. This receives
DC from avoltage doubler rectifier circuit and
endows the tuning meter with some of the
characteristics of an ' S' meter. On AM the
diodes double as the detector.
On FM, IF signal from the final of the
'triple' is fed to a 1.1.A703A IC, the output of
which drives abalanced ratio detector. Muting
is under the control of a bipolar transistor
working in conjunction with the IC. Since the
tuning meter is in front of the IC it is not
affected by the limiting action.
An internal ferrite rod aerial handles the
LW and MW input tuning, and a rear switch
enables a ' hold-off' coupling to be made from
the FM aerial (240/300-ohm balanced only) to
supplement the signal pick-up on the LW and
MW bands and to provide a signal input for
the SW band. An AM aerial socket is also
provided, and this could be useful for serious
SW work.
The AM front-end features an FET mixer
and an extra FET in series with it, called a
'mixer degenerator'. This operates rather like
a variable resistor in the mixer circuit when
the AGC system responds to a strong signal,
thereby turning down the gain. There is a
separate AM local oscillator, and the mixer
output is transformer-coupled to a 460 kHz
ceramic filter which is connected to the ' triple'
input on AM.
One gets the impression that extra-special
attention has been given to the AM section of
this new model. Tuning, of course, is by
capacitor-gang and more sensitivity could have
been provided by an RF amplifier. However, a
high image rejection ( for a design without an
RF amplifier) approaching 55 dB has been
achieved on the SW band by the artifice of
ganging an image rejection filter to the main
tuning. This arrangement is sometimes seen in
television front-ends, but this is the first time I
have seen it applied to broadcast receiver
design.
Almost half the stations received on poorly
designed SW receivers are virtual images. This
is why some cheap sets appear on the SW
band in particular to be more sensitive than
more costly ones of better design. The 55 dB
rejection minimises this trouble over the small
bandspread provided.
The stereo decoder has two 19 kHz amplifiers, input filtering, apair of bipolars operating
as symmetrical doublers and 38 kHz amplifiers,
stereo light switching and the usual four switching diodes in the detector circuit.
The control section of the audio amplifier
consists in each channel of a1/A739 silicon IC
for preamplification and magnetic pickup
equalisation, a bipolar transistor in emitterfollower mode for matching and tape recording,
another liA739 operating in a negative feedback volume control circuit, and a decoupled
bipolar pair feeding to the power amplifier
section.
The tone controls are passive at the output
of the second IC, the volume control includes
a ' contour' network switchable via a tapping
on the potentiometer, the rumble-filter is based
on a bridged-T circuit and provides a slope
around 18 dB/octave, and the scratch-filter
consists of a high-Q tuned circuit and so can
be regarded essentially as a ' notching' device
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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giving a very rapid rate of roll-off into a
—35 dB dip around 9kHz. One idea behind
this is to notch out AM beat whistles, and
since mild tuning is possible by internal adjustment a whistle plaguing a regularly tuned AM
station might be notchable.
The power amplifier of each channel employs
a couple of silicon output compound pairs for
the positive and negative half cycles arranged
in double complementary mode. These are
driven from an emitter-follower, itself energised from the signal at the collector of the
first of a long-tailed input pair. This gives a
'differential' DC input for the negative feedback. There is also an overload protection
network based on two pairs of transistors connected as thyristors, these ' firing' and inhibiting the drive under conditions of overload,
depending on both the level of the drive signal
and the value of the output load. Premature
'firing' could arise with a load of 8 ohms in
parallel with 2le on a 10 kHz squarewave at
a level a couple of decibels below maximum
power, indicating the unsuitability of ELSs as
loads at high levels.
Bias for the output transistors is derived
from a transistor circuit with a preset in the
usual manner.
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The power amplifier is designed round a
balanced + 35 V supply circuit, which allows
the loudspeaker to be connected directly
without series capacitance. One advantage of
this is that it keeps the 40 Hz damping factor
as high as that at 1kHz. Another is that
possible bass distortion resulting from electrolytic non-linearity is avoided. The level of
feedback used puts the source resistance around
0-1 ohm, which is ajob to measure accurately
owing to the comparable resistance of the circuit wires themselves!
The ICs also require a balanced power supply, and this is provided by two series regulators
with base zener diodes giving + 14-3 V on one
line and — 14-3 V on the other with respect to
chassis.
Three printed circuit board assemblies accommodate the electronics and the mechanical
design is based upon a rigid metal matrix.
Overall dimensions are a little bulkier than
those we have come to expect from Japanese
designs.
Appearance is entirely different from the
Module 80. The facia is in brushed aluminium,
looking almost as good as stainless steel, and
the case fine-grain teak. Control knobs and
switches contrast in black, the whole lot being

The bee part of any
hi•lisymem
Super Sarabande

Pavane

by

ItamrJ,411fut

Write for fullest details of our range of ENCLOSURES, SPEAKER KITS and DRIVE UNITS.
Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire BDI9 4AZ
Telephone: Sales — Cleckheaton 2442. Technical — Bradford 681309.
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PERFORMANCE
Power- handling capacity at 1kHz, both channels driven continuously
Into 4ohms .
8 ohms.
15 ohms .

50 W
40 W
25 W

Power handling capacity at HF and LF
At 40 Hz
4ohms ..
8ohms ..
15 ohms ..
At 10 kHz 4ohms ..
8ohms ..
15 ohms ..

50
40
25
50
40
25

COMMENTS

Half power bandwidth half power output for constant input

W
W
W
W
W
W

16 Hz-35 kHz

Output impedance at 40 Hz ..

0.1 ohm

Total Harmonic Distortion into 8ohms, unweighted
At 30 W and 40 Hz-0.03%. At 1kHz-0.025%. At 10 kHz-0.1%. At 10 W and
40 Hz-0.025%. At 1kHz-0-018%. At 10 kHz-0.075%. At 1W and 40 Hz-0.026%.
At 1kHz-0.018%. At 10 kHz-0.03%.
Input sensitivities for full power output at 1kHz ( and impedances)
Auxiliary .. • • • • • • • • • • •
Magnetic Pickup ..

Very good, and
amplifiers.

unusual

in even very good

Very good

Excellent.
Good, does not change at higher frequencies.
All figures include noise. Crossover distortion
is negligible and 40 Hz figures include hum.
Distortion performance excellent for this type
of equipment.

.. 185 mV ( 1M)
..
2mV (56 K)
.. 185 mV ( 100 K)

Magnetic pickup overloaded at 90 mV (+ 33 dB)

Excellent and suitable for the most insensitive
of speakers for domestic use.

y All adequate.
Excellent.

Outputs with rated input, and source impedance
Tape ..

..

11 mV (47 K)

Signal-to-noise ratios ref. maximum output into 8ohms, unweighted
Auxiliary ..
Magnetic pickup ..
Tape ..

84 dB
60 dB
87 dB

Channel separation at 1kHz

45 dB

Good.

FM- Stereo separation at 1kHz

36 dB

Good.

FM Capture ratio ..

1dB

}Good, though Pickup could be improved.

Excellent.

Pilot tone rejection reference 1kHz ..

50 dB

Good.

IF Rejection

90 dB

Excellent.

For technical reasons, it has not
been possible to print the usual
square- wave

photographs

with

this review.

set off by a rather splendid tuning dial with
coloured scale lines, including an FM logging
scale. Active scale length is about 10 in. and
is set in a white background. The cursor is a
piece of tinted Perspex, looking not unlike a
slide- rule. Alternative styling is offered.
While the tuning operates freely and is flywheel assisted, it is not as easily set spinning as
some, and Idid have a little trouble with the
cursor binding at the left-hand side, on one of
the two models that passed through my hands.
On the left side of the scale, with the Goodmans One-Ten insignia, is the stereo indicator
that glows red on astereo signal. At the other
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

side is the tuning meter, which also serves as a
useful signal strength meter, since differential
readings occur between weak and strong signals. A large knob in line with the dial operates
the tuning and on a line below are knobs for
balance, bass, treble and volume, and press
switches for the various functions and source
selection.
Rear socketry is DIN, and the available
source connections are magnetic pickup, auxiliary and tape recording/replay. Switching,
etc, is included for two pairs of loudspeakers,
but only one pair can be operated at any one
time. The idea of this is to avoid the power
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amplifier from being loaded too low with two
sets of parallel-connected loudspeakers. It is
agreed that few people have two full sets of
stereo loudspeakers operating in two rooms,
but there are many tuner-amplifier users who
would wish to run low-level loudspeakers with
the stereo pair, so Ifeel something should be
done about this switching.
There is also a headphone switch which disconnects the loudspeakers. Two jack sockets
are fitted for headphone sets beneath a flap at
the side of the cabinet.
The control knobs carry calibration numbers
round their periphery, rather like Quad, and a
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switched and fused mains outlet is present at
the rear.
In my view the trilingual operating instructions are difficult to handle and inadequate for
this class of equipment.
Working with a pair of Radford Tristar 50
speaker systems, extremely pleasant sounds
were obtained from good quality radio and
disc signals, and the power was adequate for a
room of some 2,000 cu.ft. when working into
loudspeaker systems of low sensitivity.
While the ' scratch filter' sometimes removed
or reduced the strength of an AM whistle, it
affected the tone of a quality signal too much.
This was probably due to the fast roll-off and
phase-shift effects. On the other hand, Ifound
the rumble filter very useful when working with
loudspeakers producing appreciable output
below 50 Hz.

The FM section was sufficiently sensitive for
mono reception from the Isle of Wight (about
100 miles away from my site) and stereo reception under better signal conditions. The FM
muting operates permanently in the stereo
mode, so unless the stereo signal is beyond the
muting threshold ( about 15 µV) the audio
channel is attenuated. In the mono mode,
however, a separate press switch allows the
muting to be removed or activated as required,
the threshold in this mode being about 10 µV.
It needs at least 15 µV of aerial signal to secure
stereo reception of reasonable signal/noise
ratio, so the stereo muting idea is perfectly
logical and useful for preventing noise or weak
signals from triggering the decoder.
The LW and MW performance was no better
or worse than obtained on less exacting equipment. For the best SW reception an external

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Professional quality loudspeaker. Frequency response: 60 Hz-14 kHz ± 3dB. Power handling
capacity: 40 W peak programme level. Nominal
impedance: 9ohms.
Drive- units: 8in bass
loudspeaker and Celestion HF1300 and STC
4001 HF units. Crossover: by L- C network and
matching transformer. Finish: Teak. Weight:
31 lb. Dimensions: 25 x12 x12 in. Price: £74.34.
The speaker is also available with a built-in power
amplifier for £82.
Manufacturer: Spendor
Audio Systems, 32 Station Approach, Redhill,
Surrey.

the chosen units and cabinet design claims a
response within + 3dB between 60 Hz and
14 kHz—which was indeed verified by measurement.
The unusual part of the design is mainly the
woofer cone—nothing very unusual to look at,
but the choice of material, shape, thickness,
surface treatment, and surround, represent a
lot of patient research. We cannot have a
truly rigid cone that stays rigid over the whole
frequency range. All cones bend and wobble
like jellies above a few hundred Hertz, but if
we can avoid major break-up modes and have
no odd areas of cone that go on vibrating after
the signal has stopped, we will have avery nice
unit. All this has been known for many years,
and numerous people have tried various ways
of doing it. Damping was obviously needed,
but this is difficult to do in practice. Every
damping device—the surround, the cone
material itself, applied dope painted on, damping pads stuck on ( the CQ speaker many years
ago, and the B&W speakers now), sandwiches
and composite construction, and elliptical
shape—all help and probably do very well at
some frequencies, but only at some frequencies,
and all have been used. This is why the Quad
ELS has stood out as an exceptional loudspeaker for over 15 years. It simply does not
have this problem, or at least it is an order of
magnitude or more removed.
On test the Spendor lived up to its promise:
it is an exceptional loudspeaker, probably the
best the reviewer has had in his home to date.
This is a big claim to make, and to be certain
of this it has also been listened to in a wide
variety of surroundings, and tests included
several other pairs of speakers. If aloudspeaker
has slight peculiarities, they may not in any
one situation be enough to arouse criticism.
'Situation', here, involves the physical surroundings and the music, etc, played through
it. In a different situation, this peculiarity may
be emphasised by different room acoustics or
a signal that reveals it more clearly. Our
senses now notice it and we criticise it accordingly. This is why we always advise people
to try and borrow proposed loudspeakers so
they can hear them in their own rooms before
deciding. It is a sort of threshold effect—we
will stand so much and no more!
The Spendor must be used raised at least
eight inches above the floor. On a box will
not do, it must have ' fresh air' under it, and

COME years ago anxious to know what noises
they were actually broadcasting, the BBC
had need for a loudspeaker that really told the
truth. Ever striving to raise standards, they have
more recently found it necessary to develop
a fresh version of their own monitor speaker,
and one of the most difficult parts was the cone
of the main twelve-inch driving unit. With
much patient research, a satisfactory design
was evolved after suitable material, shape and
construction had been found.
But the exercise was continued for a while
to see if the same principles could be applied
to a smaller woofer design. This was found
to be possible, but was not finalised then as
there was no need for asmaller monitor at that
time. Interest in the design, however, did not
stop here and Messrs Spendor were given a
licence to use the design information and
market a complete loudspeaker. ( Later, the
BBC did further work on it and finalised a
similar design—this being licensed for production by another manufacturer, Rogers Developments.) The Spendor therefore has an
excellent pedigree, as BBC research is well
known for its painstaking investigations and
meticulous attention to detail.
Spendor market two main versions, one
with abuilt-in 20 W amplifier and one without.
The pair submitted for review were without
power amplifiers and had a nominal ( very!)
9-ohm impedance.
Basically there is nothing unusual in the
design. It uses three drive-units—an eight-inch
woofer of their own manufacture, a Celestion
1300 tweeter and an ITT ( STC) 4001 G supertweeter. The cabinet volume is approximately
2cu.ft. and the front panel also carries asmall
port making it more or less a reflex design.
The panels are of and 4 in. ply, each heavily
damped with a Iin. layer of heavy bituminous
felt and II in. of plastic foam. The crossover
unit uses no less than 14 components and with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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outside aerial was required, but since the spectrum is so limited Ican only question the real
desirability of this band. Iwould have thought
anyone wanting SW facilities would purchase
a receiver specifically for this purpose— but
this is apparently not the case in some countries.
Anyway, from the hi-fi audio and FM performance aspects alone the new Goodmans
One-Ten is most commendable. The design
deviates somewhat from perpetuated convention and, indeed, is refreshingly new in some
aspects as already noted. One thing Ipersonally would have liked is improved front-end
selectivity—as I noted with the Module 80—
but now the Goodmans team is seemingly well
on the ball to produce a new model every year
or so, perhaps the next one will feature an
extra varactor or two—who knows?
Gordon J. King

SPENDOR BC- I
LOUDSPEAKER
when placed on the floor, many signals acquire
a slight heaviness and male speech becomes
boomy. Raise it on a box, say, even 10 in.
high, and it is better, but replace that with a
woven wastepaper basket or a stool and immediately things feel more real. This phenomenon is known and understood, but has received little publicity so far, probably because
far worse troubles were besetting our loudspeakers. Once improved standards have been
reached, this factor becomes worth attending
to. If the speaker is on or very close to the
floor the response in the low hundreds
is not only increased, it is less smooth, as
explained recently in Wireless World by H. D.
Harwood of the BBC's Research Department.
By the time this review is printed, suitable
stands should be available, including a very
useful one on castors, neat and tidy enough
for domestic as well as studio use.
Bass response is excellent and bass lift was
never felt necessary, though theoretically a
little would be worthwhile if listening to organ
music. Bass lift was nevertheless tried and even
excessive lift failed to show up anything wrong,
so design at that end of the range is obviously
very good.
The high-frequency end is equally good, by
some standards possibly alittle too bright ( this
just shows on the response curve on-axis), but
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SPENDOR BC1

IMPEDANCE Vs FREQUENCY

g.

IMPEDANCE ( OHMS)

probably only brighter than we have been
used to in the past. Treble boost only makes
it brighter, not unpleasant, as is usually the
case, so it is obviously very smooth indeed.
This is possibly one advantage of using the
super tweeter, instead of pushing the tweeter
up to its top limit. The response at 30 degrees
off-axis is even slightly more level compared
with the on-axis measured curve—very uncommon and probably asensible arrangement.
On every type of signal listened to over several
months, nothing ever caught it out, though it
did not of course hide blemishes in the signal.
In fact one soon became aware that whenever
there was any doubt about a signal, one had
got into the habit of checking it on the Spendors.
An interesting comparison, the result of an
audience question during a recent lecture—
demonstration between three different so-called
'monitor' speakers showed remarkable similarities. It should have done, as all perfect
loudspeakers should sound the same. Those
well on the way to perfection (we will never
get there of course) should therefore sound
more alike than lesser breeds.
The remarkable performance of the Spendors
prompted the reviewer to dig out lots of tape

u20

50

100

A LTHOUGH

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION.
Monitoring quality domestic loudspeaker. Frequency range: 20 Hz-beyond 20 kHz. Efficiency:
25 W input produces 100 dB SPL at 1metre,
anechoic. Power handling capacity: 25-50 W.
Impedance: 4-8 ohms.
Drivers: KEF B139,
KEF B110, Celestion HF1300, Celestion HF2000.
Cr
rfrequencies: 375 Hz, 15 kHz, 13 kHz.
Controls: Level adjustment for mid- and HFunits, ± 2dB reference nominally flat position.
Finish: Teak or walnut, Vynair grille. Dimensions: 40 x171 x19# in. Price: Per matched pair
£275 (Standard version £232). Manufacturer:
IMF Products ( GB), Westbourne Street,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
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recordings going back some 15 years, including
many of the old EMI Stereosonic tapes, to see
if there was any more in them than had already
been heard. Indeed there was, very often, and
one wished yet again that one had given up a
lot more so as to have been able to buy some
of those lovely stereo tapes while they were

these loudspeakers carry the
tag ' Domestic' they make very little
concession to commercial notions of domesticity, being some three and a half feet high,
very plain (that is not to say unattractive) and
extremely bulky both visually and physically.
They are finished in teak, it is true, but this is
only a veneer—as it always is of course these
days—and does not extend to their considerable backsides, which are black Formica. Each
loudspeaker is mounted on a small black
plinth—which is not removable—and is fitted
with castors which are an absolute necessity.
After all, the weight is nearly 140 lbs, so you
might even need astructural survey if you are
contemplating a pair.
As well as being physically uncompromising,
the speakers are technically uncompromising
in as much as the designers have made no
substantial concessions to price when choosing
the components or specifying the cabinet. The
result is expensive, as well as large, but as the
reader will note later, it is also very good.
The Domestic ` Export' Monitor is based very
closely on the Professional Monitor, and the
model submitted for review was the ` Export
Version'.
It differs from the Professional Monitor
in size and some details, particularly the use
of wood veneer instead of a Formica plastic
laminate and a different grille trim, and from
the ` Standard' Monitor version in the provision
of controls providing a switchable + 2dB adjustment for the mid- and HFunits with respect to a nominally flat position, and also
in having its own mid-range line'.
Four drive-units are employed, an extravagance necessitated by the non-availability, at
present, of a really fine mid-range loudspeaker, and a wide range tweeter capable of
handling the high levels which many studio
engineers like to inflict upon themselves.
These are the KEF B139 which crosses over
to a KEF B110 at 375 Hz, and a Celestion
HF 1300 and HF 2000 to handle frequencies
from 3.5 kHz to well beyond audibility, the
1-1

IMF DOMESTIC ' EXPORT'
MONITOR

200
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still available. (I'm still in the market, if the
Editor will permit.)
This is no new effect, and it has been experienced once or twice before, when some large
step forward has been made in equipment and
is not limited to loudspeakers of course.
Ralph West

two HF units crossing over at 13 kHz. Each
of these units has a flat response within the
range assigned to it, although the B110 unit
is doped by IMF, presumably to produce a
rather smoother response at high frequencies
within its working range. The B110 is, of
course, intended by its manufacturer as a
miniature bass unit—although since the cone
is less than 5in. in diameter it works very
satisfactorily at higher frequencies.
Crossovers are by a 14-element L-C network
and, as is common in complex networks,
many of the values therein don't seem to make
good sense at first sight. The sort of balancing
problems encountered in crossover networks
of this type are discussed by John Crabbe on
page 448 of this issue, and his comments have
particular interest to readers of this review
because the same basic system is involved.
The goodness or badness of a loudspeaker
depends very much on the design of its crossover network, and it is no coincidence that this
loudspeaker, or the Spendor (page 533), have
complex and expensive circuits—nor that poor
loudspeakers often make do with a couple of
capacitors, and a resistor or two if you're
lucky.
All the speakers in the IMF range, with the
exception of their Compact, employ amethod
of bass loading known as transmission-line.
The name is probably more akin to the
theory from which the expression is derived
than is, say, infinite baffle; but in practice the
`transmission-line' takes the form of a folded
pipe, the far end of which is invariably open,
making it akin to a reflex design at very low
frequencies as the impedance curve seems to
show. The theory of the transmission-line
does not seem to have been described in any
great detail, but an article by A. R. Bailey in
Wireless World CA Non-Resonant Loudspeaker Enclosure', Oct., 1965) and various
leaflets produced by Radford Acoustics are
worth consulting if you want to build your
own. Suffice it to say that the pipe can be as long
as is reasonably possible (very theoretical this)
18
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but the cross-sectional area should be kept
approximately the same as the driver cone's.
The pipe is normally filled with absorbent
material—Dr. Bailey advocated long-haired
sheep's wool—and some experimentation is
necessary to secure best performance. It is
worth noting, incidentally, that Dr. Bailey
did not advocate sheep's wool as a universal
cure-all suitable for damping enclosures as
diverse as dustbins and drain-pipes—indeed
his recommendations were quite specific.
Since the mid-range B110 is next to the bass
unit in the cabinet aseparate enclosure is used
for it. This is atube, progressively filled with
absorbent material, but it effectively isolates
the 110 from the 139 and also provides considerable damping of the cone. Interestingly
enough, the blurb refers to a mid-range unit
'line' and is probably more correct in doing so
than for the bass unit. This line is enclosed
and, subjectively at least, seems very successful
in preventing reflected energy from reaching the
cone. However, whether it behaves as a
transmission line in practice—it is only 15in.
or so long—is doubtful. It is most probably
acting more like a total enclosure, but is
nonetheless acceptable for it.
The loudspeakers are supplied in ' matched'
stereo pairs. The review samples had adjacent
serial numbers and were certainly identical
(as indeed were another, Standard, pair, also
submitted) but the front panels were oddly
disposed for stereo since they were offset with
the HF units inside when used as recommended.
Quite why this should give the best stereo
performance is not clear, but it does, and
the IMFs are fairly good in this respect when
compared with most other modern loudspeakers. They are much better than any omnidirectional loudspeakers and noticeably so
when compared with very non-directional
loudspeakers. These remarks refer, of course,
to the production of non-anomalous consistent
stereo images over areasonably wide listening
area—most loudspeakers are good when one
listens on the bisecting line.
The electrical impedance curve is fairly
smooth by modern standards, but the speakers
do require alot of power—aminimum of 20 W
would seem desirable with preferably twice to
ten times that amount—(3-10 dB, it's not
very much) if larger auditoria are in use.
Some trouble has been experienced with the
IMF Domestic Monitor driven by early
samples of the Quad 303 amplifier. Clipping
appears to take place at very low levels on
certain types of material even though the
amplifier is working perfectly and delivers full
power into 8or 4 ohm loads. This is due to
the driver stage being operated at very low
currents (it may therefore be apparent only
on one channel) and Quad can supply details
of asimple modification to the amplifier which
prevents this happening, if necessary.
Having connected the speakers up as
recommended, a wide variety of material has
been played through them over two separate
periods, the Editor having borrowed them
betwixt times whilst rebuilding his own
system. They have also been compared either
directly or indirectly with a number of other
good loudspeakers. The two main requirements of a loudspeaker are that it should
reproduce a wide range of frequencies with
low distortion and that it should have aflat
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

frequency response. Unfortunately the distortions that matter are difficult to determine—
but when they are audible they produce
colorations of one sort or another which are
described by a whole range of words such as:
hard, wooden, thick, muddled, steely, and
so on. Such language is necessarily imprecise
but it gives the reader/listener an idea of what
he should listen for. Changes in frequency
response, even in a perfect speaker without
other distortions, will also elicit comments
couched in similar language: boomy, bassy,
bright, sharp, tizzy, etc, and it is, unfortunately,
sometimes difficult for the reader to discern
the origins of the symptoms described. Ultimately, though, this does not matter, since
provided the reviewer has made sure that the
loudspeaker is the cause of the effects described
the listener can only decide if he finds them
objectionable.
However, for the designer—as well as those
who just like to get at the truth—the problem
is adifficult one. For example, it is well known
that if two good speakers are compared on an
A-B basis the slightly louder will probably
sound better, although the listener may be
hard put to say why. If two loudspeakers of
otherwise similar performance are played at
the same nominal level but one has a slightly
more prominent, but equally smooth, top
response, then again the listener tends to prefer
that, judging the other speaker dim or wooly,
heavy or bassy, depending on the nature of the
difference and the listener. Since the balance
between bass and treble ref. 500Hz-lkHz varies
by up to 4or 5dB from good speaker to good
speaker (more if imported speakers are taken
into account) it is not surprising that judgements vary, since a step in balance of even
2dB, at 500 Hz, is clearly audible. It is this
difference in balance which may be frequently
judged responsible for ' coloration'. It is also
possible that distortions which do produce
colorations are masked by changes in balance
so that the listener may be persuaded to
choose the ' wrong' speaker for his taste and
purposes on the basis of a brief listening test.

have about the bass performance is that the
absence of loading at very low frequencies
permits large cone excursions if subsonic signals are fed to it. Whilst the speaker will not
reproduce these signals acoustically, their presence does produce distortion and agood highpass filter cutting off below about 20 Hz is a
necessity if wideband amplifiers are used to
drive the TLS.
An advantage of the loudspeaker is that it
appears to be substantially independent of its
position in the room, probably because of its
size, and it is also tall enough to place all the
drivers above furniture and away from the
floor. It is invariably necessary to lift smaller
loudspeakers from the floor when they are in
use and the base or stand is potentially wasted
volume unless a bookshelf is used instead. I
wonder if tall but small speakers would be as
unacceptable as manufacturers seem to suppose. It seems to me that cabinets like the
Cambridge R60 and B & W P2 and the new
Celestion 66, are eminently sensible for many
purposes, domestic and otherwise.
For all material worth listening to, the IMFs
were used with both the level controls set to
maximum (corresponding to fixed response of
Standard model). Surprisingly little difference in
balance is introduced by these controls, which
suggests that they do not simply swing the response about the turnover frequencies, and the
speakers were in any case so smooth and uncoloured at middle and high frequencies that
more output would have been acceptable above
about 1kHz. This would have made the balance
brighter and eliminated the main difference
between it and other ' domestic monitoring'
loudspeakers. These remarks should not be
taken to indicate any criticism of the ' transient
performance', which was clear and capable of
jolting the listener upright at the appropriate
moments.

Of course the designer should aim to get the
response curve absolutely flat—like that of an
amplifier—but anyone who advocates that as
aremedy, present-day drivers being what they
are, is not going to have much success. So
long as speakers are not almost perfectly flat
and distortionless people will have preferences,
which may well depend on the programme
material they wish to reproduce and the
means with which they reproduce it. It is the
job of the reviewer to guide the listener—and
however good he, or anyone else, thinks this
loudspeaker, or any other, could be irrelevant.
Provided we can find nothing severely wrong
there is little else we can do apart from describing it in those vague terms Ihave already
mentioned.
Compared with modern loudspeakers of
equally good quality the IMF has avery ' full'
sound, due to some extent to the undoubtedly
extended bass response. In alarge room some
output is available down to about 20 Hz—and
at 30 Hz considerable acoustic power can be
produced in any room large enough to house
the loudspeakers and a listener in reasonable
comfort. This performance is good, though
one might expect it from such alarge cabinet,
and the only possible reservation one might
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Cut-away view of IMF TLS showing lines' and
absorbents
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& Wilkinsy Celestion, Sony,
Wharfedale.
Tape Recorders by 8 & 0,
Revox, Sanyo, Sony, Tand berg
Hitachi, Toshiba.
Portable TV's by Sanyo,
Sony, Hitachi, Toshiba—All
Manager- Doug La ne
work from car battery.
Personal Service Assured—Part Exchanges
Nottingham Scientific Exchange, Peveril Street, Tel.: 75756.

\bree

11..»1.11.1%
a

Highly qualified service & advice.

12Months' Guarantee on all goods.
Call and see us Today!
6 MOUNT PLEASANT BILSTON.
Est 1922

Tele 42761
STAFFORDSHIRE

MI LLWARDS
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
Specialist HiFi dealers under the direction of
Mr.

S. Bowdler,

Grad., I.T.E.R.

A MillinIUM of 30 of the finest
Grants always in stock.
SALES— SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex. B. 8r. O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

SUFFOLK

ANGLIA AUDIO HI-FI
Quad appointed retailers. Alpha, Brenell, Ferrograph, Goodman,. Goldring. Leak, Lowther,
Metrosound, Philips, Shure, Wharfedale, and
other good makes, all on discount. Day or evening demonstrations, preferably by appointment.
Telephone any time.

HESSETT, BURY ST. EDMUNDS
BEYTON 212
SURREY

FOR QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
visit
HANSPAL'S AUDIONICS & ELECTRONICS
SUPPLIES
.)

488 Lady Margaret Road, Southall
PIONEER, SANSUI, AKAI, NIKKO, LUX,
TELETON, HITACHI, METROSOUND,
GOODMAN'S, TELEFUNKEN, GARRARD,
GOLDRING, etc., etc.
Late evening every Thursday till 8 p.m.

Free demo and car parking facilities. Tel.: 01-578 2258

Telephone: 73862 & 77920

NICK 9n0/
DAKIN LU /0 OFF
ALL HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND
DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
45 Radford Road, Nottingham
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FARNHAM

SURREY

* Stockists of all good Hi Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

Lloyd 8c Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI- F1 SPECIALISTS

positive
feedback

TRACKING- ERROR AND OPTIMUM
SITING OF AD 390K PICKUP ARM
Letters on technical matters, preferably concise,
are welcomed. If not for publication, they should
be clearly marked.

Tracking Error and Optimum
Siting of the AD 390K Pickup Arm
We have noted the letter in your December
issue from E. L. T. of Leamington Spa concerning the alignment of the AD 309K pickup
arm.

When initial supplies of this arm were received, samples were of course checked and
found to be perfect in all respects. Your
reader's letter was the first indication to us of
any deviation, and usually queries of this sort
would have been brought to our notice either

IMF MONITOR REVIEW

modern loudspeakers. But it is very smooth
and uncoloured, and rather kinder to edgy
material than other speakers of similar range.
Provided you have room for it, it is capable of

Coloration at mid- and high-frequencies was
commendably low—but tests with white-noise
revealed a slightly wooden quality at mid-frequencies which is, Ibelieve, considerably reduced in the Professional versions, and also
a ' rumble' indicating one or two modes at low
frequencies, although these were not noticeable
in practice. Generally speaking, though, coloration was very slight and when the IMF did
sound coloured on a switch-over this could
invariably be attributed to its slightly dimmer
balance. The units were well integrated and all
in all this is one of the least coloured loudspeakers available.

IMF DOMESTIC MONITOR

'
EXAMINED BY CROSSOVER '
For details of how to write to Crossover', please
refer to the bottom of page 441.
WHAT'S A STEREO DECODER?

Dear Sir, I'm a beginner in the hi-fi world
and am learning all I can by reading the
magazines and talking to informed friends. I
don't seem to be able to get or find in your
recent issues asimple but explicit definition of
the function of a ' stereo decoder'. Can you
explain, please? B. V. W., Stockport, Cheshire.
Most FM transmissions carry only singlechannel, mono information for feeding a mono
amplifier (e.g., single speaker, single amplifier
system). Some, however, are so-called stereoencoded'.
While these give correct mono
reproduction through a mono system, it is
possible to get two-channel stereo from them
HI-FINEWS & RECORD REVIEW

R. D. PYMAN
B. H. Morris & Co. Ltd.

the most satisfying musical quality, with uncanny realism on first-class signals, and deserves the very best complementary equipment.
Frank Jones

IMPEDANCE VERSUS FREQUENCY
(ALL SWITCHES SET TO MAXIMUM)

35
30
25
20
2

I
0

15
10

Summing up, the IMF is a very impressive
loudspeaker (technically, that is) capable of
excellent quality on a wide range of material,
with the unusual virtue of agenuinely extended
bass-response. It is very large, requires a
powerful amplifier to drive it properly, and has
a balance that is rather less bright than some

READERS
PROBLEMS

directly or through our network of retailers.
However, on checking samples recently received, it appears that there is a misprint on
the template; the correct distance from the
centre bearing of the pickup arm to the centre
of the turntable spindle should be 203 mm.
which will give results well within the published specification.

5
020

50

100

200

500

1000

2K

5K

1K

20K

FREQUENCY III Hz

(for feeding the two amplifier channels of a
stereo system) by means of a special device
called a stereo ' decoder'. This has the ability
to ' unscramble', so to speak, an encoded stereo
transmission giving outputs in the left and right
channels.
RADIO 4 BREAKTHROUGH

Dear Sir, Ihave a problem with my stereo
reception, using an Armstrong 524 FM tuner.
When tuned into Radio 3 stereo or mono,
but more noticeably on stereo, Radio 4
programmes can be heard faintly in the background.
Iwould like to know whether anyone else
in my district of Birmingham has been in
touch with you about the same problem.
The trouble does not arise between Radio 2
and 3. There is no fault with the tuner, and
stereo reception on the whole is extremely
satisfying, except for this small but annoying
fault.
M.B., Handsworth, Birmingham, B218 EQ.
The trouble would appear to be that the
tuner is almost certainly being overloaded by
too strong signals from Sutton Coldfield.
think that if you obtain either an Egen or
Belling-Lee signal attenuator to fix between
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the coaxial feeder and the tuner, you will find
a value of attenuation probably between 12
and 35 dB. will effectively rid you of this
annoyance.
Of course, it is important only to take the
level of attenuation down to remove the image
frequencies of Radio 4, and not to cut the
signal strength so much that you get an increase
in hiss on stereophonic programmes.
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK

Dear Sir, My hi-fi system consists of a
Thorens turntable and SME arm, fitted with
Shure 75E cartridge, Ferrograph F.307 amplifier and two KEF Concerto speakers. My
problem is that when I get to a fairly high
volume setting, a hum is audible and grows
louder. My loudspeaker leads are about 15 ft
long and are ordinary lighting flex. Shall Iget
heavier duty cable or what? Also can you
recommend a good absorbent to stop speaker
vibration under the floor?
R. J. R., Watley, Worcs.
Your trouble appears to be acoustic or mechanical feedback, and there is no point in changing
the speaker flex, which would make not the
slightest difference, and is perfectly adequate
for 15 ft runs.

Your

Dealer

SURREY [ continued]

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley
*

Your

the sound service to

[ continued]

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.

South East England!
3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel: 01-668 4800

CR2 2BG

94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

(BOWERS

e

WILKINS)

STOCKISTS
INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE

Littlehampton Road Worthing Tel. 64141

II

Li

-111

LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H.P. AVAILABLE

32 Grove rd.,EASTBOURIME

Dealer

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE

2%5

YORKSHIRE'S LEADING VIDEO
and HI-FI SPECIALISTS

021 643 0867

Main Dealers for:

021-692 1359

TANNOY, QUAD, SONY, FISHER,
TRIO,
SANSUI,
FERROGRAPH,
REVOX, AKAI, KEF, ETC.

SUSSEX

If it's Hi-fi— then it must be

Your

Birmingham's
HiFi Centre
No sealed boxes. About 25% of all equipment received by us from makers is found
to be faulty, below standard or damaged
when boxes opened. THIS BACKED BY
"WHICH" STEREO REPORT, APRIL
1970, PAGE 124. All units are therefore
checked by us before being offered for sale.
Good discounts.
12 months' free credit (ask for details).
Full guarantees and after- sales service.

BANG 8, OLUFSEN HI-FI AND
COLOUR T.V.
COMPETITIVE PRICES
PART EXCHANGES

Personal attention by Mr. R. G. Bishop

101 ECCLESALL ROAD

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist in
HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,

Ken Whittle Limited
788 Stratford Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

TERMS

PITT STREET,
BARNSLEY.

Telephone No. 4572

WARWICKSHIRE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
33 City Arcade
Coventry CV1 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

Hi- Fi STUDIO
W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham 22C. 021-373 2645.'6.
STEREO AUDIO SYSTEMS FROM £ 40.95
STEREO HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM £ I00.00
Always in stock: Quad, Leak, Bang & Olufsen, Jordan
Watts, Tandberg, Revoir, Ferrograph, Sanyo and other
leading makes.
H. F. D. A.
Members of the High Fidelity Dealers Association.

WORCESTERSHIRE

STRATF RD — UPON
CINE EQUIPMENTS

—

AVON

Hi-Pi Centre

o

1
1,

co
TRIO

If music
be the food
of love
come to:

50 SHEEP STREET
STRATFORD-UPONAVON

TANDBERG

Tel: 4418

SONY

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

SHEFFIELD'S
MAIN

DEALERS FOR

SONY
All the latest hi-fi and video equipment

Hodgsons

33 Et 35 Charles St.
Tel . 29218/9

SHEFFIELD
OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

C

Dealers for: SONY, TRIO, QUAD,
PIONEER, KEF, HITACHI, SUGDEN,

\ TIAANI
NI
M I
IWiRCEON
GUOi%l S I
E
N
UtVI)VEDL
,
FERROGRAPH,
AKAI,
'GARRARD,
SINCLAIR, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO.

DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE,
TERMS, CASH DISCOUNTS
172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY,
SHEFFIELD 517 4DR

YORKSHIRE

HI-FI

Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders, Stereo
Radio. Quality Equipment for the connoisseur by
Bang and ° Mien, Sony, Tandberg, Ferrograph,
Quad, Trio, etc.
Demonstrations any time. Personal Service. Part
Exchanges. Full Service and Repair facilities with
90- day guarantee.
COVENTRY TAPE RECORDER SERVICES
172 Spon Street, Coventry
Telephone: Coventry 29668
and C.T.S. HIGH FIDELITY
3 Regent Grove, Leamington Spa
Telephone: 29265/6

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March).
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

Tel: 3160 & 3161
540

YOUR SPECIALIST

Izifí

Ald- n , s ion

SONY.

DEALER IN YORKSHIRE

VALLANCES
HEADROW HOUSE.LEEDS 8 ARNDALE HOUSE, BRADFORD

The cure for this condition is simple, but
tedious, and consists of effectively decoupling
everything from everything else to the point at
which the trouble disappears. Wall mounting
of the turntable is agood beginning whenever it
is practicable, together with the isolation of
speakers from the floor by standing them on
thick pads of rubber (not plastic) foam or rubberised hair as used for packing. It may be
necessary also to remove any screws from the
motor board, make it undersize, slightly, and
allow it to rest by its own weight on the bearers
on strips of foam, and to add mass by standing
it on aheavy slab.

Your Ili-Fi Dealer

Your

SCOTLAND [
continued]

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

DOMESTIC HARMONY
Your room may help a Hi- Fr speaker to emit
sounds that are not as they should be: an acoustically shrill room coupled with the same problem
in many speakers can upset your Harmony ( even
domestic). We can demonstrate speakers in our
«dem' rooms, we know however that speakers
sound different in other rooms—so we offer with
every Hi-Fi equipment order, a Free speaker test
and installation in your room and we don't mind
travelling 60 miles to give you the best sound we
can.

The Hi -ri Specialist of the North-West

J. W. GARNETT

Dealer

VICTOR
MORRIS

All leading makes including
Trio,Leak,Akai,Garrard,Philips,
Hacker, Sony, Tandberg, B.Et O.,
Teleton, Wharf dale etc.

buy, sell and
exchange cameras,
projectors, hi-fi
and recorders

340 ARGYLE STREET,
041- 221 8958
88 St VINCENT STREET,
041-248 7974
GLASGOW C2.

We

Telephone: 3558

Settle, Yorkshire

REFRIGERATOR INTERFERENCE

Dear Sir, In your ` Readers' Problems'
column (April, 1971) J.B. from Swansea had
written to Crossover about refrigerator interference, who agreed that a complete solution
to electric refrigerator interference was to buy
agas model.
However, you may like to know that three
months ago we bought an Electrolux Automatic 52 refrigerator. Because this type of
refrigerator uses a heater to force the coolant
through the system instead of the more common electric motor/pump, Ihave experienced
no interference trouble at all since installing
this model.
G. C., West Lothian, Scotland.
We certainly agree that the non-motor type
of refrigerators are significantly less interference prone than those employing motors and
heavily reactive switching. Nevertheless, the
operation of the thermostat in these can inject
mains transients, and of course some people
need adeeper freeze and/or larger capacity than
these can provide.

GLASGOW

J. S. RANISBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

HUDDERSFIELD
". r .
NEW

ni-ri LOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of Hi Fi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridays.
[AT]

SWIRES

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

Scotland's Lead ,ng Tape Recorder, Hi-Fi and Cassette
Fecordmg Experts.

H. STEELE LTD.

G.

YOUR MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER

Separate demonstration room containing the complete
8 & O range of Hi-Ft and recording equipment.
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Goldring.•
G
d. Thorens, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Sansui,
Sonab, Dual, Sanyo, Philips, Sony, Revox, Tandberg,
Ferrograph, Akai, Uher.
CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. 041-332 7124

Glasgow

141 St Georges Road,

C3

JAMES 11•11111

For Hi -Fi in
SCOTLAND

@LEMUR
&CO. LTD

The best Hi -Fi and Stereo equipment. A comprehensive range of Gramophone Records, Public
Adoress and Background music systems installed.
Come in and see the range in our spacious new
showroom at:
98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow C.3.
041-332 0988

SCOTLAND

RADIO INTERFERENCE PLUS HUM

Dear Sir, My problem concerns radio interference appearing in the loudspeakers together
with a high degree of background hum. The
interference varies with the time of day and is
at its worst late in the evening. Presumably
this is due to the increased transmitting activity at this time of day?
Ihad assumed that the trouble was due to
earthing, but have checked through the equipment and found nothing wrong. My equipment
consists of a Garrard SP.25 Mk 3 turntable,
Goldring G.800 cartridge, an amplifier made
from Sinclair Project 60 modules, and loudspeakers constructed from Wharfedale Unit 3
kits. All building instructions with the Sinclair kits have been carefully followed.
One phenomenon Ihave noticed, and which
may be relevant, is that when I remove the
amplifier/turntable lead from either end, the
level of hum increases considerably but the
radio interference vanishes.
G. B. N. C., Oundle, Peterborough.
Ifeel that the trouble lies in the amplifier, this
having inadequate filtering for radio and TV
signals, for the ' hum' could be the vision signal
of TV. It is impossible to say exactly, of course
without performing several in-situ tests, but in
the first instance a word to Sinclair would be
appropriate.
If the radio/TV signal field is high in your
area asimple RC filter at the input of the preamplifier transistor of each channel might effect
acure.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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GORDON HOUSE

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

M & MELECTRONICS LTD.
551

5AUCHIEHALL ST.

AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

SCOTLANDS
LEADING EXCHANGE

FOR BIG SAVINGS AND SOUND ADVICE!
Terms, Cash Discounts. On our comparator now is the latest SANSU1, JVC NIVICO,
THORENS,
NIKKO,
VVHARFEDALE,
QUAD, LEAK, BOWERS and VVILKINS,
SONAB, TANDBERG, and
more fine
equipment. We KNOW about DOLBY,
4 CHANNEL, and 8 TRACK systems.
COME AND PICK OUR BRAINS! AT
9 CANDLERIGGS, GLASGOW C.I.
(Off Trongate.) Phone: 041-552 4508.

EDINBURGH'S HI-FI SPECIALIST

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GLARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

AKA1 A.K.G. • AR1STON
ARMSTRONG ' B & W
CAMBRIDGE • DECCA EKCO
GARRARD • COLORING
GOODMANS KOSS
LEAK • L.N.B. • LOWTHER
MARCONI ' ORTOFON
PEERLESS • PHILIPS
PYE • P.W.B. • RESLO
RE VOX • ROGERS SHORE
S.M.E. • SUGDEN' STAX
TANNOY • THORENS' WATTS
WHARFEDALF

theme

Represented in
Scotland by the most
professional HiFi
dealer,

mail
order
audio

competitive prices
•Guarantees • Comparator
•Extremely
CORNER

HI-FI CORNER EDINBURGH LTD
Haddington Place Edinburgh EH7 • 4A E
Telephone 031-556-7901

541

facilities • Prompt dispatch
•Personal service • Installations
•Free technical advice.

96 LANGSIDE

AVE., GLASGOW S.1. TEL:

041-632 1529

J. E. S.
ARE ON THE MOVE
For the past year we have been building our new
Will house stereo
amplifier or tuner
amplifier on shelf,
turntable on top and
125 records inside.
Overall
size
20"
wide, 18" deep, 24"
high. Amplifier/
Tuner section
19"
wide, 18" deep, 6"
high. Medium Walnut or Natural Afrormosia finish.

factory—or rather rebuilding an old one to use as our
new factory.

We bought an old West Riding grimy

two storey mill, ripped it apart, put it together again
and added a bit to it (the extra part was for the loos
actually but we put an office extension over the top
while we were at it).
Our intention is now to try and turn out more
amplifiers.

PRICE £19 95

You do not complain to us very often

and when you do it is usually due to our long delivery
dates caused by along waiting list. However, although
Send for free illustrated catalogue giving details at
over 15 different cabinets superbly finished and de-

we shall increase our output it will definitely not be
by more than would affect our quality control. The

signed. Prices from El 0.95to £ 55. Also stockists list
(U.K. only). Free Hi Fi Housing Advisory Service.

same principles and methods will still be used. J.E.S.
himself will still have the close contact necessary to
guarantee our standards.
May we add that should you wish to visit us for a
talk or to have your amplifier or tuner checked over
you will be just as welcome at the new factory as you
were at our funny old place in Bradford Road. Take

Rapid Recording Service

anote of the address—it is below.

L.P.'s from your own tapes. Master discs and pressings. Recording Studio.
Multi- channel facilities for transfer to 8 or 6mm. film tracks. Sound effects
library on discs.

Please be assured—we are not going " mass production". The same care and individual attention to detail

Associated Company:

will continue. Do you, as we do, put quality first?

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LIMITED
Do you suffer from INSOMNIA—The modern scourge.
Every year hunch-eds of people kill themselves by taking sleeping pills. Every
year hundreds of prople ruin their lives by becoming drug addicts. Insomnia
is NOT a disease. You can overcome insomnia easily, quickly and safely by
acquiring
THE REAL FACTS ABOUT SLEEP.
Send for particulars of this and twenty other tapes on self improvement.
Publicazions:—"Sleep-learning, Its Theory, Application and Technique".
"Mental Power through Sleep- suggestion".
Distributors of the Cassette
battery/mains Sleep-o-matic Unit. Pillow speakers. Time clocks.
Brochures from :—

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE, 21 Bishops Close, London E17

A.2I Integrated Amplifier

BEDFORD AUDIO

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today.

J. E. &glen

Tel.: KEMPSTON 2694

CALL FOR PERSONAL ATTENTION,

LARGE

DISCOUNTS & DEMONSTRATIONS OF OUR

&Co. Limited,

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS.
Send 4p stamp for lists.
76 BEDFORD ROAD, KEMPSTON, BEDS.

CARR STREET, CLECKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
BDI9 5LA.

SUPPIAIES

On B557-2 miles S.W. Bedford-9 miles from M I

Tel.. Cleckheaton 2501.

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

542

OPEN UNTIL 8 PM FRIDAY

II

GENUINE
= : 0DISCOUNTS

PLUS DEMONSTRATIONS EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER SALES SERVICE
Amplifiers

Pioneer SX770
Pioneer LX880
Pioneer SX990
Pioneer SX1500
Pioneer SX6000
Pioneer SX9000
Pioneer SX2500
Sansui 200 ..
Sansui 300 ..
Sansui 350A
Sansui 600C
Sansui 800 ..
Sansui 1000X
Sansui 2000X
Sansui 5000X
Sansui 7000
Sansui 8 ..
Tandberg TR200

£118.00
£137.00
£140.00
£174.00
£168.00
£227.00
£255.00
£62.50
£76.00
£122.00
£155.00
£138.00
£143.00
£168.00
£200.00
£249.00
£249.00
£82.50

Armstrong 521 ..
£46.00
Cambridge P50 ..
£73.00
Leak Delta 30
£51.00
Leak Delta 70
£63.00
£47.20
Lux 707 ..
Lux 503 ..
£70.40
Lux 507 .
£98-00
Metrosound ST20E.
£28.00
Metrosound ST60 ..
£52.00
Nikko TRM300
£31.00
Nikko TRM400
£38.25
Nikko TRM50
£46.40
Nikko TRM1200 • •
£78.00
Philips RH580
£23.20
Philips RH590
£39.50
Pioneer SA500 • .
£41.00
Pioneer SA700 • •
£73.00
Pioneer SA900 ..
£101-00
Pioneer Reverberation .. £37.00
Quad ..
On application
Rogers Ravensbrook C
£36.50
Rogers Ravensbrook T
£41.50
Rogers Ravensbourne C
£46.00
Rogers Ravensbourne T
£49.50
Ratel 310 ..
£35.50
Ratel 610
..
Dieu)
Sansui AU101. .. ..
£34.54)
Sansui AU222 .. ..
£53.00
Sansui AU555A ..
£72.00
Sansui AU666 .. ..
£90.00
Sansui AU&88 .. .. £114.00
Sansui AU999 .. £135.50
Sinclair 2000 .. ..
£23.75
Sinclair 3000 .. ..
£31.50
Sinclair Project 60 ..
£17.00
(Stereo 60, 2xZ30, PZ5)
Sinclair Stereo 60 ..
£7.98
Sinclair Z30 .. ..
£3.58
Sinclair Z50
..
£4.37
Sinclair PZ5
..
£3.99
Sinclair PZ6 .. ..
£6.38
Sinclair PZ8 .. ..
£6.38
Sinclair A.F.U. ..
£4.78
Wharfedale Linton
£46.40

Armstrong 523
£43.25
Armstrong 524
£34.00
Leak Delta FM ..
£61.00
Leak Delta AM FM
£73.00
Lux 515 ..
£87.96
Lux 717 ..
£59.97
Lux 212 .
£200.00
Nikko FAM300 AM/FM
£41.00
Nikko FAM400 AM/FM
£51.97
Nikko FAM14 AM FM
£74.95
Pioneer TX500
£55.00
Pioneer TX600
£75.00
£90.50
Pioneer TX700
Pioneer TX800
£90.00
Pioneer TX900
£118.00
Pioneer TX1000
£125.00
Rogers Ravensbrook FM C £36-50
Rogers Ravensbrook FM T £39.50
Rogers Ravensbourne FM C £46.50
Rogers Ravensbourne FM T £52.00
Sansui TU555 .. £73.00
Sansui TU666
£82-00
Sansui TU888 ..
£105-00
Sansui TU999
£136.00
Sinclair FM Tuner ..
£21.00

Tuner/Amplifiers

Turntables

Armstrong 525 .. ..
Armstrong 526 . .
Goodmans Module 80 ..
Goodmans Module 80 Compact.
•
Goodmans One Ten •.
Leak Delta 75 .. • •
Nikko STA301 .. • .
Nikko STA6010 ..
Nikko STA8010 ..
Nikko STA9010 ..
Nikko STA1101 ..
Pioneer SX440 ..
Pioneer LX440 ..

£74-50
£85.00
£70-80
£135.00
£110-00
£134-50
£79.96
£94.95
£109.45
£129.00
£197-90
£87.50
£92.00

Tuners

Connoisseur BD1 . •
£11 - 15
Connoisseur BD2 .. • •
£34.00
Garrard 401 .. .. • •
£28.75
£44.00
Garrard ZERO 100/A • •
Garrard AP76 .. • .
£20.00
Garrard SP25
£12.00
SP25 Plinth Cover G800
wired .. •
£2000
AP76 Plinth Cover G800.
wired .
£31.00
Goldring GL72.
£23.00
Goldring GL72/P/C
£34.40
Goldring GL75
£30.00
Goldring GL75/PC Deluxe £42.00

Goldring GL85
Goldring 6L85/P/C
Leak Delta ..
Pioneer PL12AC
Thorens TD 150 ..
Thorens TD 150A
Thorens TD 150AB/TXII
Thorens TD125
Wharfedale Linton

Cartridges
Goldring G850
Goldring G800
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Shure M3D
Shure M44/5
Shure M44/7
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75/6 2
Shure M75/G 2
Shure M75/EJ 2
Shure M75/E 2
Shure M75E/95G
Shure V15 2 IMP

••
•.
••
••

£52-25
£66-42
£57.50
£37.00
£30.00
£37.50
£45.00
£63.50
£29.00

£4.25
£6.75
£10.50
£16.00
£4.75
£7.00
£7.00
£8.25
£8.75
£11.00
£12.00
£14.00
£14-50
£17.00
£27.50

Styli
0120 ( G850)
0110 ( G800)
D110E ( G800E)
D110SE ( Super E)
N3D
N4415 .. • •
N44 7 ..
N44E
N55E
N75G
N75 ,6 ..
N75EJ2
N75E2

£3.00
£3.50
eke)
£12-00
£4.25
£6.00
£5.15
£6-50
£7.25
£7.25
£6.75
£8.85
£10.25

Speakers
B & W DM1 ( pr)
B & W DM3 ( pr) .. • .
Cambridge R50 .•
Cambridge R40 . •
Celestion Ditton 120 PR ..
Celestion Ditton 15 PR ..
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 25
Goodmans Double Maxim
Goodmans Double Havant
Goodmans Mezzo 3 PR ..
Goodmans Magnum K2 ..
Goodmans Dimension 8 ..
Goodmans Din 20 Kit ..
Jordan Watts Module ..
Jordan Watts Juno
K.E.F. KK2 PR ..
K.E.F. KK3 PR ..

£62.00
£49.00
£80.00
£52.00
£40.00
£61 .00
£43.00
£50.00
£52-00
£44-oo
£48.00
£31.00
£55.00
£10.00
£10.40
£23.00
£39-00
£57-00

K . E. F. Cresta PR .. • .
K.E.F. Chorale PR
K.E.F. Cadenza PR
K.E.F. Concerto PR • •
Leak 150 PR
Leak 250 PR
Leak 600 ..
Lowther Acousta PM
. 6
Lowther Acousta PM7 . •
Tannoy 12 Mon Gold • .
Tannoy 15 Mon Gold • .
Tannoy 3LZ
Tannoy 12 Lancaster • •
Tannoy 15 Lancaster • •
Wharfedale Unit 3 PR • •
Wharfedale Unit 4 PR • .
Wharfedale Unit 5 PR
Wharfedale Denton 2 PR
Wharfedale Linton 2
Wharfedale Tritons 3 PR
Wharfedale Melton 2 ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..

Tape Recorders

Akai 4000D
£63-00
Akai 2000 .. .. £110-00
Akai 1720L
£63.00
Akai CR8OD
£65.00
Akai GXC4OD
£69.50
Kellar KDB1
£39-60
Revox 1102 Mk 3
On application
Revox 1124 Mk 3
On application
Tandberg 3041X ..
£118-00
Tandberg 1841X
£57.00
Tandberg (041
.. £145-00
Tandberg 6041
£156-oo
Toshiba KT403D • • ..
£56-00
Wharfedale DC9 • • ..
£91.25

Headphones
Akai ASEOS
Akai ASE20
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PRO 600
- AA
Koss PRO 4AA
Koss 727B ..
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6 L C
Koss KRD 711 ..
Sennheiser HD414
Stax SR3

Pick-up Arms
Audio Tech 1005 ..
Conioisseur SAU2
Goloring L75
Neat G30B with Lift
S.M.E. 3009/S2 ..
S.M.E. 3009/S2 HE
S.M.E. 3012/S2 ..

Send now for new comprehensive list.

CASH&CARRY
SAFE & SPEEDY
MAIL ORDER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
88 HIGH ST. EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE TEL: 01-952 3238

HI-FI CENTRE
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY PRIVATE CAR PARK

OPEN:9-30 106 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

£40-00
£55.00
£67.00
£90.00
£41-00
£53.50
£37.00
£42.00
£52.00
£29.00
£34.50
£33.00
£50.00
£54.50
£21-00
£28.00
£41-50
£31-00
£39-50
£54.00
£27.00
£32.00

9-307012-30 THURSDAY

£5.20
£7-20
£53.00
£36.00
£24.00
£22.00
£13.25
£10-00
£11.20
£8.00
£8-36
£39.00

••
••
••
•.
••
••
••

£15.75
£12 00
£11 00
£16.00
£25 00
£26 20
£27 00

38M/ bdved new
monitor
budspedker
Model
DM2
We could have offered you our new DM2 months
ago. If we'd settled for anything less than our
customary perfection. As it happened it took our
design team eighteen hard months before we really
felt the DM2 was ready to join the B & W range.
Where most people would have been satisfied we
went on testing, developing, improving. Until everything was as near perfection as possible. Now we
can offer you a truly outstanding loudspeaker. One
that matches the uncompromising standards you've
come to expect from B 81. W.
Technically, the DM2 employs a highly developed
bass/mid-range unit, incorporated in a special
acoustic line. The high frequency unit extends the
response smoothly above audibility, and, we believe,
the mid- frequency linearity of this sytem will set a
new high standard.
It looks as if, once again, we've produced aspeaker
unbeatable in its class.
And that must have been worth waiting for.

B &VV

electronics

Littlehampton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel 66830
Grains "ilionex Worth/of;

544

DM2 at Sonex
Corne and hear this
brilliant new loudspeaker
for yourself.

B & W equipmentdistributed
throughout
the world

LARGESTSELECITONS
_ _ with
BIGGESTplus
DISCOUNTS
AUSTRALIA
Convoy International Pty. Ltd,
Cnr. Plunkett & Maclean Sts,
Woolloomooloo,
2011 Sydney.

DENIONSTAIIONS
an

HONG KONG
The Radio People Ltd.
25 Chatham Road,
Kowloon.

BELGIUM

JAMAICA

Ets. Van Der Heyden,
Moorselbaan 149,
Aalst.

P. Kalidas Ltd,
82-84 Knutsford Boulevard,
Kingston.

12 MONMS GWIRANTEE
%
..0

sAvE up TO 40x )

CANADA
Trans Atlantic
Electronics Ltd,
1789 Cardinal Avenue,
Dorval,
Quebec.

JAPAN
Lux Corporation,
2-22 Nagabashi-Dori,
Nishinari-ku,
Osaka.

EIRE
Centresound Ltd,
2 Lincoln Place,
Dublin 2.
FRANCE
Reditec,
27 ter, Rue Du Progres,
93- Montreuil.
GERMANY
Transientone
Electronic GMBH,
4920 Lemgo,
Englebert Kampfer Str. 27,
Postfach 226.
GREECE
Chr. Masselos,
7Sikinou Street,
Athens 804.
HOLLAND
Audioscript.
Nieuw Loosdrechtsedijk 107,
Loosdrecht.

QUOTATIONS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
ON REQUEST WITHOUT OBLIGATION
OR CALL IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
• FULL AFTER SALES GUARANTEE
• FREE EXPERT ADVICE

DENMARK
A S SO & HOyem,
Trommesalen 2, 3. sal,
1614 KObenhavn V.

,

SINGAPORE
Atlas Sound Co.,
118 & 126 Market Street,
Multi-Storey
Car Park Building.

SPAIN
Vieta Audio Electronica SA.,
Diputacion 317.
Barcelona 9.

SWEDEN
Svensk Audioproduktion ab,
Karl X1- gatan 1,
221 01 Lund.

• ALL THE LATEST EQUIPMENT
FROM STOCK AT SPECIAL PRICES
• EASY LOADING & PARKING
• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
(for callers)

USA
Linear Devices Inc.,
148 French Street,
New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08901.

«,4
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WITH EVERY
..à STEREO SYSTEM
PUR CHASED FROM HENRY '
S
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• ALL LEADS, CABLES ETC;
• 'BIB GROOV-KLEEN . '-.

(value £ 1.99)
r) - ] --,----,
C> 0'
re .4"›:
---e,4_
keeps your records clean • ••• •- '7
4i "-..***/
( ,;,.,
--- -.. ,
• 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
I

F
SWITZERLAND
Hi Fi Electronics,
Idastrasse 3,
8003 Zurich.
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STEREO SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT BROCHURE

12 page stock brochure ref. no: 16/17
Available on request ( Rev sed every 2-3 months
Get your copy now! Write, Call or Phone

LET HENRY'S HELP YOU HI
Hi- Fidelity, Tape Equipment, Lighting, Public Address,
Kits Er Electronics Everything at Special Prices— Save EC's

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
Hi -Fi Dept: 354 Edgware Rd., W.2. 01-402 5854 01 - 723 0401

and leading
Hi-Fi dealers in
the United Kingdom

Electronics: 356 Edgware Rd., W.2. 01-402 4736 01-723 1008
PA- Disco- Lighting: 309 Edgware Rd., W.2. 01-723 6963
"30913541356" Open 6days aweek 9am — 6pm Mon.— Sat.
All Mail to: 303 Edgware Rd. ,W.2.

Incorporates the amazing new Shackman Class A
Triple Electrode E/S unit. The DYNASTATIC is
the only really successful electrostatic dynamic
speaker ever produced. The reason why? Come
and listen! You may bring your own records.

etu,c

soureNc\i
SHACK M AN

speakers are distributed by

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.,
82 EAST BARNET ROAD,
NEW BARNET, HERTS. ( TEL: 01-449 6605)

AS3 £ 79 AS100 £ 120"

BUDGET HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " ONE". Consists of the new Premier 800 all
transistor stereo amplifier, Garrard 2025 TIC auto manual record player unit fitted
stereo mono ceramic cartridge with diamond stylus and mounted in teak finish plinth
with perspex cover and two matching teak finish loudspeaker systems. Absolutely
complete and supplied ready to plug in and play. 800 amplifier has an output of
5watts per channel with inputs for ceramic and magnetic pick-up, tape and tuner,
also tape output socket and headphone socket. Controls: Bass, Treble, Volume,
Balance, Selector. Power on/off. Black leatherette cabinet with aluminium front
panel. Size 12r X61" X2r. ( Amplifier available separately if required £16.25.
Carr. 40p.)
PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " TWO"
as above but with Garrard SP25 Mk. III and
magnetic
cartridge— ONLY
£48.00.
Carr. £I.75.
PREMIER
STEREO
SYSTEM
"THREE". This consists of KLINGER
KC903 stereo amplifier giving 6 watts rms per channel with Bass, Treble,
Volume and Balance Controls. Inputs for Magnetic and ceramic pick-up,
tuner, tape in and out. Stereo earphone socket. Garrard SP25 Mk III in teak
finish plinth with cover and fitted Sonotone 9TAHCD diamond stereo
cartridge. A pair of HMF Speakers size 1645< 101" x 9" fitted EMI units
complete the matching system. ONLY £57.75. Carr. £ I5.

FREE

All leads and plugs supplied with all systems.

PREMIER
RADIO
23,TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD, LONDON,W.1

Tel:01-636 3451

—

I 111
...

CONTROL YOURSELF!

with aMULTI-CONTROL

Two separate pairs of speakers — each with its own
volume control. Play them separately or together.
For individualised listening switch to two pairs of
headphones— each separately controlled - and
without interaction. Wire wound potentiometers
throughout— easy to connect and use. Available
from your Hi -Fi dealer.
Send for leaflet of the full range of H. W. Audio
Controls.

HOWLAND-WEST LTD.

3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ.
Tel: 01-609 0293/4/5 Sole UK and Exportestributor.

546

r
4-

NEW LOW COST PREMIER
800 STEREO AMPLIFIER
A truly high
quality stereo
amplifier—
compare
the
spec if i
cat i
on,
compare
the
price. Output: 5 watts per
channel. Frequency response: 30-20,000 Hz ± 2dB Distortion: 1% Output Impedance 8ohms nominal. Inputs equalised
to R.I.A.A. Magnetic 4mV. Ceramic 100 mV. Tuner 100 mV.
Tape 100 mV. Tape out 150 mV. Din sockets for inputs and
outputs.
Attractive slim line design black leatherette
cabinet with aluminium front panel Stereo headphone socket.
Size 12rx6rx21".

Only

£ 16.25.

Carr.

40p

TAPE RECORDERS
Greatest value ever in BIGGEST
home entertainment! DISCOUNTS
ARGEST STOCKS
LATEST MO

pR

PHILIPS MODEL EL3302. Mnt
Popular battery por t
ab
le
Complete with case. mike , etc.
Litirsaind neowtiwRith Philipsetee.
£20.95 PRICE

£16.9

blie.--

PHILIPS MODEL 92202, De lux e .
new with
battery
portable
e. mate,
etc,nd.8Complete with

raW

Philips Glee.
5 P. tt p, LIST
s
i OUR ni •••
£23.50 PRICE Z I0*

/
50. & p•
50p

ICES
PHILIPS MODEL 8204 .LaIest
p
Complete
Os battery/mains
with ease. mike
portable
etc.
Brand new with Phil
Ph ilip sOte e
zz
nn
•

LIST OUR
£29'95 PRICE

3•95

50p

.0111E01611111/
1111Matleffitif.e
SONY SPECIALISTS

STEREO and HI-FI

AAWA
LIST PRICES LIGHT TYPE-OUR PRICES BOLD
Add 50o to cover post and packing

BATTERY MODELS
Bush TP60
Ferguson 3254 ..
Sanyo M48M
Grundig C20051_
Hitachi TRQ2I5
National 224
Sanyo M88
Pye 9109 ..

•.
.•
••
••
.•
.•

£28-38
£34.25
£18-95
£38-45
£21.00
£26.03
£25.95
£23.04

£21.95
£29.25
£ 14-95
£28.50
£ 17.75
£21.15
£20.95
£ 17.95

£28.95
£31.00
£43.70
£29.50
£41.54
£28-45
£28.87
£35.00
£35-68
£33-00
£38.47
£32-30
£36-95
£26.79
£29.90
£31.50
£33-00
£29.89
£43.00
£31-37
£29-91
£47-30
£36-95
£24-95
£41-59

£23-95
£25.50
£35.75
£2415
£33.50
£24.25
£24-95
£28-95
£28.25
£27.50
£32.50
£26-95
£27.95
£ 19.95
£24.95
£21.50
£ 16.95
£24-95
£36.50
£23.25
£24.50
£28.95
£29.95
£ 19.95
£33.50

BATTERY/MAINS
Bush TP66
Ferguson 3262 ..
Grundig C4I0
KB SL52
Philips N2205 ..
Decca PC2000G
Sharp RD408
Hitachi TRQ290
National 226 ..
Hitachi TRQ281E
Pye 9031 ..
Pye 9118
Sanyo MR4IONG
Teleton TC I10 ..
Hitachi TRQ220
Crown 320 ..
Hanimex HC2000
National RQ223S
Hitachi TRQ260
Crown CTR8750
Standard TI 19 ..
Toshiba KT242C
Sanyo 4010
Standard SRT112
Pye 9115

.•
••
••
.•
••
••
••
••
.•
••
••
••
.•
••
••
••
••

RADIO/RECORDERS
Hanimex Hc3020 AM/FM
KB SL75 AM/FM
Philips R392 AM/FM ..
Pye 9000 AM/FM
Hitachi KCTI200 AM/FM
Sanyo MR4I 1N
Nivico 9405 M/S/FM
National 237 AM/FM ..
Decca CRC 1000 AM/FM
Standard 7183L M/L/FM
Crown CRC4I0 M/S/FM
Toshiba TC15I , •
Sanyo MR4110E s
M/L/S/V
Sharp RD4I6E M/VHF .
Hitachi SCTII51 M/2SW
Sanyo MR4141..

£42.50
£47-95
£49.95
£43.86
£45.00
£44.95
£58.95
£57-50
£41.00
£44-07
£52.64
£55-65
£59-95
£56.96
£49.00
£49-95

£24.95
£39.95
£39-95
£34.95
£36.95
£36.50
£49.95
£47.50
£ 34.50
£35.50
£43.95
£44.95
£48.95
£47.95
£41.50
£39.95

MAINS OPERATED
FULL STEREO
CASSETTE RECORDERS
Battery/Main;
Crown COS505FW
£106-92
£89.95
£66.00 £55.75
Hitachi TRQ2325
£64.95 £53-95
Sanyo MR408
Teleton STCR530
£67-34 £49.95
£84.95 £69.95
Sanyo MR4I6 with Radio
Mains
£84.95
Akai Gxce w/out speakers .. £105.00
£122-50
£98.95
Toshiba KT41
£58.00
£48-95
Ferguson 3257 w/out speakers
£73.00
£61-95
Ferguson 3257 with speakers ..
£99.95
£82.95
Sanyo STD100
Pye 9116 with speakers
£81.55
£69.25
£74.75
Philips N24C0 with speakers ..
£90-00
£56.25
Philips N24C0 w/out speakers
£68-00
£86•50
Philips N2401 with speakers .. £I03.50
£81-50
£68.95
Philips N210I w/out speakers
Akai CS50
£126.08 £105.95
Crown SHC47F
£125-00 £105-00
Crown SHC49F
£ 135-00 £115-00
Hitachi KST3400 with radio .. £ 129.00 £109.95
Orion with speakers ..
Special offer
£69.95
£68.95
Hitachi TRQ202..
£82-00
£93.95
Sanyo 414 with radio .. £ 111-95
Orion LST/CA with radio and
speakers ..
Special offer
£69.95

STEREO TAPE DECKS
Akai GXC4OD
Alpha CD5C0
Toshiba KT403D
Grundig CN222
Hitachi TRQ262
Sharp 423
Philips 2503 ..
National RS256US
Nivico CCR660U
Hitachi 282 ..
Akai C550D

••
•.
••
•.

£105-00
£59-00
£72-30
£57-75
£69.00
£55-42
£55-00
£62.66
£69-11
£51-00
£105.92

£84.95
£48.50
£49.95
£46.95
£58-95
£45.95
£4515
£53.00
£58.95
£43.50
£89.95

STEREO TUNER AMP.
WITH CASSETTE RECORD AND
PLAYBACK FACILITIES
National RS259 .. .. [ 110.86 £94.95

'DOLBY' CASSETTE SYSTEMS
COMPLETE RANGE OF
"DOLBY" CASSETTE DECKS
Bell & Howell 1700 DES .. £102.50
£86.95
Harmon-Kardmon £ 140.25 £ 118.50
Rank-Wharfedale DC9 .. £ 110.84 £89.95
Alpha-Arena
..
£ 59.00 £50.95

KEIMODELSL51 Deluxe batter P
SANYO MODEL MR 747
mains portable w i
t
hautomatic
recording control complete
New battery portable comp lete
with mike
With case, mike, etc. Brand
new with Sanyo Glee
LIST OUR nnn
£28.95 PRICE 2../ 3' 95 (
1,,& P LIST
OUR
£22.95 PRICE t I •
95 .L:
Philips C90 CASSETTES
Worth £1 98

STEREO CASSETTE ' MUSIC CENTRES'
INC. DISC & RADIO

DEPT. HF3

Agfa
45p
65p
90p
6 or more,

BASF
45p
65p
95p
post free

EMI
50p
70p
100p

Philips
45p
65p
95p

Scotch
40p
60p
80p

Maxell
45p
65p
85p

Hanimex
30p
45p
60p

CAR CASSETTE
MONO
*Autovox MA34I £21.95
Philips RN582 .. £35.50
Radiomobite CTRIOI £33.15
STEREO
Autovox MA35I £39.95
Hitachi CS204 .. £38.75
'Hitachi 206 .. £51.50
•Pye 2251
£43-25
•Radiomobile 30ICs £36.95
'Toshiba CT412 .. £52.95
Philips N2607
£27.50
'Philips N2602 .. £36.95
"(includes speakers)
Carriage 50p extra on all models

Cavendish TKD FDHiFi.
40p
75p
55p
£ 1.10
65p
£ 1.35

281-3 WHITECHAPEL ROAD, LONDON, E.1 Tel: 01-247 3032.
547

£92.95 £78.75
£59-95 £43-95
£159-00 £ 132.95
£169-00 £ 144.95

Sanyo GT 2605
Sanyo GI601 ( Mono only)
Sanyo 2601 ..
Philips RN8I8

auedromard cerarze 74PES'749Of
Low Noise
C60
C90
CI20
Postage 1-5, 10p

P

Pe.US 2 FREE

MONO/STEREO PLUS
RADIO
Autovox MA363
.. £55-95
.. £42.75
Hitachi CST2I3
'Philips RN3I2
.. £53.95
.. £87.95
'Philips RN702
8 TRACK SLOT STEREO
£24.95
Eagle ..
£53-00
Hitachi CSTI53
•Radiomobile 108
£69.95
£47.95
•Radiomobile 106
'Toshiba CT812
£41.95
•Pioneer TP72
£29.95
£32.95
Motorola 132
£33.25
Radiomobile 102S
£55.95
*Motorola 150..

EASE Chromium Agfa Chromium
Dioxide
Dioxide
£1.00
80p
£1-30
£1.00
£1.65

CALLERS WELCOME. NEXT TO
WHITECHAPEL UNDERGROUND.

Fl - AUDIO-TAPE RECORDERS
& TV
Cave's Stores HIRADIO

ExPoRTpERsoNAL EXPORT

or direct orders from abroad can be arranged ... I
%
FREE OF UK PURCHASE TAX on most items. Inlilere

singe On
Mon° ea

Cassette
RECORDER
BARGAINS
PHILIPS

Gee°

N2202
Reef

26.90

TOP MAKES IN STOCK
TANDRERG -GRUND IG
SONY-TELETON
ASK FOC FULL DETAILS
T SPECIAL PRICES

Tel e•. on cRicer
Am 9 ' niN
4 ".
" AFc ER

e4P

EL3302

Recf 23.05
000D
REC
£8995

2204

EMI

150 LS KIT
2.60
250 LS KIT
0.80
350 LS KIT
£7.00
450 LS KIT £ 3.40
650 LS KIT
17.00
850 LS KIT
£ 4.60
215 LS KIT... . L23.65
315 LS KIT....£35.95
750 LS KIT... . C16.80
EMI 150 ENC KIT.... £ 7.05
215 ENC KIT... £ 17.65
250 ENC KIT.. .. C5.13
315 CRC KIT... £ 26.05
350 ENC KIT. .. E12.35
450 CRC KIT.. .. E7.50
650 ENC KIT.. ..( 7.05
850 ENC KIT....£6.18
750 ENC KIT...L17.65
EMI 150 LS ENC KIT £ 9.00
215 LS ENC K1T£38.40
250 LS ENC K1T£19.70
315 LS EOM KITE58. CO
350 LS ENC K1T£18.20
450 LS ENC K1T£10.05
650 LS ENC K1T£15.18
050 LS ENC K1T£11.85
750 LS ENC KIT£16.00
GOODMANS AUD 51...E10.75
AUD 61...£15.65
AUD 100...L9.90
AX8P £4.55
AUDIOP £5.00
AUD12P...£10.20
AUD15P...£16.50
AUDIBP...£28.05
DIN20....L10.70
AX201....£11.90
6X301.... £17.05
*2801.... £18.60
KEF KIT 2
£ 21.26
KIT 3
£30.50
727
£4.25
115
£ 5.10
8110
£6.80
8200
£ 7.90
8139
£9.90
TANNOY II1LZ £ 26.35
12' HON £30.95
15' MON.
E36.75
WHARFEDALE
UNIT
£9.95
UNIT 4
£ 12.50
UNIT 5
£ 18.50
SUPER 10 RSDO £ 11.80
SUPER 8 ROOD
£7.15
8 BRONZE ROOD £ 4.25

GRUNDIG
C2011s1

CASSETTE

SYS

X200D
REC
£145 95

,12,

C1112.50

PAC £ 5, 25
259

£26"

CASH

Teleton

Cassette
Radio
RECORD
ANYWHERE

CR1201

£-cy.v5

1720L

13

L

HEADSETS
AKAI

ASE9S
4 85
1800 SD
ASE20
6 75
REC
ASE22
8.25
AKG 8120
' 6 50
E153 00
KI50
9.75
K60
12.75
REVER DT48
£28.50
DUBS
£28.95
07100
£11 85
DT480
22 95
EAGLE SE21
:8.70
25
5E30
PIONEER SESO
15.35
SE30
, 10.10
SE20
6.00
SE2P
5 60
ROTEL RH711
7 60
811700
7 95
SANSUI SS2
SEND
SS20
FOR
SSIO
L STS
SENIMIEISER 80110...x19 55 A46200 AA6300
414 £ 8.35
AA6600 AA 8500
OSS HEADPHONES.. SPECIAL
RICES ON APPLICATION.
Truly remarkable units

£117.85

MICROPHONES
RESLOSOUND MICROPHONES
SEND FOR LISTS
AKAI

01113
£ 5.9
ADMII
L4 35
AOMIO
£ 4.35
AKG OST11141
£ 17.00
011-OHL £. 35
011S
all 95
058E
£14.45
0 109
£ 12.35
NEVER 1155111 £8.75
1168
£9.75
118181 £ 1105
M818111
£ 23.95
TANDBERG 043
1.7 00
1101
£ 11.45

CE1.(53

LIFET
Eect Transistor) Front Endflu ertra F.II
sensilivityGIC Entreated
Circuit) in IF tinges fin high
seleairilyClallAM signal
strength mew CAntomatic
FACSienwlAionanral
swisthisnrCISpeatersynem
selniorInrhandlingnnenrtn,
nnyospeakersynans
aisitnuitanromliTal*,monitor sansch.

SYSTEM 25

e

ft,,,S10 Off

SYSTEM 32

80

£197

.86

MODULE 80

THE S

REC PRICE

0800 SUPER

75

£ 201
E

O

ofeVAL ITY
SY

EM

39

LEAK ØI
P41U9 18
LTE0ATXRDEEcLI::A2 £02

75

Kiti

cogrom£
to mp6 ,
toto
p
4

2

de

CONNOISSEUR
M
33
666600

SYSTEM 40

A::"
RRARD '600 PIC
3009
ETMOPIREc9.99TEXP6
£39
2
T RE

HC

STAR VALUE

S

TELETON 206
2 LEAK 200

88 r 325
Lu.5o

ge:MGSWOMeC :;. 00

ed4:›elli

o test
GARRARD
Record Deck

SYSTEM 27
TANDBERG TR200
2 LEAK 300

SUPER IAN I
SYSTEM 34
;LPHA F4400
GALEAK MINI sido

_.9RARD sp25

£TCir2eE,C29£84

e

neC

S'i STEM

TOT
bULDRING
NEC
G850""
PVC £.PVC
00
£135

'27

£ (17

RR'Ct

41
5g500

CH

URE tee

2

-

go2 PIE
,..goISSEu g
w6C 12. 50
3°°

tereiLle01°°S PAC
P6C £ 3.25
TOT BEC
£241.16 £19145

AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

In our Demonstration rooms you
can listen to at least 40 different

speakers and

a wide ramie of

Amplifiers Tuners Tuner Amplifiers
&Turntables and compare both
b
mu
od
rg
ee
st
oa
pn
il sh
ti
i
r ae
te
rs riced
systems

40

(7°

11110tAl.

.
/
.0/ REC

£116. 41

43
£
( 1

Demonstrations *
OF ALL KINDS FROM POP to CLASSICS 111r
ON SALE at ROMFORD Et KINGSTON stores

3.15

2
te5::GBOO EP:C

£ 157
,

SEE OUR PRICES OPP.

RECORDS & Cassettes

5

FOR
H E

ono.

r

To

Tie

SHURE M44£6° PVC
TOT REC
" C 0.00

rIeE;DrogGirE2T00013 A

• 1[1

p6C

£170 14

COLO RING

4".

MA=1: 3 ME220 3

TOT REC

PVC £ 2.25

E M44
TOT NEC

C2,.je°:gAgellgee

ROTEL RX200

ALPHA R500
2 TANNOY 11112
THORENS 150AB with PVC
EMPIRE 999EX
0.50

ONE pr,

c
_

31

SYSTEM 38 PAC £3.2

TOT REG
£202 35

£ 219

"

•

Over £ 6 4off tot rec price

Super Quality

n
sgie EC

15

w,th PIC
PIC

SYSTEM 26

•

HOTEL "31° wry* 520

GOODM ANS

£162

2.75' . '
•

SYSTEM

£160
HEAL vARIE
SYSTE 31 *
getes ,

PVC £ 175

£294.75

C

e

10

RECOMMENDE D

FIDEL/T
2y
c.

M

TOT REC

20

Pd ,*
AUDIO NTECHNIC*
ALD
HT70 66
TOT REC

25

CT
0N
RNO
UI
m
S
r
5
S
A5
EE
SHURE
E
UR Pd,
OD2 Pd C
TOT REc
,2.7,

LUX 1220
2 LEAK 600
PIONEER PL12A
EMPIRE 999EX

£231

TEM

2

£203,

40

142 KEF CELESTES

rumour,
KEF
H.F307 Mk
SYSTCEMO
r3i:s

ROTEL RA610
2 CEP CONCERTOS
GARRARD AP76 with PVC
SAURE M75EJ Type 2

SYSTEM 24

£62.50

p6C £ 3.

L

100 watts R

REC
£8373

Excellent !kills

£202.89 £15320£129

Latest Top
Quality Amp

£246 31
TOT REC

L
£111,60 esâ

SYS
EA
2TGCT1e4R RDORAARBAKUREIDNDSC02680:01PC027:$: 63"0.4P: C

TELETON TFS50
2 GOODMANS MEZZO 3
GOLDRING 0169 PVC
GOLDRING 0800
TOT REC

AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE

Rec. f38.45

QUALITY AT
HE BEST PRICE
SYSTEM 29

wHARFEDALE 100 1

SYSTEM

35

ze.c.mrc:APRN
TOT NEC1£
^
90? £ 230

W- MW. Fan
SYSTEM 22

.O3

&41 6.
1171

SYSTEM

£

MIleill-GAR:

TOT REC
£341

VALUE

TEM 28

2_411:RFEDALE DOVEDALES

IlErTIE4
REO

2 GOODMANS MAGISTERS
COLORING GL75 with
PdC
COLORING G8 00E

OILAL 11V

RECORDER

Ze

d

Reef 32.30

£26.85

SPEAKER CHASSIS

00 1I

1AMPLIFIER or RECEIVER
2SPEAKERS
3TURNTABLE
4 CARTRIDGE

PIONEER SX440

T1:11-:£:57

£65.95

12 WATTS RMS

CASM £ 19ps

e

ALL SYSTEMS are LISTED AS FOLLOWS -

UPfligiiniSi TOP

SPEAKERS

HILIPS

Teleton 206

STERE
SYSTEMS
0

orc

I.

CASH _£ 1-7±2-5

REG PRICE
32 50

al) !

*VA181

PHILIPS

SUPER: 14E0 gmeE/VE
MF-Rs
OERN
Sis
STYCIii;
28 25^cC pp

MAC A
xTAL INPUTS
SLIDER BALANCE CONTROL
FANTASTIC VALUE

er

£2240 ReCOrimese-

£1750

ill

a

111

you really can BUY BETTER!

BIG NEW
MONEY SAVING
CATALOGUE!
SEND 9p STAMPS
or let us quote for the
system of your choice

E WIDEST CHOICE of

•LOW DEPOSIT CREDIT
ASK FOR DETAILS ,

Tape Recorders & Hi Fi

•PAYBONDS

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT

at much LOWER PRICES:

•Diners Club& BarclayCard

tve.
imac»

£ 79.50

bild for
Listsd

LUX777

REC PRICE f143.61

ROTEt
. .

RICHMOND

speake

ef69
CASH f.59P°

IIH
III

REC
166.37

£54.00

ARMS TIMNG
OU SMOGS
521
523
524
525
526

REC PRICE
£59.00
£ 54.22
11t2.17
£92.77
£ 105.72

CASH
£ 45.50
141.95
132.75
£ 72.50
£ 82.50

AMPLIFIERS
ALPHA F2I2
29 40
F200
23.50
FA300
£31.50
FA400 £ 35.50
AMSTRAD 2000 £ 29.95
8000
£ 17.95
CAMBRIDGE PRO
£65.95
P50
£ 69.95
DUETTE SA616 £ 16.50
SA400 £ 26.50
SA500
F GRAPH F307/2 CH £47.95
F307/2 C £45.95
GRUNDIG SV85 £ 112.50
LEAK DELTA 30
£ 49.95
DELTA 70
£ 62.95
30
£47.75
70
£ 59.25
LUX 77T
£ 54.00
1220
179.50
METROSOUND ST20 £26.95
ST20E 127.95
ST60 £52.50
EAKSOUND 840A £ 38.95
PIONEER SA500
142.90
SA600
161.00
SA700
178.30
SA800 £ 87.35
$8900
1107 00
QUAD 303 33... .
92.75
R/BROOK Mk2 C
£ 44.50
R/BROOK Mk2 CH £ 40.60
R/BOURNE
C
£ 55.60

ROTA 2200
1500
ROTEL RA210A
RA3I0
RA61.0
SANSUI AU101
AU222
AU555A
AU666

124.95
117.95
227.90
£ 37.95
159.60
SEND
FOR
LISTS

SINCLAIR 2000 4462 125 95
3000 £ 32 95
SUGDEN A21
£ 55 25
TELETON 206
£ 19 95
2068 £ 19.
WHARFEDALE LINTOM...44.95
ARRIAGE CHARGE
A.... 12p
8....25p
C... .40p

D..50:3e.
E..759
H.
F.100p
X..

125p
175P
250F

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANG
WITHOUT NOTICE
EAU

G à 6, 448500
180.00
G
846600
111.50
G
A46300
100 75
F
AA6200
74.50
E ALPHA 8150
48 95
E
R200
57.50
E
R500
65.75
E
FA3000
1.70.75
E
FA4000 £ 80.75
E DUETTE SAT260X
263.70
E
SAT460X . 83.50
E
SAT4370X
41.75
E
SAT555T
52.75
G GOODMANS MOD 80.. . 75 00
G
ONE TEN. . 2112.50
G GRUNDIG RTV400
1142.50
G
RTV650 197.95
F LEAK DELTA 75
0.35 00
F PIONEER SX440 . 86 43
F
LX440 £ 93.60
F
SX770 £ 1/5.50
G
SX990 £ 139.25
E ROTEL RX150 £ 57.95
E
RX200 £ 72.50
£57.50
E
130
£82.95
E
RX400
G SANSUI 20000
G
10000
SEND
600L
350
FOR
LISTS
300
200
D TANDBERG 1171
£
83.2s
E
TR200 £ 78.85
E
TR2OOMPX £84.75
D TELETON CR1OT £ 17.25
D
F2000 £ 28.75
F
TFS50 £ 58.95
F
TFS5OLA. £ 61.50
F WHARFEDALE 100.1 £102.50

TUNERS
D ALPHA FT150
136 95
D LEAK DELTA FM
t60 50
D
DELTA AM/FM
171 25
D PIONEER 10500 £ 54.85
D
TX600
174 60
E
TX700 £ 91 90
D QUAD FMI
£67.50
D
A.M3 EUR C42 75
D
AM3 OSS.... . £ 42.75
E R/BOURNE
CH £ 51.60
E R/ODURNE FM CH £ 51.25
D ROM. RT320
45 50
E SANSU1 111666
SEND
TU777.I
FOR
D
TU555
LISTS

F. CAVE
WEST END
RICHMOND SY
KINGSTON SY
ROM FOR D ESSEX

TANDBERG RANAS HIGH
AWONG LEADING
WMUFACTURERS OF FINE
AUDIO EOUIPMENT.
:1ANDBERG OUALITY' g
TANDBERG SOUND' ARE
SYNOVYMOUS WITH ALL
IHAT IS BEST HV
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
MODERN DESIGN AND
ABOVE ALL. LONG LIFE
AND RELIABILITY

R
reAc6
pi
r

AME COMPONENTS,.
S
& PERFORMANCE A.

KEF
CRESTA £19.9

60W
NUS FROM THIS
TOP VALUE AMPL1FIER.FULL
RANGE OF CONTROLS .5 INPUTS

andwieh
NEW DELIVERY

FULL sroors

ONE
OF
THE MOST EXCELLENT UNITS
WE HAVE TESTED. SUPERB
DESIGN&
FINISH

LEAK

SMIG MILS

yl.E.1.-_TAPE RECORDERS
KAU10-COLOUR TV
REC
PRICE £124 50

uplik

WHARFEDALE 100.1 ,

1001v
RMS

ROTEL IS BUILDING
ABIG NAME FOR
TOP VALUE HI FI
e

reourPrices

.'.I;e,
'.-(i .- eft,1„e°
7490

Tai

FOUND ONLY ON
MORE EXPENSIVE
EQUIPMENT

SPEAKERS
E AR 4X P ne
E
40 T W
E
6 T
E
6 P

£33.95
239 45
159.65
. 49.20

D 83W DMI
: U .5
5g
0443.1 W
F
F
De.R/W . 54.95
X
SERIES 70
C124.95
H CAMBRIDGE 850
180.95
G
R40 £ 53.50
G DITTOM 44
£ 44.50
D
120
123.95
E
15
130.50
G
25
£ 55.25
GOODMANS
E MEZZO 3
£25.50
F MAGNUM 82
£ 32.90
E HAVANT
£ 22.00
G MINISTER £ 20.13
N MAGISTER
142.95
G DIMENSION 8
£ 51 50
D REF CRESTA
£20.25
E
CELESTE £ 22.95
E
CHORALE
127.95
E
CADENZA £32.95
F
CONCERTO 3
£45.95
F KELETRON 10(1000. . 13 75
1011100
15 30
KNI600.
118.80
E LEAK MINI SANDWiCH ,19 95
E
200
.20.50
E
300
26 90
600
139 95
F QUAD ELS
12 95
E TANNOY IIILZ
, 33.95
15' LANC 157.95
G
15' YORK
13 50
12" CHATS W 248 50
E TANDBERG TL25 T £29 75
E
TL25 8- 133.70
E
1150 T £55.25
TL50 R 160.35
WHARFEDALE
G ROSEDALE ...... -.
148 50
E TRITON 1
£ 26 50
E MELTON 1
£ 26.95
D DENTON 2
£ 15.75
E LINTON 2
£ 19.75
E TRITON 3
£26.50
E MILTON 3
£ 28 00
DOVEDALE 3
33 50

22'
26.

Cas,
306 00

1329;44

TURNTABLES
C SSEUR 802 SAO2-226 40
802 AP C..133.75
801 KIT..
211 25
DUAL 1219 CH
. 52 85
1218 CH
43.29
1215 CH
CO 95
1214 CH
127.95
1209 CH
C3.65
GARRARD 401
£ 33 50
ZERO 1005 145.25
ZERO 100 149.25
SL958
142_20
SL728
. 27.95
AP76
2214.80
SP25 M63 r11.95
GOLDRING GL69 CH
222.50
GL691, C 1.33.50
0175 08 233.50
04.75 P C .41.95
0172 CH.
23.85
GL72 P C 234.70
GL85 CH. . 251.95
01.85 P C. . 266.50
MACDONALD
810
06.75
MPAO CH
111.95
MP60 Wired on P C £16.75
610 Wired on P/C 1.22.75
310
£ 10.90
310 Wired on P/C 116.95
HT70 Wired on P/C 124.25
PHILIPS GA202
£ 55.30
PIONEER P..128 P/C £40.10
PLI5C
£ 56.00
PLA25
£69.25
SANSUI SR1050C. SEND FOR
SR2050C.
LISTS
THORENS TD125 CH 160.95
TDI50 04 129.95
TDI50A £ 36.25
TD150A8 £39.95
TRANSCRIPTOR
SATURA
£59.95
REFERENCE £ 79.35
REFERENCE with ARM.193.95
REFERENCE for ONE.

PICK UP ARMS
AUDIO TECHNICA
1005
C/SSEUR SAU2
GOLDRING L75
L69
BeE 3009,SHELL
3012,SHELL
TRANSVRIPTOR 9,10

TOP
DISCOUNTS

21 Old Compton St W1 01 437 9369
5Bridge St 01.948 14 41
27 Eden St 01.546 7845
84/86 South St ROMFORD 20218/9

L.st
327 '"
1351 .00

125p
145p
1101p
135p
190p
145p
215p
300p

655ETTE5
BASF
AGFA
PHILIPS...
SCOTCH

ROTEL AMPLIFIERS ,
TUNERS AND
RECEIVERS OFFER
'MANY OUTSTANDING
FE TRES NORMALLY

BASF LN
5"
LP
5.75"LP
7'
LP
8.75"LP
10"
LP
10.51P
5"
DP
5.75DP
7"
OP
5"
TP
DYNARANGE
5"
SP 84p 5.75"TP
TP
5 75"SP 113p 7'
7'
SP 142p
5'
LP 111p AGFA
5.75"LP 140p 5.75"LP
LP
7'
LP. 195p 7'
8.75LP 273p 5.75'OP
10.5"LP 411p 7'
DP
DP 63P 8.75'OP
4'
DP 96p 5.75'TP
TP
5'
DP 156p 7'
5.75'DP 206p 10.5'LP

PHILIPS
5.75'SP
7"
SP
5'
LP
5.75"LP
7"
LP
5'
OP
5.75DP
7 DP

16 85
£ 12.25
111.65
£ 8.40
£ 25.95
£ 27.50
£26.29

C60
46p
50p
50p
46p

C90
65p
70p
70p
65p

124c
143c
2040
268c
365p
452c
142r.
204p
250p
203p
250P
310p

Outstanding
speaker
with very
natural
sourd

en9.5

Mlirs rec
Prucef29 .95

150p
210p
210p
265p
350p
265p
375p
435p

Leak
20000 0
THESE A

Selp "

HAV NG EXTRA il
UIT5. LOOK AT
U
THE
VI
NG ......
REC PRICE
N
CA1M

C120
95p
100p
100p
95p

. £ 30.19 £ 20.hC

1.21:11
.
300 ......

P8C CASSETTES...3P EACH
PIC REELS
1-10p 3-25p 5-40p

3e3. 126 .
20

TAPE RECORDERS

H AKAI GXG2200
175 50
•
00C220
1228 95
CARTRIDGES
•
GXC280D £ 232 95
£2.00 E
A ACOS GP93
17201
62 TO
£2.50
X1800SD
1117.45
A
GP96
A
GP
X200D
2112.1 ,0
£3.05
E
40000
65,25
AUDIO TECHNIC*
MIOL
2175.15
£5.00 G
A AT66 L/C- 7
X2000SD
237 50
£5.60 H
A AT55 5-7
45000LW . 139.95
£9.80 H
A AT21 5-7
FERROGRAPH
£15.20
A AT2IE
H 702 NW
£ 184.50
A AT55 5-7
1204.90
A AT35 5-7
£ 15.45 H 724 P
£ 177.95
A CONNOISSEUR SCU1 .£ 5.20 H 704 P
704
W
1177.95
A DECCA DERAM E
£ 5.00
702 P
£ 177.95
A
DERAM STEREO £14.15
2

DANON
U
MONO... 18.15
DERAM 25
EMPIRE 10002EX
50.25£
999VEX £ 35.80
A
999TEX
£ 20.90
A
A 999SEX£ 16.95
£10.85
A
2?:::
A
9090
£ 7.70
A GOLDRING 0800 SE.
117.75
0800E £ 11.95
A
0800
G850 £ 2:::
CS9IE
A
2
A ORTOFOM 1114E
A
MIS
£ 19.45
MFISE
A
A
MF15
A
SUSE
£25.00
A SONOTONE 9TA HC
£2.50
A
916 HC S...£2.50
A SHURE M3D
£ 5.70
A
M44-5 £ 8.25
£8.25
A
M44-7
£9.50
MA4E
1155E
£10.50
M75-6 Type 2 111 70
c
A
4475E Type 2..£15 50
A
M75EJ Type 2.115 75
A
1415 Type 2.
130 95
A
4475E Type 1-'13 95

THE ABOVE FERROGRAPHS
WHILE STOCKS LAST ONLY

£P51:

8TRACK STEREO
oAKAI

GXC4OD
D
CR80
D
CR800
C METROSOUND 448
1163
XS30
D PIONEER HR82
D
H82
E TELETON STP800
E
STP801

276.50
£87.50
£69.95
£46.13
£39.95
£69.75
£73.00
£ 41.85
£ 41.95
£ 43.95

E GRUNDIG
E
E
D
E
E
D PHILIPS
E
E

TKI21 £ 47.50
TI(141 £ 51-25
TKI46 £ 55.95
TK,200....1118.00
1114.7
£110.50
TK246
£33.75
N4303
£39.75
N4,07
148.60
N4308
£88.45
N4407
A4404
£76.30
£111.65
N4408
£79.20
E TANDBERG 1541
£58.65
E
"721
£62.60
E
1741
4021X £115.00
4041X £145.00
/241X £121.50
64X £ 119.50
1841 £ 58.50
30210 £ 89.50

6orlx 61s8.00

CASSETTE RECORDERS
E AKAI CS50
1103.95
D
CS5OD £ 87.50
C POE 9109
118.95
D
CORONADO
£33.50
C WHARFEDALE DOLBY.. 198.95
C TELETON CR1201
429.95
C GRUNDIG C200SL
126.95
C
222/224 147.35
C
C401
37.95
C PHILIPS E133 0 2
17 50
C
N2202
222.40
C
N2204
26.85
C
N2205
. 34.60
C
N2400
t54.55
C
N2401 £ 64.95
C
e2503 £ 43.30

WEST END STORE
5MINS FROM
Tottenham Ct.Rd.
it
Piccadilly Circus
Stations

Leicester Sq.

Here are some of the sound bargain systems from
Lind- Air, but many others are possible to suit your
ear and your pocket. Careful selection of the right
combination of units is the keyword in making up
a good hi-fi stereo system. At Lind- Air we select
for quality and high technical standards—and for
low price.
SYSTEM ' C'
Tuner Amplifier: Sansui 200
Turntable: Garrard SP25 Ill
Cartridge: Goldring G800
Speakers: Wharfedale Denton 2
Rec. Price £ 156.19

SYSTEM `A'
Amplifier: LA.20
Turntable: Garrard 2025TC
Cartridge: Sonotone 9TAHC
Speakers: LASO

LIND-AIR
PRICE

E44.90

Carr.
£2.00

With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.

LIND-AIR £ 112.50 Carr.
PRICE
£2•00
With turntable base and cover. all leads
and plugs.

SYSTEM ` E'
SYSTEM ' D'
Amplifier: Duette SA.400
Turntable: G
d SP25 Ill
Cartridge: Goldring G800
Speakers: Medway
Rec. Price £92135

SYSTEM ' B'

Amplifier: Sansui AU101. Turntable: Garrard 51.25 Ill
Cartridge: Goldring G800. Speakers: Wharfedale Linton 2.
Rec. Price £ 12371
With turntable base and cover, all leads and plugs.

Save over £ 33.00 LIND-AIR PRICE £ 89 .95

SYSTEM ' F'
Amplifier: Teleton SAQ307 ( Black front)
Turntable: Garrard SP25 Ill
Cartridge: Goldring G1300
Speakers: Wharfedale Denton 2
Rec. Price £ 102.75

LIND-AIR
PRICE

£73.95

Carr.
f2.00

With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.

Carr. £2.00

Amplifier: Rotel RA3I0
Turntable: Pioneer PLI2
Cartridge: Audio Technica AT66
Speakers: Wharfedale Linton 2
Rec. Price £ 151.30

A complete system by Sony
MODEL HP.I22—AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier, Sony turntable
and a pair of matching Sony
speakers.

£95 .
00

Carr.
£2•00

LIND-AIR
PRICE

£59. 7c

Carr.
£2430

With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.

With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.

SYSTEM ' H'

SYSTEM ' G'

LIND-AIR
PRICE

LIND-AIR £54),QÇ Carr.
PRICE
£2.00

Tuner Amplifier: Teleton AM/FM Stereo
Turntable: Garrard 2025 TC
Cartridge: Sonotone 9TAHC
Speakers: LA.50

LIND-AIR £ 117.00 Carr.
PRICE
£2.00
With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.

AKAI 4000D STEREO
TAPE DECK
4- track stereo/mono record/playback. 2 speeds, 3 heads. For use
with existing hi-fi systems.
LIND-AIR
65 9 P. & P.
PRICE only " £ 1.75
ALSO AKAI 1720L STEREO
RECORDER
LIND-AIR
P. & P
PRICE only £62.50
£1•75

£ .ç

Call atanyof the Lind-AirHi-Fi Showroomsto hearanycombination of ourwide range of equipment—and hearing is believing.

Rec.
Price

AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 75p)
ARMSTRONG 521 .. £59.00
AMSTRAD Stereo 8000 £25-95
AMSTRAD IC 2000 .. £39.95
CAMBRIDGE P.50 .. £88-00
FERROGRAPH 307 .. £62.00
LEAK Delta XI .. £65-00
LEAK Delta 70 .. £75.50
METROSOUND ST20
36-00
NIKKO TRM300
D13-00
NIKKO TRM 400 .. £48-00
NIKKO TRM50 . £59-97
NIKKO TRM1200 £98-00
PIONEER SA500 .. £62.10
PIONEER SA700 .. £98-00
PIONEER Reverberation £45-50
PHILIPS RH580
.. £29-00
PHILIPS RH590 .
32-00
ROGERS
Ravensbrook II Chas £47-50
Ravensbrook 11 Case £52-50
ROTEL 310 .. £47-50
ROTEL 610 ..
f7+50
SANSUI AUI01 .. £4+00
SANSU IAU222 •. £69-17
SANSUI AU555 • • £95-07
SANSUI AU666 • £ I20-42 I
SANSUI AU999 £ 182.83
WHARFEDALE Linton [
sew
SINCLAIR Project
60/2xZ30/PZ5 .. £23-90
SINCLAIR Project
60/2xZ50/PZ8 .. £3+85
SINCLAIR A.F.U. £5-95
SINCLAIR Neoteric £61-95
SINCLAIR 3000 .. £45-00
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £35-00
TELETON SAQ 206.. £29-00
TELETON SAQ 307.. £32-00
QUAD 303+33 .. £ 106-001
REVOX ASO
£ 124-00f
SINCLAIR Stereo 60 £9-95

Our
Price
£49-90
£ 17 95
£30 00
£75 00
£50 95
¿49-95
£62 95
£28 00
£31 95
£39 50
£49 SO
£85 00
£39.95
£68 95
£32 95
£23 00
£39 00
£36 50
f41-50
£35 35
£54 50
£33 95
From
stock
£42 95
£ 16 95
£23 95
£495
£47 95
£33 50
£23 95
£ 18-50
£23.50
From
stock
£7•95

TUNERS ( P/P 75p)
ARMSTRONG 523 ..
£5+22
ARMSTRONG 524 .. £42-17
ARMSTRONG M8 .. £9-50
LEAK Delta FM .. £75430
LEAK Delta FM/AM.. £89-30
NIKKO FAM 10 ..
£48.52
NIKKO FAM 14 ..
19129
ROGERS
Ravensbrook Chassis £45-00

¿47-50
£37 50
£7 97
£58 95
f69 50
£43.62
£79 50
£38 00

Rec.
Price
Ravensbrook Case £51.26
SANSUI TU 666 .. £101-15
SINCLAIR Prniect 60
125-00

Our
Pnce
£42-50
£82-50
£20.95

TANNOY
Monitor Gold 12"
Monitor Gold 15"
WHARFEDALE
Super 8RSDD
Super IORSDD

TUNER AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 75p)
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £9177 £76.00
ARMSTRONG 526 £ 105-72 £86.00
LEAK Delta 75 .. £ 165-00 £ 137 00
NIKKO STA 301 .. [99.51 £86 00
NIKKO STA 501 .. £ 121.89 £ 105 00
PIONEER 4e .. £111-00 £87 00
PIONEER SX 990 .. £ 19+75 £ 149.00
ROGERS Ravensbrook
(Chassis) . . • • £ 108-43
£115.00
SANSUI 200 .. . • £76-20
£62.50
SANSUI 300 .. • • £92-41
From
SANSUI 2000X • • £207-29
stock
SANSUI 5000X • • £250-13
PHILIPS RH78 I .. [72.30 £59-00
WHARFEDALE 100.1 £ 149-00 £ 109-00

Lind- Air are Appointed Stockists for B & 0, Sony, Nikko,
Quad, Leak, KEF, Revox, Tandberg, Pioneer, Rotel Akai,
Wharfedale, Armstrong, Sansui, Grundig, Teleton, and all
the other important names in Hi -Fi.

aso

£6-75
£11-10

£43-25

£36-00

£ 14.00

[ 15-65
£1 I - 52
£13.45
£27.00
[30-50

CARTRIDGES ( P/P 15p)
SONOTONE 9TAH/C £3-00
GOLDRING G850 .. £6-27
GOLDRING G800 .. £ 12-55
GOLDRING G800E £ 18-19
AUDIO Tech. AT66 L/C £
6.47
AUDIO Tech. AT66 7 £6-47
AUDIO Tech. AT55 £5-25
AUDIO Tech. AT85X
Complete SHURE range in stock
NEAT V70
£5-23

£31-95
f52 50

£2 50
£4.25
£7.50
£10 55
£5-50
£5-50
£4.82
£19-25
£3.82

RECORDERS & DECKS
(P/P £ 1.75)

£19 95
¿24-95
£33 50
£19 48
¿25-98
£39.90
£36-50
f62 50

AKA1 40000
£89-95 £65 95
SANYO MR801 .. £68-95 £57 50
AKA 1720L
£83-72 £ 62 50
AKA Stereo Mita ( pair) £ 11-50
£8 50
AKA X 1800 SD .. £ 153-00 £ 119-25
AKA CR80 . • .. fI10-84
f.88-50
AKA CR8OD
£91-56
f65-00
AKA CS50
£ 126-08
CI 05-75
AKA CSSOD .. £ 106-92 £ 91-45
FERROGRAPH 702/704 £228-71 £ 1
80 50
PHIL PS 4404.. .. £91-70
f71-20
PHIL PS 4407 .. £ 106-20 £ 86-60
PHIL PS 4408 .. £ 13+20
a 21-00
WHARFEDALE DC9 £ 110-00 £93 35
REVOX 1102/111 .. £219-001
From
REVOX 1124/111 .. £2.53-00f
stock
TANDBERG 3041 .. £ 106-19 [95-00
PIONEER HR82
£72 20

£31.50
£20-00
£25 50
£33.25
£26.50
£51-00

£9.70
£1250
£18-75

Rec.
Price
SANYO
M48 Battery .. £ 18-95
M747 Bartery .. £22-95
M880 Battery .. £25-95
MR4I0 Batt/Mains .. £33-95
MR4I IF Batt./Mains
AM/IM
£44-95
MR4I10 L/M/S/FM
Batt./Mains .. £59-95
SONY
TC I
2 Battery .. £ 19-001
TCI22 Stereo Deck .. £47-95 f

Our
Price
£ 16-95
£ 17-50
£24-00
£28 95
¿39-95
£ 55-00
From
stock

HEADPHONES (P/P 25p)
£6-50
AKAI ASE 20
19-00
KOSS KO 7278 ..
£16-50
KOSS PRO 4AA
£28.00
KOSS K6 ..
£12-50
KOSS ESP6
£45-00
KOSS ESP9
£69-00
SANSUI 552 .
£7-73
SANSUI SS20
£16-50
PIONEER SESO
£19-50
PIONEER SE30
£ 12-95
TELETON Headphones £3-95
H.W. 85
..
£9-00
WHARFEDALE DDI £ 11-00

£•50
£7.30
From
stock
£6 75
£12 50
£14-98
£10 45
¿2-75
£7 50
£8-00

TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 1.25)
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill £ 15-85
GARRARD 2025 TC and
Sonotone 9TAH/C/D £ 1+50
GARRARD SL65B .. £20-48
GARRARD AP76 .. £27-85
GARRARD 5L728 .. £31-88
GARRARD SL958 .. £48-23
GARRARD 401 .. £38-26
SP2.5 11I/G800 .. £28-85
GOLDRING GL69 Mk II £27.60
GOLDRING GL69P .. £36-21
GOLDRING GL75 ..
£40.15
COLORING GL75P .. £48-76
GOLDRING Lid 69/75 £4-48
GOLDRING G99 .. £26.89
PIONEER PLI2AC .. £49-93
THORENS TDI50 Mk II £3+62
THORENS TD150A.. £4+40
THORENS TD I
50AB £48-05
THORENS TDI25 .. £76-03
THORENS TX' ICover £4-26
THORENS TDI25AB £ 115-57

CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P/P 75p)

£9.60
£15-00
£24-95
£7-95
£12-50

You get more than agood sound bargain
when you buy from Lind- Air. You get
SERVICE-with sound technical advice
from people who know-with demonstrations on our superb connparatory systemwith part- exchange to give you even more
value-with H.P. terms at 25% deposit and
payments over 12 or 18 months for personal
callers only. Mail Order, too, that's fast
and efficient and Personal Export
facilities for visitors from anywhere in the
world.

aeoo

AT 1005 .. £ 19-95COLORING L75 Arm £ 12-33
NEAT G30
£ 13•55.
NEAT G30B
[16.02
SME 3009 .. £3+47
SME 3012 .. £36-71

SPEAKER KITS & CHASSIS
(P/P £ 1.2.5)
WHARFEDALE Unit 3 £ 13.00
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 £ 18-00
WHARFEDALE Unit 5 aece
GOODMANS
I2P • . •• • £ 12-37
15P•
•
£ 20-00
I8P (91/100) . • £34-00
Twin Axiom 10 • • £ 10-23
Axiom 401• • £ 17-86

Our
Price

£6.50

PICKUP ARMS (
P/P 25p)

SPEAKER SYSTEMS (P/P £ 1.25)

CELESTION
Ditton 15 (each) .. £ 38-47
Ditton 25 (each) .. £65-00
GOODMANS
Minister (each) .. £25-00
GOODMANS Mezzo III £34-00
GOODMANS Mag K 11 £4+00
LEAK 150
[2+95
LEAK 250
£32-50
LEAK 600 .. £49-50
TANNOY 11112 .. £41-00
TANNOY 15" Lancaster £69-00
WHARFEDALE
Denton 11 (pair) .. £39-90
Linton 11
£2+95
Melton 11
£35-00
Dovedale III Mk 11 £45-00
Triton .. £ 32-50
Rosedale .. £65-00

Rec.
Price

PHILIPS
3302 Battery .. £23-02 £ 16-60
2203 Battery .. £26-90 [ 18430
2204 Batt./Mains AVC £32-30
04-S0

£ 10-95
£9-50
£ 14 40
£ 19 50
£24-95
f37-00
£28 40
£ 18-95
£21-25
£28-50
£29.97
£38-50
£3-40
£21-97
£36.50
£31.90
£34.60
£41-36
£59 65
£367
£94-25

All prices correct at time of press.

LINDAR
LONDON BRANCHES
241 242 Tottenham Court Road, W1. 01-580 2255
53 Tottenham Court Road, WI. 01-637 1601
149 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-353 1419
301 Edgware Road, W2. 01-262 2251
NOTTINGHAM BRANCH
94-96 Upper Parliament Street.

Open:

LSTD 0602] 40403

241/242 & 53 Tottenham Court Road, WI, 9-6 Mon.-Sat. (Thurs.
149 Fleet Street, EC4, 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-1 Sat.
301 Edgware Road, W2, 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Nottingham, 9-6 Mon.-Sat. ( Wed.

until 7-30).

MAIL ORDER & ENQUIRIES TO DEPT HN3

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
Telephone: 01 637 1601
53

until

7).

O BUY YOUR Hill AI Mil PRICES!
33e/0 OR MORE!

Save up to
Special AKAI
Bargains
Akai 1720L Stereo Recorder
£62-50
Akai 4000D Stereo Tape
Deck ..
£65.95
Akai CR80 8-Track Stereo
Recorder .. £80.80
Akai
CR8OD
8-Track
Stereo Deck ..
E64 60
Akai GXC4OD Cassette
Deck Recorder ( just
released) ..
£69.95
Above items 65p p & p
Akai ASE9 Headphones
£5.50
25p p & p

AMPLIFIERS
p & p 75p
£2 I - 50
Alpha FA200
£33.95
Alpha FA400
£26.50
Alpha F2I2
£17 95
Amstrad 8000 Mk II ..
£30 00
Amstrad IC2000 ..
£45.95
Armstrong 521
£17.00
Dulci 207
£19.95
Dulci 207M
Ferrograph F307 Mk II
£45 95
(w/case)
£49.95
Leak Delta 30 ..
£62.95
Leak Delta 70 ..
£27-95
Metrosound ST2OE
, . £ 30.95
Nikko TRM300
Nikko TRM400 .. £ 39.50
Rogers Ribrook 2Chassis £ 41-95
Rogers 1i/brook 2 Cased £45.95
Rogers Ft/bourne Chassis £52.50
Rogers R/bourne Cased £57.20
Rotel RA2I0 . •
E26.95
Rotel RA3I0 .. • .
£36.35
Rotel RA610 .. • •
£57.50
Rota 1500
.. • .
£15.50
Rota 2200 • •
£21.80
Sinclair 2000 .. • •
£23.75
Sinclair 3000 .. £ 31.50
Teleton SAQ206B .. £ 18.50
Teleton 307 ..
C23-95
Wharfedale Linton .. £42.95
Quad 33+303
£94.00
Full range of Sansui and Trio always
in stock. Prices on applicator,.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
p& p 75p
Alpha RI50
£44-95
Armstrong 525
£ 72.50
Armstrong 526 .. £ 84.30
Armstrong M8 Decoder £7.95
Goodmans Module 80 .. £ 68.95
Goodmans One Ten .. £ 111-90
Goodmans Module 80
Compact .. £ 136-75
Leak Delta 75
£ 131.95
Nikko STA 301 .. £86.60
Nikko STA 6010
£ 99-95
Nikko STA 1101 .. £ 209 SO
Rogers R/ brook Chassis £89.95
Rogers Ribrook Cased £ 97.50
Rote RXI50
£59.95
Rote RX200
£74.50
Rote RX400
£85.90
Rote FAX 330A • .
£69.95
Rote FAX 550A
£83.50
Rote FAX 660A .. £86.60
Teleton F2100
£ 34.95
Teleton TFS50
£59.95
Full range of Sansui and Trio always
in stock. Prices on application.

TUNERS
p& p 75p
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 524

Our

experienced

£43.95
£34.95

sound

E7 95
Armstrong MO Decoder
£1995
Dulci FMT7
£2725
Dulci FMT7S
£58 95
Leak Delta FM ..
£69 50
Leak Delta FM/AM
£42 00
Nikko FAMIO
£79 50
Nikko FAMI4
£46 95
Nikko FAM300
£56 95
Nikko FAM400
£54 95
Rogers R/bourne Chassis
£59 95
Rogers R/bourne Cased
£47.95
Rotel RT320
£20.25
Sinclair Project 60 ..
£35 75
Sinclair 2000 ..
£35.75
Sinclair 3000 ..
Quad FM Stereo Tuner
FM3 ..
E65.00
Quad LW/MW/SWTuner
European ..
£43&0
Quad MW/SW/SW Tuner
Overseas ..
£43.00
Full range of Sansui and Trio always
in stock. Prices on application.

TURNTABLES
p& p 75p
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
£10.95
Connoisseur BDI Chassis £13.95
Connoisseur BDI Plinth
and Cover ..
E20.95
Connoisseur BDI Plinth
and Cover with SAU2 £32-25
Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/
Chassis
£25.95
Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/
Plinth and Cover .. £32-25
Connoisseur
BDI/BD2
£4.75
Plinth ..
Connoisseur
BD I/BD2
Dust Cover .. .. £ 3.75
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill .. £ 10.95
Garrard SL65B
£ 13.95
Garrard AP76
£ 18-95
Garrard SL72B
£24 95
Garrard SL75B
£27.50
Garrard SL95B
£32.95
Garrard 401 .. £27.40
Garrard Zero 100A £44.97
G
d Zero 100S
£41.97
Garrard 2025TC
£8.50
Goldring GL69/2 £21.25
Goldring GL69/P2 £ 24 95
Goldring GL75
£ 29.95
Goldring GL75P ..
£38.50
Goldring Plinth 69/75 ..
£7.50
Goldring Cover 75 De luxe £4.20
Goldring G99
£21-95
Goldring GL72
£23.25
Goldring GL72/P £ 30.25
Leak Delta Turntable .. £ 59.50
Pioneer PL-I2AC .. £ 36.50
Pioneer PL-A25
£ 67 40
Thorens TD I
25 .. £59.65
Thorens TDI25AB £94 50
Thorens TX25 Cover .. £6.95
Thorens TD150All .. £ 34-50
Thorens TD150AB II .. £41-40
Thorens TD150 .. £ 29.25
Thorens TDI50 Plinth.. £ 395
Thorens TX)) Cover ..
£3-95
Wharfedale Linton .. £28.95

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
p& p 50p
Eagle FR4
Eagle FR65
Eagle FR8
Eagle CTS
Eagle CTIO
Eagle HTI 5 ..
Eagle MHTIO
Eagle HT2I
Eagle CN23 Cross- over
5 Ohm
Eagle CN28 Cross- over
8 Ohm

consultants

will

be

£3.50
£5 42
£6.37
£0.90
£1•50
£2-47
£2.62
£2.92
£0.82
£0.82

pleased

Eagle CN2I6 Cross-over
16 Ohm ..
EMI Set 450
EMI Set 350 ..
Goodmans 8-P ..
Goodmans 10-P
Goodmans I5- P
Goodmans 18-P C91/106
Goodmans Twin axiette 8
Goodmans Twin axiom 10
Goodmans Axiom 20
Good mans Axiom 40
Goodmans Audiom 5
Goodmans Audiom 6
Goodmans Audiom 8
Goodmans Audiom 9
Goodmans Treban 100
Goodmans 5K/20XL ..
Goodmans Middax 650
Goodmans XD5000
Goodmans X0950 .
Goodmans X0950/5000
Goodmans Din 20 ..
KEF KK2
KEF KK3
KEF 715 Mk 11
KEF T27
KEF B110
KEF B139 Mk 11
KEF B200
KEF DN8
KEF DN9
KEF DN12
KEF DNI3 .
Wharfedale 8" bronze
RS/DD
Wharfedale
8"
Super
RS/DD
Wharfedale 10.; Super
RS/DD
Wharfedale HS/4C10/3
Wharfedale QS/800 ..
Wharfedale QS/3000 ..
Wharfedale Unit 3
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
Wharfedale Unit 5

£0.82
£3.50
£7.50
£4.05
£4-78
£15.00
£24.95
£6.95
£7.50
£10.45
£12.50
£9.50
£13 50
£22.95
£26.00
£5.50
£7.25
£9.25
£1.95
£5•25
£6.95
£9.95
£21.50
£31.00
£6 00
£5 00
£8 65
LII.50
£9.00
£1.75
El.50
£4.50
£2.40

SINCLAIR RANGE
Super IC- 12 (only 12p

pa. P)

P26 35 volt
P28 ..
P25 30 volt
1C-10 10 watts
Stereo 60
FM Tuner .. • .
230 20 watts .. • .
250 40 watts .. • .
Micromatic Radio ..
Micromatic Radio Kit ..
p& p 30p

Special Sinclair
Project 60 OFFER
2x Z30 Project 60 PZ5
2x Z30 Project 60 PZ6
2x Z50 Project 60 PZ8
New Project 605 ..
All above 40p p &
AF Unit (15p p & p)
One Pair Q16 Speakers
OOP P & P) .. • •
FM Tuner ( 25p p & p)

SPEAKERS
p& p 75p
Apollo .. • •
B & w
B & W DM3
B & W 70 Monitor ..
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk II
Celestion Ditton 120 Pr
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ..

to

demonstrate

TAPE RECORDERS
AND DECKS
p& p 50p
Akai 1720L Recorder ..
Akai 4000D Tape Deck
Akai
CROOD
8-Track
Stereo Deck ..
Akai CR80 8-Track Stereo
Recorder
Philips 4303
Philips 4307
Philips 4308 ..
Philips 4404 ..
Philips 4407 ..
Philips 4408 ..
Wharfedale Dolby DC9
Sanyo MR80ID

p & p 50p
Aka, ASE9S
Akai ASE20
Akai ASE22
Amstrad HPS5A
Eagle SE- 1
Eagle SE- 5
Eagle SE-2I
Eagle SE- 30 ..
Eagle SE-28 ..
Koss Pro 600AA
Koss K6/LC
Koss K6
Koss KD727B
Koss Pro 4AA
Koss ESP6
Koss ESP9
Koss K7I I
Pioneer SE-20
Pioneer SE- 30
Pioneer SE- 50
Rotel RX600
Rotel RH7I 1
Sansui SS2
Sansui SS20
Teleton SH-301P ( Special
Offer)
Wharfedale DD I

£14 95
£20 SO
£16 95
£19.95
£25.95
£35.95
£48 95
£41 95
£54 95
£68.95
£82 95
£31.95
£42 95
£l6 50
£1850
£2350
£32 95
£72 95
£56 30
£67 30
£44 25

any

equipment

in

the

comfort

of our

Stilic Mimi Flung] La
HFN3
DEPT

372 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W

-I CA

cl

TEL.. 01-723 0094 & 01-289 4136, 01-2625856 --1
Open 6days a week, Mon-Sat 9a.m.-6 p.m

552

demonstration

EDGWARE RO.
TUBE STN.

TO

>
CC

EDGWARE

£80 80
£3295
£3750
£4760
£71 20
£8660
£10500
£91 30
£58 95

£5•50
£7.30
£9.75
£4 50
E3 97
£2.40
£8.12
£5.97
£8 97
£25 50
Ell 15
£9 95
£13 50
£22 50
£36 00
£53 50
£7 97
£5 97
£9 45
£l4 97
£4 67
£7 47
£6 97
£14 97
£2 95
£8 50

Please add 75p for p & p
Base and Cover for Garrard
2025, 3000, SP25, SL65B £3.95
Base and Cover for G
d
AP76, SL72B, SL75B,
SL95B
..
£4.95
Garrard 2025fd Sonotone 9TAHC/D .. £ 13.95
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
Goldring G800 . £ 18-95
G
d SP25 Mk 11 .
1
Sonotone 9TAHC/D £ 16-95
Garrard AP76 Goldring
G800
..
£30.50
BSR MP60 Audio-Technica
ATS5
..
£21.00
Goldripg GL69/2 Goldring
G800 ..
E38 95
Goldring GL75 doldring
G800 .. .. £ 48 95
Pioneer PLI2A .
d Goldring G800
£42.95
All decks are supplied wired and
fitted in Teak Plinths with Cover.

RS

KILBURN

£6460

EXTRA SPECIAL
OFFERS!!

Magnetic Stereo
CARTRIDGES

p& p 30p
£ 16-75 Audio-Technica AT55 ..
£3.75
£ 18.95 Audio-Technica AT66 7HC £4.95
£20.25 Audio-Technica AT66 5HC £4.95
£20 95 Audio-Technica AT2I £9-60
p
Audio-Technica AT2 IS £9.60
£4.85 Audio-Technica AT33 £9.10
Audio-Technica AT35 .. £ 15.90
£13.90 Goldring G850
£4.25
£20.25 Goldring G800
£6-55
Goldring G800H
£6-55
Goldring G800E
£ 10•55
Goldring G800 Super E £ 14 92
£17 95 Shure M3- D
£4.75
£8.70
£31 95 Shure M3I E
£48 40 Shure M32E
£8•10
£7.95
£121 95 Shure M445
£5.97
£15 97 Shure M447
£7.55
£44 95 Shure M44C
£31 95 Shure M44E
£6.50
£50 96 Shure M55E
£9.40
£42.50 Shure M75E 11.. £ 13.95

• HUGE DISCOUNTS
•AFTER SALES SERVICE eDEMONSTRATION ROOM
eSPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE •CREDIT FACILITIES TO PERSONAL CALLE
•ALL PRODUCTS BRAND NEW eFULL MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEE

£62 50
£66 90

STEREO
HEADPHONES

CASSETTE MACHINES

p8. p 50p
Sanyo M48M Batt ..
Sanyo M88 Batt
Sanyo M747 Batt ..
Teleton TCII0 Batt/Mains
£3.50 Sanyo MR410 Batt/Mains
Sanyo MR4I IN Radio
£6.75
Recorder ..
Sanyo MR4110E M/L/5/
£11-10
VHF Radio/Rec
£5.50 Sanyo MR4I41 AM/FM
£2.75
Radio/Rec
£2.75 Sanyo MR408 Stereo ..
£9.95 Sanyo MR4I6 with Radio
£13 50
Stereo
£19 50 Sanyo STD100
Sanyo 4040
Teleton STP801
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Recorder ..
£2 SO
£6 38 Philips N2202
£6 98 Philips N2204
£4 98 Philips N2205
El 99 Philips N2400 complete
with speakers
£7.95
£20-25 Philips N2400 without
speakers ..
El 75
£4 48 Philips N240I without
speakers ..
£2 SO
£2.47} Philips N2503

£14 90
£15 85

Shure M75
Shure M9IE

Dynaco A25 Pr .. £73.00
Goodmans Double Maxim £26.20
Goodmans Havant Pr ..
£44.00
Goodmans Dimensions 8 £48.30
Goodmans Minister Pr £38.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill each £23.95
Goodmans Magnum K2 £29.95
Goodmans Magister .. £39.95
KEF Cresta 11 Pr .. £ 39.50
KEF Celeste 11 Pr .. £46.50
KEF Chorale ..
E57 50
KEF Cadenza ..
£67.50
KEF Concerto ..
each £44 95
Leak 150 Pr
..
£ 38 95
Leak 250 Pr
..
£51 95
Leak 600
..
£ 34 95
Tannoy 12" Lancaster .. £57.95
Tannoy 15" Lancaster .. £ 58 00
Tannoy 3L2
£ 34.00
Wharfedale Aston Pr .. £ 36.95
Wharfedale Denton 2 Pr £31 50
Wharfedale Linton 2 Pr £ 39 50
Wharfedale Triton 3 Pr £ 53.95
Wharfedale Melton 2 .. £25.95
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £ 33 40
Wharfedale Rosedale .. £48 50
Quad Electrostatic
each £ 63 00

ROAD

room

UNA?:

1A4i111414

II,

P TO 33Y3% OR MORE

TELETON SAQ2066 SYSTEM

SAVE
£36•40

Based around
the Teleton
SAQ20613 Amplifier powering a
pair of Apollo
Speakers.
G
d SP25
Mk Ill fitted
Goldring 0800
Plinth and Cover
with all leads.
OUR
£55 .
40
PRICE
Plus £2-00 carr.

SINCLAIR 2000
Mk II SYSTEM
ses the Sinclair 2000 Mk II
to power a pair
of Apollo
Speakers.
G
d SP25
Mk Ill fitted
Goldring 0800
Plinth and Cover
with all leads.

Designed
ARMSTRONG
around an
Armstrong
521 Amplifier to
power apair
of Wharfedale
Denton 2
Speakers.
G
d
SP25 Mk II
fitted Goldring G800
Cartridge.
Plinth and
Cover with
leads.
OUR
PRICE
£6.40 Plus
corr.

SAVE
£35•00

FREE—a pair of deluxe stereo headphones worth over
£5.

TRIO KA 2002
SYSTEM

SAVE

-

TRIO KA 2000A
SYSTEM

Incorporates a
pair of W'dale
Linton 2 Speakers. Ga
d
SP25 Mk Ill
Turntable with a
Goldring G800
Cartridge. Plinth
and Cover with
leads.
OUR
£0A-45
"
PRICE "
Plus £ 2-50 corr.
FREE—a pair of de- luxe stereo
headahones worth over £5.

à„

OUR E84•45
PRICE
Plus £ 2-00 corr.
FREE—apair of de-luxe stereo headphones worth over CS.

£27•00

PRICE6390
OUR £

TELETON F2100
SYSTEM

SAVE
£25•138

A Teleton
F2100 tuner/
amplifier drives
apairof Apollo
Speakers.
G
d
2025TC fitted
Sonotone
9TAHC. Plinth
and Cover with
all leads.
OUR
ÉL D .
45.
PRICE ••""
Plus £ 1.75 corr.

SAVE

NIKKO TRM 400
SYSTEM

A NIKKO TRM 400
Amplifier powers a
pair of Wharfedale
Linton 2 Speakers.
G
d 5P25 Mk III
Turntable fitted
Goldring G800Cartridge. Plinth and
Cover with leads.
OUR epp.00
PRICE
Plus
corr.
FREE—a pair of de- luxe stereo
headphones worth over £5.

£34•45

C

SANSUI AU 101

r
WWI

-

U

-

czeo

LEAK DELTA 30 SYSTEM

OUR PRICE £85-50
Plus £ 2-50 carr.

NIKKO TRM 300 SYSTEM

Oi o
8
-6 e
)• o
_ FREE—a pair of de- luxe
terco headphones worth
over £5.

Comprises a
Nikko TRM
300 Amplifier
complemented
by a pair of
Wharfedale
Denton Mk 2
Speakers.
G
d SP25
Mk Ill fitted
Goldring
G800. Plinth
and Cover
with leads.
OUR PRICE
£83.90
Plus £2.00 corr.

Uses the new
Leak Delta 30
Amp powering a
pair of Wharfedale Linton 2
Speakers.
G
d 5P25
Mk Ill with a
Goldring 0800
Cartridge.
Plinth and Cover
with leads.
OUR g l op -95
PRICE `'""
Plus £2-00 corr.
FREE—apair of de-luxe sterec
headphones worth over £ 5.

Incorporates apair
of Wharfedale
Denton 2speakers
G
d
SP25
Mk III
Turn£28•00 table. A
Goldring G800 Cartridge. Plinth, cover
and leads.

VE

£
200

Plus £2-00 corr.
FREE—a pair of
de-luxe stereo
headphones
worth over a.

Embraces a
Sansui AU101
15+15 watt
Stereo Amplifier
driving apair of
Wharfedale
Denton 2
Speakers. Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
fitted Goldring
0800 Cartridge
Plinth and Cover
with leads.
FREE—a pair of
de- luxe stereo
headphones
worth over C.

521 SYSTEM

SAVE
£46•60

OUR PRICE
136 -40
Plus £ 2.50 carr.
FREE—a pair of de- luxe stereo
headphones worth over £ 5.

FERROGRAPH 307 SYSTEM

LEAK DELTA
70 SYSTEM
The new Leak
Delta 70
Amplifier is
used with a
pair Wharfedale Melton
2 Speakers.
G
d
SP25 Mk Ill
Turntable
with Goldring 0800
Cartridge
Plinth and
Cover with
leads.

Comprises a
Ferrograph
307 to power
a pair of
Wharfe£54•80
dale Dove.
dale 3
Speakers and the
G
d AP76
Turntable fitted
with aGoldring
G800 Cartridge
fitted in a Plinth and
Cover complete with N,
all leads.

SAVE

OUR PRICE £ 145.75
Plus £ 2-50 corr.

FREE—apair of de- luxe stereo
headphones worth over a

ARMSTRONG 526 SYSTEM

SAVE
£28•75

SANSUI

200 SYSTEM

A Sansui 200
Tuner/
Amplifier is
employed to
power a pair
of W'dale
Denton 2
Speakers.
G
d
SP25 Mk Ill
Turntable
with a GoldFREE—a pair ring G800
of de- luxe
Cartridge
stereo headPlinth and
phones worth Cover with
over £5.
leads.
OUR PRICE£1 15 .45 Plus CI•75 corr.

For the discriminating.
Comprises an
Armstrong 526
Amplifier to
drive a pair of
Good mans
Magnum K2
Speakers,
centred around
the Goldring
GL75/P Turntable in Base and
Cover and fitted
with a Shure
OUR
75E Cartridge.
PRICE E202•50 Complete with
Plus £3•00 corr.
all leads.
FREE—apair of de- luxe stereo headphones worth over £5.
Our experienced sound consultants will be pleased to
demonstrate any equipment in the comfort of our
demonstration room.
OHUGE DISCOUNTS
eAFTER SALES SERVICE
eDEMONSTRATION ROOM
OSPEEDY MAIL
ORDER SERVICE
eCREDIT FACILITIES TO PERSONAL CALLERS
eALL PRODUCTS BRAND
NEW eFULL MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEE.

Special speedy delivery by Securicor within 72 hours £2.50 extra. All prices correct at time of going to press ( E & OE) and are subject to alterations.

Numb Null lurk 1111

372 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W2 TEL: 01-723 0044

00085 FROM CNUISCII St

OPENS DAYS AWEEK, MON- SA7 Sam-

Epm

means `British Nee ut its best

We cannot offer you ' multi- knob wonders', and gimmicks we prefer to dispense with. This
may be considered old fashioned by some but we are doing very nicely, thank you, and this
we owe to the buying public being appreciative of solid reliability and money spent on what
really matters in fidelity of reproduction. If your thoughts are on apar with ours then permit
us to give you even more convincing information on FAL products.

The progressive name in High Fidelity Audio.

'PHASE 25' CLASS ' A'
SILICON STEREO AMPLIFIER

Superb Reproduction. Impressive Specification. An amplifier second- to- none in the
field of true High Fidelity. 12 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms. Total Harmonic
Distortion of . 02%. Press button selection of all essential facilities. Stereo headphone
socket. Filter, etc. A design layout which ensures maximum
Rec. Ret.
reliability. A styling handsome yet unobtrusive.
Price

£56

I.C.F.M. TUNER
A stereo FM Tuner with press button selection of 4 pre-set channels plus manual
tuning. 3silicon IC's. M.O.S.F.E.T. front end.
Rec. Ret.
Electronically tuned. Voltage stabilisation.
Price
A.F.C. Tuning meter. Stereo Beacon. etc.

£51.75

'PHASE 44' STEREO AMPLIFIER
An all- silicon, fully integrated unit with an output per channel of 20 watts into 8ohms.
Complete in teak veneered cabinet. Features include press button selection, stereo
headphone socket, filter. The specification justifies
Rec. Ret.
use o' the best ancillary equipment—the price makes
Price
this entirely feasible.

in-iniee

44

£42.50

represents outstanding value for money and possesses a specification rivalling
that of amplifiers selling at higher price levels.'
Jonathan Vickers, ' Popular HiFi'

FUTURISTIC AIDS LTD.
104 Henconner Lane, Leeds 13

S.A.E. FOR LEAFLETS
Manufacturers of good audio equipment at realistic prices.

2INTO1 CAN GO!

...AND IT SOUNDS BEST IN A

`*\ TANNO1' /./ ENCLOSURE
The "
Chatsworth'R.T.
Height 331-",
width .15+",
depth 101".

"Lancaster"
free-standing fitted
with 12" or 15" Dual
Concentric. Height
2'94", width l'94"
depth l'Or.

GOLD:
DUAL CONCENTRIC

SPECIFICATION
Frequency Response: 30-10000 Hz.
Fewer Handling Capacity:
15 50 Watts. 11" 30 Watts. Ill LZ :75Watts.
Impedance: !IL/ nominal. 511 minimum.

...provides the perfect integrated source
needed for stereo. The Monitor Gold is
two separate transducers in asingle
assembly fed by asophisticated
cross- over and treble control network.

"Ill LZ Mk. It"
Aperiodic enclosure
with III LZ unit.
Height 1'3",
width 1'11",
depth 9,4".

The Majority of Recording and TV Studios use TANNOY Monitors

554

70% OF THE
MONITOR GOLDS
PRODUCED ARE
EXPORTED TO:
U SA
JAPAN
CANADA
SOUTH AFRICA
AUSTRIA
ITALY
SINGAPORE
HOLLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
SWITZERLAND
NORWAY
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
THAILAND
ZAMBIA
KENYA
HONG KONG
MALAYSIA
FRANCE

\+\ riNNOY /*/,

NORWOOD ROAD • WEST NORWOOD
LONDON • SE27 9AB
TELEPHONE 01-670 1131

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD.
166 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON
BLI 8DR LANCASHIRE. Tel.: 22636

***SPECIAL OFFER ON LEAK
NEW RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS

SPECIAL OFFERS
• • GARRARD SP25 MK 3 FITTED IN TEAK
VENEER
PLINTH
WITH
TINTED
COVER
WIRED DIN OR PHONO TO ORDER
WITH SONOTONE 9TA/HC
£ 15-00
WITH GOLDRING G850
£ 17.00
WITH GOLDRING G800
£ 19.50
••GARRARD AP76 FITTED IN TEAK VENEER
PLINTH WITH TINTED COVER WIRED DIN
OR PHONO TO ORDER
£30-00
WITH GOLDRING G800 ..
£34-00
WITH SHURE M75E1/2 ..
£1.00
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE

••••••e•

AMPLIFIERS (
cased)
•" ALBA UA700
£ 37-93
••SINCLAIR 2000 .. £35.00
••METROSOUND ST2OE £39.50
••SINCLAIR 3000 .. £45-00
••AOGERS RAVENSBROOK £55•50
"ARMSTRONG 521
£59.00
•ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE
£69•50
LEAK DELTA 30 .. £65.00
"LEAK DELTA 70 .... £79-50
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE £ 1.00

4 IRLAM SHOPPING CENTRE,
061 775 5822 IRLAM, MANCHESTER

•

LEAK DELTA 30
£25.00
£23.50
£27.00
£31.00
£41.00
£45 00
£51.00
£48.50
£59 00

REC RETAIL
£65 00

OUR PRICE

LEAK DELTA 70

£48•50

REC. RETAIL
£79.50

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI-00

OUR ? RICE

£59-00

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI-00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS cased
•ROGERS RAVENSBROOK £ 108.43 £82.00
*ARMSTRONG 526
£ 105.92 £84-00
•ARMSTRONG 526/DEC... £ 115-22 £90.00
•LEAK DELTA 75
£ 165.00 £ 131.00
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE 1-00

LEAK DELTA FM
REC. RETAIL
£75.00

SPEAKERS
••W'DALE DENTON 2 PR
£39.90
•-W .DALE LINTON 2/PR. .
L49.90
£49.90
"NEW LEAK 150/PR.
£59.26
**R. ALLEN FLAMENCO/PR.
"NEW LEAK 250/PR.
£65-00
**R. ALLEN PAVANE/PR. ..
£70•50
•W'DALE MELTON 2/PR. ..
£70-00
"CELESTION D1TTON I5/PR.
£76.94
•W'DALE DOVEDALE 3/PR
£90-00
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
00

£29 50
£37 50
£37 50
£46 00
£47.50
£50.00
£49 00
£54.50
£61 00

OUR PRICE

LEAK DELTA AM/FM

£56-50

REC. RETAIL
£89.50

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE L1.00

OUR PRICE

£67-50

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI 00

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

I.

AFTER SALES SERVICE

CALL NOW AND LISTEN TO ANY COMBINATION OF ITEMS
STARRED: * BOLTON

** BOLTON-IRLAM

CARTRIDGES
•SONOTONE 9TA,HC DIA.
•GOLDRING G850 DIA ..
"GOLDRING G800 DIA ..
•SHURE M447 DIA ..
•'SHURE M55E DIA
•GOLDRING GI300E DIA ..
"SHURE M75E.I/2 DIA ..
••SHURE M75E/2 DIA
SHURE VI5/2 DIA ..
CARRIAGE FREE

£3-75
£6-27
£12•55
£9•84
£12•52
£18•16
£18.78
£20•57
£39•35

***SPECIAL OFFER ON LEAK/WHARFEDALE
RANGE OF SPEAKERS

£2.00
£4.00
£6.00
[7-00
£9.00
£10.00
£12.00
£13.00
£26.50

WHARFEDALE

TURNTABLES
"GARRARD SP25 MK 3 CHAS. [ 16 63
"GOLDRING GL72 CHAS... £28.68
'GOLDRING GL72/PLINTH £37•29
• • GOLDRING GL72/PLINTH/C £41•77
••GARRARD AP76 CHAS. .. £29•26
**CONNOISSEUR BD2/SAU2 £32•00
"CONNOISSEUR BD2/SAU2/P/C £40•42
"GOLDRING GL75 CHAS... £40•15
••GOLDRING GL75/PLINTH £48.76
••GOLDRING GL75/PLINTH/C £53•78
"GARRARD ZERO 1005 .. £5434
*GARRARD ZERO 100S P/C £65•58
*GARRARD 401 • .. £40-15
*GARRARD 401/3009 ARM .. £73-35
'PI SPACER & MTG. BD. .. £6.00
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE £ 1.00

£10.50
£20.00
£27.00
£31.00
£21-00
£27.00
£35•00
£30.00
£36.00
£40-00
£41.00
£51-00
£28.50
£52.00
£4.00

BARCLAYCARDS
WELCOME
CALLERS ONLY

ISO

REC. RETAIL
£39.90 PAIR

REC. RETAIL
£49.90 PAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£29-50

£37•50

PAIR

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI-00

WHARFEDALE

NEW LEAK
250

REC RETAIL
£49 90 PAIR

REC. RETAIL
£65.00 PAIR

OUR PRICE

£37•50

OUR PRICE

£47.50

PAIR

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE [ 1.00

FULL refund by return post if any item out of stock and not available within
7 days.

MAIL

ORDERS TO
555

BOLTON -

PAIR

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI-00

Special 3 Day delivery service by Securicor. All items despatched on receipt of
order. Charge £2-SO per item.

ALL

PAIR

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE LI-00

LINTON 2

CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
TO CALLERS
PLEASE TELEPHONE OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

NEW LEAK

DENTON 2

DEPARTMENT HFN

I
OPEN 9-00-S-30 T.W.
9-00-8-00 Thur-Fri
900-5-00 Sat.
CLOSED MONDAY

ALL ITEMS CARRY MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEES
AMPLIFIERS

P&P £ 1.00

.. £ 1400
Amstrad 8000 ..
£1600
Amstrad 8000 Mk 11 ..
£2800
Amstrad IC2000 ..
£4200
Ferrograph F307 Mk 11
£4900
Leak Delta 30
£5900
Leak Delta 70 ..
•
£2600
Alpha FA2I2
.. £ 2900
Alpha FA300
.•
£
3300
Alpha FA400
.. £ 6900
Cambridge P50
..
£
11400
Cambridge P100
.. £ 2000
Dulci 207M ..
.. £ 2500
Metrosound ST2OE
.. £ 1700
HL Audio 707 ..
£46 50
Metrosound ST60
.. £ 2900
Tripletone 800 II
.. £ 3800
Wharfedale Linton
Quad 303-33 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook 511 Cased £ 42 00
Rogers Ravensbrook Sil Chassis £ 36 75
Rogers Case only
£ 600
Rogers Aux Pre- Amp.
50
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased.. £ 5I00
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis £ 46 50
Sinclair 2000 ..
E22 00
Sinclair 3000 ..
E30 00
Sinclair Stereo 60, Z30, PZ5 £ l5 50
Sinclair Stereo 60, Z30, PZ6 £ l8 00
Sinclair Stereo 60, Z50, PZ8
and Mains Trans. .. £ 22 00
Sinclair A.F.U.
£ 4 75
Sinclair Z30
E3 75
Sinclair Z30 PZ5
£ 7 95
Sinclair 250
ES 00
Sinclair IZ50 PZ8 and Trans. £ 600
Sinclair PRO 605
El 9 00
Sinclair ICl2 . .
E2 00
Teleton SAQ206B
£ 8 50
Viceroy Newcord TFS70 £ 67 00
Viceroy Vas70
.
£ 42 00
Viceroy International £ l8 50
Eagle TSA
£ 25 50
TSA 60
..
£ 36 00
Linear LT66 .. ..
50
Rota 1500
..
05 00
Rota 2200
E2 I00
Also in stock Philips, Pioneer,

TURNTABLES

P&P 20p.

Garrard SP25 Mk III ..
Garrard AP 76
Garrard 401 ..
Garrard SL95B
Garrard SL75B
Garrard SL65B
Garrard Zero 100 ..
Garrard 2025TC with Sonotone
9TAHCD cartridge
B.S.R. McDonald MP60
B.S.R. McDonald HT70
B.S.R. McDonald MP60 P/C ..
B.S.R. McDonald HT70 P/C ..
Transcriptors Saturn .
Transcriptors Hyd Reference
Transcriptors Hyd Reference
with 9" or 10" arm ..
Goldring GL85
Goldring GL85/P .. • .
Goldring 85/75/69/Lid
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75/P
Goldring P75 ..
Goldring GL72
Goldring GL72/P
Goldring P72 ..
Goldring G99 ..
Goldring C99 ..
Goldring GIOUP
Goldring GL69
Goldring GL69/P
Philips GA 202A
Philips GA 160
Philips GA 105
Philips GA 308
Pioneer PL I2AC
Pioneer PLA25
Thorens TD150 AB
Thorens TD 150 A
Thorens TX I1 ..
Thorens TDI50
Thorens TDI25
Thorens TDI25AB
Thorens TX25

£1000
£2000
£2800
£35 00
£2900
£1400
£3800
£9
£9
£19
£2I
£28
£69
£65

00
95
SO
00
00
00
00

£77 00
£47 50
£56 50
£5 00
£28 50
£37 00
£7 00
£23 00
£31 00
£7 00
£21 00
£9 00
£21 00
£19 00
£26 00
£52 00
£27 00
£15 50
£3000
£35 00
£66 50
£40 00
£36 00
£4 00
£30 00
£61 00
£91 00
£7 50

Also in stock Sonab and Sansui

Rotel.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P&P £ 1.50

SPEAKERS priced per pair
P&P A. 75p; B. £ 100; C. £ 150

Wharfedale 100-1 . £ 91 00
Teleton R8000 with speakers.. £ 34 00
Teleton CR I
OT with speakers £ 25 00
Teleton F2000 . •
E28 00
Teleton F2100 . •
E3 I00
Goodmans Mod. 80 . •
E68 00
Goodmans 80 Comp. .. • • 036 00
Philips RH78I.
•
£ 51 00
Philips RH882
E76 00
Pioneer SX440
£ 87 00
Pioneer KX330
£ 64 00
Pioneer LX440
£ 91 00
Pioneer SX770
£109 00
Pioneer SX990
£ 29 00
Pioneer SXI500
£ 169 00
Pioneer SX2500
£ 240 00
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £ 79 99
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased .. £ 89 00
Rotel RX200
£ 63 50
Leak Delta 75
..
£ 31 00
Midland 19/542
£ 34 00
Armstrong 525
£ 70 00
Philips RH702
£ 100

Wharfedale Denton II
Wharfedale Linton 11 ..
Wharfedale Melton 11
Wharfedale Triton III
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill
Wharfedale Rosedale Ill
Goodmans Magister ..
Goodmans Magnum K-2
Goodmans Mezzo 3 ..
Goodmans Minister ..
Goodmans Havant ..
Goodmans Double Maxim
Goodmans Dimension- 8
B & W DM1
B & W DM3
B & W 70 ..
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk 11
Viceroy 10E
Viceroy 6
Viceroy 5
Viceroy 4
Sinclair QI6
Ste- Ma 350
Ste- Ma 300 ..
Ste- Ma Hi -Fi 5 ..
Ste- Ma Hi -Fi 3 ..
Ste- Ma 450
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Wafer ..
Metrosound Duplex 15
Metrosound Duplex 25
Leak 150
Leak 250
Leak 600
Leak Mini Sandwich ..

Also in stock Sansui and Akai.
STOP PRESS
Full range of Scan Eltra in Stock.

TUNERS

P&P £ 1.00

Crown FM20 ..
E35 00
Leak Delta FM
£ 58 75
Leak Delta AM/FM
[ 69 00
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £ 32 00
Rogers Ravensbrook Case .. £ 36 00
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £ 43 50
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased £ 48 50
Sinclair Project 60
£ 18 95
Rotel RT320
£ 39 00
Tripletone
C32 00
Sinclair 2000 ..
C34 00
Dulci FMT7
09 60
Dulci FMTTS
£ 27.00
Korting T600 ..
£39.00
Also in stock Sansui, Pioneer and Philips.

COMPACT SYSTEMS
P&P £2.50

TAPE DECKS and
P&P £ 150
RECORDERS

Teleton CMS300
£60 00
Viceroy Unit 3
£ 39 00
Fidelity UA2
..
£ 34 00
Fidelity UA1 ..
f69 00
Windsor 1550/5
£ 43 00
Windsor 1105
..
£ 28 50
Philips GF808
..
£ 79 00
Philips GF823
..
£ 39.00
Philips GF824
..
£ 55 00
Philips GF805
..
£ 59 75
Philips RF833
..
£ 56.00
Philips RF834
..
£ 7I75
Marconiphone 4450
£ 56.00
Marconiphone 4406
£ 71 00
Marconiphone 4451
£ 85 00
Marconiphone 4452
£ 98 00
Decca Compact 3
£ 103 00
AS 103 .. ..
ESS 00
AS 501 .. .
E49 00
Amstrad 1000
..
£ 35.00

Ferrograph 722/724
Ferrograph 702/704
Philips N4404 ..
Philips N4307 ..
Philips N4308 ..
Philips N4303 ..
Philips N4407 ..
Philips N4450 ..

SPEAKER KITS priced per
pair. P&P A. 75p; B. £ 1.50;
C. £ 2.00
Goodrnans DIN 20
£ 23
KEF K4 Baffle .. . £ 31
Wharfedale Unit 3
Wharfedale Unit 4
£ 24
Wharfedale Unit 5
..
£ 35

00a
001,
70b
50b
00c

£190 00
£163 00
£7400
£38 00
£47 00
£34 00
£88 00
£230 00

Also in stock, AKAI.

8 TRACK & CASSETTE
RECORDER PLAYER
P&P £ 1.00
Teleton STP801
£ 42.00
Orion complete
£ 69.50
Akai CR80 ......£ 75 00
Akai CR8OD
E58-00
Akai CS50
£ 96 00
Akai CSSOD
£ 80-50
Metrosound 448
£43.00
Metrosound S330
£ 65-00
Philips EL3302
C18 00
Philips N2202 .. .
E21.50
Philips N2204 .. . •
C26.00
Philips N2503 .. . •
E43 00
Philips N2401 .. • .
E64-00
Wharfedale DC/9 • • £ 90.00

Also in stock Cambridge, Keletron,
Sonab, Leak and KEF. Full range in stock.

HEADPHONES

P&P 50p
£13 00
a 75
£3 SO
a 25
£2 50
ES 00
£8 00
£9 00
£6 SO
£3 00
£9 50
£4 95
£6 25
.0.75
£21.50

Pioneer 5E50 ..
Pioneer SE30
Rogers Ravensbrook
Wharfedale DDI
Viceroy MD803
Viceroy SHI300
Viceroy MD808V
Viceroy SDH 205V
Viceroy SDH7DV
Viceroy 17-001
Sennheiser HD4I 4
Akai ASE-95
Akai ASE- 20
Aka, ASE- 22
Koss Pro 4AA
•

CARTRIDGES

P&P 10p

Sonotone 9TAHCD
Goldring G850..
Goldring G800
Goldring G800/E
Goldring G800/SE
Shure VIS type 2 imp.
Shure M75E Type 2 ..
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ..
Shure M75G Type 2 ..
Shure M75-6 Type 2 • .
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M447
Shure M445
Shure M3DM
Shure M3 IE
Shure M32E
Empire 1000 ZE/X
Empire 999 VE/X
Empire 999 TE/X
Empire 999 SE/X
Empire 999 E/X
Empire 999/X ..
Empire 909/X ..
Empire 909/EX
Empire 90EEX
ADC 10/E IV ..
ADC 26

•

'

£1 60
£3 50
£600
£11 00
£1600
£25 99
£11 50
£1300
£13 00
£1200
£600
£7 00
£700
£700
£3 25
£8 50
£7 95
£4850
£3450
£2075
£1670
£I2 25
£875
£7 25
£9 95
£7 50
£2400
£4300
£450

Also in stock Audio-Technica and Ortofon.

Lci
556

£29 506
£39 00c
£49 00d
£S1 00d
£62 00e
£91 00e
£5.00e
£60 00d
£48 00d
£6 00e
£42 006
. £ 50.00b
.. £ 101 00e
L58 00c
£99.00e
.. £ 235 00e
£44.00b
£92.00d
£78 00 c
£60.00c
£39 006
£20 006
£16 00a
£10.00a
E7 50 a
£4 00a
£56 00e
LSO 00c
£85 00e
£72.00d
. • £ 4I 00d
• • £ 43.00b
£30.00b
£49.00c
. • C78- 00d
• . £ 37.00b
• • £ 47.00b
• . £65 .00e
• • E37.006

Also in stock Clark,
Sansui.

Rotel,

PICKUP ARMS

Koss and

P&P 40p

SME 3009/52 .
SME 3012/52
SME Type HE 3009/52
SME Type HE 3012/52
SME 52 ( P&P Free) ..
SME P.I spacer
Ortofon R5212
Audio Technica 1005 Mk 11 ..
Connoisseur SAU-2
Decca International
Transcriptor Fluid ..
Watts Dust Bug ( P&P Free) .
•

Also in stock, Goldring.

£23
£24
£26
£28
£2
El
£22
£15
£12
£20
£25
£1

00
60
75
00
00
00
95
00
00
00
00
24

AUDI

SUPPLIES

SPECTACULAR OFFER!!

System AS 2000

Save over £40

Featuring the Amstrad IC 2000 amplifier, " a beauty in looks and
performance." British made, entirely designed around integrated
circuits, modular construction and neonominism electric principles,
18 watt R.M.S. per channel, push button controls for magnetic
and ceramic pick-ups, tape and radio, sensitive super balance
control, mono/stereo and loudness toggle switches, separate volume,
treble and bass controls and headphones input plus the added
refinement of scratch and rumble fitters. Speakers are the famous
Wharfdale Denton 2.1Turntable is the renowned Garrard SP 25 MKIII
fitted with the well known Goldring G 800 magnetic cartridge
plus plinth and cover. We at Audio Supplies have put a lot of
research into this system and believe it is going to be the
most popular system of 1972. List price over £ 122.
Our price £ 82 P & P £ 2.50

Top quality plinths & covers f4.50
Suitable for Garrard AT60, SP25, 2000, 3000, 3500, 5100,
2025, 1025, SL65B and B.S.R. McDonald range. Superbly
finished plinth, ready cut for use (fully assembled).
Complete with tinted perspex cover. This unit is finished
in Teak polish and will blend in any home. Please state
deck when ordering. P & P 50p

Featuring the Amstrad 8000 amplifier, the most successful
amplifier on the British market. Des;gned on modular principles
around more advanced electronic circuitry techniques to stand up
to the measured output with no power loss even after continual
use and producing new levels in distrotion free stereo reproduction
(7 watts R.M.S. per channel). Facilities mono/stereo selector
switch, separate bass, treble and balance controls affording really
accurate tone control through bass znd treble. Sockets for headphones, tape plus 4 input and speaker sockets. ( Amplifier available
with scratch filter £ 2 extra). Turntable is the famous Garrard
SP 25 MK Ill fittea with a Golarind G 800 magnetic cartridge.
Superb pl'nth and cover. Speakers are the Viceroy VSE 10.•
List price over £ 93. Our price £ 55 P & P £ 2.50.
•Viceroy VSE 10 luxury loudspeaker enclosures 13" x 8"
3 free
high flux density elliptical bass speaker crossover network
10" LP's for
and 3'' treble speaker. Exceilent bass response. Frequency
personal callers
range 40-15000 Hz.
buying a complete
system
Monday to
Wednesday
PLINTHS & COVERS
SME 2000 system in teak, walnut, or Rosewood cut or
uncut. £31.00. P.P. £2.00

SUPERB PLINTHS & COVERS
FOI Garrard AP75, APIS,
Price £5.00. P & e 75p.

Super version in aluminium ar50
Do not confuse with cheaper versions—the only thing
cheap about these plinths and covers are the prices.

Add additional £ 1.75 for
36 hour Securicor
Special Delivery Service.

Dept.

HFN3

Make cheques, Money Orders
payable to Audio Supplies Ltd.,
(Cash Registerec).

HW 14

£20.00

P & P £2.00

HW 12

£13.00

P & P £2.00

AUDIO SUPPLIES have to offer
one of the largest selections
of HI- Fl AUDIO EQUIPMENT
at lawest possible prices.

50 STAMFORD HILL, LONDON N16

SL72B,

SL75B,

SL95B.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
For information on goods
advertised write direct to
manufacturers.

Telephone: 01-806 3611

We are easy to find, 50 yds from Stoke Newington (BR ) Station.106, 67,149,76,73, 249,243,247 Buses pass our door.
Personal callers please note that Cheques are
only accepted if backed by arelevant bank cheque
card.
Payment by Barclaycard accepted by
ar rangement. All prices subject to change without nonce as and when necessary.

OPEN
Mon. to Wed. 9.30 am - 6pm Fri. open until 8.00 pm
Closed Thurs.
Sat. 9.30 am - 5pm
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HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES
Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

GOODMANS Cont.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

£23 95
ALBA UA 700
£34-50
£27.95
ALPHA 212 by Highgate £ 36-75
AMSTRAD Stereo 8000
£16-90
£27-95
Mk 2
£27.95
£42.95
AMSTRAD I.C. 2000
£42-95
£59-00
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
£16-95
£26-00
DULCI 207 ..
£19.50
£32.00
DULCI 207M
FERROGRAPH F307
£64.00 £46-95
Mk 11 ( cased) ..
FERROGRAPH F307
£42-95
£60-00
Mk. 11 ( metal case)
£34.95
GOODMANS Maxamp £54.00
£48-50
£65.00
LEAK Delta 30 ( cased)
£58-95
£79-50
LEAK Delta 70 ( cased)
£25.95
METROSOUND ST2OE £39-50
£49-95
£70-00
METROSOUND ST60
£56-95
£79-00
PHILIPS RH 591 ..
£37.95
£52-00
PHILIPS RH 590 ..
£19-95
£29.00
PHILIPS RH 580 ..
£38.95
£53.62
PIONEER SA500A
£59.95
£83-75
PIONEER SA600 ..
£66.95
£97-97
PIONEER SA700 ..
£75.95
PIONEER SA800 .. £109.21
£93.95
PIONEER SA900 .. £133.83
£95-95
£137-56
PIONEER SAI000
PIONEER Reverbera£30-95
£46.35
tion 202W
£24.95
£34-90
RANK ROTEL 210
£31.50
£47-50
RANK ROTEL 310 ..
£48.95
£74
50
RANK ROTEL 610 ..
£42.50
ROGERS Ravensbourne £59-50
£46.95
Ravensbourne ( cased) £64-00
£34.50
Ravensbrook Mk. II £47-50
Ravensbrook ( cased)
£38-50
Mk. 11 ....£5250
£23-50
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £35-00
SINCLAIR PROJECT
£15-95
£23-90
60/2xZ30/PZ5
SINCLAIR PROJECT
£23-25
£34-86
60/2xZ50/PZ8/trans
SINCLAIR PROJECT
£21-95
£29.95
£4.45
£5-95
SINCLAIR AFU
£42-95
£61 -95
SINCLAIR Neoteric
£30.95
£45-00
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
£18.25
£32-50
TELETON SAO 206 .
£19-95
£30.00
TELETON 307 ..
VOLTEX 100w Stereo
Discotheque, 8 electronically mixed inputs
£ 185.00 £ 139.00
WHARFEDALE Linton
amplifier .. £60-00 £42-50
All take both ceramic and magnetic
cartridges.

TUNERS
°ARMSTRONG 523
AM/FM .. £ 54-22 £41 50
°ARMSTRONG 524 FM £42-17 £32 50
ARMSTRONG M8
Decoder .. £9-50 £7.50
•DULCI Fr-IT 7 FM .. £25-10 £ 17.95
DULCI FMT. 7s Stereo £33-79 £24 95
GOODMANS Stereomax £80-07 £47-95
LEAK Delta FM .. £75-00 £58-50
LEAK Delta AM/FM .. £89-50 £68-95
METROSOUND
Duplex 15
£ 32-00 £23-95
METROSOUND
Duplex 25 .. £ 52.00 £36-95
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £45.30 £34-95
PHILIPS RH 691 .. £85.80 £69-95
PIONEER TX500 AM/FM £66-09 £53 95
PIONEERTX900AM/FM £ 147-15 £ 116.00
RANK ROTEL 320 .. £ 54-94 £39.95
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Chassis ..
L59-63 £45-50
Ravensbourne in teak
case .. .
L64-45 £48-95
Ravensbrook Chassis £43-37 £34.95
Ravensbrook ( cased) £49-39 £38-95
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £45-00 £34.95
SINCLAIR 3000 .. £45-00 £34.95
SINCLAIR project 60
tuner ( stereo) .. £25.00 £ 19-25
TELETON GT101 .. £43.93 £30-50
All above Tuners are complete with MPX
Stereo Decoder except where starred

TURNTABLES

GARRARD SP25 Mk III £ IS- 85 £9.95
GARRARD SL6513 £20•48 £ 13•45

COMET for after- sales service throughout the U.K.
Pictured, Service Dept. at Clough Road, Hull; also at Stockton, Leeds,
Wakefield, Doncaster, Goole. Bridlington, Birmingham, Edinburgh, Leicester
and Rochdale.
Rec. Retail
Price
GARRARD SL9513 £49-23
GARRARD 401
£39-26
GARRARD SL72B £31-83
GARRARD Zero 100 £56-25
GARRARD Zero 100S £51•75
GARRARD WB4 base
Mk IIZ to fit Zero
100 & Zero 1005 .. £6.40

Cornet
Price
£32.95
£27-45
£23-95
£42.95
£41-95
£4-95

The following Turntables are complete
with base, plinth, perspex cover and
cartridge. Fully wired and ready for use.
All at special prices.
Sp. price
Garrard SP25
Mk
III with
Goldring G800 .. £ 18.90
SP25
Mk
Ill
with
Shure M 44/7 ..
£20-95
SP25
Mk
Ili with
£22-95
Shure M 55F ..
AP76 with Goidring
£29-90
G800 .
AP76with Shure M55E £33-95
AP76withShureM75E1 £35.95
2025 with Sonotone
9TAHC
£13.90
Goldring705/P
with G850 .. £26-00 £10.95
THORENS 150 AB complete in TXII cover.
Shure M55E cartridge £64.83
£49.95
Goldring GL75
£40.95
with G800
Base and Cover to fit Garrard
SP2S, SL55, SL658 Special Price
£3-60
GARRARD 4013 .. £ 13-34 £ 10.95
GARRARD AP76 £27•85 £ 18-85
COLORING GL69 Mk II £27-60 £ 18.95
GL69P Mk II .. £36-21 £26-95
COLORING GL75 £40-15 £28-95
GL75P
£48-76 £35-95
Covers for 69P and 72P £4-48 £3.75
Cover for 75p ( deluxe) £ 5.02 £3.95
C99- plinth and cover
for G99
LI 1-05 £9.75
GOLDRING G99 .. £26-89 £ 19-90
GOLDRING G 10IP £28-68 £22-95
GOLDRING GL72
Chassis .. £28-68 £22.95
GOL DRI NG GL72P £37 29 £29-95
GOL DRING GL85 £ 62.74 £47-95
GOLDRING GL85P £ 72-78 £55-95
GOODMANS 3025 .. £37.74 £ 19.95
LEAK Delta ..
L69.50 £59-95
McDONALD MP60 £ 15-20 £ 10-70
McDONALD 610 .. £ 19.28 £ 14-50
McDONALD HT70 £21-22 £ 15-45
McDONALD HT70 inc.
plinth and cover .. £30-68 £22-25
Base and Cover for
MP60 and 610
Speciat Price
£4-25
PHILIPS 202 Electronic £66.50 £52.95
PHILIPS 308 transcription unit complete
with base and cover £ 7-60 £28.95
PIONEER PLI2A with
bu -eand cover .. £48-34 £36.25
THORENS TX25 cover £13-52 £6•60
70125
£76.03 £59-45
TDI25AB .• [115-57
£93.95

THORENS Cons.

Rec. Rerni
Price

Comet
Price

TDI50 Mk II
£ 34-67
£28.75
TDI50A Mk IJ
£44-40
£34•25
TDI50AB Mk II £48-05
£38-95
TXII cover
£4-26 £3.75
WHARFEDALE Linton
with base and cover
and Shure M447 cartridge
£35 00 £27.95

TU NER/AMPLIFIERS

AKAI AA8500 .. £221-85 £ 173.50
AKAI 6600 .. £ 137-34 £ 107-50
AKAI 6300
£. 128-85 £94.50
AKAI 6200 .. £91-56 £73 95
ARENA 2600 . . LI 11.30 £69.95
ARENA T9000 .. C303-45 [285.00
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder
£9.50 £7.50
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £92.77 £69 95
ARMSTRONG 526 .. £ 105.72 £79 95
GOODMANS Module
80, 35w. RMS
£91•59 £68.50
GOODMANS Module 80
Compact .. £ 16500 £ 129-00
GOODMANS Module 110
FM/MW/LW/SW
100w. RMS .. £ 135.00 £ 108.00
LEAK Delta 75
•
•
£ 128.95
MIDLAND 19/542 • . [49-56 £ 37.50
PHiLIPS RH 790 • • £ 134.00 £77.95
PIONEER 440£ 104.18 £82.95
SX770 AM/FM £ 139-23 £ 109.95
SX990 AM/FM £ 167-83 £ 129 95
ROGERS Ravensorook
Chassis .. £99-39 £81-95
Ravensbrook (cased) £I08.43
£87 95
RO TEL RX 150 .. £69-90 £53-50
TANDBERG 1171 .. £ 110-00 £82-50
TANDBERG TR200 £99-00 £82-95
TELETON F2000 .. £51•50 £28.50
TELETON IOATI 50w.
RMS
L160-00 £94-00
TELETON TES50 .. 79-65
£
£53-95
TELETON TFS5C LA
MW/LW/FM .. £86-64 £61-95
TELETON CR55 .. £ 12.5.26
£61 95
WHARFEDALE 100-1 £ 139-00 £92 95
All the above Tuners and TeneriAmpiifiers
take both ceramic and magnetic cartridges,
except Teleton F2000 which takes ceramic
only. All include MPX Stereo Decoder
with the exception of Armstrong where
decoder is extra as Listed.

SPEAKERS
ARENA HT 227 ( pait>) £42.00
AKAI SWISS . £58-48
B & W Model 70 .. £ 159-50
B & VV DM3
£63-00
B & W DMI ( per pair) £76-94
CELESTION Dinar 120
I
per pair) .. . [57-70
CELESTION Ditton 15 £ 38-47
CELESTION Ditton 25 £65-00
CELESTION Ditton 44 £54-00
GOODMANS Minibter
(per pair) .. [4810
Havant ( per pair) . £56-00
Magister ..
E62-50
Double Maxim .. £33-00

£26.95
£39.95
£111.95
£47.95
£60.95
£43.95
£27.25
£44.50
£39.50
£34.95
L43-95
£39.50
125.75

Rec. Retail
Price

Corn
Pric.

Mezzo 3 ..
L34-00 £22.
Magnum K2 .. £44-00 £29.
Dimension 8 .. £ 69.00 £47
DIN 20 NT Kit . . £ I2.54
£9.1
KELETRON KN400 2speaker System ( pair) £ I6-10 £ 12.:
KELETRON KN600 3speaker System ( pair) £26-86
£18.'
KELETRON KN800 3speaker System .. £ 15-90
£10.'
KELETRON
KNI100
4- speaker System .. £20-40 £ 14-'
KELETRON
KNI600
3-speaker System .. £25-20 £ 16.'
KELETRON
KN2I00
3- speaker System .. £ 30.60 £20'
LEAK 150 ( per pair) .. £49-90 £37-'
LEAK 250 ( per pair) .. £65-00 £47..
LEAK 600 .. . [49-50 £34..
METROSOUNDHFS 103
(pair) . £30-05 £23.
METROSOUND 202 £21-50
Cll .
PHILIPS RH 411 ( pair) £21-20 £ 16.'
PHILIPS RH 481 ( pair) £21-20 £ 16.
PHILIPS RH 482 ( per
£28.
£34-70
£30.
£38.00
PHpl
a
Li
l
r)
P S 496 :
£3-95
SINCLAIR QI6
£16£24-00
STE -MA 400 ..
£23'
C28-03
TANDBERG Tan 7 .
TANDBERG Tan 11
£38.00 £31.
(per pair)
TANDBERG Tan 12
£52.00 £44•
teak ( pair) ..
TANDBERG Tan 25
teak ( pair) £68-00 £513.
TANDBERG Tan 50 teak £65-00
£49.
VOLTEX ( Teak) pair £20.50 £ 14.
WHARFEDALE Speakers
Denton Mk 11 ( per
pair) .. £39.90 £29.
Linton Mark 11 ( per
pair) .. £49-90 £37.
Melton Mk 11
L35-00 £24Dovedale 3 Mark II
(new model) .. £45-00 £30.
Rosedale .. [65.00 £44Triton ( pair) .. £72.16 £37.
Unit 3 Speaker Kit £ 12.53 £9Unit 4 Speaker Kit £ 18-00 £ 12
Unit 5 Speaker Kit £26-00 £ 17.

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Twin£8.84
Axiette 8 ..
£14-45
Axiom 201
Axiom 401 .. £ 17436
Twin Axiom 10
£9.86
Audiom 13P
£5.35
Audiom 10P
£5-83
Audiom I2P
£ 12•37
Audiom I5P
£20.00
Audiom I8P
L34-00
ARU 172 .. £4.50
Trebax 100
£8.60
Axent 100
£6-90
Midax 650 .. £ 12-95
Attenuator .. £3-55
Crossover Networks
X0/950/5000 .. £9-75
Crossover Networks
X0/950
C•40
Crossover Networks
X0/5000 .. £165
WHARFEDALE
8in.
Bronze/RS/DD .. £4.82
Super 8/RS/DD [8.19
Super I
0/RS/DD£11 .20
WMTI Matching
Transformer £0.84

£6.
£10£12£7£3£4.
£9£14£24.
£3.
£5.
£4.
£8£2£7.
£4£1.
£3.
£6.
£10.
£0.

HEADPHONES
AKAI ASE9 .. .. £6.50 £4.
AKAI ASE22 .. .. £ 11-00 £7.
AKG K60 .. .. £ 15-00 £ 12DULCI SH 650 D .. Special Price £2.
PIONEER SE 50 .. £ 19-20 £ 14.
PIONEER SE 30 .. £ 12.60 £9.
PIONEER SE 20A .. [7-50 £5.
KOSS ESP-9 Electrostatic .. .. £69.00 [53.
KOSS ESP- 6 Electrostatic .. .. £45-00 £36.
KOSS PRO-4AA .. £28-00 £22.
KOSS KO-727B .. £ 16-50 £ 13.

PRICES!

OVER 1000 ITEMS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED WITH AFTER- SALES SERVICE
All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers' sealed cartons

idphanes Cont.

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

SS K- ill
£10.00 £7.95
SS K6/LC(witn volume
ontrol)
L14.00
£11.95
SHIBA HR 80 .. £6.82
£4.95
UtTRIDGES
DIO Technica AT66 £6.47
£4.50
,
LDRING 0850 .. £6•27
£3.95
LDRING G800 .. £ 12.55 £5.95
LDRING 0800E .. £ 18.16 £ 10.45
LDRING 0800
uper E
£25-10
£19.95
DLDRING CS90
terco
£5.02 £4.25
DU/RING CS9liE £7.53 £6.35
>IRE 1000ZE/X .. £ 60.34 £46.95
>IRE 999VE/X . • £43.00 £33.95
'IRE 999TE/X . • £25-09 £ 19.95
'IRE 999SE/X • . £20.31 £ 15-95
'IRE 999E/X • • £ 15.89 £ 12 30
'IRE 999/X• • £ 12.55 £8 85
'IRE 909E/X .. £ 12.37 £9.60
»IRE 909,
'X• • £ 9.26 £7.25
'IRE 90EE/X
BIT Magnetic NM22 Special Price £2.90
TOFON SLI5E £28-62
L22.95
TOFON 2x15K Trans. £7.00 £4.95
f0FON MISE
£29.08 £23.50
/RE M3DM
£7.16
£4.49
.IRE M3IE
LI 1.63 £8.69
JRE M32E
£10-73
£8.00
IRE 1132-3
£9.84 £7.80
IRE M44-5
£10-73 £7.25
IRE M44-7
£9.84 £6.70
IRE M- 44C
£9.84 £6.70
IRE M44E
£1 I .63 £ 7.95
/RE M55E
£12-52 £8.95
IRE M75G
£16.99 £ 11 95
IRE M75-6 £ 16.10 £ 10 95
IRE M75E1 £ 18.78 £ 12 95
/RE M75E
£20.57 £ 1350
IRE VIS-II .. £ 39-35 £27.50
red cartridges above are ceramic. All
irs are magnetic.
SES AND COVERS
tRARD vvoi Base £3.71 £3.25
tRARD VVB4 Base £ 5.49 £4.75
tRARD SPC ICover £3.60 £2.95
tRARD SPC4 Cover £4.27 £2.75
:ial offer of Base and Cover to fit:
RARD SP25, SL55,
£3-95
•658 and 3500 Special price
tRARC) VVB4 base
k IIZ to fit Zero
O & Zero 100S ..
£6.40
£4.95
.DRING P'inth 75 £8.60 £7.00
.DR1NG Plinth 69 £8.60 £7.00
.DRING Covers for
P and 72P
£4.48 £ 3.75
Sr for 75P
£5.02 £3.95
/RENS TX25 (for
)125AB) £8.52 £6.95
/RENS TX! ICover £4.26 £3.75
ise and Cover for
)125 .. . £ 15.04 £ 12.45
Plinth System 2000 £41.36 £ 33-50
'ORBOARDS only
£5.22 £3.25
E RECORDERS AND TAPE DECKS
.1
1720L 4- track
ereo . .
£83-73 £59 95
,I 4000D 4- track
ereo Deck ..
£89-95 £61 95

Rec. Retail Cornet
Price
Price
AKAI CROOD 8- track
Stereo tape deck .. £79.95
£55.95
AKAI CR80 8- track
Stereo Recorder .. £99.95 £69 95
AKAI X200D
C145.95
£103 00
AKAI 1800SD £ 153.00 £ 105.00
AKAI 2000SD .. £289.00 £2I
6.00
AKAI GXC4OD Cassette Tape Deck .. £87.50 £67.95
AKAI GXC 40 Cassette
Recorder .. £ 105.00 £79.95
BUSH Discasette DC 70 £21.19 £ 16.95
BUSH TP 60 Cassette
Tape Recorder .. £28-38 £23.95
BUSH TP 66 Battery/Main;
Cassette Recorder.. £ 28.95 £72 75
BUSH TP 70 Cassette,
Battery/Mains Tape
Recorder .. £28-91 £23.50
DANSETTE DCT 105
Cassette .. £21.90 £ 14.95
FERGUSON 3245 Twin.
Track
£36.70 £16.95
3246 4- track .. £42.55 £ 11.95
3247 4- track .. £47-95 £35-95
3248 4- track .. £ 53-75 £40 95
3252 4- track .. £ 100.52 £75 95
3258 4- track .. £72.40 £55-95
FERROGRAPH 7022- track
tape deck . £220.22 £ 175-00
FERROGRAPH 704/W
4-track tape deck .. £220.22 £ 175.00
FERROGRAPH 722 .. £256.52 £ 195.00
FERROGRAPH 724 .. £ 256-52 £ 195-00
GRUNDIG C200 de luxe
Cassette . £38.45 £28.95
GRUNDIG
TK
121
(twin- track) £57.90
£40.95
GRUNDIG TK 141 (4track) .. £63-90
£46 95
GRUNDIG TK 146 ( 4track Auto) £68.90
£51.50
GRUNDIG TK 147 4track Auto .. £95.75
£73.95
GRUNDIG C4I0 Cassette Recorder .. £43.70
£33.95
PHILIPS 2202 Cassette £26.90
£18.95
PHILIPS 2204 Cassette,
butt/mains
£32-30
£23.50
PHILIPS 3302 Cassette £23.05
£16.95
PHILIPS 4307 4- track £ 50.00
£34.95
PHILIPS 4308 De Luxe
4- track
£58.40
£42.50
PHILIPS 4404 2- track
Stereo Recorder .. £91.70
£67.95
PHILIPS 4407 4- track
Stereo Recorder .. £ 111.50
£83 95
PHILIPS 4500 4- track
Stereo tape deck .. £ 127.70
£93 95
PHILIPS 4-408 4- track
Stereo .. £ 134.20
£102 95
PHILIPS 2503 Cassette
Stereo Tape Deck £ 52.05
£45 95
PHILIPS 2400 Stereo
Cassette less L/S £ 68.00
£55 95
PYE 9109 cassette .. £20.95
£18.95
PYE 9116 stereo cassette £68-00
£52 95
TANDBERG 1841 4track Stereo tape deck £68.00
£49 95
TANDBERG 3021 X
Twin- track Stereo £ 107.00
£82.95
TANDBERG 304IX
4- track Stereo .. £ 107.00
£82.95
TANDBERG 4021X
Twin- track Stereo £ 174.00
£139.00
TANDBERG 404IX
4- track Stereo . £ 174.00
£139-00

Rec. Retail
Price
TANDBERG 604IX
4- track Stereo .. £ 188.00
TANDBERG 602IX
Twin-track Stereo £ 188.00
TELETON TC 110
Cassette Batt./Mains £26-79
TELETON TRCI30 Cassette with VHF/AM
Radio. Batt./Mains,
twin motors £40.31
WHARFEDALE Dolby
DC9 Cassette Stereo
Tape Deck .. £ 110-00

Cornet
Price
£ 149.00
£ 149.00
£ 18.95

£27.95
£89.95

HI- Fl STEREO SYSTEMS COMPLETE
ALBA UA 552 .. £45.86 £ 35-50
AMSTRAD Stereo 1000 £48.00 £34-95
DANSETTE Consort
Stereo .. £ 33.74 £29.95
DECCA SOUND 613 £70.14 £57.95
DECCA SOUND 614 £66.55 £54.95
DECCA SOUND 1204 £89-44 £72.95
DECCA COMPACT 3 £ 119-56 £ 103.95
DECCA 403 .. £ 59-50 £48.95
DECCA 613 .. £70.14 £57.95
ELIZABETHAN LZ101 £59.95 £42-95
FERGUSON 3450 with
Radio
£72.40 £61.95
FERGUSON 3451 .. £99.50 £79.95
FIDELITY UA2 Music
Master .. £44.50 £ 34.95

30
O
O
O
O
30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

MON.
TUES.
WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.

,stomers are
elcome to call nple car parking
cilities

PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco 75
GOLDRING Lenco L69
SME 3009 with S2 Shell
SME 3012 with S2 Shell

£13.98
£10.04
£33.26
£35-42

£9.50
£6.50
£24.95
£26.45

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS

COMPLETELY WIRED, MOUN TED AND READY FOR USE
THORENS TD 150AB Mk 11 with TX' I
LINTON System with Wharfedale
dust cover, SHURE M55E Cartridge.
Linton Amplifier, Linton Turntable
LEAK 70 Amplifier. 2 Wharfedale
with Shure M47 Cartridge and pair of
Dovedale 3 Speakers. Rec. Retail
Linton Mk 11 Speakers. Rec. Retail
price £234.33. COMET PRICE £ 175-95.
price £ 144-90 COMET PRICE £107.9
GOODMANS Module 80 Tuner/
Amplifier, Garrard AP76 Turntable
with Goldring G800 Cartridge and
2 Goodmans Minister Speakers.
Rec. Retail price £ 189.95. COMET
PRICE £ 13295.

GARRARD AP76 with base, cover and
Shure M55E cartridge. Arena
2600 AM/FM and SW Tuner/amp and
2 Goodmans Mezzo III speakers.
Rec. Retail price £229.43.
COMET PRICE £ 148.00.

GOLDRING 705P Turntable, fully wired.
complete with Goldring 850 cartridge.
Amstrad stereo 8000 amplifier and
2 Metrosound 103 Speakers. Rec.
Retail price £81.00. COMET
PRICE £49.95.

GOLDRING GL75 complete with
base and cover, 0800 Cartridge,
Wharfedale 100-1 Tuner/Amp and
2 Wharfedale Dovedale III speakers.
Rec. Retail price £294.79.
COMET PRICE £189.00.
PHILIPS 308 Transcription Turntable,
complete with plinth, base and cover,
and fitted with Empire 909E/X
cartridge, Rank Rote! 310 Amplifier
and pair of Wharfedale Triton Speakers
Rec. Retail price £ 169-63.
COMET PRICE £106.95.
GOODMANS Audio Suite, Goodmans
Maxamp stereo amplifier. Goodmans
stereomax AM/FM Tuner with decoder.
Pair of Goodmans Magnum K2 speakers.
Garrard AP76 turntable in base,
complete with cover and Goldring
G800 Cartridge. Beautifully finished
in Walnut. Rec. Retail price £257.13.
COMET PRICE £ 165.95.

comer HIGH FIDELITY

FREE Technical Advisory Service.

pen daily to
e public from
0 A.M. until -

Rec. Retail Cornet
Price
Price
FIDELITY UA1 Music
Master with Radio £ 103.00 £79.97
GOODMANS Module
80 compact system
FM/35w RMS ( Less
L/S)
C165-00
£129.00
HMV/2404/5/6 with
Radio .. £ 198.00 £ 153.00
HMV 2452 .. £65.65 £51.95
HMV 2450 with Stereo
Radio . . •. £ 134.20 £ 10795
MARCONI 4452 . £76.00 £57.95
PHILCO FORD MI500 £99.93 £68-50
PHILIPS 580/481/105 £71.00 £55 95
PHILIPS GF 823 .. £47-80 £ 35 95
PHILIPS GF 824 .. £67-10 £50 95
PHILIPS RF 833 .. £67.10 £51 95
PHILIPS GF 834 .. £86.40 £65 95
PHILIPS 808 system .. £96.05 £75.95
PYE Black Box Unit
Stereo 1022 .. £93.45 £69.95
STEEPLETONE stereo
system . . £41-75 £33.95
TELETON STP 8- track
Stereo System .. £54.75 £47.00
ULTRA 6026 .. £ 37.10 £ 30.95

METROSOUND 448 8- track stereo
play-back unit complete with 2 HFS
103 Speakers. Rec. Retail price £83-56.
COMET PRICE £70.95.
ALBA UA700 Amplifier, Garrard SP25
with G800 cartridge including base,
plinth and cover and pair of Arena
speakers. Rec. Retail price £ 110.85.
COMET PRICE £67.95.
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 11 Amplifier, Garrard
SP25 with G800 cartridge including
base, plinth and cover and pair of
Voltex speakers. Rec. Retail price
£82.45. COMET PRICE £49.95.
TELETON STP801 Stereo 8- track tape
Audio system complete with speakers.
Rec. Retail price £54.75. COMET
PRICE £47.00.

If in doubt ask us!

Price list on request

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.

HFN
HEN
HFN
HFN
HEN
HFN
HFN
HFN

BIRMINGHAM: Heeley Road, Selly Oak B29 6EY
Tel.: 021-472 6181.
BIRMINGHAM: Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry Road, Yardley. Tel.: 021-706 0684.
EDINBURGH: 7/9 Newhaven Road EH6 5QX. Tel.: 554 8501 ( 5 lines).
HULL: Reservoir Road, Clough Road HU6 7QD. Tel.: 407906 or 407877.
LEEDS: 78 Armley Road LSI2 2EF. Tel.: Leeds 40551 ( 10 lines).
STOCKTON: Teesway, Portrack Lane Teesside TSI8 2RH. Tel.: 66132/65215.
ROCHDALE: Corner of Well i'th' Lane and Queensway. Tel.: 50606.
LEICESTER: Syston Street. Tel.: 0533 52236.

Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered available at these prices
at the time this issue closed for press. Add 75p for postage, packing and insurance on all orders
(Cartridges 20p) OR,IF SECURICOR DELIVERY REQUIRED ADD £ 1•75 ONLY.
Make cheques, Money Orders payable to ' COMET'.

All in- stock items delivered by

SECURICOR

within 72 hours.

(Add £ 1.75 only for Scour/cot delivery)
ALL GOODS FULLY INSURED AGAINST
LOSS OR DAMAGE WHILST IN TRANSIT

DISCOUNTS on HI-FI at COPP/1er
GOODMANS AUDIO SUITE

AKAI X-1800SD 4- track reel to reel
Retail Price £ 257.13
COMET Price £165.95
MAXAMP
30
STEREO
AMPLIFIER. Power output: 30 watts
r.m.s. ( 15 watts per channel) into
8ohms.
STEREOMA X AM/FM
WITH DECODER.

TUNER

GARRARD AP76 DI ECAST TURNTABLE with base and perspex cover. Fitted with
Goldring G800 cartridge.
PAIR OF MAGNUM K2 Speakers 8ohms impedance. Power handling: 40 watts
r.m.s. I2 bass unit, e Mid- range unit, 34" high frequency tweeter with I" dome.
Dimensions: 15" x24" x Ill" deep.

GOODMANS MODULE 80
SYSTEM Retail Price £189.95

Reel-to- Reel: 4-track Stereo/Monaural Recording and Playback with the
Incomparable CROSS- FIELD HEAD. Transfer from reel to cartridge is aunique
and exclusive feature of this model.

3 speed track selector feature, automatic
shut off, pause control, tape cleaner, fully
transistorised.

MINISTER

ARENA 2600
Retail Price £ 111.30
COMET Price £ 69.95
Tuner Section:
FM Coverage: 87-108 MHz
AM Coverage: LW 833-2000 Metres ( 360150 KHz).
MW 182-583 Metres ( 1650515 KHz).
SW2
68-2-.187
Metres
(4400-1600 KHz), SW 1 49
Metre
Band (63005800 KHz).
Frequency response: 20-15,000 Hz-3 dB.
FM Sensitivity: IS v for 26 dB signal/
noise.
AM Sensitivity: LW 60 µv, MW 25 jaw,
SW2 8uv.

AKAI X- 200D 4-track Stereo Tape Deck
Retail Price £145.95
COMET Price £103.00
MODEL
X-2000:
THIS
SMARTLY
DESIGNED THREE MOTORS, AUTO
REVERSE CUSTOM DECK OFFERS YOU
Hl- FI
TAPE
itkosZ E
NU
ST
AEZ O
AUTOMATIC
REVERSE PLAYBACK.

e CROSS- FIELD

HEAD

• AUTO REVERSE

•

SOLID STATE PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH
TWO INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

•

3- SPEED CAPSTAN DRIVE MOTOR
TAPE SENSING CONTINUOUS REVERSE
(AUTO REVERSE) MANUAL REVERSE

AKAI 4000D 3head Stereo Tape Deck

WHARFEDALE 100.1

Retail Price £ 89.95 COMET Price £ 61.95
• 4 track stereo recording and playback
• For playback, the 4000D requires an

Tuner/Amplifier

Retail Price £ 139.00
COMET Price £92.95

external power amplifier and speakers.

AM Tuner Section:
Frequency range: 510-1650 KHz
150-275 KHz
FM Tuner Section:
Frequency range: 87-5-108 MHz
Sensitivity: 1-2 ;iv ( 75 ohms aerial input)
to give 30 db signal/noise
ratio at 75 KHz deviation to
IEC 91
Distortion: Less than 0-5% for 75 KHz
deviation
Audio Amplifier:
Sensitivity for 35 watts output:
Tape & auxiliary: 100 mV at 50 K ohms
Disc ( magnetic): 3-5 mV
at
1KHz
at
68
K
ohms ( R1AA
equalisation)

facilities

.

COMET Price £ 59.95

AM/FM/SW Tuner Amp
with Decoder.

Customers are
welcome to call.
Ample
car parking

f
url]

Retail Price £ 83.73

GARRARD AP76 DIECAST TURNTABLE
with base and perspex cover. Fitted with
Goldring G800 cartridge.

Open daily to
the public.

Your dream of Cartridge and Playback and
Reel-to- Reel, Recording and playback with the
same recorder has come true. AKAI has
combined in one tape recorder all the features
that could be attained by using three conventional inter-connected recorders.
Cartridge: 8-track Stereo Recording and
Playback with a ONE- MICRON GAP HEAD.

4- track Stereo Recorder

GOODMANS MODULE 80 High Fidelity
Stereo FM Tuner/Amplifier 70 watts r.m.s.

SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section:
Power output: 15 watts per channel r.m.s.
Signal/Noise ratio: Magnetic
pick-up
70 dB, Tape playback
70 dB
Harmonic distortion: Less than 0.6% for
40-12,500 Hz
Frequency response: 20-25,000 Hz- 3 dB
Inputs: Magnetic pick up 3mV ( 47 K ohm),
Tape playback 120 mV ( 100 K ohm)
Tape recorder 300 mV (250 K ohm)
Loudspeakers (2 pairs) 3-15 ohm,
Stereo headphones 3-50 ohm.

Retail Price £153.00
COMET Price £ 105.00

AKAI 1720L

COMET Price £ 132.95

Pair
of
GOODMANS
speakers 19" x 10-I" x 10.

and 8- track stereo cartridge
STEREO TAPE RECORDER,
record and playback.

Disc ( ceramic): 20 mV at 33 K ohms
(equalised)
Continuous Power: 35 watts
35 watts
r.m.s. into 8ohms
Frequency range: 12-5 Hz-50 KHz±3 dB.
Facilities:
Low pass filter: — 6dB at 7 KHz
Balance range: 12 dB
VHF mute
Local & remote speaker switching
Tape socket
Headphone socket
Dimensions: 447 x 110 x 320 mm.
17-6"x 4-3"x 12.e
Weight: 9-3 kg, 20-5 lb.

• 2speeds ... 34 and 74 ips
• 3heads ... One micron gap

recording
and playback heads plus erase head

• All silicon transistorised pre- amplifier
• Sound on sound ( by using an optional
cord), sound with sound

• Automatic shutoff, instant stop control
• Stereo headphone jack
e Vertical and horizontal operation

C reeMier HIGH FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.

HFN HULL, Reservoir Road, Clough Road, HU6 7QD. Tel.: 407906/407877
HFN LEEDS, 78 Armley Road, LS ( 22EF. Tel.: 40551 ( 10 lines)
HFN STOCKTON-ON-TEES, Teesway. Portrack Lane. TS 18 2RH. Tel.: 66132/65215 ( 5lines)
HFN BIRMINGHAM, Heeley Road, Selly Oak, B29 6EY. Tel.: 021-472 6181
HFN BIRMINGHAM, Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570/1572 Coventry Road. Tel.: 021-706 0684
HFN EDINBURGH, 7/9 Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX. Tel.: 554 8501 ( 5 lines)
HFN LEICESTER. Dysart Way, Syston Street. Tel.: 52236
HFN ROCHDALE, corner of Well i' th' Lane and Queensway. Tel: 50606
Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".

Add

£ 1.75 for Securicor Delivery

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

NOT ONLY
BUT ALSO
MUSIC IN THE HOME offers a service
to music loyers unique in its comprehensiveness and unequalled in the
experience and the depth of musical and
technical understanding upon which it is
based. Those who seek our advice on the
choice of domestic audio equipment or
recordings do so because they know that,
for more than a quarter of a century, the
name of Thomas Heinitz has stood for
independent- minded specialisation in the
hi-fi field, while his reputation as one of
Britain's most experienced and outspoken record reviewers accounts for the
fact that such advice is invariably directed
towards a realisation of musical values
rather than paying lip-service to the
mumbo-jumbo of technological jargon.
The
equipment
we
recommend,
demonstrate and instal in your home has
been selected with oainstaking care,
taking musical performance, reliability
and value- for- money as our principal
criteria. Our range is wide-we supply
complete stereo record- playing installations from about £ 80 to upwards of £ 500
-but in no way confusing: if you know
what facilities you wish to include and
how much you are prepared to spend, our
advice will make the choice of most
components a comparatively simple
matter though, in the case of the allimportant loudspeakers, your personal

taste must always be the final arbiter.
Not only, however, do we offer at
35 Moscow Road the finest selection of
hand-picked equipment as well as areally
comprehensive stock of classical recordings, allied to the kind of advice which
guarantees sensible and thrifty purchases,
but we also provide you with the sort of
after-sales service which today is becoming increasingly rare, being based on the
simple
assumption
that
contented
customers alone can ensure that a
business such as ours continues to
flourish!
We
also
offer
generous,
interest- free credit facilities, and our CQ
Junior Speakers can always be exchanged
after a six- weeks trial period.
Our
new
RECORD
DISCOUNT
SCHEME, introduced last summer, is
already proving a great success and will
be continued indefinitely: it is linked to
the purchase of equipment and entitles
you to buy, over a long period, records
and or tapes to the same total value as the
equipment, at a discount of 20"/,,. For
further details, send for our Budget
Stereo literature or, better still, visit our
studio- preferably on a Saturday afternoon, when you can listen to our weekly
LIVE RECORD REVIEW from 2 to
4.30
and,
afterwards,
discuss
any
questions
concerning
equipment
or
records that may interest you.

Thomas Ileinitz

MUSIC IN THE HOME

(HFDA Member)
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.

MANCHESTER'S
FINEST HI-FI
DEMONSTRATION

LLOYD l'ATON
MeGLYNN LTD.

STUDIOS

RALLI
BUILDING,
STANLEY
STREET
(Off Bridge Street),
SALFORD M3 5FH
Tel. 061-834 4510

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
Quad, Cambridge, Trio, Pioneer, Sugden, MordauntShort, B & W, A.R., Etc.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
CASH 8/ CARRY . . . THE CHOICE IS YOURS
DELTA 70
DELTA 30 AMPLIFIER
Rec. Retail Price £79.50
Rec. Retail Price £65.00
LP Price ..
£58.95
LP Price ..
£48.50
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M75E/2
M75E.I/2
M55E
V15/1 IImp

RRP
£20.57
£18.78
£12.52
£39-35

LP
£ 16.26
£ 14.135
£9.93
£27.10

Price
p/p2Op
p/p 20p
p/p 20p
p/p 20p

Genuine Shure cartridges in Manufacturers' Correct
Presentation Pack
If Securicor Delivery required add £2only, per parcel.
Mail Orders acknowledged by return.
Cheques made payable to: Lloyd Paton- McGlynn Ltd.
and crossed. All items offered available at these prices
at the time this issue closed for press. E. & O.E.

on tape and cassettes

Brand New, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturers pack. Despatched
by return of post-send cash with order. • Items asterisked on NAB metal reel
and only 3600'.
PHILIPS BASF BASF SCOTCH SCOTCH AGFA
Low
Low
D'Range
Low
Noise
Noise
Noise
STANDARD PLAY
Lp
Ln( p
Lp
Ep
Lp
5'
600'
0-87 0-78
0133
0-74 5r 900'
1-12 I.01
1-10
0-94 1200'
1.32
1.26
1-41
1-19 LONG PLAY
3"
210'
0-35
0.35 0-32
0-30
4"
450'
0-65
0-77 0-55 5"
900'
0.97
1-21
1-05
1.10
0-96
0-99
5r 1200'
1-22
1-36
1-25
1-37
1-17
1-24
1800'
1-69
1-99
1430
1-94
1-71
1-79
8r 2400'
2.82
172
150
10r 4200'
4-48
4.30 . 3-99 • 3.69
3-80
DOUBLE PLAY
300'
0.49
0.44
0-62
0.54
0-42
4"
600'
0-84
0.82
0-94
0.89 5" 1200'
129
1.36
1.26
1-49
1-44
1-24
5r 1800'
1.83
2-01
1-82
1-99
1.87
1.79
7" 2400'
2-57
144
2.27
2-89
2.69 /25
TRIPLE PLAY
3"
450'
0-70
0.84
0.65
4"
900'
1-09
1-47
1-05
5" 1800'
1-99
1-82
1/9
Si" 2400'
2-44
2.24
2.19
7" 3600'
3.07
2-82
3-20
COMPACT
CASSETTES
C60
0.44
0-44
0.44
C90
0.64
0-61
0.59
CI20
0.94
0-93
0.89
POST & PACKING-TAPES 15p per order, 6 or more POST
REE
-CASSETTES 3p per cassette. 3or more POST FREE,
MAIL ORDER ONLY

✓

✓

✓

BEST EVER SPEAKER VALUE
SOLENT 12
The Big Sound from
a 12 bass unit and
two 3" tweeters. Dimensions: 21" x 15" x
7r.
Power Handling: 15 watts. Frequency range: 3520,000 Hz. Only
£12 50, post free.

LE

NT

A bulk purchase of
this acclaimed bookshelf speaker. Dimensions: 14" x9" x8r.
Power Handling:
10
watts. Frequency
range: 40-20,000 Hz.
Only £9.95, post free.

BARGAINS IN
STEREO
HEADPHONES
(POST & PACKING 30p)
MAIL ORDER ONLY

MODEL
AKAI ASE 20
AKAI ASE 22
AKG K 120
AKG K 150
AKG K 60 ..
AKG K180 ..
EAGLE SE 5
EAGLE SE 1
EAGLE SE 30
EAGLE SE 100

LIST
PRICE
L p
9.00
11-00
10.00
II- 50
15-00
32.00
3-20
5-30
7-90
1120

OUR
PRICE
E p
7.20
9.50
4.95
8.45
10.75
24.90
2.48
4.25
5.95
12.95

MODEL

KOSS K 711
KOSS K 6
KOSS KO 727B ..
KOSS ESP 6 ..
KOSS ESP 9 ..
KOSS PRO 4AA..
PIONEER SE 30
PIONEER SE SO..
SANSU1 SS 2 ..
SANSUI SS 20 ..
STAX SR3/SRD5
MAIL ORDER ONLY

LIST
PRICE
Lp
10.00
12-50
16-50
45-00
69-00
28.00
12.60
19-20
7-73
17-75
45-40

OUR
PRICE
Ep
7.97
10.00
13.50
35.00
52.7S
21.95
9.40
14.95
6-25
14-20
37.50

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES & REPLACEMENT DIAMOND STYLUS
LOWEST EVER PRICES-SENT POST FREE!
Cartridge
Cartridge
Stylus
List Price
Our Price
Our Price
MAKE
( p
Ep
Cp
Audio Technica AT66 (. 7mil & L/C)
6-51
4-90
3-25
B & 0 SPI .. .. .. ..
6-90
4.75
195
B & 0 SP6/7 & SP 14 .. ..
9-75
6.70
4.25
Goldring G 850
6.28
3.95
3.00
Goldring G 800
1155
6-75
3.50
Goldring G 800 H
10-28
6-75
3.00
Goldring G 800 E
18.16
10-25
7-50
Orbit NM 22 ..
6-30
190
1.75
Shure M3DM ..
7-15
4.50
2.40
Shure M44-7 ..
9-84
5-95
450
Shure MSSE ..
12.52
7.50
6.50
Shure M75-6 ( MB)
16-10
8.50
7.00
Shure M75E ..
24-90
11-95
10.00
Shure M7SE Type 2
20.57
1175
10.00

Li

MAIL ORDER ONLY

HARROW AUDIO (Dept
18 HIGHCLERE DRIVE.
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.HERTS.

HF3

SPEAKER SELECTION

TIDY
Fully Patented

(DEPT. N)
RECORD STORAGE SYSTEM

TUESDAY- SATURDAY

HALF DAY
MONDAY

HOLDS
RECORDS
FLAT AND
UPRIGHT
BETWEEN
CUSHION SPRUNG SUPPORT PANELS ALL THE TIME
PRESSES OUT WARPS

10 A.M.-6 P.M.

611 FOREST ROAD
LONDON E17 4QD

TRIED AND TESTED
FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS

Hundreds of letters from delighted customers repeating orders are
written proof.

Telephone 01-531 3117

PROVED IN THE TROPICS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( Priced in Pairs)

PADDOCK "tidies" are in use all over the world-from NORWAY to
the FALKLAND ISLANDS, from the U.S.A., HONG KONG and
SINGAPORE to AUSTRALIA.
MIRACLES?
Many of our customers have claimed that their PADDOCK "tidies"
have corrected badly warped records. In October 1969 we received
this letter ..." it has corrected four records which Icarelessly left in
my car to bake in the sun."

CAMBRIDGE
R40

£172.00

LNB
Para- Lab

R50

£107.00

Para- Lab Super £44.00

..

£40.00

Para- Lab 20 ..

RICHARD ALLAN

GOODMANS

SPRINGS CANNOT COLLAPSE
Specially designed cone- shaped springs provide cushioned pressure to
hold one or 100 records at the right pressure. Springs under compression are always kept centrally guided along axis of control rods
and never collapse. Panels always press thickest centre of records, not
on playing track.
PERFECT STORAGE AT LOWEST COST PER RECORD
at less than 4p each

£16.00

Havant ..

£46.00

Chaconne

£35.00

Double Maxim

£56.00

Flamenco

£47.00

Magnum

£62.00

Pavanne

£50.00

£104.00

Dimension 8

WHARFEDALE
Denton II

£32•00

IMF

Linton II

£40.00

Export Studio .. £130.00

Melton ..

£49.00

Dom Monitor .. £188.00

Dovedale

£64.00

KEF ON APPLICATION
KITS ( Priced in Pairs)

200 RECORDS COMPACTLY STORED FOR LESS THAN £5.00
12- in. Double Shelf Model I2C4, (29r x Ilr x 13r) incl. purchase tax and
Polythene Dust Cover.
Add 37p postage in U.K.

Peerless

Richard Allan

Wharfedale

20-2 .. £21.50

Twin

£ 16•50

Unit 3

£19.00

20-3 .. £30.00

Triple 8 £27.00

Unit 4

£25•00

430-12 £39•50

Triple

Unit 5

£36•50

£31.00

EDWIN FORM SPEAKERS
ON DEMONSTRATION
KOSS AT GOOD DISCOUNT
EMI 14A770C IN STOCK
TURNTABLES

AMPLIFIERS

ii-x13r)

100 RECORDS MODEL ( 15rx I
12-in. Shelf Model I2C2 £. 48 incl. purchase tax and Polythene Dust Cover.

Add 28p

postage in U.K.
These superbly designed and attractive pieces of furniture are sturdily constructed with
self-adjusting conical- spring- loaded supporting panels in resin- bonded mahogany ply to
prevent warping. Allow easy removal and replacement of records. Bottom rod prevents
unwanted records being pulled out.
THEY WILL FIT INTO MOST DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS OR CABINETS IF REQUIRED.
In world wide use by Schools, Universities, Public Libraries and Broadcasting Services.
Reviewed in the past by all the leading Magazines including UNSOLICITED RECOMMENDATIONS from some, such as Illustrated London News and The Music Teacher.

Send now for de- •
tails and reviews •
of these and other •
designs. •

Teleton SAQ307

£23.50

Garrard SP25

£11.00

Leak Delta 30 ..

£53.00

Garrard AP76

£21.00

Leak Delta 70 ..

£63.00

Garrard 401 ..

£30.00

Metrosound
ST2OE

£28.00

Tripletone 8+8
Cased

£29.00

2only-Goodmans

Name

Audiom 61 Chassis,

ADDRESS

£24.00.

DEPT. HF 3/72

GL75 P & C

Thorens TD150AB
II Base & Cover £45•00
SP25 Ill Base Cover
wired, fitted G800,
£21.00.

ALL GOODS POST FREE.

To POWER JUDO & COMPANY LIMITED

£45.00

E. & O.E.

AND IN STOCK OR ON SHORT DELIVERY

94 EAST HILL, LONDON SWI8, ENGLAND Phone 01-870 3304
562

Trre

AIM SERVICES LID

PLUS!
Maw-

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
Metrosound ST60 ..
Metrosound ST2OE
Rogers Ravensbrook cased ..
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
Wharfedale Linton ..
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525
Armstrong 526
Goodmans Module
.
Leak Delta 75
Rogers Ravensbrook
TUNERS
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 524
Leak Delta FM
Leak Delta AM,FM
Rogers Ravens brook cased ..
Rogers Ravensbourne cased

DEMONSTRATIONS,
GUIDANCE, SERVICE.
WE ARE A
SPECIALIST SHOP.
WHY GO ELSEWHERE?
CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE
TO CALLERS ONLY.

r
r

.à

I k \U.

£7.00

plus 50p p & p.

EMI lOw Matched loudspeaker
set 450
Our price

..

£75 95
£84.95
.. £ 79.00
£133.00
.. £ 95 00

ed

EMI 20w Matched loudspeaker set 350
Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Our price

£4595
£5200
£63.75
£5600
(29.50
£44.50
£5560
£46 50

£3.35 plus ee

13rx8}" elliptical loudspeaker
and independent high frequency
units with associated crossover
network. Frequency range: 55 to
13,000 Hz. The cone of the bass
unit has a surround designed for
high travel giving freedom from
distortion when operated at low
frequencies.
NOW IN STOCK EMI 14A/770C Bass Speaker
£14.50 plus 50P p
Technical bruchure available
215 Kit and 315 Kit. Full range of EMI Speaker
Cabinets. Send for leaflet s.a.e.

&
p.

£43.45
£35.45
£62 50
(75 00
£4 I40
£53-75

Our
Price

£5 .
90

GARRARD SP25 Mk III

plus 50p Guaranteed new and boxed.
carriage.
Normal Price fI
5-57.
Plinth and Cover for above £4 plu, 50p p. & p.
Zero 100 ( Automatic) £42. P. & P. 75p.

GARRARD ZERO 100 ,A
Superb quality Teak plinth
cover available at EIS pl us 50p

Our
eA
Price
pl us 50p
p&p.

using

the

latest

GOLDRING GL69,2
Our £ 9
Price 1'
plus 50p p&p.

CARTRIDGES

75

Double Diamond Add 50/,
8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP9I, ST4,
ST9, EV26, GC8. OTHERS ON
REQUEST
Replacement Diamond Styli
£213, plus 13p p. & p.
Orbit NM22 Styli £2.13
Goldring 0800 Styli £2.25

Sonotone 9TAHC ( Dia.)
Sonotone 8TA4A ( Dia.)
Ronnette 105 ( Dia.) ..
Orbit NM22 Magnetic
(Dia.)
•' ..
Goldring 0800 ..

£4.00
£6.50

P. &

13p

P. on above items

E150
El.50
EI.25

We have a comprehensive range of new and used professional
microphones, sound, photographic and audio visual equipment.
EQUIPMENT TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE. ORDER by
POST. Order with confidence. Orders despatched the same day as
received. Open Mon. to Sat. 9a.m. to 6p.m. Thurs. 9a.m. to Ip.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662

CLOSED
ALL DAY
MONDAY

£33-00
C37-00
£31.00
(54 00

We demonstrate speakers by Bowers & Wilkins,
Ceiestion, Goodman:. REF. Leak and Wharfedale.
Listen and compare with the world famous
Shackman designs.

SINCLAIR project 60
/Normally\
Our
j• e plus 50p
£23.90

J

Price m'im

carr.

For building irto plinths etc., with two Z30
output stages 120 W) and power supply unit.
S.a.e. for technical brochure.
Sinclair 605
.
£21
Sinclair 2000 ..
£22
Sinclair 3000 ..
£30
Metrosound ST20
£24
Teleton 2068 ..
£l8 75
Alpha F2I2
£26
Please add 50p carr. per amplifier.
Other Amplifiers - Tuners - Tape Recorders etc.
Prices on application.

SCOOP PURCHASE
ZONAL-ILFORD TAPE
Manufacturers' entire stock purchased, 40,000 reels
must be sold. First Class tape at lowest ever prices.
DON'T MISS THIS FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY
Usual price Our price
4" Long play. Polyester.
300
60p
15p
4" Long play Polyester.
450
72p
25p
4" Double Play. Polyester
600'
£1.25
35p
5" Standard play. P.V.C.
600' EI -05
35p
5" Plain boxed
600'
LI
25p
sr Standard play. P.V.C.
900' £ I:40
50p
sr Long play. Polyester. 1200' CI.75
75p
T' In plain boxes.
1200' £ I-75
50p
7" Long play. Polyester.
1800' £2.50
£1.50
8}" Standard P.V.C.
1800' £ 3-00
El.00
81" Long play. Polyester.
2400' £4.25
El:SO
10" NAB spool. P.V.C.
2400' £ 4.00
El .00
SPECIAL OFFER. Cassette Head Cleaner 309
All tapes are fully guaranteed. Please add 10p per
reel for post and packing. Orders over £5 post free.

P. M. D.
PHILIPS CASSETTE PLAYERS
N2503, £42. N2400. £72. N2202, £20.
C60 Cassettes. Extended Frequency Response. 30-20,000 Hz with AMPEX
type 362. List 73p. 1for 45p. 3 for £1.34. 6 for £164, post free. C90 - 65p.
ROTA Amplifiers: OTL 1500, [18; OTL 2200, £26.
KELETRON Speakers: KN400, E6; KN I100, [ 14-50; KN800, Ell; KNI600, £ 18.
Goldring GL75/P/C, £44. Tripletone 800 MK II, £30.
20.000 Hz). List C15, Ell.

We can now convert your MONO FM TUNER
STEREO

Other equipment too numerous
to mention. Shop hours Tuesday
to Saturday 9.30 to 18.00.

Save Nearly £8

Complete with spare ear muffs. Total value £ 10.40.
Available only from us at this price. Due to entire purchase of manufacturer's remaining stock, this fantastic offer is open only while stocks
last. Send s.a.e. for full Technical leaflet.

ImportantAnnouneement
to

£52-00

CASH 86 CARRY GOODS

DIAMOND STYLI

£10.50

LIO 50
C28-90

Shackman Dynastatic A53
(57.00
Shackman Dynastatic AS100.. .. L100 00
Wharfedale Linton 2. pair
(46.90
VVharfeda e Dovedale 3
06-00
LOUDSPEAKER ASSEMBLIES
Richard Allan Twin Assy., pair .. £ 18-00
Richard Allan Triple Assy., pair ..
£28 00
Richard Allan Super Triple. pair ..
£33 95
Wharfeda.e Unit 3 pair
£ 20-90
Wharfedale Unit 4 pair
£ 27 SO
Wharfedale Unit 5 pair
.
(38.95
TAPE RECORDERS, CASSETTES
Tandberg. Revox, Ferrograph, Telefunken.
Philips, etc. Prices on application.

plus 23p

Replacement styli all at:
Plus 13p p. & p.
Pack 107 5- pin Din ..
20p
Pack 108 3- Pin Din ..
18p
Pack 135 }" Jack ..
259
Pack 130 S' Jack Stereo
48p
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug
15p
Pack 100 Phono Plug ..
69
Pack 230 3- pin Socket
23p
Pack 236 5- Pin Socket ..
30p
Pack 234 Loudspeaker Socket
30p
Ready-made leads
3- pin to 3- pin Din
63p
3- pin to open end
539
5- pin to 5- pin Din
809
5- pin to open end .. ..
65p
5- pin to 4 phono plugs ..
93p
Speaker lead Din to spade 12ft...
389
Extension lead Din plug to socket lift. .. 65p
All leads approx. oft. in length. Post free by return.

£58 50
£26 00
£38-50
£28.90
£47.00
£43 00
£34 20
£44 70
£42 00
£62.50

This MONTH'S
Best Buy . . .
AKG K50
Dynamic Stereo
Headphones

P. & P.

PLUGS

TURNTABLES
Leak Delta .
McDonald HT7.0 8 Cover ..
McDonald 810 Transcription
G
d 401 .
Garrard Zero 100 ..
Garrard Zero 1005 .
Goldring GL69 P & Cover
Goldring GL75 P 8 Cover ..
Thorens TDI50AB
Thorens TDI25
CARTRIDGES
By Goldring, Shure. ADC, etc.
PICK-UP ARMS
Goldring L75 ..
smE 3009 52
LOUDSPEAKERS
8& W DM3
Goodman: Magnum K2
Leak 600 ..
Shackman Dynasonic 2T Mk II
Shackman Dynastatic ASI

82 EAST BARNET RD,
NEW BARNET • HERTS.
• Tel: 01-449 6605.

Sound Headphones ( 20-

AMPEX Open Reel Tape. Studio quality.

PHASE- LOCK'

L.P.
5"
900'
7"
1800'

SYSTEM. Inclusive cost from £25.

341
El :00
[ 1.30

TYPE
344
[ 1.05
El.65

641 Professional
£ 1.10
El IS

H. C. HARRIDGE LTD.

Sealed in manufacturer's boxes, p.p. 10p per order. Cassette Players, Speakers and
Amplifiers, carriage £1.

8 MOOR STREET, LONDON WIV 5LJ

PANGBOURNE MUSICAL DISTRIBUTORS
5 MANOR MEWS, TIDMARSH,
nr PANGBOURNE, BERKS.
Tel.: Pangbourne 2008 ( 24hr ANSAFONE)

Telephone: 01-437 7108 ( Closed Thursday)

563

XIENINHEISER

VICTOR WRIGHT

Award-Winning
Headphones could
change (sciur
listening habits.

SPEAKERS carriage £ 1.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair)
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair)
Wharfedale Melton 2 ( pair)
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( pair)
Celestion Dicton 15 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 120 ( pair)
Celestion Dicton 25 ( pair) ..
Leak 200 ( pair) ..

£30.00
£37.50
£50 00
£65 00
£59 00
£45 00
£98 00
£44 00

AMPLIFIERS carriage

£1.00
£51 00
£61 00
£41 00
£51.00

Delta 30 ..
Leak Delta 70 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook (cased)
Rogers Ravensbourne ( cased)

TUNERS carriage£1.00
Leak Delta FM
..
£60.50
Leak Delta AM/FM
£72.50
Rogers Ravensbrook (cased) £39.50
Rogers Ravensbourne ( cased) £52.00

TURNTABLES carr. £ 1.00
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill ..
Garrard 401
..
BSR McDonald
MP60/P/C
(wired) ..
Goldring GL75/P/C
Goldring GL69/2/P

£ 10.50
£29.50
£ 18.00
£40.00
£27.50

CARTRIDGES carr. free
Sonotone 9TAHC Dia.
£2.00
Goldring G850 Dia.
£4.00
Shure M44/7 Dia.
..
£7.50
Shure M55E Dia.
£9.50
Shure M55E/2 Dia.
..
£ 14.00
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO
VARIATION. E. & 0.E.

36 38
Tel.: 061-764 2931

SPECIAL OFFER
carriage
'PACKAGE DEAL •
£2-00
GOLDRI NG GL705 P/C
Deck, Plinth/Cover
*
*
*
*

Fitted 0850 Magnetic Cartridge
Synchronous Motor
Belt Drive
Viscously Damped Lowering
Device

LINEAR LT66 Stereo
Amplifier
*
*
*
*

E,3 Watts
30-29,000
Inputs for
Teak case

per Channel
Hz -2 dB
radio/tape/P.U.
available

Pair K.F High Quality
Speakers
*
*
*
*

Twin cone heavy duty units
Acoustic wadding fitted
20 watts peak
Big ' Er x 13r x9 Teak finish

12 months guarantee, ready
wired, complete with loudspeaker leads.
Total Rec. Retail £70.86
OUR PRICE f48-30

carr. £2.00

* COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
* AFTER SALES SERVICE ON THE
PREMISES
* PART EXCHANGES WELCOME
* CLOSED TUESDAY.

MOORGATE

BURY

LANCS. BL9-7AF

EXPERT PICK-UPS LTD.
Sole agents for the manufacture and servicing of the Leak
Mk. I & Mk. 2 dynamic pickup heads.

It's anew and exciting experience, hearing your
favourite music, for the first time, through Sennheiser HD 414
stereo dynamic headphones. These super- light instruments
make use of anew design principle to provide an outstanding,
linear 20 to 20,000 Hz FREE FIELD frequency response.
Gone is the uncomfortable air-tight seal, long believed
necessary for the reproduction of lower frequencies.
HD414's rest gently on your ears, cushioned with cool,
porous foam, and reproduce double bass and deep organ
pipes solidly and truly. Treble response exceeds the range
of normal hearing, to give you clean transients.
There are no listening room resonances — unavoidable,
with loudspeakers in normal surroundings — to colour the
reproduction. This is the way to re-create the total concert
hall sound pattern and ambience at home without being
isolated from your surroundings. Turn up the volume and
enjoy the music — you'll not disturb the neighbours!
Sennheiser HD 414 stereo dynamic headphones are
available from hi-fi stockists and come complete with plugs
and adaptors for direct connection to most modern
amplifiers and tape recorders.
For further information, or for details of Sennheiser
dynamic microphones designed to overcome the difficulties
of recording in domestic surroundings, write to:

Details of prices fronn. P.O. Box 3, Ashtead, Surrey. Tel. Ashtead 76604

DIAMOND

STYLUS

REPLACEMENT

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE
For detachable cantilever systems using clients' own stylus assemblies, thereby
much reducing costs. Ask for special quotations and prospectus. Radius to
choice: 0.0005in. ( stereo) to 0-004in. ( 78 oversize). Elliptical where suitable
Radius and form shadowgraph—checked using x 500 magnification.
Grade A: Finest quality, highly polished, giving minimum background, greater
clarity and analysis. Grade B: Commercial standard, 00005m, to 0.0025 only.
Oversize sapphires and diamonds (" A" only) for Pathé and Edison reproducers
formed and fitted. Our diamonds are manufactured only to customers' specifications and are distributed solely through us.
EXPERT PICK-UPS LTD., P.O. BOX 3, ASHTEAD, SURREY.

Tel.: ASHTEAD 76604

HIGH QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS
Standard Models from £146.64
F. C. Judd: HI-FI SOUND . . .
"it is all British- made and that it provides facilities
and performance rarely found on even the most expensive foreign- made recorders."
David Kirk: STUDIO SOUND . . .
"the ergonomics are excellent"

Hayden Laboratories Limited
HAYDEN

HI-FI
UNIT AUDIO
PUBLIC
ADDRESS

MAGNETIC TAPES LTD.
Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond,
Surrey.
Telephone 1-876 7957

Hayden House,17 Chesham Road, Amersham,
Bucks. Telephone: (02403) 5511
564

Tne

— for people who like pomp and circumstance
in their specifications
Sophisticated styling is expected with the
top hi-fi systems. And aglance is enough to
tell you that the Elgar High Fidelity Suite has
it. But when you want to know if the beauty
is more than skin deep, there are two ways of
going about it. The better one is listening—
as long as you know what you're listening
for. To help you listen knowledgeably, we're
giving you the second way—a look at the
specification. Here are the salient points
about the Elgar:

Available Shortly . . .

The turntable:
The cartridge:
The amplifier:

Output 20 watts r.m.s. per channel, 8-16 ohm
loads. Distortion is less than 0.1% at all power
levels up to 20 watts per channel at 1 kHz into 8
ohms. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz
3 dB
(equivalent to
1 dB RIAA).
Hum and noise: — 65 dB below full output.
Overload factor on tape and radio is 29 dB.
Sensitivity 100 mV linear.
Stability is unconditional with loads from 8 to
16 ohms.

The speakers:

12" Wharfedale bass unit and a 4" tweeter.
Maximum power input is 25 watts r.m.s. Frequency
range: 35-17,000 Hz.
Console ( turntable, cartridge, amplifier)
£128.50 inc. P.T. Speakers £35.00 each.

English Audio 18 + 18 watt rms solid state
Stereo Amplifier. New design in appearance

Thorens TD150A Mk II-2- speed transcription with
lightweight arm.
Shure M75EJ—supreme trackability at 2grammes—
elliptical stylus.

Prices:

and performance using integrated circuits

Now prove to yourself the real significance of this specification—hear
the Elgar High Fidelity Suite at your stockist.
Send the coupon for list of addresses and literature.

and incorporating all facilities.
Details sent upon request.

—
Flease send me details of Elgar and stockists' list.
Name
I
I

Address
i

I
I
I

HFN3

L

ENGLISH AUDIO ( 1970) LTD., North Station Road,
olchester, Essex. Telephone : Colchester ( 0206) 73467.

i

ENGLISH AUDIO

"Maim>

We had to wait till the Mini
drove off before we
took this picture
otherwise you'd never have seen our shopfront!
So come a- hunting in Epping High Street for Chew &
Osborne's audio treasure trove.
Most of our customers agree—when they eventually
find us—that the search was certainly worthwhile.
They are pleasantly amazed at our tremendous range
of equipment and records and happily surprised at the
extent of our listening facilities.
These facilities have now been even further enlarged

to include anew first-floor audio department showroom
fully equipped for demonstration.
If you visited the Audio Fair, visit us next. You'll find
the equipment of your choice ready and waiting. And
it you didn't go to the Fair that's an even bigger reason
to come and see us.
Free delivery, installation, after- sales service—and
advice.

d

Chew & Osborne It •

148 High Street,
Epping, Essex
Tel.: 4242

Open Monday to Saturday 9 a m. till 6 p.m. except Wednesday ( 9 a.m. till 1 n.rn.) and Friday ( late shopping) 9 a.m. till 8 p.m.

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS

(Microphone extra)
Akai 8 Tr. Cartridge Ca.800
Akai 40000 Stereo
Brenell Mk. 6 Stereo
Ferrograph 702/4
Philips N.4500 3 sp.
Tr. Stereo
Revox 1102/4 2 sp. stereo
Sharp RD 7120 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 3660 3sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 630D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 2660 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255D Stereo
Tandberg 1800 4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 3000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 205 3sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio

MAINS SPOOL RECORDERS

TAPE and HI-FI
*

NO INTEREST OR SERVICE CHARGES ON H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders av

•Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2sp. 4Tr
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
•Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono
•Uher 724 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
•U her Royal de luxe 4Tr. 4sp. Stereo
•U her Varicord 263 Stereo

AMPEX TAPE OFFERS
(P—Polyester:
M—Mylar
A—Acetate)
Compact Cassettes C.60-53p; C.9075p; C.120—L1.05 ( pip 3p each).
7- D.P. 2400 ft. ( P)
f1•50
7- L.P. 1800 ft. ( P)
£ 1.05
Sr L.P. 1105 ft. ( M)
88p
L.P. 1150 ft. ( A)
75p
5r Standard 850 ft. ( A)
63p
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
88p
5" LP. 900 ft. ( P)
.
63p
5" Standard 600 ft. ( P)
P
25p
3 reel polyester tape, 600 ( P)
Postage on orders under £ add 10p,
orders over a sent post paid U.K.

MAINS CASSETTE MODELS

'Philips RH882 St. Tun.,AM/Cass.
'Sony HST399 St. Tun./AM/Cass.
'Sony TC330 Stereo Cass./Spool
•Keller Dolby Stereo
'Rank Wharfedale Dolby Stereo
Philips 2400 Stereo
Philips 2401 Auto with ski-slope

sr

'Sony TC127 Deck and Pre-amp.
'Sony TCI22 Deck/PA
'Philips 2503 Deck/Pre-amp.

BATTERY MAINS CASSETTE

•Akai 1710L 2 sp. 4 Tr Stereo
Philips 2204
•Akai 4000 3sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 2205
•Brenell Mk. 6
Sony TC60
•Ferrograph 713
Sony TC80
•Ferrograph 722/4
Sony TC100
Grundig 141 4 Tr. Mono
Philips TT392 with AM/FM
Grundig TK.I21 2 Tr. Mono
Philips RR290 with AM
•Grundig TK.248 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony CF100 with AM/FM
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
Sony CF200 with AM/FM
Philips 4303 2 Tr. Mono
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
BATTERY CASSETTES
Philips 4308 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips EL3302
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips N2202
Philips Stereo Cassette 2401 Auto.
Sony TC I2
Philips Stereo Cassette 2400
Sony TC40
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp 418
•Philips 4408 Prof. 3sp. 3Tr. Stereo
Grundig C200
•Revox 1222/4 Stereo
Sharp 706 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
BATTERY SPOOL MODELS
Sharp 708 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
'Tandberg Series 11-2
Sharp 711 3sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp 514 2 Tr. 2 sp. ( BM)
Sony 630 3sp. 2/4 Tr.
Sony TC800B 2 Tr. 4 sp. ( BM)
Sony 540 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp.
Sony 252 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
•Uher 4000L 4 sp. 2 Tr.
•Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono
•Uher 4200/4400 4 sp. Stereo
•Tandberg 4000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
• Microphones extra

Splicers, Defluxers, Bulk
Accessories of all kinds.

Erasers.

ge MIXERS by

U her, Eagle, Sony Grundig, etc.

e
MICROPHONES by
AKG, Grampian Reslo, Acos, Beyer,
Senhuiser, Telefunken, etc.

eHEADPHONES

by AKG, Nikko
Philips, Koss, Eagle, TTC, Beyer, Akai.

eMUSICASSETTES.

All
leading
makes. Pre-recorded 8 track cartridges and tapes. Recording tapes and
cassettes—All leading makes.

III- 11 DEPT.

•AMPLIFIERS

Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman, Nikko, Armstrong,
Leak, Tripletone, Tandberg,
Teleton.

eTUNERS

Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena,
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

eLOUDSPEAKERS

Quad, Rogers. Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion, Kelestron.

•MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD inc. S.P.25 Mk. III
Goldring
BSR
Connoisseur
Thorens
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Sonotone
Acos
SME
Dual
Pickering
Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
Between St Leonard's Church
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
and Streatham Station
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2min. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
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Yorkshire Hi-Fi Centre
82 HIGH STREET, KNARESBOROUGH, YORKS.

DISCOUNTS! DEMONSTRATIONS!
AND SERVICE!
9 to 5.30 Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday. 9 to 8 Thursday. 9.30-6
Saturday. Closed Monday

5 MINUTES OFF THE Al ON THE A59 TO HARROGA'E

HEADPHONES

OUR
PRICE

LIST
£6.90

Mai ASE 9
Akai ASE 22

..

Rote! RH600
Rotel RH700

£i1.50

£5.50
£8.50

£6.50

£5•50

£9.95

£7.50
£2.50

Japanese. special offer, Super Value ( Post free)

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP 25 Mk 3 with plinth,
Cover and G850 Cartridge ..

•

Goldring GL/69•
Goldring GL/75

.•

£15.00
£10.50

£ 15.20

.

Go:dring GL/2/P .

£ 27.60 £ 19-50

• . £36.21
•
cao. Is

£26.00
£30-00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Wharfedale Denton II

£39.90

Wharfedale Linton 11

£49.90

Dittos 15 ..

£76-94

Akai SW155

£59.50

Akai CSS8..

£29-00

Leak 150

£49.00

Richard Allan Pavane

£70.50

Dovedale 3

£76.95

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Aka- 8Track car player. Complete
Akai CR80 T/Rec•

A Superb Range of Amplifiers, Tuners and
Tuner Amplifiers at really down-to-earth
prices. All fully guaranteed. Both Parts
and Labour for 12 months by the Rank
Organisation

£ 109-50

New Akai Ga 400 Cassette Deck £95.30

£29.50
£39.00
£59.95
£53.00
£20-50
£4000£51.00
£61.00
£25.00
£79.95
£68.50

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 ..

£59.00

Amstrad 8000 Mk 2

£27.00

Leak Delta 30 ..

£65-00

Leak Delta 70 ..

£79.00

£46.00
£18.00
£49.00
£60-50

ROTEL RA 310

15w per channel RMS
(8 ohms), Loudness Control, Tuner, Tape and
Phone Inputs. Runs two
pairs
speakers,
Satin
Chrome and Wood finish.
Ideal for medium-priced
HI- F1 systems.

LIST £ 47.50
OUR PRICE

£33-50

7." »
rz T.
ETC-

ROTEL RX 150 TUNER
AMPLIFIER
LIST £69.95
OUR PRICE

£53-50

Full VHF Stereo Radio
with Med Wave ( AM)
Coverage. Beautifully designed-cased in wood
throughout 15 watts output (7.5 w/ch) all controls, 1or 2 speaker systems can be used at the
same time. Stereo Decoder built in. Superb
value for money. Ideal
for Outfits.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 526 with stereo decoder
..
£ 115.22
Akai 6200..
.. £91-56
Akai 6300 ..
.. £ 127.50
Akai 6600 ..

..

L149-50

INSTALLATION. We operate an in-yourown- home installation service within a radius
of 60 miles from our showroom, at a fixed
charge depending on distance. Yet another
Yorkshire Hi Fi EXTRA Service.
MAIL ORDER. We operate BY RETURN
service on most goods ( new customers
Cheques, add 3 days) by Post or carrier.
HIRE PURCHASE. Hire purchase with
pleasure at our normal discount prices. Send
30% Deposit.
BARCLAYCARD. Welcome.
Add 5%, to our normal discount prices, and simply quote
card number in letter or on phone'.

GUARANTEES. All equipment is brand
new in makers' boxes and guaranteed 12
months.
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE ALL GOODS
ON 7- DAY, MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE.
Prices and discounts are those prevailing at time of
writing. Due to press date ( 5 weeks), prices are subject
to change without notice.
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"AKAI"

BARGAINS

AKAI 4000D
LIST E98-50
OUR PRICE

AKAI
NEW 1720L
LIST £89.90
OUR PRICE

£65.00
Latest Model.
Complete Tape
Recorder with
Amps, Speakers,
Case etc. 4w per
channel. Full
Stereo. 3Speeds.
Sample Tape,
and head-cleaning kit included.

LIST £97.50
OUR PRICE

L
AKAI CR8OD

£59.95

8- track Cartridge
Deck with full
Record and playback. Plus Akai
quality.
8 Track car player
£25.00 Complete.

£95.00
£80.00
£ 110-00
£119.00

DISCOUNTS, our prices are Bold Type.
DEMONSTRATIONS. Most of the Equipment advertised can be seen and heard at our
showroom.

I

FANTASTIC

This is the best
value 3 Head Tape
Deck in this
country. The one
micron gap head of
the 4000D gives
superb results.

£20-50
£12.50

S.P.25 Deck only. Special ..
d20 25 T.C. with 90A H.C.
cartridge. Complete with plinth,
cover. Fully wired ..

Macdonald MP 60•

["Rotel"

£17.00
£19-00

As above with G800 .
As above with Shure M44/7
cartridge ..
G

Tel: Knaresborough 5191

NEW ROTEL RA2I0
LIST £ 34.90
OUR PRICE

£27.25

New from Rotel RA 210
7.5w per channel RMS.
Satin Chrome/Wood finish. Magnetic and ceramic inputs. Superb value
for money.

"YORK" SYSTEM ONE
New Rank " Rotel" RA 210 Amplifier ( 15W. output). Garrard 1
SP25 MK3 Turntable. Teak plinth. Cover. Magnetic cartridge. Van der Molen speakers. Aline ' smooth' sound. Complete
outfit ' Ready to Go'. All leads, plugs etc. Total list price over
£100.00. OUR SPECIAL PRICE £ S.50 -I- £2•00 Carriage.
"YORK" SYSTEM TWO
Rotel RX 150 Tuner/Amp. Garrard SP25 Turntable. G800
cartridge. Plinth. Cover. " Wharfedale" Linton 2 Speakers.
'Ready to go'. Total list price over t147.00. OUR SPECIAL
PRICE £102-00 -I- C2•00 carriage.
Mail Order Carriage Charges.-Please add £ 1.00 for Tape
Recorders, Amplifiers, Tuner/Amplifiers. Turntables and
Speakers. Add SOp for He rdohones. Styli etc.
Add afurther £ 1.75 for insured delivery if required.

ROTEL 610
LIST £74-50
OUR PRICE

£54.00

30 watts per channel amp.
Sliding controls.
Please send S.A.E. for our
lowest quotation on any equipment not listed. Our price
sent to you by return post.

STOP PRESS SPECIALS
Leak Delta 30
.
£49 00
Blank C.60 Cassettes .. ..
3 for £ 1.00
r Portable TV Mains or 12 V .. £57.00
Amstrad 8000 Mk 11
..
£ 17.50
Mains/Battery Cassette Tape Recorder:
Keyboard Controls ..
Just £ 17.50
As above batteries ..
only £ 15 00

To: Yorkshire Hi Fi Centre
82 High Street, Knaresborough, Yorks.
Phone Knaresborcugh 5191

Please supply

Ienclose E
Name

Full Cash/30% Deposit

Address

NI
567

AS.IVI SUPPLIES

CDX
Hi- Fi

DIAMOND STYLI
The following are available
at 80p each post paid.
(All LP Diamond . 0007)
ACOS GPIS, 15-3, 19, 25, 27, 29, 29-2, 33, 59-1, 59-3, 59-5, 61-1, 65-1,
65-3, 67-1, 67-2, 71-5, 73-1, 73-2, 79, 81-1, 91-1, 91-15C, 91-2, 91-3, 9I- 35C
92, 93, 94, 96, 104, HGB 37.
BSR GI, TC2, 4, 8H, 8M, 32H, I
2M, X I
M, X I
H, X3M, X3H, Sx5M/HSTI4.
GOLDRI NG 500, 580, 600, CM50, CM60, CS80, CS90, MX I, MX2,
SXIOL, SX 10M.
PERPETUUM EBNER PEI88.
PHILIPS AG300 I, 3010, 3016, 3025, 3063, 3066, 3301, 3306, 3310, 3324,
3400, 3401, CP200.
RONETTE Bionofluid BF- 40, DC284, Studio " 0", Studio " P" & " T", kX88.
SO N OTO NE 2T, 3T, 16T, 8T4A, 9TA, 9TA/HC, 20T, 2IT, 257.
TAN NOV Mk II.
TEPPAZ EC060, Stereo 60.
TELEFUNKEN T23, T20/2, TTSA.
TRIANETTE-RE UTTER SDI, SD 2 & 3.
COLLARO 560S, Ceramic " C", Studio " 0" , Studio " P" & "T"
Rosette TX88.
COLLEL SKI.
COLUMBIA SCI.
DECCA H, XMS.
DUAL CDS2, 3, 3/320.
ELAC KST9, SMI07.
EMI 9110C, 46687A, 48496D.
ER 5MB, 5MX, 5SB, 60 Stereo.
GARRARD EV26, GC2, 8, E12, GCM2I, 2I-T, 22, 22-T, GCSIO, 10/1, 10/2
23, 23-T, GKM24, 24-T, GKS25, 25-T, TOM2.
GARRARD KS40A, GDS I, 2.
GENERAL ELECTRIC RPJ, RPX, VR2.

SOUND BUYING AT TOP
DISCOUNT PRICES
Cost
Cash
Price

List
Price

AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad 8000 Mk II
with Scratch Filter £27-95 £ 19.95
Alpha F-212 24w rms £ 36.75 £28.95
Alpha FA-200 20w rms £29.50 £23.95
Alpha FA- 300 30w rms £39.50 £29.95
Alpha FA- 400 40w rms £44.50 £34.95
Armstrong 521 .. £59.00 £47.95
Leak Delta 30 .. £65.00 £53.95
Leak Delta 70 .. £79.50 £65-00
Metrosound ST- 20E £ 39.50 £29.95
Nivico MCA 104 .. £72.00 £65.00
Sansui AU101 .. £ 40.00 Cash
Sansui AU222 £62.88 prices
Sansui AU555A £86.43 on
Sansui AU666 [ 109.47 appli.
Tripletone 800 Mk II £ 38.50 £38.95
Teleton GAI01 30w — £29.95
Teleton SAQ2068 .. £32.50 £21.95
CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850 .. £6.29
£4.25
Goldring G800 .. £ 12.55 £6.95
Goldring G800H .. £ 10.29 £7.50
Goldring G800E £ 18.16 £ 10.55
Goldring G800 S• E
E25.10 £ 16.95
Shure M- 3D
£ 7.I6
£4.95
Shure M-44/5 .. £ 10.74 £7.95
Shure M-44/7 .. £9.84 £7.45
Shure M- 44/E [ 11.64 £8.75
Shure M- 55/E .. £ 12.52 £9.35
Shure M-75/6 .. £ 16.09 £ 12.25
Shure M- 75/E £20.57 £ 15.40
Shure M- 75/E5 .. £ 19.07 £ 14.50
Shure V-15 II Imp... £ 39.35 £29.95
SPEAKERS
Alpha HT- 17 pair
Alpha HT- 7 pair ..
Alpha HT- 20 pair
Wharfedale Denton
11 pair ..
Wharfedale Linton II
pair
Wharfedale Triton III
pair ..
Wharfedale Melton
11 each ..
Wharfedale Dovedale
Ill each ..
Leak 600 each ..
Wharfedale Unit 3
Kit each ..
Wharfedale Unit 4
Kit each ..
Wharfedale Unit 5
Kit each ..

£31.00
£45.00
£59.00

£25.90
£38-90
£49-00

£39-90

£32.95

£49.90

£41.95

£65.00

£55.00

£35.00

£26.95

£45.00
£49.50

£33.95
£39.50

£12-50

£10.50

£18-00

£14.95

£26.00

£19.95

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Tandberg 1841 .. £68.00 £59.95
Tandberg 3041 .. £107.00 £92.95
Tandberg 4041 .. £ 174.00 £ 152.00

List
Price

Cox
Cash
Price

TUNERS
Armstrong 523 .. £ 54.22 £46-95
Armstrong 524 .. £42.17 £36-95
Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £9.50
£7.95
Leak Delta FM .. £75.00 £63.95
Leak Delta AM/FM £89.30 £75.00
Alpha FTI50 .. £ 44.50 £36.95
Rogers Ravensbrook £49.95 £41.95
Nivico AM/FM MPX — £29.95
Sansui TU555 £81-31 ). 0n
Sansui TU666 £91-94 appliSansui TU777 [98.82 cation

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 .. £92.77 £79.95
Armstrong 526 .. £ 105.72 £89.95
Alpha R- I50 16m .. £ 59.00 £49.95
Alpha R-200 .. £69-00 £58.00
Alpha R-500 .. £79.00 £68.00
Leak Delta 75 .. £165.00 £139.00
Sansui 1000X .. £ 176.60
Nivico 5500 .. £99.75 £87-75
landberg
Hi-Fi/FM
MPX
C84.00 £69.95
Teleton F/2100 .. £ 55.00 £35.95
Goodmans Module 80 £91.59 £79.95
Goodmans 1-10 .. £ 135.00 £119.95
Wharfedale 100.1 .. £ 139.00 £109-95
TURNTABLES
B.S.R. MP60 .. £ 15-20
B.S.R. 610 .. £ 19.28
B.S.R. HT70 .. £21.22
B.S.R. MP60 Package £24.64
B.S.R. 610 Package £28.73
B.S.R. HT70 ' Package' £ 30.68

DOUBLE DIAMOND STYLI
The following Double
Diamonds ( 2LP-I PS) at
£1•20 each post paid.
ACOS GP9I, GP9I- I
SC, GP96, GP104.
BSR C I
(
ST4), X3M/H(STIO), X5M/H(ST15)
GARRARD GCM21, 21-T, 22, 22-T, GKM24, 24-T, GKS25, 25-T, GCS23, 23-T
PHILIPS AG3306.
SO N OTO N E 8T4A, 9TA, 9TA/HC.

£ 11.95
£ 15.50
£ 17.50
£ 19.95
£23.95
£25.95

DIAMOND STYLI

B.S.R. '
Package' contains Deck wired
with B.S.R. Base and Cover.
£9-95
Garrard 2025TC ..
G
d SP25 III .. £15.86 £11.95
£22.95
Garrard AP76
Garrard SL7513 • • £ 37.80 £32.95
Garrard SL95B • • £48-22 £39.95
£44-95
Garrard 0-100
Garrard 401 Unit £ 38.00 £31.95

AUDIO TECH N ICA. AT66, 66- LC, 665, 66SP, £3.10, 21 215, 2IXM, £6.00,
VM8, 7, £4-70, 3, 5, £6.75.
CONNOISSEUR. SCU ICeramic, £1.80.
DECCA. Deram Ceramic, 78 r.p.m., £1.25, Eliptical, £2.15.
COLORING. CS90 Ceramic £ 1.50, Cs9I E, £3.80, 0850, £100, G800H,
G800 Mag., £3&0, G800E, £8.50, 0800 Super E. £13.00.
NEAT. U70 Mag., £2.25, U70E. £3.80.
SH URE. M3D Mag. £4.40, N2I D Styli for HD3, £5.60, M3IE Mug., £6.90,
M32E Mag., £5-60 M32-3 Mag., £5-13, M44-5 Mag., £5.60, M44-7 Mag., £5•10,
M44- C flag., £5.10, M44E Mag., £6.90, 44-3 Mag., £5.60, M55- E Mag., £7•50,
M75-6 II Mag., £6.90 M75- E 11 Mag., £ 10.50, M75-Ej II Mug.. £9.00
M75- C Mag., £7-50, UIS-Il Improved, £ 13.50, 75-3. £5-60:
AND MANY OTHERS—write for details.

Garrard SP25 Ill wired. Base and
Cover and Goldring Cartridge.
COX PRICE £19-95.
Garrard AP76 wired. Base and
Cover and Goldring G800 Cartridge. COX PRICE £35.95.
Goldring GL- 72 £28.68
Goldring GL- 72P
t37.29
Goldring GL-75
Goldring GL-75P £ 48.76
Thorens TDI50AB £48.38
Thorens and Goldring
Lid
.
—
Sansui SRIOSOC .. £ 85 18

A & M STYLUS CARE SERVICE—STYLUS
INSPECTION
Faulty or worn styli cause damage to valuable record
collections. If you are unsure as to the condition of your
stylus at any time, forward your stylus, carefully packed, to:—
A & M Stylus Care, 123/125 High Street, Stevenage, Herts.
SGI 3HS together with your remittance of £3•20. Within
48 hours of receipt of the stylus it will be inspected and
returned with a report stating its condition and a
recommendation regarding continued use.
All leading Hi Fi units and systems at discount.
Send now for quotation.
OM IM MN
NMI Ma MI M1M

£22.95
£29.95
£33.95
£39.95
£42.95
£3.95
On
application

COX HI-FI & CAMERA CENTRES
BRIGHTON
CROYDON

CHURCHILL SQUARE, WESTERN ROAD.
lose
71 rs/
B4
, 1-11 h
TG
,1 I
FT
ENTRE
owe Stores

ELTHAM S.E.9

r7pilease

24837

1

01-686 7343

219 ELTHAM HIGH STREET

MAIL ORDER DEPT

forward your quotation for the undermentioned hi-fi
equipent
and/or details of hi-fi at discount.
m
Name

01-850 0384

Address

ALSO AT BROADWAY, BEXLEY HEATH, KENT
PRICES SUBJECT TO VARIATION

-K>r

I

°al

A & M SUPPLIES, DEPT. HFN2, 123/125 HIGH STREET,
STEVENAGE, HERTS. SGI 3HS.
Tel.: Stevenage 54321.
24 hours Ansafone Service.a

E. & 0.E.

12 BROMLEY ROAD,
• BECKENHAM, KENT

G am mil ma am um ma ma im ma
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ORSMITII&CO.( Len) LTD
TELETON CRIOT SYSTEM

RECORD DECKS

AM/FM stereo tuner amplifier.
Output
4W
per
channel.
Excellent reception, AFC, Built in
MPX. CER/XTAL input with pair
of matching speaker systems and
Garrard 2025 T/C record changer
with plinth/cover and stereo cart
OUR
PRICE
less deck £22 75.

£36.50

Carr.
£1.00
Carr 62p.

EUROPHON STEREO SYSTEM
Comprises Europhon AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier ( L/M/S/VHF), Garrard 2025 TC
Autochanger,
plinth,
cover
and
stereo
cartridge, a pair of Teleton Speakers and all
leads.

£48.50

OUR
PRICE
(Europhon

Carr. &
Ins. LI .00

Stereo Tuner Amplifier
Carr. 50p).

£27.50.

TEUTON SAQ206B SYSTEM
Latest model SAQ2068 amplifier
giving 6+6 watts RMS. Garrard
SP25 Ill with plinth and cover and
Goldring G800 cartridge and a pair
of Apollo speaker systems. Total
Rec. list £ 81.00.
OUR
PRICE

£ 55,95

Amplifier only £19.95.

Carr.
LISO
Carr. 50p

TELETON F2000 SYSTEM
AM/FM stereo tuner amplifier giving
5+5 watts RMS. AFC/Built in MPX
etc. with pair of matching GWS
speakers
and
Garrard
2025
T/C
record changer with plinth/cover and
stereo cartridge. Total list £ 7-734.

£54.65

OUR
Carr.
PRICE
LISO
Add £ 3.00 for SP25 Ill instead of
2025 T/C. F2000 only £28-75. Carr. 50p

ALPHA F2I2 SYSTEM
Latest model 10+10 watt F2I 2
stereo amplifier. Garrard SP25
Ill with plinth/cover and Goldring
G800 cartridge and a pair of
Keletron KN800 speaker systems.
OUR
PRICE

£63.75

Carr.
C1-25

TRIO KA.2000A SYSTEM
Comprises: Trio DA.2000A Stereo
Amplifier 16+16 watts rms. Garrard
SP25 Mk Ill with Goldring G800 cartridge, plinth and cover and a pair of
Denton 2 Speakers. Complete with
all leads.
PRICE
0 UR

£82.50

Fabulous
15+15
watt
stereo
amplifier.
Pair of Wharfedale
Denton 2Speakers. Garrard AP76
with
plinth
and
cover
and
Goldring G800 cartridge.
BSR
Mini Monot
£4.97
C1291.
£6.70
MP60
£10-75
610 ..
£14.65
510 ..
£11.85
310 ..
£9-65
810 ..
£34.47
MP60 TPD I ..
£17-65
MP60 TPD2
£15.85
610 TPDI
£20.97
510 TPDI .
£18.75
210 Package*
£9.85
HT 70
£15•55
HT 70 Package
£22.50
GARRARD
2025 T/C*
£8 50
3500* ..
£9.75
SP25 III
£10.50
SL65B
£13.45
AP76
£18.90
SL72B
£23 95
SL75B
£26.50
SL9513
£32.95
401 ..
£29.95
ZERO 100A ..
£45-95
ZERO 1005 ..
£42.75
GOLDRING
GL69/2
£18.97
GL69P
£25-95
GL72
£23.25
GL72/P
£30.25
GL75
£29-97
GL75P
£38.50
LID75
£3 -95
L1D72
£3.75
G99 ..
£19.95
GL85
£49.50
GL85P
£57.40
L1D85
£4-95
G101
£22-60
PIONEER
PL I2AC
£36.50
PL ISC
£52-25
PLA 25..
£67.35
THORENS
TD I
25
£59.65
TD 125AB
£94.25
TX25
£6.70
TDI50
£29-20
TD150A II
£34.60
TDI50AB 11
£41.35
TX II ..
.. £3.77
t Mono cart. *Stereo cart.
All others less cartridge.
Carriage 50p extra any model.

OUR
PRICE

Carr.
£1.25

£93 .95

WHARFEDALE LINTON SYSTEM
Wonderful
introductory
offer
saving
pounds! Comprises Wharfedale Linton
Amplifier, Wharfedale Linton Turntable
and apair of Wharfedale Linton 2Speakers.
Complete
with
all
leads,
ready
to
operate.
p
ORU
Ic
RE

TRIO KA2002 SYSTEM
Superb 15+15 watt amplifier.
Pair of Wharfedale Linton
2
speakers. Garrard SP25 III with
plinth and cover and Goldring
G800 cartridge.
OUR
Carr.
PRICE £ 96. °°
Fl 25
Matching Trio KT. 2001 AM/FM
Ste- co Tuner £56-40 extra if required.

OUR
PRICE

132. re%
£1

Carr.
Ins.LI-50

LEAK DELTA 30 SYSTEM
Comprises new Leak Delta 30 stereo
amplifier, Goldring GL75 with plinth,
cover and G800 cartridge. Pair of
Leak 150 speakers and all leads to
complete system.
OUR
PRICE

NIKKO TRM. 400 SYSTEM

ONLY

OUR
PRICE

£137.95

ARMSTRONG 521 SYSTEM
Comprises Armstrong 521
stereo
amplifier, Goldring GL75 with plinth,
cover and G800 cartridge, pair of
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 speakers and
all leads to complete the system.
OUR
PRICE

ALPHA R.150 SYSTEM

Carr.
& Ins. L1.50

SEE ALSO
NEXT TWO
PAGES

£1

55.00

Carr.
8i Ins. £ 1.50

ALPHA MR- I5 COMPACT
SYSTEM
Comprises new 18+18 watt RMS
Mw/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier with
integrated
GL75
turntable
and
magnetic cartridge.
Pair of Goodmans Mezzo Ill Speakers to complete
the system.
OUR
£ 160.75
Carr.
PRICE
& Ins. L2-00

LEAK DELTA 70 SYSTEM
Comprises new Leak Delta 70 stereo
amplifier,
Thorens
TDI50AB
II
record deck with plinth and TXII
cover, Shure MSSE cartridge and a
pair of Leak 250 speakers.

G.W.

Comprises Alpha R.I50 AM/FM stereo
tuner amplifier 8+8 watt RMS. Garrard
SP25 Ill, plinth, cover and G800 cartridge.
Pair of Wharfedale Denton 2 speakers.
All leads to complete the system.

Carr.
‘.• & Ins. L1-50

Carr.
& Ins. C1-50

£2.
97

SMITH
&Co. ( Radio) Ltd.

I28 .
5n

Comprises
Goodman,
Module 80
Stereo Tuner
Amplifier,
Garrard
AP76 with plinth, cover and G800
cartridge and a pair of Wharfedale
Linton 2 Speakers. Complete system
with all leads.

P. & P. 12p

£97 .50 & Ins
ns.1.25

j

GOODMANS MODULE 80
SYSTEM

Response
20-20.000 Hz.
Output 5 mV 47k.

Comprises Nikko TRM.400 Stereo
fSmplifier 16+16 watt RMS. Garrard
sP25 III with G800 cartridge. plinth
Ind cover and a pair of Linton 2
speakers. Complete with all leads.

OUR
£ 95'40
PRICE

PIEZO Y940
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

Ins. Li- 25

Rank Rotel FAX330A AFM/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier 17+17
watts RMS output.
Garrard
AP76
with
Goldring
G800
cartridge in plinth with cover.
Pair of Wharfedale Linton 2
Loudspeakers. Complete with
all necessary leads.

Carr. £ 1.25

Teak base and perspex cover
1 For SP25, SL65, 51-55. 3000,
2025T/C 2025. 1000, £3.75
2 For AP76, S175, £4-95
3 For SP25. etc. to operate with
lid in place, £4.95
4 For BSR McDonald range,
£3.75
Carriage, 37p each type.

£107.00 &

ROTEL FAX 330A
SYSTEM

PLINTHS & COVERS

Matching
Trio
KT.1000A
AM/FM
Stereo Tuner £52.50 extra if required.

JUR
'RICE

SANSUI AU- I01 SYSTEM

OUR
PRICE

LEAK DELTA 75 SYSTEM
Fantastic offer at extremely large
saving! Comprises Leak Delta 75
AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier, Leak
Delta Turntable and a pair of Leak
600 Speakers.
Complete with all
leads, ready to operate.
OUR

£254.95&

PRICE

Carr.
Ins. £ 2.00

£ 163 .00

&

Carr.
Ins. LI-SO

AKAI1720L STEREO TAPE RECORDER

AKAI 4000D STEREO TAPE DECK
_
Features 3 heads; 4- track stereo/

Features: 4- track stereo/mono
recording playback: 3 speeds I;
34 and 7f ips Automatic shut off.
Tape cleaner. All silicon transistors) Vertical or horizontal
operation. Robust construction
with attractive
vinyl
leather
covered wooden cabinet.

mono recording and playback;
) 2 speeds 31 and nips; All
, silicon transistor preamplifier;
Track selector; sound on sound;
, î • a sound with sound; automatic
•
shut off; instant stop control;
stereo headphone jack; vertical
or horizontal operation.

BUY NOW WHILE STOCK LAST
Rec. List £89•91. OUR PRICE £61.95. Carriles. 50p.

BUY NOW WHILE STOCK LAST
Rec

Lt £96 38

OUR PRICE £65 95 Carr. les

AKAI GXC40 GXC-40D CASSETTE STEREO
TAPE RECORDER/TAPE DECK

50p

Features the new Akai
glass and crystal ferrite
head and special limiter
circuit for quality sound
recording and playback.
Special cape switch for
chromium dioxide tapes.
Distortion
eliminating
over
level
switch.
Hysteresis. Synchronous outer rotor motor. All silicon
tranistor amplifier. Fast forward and rewind. Pause
button. Slide controls. Many other outstanding features.
GXC40 Recorder. OUR PRICE £ 34-90. Carr./Ins. 50p.
GXC4OD Deck.
OUR PRICE £69.97. Carr./
Ins. 50p.

AKAI X- I800 SD STEREO
TAPE RECORDER
Combined reel to reel 4 track
stereo tape recorder with the
incomparable
cross-field
head
and 8 track cartridge stereo
recorder with a one micron gap
head.
Transfer from reel to
cartridge is a unique and exclusive feature of this model.
Many outstanding features.
BUY NOW WHILE STOCK LAST
Rec. List £ 167 50. OUR PRICE £ 117.00.CarrIns. 50p.

AKAI CS50/CS-50D SUPER CASSETTE
STEREO TAPE RECORDER/TAPE
DECK
Features unique • Invertomatic' auto-

AKAI CR80/CR8OD 8 TRACK STEREO
CARTRIDGE RECORDER/TAPE DECK
Features one- micron gap head for extra wide frequency
response. Fast forward. Solid state amplifier using I.C.
Response 50-16,000 Hz.
Stereo headphone jack.
Automatic stop and many
more.

matic reverse recording and
playback. High frequency re_ sponse 30-16,000 Hz. Automatic stop, automatic shutoff. Continuous reverse. Push
button controls. Pause control. Slide volume controls.
Many other features.
CS50 Recorder OUR PRICE £96.20. Carriles. 50p.
CSSOD Deck only . OUR PRICE £80.80. Carr. Ins.
50p

CR80 Recorder OUR PRICE £80130 Carrilns. 50p.
CR8OD Deck only. OUR PRICE £64-60. Carr. Ins. 50p.

-

STEREO
I
ADAPTOR

Add the Lafayette adaptor and two additional speakers to any
existing stereo amplifier or receiver and enjoy multi dimensional
derived 4- channel stereo sound from regular 2 channel stereo
records, tapes and FM broadcasts. Actually recovers reflected
sounds that already exist on 2 channel recordings and reproduces
them through the additional rear speakers together with the
direct sound from the front speakers. Supplied with full instructions and cables. Easily installed.

Decks supplied ready wired in
teak veneered base with cover
and rutted with cartridge.

ONLY £ I2•50 P/P 37p.

G
d SP25 Ill with
Goldring G800 ..
£18•95
2025 T/C and SP25 III also available with new metal plinth.

TELETO N R8 SYSTEM
Teleton R8 AM/FM stereo tuner
amplifier 5+5 watts rms output.
Garrard 2025 T/C with plinth and
cover. 9TAHCD cartridge and a
pair of G.W.S. speakers.

OUR PRICE

£53.40
Carr. El
GENUINE BARGAIN!
;-KOSS SP.3XC

STEREO
HEADPHONES
Response I
015,000 Hz.
Impedance 416 ohms. Brand
New, Boxed &
fully g'teed ( List
£9.50). OUR
PRICE £6•50.
P & P 25p.

SINCLAIR
PROJECT 60

HOSIDEN DH- 02S
STEREO HEADPHONES

Wonderful
value and
excellent performance.
Adjustable
headband.
8 ohm. 20;
12,000 cps.
Complete
wit h lead and stereo jack plug.

ONLY

£2.25

P. & F 12p

nr>%

G

d2025 TIC with
Sonotone 9TAHCD £ 13•95
G
d SP25 III with
Sonotone 9TAHCD £ 15-95

G

d AP76 with
Goldring G800 ..
SP25 III/Shure M75-6
AP76/Shure M75-6 ..
BSR MP60 with Audio
Technica AT55
Goldring GL72 with
Goldring G1300
Goldring GL75 with
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring GL75 with
Goldring G800E

£29 95
£ 19-95
£39.95
£21-00
£37-50
E42-50

All other Sinclair Products in stocksee opposite page.

NEW
PROJECT
605
£20.97
Carr. 37p

AKAI X -200D STEREO TAPE DECK
-

Features three motors. Auto reverse playback. Cross field head.
3 speed ( If, 31, 7f ips). Capstan
drive motor. Sensing tape con- »
tinuous reverse ( Auto reverse).
Manual reverse.
Many other
features.
BUY NOW WHILE STOCK LAST

Rec. List £ 162.53. OUR PRICE £111.00. Carr./Ins 50p.

AKAI GX-220/GX220D STEREO TAPE RECORDER/
TAPE DECK
Features glass and crystal ferrite
recording and playback head'
dust free and wear free. Respons
30 to 24,000 Hz.
3 heads.
motors. 3 speeds If, 31, 7f
Sensing tape continuous aute
matit reverse plus manual re
verse. S.O.S. button for soul.
..
on sound. Many other feature .
GX-220 Recorder. OUR PRICE £223.95. Carr./In 50p
GX-220D Deck only. OUR PRICE £ 170 47. Carr./
I,. 50p

UNBEATABLE OFFER!
ALL BRAND NEW
AND BOXED
M30- M £4 55 1175-6 11 £8.50
M44-5 £597 M75-G 11E10.97
M44-7 £597 M75- El II £11•97
M44- E £650 M75- E11 £13.75
M55- E £750
P. & P. 12p.
1175-6 Brand new in bulk pack
£7.50 P. & P. 12p.

OTHER AKAI PRODUCTS
IN STOCK
X-2000 SD .. £216-00
G X-280 SD
.
£228.00
G X-365 .. £297-00
Carr./Ins. 50p. each

AKAI AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIERS

EAGLE TSA.I50 STEREO
AMPLIFIER
List price £29•60.

Housed
in attractive Teak
cabinet. 7-5+7-5 watts rms.
Switched inputs for Mag. Cer.
tape,
tuner,
bass,
treble,
volume,
balance
controls.
Headphone socket.
Output
for main or remote speakers.
OUR PRICE £ 16 50. Carr .f
Ins 50p.
TELETON STQ204 X
AM- FM STEREO TUNER

£ 6-65

EXCELLENT QUALITY
HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED
AA6200 15+ I5W
OUR PRICE .. £79.40
AA6300 30+30W
OUR PRICE ..
£98.70
A6600 50+50W
OUR PRICE .. £ 107.80
AA8500 85 + 85w
OUR PRICE .. £ 174.00
Carr./Ins. 50p. each

Carriage 50p extra any model.

FM
TUNER

6 transistor
high
quality.
6" x4" x24.
3 I.F.
stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator.
Ample output to feed most
amps. Operates on 9V battery
88-108 Mc/s.
Ready built.
£6•374. P&P 11f p.
Multiplex adaptor, £1174.

fitedétlee _

2X Z30 amplifier, stereo 60 pre- amp.
PZ5 power supply. £I6•75, carr. 37p.
Or with PZ6 power supply, £18-85,
carr. 37p. 2x Z50 amplifier, stereo 60
pre- amp. PZ8 power supply £ 0.25,
carr. 37p. Transformer for PZI3. £2.97
extra. Add to any of the above E4-87
for active filter unit and £13.90 for a
pair of QI6 Speakers. Project 60 FM
Tuner, cans, carr. 37p.

Features: All silicon transistor
amplifier. High audio output 6
watts per channel. Cross field
head. Rugged constru : don. 4
track
stereo/mono
re:ording
and playback. 3speeds If, 31 and
74 ips. Hysteresis synchronous
2-speed motor. Automatic shut
off.
Many
more outstanding
features.
Rec. List £ 177.97. OUR PRICE £ 112.50. Carr. Ins. 50p,
Available X- 5000L ( Leatherette) or X- 5000W ( Walnut)

SHURE CARTRIDGES

RECORD DECK
PACKAGES

LAFAYETTE 4-C HA N N EL

AKAI X-5000 STEREO
TAPE RECORDER

G. W.

SMITH
& CO. ( Radio) LTD

See opposite
and previous
page

De luxe all silicon tuner with
FET front end.
FM 88-108
MHz ( 18 uV). AM 520 kHz1610 kHz.
Auxiliary circuits.
Muting. AFC, MPX monitor.
Stereo indicator and tuning
meter.
Ferrite
antenna.
Luxurious walnut case. I
4X114'. Rec. List over £60.
OUR PRICE £34.50. Carr.
50p.

3rx

GOODMANS
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
HAVANT £44.00 pr. Carr. SOp.
DOUBLE MAXIM £26 20 ea
Carr. 50p.
DIMENSION
8 £48.30
ea.
Carr. 50p.
MAMBO £32.50 pr. Carr. 50p.
MARIMBA £35.00 pr. Carr. 50p.
MINISTERS £ 490 pr. Carr.
50p.
MEZZO Ill £ 245 ea.
Carr. 50p.
MAGNUM K-2
£29.95
ea.
Carr.
50p.
MAGISTER £39.95 ea. Carr. El.

LATEST CATALOGUE

11154idefile,
EleMeali
tuespeneete
Feetenimt
[melees

ii
New 6th edition giving full
details of a comprehensive
range of HI-FI EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT
and
COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT.
FREE
DISCOUNT COUPONS
VALUE 50p. 272 pages, fully
illustrated
and
detailing
thousands of items at bargain
prices.
SEND NOW STILL ONLY

371p

P. & P. 10p

CASH DISCOUNT HI-FIDELITY SALES!
SAVE UP TO 33i% AND MORE!
All items brand new in makers cartons and fully guaranteed. Shop personally at any of our three Central West End Shops or orderihy mail.
Carriage & Packing 50p extra. Arms only 25p Cartridges only I2 i1)
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad 800011 .. £ 17 95
Amstrad 1C2000 .. £30.00
Armstrong 521 .. £45•50
Arena F.212
£26.50
Alpha FA 300 .. £29.50
Alpha FA 400 .. £33.95
Cambridge P.50 .. £72.50
Cambridge P.I00 £ 117-50
Dulci 207 .. £ 17.00
Dulci 207M
£ 19.95
Eagle TSA. 50 .. £ 16.50
Ferrograph F.307 II Case £45 95
HL Audio 707 .. £ 17.75
Lafayette LA.324 .. £24.00
Lafayette LA.750 .. £35.00
Leak Delta 30
£49.97
Leak Delta 70
£62.97
Linear 505 .. £ 13•95
Lux 707
£53•20
Lux 503
..
£78•10
Lux 507 .. £ 109.70
Metrosound ST.20E .. £ 27-95
Metrosound ST60 .. £51-95
Nikko TRM 300
£32 75
Nikko TRM400 £40.95
Nikko TRM50 .. £49.50
Nikko TRMI200 . £91-00
Philips RH.580 £23-00
Philips RH.590 £39-50
Philips RH.59 I
£61-50
Pioneer SA 500 .. £37•25
Pioneer SA 600 .. £59.00
Pioneer SA.700 .. £67.95
Pioneer SA.900 .. £92 50
Pioneer SR.202 Reverb. £33 40
Rogers R'brook II Ch. £40 25
Rogers R'brook Il Case £45.50
Rogers R'bourne Ch £49 40
Rogers R'bourne Case £57-50
Rota 1500 .. . £ 15-50
Rota 2200 .. £21.80
Rota 5000
£31.25
Rotel RA.210.. .. £25.97
Rotel RA.310 £32.50
Rotel RA.610 £52-95
Sacom SA.500 .. £22.50
Sinclair 2000 .. £23.75
Sinclair 3000 .. £31SO
Sinclair Neoteric £43.95
Sugden All 11
£52-50
Sugden A51 /CS I .. £ 102.50
Teleton SAQ206 .. £ 19.95
Teleton SAQ307 £23.75
Tripletone 800 II .. £27.50
Wharfedale Linton .. £39.90
Sansui-Trio. Full range in stock.
TUNERS
Alpha FTI 50 .. £35.00
Armstrong 523 .. £43.95
Armstrong 524 .. £34.95
Armstrong M8 Decoder £7.97
Dulci FMT7
£ 19-95
Dulci FMT7S
£27.25
Leak Delta FM
£58•95
Leak Delta AM/FM .. £69-50
Lux 515
£92.40
Nikko FAMIO .. £40.60
Nikko FAMI4 .. £84.30
Nikko FAM 300 .. £43.20
Nikko FAM400 .. £56.75
Nikko PAM 1200 .. £ 124.90
Philips RH.690 .. £35-50
Philips RH.691 .. £72-70
Pioneer TX500 £53.50
Pioneer TX700 £85•90
Pioneer TX900 £ 114.10
Rogers R'bourne chassis £54.95
Rogers R'bourne case £59•95
Rotel RT.320 .. £45.60
Sinclair 2000/3000 .. £35-75
Sinclair Project 60 .. £20-25
Teleton GT.I 01 .. £3015
Teleton STQ204X .. £34-50
Tripletone PET/FM £32-75
Sansui-Trio. Full range in stock.
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Alpha FR3000 .. £67.50
Alpha FR4000 .. £74-95
Akai AA6300 .. £98.70
Akai AA6200 .. £79.40
Akai AA6600 .. £ 107.80
Akai AA8500 .. £ 174.00
Alpha R.500 .. £64.50

Alpha R.150 .. £44.95
Armstrong 525 .. £72.25
Armstrong 526 .. £82 25
Armstrong M8 Decoder £7.97
Goodmans Module 80 £68-95
Goodmans 80 Compact £ 136-75
Goodmans ONE-TEN £ 111.90
Leak Delta 75
£ 131.95
Nikko STA.30 I
£89.70
Nikko STA.50I £ 103•50
Nikko STA.6010 £ 110-20
Nikko STA.8010 £ 126-40
Nikko STA.9010 £232-30
Nikko STA.1101 £209.50
Philips RH.702 £85.95
Philips RH.78 I
£56•80
Philips RH.882 £86-60
Pioneer SX.440 £80-85
Pioneer LX.440 £91•40
Pioneer SX.770 £ 107.50
Pioneer SX.990 £ 132-15
Pioneer SX.1500 £ 167-25
Pioneer SX.2500 £261.00
Pioneer sx.6ocro
£163.25
Pioneer SX.9000 £224.00
Rotel FAX.330A £67.35
Rotel FAX.550A £79.50
Rotel FAX.660A £86-60
Rotel RX I
50
£57.95
Rotel RX400
£79.50
Rotel RX200
£72.50
Rogers R'brook Ch. .. £89.95
Rogers R'brook Case £97-50
Scaneltra 1515 .. £ 108 50
Scaneltra 15I5FM £77.50
Sharp TFS.50
Tandberg TR200 Dec. £85.95
Tandberg 1171 Decoder £91.95
Teleton F.2000 .. £28-75
Teleton TFS50 LA .. £62•50
Teleton TFS.50 [59-95
Sansui-Trio. Full range in stock.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Alpha HTI 7 Mk 11 ( Pr) £23.90
Alpha HT7 Mk 11 .. £ I7-50
Arena HT.I9
£
6.97
Arena HT.I 0
E18.50
Arena HT.28
[ 13.25
B& WDMI
E3I•95
B & W DM3
E48•40
B & W 70 Monitor .. £ 121•95
Cambridge R.50 .. £80-00
Cambridge R.40 .. £53.00
Celestion Ditton 1011 £ 19•95
Celestion Ditton 120 ( PR)£44-95
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £30.95
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £50•95
Celestion Ditton 44 £42.50
Decca Deram (PR) .. £32-50
Elac E6.S .. £9-75
G'mans Double Maxim £26.20
Goodmans Havant ( PR) £44.00
Goodmans Dimension 8 £48.30
Goodmans Minister ( PR) [34.90
Goodmans Marimba ( PR) £35.00
Goodmans Mezzo Ill £22.95
Goodmans Magnum-K2 £29-95
Goodmans Magister .. £39•95
G'mans Mambo W ( PR) £32-50
Jordan Watts Jumbo £ 17.25
Kef Concord ..
£38-25
Kef Cadenza .. £34.00
Kef Chorale .. £28.00
Keletron KN400 ( Pr) £ 12.95
Keletron KN600 ( Pr) £ 18.95
Keletron KN800 ( Pr) £20.95
Keletron KN 1100 .. £ 14-20
Keletron KNI600 £ 16•95
Keletron KN2 100 .. £20.25
Keletron KN123/3 £ 1680
Leak Mini Sandwich ( PR) [39-50
Leak 150 ( PR) .. £37.50
Leak 250 ( PR) .. £44.95
Leak 600 .. £33.50
Metrosound HFS 103 ( PR)L25-47
Metrosound HFS 202 £ 15-95
R/Allan Chaconne .. £ 16-95
R/Allan Pavane .. £28.00
R/Allan Flamenco .. £20•62
R/Allan Super Sarabanne £51•37
Rogers R'brook ( PR) £49-95
Rogers R'bourne £26.50
Sinclair Q16
£6•95
Ste- Ma 400
£ 16.95
Tandberg TLI2 .. £22-95

Send S.A.E. for full discount price list and
package deals list. Enquiries invited for
any item not listed.
Quotations given for any Package Deals.
All prices correct at time of press.

A

ALSO SEE PREVIOUS
TWO PAGES

Tandberg TL25 .. £29.95
Tandberg TL50
£S4 95
Tannoy Chatsworth.. £48.45
Tannoy 12 Lancaster £52.95
Tannoy 15' Lancaster £58 00
Tannoy 3 LZ
£34.00
Tripletone Concerto £ 12.87
Wharfedale Aston ( PR) £40.40
Wharfedale Rosedale £48.50
Wharfedale Denton 2(PR)£31.50
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( PR)L39.50
Wharfedale Triton 3 ( PR)£53.95
Wharfedale Melton 2 £25 95
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £33.40
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
EMI Set 450
£3.50
EMI Set 350
£7.50
Goodmans 8-P .. £4-05
Goodmans 10-P ..
£4.78
Good mans I
2-P .. £9.50
Goodmans 15-P .. £ 15.00
Goodmans I8-P (91/100) £24 95
Goodmans Audios 100 £8.40
Goodmans Axent 100 £4.85
Goodmans Twinaxiette 8 £6.95
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 £7.50
Goodmans Axiom 201 £ 11.45
Goodmans Axiom 401 £ 12•50
Goodmans Audiom 51 £9•50
Goodmans Audiom 61 £ 13-50
Goodmans Unilex 8 .. £2-47
Goodmans Audiom 81 £22-95
Goodmans Trebax 100 £5•50
Goodmans MIDAX 650 £5
1•25
Goodmans X05000 .. £ 1-97
Goodmans X0950 .. £5•25
Good mans Attenuator £2-50
Goodmans ARU. I
72.. £3-25
Kef T.1511
£5•10
Kef 7.27
£4•25
Kef 13.200
£7•97
Kef B.110
£7.57
Kef B.I39 II
£9-77
Keletron I215/TC £5•20
Keletron 1220/TC .. £6-80
Tannoy Mon. Gold Ir
no•oo
Tannoy Môn. Gold I
r £36.00
WB. HF8I2
£5•35
WB. HF8I6
[815
WB.HF1012
(
6.42
WB. HF 1016
£ 10-25
WB. HF1214
£ 13•95
WB. TB 12/67
£6-62
WB. T359
£2•26
WB. CX3000 .. £2-15
WB. CXI500 ..
£2-72
WB. CX 1000
£2•72
WB. CX500
£1•87
W'dale r Bronze RS/DD £3•50
W'dale rSuper RS/DD £6.75
W'dale
Super RS/DD £ 11.10
SPEAKER KITS
Goodmans DIN20 £9-97
Kef K2 Baffle .. £20-40
Kef K3 Baffle .. £31•87
Kef K4 Baffle .. £ 15•97
R/Allan Twin
£
8.75
R/Allan Triple 8 .. £ 13•60
R/Allan Triple £ 16•25
R/Allan 5/Triple £ 19•25
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. [9.70
Wharfedale Unit 4 .. £ 12-50
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..
£18.50
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Stereo with diamond stylii
Audio Devel. AD76K £3.85
Audio Devel. AD96K £4.95
Audio Tech. AT55 £3.82
Audio Tech. AT66.7HC £4.95
Audio Tech. AT66.7LC £4-95
Audio Tech. AT66.5HC £4.95
Audio Tech. AT2 1 .. £9.60
Audio Tech. AT2 IS .. £960
B& 0 SP- I4
£6.70
Eagle LCO5
£4.20
Eagle LCO7
£5-90
Empire 1000ZE/X £48.85
Empire 999VE/X .. £34.65
Empire 999TE/X .. £21-00
Empire 999SE/X £ 16.85
Empire 999E/X £ 12.50
Empire 999/X
£8.90
Empire 909E/X £9.87
Empire 909/X
£7.32
Empire 90EE/X £7.70

Goldring G-850
£4.25
Goldring G-800 £ 5.55
Goldring G-800H £6•55
Goldring G-800E .. £ 10-50
Goldring G-800 Super E 14-92
Neat V60 MH
E7-20
Neat V60 MHE
£.45
Neat V70
E3-82
Neat V70E
es-95
Orbit NM22
E2-95
Ortofon SL 1
5E
£22•95
Ortofon Transformer £4-95
Pickering XV 15/750E £26-40
Pickering XVI 5/400E £ 17-25
Pickering XVI5/350 .. £ 13.05
Pickering P/ATE £8-45
Pickering P/AT
£6.70
Pickering P/AC
£5.30
Shure M3D-M
£4.50
Shure M-31-E• • £ 8.70
Shure M-32-E• . £ 8.04
Shure M-44-5• • £5-97
Shure M-44-7. • £5•97
Shure M-44-C• • £ 7•15
Shure M-44-E£6-50
Shure M- 55-E. • £7-50
Shure M-75-611 • . £8-50
Shure 11-75-G11 • • £ 10-97
Shure M-75-E II • • £ 13-75
Shure M-75-E1 II .. £ 11.97
Shure M-9I- E• • £ 15-88
Shure M-92-E• • £ 14.20
Shure M-93-E.. £ 13 97
Shure V- I5 II .. • • £27.95
Shure M-75- E-95G £ 16.90
Shure M-32-3 ( Mono) £7.45
Teleton NM33
£2.95
Full range of stylii in stock.
PICK-UP ARMS
AD309K with AD76K cart £7.67
Audio Tech. ATIOOS.. £ 15 65
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 12.05
Decca Ilk ISuper .. £6.85
Decca International .. ¿20-33
Goldring L.75
£9.97
Goldring L.69
£6.75
Neat G.30
£ 12 35
Neat G.30B
£ 14.40
Neat G.30 Lift .. £ 325
SME 300911/Shell .. £24.95
SME 3012 II/Shell .. £26.45
RECORD DECKS
B.S.R. McDonald MP.60 £ 10.75
B.S.R. McDonald 610 £ 14.65
B.S.R. McDonald 510 £ 11-85
B.S.R. McDonald 310 £9.65
B.S.R. McDonald 810
£34.47
Connoisseur BDI Kit £ 10-37
Connoisseur BD1 Chassis £ 13.33
BD2/SAU2/Ch £26.25
BD2/SAU2/P/C £33.25
Decca Deluxe .. £ 15.75
G
d see other page.
Goldring GL72
£23•25
Goldring GL72P [30.25
Goldring GL75
£29.97
Goldring GL75P
£38.50
Goldring Plinth 75 .. £7.00
Goldring LID 72 .. £375
Goldring LID 75 .. £3.95
Goldring G.99 .. £ 19.95
Leak Delta Turntable £56.50
Pioneer PL I
2AC
¿36-50
Pioneer PL I5C
£52 25
Pioneer PLA25 ¿67-35
Thorens TDI25 .. £59.65
Thorens TD125AB .. £94-25
Thorens TX.25 Cover £6.70
Thorens TD.1SOA 11 .. £34.50
Thorens TO.150ABII £40-25
Thorens TD. 150 .. £29•20
Thorens TD. I
50 Plinth £3Si
Thorens TX.11Cover £3.77
Wharfedale Linton .. £28.95
STEREO SYSTEMS
Alpha Arena MR15 .. ¿ I14-95
Decca Sound 613 .. £61.85
Fidelity Musicmaster £36 50
Grosvenor Stereo 500 £40.90
Marconi Unit 3 .. £67.35
Marconi Unit 4 .. £64.47
Metrosound 10-10 .. £62 50
Teleton 2S- 60F .. £53-00
Wyndsor 1550S ..
£43-50

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Akai CS50
£96.20
Akai GXC40
£84.90
Crown CTR 320W .. £23•05
Crown CTR 8750 .. £25.00
Philips EL3302 £ 16.50
Philips N2202
£ 18.50
Philips N2204 .. [22.50
Philips N2205 .. £33.65
Pye 9109 .. £ 18.50
Pye 9115
£33-30
Standard STR I12 .. £ 19.95
Teleton TC 110 .. £ 19-25
Teleton 8100
£ 13.95
Teleton TRCI30 .. £30.25
Toshiba KT2 I
0 .. £25.00
STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS-50D
£80-80
Akai GXC4OD £69.97
Alpha CDI50
£45•50
Philips N-2503 .. £44.25
Teleton STC106 .. £ 34-25
Toshiba KT-403D .. £57-70
Kellar Dolby Units .. £44-95
Sharp RD423E £47.20
Wharfedale DC-9 .. £91-30
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1720L
£61.95
Akai 5000W
£ 112.50
Akai 5000L
£ 112-50
Akai 18005D £ 117-00
Akai X-2000 SD .. £216.00
Akai GX220
£223.95
Ferrograph 722 .. £204.50
Ferrograph 724 .. £204-50
Marconi 4245 .. £28-85
Philips 4303 .. £32.95
Philips 4307 .. £37.50
Philips 4308 .. £47-60
Philips 4404 .. .. [71.20
Philips 4407
£86.60
Philips 4408
£ 105.00
£46.50
Tandberg 1521 .. £74-95
Tandberg 1541 .. £79.95
Tand berg 404IX .. £ 143-95
Tandberg 4021X .. £ 145.00
TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000 D ..
E65.95
Akai X200 D
£ 11.00
Akai GX220 D
£ 170.47
Akai GX280 D .. £228.90
Ferrograph 702 .. E180.50
Ferrograph 704 .. £ 180-50
Philips 4500 .. £96.95
Tand berg 604IX £ 156.95
Tend berg 602IX £ 158.00
Tand berg 3021 X .. £91.00
Tandberg 3041 X .. £89.95
Tandberg 1841 .. £57.50
8 TRACK SLOT STEREO
Akai CR80
£80.80
Akai CR8OD Deck only £64-60
Metrosound 448 .. £43.35
Metrosound SS30 £65-50
Teleton STP80 I .. £42.97
STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE-95
£5-50
Akai ASE-20
[7.30
Akai ASE-22
£8.25
Eagle SE- I00• • £ 13.45
H/W CIS 250
£4.95
H/W CIS 300• • £ 6.97
H/W CIS 500• • £ 10.50
Koss K6 L/C .. • • £ 11.15
Koss SPCX3.. £ 6.50
Koss K6 ..• • £ 9.95
Koss KO-727B• • [ 13.50
Koss PRO 4AA . • £21.95
Koss ESP6
£36.00
Koss ESP9 .. • • £53.40
Koss K781 .. • • £7.95
Pioneer SE-50 .. £ 14-97
Pioneer SE- 30 .. £9.45
Pioneer SE-20 .. £5.97
Rogers Ravensbrook £ 15.95
Rotel RH600
£4.67
Rotel RH700
£7.50
Rotel RH7 1I .. £747
Sansui 552
£6.97
Sansui SSIO
£ 10.75
Sansui SS20
£ 14.97
Sennheiser H0414 .. £8.50
Teleton SH30 IP
£2•95
Wharfedale D.D. 1. £8.50

er.W.SMITH&CO.(1/1B)0)LTD
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. LONDON, W.1
3 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
311 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON. W.2

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

01-636
01-437
01-437
01-262

3715
8204
9155
0387

All Mail Orders to 11-12, Paddington Green,
London, W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562

DISCOUNT
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

LOUDSPEAKER ( pairs)

PLEASE ADD 50p for P&P

P&P from 75p

Cash
£45-00
£53.50
£62.00
£15.00
£29.50
£14.50
£88.00
£33.50

Armstrong 521 ..
Leak Delta 30 ..
Leak Delta 70 ..
Lewis SASS ..
Metrosound ST2OE
Mallard Unilex
Quad 33-303 ..
Rotel RA 310 ..

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
PLEASE ADD 60p for P&P
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526 ..
Armstrong M8 decoder
Rotel RX 150 ..
Rotel RX 200 ..

••

Cash
£72.00
£82.50
£8.00
£52.00
£60.00

TUNERS
PLEASE ADD 50p for P&P
Armstrong
Armstrong
Leak Delta
Leak Delta
Quad FM3

523 .
524 ..
FM ..
AM/FM

•

Cash
£43.50
£33.50
£59.00
£71.50
£62.00

THE OLDEST HI-FI
DEALERS IN SURREY

TURNTABLES
P&P from 50p

Cash
Garrard SP25 Mk 3
£ 10-75
Garrard 51-6513 .. £ 16•50
Garrard AP76 ..
£21.00
Garrard SL72B . •
£25.50
Garrard SL7513 . •
£30.00
Garrard SL95B • •
£38-50
Garrard 401 ..
E29•50
Garrard Zero 100 auto
£41.25
G
d Zero 100S
£38.00
Goldring GL72 ..
£23.00
Goldring GL72/P
£30.00
Goldring GL72/P/C
£ 315
G•dldring GL75 ..
E31.00
Goldring GL75/P
£38.00
Goldring GL75/P/C
£4I•75
Goldring G99
..
£ I9•95
Goldring C99
..
..
£ 9•75
Thorens TD150AB Mk 2
£40.00
Thorens TDI50AB Mk 2/C
£43•75
BSR MP60 ..
E12•00
BSR MP60/P/C wired .. £ 0.00
BSR MP70/P/C wired .. £25•00

RECOMMENDED BY
Acoustical, Armstrong,
Goldring. S.M.E., Tandberg,
Tannoy, Koss, Shure

3sp

for P&P

Goldring L69
Goldring L75
SME 3009/S2

Cash
£8.00
£11.00
£26-50

TAPE RECORDERS
P&P from

sop

Philips EL3302
Tandberg 304IX
Tandberg 1521 ..
Tandberg 1541 ..
Tandberg cover ..
Kellar KDBI

LARGE RANGE OF
PLUGS, SOCKETS AND
ACCESSORIES IN OUR
COMPONENTS SHOP

SPEAKER CHASSIS &
KITS
P&P from

40p

Cash

Wharfedale 8" Bronze ..
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD
Goodmans Twinaxiette 8
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10
Goodmans 201 12" ..
Goodmans Trebax 100 ..
Tznnoy 12" Monitor Gold
Wharfedale Unit 3 pairs
Wharfedale Unit 4 pairs
Wharfedale Unit 5 pairs

£4.25
£7.00
£11.25
£7.50
£8.25
£12-00
£7.00
£28.50
£21.00
£28.00
£40-00

BASES & COVERS
P&P from 35p
Garrard WBI
Garrard SPCI
Garrard WB4
Garrard SPC4
Goldring Plinth 72/75 ..
Goldring Lid 72/75 ..
Thorens TXII for TD150
B & N Audio base and cover

Cash
£3.25
£3.25
£4.75
£3.75
£7.00
£3.75
£4.00
£8.50

HEADPHONES
PLEASE ADD 30p for P&P

Cash

Eagle
Eagle
Koss
Koss
Koss
Kcss
Koss
Koss

£2.75
£6.25
£7.75
£10.00
£11•25
£13.00
£21.25
£34.00

5E5 ..
SE30
K7I I
K6 ..
K6/LC
K072713
Pro4AA
ESP6

CARTRIDGES

PICKUP ARMS
PLEASE ADD

Cash

B & W DM3 teak
£ 92.00
Metrosound HFS103
£25•00
Metrosound HFS202 . •
E33 25
Tannoy IIILZ•
.
E66•00
Tannoy 15" Lancaster • • £114.00
• • £ 120 00
Quad ELS
Wharfedale Denton 2 .. • •
02.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 .. • •
el0•00
Wharfedale Melton 2
..
£ 52•00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
£64.00

Cash
£17.50
£89.00
£69.50
£75.00
£3.00
£40.00

MONEY REFUNDED ON
REQUEST IF ITEM
ORDERED NOT
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK

PLEASE ADD 10p for P&P
Sonotone 9TA/HC
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800
Shure M44-7
Shure M31- E
Shure M44- E
Shure M55- E
Shure M75-6
Shure M75- G
Shure M75- E1
Shure M75- E
Shure V15 Improved

ALL ITEMS

Cash
£2.25
£4.00
£7.25
£8.00
£9.50
£9.50
£10.00
£12.25
£13.00
£14-50
£15-50
£29.00

hi-fi
news
said it. ..
(Feb. ' 72 issue)
Writing about the photograph on the front of the February issue,
"Hi Fi News" said ( page 249): ' Acoustic instruments take many
years to evolve ... such as the descant recorder employed here for
an unusual duet. Its partner ( by E. M. Ginn, circa 1930) ... was a
prince among acoustic gramophones in the shellac discs' great age
of expansion.... This horn's electro acoustic hi-fi successorsprinces of a more sophisticated kind-are still available from EMG
who continue to use adrawing of this ancient beauty to symbolise
their devotion to the best".
What more need we say except that we stock only records of classical
and serious modern works and that our own privately circulated
record review " The E.M.G. Monthly Letter" (£ 1.75 for 12 months,
post free) is considered the best of its kind. As for equipment, we do
indeed stock excellent products, and specialise in supplying ( and
installing if required) these to customers' precise personal
requirements.

eEQUIPMENT
eSERVICE
oRECORDS

NEW

AND COVERED BY
MAKER'S GUARANTEE

Manufacturers of Special Electronic Equipment for
'National Physical Laboratory', Teddington and
'Department of the Environment'

SURBITON PARK RADIO LTD.
48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Telephone: 01-546 5549
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30 to 6 p.m.

o
E.M.G.

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES

26 SOHO SQUARE
Telephone 01-734 4311

Early closing Wednesday Ip.m
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LTD.

LONDON WIV 6BB
Nearest Underground- Tottenham Court Rood
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It's so different from our last 10E cartridge, aconcept of afixed magnet separate from the
maybe we should have changed it's name.
moving system, inducing its field into an
The ADC 10E cartridge has been highly
armature of extremely light weight. But
acclaimed for performance and reliability.
unlike other 10E's, it has virtually
But being ADC, we're never content
no mechanical damping in its
to rest on our laurels. We're always
moving system. Stylus damping
seeking new ways to perfect that
is achieved instead from eddy
performance, enhance that
currents induced in the metal
reliability. Hence the new 10E
housing surrounding the pole
Mark IV. Because this new
pieces — atechnique which
cartridge shares the same
provides superior mid-range
electrical specifications as previous
tracking and areduction in
10E's it's a10E cartridge. But
inter-modulation distortion.
because we've made so many
In bringing out our new
radical variations on the 10E type
Mark IV, we haven't discarded
it's almost an entirely new
all the proved features and
cartridge from its predecessors.
superior performance that
To begin with: it's external
distinguished our previous 10E
shape has changed. The removable
cartridge. Features that include
stylus assembly is aU-shaped
exceptional ease of stylus
plastic part that slides-on-slips-off
replacement and self-retracting
the cartridge body for easy — and
stylus that protects itself — and
accurate stylus replacement. The
your records. But what we've
stylus has apositive location point
done is brought the 10E afew
in the suspension which reduces
steps nearer perfection — perfection
flexure at the tip and at the end of the
in sound fidelity and reliability. The new
cantilever to cut down resonance.
Mark IV has acrisp, clean sound with adifference
It uses the induced magnet principle —
—adifference you must hear for yourself.

CI)

1

10E MK IV SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION

-

For further information contact:
ENGLAND

AUSTRALIA

Hisonic Limited
J. H. Reproducers Co.
Eccleston Road
293 Huntingdale Road
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent Chadstone, Victoria
England
3148 Australia

Sensitivity
Tracking Force
Frequency Response
Channel Separation
Compliance
Stylus Tip Dimension

4 mv at 5-5 cms/sec.
(nominal) 0-7 grams
10Hz-20kHz ± 2dB
30 dB 50Hz-12kHz
(nominal) 35 x10 -"cms/dyne
0-0007" x0-0003" elliptical

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

NEW ZEALAND

Hi Fi Installations Limited
276 Andries Street
Post Office Box 2430
Pretoria, South Africa

Fidelity Acoustic ( Pty.) Ltd.
Post Office Box 11421
Johannesburg
South Arnica

John Gilbert & Company Limited
Tasman Building
16-22 Anzac Avenue
Auckland 1, New Zealand
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to all HiFi
enthusiasts!

This is it! The Hi Fi Show of the Year Your chance to see, and hear. some of
the worlds finest and most sophisticated audio equipment in near
perfect conditions- aluxury hotel.
No excess noise, no packed exhibition hall, but an ideal, luxury environment
where you can mix with Hi Fi experts and enthusiasts. Admission to you is FREE.
VVrite to Sonex '72.8 Hill Street, London, W.1. for your free tickets or
ask your local Hi Fi dealer for details.
Every Sonex exhibition has been agreat success.
Sonex ' 72 will be sensational.

the world of
television
sound
at the
touch of a
button

Sonex ' 72 is mounted by British Audio Promotions Limited and sponsored
by the Fede ation of British Audio.

SKYWAY HOTEL

The quality of television sound equals and . n many cases surpasses
that from the V.H.F. F.M. broadcasts on Radios 2,3 and 4. This situation has
existed since television commenced in this and other countries. Due entirely
to the economics of receiver design, the sound section in television sets has
been sadly 'neglected.

A
•D•

With the introduction of the Television Sound Monitor an exciting era
of high quality sound is available for home and professional use. The Sound
Monitor is an independent tuner requiring an aerial input plus mains supply.
The sound outputs can be fed directly into any High Fidelity amplifier
and/or tape tecorder.

eInstant press button
station selection.

eVari-capdiodetuning.
eCompletely transistorised.
eLow impedance outputs.
eTuning meter.
eAvailable in attractive
veneered Teak cabinet or
chassis only.

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

eManufactured in three
models—VHF/UHF— UHF

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES

only— VHF only.

eCapable of reproducing high

PLEASE
NOTE

quality sound from any
television system in the

OUR NEW

world... A.M. or F.M.

ADDRESS

*Special 300 ohm aerial input

A. DAVIES & CO.
(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

(with Balun transformers)
for export models.

MOTION ELECTRONICS

We offer

Motion Electronics Limited

FINE SECONDHAND AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Addlestead Farm, Tonbridge Road
East Peckham, Kent.

3rd International Exhibition

Bath Road. Hayes. Middlesex.
MARCH 24.25 AND 26

Telephone East Peckham 354

Guaranteed for 6 months

Apostage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received

A wide range available—send for list.
(4 Penny Stamps and Self Addressed
Envelope.)
Part exchange and Cash Purchase Transactions always welcome.

Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
NAME
ADDRESS

H. C. HARRIDGE LTD.
8 Moor St., London, W I
V SU.
Telephone: 01-437 7108.

Telephone number
574

RADFORD
EXHIBITION AT

studloH

If you want the very best Radford is for you.
We are pleased to announce that during the Sonex
exhibition the full range of Radford Audio products will
be on demonstration at Studio 99. Radford staff will be
pleased to answer your questions.
Please note that the Radford exhibition at Studio 99
will be held from Tuesday 21st March—Sunday 26th
March, 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Colour TV Sales & Rental

Shure Stylus Service

Our Colour T.V. ( Sales and Rental)
department has grown from strength to
strength. We do not have a vast selection. We only sell and rent the best.
Best for Colour. Best for Sound. Best for
Reliability. If you have not seen the
BANG AND OLUFSEN sets—then you
have not seen Colour T.V. Nor heard
what television can sound like, with Bass
and Treble controls, twin speakers and
31 Watts amplification! You can even
tape record from these superb sets.
Rental agreements, with full service of
course, on an annual basis. Monthly or
yearly terms. But please, only if you are
lucky enough to live within 45 minutes
drive from us, does our rental and sales
plan apply.

Studio 99 is pleased to announce their
new Shure Stylus Replacement Service.
Stylii despatched by return by recorded
delivery.
Note Prices as follows:

Cartridge

Stylus Number

Price

V15 II Impr.

VN15E

£14.50

M75E
M75-6

N75E ( II)
N75-6 ( II)

£11.25

M55E
M44E

N55E
N44E

£7.25

M32-3

N32-3

£5.65

M3D

N3D

£4.85

£.7.25
£8.00

Postage, Packing, Insurance 50p.

studio E)

HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
COLOUR TV SALES AND RENTAL
81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.6.

Telephone: 01-624 8855

PLEASE NOTE: Open 10 a.m.-8 p.m. incl. Saturday. CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY (
except Thursday, 23rd March 1972).
Park outside. No meters. How to get there— nearest Underground stations: Swiss Cottage and Finchley Road.
Buses: 2, 2A, 13, 31, 113.
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A. T. LABORATORIES
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 .. £45-00
Cambridge Audio P.50 .. £75.00
Cambridge Audio P.100 .. £124.00
Leak Delta 30 ( cased) .. £52.00
Leak Delta 70 ( cased) .. £63.00
Lux 707
£44-00
Metrosound S:1
:.20E :•. :: £2740
Mullard Unilex (+ control unit) £13.50
Nikko TRM 300 .. £29.50
Nikko TRM 400 .. £3840
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 chass. £38 50
Rogers case
..
£4.00
Rogers Ravensbourne chass. £ 48 00
Rotel 310 .. .. £35-50
Rotal 610
..
£52-50
Sinclair Project 60 ( Z30, PZ5) £1940
Sinclair Neoteric 60 .. £44.00
Teleton SAQ 307 .. £22.00
Tripletone 800/11 cased .. £29.50
Wharfedale Linton (cased) £4540
TUNERS/TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 523 .. £43 00
Armstrong 524
£34-00
Armstrong 525 .. £7240
Armstrong 526 .. £83 00
Goodmans Module 80 .. £70 00
Goodmans 1-10
£110.00
Leak Delta FM ( cased) .. £61.00
Leak Delta AM/FM ( cased) £7340
Leak Delta Tuner/Amp. .. £135.00
Nikko FAM 10
£38 00
Nikko FAM 400 .. £52.00

Rogers Ravensbrook FM TIA £8840
Rogers Ravensbrook chass. £34.50
Rogers Case
..
£4.00
Rogers Ravensbourne chass. £4740
Wharfedale 100.1
£105.00
TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BD1 Kit .. £11.50
Connoisseur BD2 chassis .. £26.00
Connoisseur BD2 complete £34.00
Garrard SP.25,11I £10-50
Garrard AP76
£21.00
Garrard Zero 100S .. . £43 00
Garrard 401
..
£29.00
Goidring GL72
£21.50
Goidring GL72 P+C .. £32.00
Goidring GL75
£32-50
Goidring GL75 P+C ( new).. £43.00
Leak Delta ( complete) .. £5740
McDonald MP60 .. • • £11.25
Philips GA202/11 .. • • £50.50
Thorens TD125 .. • • £6240
Thorens TD150 chassis • • £30.50
Thorens TD 150AB/11• • £ 40-50
Thorens TX 11•
•
£ 440
Transcriptors Saturn • • £56.00
Transcriptors Reference . • £7540
Transcriptors Reference
T/Table + fluid arm .. £9040
Wharfedale Linton ( complete) £2940
TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
Connoisseur SAU2 .. £12.50
Goidring L75
£11.00
SME 3009/11 + S.2
£24.75

SME 3009/11 HE + S.2 ..
Transcriptors Fluid 9110"

OUR PRICES ARE GOOD- WE TRY TO
GIVE HELPFUL, UNBIASED ADVICEbut the final choice is yours. You Buy
the Equipment- We don't SELL it.

£26.00

£21.50

Vaiek Turntable á Arm Kits
on application
SPEAKERS
AR4X ( pair) .. £7640
B & W DM1 ( pair) .. £60.00
B & W DM3
£50.00
B á W Model 70 .. £112.00
Cambridge Audio R50 .. £84-00
Cambridge Audio R40 .. £53 00
Celestion Ditton 120 ( pair) £50.00
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) .. £60.00
Celestion Dillon 25 ( pair) .. £94.00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair)
£85.00
Dynaco A.25 ( pair) .. £62.00
Goodmans D. Maxim ( pair) £54.00
Goodmans Dim. 8 ( pair) .. £100.00
Goodmans Havant ( pair) .. £42.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ( pair) £4840
Goodmans Magnum ( pair) £6240
Goodmans Magister ( pair) £90.00
IMF Compact ( pair) .. £6240
IMF Studio ( pair) .. £14040
IMF Dom. Monitor ( pair) .. £175.00
IMF Export Dom. Mon. (pair) £208.00
Jordan Watts Janet .. £1840
Jordan Watts Juliet
£ 2-50
KEF Cresta/11 ( pair)
£40.00
KEF Chorale .. £28.00
KEF Cadenza .. £35.00
KEF Concerto
£45.00

Leak 150 ( pair) .. £40.00
Leak 250 ( pair) .. £52.00
Leak 600 (pair) .. £7340
Rogers Ravensbrook (pair) £47.50
Tannoy speakers ..
on request
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair) £3240
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair) £40-00
Wharfedale Melton ( pair) £5140
Wharfedale Dovedaie ( pair) £62.00
Wharfedale Rosedale ( pair) £9040
LNB Speakers on application
SPEAKER KITS & CHASSIS
Jordan Watts Module ..
£11.00
KEF Kit 2 ..
£2040
KEF Kit 3 ..
£30.00
Peerless 20/2
£10-80
£16.00
Peerless 20/3
Peerless 4-30/12
£19.50
£1040
Wharfedale Unit 3
Wharfedale Unit 4
£1340
Wharfedale Unit 5
£19-00
HEADPHONES
AKG K60
£1140
Koss Pro 4 AA
..
£22.00
Rogers Ravensbrook £14.50
Sennheiser HD414
£9.00
Stas SR3 and SD5
£39 00
TAPE DECKS/RECORDERS
Revox
Low prices
Tandberg }
on application

CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE ON ALL ITEMS 75p. EXCEPT ARMS 35p. CARTS. 13p. All items are new and carry a12 month guarantee.
All discounts are genuine and based on prices prevailing at time the advertisement was compiled. ( E & 0 E)

A. T. LABS

191 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX.
Easy access from Al, Ml, A10.

Direct trains from London

Telephone: 01 -363 7981
10 am-6 pm
Monday to Saturday

Luxurious craftsmanship in sound
Once again Luxor of Sweden keep with the 'in' trend and present
their new compact audio system.
Here is craftsmanship in sound ... with new clarity and definition
that you would associate with equipment costing aes more.
Go further and compare all the new sound systems from Luxor
and you will see that they also combine style and craftsmanship in
cabinet work that will enhance the elegance of your home.
MP8z3
High quality stereo tape
recorder designed for either
horizontal or vertical use. All
transistorised, four tracks,
three speeds. Automatic tape
end stop, pause control
multi-play, superimposition.
Separate volume controls and
VU meters, Power output
2xtoW RMS. Cabinet teak
or rosewood. Dimensions:
2o1" wx 51." dx 15" h.
5002
This elegantly designed single unit
combines the 4987 FM tuner/amplifier
with aturntable, the turntable having its
own hinged perspex cover. The sensitive
FM tuner offers preselection for five
stations as well as Automatic Frequency
Control.The amplifier has apower output
of 2x9W RMS and gives afrequency
response of 35- 8,000 e's. Sockets for
tape recorder and loudspeakers, bass
treble and balance controls. Available in
Teak or Rosewood.
Dimensions: 20"w xIF dx6" h.

You will find Luxor of Sweden sound systems are available through aselect number of stockists.
For further details contact: LUXITONE 84 Bolsover Street, London W. i. Tel: os -636 asios
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from the

UNBEATABLE

LONDON CAR

FM CAR RADIO
OFFER

RADIO CENTRE

From Britain's largest selection of Car Radios and Tape Players for
your car and home. Cassettes and Cartridges, we have chosen
these top line VHF/FM Car Radios.
Model
Philips 311
Philips 511
Philips 691
Pye 2644
Javelin 8500
Javelin 9022
Grundig 2001
Grundig 3011
Grundig 4001
Grundig 4501

Retail Price
fitted

Our Price
fitted

SAVING

49.04
64.45
79.88
56.74
81.90
65.65
51-74
57-04
60-95
77-26

41.07
53-91
66.77
47-48
68.31
54-85
43.27
47-68
50-94
64.51

7.97
10.54
13-11
9.26
13.59
10.80
8.47
9-36
10-01
12.75

o

o
The prices quoted include a tailored fitting kit and locking Aerial.
This offer covers the majority of British and Continental Cars. A few
cars require more costly kits which cost approximately £-00 extra.

'Da

o

CO co C

LONDON CAR RADIO CENTRE
25-31 Taunton Place, London, N.W.I.
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Tel. 01-262 3012
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This famous
Loudspeaker needs no
introduction. Fitted with
Goodman's Speakers as used in original
Sonotone Model, and now re-styled with removable Black Vynair Grille
and fitted with additional Tweeter.
Technical Specification:
• Small Attractive Size, 14 x x84 in.
• Goodman's 64 in. Bass, plus two 3* in. Tweeters
• Choke/Condenser, Crossover System
• Acoustically Lined with Dr. Bailey's Long-haired fibre wool
• Impedance, 4to 8ohms, 10 W handling
• Teak Finish with Black removable Vynair Grille
• Response, 40 cis to 20,000 c/s
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SPECIAL OFFER
apair, plus el p. á p. ON DEMONSTRATION
Also available in singles at £11.50, plus 50p p. tá p.
400 EDGWARE RD., W.2
Tel.: 01-723 5521 ( Closed Thurs.)
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We knew it was good...and the experts confirmed it
'HiFi Sound' March 1971
For its price the UA700 is an excellent amplifier and has aperformance
that compares with that of amplifiers costing more. It is well designed
and constructed and its facilities are
more than adequate for the usual
HiFi signal sources.

'The Gramophone' May 1971

'HiFi News' March 1971

It has been apleasure to test this new amplifier and find that, contrary to the impression
one sometimes receives with the audio units
assembled by radio and TV Companies, the
design is quite forward-looking and offers
excellent value at its low price

Ifound the subjective performance at
least equal to that of amplifiers costing almost twice as much- power capacity apart. This is abudget Hi Fi
amplifier that Ican thoroughly
reco
d.

Rec. price £37.93
Literature and copy of full report from:

ALBA

Alba (Radio and Television) Ltd., Tabernacle Street, London, E.C.2.

Stereo HiFi

STILL SEARCHING FOR
SOMETHING SPECIAL?
The Sound Studio
for the best value in the South of England
AT TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND CRAWLEY
•A

complete personal service

• Top

quality equipment

• Down

The Sound Studio Limited
Head Office: 33-35 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Telephone: Tunbridge Wells 32153.
4 Grand Parade, Crawley, Sussex. Tel: Crawley 33566.
Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m. at both branches.
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to earth prices

e Real

professional expertise

•

• CREDIT FACILITIES • BARCLAYCARD
BY ARRANGEMENT • PAYBONDS
• PART EXCHANGES • HOME DEMONSTRATIONS • INSTALLATIONS • REPAIRS • HFDA MEMBER-12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE ON LABOUR AND PARTS

The 13i three

Brought to you by Accustico Enterprises Ltd.

All prices ar? recommended refait.

4,00"

TEAC HECO

Acclaimed as
the World's
Finest

Professional quality loudspeakers
with the latest technical innovations
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

HECO P3000
40-25,000 Hz.
30 watts RMS .
HECO P4000
30-25,000 Hz.
40 watts RMS
HECO P5000
25-25,000 Hz.
50 watts RMS
HECO P6000
20-25,000 Hz.
60 watts RMS

SENSATIONAL
NEW TEAC A-350
Stereo Cassette
Deck with
Dolby System
The TEAC A-350 has been designed to fully
utilize the Dolby Noise Reduction System.
Wide frequency response, low distortion and
expanded dynamic range, combined to produce
recordings of breathtaking clarity. The Dolby
operating controls are incorporated in a single
switch, making the A-350 easy to operate.
Outstanding features include: Input selector
switch ( MIC DIN/LINE): multiple function tape
selector switch; unique peak recording level
indicator; high density ferrite heads; expanded
scale VU meters and beautifully styled studio
consol layout. A superb quality stereo cassette
deck, from one of the leading names in audio.
Price £ 150•89
A-3300 Tape Deck £ 59.30

High a-id Middle Range Chassis
Cabinet Materials
Magnet
Diaphragms
Diaphragms Setting
Adhesives
Frequency response
Handling
capacity
£54•50
Frequency response
Handling
capacity
£61.00
Frequency response
Handling
capacity
£84.00
Frequency response
Handling
capacity
£110.00

OTHER TEAC HI-FI EQUIPMENT
AS- I00 Amplifier ....
£107•16
AS- 200S Amplifier ..• •
£170•49
AG- 3000W Tuner Amp.. •
£168•55
AG-6000W Tuner Amp.
• £ 194.48
AG-7000W Tuner Amp.• •
C232.22

BRAUN
TG 1000 TAPE DECK

The TG l000 features three aerformance specs from
Braun : c inspire every audicphile.: signal to noise
ratio - 60 dB; wow and Putter i 0-05%; frequency
response: 20-25,000 Hz., une this studio machine is
available for the price of a home unir, offering perfection unequalled in its class.
Price £273.23

• •

CSV 510 Amplifier ..
CSV 300 Amplifier ..
CE 251 FM Tuner ..
REGIE 510 Tuner Amplifier
REG 5101< Tuner Amplifier

te

ACOUSTICO ENTERPRISES LTD., 6-8 Union Street,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-549 347113 ( 3 lines)
Please send me full literature on:
TEAC j
HECO E

BRAUN 1E

• • £145.00
• • £98.00
• • £120.00
• £240.00
• • £24o-oo

NAME
ADDRESS
HFN3

What goes on behind
When you see the name Uher, you know
you're buying the finest tape recorder in its
class. After all, Uher have only one standard—
the highest.
Behind the handsome lines of the 724
Stereo is amachine built to give you brilliant,
faultless reproduction. When you know that

the 724 complies with the German DIN hi-fi
standards ( 45,500) and has afrequency range
from 40 to 20,000 Hz, you couldn't doubt that
this is the ultimate in sound quality.
What's more, the solid die-cast frame
means there is strength where it is needed,
providing a consistently superb mechanical

BOSCH LIMITED, sole importers for the United Kingdom. Watford, Hertfordshire.

the 724 is our business.
performance for years.
The 724 Stereo is quite simply the finest for
your money. Simple because every part is so
easy to get at to service. Simple because
everything is designed for aspecific purpose
—no superfluous bits and pieces to confuse
you. Just major advantages like low- noise

silicon transistors, VU meter calibrated in dB
for accurate recording level control, 4- track
system, 2 tape speeds, 7 inch reels and, of
course, it works upright or horizontally.
We, at Uher, never do anything unless we
can do it superbly. So, you don't just buy a
tape recorder, you make asound investment.
Ble MIM Mal

H E

MO Mal

11

BMI

Please send me full details of Uher tape recorders and the name
of my nearest Uher dealer.
NAME

ADDRESS

H

BLOCK CAPITALS

SUM LONDON
SHOWROOMS

(HEADQUARTERS EtMA1L ORDER)
266 8Upper Tooting Road,
London SW 17
Tel. 01-672 4471/2 Et 9175

SAVE £32.00
GOODMANS
MAXAMP 30 SYSTEM

DUAL 1214
High

quality

transcription
unit featuring
variable speed
pitch
control
anti skating
control on
tone arm. Supplied complete
with Shure
M75D
Magnetic
Cartridge and deluxe Teak
Plinth.
Recommended
Price complete
with Cartridge and Plinth £48.00

SANSUI AU 101 SYSTEM
SAVE
Sansui AU 101
Dual 1214 Turntable + Shure M75D
cartridge
Teak Plinth
2 Richard Allan Pavane speakers
Leads and Plugs
Total List Price

£30.00
£44 00

£42.00
£6.00
£70.50
£1.50
£ 164.00

PHILIPS RH790 SYSTEM SAVE
Philips RH790
Garrard AP76
Shure M55E
Plinth, Cover and Wiring
2 Philips RH496 Sp ea kers
Total List Price

12 payments of £ 8-50

TRIO 2000A SYSTEM
SAVE
Trio 2000A
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill, Teak Plinth and
Cover, ready wired, with Goldring
G800H magnetic cartridge
2 Medway 106 Loudspeakers
Leads and Plugs

R.E.W. Special Price

£33.00
£9-00 DOWN
with 12 payments
of £. 00

Total List Price

£12.52

£7
£6
90
00
0
£ 260-37

£49.00 DOWN with 12 payments of
£3.00 ( INTEREST FREE)

£37-50

£35.00
£18.00
LISO
C92-00

12 payments of £ 5.00

Good mans
Maxamp 30
£54-00
Dual 1214 Turntable + Shure
M75D cartridge
£42-00
Teak Plinth
£6-00
2 Goodmans
HavantSpeakers £56-00
Leads and Plugs
£1.50
Total List Price £ 159-50

£ 14-00

R.E.W. Price £78.00
£18.00 DOWN with
(INTEREST FREE)

££
12
37
5 i13
05
0

R.E.W. Price £205.00

R.E.W. Price £ 134.00
£32.00 DOWN with
(INTEREST FREE)

£ SS•00

These offers also
available at
Charing Cross
Road Branch

R.E.W. Price £ 127 00
£31-50 DOWN with 12
payments of £. 00
(INTEREST FREE)

AUDIO
VISUAL!

TC 127
Very high quality stereo cassette
recording level, walnut cabinet.

deck,

manual

or auto

R.E.W. Price £ 2.75

TC 60

HP 511
Complete stereo HI- Fl

system, inclu(

AM/FM stereo radio, high quality turnt
and cartridge and two matching speak

Mains/battery, portable cassette
recorder, complete with microphone

and

carrying case.

R.E.W. Price £ 0.75

£18.75 DOWN
with 12 payments
of £ 4-50
(INTEREST FREE)

R.E.W. Price £ 174:

£45-75 DOWN with 12 payments of £ 10.75 ( INTEREST 1

£6-75 DOWN with 12 payments of £ 2.00 ( INTEREST FREE.)

TC 122 TC 366
Three

Hi -Fi stereo
cassette deck,
automatic
recording
level will match
most amplifiers.

R.E.W. Price £49.75
£13.75 DOWN with 12 payments of £. 00
(INTEREST FREE)

head

stereo tape deck,

3- speed, 4- track. Many
interesting features.

R.E.W.
Price
£107.75
£26.75 DOWN with
12 payments of £ 6.75
(INTEREST FREE)

TC
630
Probab y the most ve satile stereo tape recorder on th
market. Many featur s including sound on sound, echi
and AB monitoring. 15 watts per channel.

R.E.W. Price £ 194.75
£50-75 DOWN with 12 payments of £ 12.00
(INTEREST FREE)

AUDIO
VISUAL!

WESHID
SHOWROOMS
146 Charing Cross Road
London WC2
Tel 01-836 3365

Sole London
Agents for

IMF

SPEAKERS
Ferrograph
Spendor
Rogers
I.M.F.
A.R.
Fisher
Tannoy
KEF
Mordaunt-Short
Celestion

AMPLIFIERS
Citation
Quad 50
Sony
B & 0
Fisher
Revox
Sansui
TURNTABLES
I.M.F.
Sony
Thorens
Transcriptors
Dual
TAPE UNITS
Ferrograph
Dolby

Revox High
Speed
Sony
Tandberg
Akai
Uher
MICROPHONES
ETC.
AKG
Beyer
Shure
Senhelsser
Calrec
Sony
Many
Accessories

FLEW. REFERENCE STANDARD
Studio Monitor Speakers

FERROGRAPH

R.E.W.—Sole U.K. Distributors for
top IMF Monitor Loudspeaker. It features improved low frequency stability and increased power handling
capacity. Send for detailed specifications.

Tape Recorders
,h
LE

Price
£189.00

ALL THIS EQUIPMENT ON
DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

[ DOLBY SYSTEM

"Dolby" and " Dolby System'
are Registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Inc.

FERROGRA141
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER
Built to the same high standard;
as the world famous Ferrograph
tape recorders. You are invited
to hear these at our West End
Showroom.
Now available exstock.
95 00

£ .

complete with elegant white
swivel stand.

New models with built-in
"Dolby System" available
from stock.
7130
£226 27
713D- H
£235 95
702/4D
£272 2.5
702D- H
£281•93
722/4D £ 08.55
722D- H
018-21

AUDIO
R.E.W, VISUALIn..

CF 100

ST 80F

Portable battery/mains cassette recorder
with built-in radio. Recordings can be
made from microphone or radio.

High quality AM/FM stereo tuner.
Compatible
with
most
stereo
amplifiers.

R.E.W.
Price
£42.75

R.E.W. Price
£49.75
£13•75 DOWN with 12 payments
of £.00 ( INTEREST FREE)

£IS-75 DOWN with 12 payments
of £2•25 ( INTEREST FREE)

'C 252

SONY
TRINITRON
COLOUR
TV

implete stereo tape recorder, 4- track, 3- speed.
tines complete with microphones and clip-on
ldspeakers.

1.E.W. Price £97.75
5-75 DOWN with 12 payments of £6.00
ATEREST FREE)

The first colour TV
that is small enough
to be carried from room to room. Probably gives the sharpest
pictures and clearest colours on the market. Finished in an
attractive teak cabinet.

R.E.W. Price £ 189.75
£45.75 DOWN with 12 payments of Cl2 00 ( INTEREST FREE)

TV 110 UK

Portable black and
white TV. Mains operated, rechargeable battery available as an extra, 10"
screen picks up all stations.

R.E.W. Price
£74.75
El 775
DOWN
with 12
payments of
£4.75
(INTEREST
FREE)
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HIGH FIDELITY

ON DEMONSTRATION

BARCLAY CARD
Ret.

e CARTRIDGES

A/TECHNICA AT66 £6.47
AfTECHNICA AT2 I
S £13-71
A/TECHNICA AT2 I
X £ 17-47
EMPIRE 999EX £ 15-89
GOLDRING G800 £ 12-55
GOLDRING G800H £ 10-29
GOLDRING G850 £6.29
GOLDRING G800E £ 18-16
GOLDRING G800SE £25-10
PICKERING V15/
AME3 . • £20-34
PICKERING P/ATE
£12-35
£7-75
PICKERING P/AC
£7-16
SHORE M3D . •
SHORE M31 E . • £11-64
SHORE M44/5 .. £10.74
£9-84
SHORE M44C/7 . •
SHORE M55E . • £12-52
£11-64
SHORE M44E
SHORE M75/6 . • £16.09
£16-90
SHORE M75G
SHORE M75E/2 . • £20.57
SHORE M75E1/2 .. £18.78
SHORE V15 ( IMP.) £39.35

e PICKUP

Cash

(
P & P 15p)

Ret.

£5-38
£7-30
£14-55
£13-23
£8-55
£.60
£5-03

£3.80
£7.42
£13-61

£3.20
£6.19
£11-32

£14.35
£9.10

f4-48
£4-48
£3-29
£10-16
£15-53

(3-70
£3.70
£3.29
£8-45
£12.90

£17-00
£10-25
£6-45
£5-50
£9-60
£8-12
£7.15
£10-55
£9.00
£11.09
£11.90
£16-26
£15.00
£29.00

£15-55
£10-66
£6-29
£5-37
£3-05
£7-16
£6-26
£8.94
£8-05
£8-05
£8-95
£12-52
£10-74
£16-09

£13-95
£8.85
£5.20
£4.06
£6.70
£6-00
£5.27
£7.43
£6.70
£6.70
£7.43
£10.45
£8-87
£13.16

ARMS (
P & P) 35p)
£19.28
£14-32
£13.98
£10-04
£16-66
£33-26
£26-29

£16 03
£12.25
£11.50
£8.55
£14.42
£27-05
£22.45

£24.64
BSR MP6OPC WIRED
£12-82
CONNOISSEUR BDI KIT
£30-25
CONNOISSEUR BD2 CHASSIS
£38-65
CONNOISSEUR BD2 P & C
£63-68
DUAL 1218/M9IG
£63-50
DUAL 1219 CHASSIS
£74-70
DUAL 1219/M91 CHASSIS ..
£37-17
DUAL 1215 CHASSIS
£5101
DUAL 1218 .
£40-17
GOLDRING
£53-27
GOLDRING GL75P/C
GARRARD SP25 Mk III .
£16-63
£21.00
GARRARD SP2SP/C WIRED
£3400
GARRARD AP76P/C WIRED
£40-05
GARRARD 401
£45-34
GARRARD ZERO lOOS
£50-62
GARRARD SL95B
£66-52
PHILIPS GA202 Mk II
£37-60
PHILIPS GA308 ..
£48-34
PIONEER PLI2AC
£44-40
THORENS TD I
50A/2
£53-26
THORENS TD150AB/2/TXII
£76-03
THORENS TD125
£34-67
THORENS TDI50 MOTOR..
£69-31
TRANSCRIPTORS SATURN
TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE/ARM £107-55

£20.84
£10-95
£25-80
£32-98
£53.00
£52.60
£61.83
£30.92
£43.20
£33-45
£44.36
£13-20
£17-25
£26-50
£33.45
£45-00
£45 20
£54-52
£31-90

• TURNTABLES

• CLEARANCE

(
P & P 75p)

bet:*

£37-14
£43.68
£63.50
£28-83
£59.15
£94.05

BARGAINS

AJECHNICA AT35S
LENCO P77 ARM S/H
SONY TTS3000 T/TABLE (S/) ..
PEAK SOUND 840A ( NEW) ..
FERROGRAPH 702 ( 4 months old)
WHARFEDALE 100.1

Rec. Retad

Cash

STYLI

I

A/TECHNICA 1005 .
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
GOLDRING L75 ..
GOLDRING L69 ..
NEAT G30/LIFTER
SME 3009/52 ..
TRANSCRIPTOR 9" ..

£9.00
£17.00
£62.50
£31.00
£162.50
£85.00

•

FIDELITY

• TAPE

• AMPLIFIERS

(
P & P 70p)

ALPHA FA300
ALPHA FA400
ALPHA F2I2
'ARMSTRONG 521 . .
*CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P50 ..
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P100 ..
'FERROGRAPH F307 Mk II
LEAK DELTA 30 (TEAK)
LEAK DELTA 70 (TEAK)
METROSOUND ST.20E
NIKKO TRM30IC
NIKKO TRM400
NIKKO TRM300
NIKKO TRM50
RADFORD SC24/SPA50
REVOX A78 . _
ROGERS R'BR0OK Mk II _
'ROGERS R'BROOK Mk II CASED
'ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE CASED
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE CHASS.
'SANSUI AU 101
SANSUI AU222
SANSUI AUSSSA
SANSUI AU666
SINCLAIR 2000 Mk II
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
SINCLAIR NEOTERIC 60 .
SINCLAIR PROJECT 60(PZ5.
)
SUGDEN A2I

• TUNERS/TUNER

£39.50
£44-50
£36.75

£59-oo
new

£145-00
£62.00
£65-00
£79-50
£39-00
£35-50
£49-50
£39.50
£59.50
£165-00
£124.00
£50-50
£55-50
£69.50
£64-50
£44-00
£69.17
£95.07
£120-42
£35.00
£45-00
£61-95
£23.90
£65.00

£31.50
£38.50
£29.25
£47.20
£71.00
£116-00
£45•00
£52.00
£63-60
£31.50
£29.50
£39 60
£31.60
£47.60
stock
stock
£40.00
£44.00
£55.00
£51.00
stock
stock
stock
stock
£28.00
£36.00
£48.50
£19 00
£52 00

• SPEAKERS

•

AMPLIFIERS
£59-00 £49.00
£54-22 £45 22
£42.17 £35.17
£92-77 £77-37
£105-72
£91-59 £76-35
£135-00 £ 112.54
£47-96 £40-21
£75-00 £62.60
£89-30 £74.50
£165-00 £ 137.00
£46-78 £40.79
£54-50
£167-52
stock
£64-48 £53-59
£59-66 (49.77
£49-41 £41.40
£43-38 £35.63
£108-43 £90-43
£99-39 £82-90
£89-45
stock
£101-15
stock
£75.02 £65.90
£102.00 £85-00
£43 50
£36.25

£8-17

Ir

SELECTED SYSTEMS
CASH £ 183-88

SPECIALISTS a u

£48-50
£37-S0
£64.15
£50-00
£78-50
£52-00
£31-95
£31-95
£52.00
£49-00
£27-25
£35-25
stock
£11-00
£20-00
L30-00
L34-00
E28- SO
L47-00
L39-20
LS-40
03-2S
L14-40
E10-10
1S-OS
£10-20
£22.00
£9-85
£16.30
£19.25
£13-70
£17-05
£28.25
£14-07
£49-30
£47-50
£26-25
£33-00
£50.40
£55.20
£25.50
£30.00
£36-00
£33.05
£41.00
£54.20
£28-oo
£36.00

e

E10-43
£14.40
£20.80

SAVE £50-00

ALL WIRING INCLUDED
FERROGRAPH F307 AMPLIFIER
TRANSCRIPTOR SATURN
with SHURE M75E/2

95 HIGH STREET, WIMBLEDON VILLAGE,
LONDON, S.W.19
93 BUS ROUTE
OPEN

and KITS (
P & P 75p)

'ALPHA HT20 Mk 11 ( PAIR) .. £ 59-00
AR4X .. .. ..
L45-00
*8 & W DM I ( PAIR)
..
£76-90
•B & W DM3 .. .. .. £63-00
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO R50 .. £98-00
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO R40 .. £65-00
DYNACO A25
..
..
£38-38
•CELESTION DITTON 15 .. £38-83
•CELESTION DITTON 25 .. £65-00
•CELESTION DITTON 120 ( PAIR) £57.70
GOODMANS MEZZO III .. £34-00
GOODMANS MAGNUM K2
£44-00
IMF STUDIO ( EXPORT) .. £86-37
JORDAN WATTS MODULE
£ 13-00
KEF KIT 2 ( CONCORD) •. £2500
KEF KIT 3 ( CONCERTO)• • £ 36-00
KEF CADENZA .. • • £42-50
"KEF CHORALE .. . • £ 34-20
•KEF CONCERTO _ • • £58-50
LEAK SANDWICH 600 •. £49-50
'PEERLESS 2-8 KIT .. • • £6-51
'PEERLESS 10-2 KIT .. . • £ 10-00
PEERLESS 3-25 KIT .. • . £ 17-74
PEERLESS 20-2 KIT .. • . £ 12-57
'PEERLESS 20-3 KIT .. .. • • £ 18-28
PEERLESS 3-15 KIT .. .. . • £ 12-31
'PEERLESS 430/12 KIT
..
£26-85
R/ALLAN TWIN KIT (CHACONNE) £ 10-61
R/ALLAN TRIPLE KIT ( PAVANE) £20-35
R/ALLAN S/TRIPLE KIT (20W) ., £24-00
R/ALLAN MODULE ( MINETTE) KIT £ 16-50
•R/ALLAN CHACONNE .. .. £20.45
•R/ALLAN PAVANE .. .. .. £35-25
R/ALLAN MINETTE - .. .. £ 16-90
•R/ALLAN FLAMENCO ( PAIR) .. £59-26
'ROGERS RAVENSBROOK ( PAIR) .. £57-63
'ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE .. £36-26
•TANNOY III LZ MK II .. .. £41-00
•TANNOY
LANCASTER .. £63-00
"TANNOY 15" LANCASTER .. £69-00
"TANNOY III LZ MON GOLD MK 2 £31-00
•TANNOY IT MON GOLD .. £36-50
TANNOY IS MON GOLD• • £ 43-25
W/DALE DENTON/2 ( PAIR) • • £39-90
"lb/MALE LINTON/2 ( PAIR). • £ 49-90
W/DALE TRITON/3 (PAIR)• • £ 65-00
'W/DALE MELTON/2 ..• • £ 35-00
'W/DALE DOVEDALE III .. • • £45-00
"W/DALE UNIT 3 ( DENTON/
LINTON) KIT .. .. .. £ 12-53
*W/DALE UNIT 4 ( MELTON) KIT .. £ 18.00
'W/DALE UNIT 5 ( DOVEDALE) KIT £26-00

(P & P 70p)

ALPHA RI50
'ARMSTRONG 523
'ARMSTRONG 524
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG 526 .
GOODMANS MODULE 80..
GOODMANS ONE/I0
KORT1NG 1600 _
LEAK DELTA FM (TEAK) ..
LEAK DELTA AM/FM (TEAK)
LEAK DELTA 75 AM/FM T/A
NIKKO FAMIO
NIKKO FAM400
REVOX A76
'ROGERS R/BOURNE FET CASED
ROGERS R/BOURNE FET CHASS...
'ROGERS R/BROOK FET CASED ..
ROGERS R/BROOK FET CHASS.
ROGERS R/BROOK T/A CASED ..
ROGERS R/BROOK TIA CHASS.
SANSUI TU555 ..
SANSUI TU666 ..
SUGDEN R2I
TANDBERG TR200/MPX
TANDBERG TP4I

RECORDERS (
P & P 90p)

AKAI 1720 .
£39 91
£74.00
AKAI CR8OD
..
£137.50 £72.00
AKAI 40000
..
£96-38 £73 50
AKAI GXC4OD
•
•
£86-79 £73 00
AKAI X200D .. .. • • £ 162-53 £ 134.00
ALPHA 085 .. .. • • £59-00 £47 00
8 & H 1700 DOLBY • • £ 102-75 £85 S5
FERROGRAPH 724 .. • • £256-52 £214.11
HIGHGATE DOLBY DB5 . • £59-00 £4700
KELLAR KDBI
.
•
£49-50 £39-50
REVOX 1104 Mk 3 • • • • £215-00
stock
REVOX 1124 Mk 3 • . •. £249-00
stock
SANYO MR805
•
•
£99-95 £83.50
SANYO MR801
.
•
£68-95 £57.45
TANDBERG 304IX • • . • £ 107-00 £89.00
TANDBERG 404IX . • • • £ 174-00 £ 145.00
TANDBERG 604IX . • •. £ 188-00 £ 156.72
TANDBERG 1841
..
£68-00 £56.68
WHARFEDALE DC9
£ 110-00 £91-73

£9.50
£7.50
£6.90 £5•75
£13-95 £ 11.50
£10-00 £850
£12-50 £ 10.50
£16-50 £ 14.50
£28-00 £24.00
£12-60 £ 10.00
£19-19 £ 15.00
£18-50 £ 15-00
£8-51
stock
£19-52
stock
£10-45 £8-50
£45-00 £37.00

*AKAI ASE20
*AKAI ASE9S
BEYER DT100
KOSS RED DEVIL
*KOSS K6 ..
KOSS K0727 ..
KOSS PRO4AA
'PIONEER SE30A
*PIONEER SESO
'ROGERS RAVENSBRbOK
'SANSUI SS2
'SANSUI SS20
SENHEISSER HD4I4
STAX SR3

M. O'BRIEN!
HIGH

Rec. Retail Cash

Cash

HEADPHONES (
P & P 30p)

RETAIL: £233-88

TANNOY III LZ SPEAKER

cs,\\.60> DISCOUNTS
PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME

IM AFTER SALES SERVICE

10.00 a.m.-6 p.m. MONDAY TO SATURDAY

Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to variation.

TANNOY III LZ SPEAKER

„
1
;.
-.01-946 1528

DESIGN
B RI LLIANCE
COMES INTO ITS OWN WITH THIS
SUPERB DANISH EQUIPMENT

Audio System 3030 FMG incorporates an FM stereo
radio, 30+30 watts amplifier and quality record deck with
Shure cartridge. Recommended Retail Price is £ 148.50.
Tuner Amplifier 1515 FM has a 15+15 watts output. This
fine FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier retails at £96.50.
Matching Speakers, model HT58, for the Scaneltra range
with 40 watts power handling are available at £34.50 each.
The Scaneltra AM/FM 1515 ( illustrated below) is a 5waveband AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier using field effect transistors and integrated circuits, and far exceeding the standards
laid down for Hi -Fi equipment in DIN 45,500. Recommended
Retail Price £ 137.50.
Write for full details of Scaneltra Equipment to the Sole U.K. Distributors:
Kelgrove Sales Limited, 111-113 London Road, London E.13. Telephone: 01-471 0031/3

PalILSUM/\._

SOUTH LONDON'S LEADING HI-FI DISCOUNT HOUSE

I

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
OVER 2000 ITEMS ALWAYS IN STOCK!
SEND FOR LISTS!

ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND NEW, IN ORIGINAL
MAKER'S CARTONS, AND CARRYING FULL
MANUFACTURERS' GUARANTEE

Audio
City
AMPLIFIERS
Price
Armstrong 521 .. £47 50
Dual CV 40
£49 75
Ferrograph F307 11 Wood £47.95
Goodmans Maxamp 30 Teak £35.75
Leak (see below)
Metrosound ST 20
£27-95
Philips RH 580
£22.90
Philips RH 590
£39-50
Philips RH 591 .. £57-00
Quad 33+303 ..
From stock
Revox A.50 ..
From stock
Rogers Ravensbrook, Teak £ 7.95
Rogers Ravembourne Chass. £45.94
Rotel 210
..
£26-50
Rotel 310
..
£33-95
Rotel 610
..
£53.50
Sansui AU 101 ..
From stock
Sansui 555A ..
From stock
Sansui 666
From stock
Sansui 777
..
£85.00
Sansui QSI
From stock
Sinclair Neoteric £45•80
Wharfedale Linton Amp. £44.90
SONY and TRIO prices on request.
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 .. £45 56
Armstrong 524 .. £ 35-25
Leak (see below)
Philips RH 690 .. £ 36.30
Philips RH 691 .. £69.95
Rotel 320
..
£45 50
Rogers Ravensbrook £ 35 50
Rogers Ravensbourne £48 93
Sansui TU 555 ..
From stock
Sansui TU 777 . _ £81.50
TRIO and SONY prices on request.

Audio
City
Price
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(173-90
Akai AA 8500 ..
1107-75
Akai AA 6600 ..
£77 50
Armstrong 525 ..
E88.25
Armstrong 526 ..
(75.95
Goodmans Module 80
(109-90
Goodmans One Ten
. ( 131-95
Leak Delta 75
Philips RH 781
.. £65 50
.. £79 95
Philips RH 790
.. £55 95
Rotel RXISO
(64-95
Rotel RX 200Rotel RX 400
. [75.95
Sansui 200
From stock
Sansui 5000
.. £ 148.00
SANSUI, SONY and TRIO prices on
request.
TURNTABLES
Dual I214+Shure M75D £27.50
Dual 1215- Shure M75D £ 36.95
Dual 1218+Shure M91 .. [53-50
Dual 1219-I- Shure M9I £59.90
Garrard Zero 100 A .. £47.95
Go!dring GL 69 II . £20.95
Goldring GL 69PII £28.50
Goldring GL 72 .. £23-50
Goldring GL 75 .. £29.97
Goldring GL 75P
£37.50
Leak Delta
£59.50
Philips GA 160 .. £28.50
Ph.lips GA 308
£ 31.50
Philips GA 202 Electric .. [ 53-95
Thorens 150AB Mk 11 .. £ 39.75
Transcriptors Saturn .. (58.95
Transcriptors Reference £79.00
Transcriptors Reference &
Fluid Arm
..
[ 93.50

Audio
City
Price
Wharfedale Linton Turntable ..
£27 90
LOUDSPEAKERS
£22-25
Celestion Diu« 120
£29-50
Celestion Dicton 15
£39.85
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Dicton 25
£44.50
Goodmans Mambo ..
£15.75
£21-95
Goodmans Havant, Teak
Goodmans Double Maxim,
Tesk
n5-95
Goodmans Mezzo III .. £23.95
Goodmans Magnum K.2 .. £29.95
Goodmans Magister .. £42.50
Goodmans Dimension 8 [49-95
IMF Compact .. •. £30-00
KEF Chorale .. £26.60
KEF Cadenza .. £31.80
KEF Concerto .. £43 50
Leak 150 .. .. £ 19.50
Leak 250
..
£24.95
Leak 600 Mk 11
[35 95
Philips RH 496 .. [29.00
Quad Electrostatic
From stock
Richard Allan Pavane .. £24.95
Richard Allan Super Sarabande .. .. £45.50
Wharfedale Denton II .. [ 15 70
Wharfedale Linton II .. £ 19.64
Wharfedale Triton Ill .. £25.95
Wharfedale Melton II .. £25.80
Wharfedale Dovedale III £ 32.95
Wharfedale Unit 3
£ 10-75
Wharfedale Unit 4
£ 13.50
Wharfedale Unit 5
£ 19.50
Tannoy Ill LZ
04-75
Tannoy Lancaster 12.£54-95
Tannoy Lancaster IS" £58.95

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Altai CS50
Philips N.3302
Philips N.2202
Philips N.2204
Philips N.2205
Philips N.2400
Philips N.2401
Philips N.2503
Wharfedale DC 9' Mk II ..

Audio
City
Price
£95-95
£16-25
£18.95
[24-25
£35.40
£58-95
£69-50
£46-95
£93-90

CARTRIDGES
Shure M3DM
Shure M31 E
Shure M32E
Shure M44-7
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75-6 II ..
Shure M75G II ..
Shure M75E II ..
Shure VIS 11 LMP
Goldring G850 .
Goldring G800 .
Goldring G800E
Goldring G880SE
Pickering VIS AC2
Ortofon SL ISE ..
Orotofon TX Module
Audio Technica AT 66

£5.45
£9.45
£9.25
£8.25
19.95
E8.65
£10-50
E12-95
£13-50
£32.50
£5.25
£7.35
El 1-75
£19.75
£8.75
£23.37
£5.25
£4.85

••
••
••
••
••

HEADPH 0 N ES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PRO4A
Koss 7278
Koss K6 ..
Koss Red Devil ..

£53 50
£34 85
£21 85
[16 45
£13-45
£10 25
[7-85

AKG K. 120
AKG K.60
AKG K.180
Akai ASE 9
Akai ASE 20
Rote" 1114 600
Rote RH 700
Sansiri SS2
Sansui 5520
Stan Electrostatic
Wharfedale DD I
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000D
Akai 1720L
Akai X-1800SD .. • .
Akai X-200D .. •
Akai M 9 ..
Akai CR8OD
Akai CR80
Ferrograph 713 ..
Ferrograph 702/704
Ferrograph 722/724
Philips N.4307 ..
Philips N.4308
Philips N.4404
Philips N.4407 ..
Philips N.4500 ..
Philips N.4408 ..
Tandberg 1521 ..
Tandberg 3000X ..
Tandberg 6000X ..
Tandberg 64X ..
Brenell ST 200/400
Dual TG 28
Revox 1102/4 ..
On
Revox 1122/4 ..
On
Rev« 1222 ..
On
SONY and UHER prices on

AUDIO CITY TOP TWENTY
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

M55E
M75-6 11 .
M75E 11 ..
ADC26
ADC1OE IV
ADC550XE
ADC2.20XE

£8.65
£10.50
£13-50
147.00
£27-00
£13.95
£8.40

LEAK
LEAK
LEAK
LEAK

DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA

30
..
70
.
75
...
FM . .

LEAK DELTA AM/FM ..
LEAK DELTA TURNTABLE

All Items in stock at the prices quoted at che tulle ot gcnrut,
to press E & 0E. Add 75p postage and packing per item.
(Cartridges 25p)

£48.50
£59.50
£ 131-95
E58-95
£69-95
£59-50

GOLDRING GL.75
GOLDRING GL.75 P
THORENS TD.I50.AB II
PHILIPS GA 308 ..
DUAL 1219 PLUS M.9I
DUAL 1214 PLUS M75D

£29.97
£37-50
£39-75
£31.50
£59-90
£27.50

KEF CADENZA ..
KEF CONCERTO ..
KEF CHORALE ..
CELESTION DITTON IS
CELESTION DITTON 44
CELESTION DITTON 25

Audio
City
Price
£6.95
El 1.95
£25.95
£5.45
£7.25
£4.45
17.45
£6.25
£13.50
£37.00
£8.30
£65.90
£62-25
[118.95
[113.95
£155.00
£63.95
£79-95
£166.50
[184-50
£208.50
£39.50
E47-95
£71.95
£91-95
£102-50
£106.95
[73-50
£91-00
£165-10
£119.00
£115.00

£6500

request
request
request
request.

£31.80
£43-50
E26.60
£29.50
£39.85
(44-50

SPACE PERMITS US TO SHOW ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF THE VAST RANGE
IN OUR WAREHOUSE. ASK US TO QUOTE ON YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS

FIIJcIiE Mdll
j

5 SELKIRK ROAD, LONDON,
S.W.17. TEL: 01-672 7172

STOCKISTS FOR B & 0 • SONY • TANDBERG • ARENA • EMI etc.
• PLAYER DECKS AND PLINTHS
• B.S.R. MP60
£10-75 P/P 50p
•Garrard SP25 Mk III
£10.75 P/P SOp
eGarrard SP25 Mk Ill. Pickering VI5/PAC I. magnetic

Kit model 450, 13 x8 bass plus two 21 tweeters with
)(Raver unit. Ready wired 10 watt 1312, £3.50 P/P 25p.

o

Send large s.a.e, for technical leaflets.
available to callers only.

head. Ready wired with STD. Teak plinth & cover.
Special offer
..
£ 19-95 P/P 95p
Also available with de- luxe plinth and cover at
£2 extra.
Garrard Zero 100 Player unit ..
£39.95 P/P 609

E.M.I. SPEAKER KITS

Kit model 350, 13 x8 bass plus 1 3/ tweeter with
X/over unit. Ready wired 20 watt 852, £7.25, P/P 509
or 809 per pair.
Kit model I4A/770C 14"x 9" ..
£13.50 P/P 50p

Plinth and cover ( ready cut) finished in teak veneer
with neutral tinted dust cover suitable for B.S.R.
MP60, UA7O. MP610, Garrard SP25, AT60, SL65,
Models 1000, 2000, 3000, 2025TC, etc.
Special Offer ..

£3.75 P/P 509

Plinth only
Size 14" x 12k" x 3/"

£2.50 P/P 30p

Cover only
Size 141 - x 12#" x
Please note.
plinths

.. ..

The above cover

will

9TAHC
Ceramic Cartridge
(Fitted diamond
styli)

£2'35

£1.85 P/P 30p

POST FREE

TYPE 9TA H C ( List Price £4.10)

not fit Garrard

All SP25 Mk III motors can be supplied ready wired
with 6ft. mains cable and 6ft. screened stereo cable,
terminated with 5- pin Din plug or 2 phono plugs at
SOp each.

Suitable cabinets

Sensitivity: 35 mV/cm/sec r.m.s. minimum at 45t at
1,000 Hz, measured on Decca SXL2057.
Replacement Diamond Styli, 75p P/P 5p.
Double Dia. Styli LP/Stereo, £1.10 each, 1
9/19 Sp.

eGARRARD AP76 PLAYER .. £ 18-9 P/P 60p •ORBIT NM22 Stereo magnetic heads.
Special offer, £3.60 each, P/P Sp.
eSONY DR5A HEADPHONES .. £6.50 post free
e PICKERING VI5/PAC2 STEREO MAGNETIC PICK-UP •ORBIT NM 22 replacement diamond
HEADS ( List £ 10.70). Special offer

£5.60 P/P 10p

post free.

SONY PS 1500 Stereo Transcription
Units, GOLDRING GL75. Complete
in Plinth with hinged lid, supplied
ready-wired with mains and audio
cables fitted with Goldring G800E.
List price £66-20-offered at £46.95
+ p.& p. £1.25.
GOLDRING GL69/2 Transcription
Motors. Complete with pick-up arm
and bias adjuster wired with mains and
audio cables, £18.25 ± p. & p. 75p.
Plinth and Covers.
Teak finish.
Size 17"-I-15"--1-7", supplied ready cut
for Goldring GL69, GL72 or GL75.
Price £6•75 ± p. & p. 50p. Can also
be supplied with uncut motor board.

List £6.30.
styli

£2.10

DE- LUXE TEAK PLINTH AND SMOKE TINTED COVER
Size 14f x 14" x 7. A larger version of the above model to allow cover to be left in position
whilst playing. Supplied ready cut for SP25, AP76 or BSR MP60.
Price £ I5.

SPECIAL OFFERS

Post and packing, 50p. Also available in Rosewood for SP25 & MP60.

Special Package Deal. GL69/2 as
above, complete with plinth and
cover, £24.50 + p. & p. £1.20.
PHILIPS 702 Stereo tuner amplifiers.
12 w. per channel. List Price £95 each
-offered at £79.25 + p. & p. 75p.

LEE ELECTRONICS, 400 EDGWARE RD. W.2 Tel: 01-723 5521
SHOP HOURS 9.30 TILL 6 P.M.

Closed for stocktaking and Easter Holidays from 27/3/72 to 714/72. reopen Sat. 8th.

GET IT RIGHT INITIALLY...

ADC Three initials that stand for the

finest in high fidelity cartridges - and the
finest selection too.
You may want the clarity of induced
magnet sound from acomparatively modest
sound system. You may want the most
advanced cartridge in the world. In the

ADC range you'll find both - and a lot of
other choices in between. There's a cartridge to suit all tone- arm characteristics.
First things first, remember. So, for the first
all-important link in the sequence of sound
reproduction, go straight to the first name
in the business : ADC ...

...AND YOU'VE GOT IT RIGHT FOR GOOD!
ADC

the most comprehensive range of cartridges in the U.K.
Hisonic Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent. Tel : 0622 57258
587

THE SIMPLEST Mil
LOUDSPEAKER KIT IN
THE WORLD!

0

The most astounding Stereo Hi -Fi offer of all time!
U
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ON THIS COMPLETE, BEAUTIFULLY MATCHED SYSTEM

Specially selected to bring you
superlative listening, this system
features the Amstrad IC 2000 Stereo
Amplifier with fantastic 40 watts
per channel (speech and music) output.
Frequency
Response
20—
25,000 Hz. Sensitive slider balance
control, separate volume, treble
and bass controls, scratch and
rumble filters. Turntable is the renowned G
d SP25 Mk Ill with
Goldring G.800 Magnetic Cartridge.
And to complete this high quality
outfit, we supply 2 speakers from
the top of the famous Keletron
range—models KN 2100 with 40
watts power handling and frequency
range
30-19,500 Hz.
Listed
at
£140.55.

-
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Our Incredible price
£89.55 P & P i3•50

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM

YOUrS tir cge/

49
1
E
inc.leadsfieg
p8pn.uu

JUST ONE FULL RANGE
JORDAN-WATTS DRIVING UNIT —
20 Hz- 20,000 Hz 12 watts

AMC can now offer this superb quality system at an unheard of price.
The backbone of the system is the Ht. SA 707 Stereo Amplifier. The unit is housed
in a sturdy Teak Cabinet with a black and silver fascia. Power output 20 watts
(speech and music). Frequency Response 15-20,000 Hz. Special features include:
Scratch Filter. Headphone Socket and facilities for all types of cartridges. Together
with the matching high quality AMC 2- way speaker system, world renowned Garrard
20251C deck including plinth, cover and Sonotone 9TAHC cartridge, make an
unbeatable system.
Or as above, but with Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill deck—with Goldring G.800 Magnetic Cartridge. £55.00 inc, leads and plugs. P & P £2.00.

GARRARD SP25 MK III

HERE FOR ONLY £13 IS RICH FULL

OUR FANTASTIC
PRICE £ 19-95

quo

BASS AND SPARKLING CLARITY
THROUGHOUT— AT

LESS

COST

...,

THAN A TWEETER ASSEMBLY
Send for Constructor's Brochure tree from your
Hi-fi Dealer or
[MOSEY b HAWKES ( Solos) LTD

Benlow

Deansbrook Road
Edgware

SEND

JORDAN-VVATIS LTD
Works.

Silverdale Road.

Middx

Haves

Middy

PLEASE
DETAILED LITERATURE

NAME

inc. leads & plugs, P & P 50p
OTHER DECKS
Goldring GL75 mounted in Teak Plinth,
with Tinted Perspex Lid complete with
G.800 magnetic cartridge. £I5.00P& P50p.
Goldring GL69 mounted in Teak Plinth,
with Tinted Perspex Lid complete with
G.800 magnetic cartridge. £ 7.00 P 8. P
50p.
G
d AP76 mounted in Teak Plinth,
with Tinted Perspex Lid complete with
Goldring G.800 magnetic cartridge. £30-50
P & P 50p.

GROSVENOR 8- TRACK CAR STEREO CASSETTE
PLAYER
•
•
Compact, solid state model
with push-button automatic
track change, tone control and
separate volume controls for
left and right channels. 5watts
output (enough to fill any car).
Superb reproduction. Easy to
fix.
DON'T MISS THIS
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY.

Our Price

ADDRESS

turntable complete with Goldring G.800
Magnetic Cartridge, plinth and cover.

£.19•95

P & P 50P
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FANTASTIC KELETRON SPEAKER BARGAINS

JORDAN/VATTS
LOUDSPEAKERS
THE

VOICE

OF

HIGH

FIDELITY

Rec. Price Our Price P&P
KN400 £8.05 each £5•80
75p
KN600 CI 3.43 each £9.99
85p
KN800 £ 15-90 each £ 10.50 £ 1-00

111

Rec. Price
Our Price P&P
KN I100 £20.40 each £ 14-00
KNI600 £25•20 each £ 16-00} £I.50
KN2I00 £30.60 each £20-00

Mail Order Co.

A.M.C. Mail Order Company wish to noti'y
the trade and public that there is no conneztien whatsoever with A.M.C. Radio Limited
and any inconvenience caused to the Directors
of A.M.C. Radio Limited is regretted.

All items are fully guaranteed and
come brand new in manufacturers
sealed cartons
Dept. H.F.N., 149 Etchingham
Park Road. London, N.3.
Telephone: 01-346 3313
Make Cheques and Money Orders
payable to AMC Mail Order Co.
E. & O. E. Subject to availability.

COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS
Rumble is

We have on demonstration all the finest
makes including:

something you would definitely not expect to hear
whilst listening to the superb array of equipment
by leading manufacturers which can be properly
appraised and compared in our handsome showrooms
where our expert staff are available to help you select
the equipment most suited to your needs!
Rumble is also just one of many faults taken in th9ir
stride by our Engineers who take a pride in their
efficient handling of your repairs and servicing.
(P.S. You won't find much to rumble about with our
stocks of classical LPs.)

QUAD

KELLAR

TRIO

SONAB

KEF

REVOX

IMF

GOODMANS

KOSS

SANSUI

STAX

MORDAUNT-SHOR

LEAK

BELL & HOWELL

r

RADFORD

e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
e PART EXCHANGES
e HIRE PURCHASE
e FREE CREDIT FACILITIES

32 Grove Ad.,EASTIOURNE(P.2m
Have you got what it takes
to be aHi Fi enthusiast?
You've got asympathetic wife. Or, if not, headphones.
You've got acollection of definitives, straining at
their jackets. And you've got ideas. Ideas for the
ultimate in listening ecstasy. Expensive ideas. Well, if
that's your only problem, Paybonds can probably
help. Paybonds are anew and flexible credit system,
specially geared to help the enthusiast. Paybonds can
give you £ 30- -£ 500 for the equipment you need. And
up to 2years to pay. So send for full details without
any obligation.
Paybonds Ltd.,
NAME
Unicorn House,
29 Smallbrook Ringway,
Birmingham B54 HG.
ADDRESS

Paybonds
Please send me full details about
Paybond's without any obligation

589

A NEW BRAND LEADER imported direct from Japan by

MATH ERS

EXCEL MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
SPECIFICATION
Frequency response: 15-25,000 Hz.
Output voltage: 5mV 1,000Hz/5cm/sec.
Channel balance: Within I.5dB at 1,000Hz
Channel separation: ( Min.) 20dB at IkHz.
Compliance: 10 x 10 - cmidynever t & hor.
Impedance: 3,500ohms at 1,000Hz.
Effective tip mass: 013milligrams.
Tracking force: 1-2.5grams.
Stylus: Diamond, conical. radius 16micron
Vertical tracking angle: I5degree.
Weight: 5grams.
Overall dimensions: 21 x 17 x 17.6mm.
Mounting: 12.7mm or 1/r.
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ELLIPTICAL
Frequency response: 10-30.000Hz.
Output voltage: 4mV 1,000Hz/5cm/sec.
Channel balance: Within 1.0dB at 1.000Hz
Channel separation: ( Min.) 25dB at IkHz.
Compliance:15 x 10 6cmidyne vert & hor.
Impedance: 3,500ohms.
Effective tip mass: 0.6milligrams.
Tracking force: 0.7-2grams.
Stylus: Dia.. Ellipt., radius 6x20microns.
Vertical tracking angle: I5degree.
Weight: Sgrams.
Overall dimensions: 21 x 17 x 17.6mm.
Mounting: I2.7mm. or 1/2".
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Frequency Response &Channel Separation

EXCEL ES- 70E

Frequency Response & Channel Separation

EXCEL ES- 70S

OF MANCHESTER

35, JOHN DALTON STREET, MANCHESTER 2.

es

AND ONLY £5

AND ONLY £8

Replacement stylus S70SR. £2.

R.::placement Stylus 570ER, £425

Compare with Shure M44 etc.

Compare wIth Shure M55E etc.

Post
free

:
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Post
free

EXCEL THE - NEW BRAND LEADER
SCOTCH TAPE - MASSIVE CUT PRICES
SUPERLIFE

DIAM.
5"

sr

LENGTH

OUR PRICE

DYNARANGE

PRICE PER 5

PRICE PER 10

DIAN.

LENGTH

OUR PRICE

PRICE PER S

PRICE PER 10

£5.90
£8.50
£12.60

5
-

SP 600'
LP 900'
DP 1200

£1.08
£1-35
£1.90

£4.25
£5.60
£8-00

£7-65
£10.10
£14.40

SI"

SP 900'
LP 1200'
DP 1800'

£1•40
£1.75
£2.50

£5.50
£7.10
£10.50

£9-90
£1180

7'

SP 1200'
LP 1800'
DP 2400'

£1-75
£2.30
£3-50

£7.30

£1315

£15.00

£27.00

SP
600'
LP 900'
DP 1200'

70p
£1.25
£1.75

£3.25

SP 900'
LP 1200'
DP 1800'

95p
LI -50
£2.38

¿en)
£5.90
£9.30

£8-50
£10.60
£16.70

SP 1200'
LP 1800'
DP 2400'

£1.20
£2.00
£3.00

£190
£8.40
£13.00

£10.60
£15.10
£23.40

ceni
£7.00

DYNARANGE CASSETTES in 10s: C.60, £4.50; C.90, £615: C.120. £8 50.

SCOTCH 8-TRACK BLANKS in lOs

MATHERS, 35 JOHN DALTON STREET, MANCHESTER 2.

PHONE

061-834 6133.

ao•oo

ALSO BOLTON 25100

Audio-Technica AT- 1005 Mk II
Tone Arm + Hydraulic Lift and
the Audio-Technica AT-21S
Cartridge.

To achieve pure unadulterated sound reproduction
your first aim is to ensure perfect contact with the
record playing surface and to this end, extensive
research and development has gone into the
aesthetically designed Audio-Technica AT- 1005
mk II tone arm. For use with any cartridge.

SHRIRO ( UK) LIMITED, Hi Fi Division,
42 Russell Square, London, W.C.1. Telephone: 01-580 6996

audio-technicá
590

aim

40 mins., £9; 80 mins.. £ 11.

Postage all Tape Orders, 20p.

If used in conjunction with any one of the AudioTechnica Stereo Cartridges will give you the perfection looked for in the first step to superior sound
reproduction. Install Audio-Technica then sit back
and enjoy the moment of truth- yes, Audio-Technica
Tone Arms and Cartridges are for the perfectionist.
Hydraulic Lift shown above optional extra
See the Audio-Technica Tone Arm and range of Cartridges
at your HiFi Specialist or for address write now to:

neto

HERTS MN

166

St.

•TUNER-AMPLIFIERS

BARCLAYCARD

RECORDERS (
P/P £ 1.25)

•CASSETTE

DECKS

Akai GXC4OD
Bell & Howell DES 1700
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby B Mk 1
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby B Mk 2

£73.50
£87.00
£88.00
£93-50

• KIT SYSTEMS, LOUDSPEAKER
KITS (
P/P on request)
Baxandall-type cabinet ( teak) ..
Celestion HFI300 .. ..
EMI 150 (
P/P 30p) ( Special offer)
EMI 350 ( P/P 30p) , , .,
EMI 450 ( P/P 30p) .. ..
EMI I4A/770C ( P/P 75p) ..
EMI I4A/770C, KEF T27, & DN9
(P/P 85p)
Goodmans DIN 26 Kit ..
Hi Fi News May'71 '£ 60 for £25 .kit
KEF KK2
<EF KK3
KEF KK4
KEF T27 ..
KEF TI5
KEF BI 10 .
KEF B200
KEF BI39 ( Special offer)
Peerless 3-25 ..
Peerless 20-2 ..
Peerless 20-3 .. .. • •
Peerless 3-15 .. • .
Tannoy Monitor Gold Ir •.:
Tannoy Monitor Gold 15'
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. • .
Wharfedale Unit 4
Wharfedale Unit 5

•STEREO

£9•50
£5•75
£1-99
£7.20
£3.40
£ 14.00
£19.50
£10.00
£16.75
£20.25
£30.00
£15.25
£4.25
£5.25
£7.50
£8.00
£9.50
£15.00
£11-00
£15•75
£10•75
£30.50
£36.75
£10.40
£13.75
£19.90

AMPLIFIERS (
P/P 75p)

Amstrad 8000
Armstrong 521
Cambridge Audio P100
Cambridge P40 ( Special offer) ..
Cambridge P50
Eagle TSA 149
..
•
Eagle TSA 151 ..
Ferrograph F307 metal Mk 2 ..
Leak Delta 30 .. , .
Leak Delta 70 .. .•
Metrosound ST60
Metrosound ST20 ( Special offer)
Metrosound ST2OE
Nikko TRM 300 ..
Nikko TRM 30 ..

£17.25
£46.90
£120.00
£65.00
£72.00
£20.50
£28-25
£48-00
£52.00
£64.00
£56.00
£25-00
£29.75
£31.00
[28.50

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60
£18.50 ( P/P 50p)
(I x PZ5, 2x Z30, Stereo 60 pre- amp)

P/P
P/P
Z30 £3.65
12p
PZ8 transformer
ZSO £4-45
12p
£4.95
12p
PZ5 £3-98
12p
Stereo 60
PZ6 £6•45
12p
£7.75 22p
PZ8 £4.95
12p
Q16 £7.75 35p
ICIO £2.50 12p
AFU £5.00 12p
IC12 £2.50
12p
605 £22.75 25p
Sinclair Project 60 . .. £21.00

Nikko TRM 40IC
Nikko TRM 50 ..
Nikko TRM 1200
Nikko TRM 400 ..
Philips RH 580 ..
Quad 33 & 303 .. .
Revox ASO ( Special offer)
Revox A78
Rogers Ravensbrook cased
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook S2 chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook S2 Teak ..
Rotel 100 ..
Rotel RA 210
Rotel RA 310
Rotel RA 610
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2
Sinclair 3000 ..
Teleton SAQ 206
Wharfedale Linton amplifier ..
•

•

•

eCOMPLETE
(P/P £2.00)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

STEREO

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

£37.50
£47-00
£79.00
£38-50
£19•95
£88-00
£97.50
£105.00
£51.50
£47•50
£38.50
£43-75
£32-00
£25.50
£34-50
£53.00
£23•50
£25.50
£34.50
£20.00
£46.00

SYSTEMS

Bush Arena System I.
•
£85.00
Bush Arena System 2..
£ 115.00
Bush Arena System 3..
£ 159.00
Bush Arena System 4..
£ 159-00
Bush Arena System 5..
£ 164.00
Decca 603/4 & 613/4• • £ 59.00
Decca 1203/4 .... £ 79.00
Ekco ZU 8
..•
•
£ 212.00
Ekco ZUSF
....
£ 130.00
Ekco ZU6...
•
£ 60.00
Ekco Network 866•
•
£ 80.00
Fidelity UA I
..•
•
£ 80.00
Fidelity UA2 .. .. .. £35.00
Goodmans Module 80 compact £ 139.50
HMV Hi-Fi System 2404/5/6 .. £ 160.00
Marconi 4450 Stereo System £62.50
Marconi Unit 3
..
£69.50
Murphy A902SR Studio One £72.50
Nocturne 73 ( Special offer) £45.00
Philips GF 417
..
£82.00
Philips GF 823
..
£39.95
Philips GP 824
£55.90
Philips RF 833
£55.90
Philips RF 834
..
£72.00
Pye Black Box 1022
£78.00
Ultra 6405
..
£69.50

•TUNERS

(
P/P Dec)

Akai AA 6200 ( Special offer) • •
£70.00
Akai AA 6300 ( Special offer) • • £95.00
Akai AA 6600 ( Special offer) • • £ 112•00
Armstrong 525 ..• • £ 72.00
Armstrong 526 .... £ 82.00
Garrard Zero 100 . • . £44.00
Goodmans Module 80 ( 5/0) • • £75-00
Goodmans 1-10 .. .. • • c11o.00
Leak Delta 75 .. .. • . £ 134.00
Nikko STA 301 .. .. ..
[83-50
Rotel RX 150 .. .. • . £54.50
Rotel RX 200
.."
£ 69.00
Rotel RX 400 .. .. • • £83.00
Teleton CR IOT•
.
£ 26.50
Teleton F2100 ( Special Offer) .. £35.00
Teleton R4200 .. .. ..
£36-50
Teleton TFS 50 .. , . ..
£59•50
Wharfedale 100.1 ( Special offer) £99.99

Buy it with your

eTAPE

ROAD

WATFORD WD2 4AS

Open 8.30-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut
1Wed. PAYBONDS Credit Scheme
quotation on application. Cheques
with £ 30 cheque cards only accepted
for counter sales.

Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4 Mk 2 and 3
from stock on demonstration with
substantial discount Mk Ill and Dolby B
models.
Akai X1800SD ( Special offer)
£126.00
Akai 4000D
£69.00
Akai 1720
..
£67.50
Akai X200SD
£ 120.00
Akai X5000W ( one only) £ 125-00
Akai GC365
£299-00
Akai 2000SD
£239.00
Akai GX220D
£ 170-00
Akai GX220
£225-00
Akai GX280D
£232.00
Eagle MPI2 Mixer
£20-00
Kellar KDB I
..
£45.00
Tandberg 3041X/ 3021X
£89.00
4041X/4021X
£145.00
6021X/6041X £ 162.00
1841
..
£57-50
Uher 714 . '
£46.50
Uher A122 Mixer
£34•50
Uher 4000L
£ 110.00
Uher 4200/4400 .. £ 140.00

ALBANS

( P/P 75p)

Armstrong 523
£44-00
Armstrong 524
£33.00
Armstrong M8 decoder
.. £8.00
Crown FM 20 ..
.. £28.00
Leak Delta AM/FM tuner
.. £73.00
Leak Delta FM tuner ..
.. £61 BO
Nikko FAM 10
.. £38.20
Nikko FAM 12 ..
.. £56.60
Nikko FAM 400
.. £51.50
Quad FM3
On allocation
Revox A76
.. £ 148-50
Rogers Ravensbrook cased
£41.10
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
£36.00
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
£54-00
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
£50.00
Rotel RT 320 ..
£43.50
Rotel RT 620 ..
£69.50

••
•.
••
•.
••
•.

AR 3A Teak
..
£ 145.00
AR 3A Walnut .. £ 139.00
AR 4X Teak
..
£38-00
AR. 6 Teak
£57•50
B & W DM I ( Special offer) .. £28.50
B & W DM3 ( Special offer) .. £50.50
Cambridge Audio R40 Mk 2 .. £51-00
Cambridge Audio R50
£82.00
Celestion Dicton 15 ( Special offer) £27.50
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£15.00
Celestion Dicton 44 ..
£42•00
£23•00
Celestion Dicton 120
Decca Deram
£ 14.95
Goodmans Havant .. £21.95
Goodmans Mezzo 3 ..
£25-95
Goodmans Magnum K2
£32.50
Goodmans Minister ( Special offer) £19.00
Goodmans Magister
£48.75
KEF Cresta 1 ( Special offer) .. £ 17.50
KEF Cresta 2
..
£20.00
KEF Chorale
..
£27.50
KEF Cadenza
..
£33-50
KEF Concerto .. £45.50
KEF Celeste
..
£23.00
Leak loudspeaker 150
£20.00
Leak loudspeaker 250
£26.50
Leak 200 ( untaxed stock only) .. £ 19.50
Leak 300 ( untaxed stock only) .. £25.50
Leak 600
..
£38.40
Minorca ( 64" & 34" in 14" X 9" x
8)")
£ 10.50
Mordaunt-Short 667, 400, 700 from stock
Quad Electrostatic black/bronze
[59-50
Spendor Bd IStudio One ..
£69.50
Spendor BCIA with amplifier.
On application
Tannoy 12" Lancaster .. £ 53.00
Tannoy Ill LZ
£ 33.00
Wharfedale Airdale ( 1pair) .. £ 106.50
Wharfedale Denton ..
£15.50
Wharfedale Denton 2
..
£ 15.75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
£33.50
Wharfedale Linton 2 ..
£19.50
Wharfedale Melton 2 ..
£23.75
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
£45.00
Wharfedale Super Linton walnut £ 19.80
Wharfedale Triton 3
..
£25.50

e8 TRACK

STEREO (
P/P £ 1.25)

Aka, CR80
£79•95
Akai CR8OD
£65.00
Metrosound SS30 ( Special offer) £68.00

eSTEREO HEADPHONES (P/P 30p)
Akai ASE20
£7.50
Akai ASE22
£8.50
Akai ASE9S
£5.75
AKG K60
..
£ 11-50
AKG KI80
..
£25.00
Alpha SDH 7DV
£5.95
Beyer DT900
..
£7.00
Eagle SE40
..
£5.10
Eagle SE60
£7.25
Koss ESP6
£35-90
Koss ESP9
£52.80
Koss K6
..
£9.95
Koss KO 727B
£ 13.20
Koss KRD7Il
£7.95
Koss PRO 4AA
£22.00
Pioneer SE 30A
..
£9.95
Pioneer SE 50
..
£ 15-20
Rotel RH600 .. .. £4.50
Rotel RH7 II
..
..
£7.50
Teleton SH30IP & 307P
£4.20
Wharfedale DDI
..
£9.00

TEL. WATFORD 34644

TURNTABLE PACKAGES (
P/P [ I.00)
BSR HT70 TPD3 .. ..
£23.50
BSR MP60 P/C ( Special offer) ..
£18.50
Garrard AP76 P & C and M44E £32-00
Garrard SP25-3 P & C and G800
£20.00
Garrard SP25-3 P & C and G850 £ 19•50
Garrard SP25-3 P & C and 9TAHC £ 17.99
Goldring G101 p/c .. ..
£24.50
Goldring GL 69/2 p & c .. £3215
Goldring GL72 P/C .. ..
£34-75
Goldring GL 75 P and C
£43•25
JP T601 with P & C
..
£44.00
Leak Delta turntable .. £57.50
Philips GA 202 type 2 .. £54.90
Pioneer PLI 2AC .. .. £37.95
Sugden 802, SAU2, P and C .. £32-50
Thorens TD I25AB .. .. £99-90
Thorens TD 150AB Mk 2 (
S/0)
£41-00
Wharfedale Linton turntable .. £29.00

eTURNTABLES
(P/P 75p)

AND ARMS

Audio Technica AT 1005 Mk 2 ..
£15-50
Audio Technica L2 lift .. £2.50
BSR HT 70 chassis ..
£17.00
BSR 810
£38•00
BSR MP60 chassis ( Special offer) £ 11.50
BSR 610 P/C ( Special offer) .. £ 13.00
BSR 610 P/C
£19.99
Garrard SP25 Mk 3 ( Special offer) £ 10.00
Garrard AP75 ( Special offer) .. £ 19-50
Garrard AP76 ( Special offer) .. £20.00
Garrard SL65B
..
£ 16.50
Garrard 401
..
£28•20
Goldring GL72
..
£24.50
Goldring GL72P
..
£31.50
Goldring GL85
£53•25
Goldring GL85P
£61.50
Goldring G99 chassis £21•00
Goldring GL 69/2 chassis ( S/0)
£17.99
Goldring GL 75 chassis £32.50
Goldring 705 complete ( Special
offer)
..
£21BO
Lenco L69
£7.75
Lenco L75
•
•
[ 10.75
Neat G30B , • • • ..
[14.50
SME 2000 plinth system .. £33.30
SME 3009 and S2 ( Special offer) £24.75
SME 3009 HE/S2 .. £26-50
SME 3012 and S2 ( Special offer) £27.50
SME 3012 HE/S2
£28.75
Sugden BD!, kit
..
£ 10.50
Sugden SAU2
£ 12-15
Thorens TD 125
£65.00
Thorens TD 150 Mk 2 chassis .. £29.50

eCARTRIDGES

( P/P 25p)

Audio Technica AT66.7 & FLC..
Audio Technica AT2 I
S
Audio Technica AT2 IX
Audio Technica VM 3.5
B & 0 SPI4
Decca Deram
Decca Deram Elliptical ..
Empire 1000ZEX
Empire 999 VEX
Empire 999TEX
Empire 999SEX
Empire 999EX
Empire 90EE/X
Empire 999/X ..
Empire 808E .. .
Goldring G800 and G806H
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800 super E .. • .
Goldring G850
.
•
Goldring CS90 .. • .
Goldring CS9IE
Neat V70
Ortofon MISE ..
Ortofon SLUE
.
•
Ortofon 2x 15k transfer
Orbit NM22
Shure M44E • .
Shure M5SE
Shure M75E.11-2
Shure M75.612 ..
Shure M7SGT2
Shure M75/65 ..
Shure M91 E
Shure M92E
Shure M93E
Shure VIS/2 imp.
Shure M75E Type 2 ..
Sonotone 9TAHC also G ( narrow)

[5.12
£915
£13.75
£11•50
£6.90
£4.95
£5.30
[49.95
£34.50
£21-50
£16.80
£12•70
£7.70
£9.85
£9-95
£7.50
£12.99
£19.25
£4.50
£4•25
£6.50
£3.75
£23.00
£23.00
£5-35
£3.75
£9.90
£10.90
£15.60
£13.00
£14.00
£9-50
£16•25
[14.50
£14.25
£28/5
£17-00
[2-12

BASF CHROME cassettes from stock C60, 90p; C90, £1.33; C120, £ 1.70. TDK super dynamic cassettes. BIG DISCOUNTS on EMI, PHILIPS, BASF, SCOTCH & AGFA.
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0I -946 8804

TEL

FOR SP 25

£2.95

+ sop

S/S >hick° ST701 T, A
£ 2 50
NEW Neat G30
..
£8.50
NEW Neat G30B .. £9-50
S/H Sonab 0A4 Pr .. .. £69 -50
S/S Leak 300 speakers .. £42.50
NEW Wharfedale Tritons Pr. £ 37-50
NEW K.E.F. Chorales Pr. .. £57.75
S/S Toshiba SR40 T/T .. £42-75
S/H Akai 1710 T/Recorder .. £49.50
S/S Goodmans 3005 speakers £ 15•50
NEW Sinclair PZS .. .. £3-25
NEW Sinclair Z30 .. .. £2.75
NEW Sinclair Stereo 60 .. £6.25
NEW G
d SL7213 .. £22.75
NEW Goodmans Maxim .. £ 12-50
NEW Arena HTIO speaker .. £ 15.50
S/S K.E.F. Cadenzas Pr. .. £69.50
S/S Tandberg 3000X T/D .. £87.50
NEW Wharfedale Meltons Pr. £49.50
NEW Akai 40000 .. .. £67-50
S/S Chilton 100S CAP 1711 .. £ 172.50
NEW Akai CSSOD Cassette .. £87.50
NEW Akai X200D T/D .. £ 13150
NEW Revox A77 11 1104 .. £ 195.50
NEW Rogers Ravensbourne.. £45 SO

BEOCORD

and 12 monthly
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£ 139-50
£79-50
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1
e OR YOUR . . .
TANDBERG 1600x
TANDBERG 3000x
't
AKAI 4000D
SONY TC 366

SECONDHAND AND
SHOP SOILED EQUIPMENT
-

-- 4
i11' 6

S ee •
' • 11. ii, \

ei)

..

£99 SO

S/H Beomaster 1000

..

£57.50

S/H Beomaster 1600

..

S/H Rogers Cadet III

..

£25.50

S/S Sony TA 1010

..

£49.50

SIS Sony SIR 6040

..

£87-50

TRINITRON COLOUR TV
R.R.P. £ 199-75
DEPOSIT £37-75
18 payments of £. 00

CASH PRICE £ 172.00

S/S Trio KA 4000
S/S Trio 4002
5/5 Sansui 350

..

..

S/S Sansui AU 222

..
..

..

Se Koss PRO 4AA

..

.

£57-50
£43.50
£49.50
£ 101-50

..

£20.50

5/S Koss K6LC Phones

£9 50

Ring 01-876 1740

OU

HI-FI for HI-FI... CAMERAS for
HI-FI... HI-FI for CAMERAS
12 MONTHS' INTEREST FREE HP

£75.50

S/S Pair SSI000 Speakers .. £59-50

SONY

and £129-50
and C110- S0
and £118-50
and £95-50

S/H Beomaster 3000

S/H Beogram 1000 .. .. £25-50

II,*
-.,---

1or I, track STEREO tape deck
RRP £1138-00 inc. P/TAX

MAY WE QUOTE

.....

•
BEOGRAM 1200•
=
£56.90
I '.., . .
or your Beogram 1000
and £31.50
` .' „,.._.,

TANDBERG 6000X
.

jai

BEOMASTER 3000 TUNER AMP
OR YOUR BEOMASTER 1000 and ..
BEOMASTER 900 and ..

OR YOUR . . .
£100-00
£165-50
£99-50
£150-50
£155-50

a

à

1

*
..--

REVOX A77 II

and
and
and
and
and

.-

TOP TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

TOP TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

REVOX A77 1122/4
REVOX G36
FERROGRAPH 722/4
AKAI M9
TANDBERG 1241

'

r'E

r
---FETurUM -

I Koss-Pioneer-AKG-etc. etc.

recorder

WI :-= RI

payments of £6.00

AKAI TAPE RECORDERS

tape

,

R.R.P. £99.50 TEAK

REVOX TAN DBERG CHILTON

or I track STEREO
RRP 1.249.00 inc. P/TAX

/
1

OR £27-S0 DEPOSIT

REDUCED PRICE STEREO L.P.'s & CASSETTES,
ASSORTED PLINTHS, COVERS, CARTRIDGES, Etc. Etc.

1
4

1101111P'011111tdellir"t,4,,.. ,

1200

STEREO
TAPE DECK

1 20% Discount on all Headphones

Carr.

N.B.

THIS APPLIES TO NEW EQUIPMENT AT
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE AND OVER 12 MONTHS

EX DEMO AND SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT

PLINTHS & COVERS

B8g0 SONY
TRIO QUAD
SANSUI KOSS

12 MONTHS' INTEREST FREE HP

MARCH SALE
S/S Pioneer SX 440 T/A .. £59.50
S/S Rotel 840 Amp .... £47.50
S/S K.E.F. Concerto .. .. £42.50
S/S K.E.F. Concord . £29.50
S/H Beomaster 900 T/A
£39.50
S/S Sinclair 3000 .. .. £29-50
S/S Nikko ST301 T/A .. £72-50
S/S Rotel FAX 88A inc. speakers £59-50
S/H Quad II Pre-Amp Stereo £ 17.50
S/H Quad II FM Tuner .. £ 17.50
S/H Quad Decoder .. .. £ 12.50
S/S Dual CTI5 Tuner .. £45.50
S/F1 Teleton R800 inc. speakers £29.50
S/H Arena F2I0 Amp .. £ 19.50
S/H Quad 33/303 .. .. £79.50
S/S Goodmans Minister speakers £32-50
S/S Sony 3000 speakers .. £92-50
S/S Toshiba SR50 T/T .. £99.50
NEW Toshiba SA20 T/A .. £99.50
NEW G
d AP75 T/T .. £ 14.00
NEW G
d AP76 T/T .. £ 19.75
S/S Armstrong 526 T/A .. £79.50
NEW Ravensbrooke FM Tuner £ 37.75
NEW Philips GAI46 T/T .. £27.50
S/H Beomaster 1000 .. . £52-50
S/H Beomaster 3000 .. .. £97.50

N

is.._

-30

-9.

-i-

N.B.

N.B.:-On new equipment at list price only-exeuding part exchange

AUDIO-VISUAL

11 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE
WIMBLEDON SW19 TEL.: 01-946 8804

459 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
EAST SHEEN SW14 7PS

BARCLAYCARD ENQUIRIES WELCOME
5,)1

RECORDS WANTED

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Bought for cash-unwanted classical stereo LPs in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
1Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London,
W.I4.
1buy all perfect LPs; generous and prompt panlent.
J. C. Rowley, 24 Seaview Road, Brighton, BN2 6D I

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is Sp per word ( private), minimum
60p. Box Nos. 20p extra. Trade rates 9p per word, minimum 90p. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in APRIL 1972 issue must reach these offices by 29th FEB addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE-private
For Sale AR- ISpeaker containing same base section as
AR-3A. Best offer. Tel.: 01-286 3658 after 6 p.m.
Sansui 600L. Seven band 60 watt tuner/amp. Purchased
Dec. £ 120. Camberley 23224.
Thorens TD150AB and Cover. Goldring 800 Super E
Cartridge, Leak Stereo 70, pair KEF Concerto Speakers,
£180 o.n.o. Quad Stereo FM Tuner ( Valve) £20. Butlin,
Springlong, Loddington, Nr. Kettering, Northants.
Kettering 710494.
Pair B. & W. DMI's Teak, £46. Decca H4E, Super
Arm, Boxed, Instructions, Accessories, £ 16. 13 Brompton
Road, Middlesbrough, Teesside.
Tannoy IF Monitor Lancaster £ 33. Garrard 4 Hf £ 5.
E.M.I. and Zonal tape L.P. 1800 ft. r reels £ 1 each
callers only. D. Marks, ILedbury Mews West, London
W11.
Beogram 1000V Turntable with Pre-Amp, two SP6
Cartridges. Good condition, £25. Freeman, ' Avalon',
Rotherfield Avenue. Bexhill, Sussex. Tel.: Bexhill 1853.
New unused Leak Stereofetic Tuner, teak case, duplicated present. Offers 03942 2269 (Suffolk).
Cambridge Audio R5OW Speakers £ 145. Ortofon
SL15E £ 17. Beyer DT48S Headphones £ 16. Thorens
TDI50 £20. 26 Crest Road, Croydon. 01-657 4061.
Twin Twenty Stereo Amplifier, wooden case £35.
Pair KEF Celestes £ 35 o.n.o. Wanted Top Quality
Monitor Speaker (Spendor, BC', Rogers, etc.). Tel.:
0332 36109 ( Derby).
Quad 22 Control Unit and 2/11 Amplifiers £45. Good
working order. Tel.: 01-856 7242.
Sony TC366 plus 4 tapes, bought August 1971 £85.
Cambridge P40, bought February 1971 £ 55. Sennheisser
HD110 £ 14. Little used. Box No. 2236 (Swansea).
Empire 999 TE/X, new, unused, £ 19-5.0.
54 Evelyn Gardens, London S.W.7.

Clemow,

Decca FFSS Mk. 4 Head, Decca FFSS Mk. 3head and
Decca Professional Pick-up Arm, cost over £ 50-00, sell
£18.00. Bulman, 17 New Road, Twyford, Berkshire.
Telephone (evenings) Twyford 241.
Quad 22/11 Amps; FM Tuner/MPX, Serviced at
Huntingdon. SME/M75E11. Connoisseur II. 2Doveale
type Speakers, rosewood. V.G.C. £ 148. Windermere
4505, evenings.

Selling hi-fi to buy 'E' type. Includes: Transcriptor
reference turntable fitted with 3009 H/E arm, Stanton
681 EL cartridge sweep arm, stylus brush. Guaranteed
unused! Two KEF Concerto Speakers, Akai 4000D
deck, Koss ( ESP 6) Headphones. £ 300 the lot, or sold
separately at £ 135, £70, £65, £ 30 respectively. Cost over
£420 new.
All as new.
Droitwich 3162 evenings
(Worcester).
Pair KEF Cadenza Speakers, £ 54. Will demonstrate.
Tel.: Gerrards Cross 84223 ( Bucks).
Quad II Amplifier/Control Unit plus set spare new
valves £24. Would separate. Quad E.L.S. £25. Tel.:
Fleet ( Hampshire) 3172.
Decca Mk. III FFSS Cartridge & SME Adaptor.
£7.50. R. Colson, 2 Langdale Gardens, Hove. Sussex.
Speaker Enclosures 20 watt 24 12 • 9±3 dB,
16,000 cps, teak. £35 the pair. Orpington 35924.

50-

Pair Goodmans 3 unit speaker systems, each comprising
of Audiom 61, Midas 650, Trebas 100, X0/5000.
X0/950, A.R.U. 172 & Attenuators. Built in polished
wood cabinets to Goodmans specifications. £75. D.
Anderton, 50 Wordsworth Street, Liverpool, 8.
Ferrograph 724, Leak Stereofetic, Bowers & Wilkins
DM l's. Callers-St. Brigid's, Morton Road, Exmouth,
Devon.
Ferrograph 724 Tape Recorder as new £ 145. Thorens
TPI 3 Pickup arm £5.
Telephone Mr. Cawthorne,
Woolley 389 ( Huntingdon).
Revox A77 2- track tape recorder £ 165 suitcase model.
Would part, exchange stereogram or tape deck. Tel.:
Leeds 24201.
Truvox R102 £38. Verdik three-motor transport £ 12.
Tel.: St. Annes 22436.
Garrard Zero 100 plus superior plinth. Manufacturer's
boxes, one month old, unwanted gift. £40, tel.: 01-800
9698.
Quad Electrostatic Speaker £30. Baker, 15 Charles
Cope Road, Peterborough. Tel.: 61810.
Lux SQI220 Stereo Amplifier- 2x 50 watts R.M.S.0-1 dist. max. Versatile controls- cost £ 12.3. will accept
£60-00. Mr. N. H. Clarke. Phone: Office 01-407 3901,
ext. 37 or home (evenings) 01-467 5775.
Garrard 301 Turntable on base board, excellent condition £ 12. Waterhouses (Staffs) 254.
Goodmans " Dimension-8" L/speakers ( pair), as new
and unmarked ( see review in HiFi News Feb. ' 72).
List price £ 138 will accept £ 100 o.n.o. Box No. 2237
(Kent).

Decca Corner Speaker with G.E.C. metal-cone and
presence units £12. Box No. 2234 ( Surrey).

Quad AM III Tuner ( L.M.S.) as new in original
packing £ 30 o.n.o. Davies, 11 Holloway, Haverfordwest,
Pembs. Phone Haverfordwest 3085 evenings.

Jason JTV 2 FM/TV Tuner £ 10. Leak Trough Line
Stereo Tuner £30. Allen, 1North Lane, Wiston, Steyning,
Sussex.

Goldring G800E Cartridge £7-50 o.n.o.
156 High St., lbstock, Leicester.

Unused Quad Stereo System, 22 control, 2/11 Amplifiers. F.M. Tuner all in maker's boxes. F.M. Decoder,
A.M. Tuner, £ 100. Stephens-Office 01-735 4915 extn. 7,
Home 01-903 2025.
Uher 4200 report stereo recorder, 10 months old, many
extras. Accept £ 100. Foster, S. Benfleet 53511.

A. Meakin,

Koss ESP. 9 Headphones mint, cost £69. Delivered,
£35 o.n.o. Fennell, Knapton Road, Mundesley, Norwich.
Pair Bowers and Wilkins P2 Monitor Speakers £ 115,
Pair Decca Corner Horns £ 38, Rogers HG88 Mk. 3
Amplifier £28. Tel.: 01-202 9782.
Pair of Ir Tannoy Lancasters, 4 months old, £90buying bigger. Tel.: Broughton ( Preston) 3417.

Revox A77 Mk. III Tape Recorder, latest model,
suitcase version, 1224 4- track, with many associated
accessories, as new, S.A.E. please. For full details Box
No. 2232 ( Perthshire).

Leak Delta 70 Stereo Amp £ 55 and Delta FM/AM
Tuner £65 or £ 115 o.v.n.o. for both. Teak cases, new,
boxed, unused. Tel.: 01-950 1374.

Ferrograph 713 Mono Recorder, recently serviced,
£110. Morgan, Tel.: 01-883 6073 ( Muswell Hill).

Leak Stereo 30 + (cased) £ 37 excellent conditionRead, 8 Kepple Place, Bagshot, Surrey.

Leak 70 and Stereo FI' Tuner, as new, singly cased,
£85. Holmes, 18 Wallace Avenue. Stevenston. Ayrshire.

Beogram 1000 plus Lafayette 224T Stereo Amplifier:
£60. Phone: 01-337 7887/01-606 6044 ext. 114.

Revox HS77 in carrying case, £ 175; Sansui AUI01
integrated Amplifier, £25; Garrard SP25 Mk. II with
G800 cartridge, £25; Mullard Unilex Kit, complete, £ 15.
Telephone Bourne End ( Bucks.) 21048.

Goldnng 800E/SE Cartridge.
Lemington 676864 evenings.

Pair KEF Concords, teak, excellent condition, £ 54
pair. Morley, 42 Deanburn Park, Linlithgow, West
Lothian. Linlithgow 3259.
Leak Stereo 60 with Varislope 2Preamp little used £ 25.
Mornings only. 174 Cannon Lane, Pinner. Tel.: 01-868
8905.
Quad 22 Preamp, perfect, £20. Garrard AP75 fitted
Shure M3D £20. Rogers, Sudbury 2299 (Suffolk).

Unused £ 13.

Tel.:

Sfax SR3 Electrostatic Headphones with SR D5
Adaptor. Breathtaking Stereo. Hardly used. Original
packing, £30. Pearson, 01-876 1636 (evenings).
Thorens TPI3A Arm with Plinth, SP6. Cartridge and
Spare Headshel I, £ 13.
Tel.: Lemington 676864evenings.
Pair of Richard Allan Super Sarabande Speakers on
plinth and castors. 3 months old. £40 each. 13 Clee
Avenue, Longsight, Manchester.
Tel.: 061-224 9130
evening.
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RECORDS FOR SALE
Classical LPs at bargain prices: send for lists. Francis,
1Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London,
W.I4.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd are the leading agency for
Hi Fi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF, 01-734 1918 ( 5 lines),
25 Oxford Street, W.I. No fees to staff.
Hi-fi and Radio Salesmen required for rapidly expanding retail group, West End location. Excellent opportunity for experienced and responsible individuals.
Good basic salary and commission. Please telephone
01-637 1601.
Sutton's of Salisbury require technical salesman at
their Salisbury, Dorchester and Winchester hi-fi departments. Also a manager with hi-fi sales, administration
and staff control experience for new hi-fi shop opening
1972. Details of salary required, age, experience, present
employment in strictest confidence to: J. F. Sutton,
50 Blue Boar Row, Salisbury.
Representative required for sophisticated line of high
fidelity equipment, excellent prospect for the right man
with good technical knowledge of installation and sales
ability. Box No. 2231 ( London).

FOR SALE-trade
'Somerset' 10 and 30 watts output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London
SWI9.
Copyright-free Sound Effects Discs. 7in. EPs and
12 in. LPs. Catalogue from: Rapid Recording Services,
21 Bishops Close, London E17.
Maximum Discounts on your Hi Fi up to 20% with
maker's guarantee. Greene & Cooper Ltd, 211 Kenton
Road, Harrow, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 9660.
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
ADC
10E IV ..
I:29-00
26 .. £ 7.00
AUDIO TECH NICA
AT66 . .
E4•50
AT55 ..
es«,
DECCA
Deram Ceramic
E4-10
Deram Elliptical £5•25
C4E
CI 9.00
4RC
men
GOLDRING
G850
C3-90
DI20 Stylus ..
L1-00
G800
Et, 50
D 110 Stylus ..
F.3.00
G800H • . £6.00
DI 10H Stylus £300
GM*
E10.50
DI 10E Stylus..
L'7•50
G800SE£ 16.50
DIIOSE Stylus
MOO
CS.90/7 Ceramic £400
CS.91/E Ceramic £5•70
ORTOFON
MF 15 ..
C14-00
MFISE
C19.00
SLI5E+2 X 151( £ 7E10
MIS
E18.00
MISE
£21.00
SHURE
M3D .. • •
E4•75
M3D Rep. Dia. St. EISO
M44/5 .. • •
creo
N44/5 Stylus ..
al*
M44/7 or C . • £6.90
N44/7 or C Stylus £4-50
M44E .. • ••
1155E
•
£
8.15
N44E Stylus
N55E
Stylus .... £6•50
£650
M75-611• £ 1140
N75-6 Stylus .. £7.00
M7S-G 11 . • LI 1-50
N75-G Stylus ..
L7-00
M75- E.111 • • C13-50
N75- E.1 Stylus ..
0-00
M75- E11 • • £ 14-00
N75- E Stylus .. me»
VIS II Imp. • • £ 7.50
VN ISE Stylus £ 12•25
S.M.E.
3039/S2
ceseo
3009/S2 HE .. £ 16.00
SON OTO NE
9TA/HC Dia. Cart. £ 1•90
N.B. ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE
All cartridges despatched by recorded delivery by return
post. Marl order only.
Send to:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
Oxford Street, London W I
A 3DA
Tel.: 01-366 5015. 10-6 pro. Mon.- Fri.

Hi Fi enthusiasts. In our modern hi-fi department we
have in stock now all the leading makes— Wharfedale,
Super Linton and Denton speakers: Leak Stereo 30,
30 Plus and 70 amplifiers: Leak Stereofetic tuners;
Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DMI speakers. Full
Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers. Philips. Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Martineau Way, Birmingham,
and Queen Street, Glasgow.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

PYIMIR $ 170411

Eb

PATTERNS
from 15p per sq ft

ANY SIZE CUT

BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
1"

thick,

Superior

Quality,

55p per square yard ( 24"x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT — 54" width.
LONG HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES

GREAT NEWS FOR
HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
AUDIO-TRONICS 1972

2" thick, Superior Quality,
.15p per square yard ( 24"x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT — 54" width.
Psst ! ! Strictly for the birds.
This material makes beautiful
Scandinavian Quilts !
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
5p stamps.
All items are post free, by return.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)
Decca FFSS Range Arms, and Cartridges at approx.
50" n discount: Arms: Mk. I Super £ 5, Professional
£11.50. Cartridges: EFSS Mk. III £9.50. 4RC £9.50,
4RC £9.50. C'4E £ 11.50, H4E £ 10.75. All brand new
genuine stock.
Please add 25p postage.
Sullivans,
Hi -Fi Specialists, 21 Southbourne Grove, Bournemouth
47100.

-,
(

"A

TINY FLAME UP TO

,_P/1LOSTERAZeS
/
SOLDERS

gm n9

A precision
INC .3 HAMS TIPS
tool using acornbination of butane and
compressed oxyger.Two pencil
lead thin flame sizes.
Adjustable to 5,000 F. Cuts
metals, welds, brazes and solders gold and silver. Ideal
electronic construction & repair, clockmakers, silversmiths, dental, modelling jewellery, computer servicing. Up to 40 min. operation on fuel supplied.
Replacement set 2 Oxygen, 1 Butane cylinders.
£1.50 inc. post.
Our price L10-99 -I-31p p. & p. Send El 1.30.
JOHN DUDLEY & CO. LTD., Dept. H N I,
301 Cricklewood Lane, Child's Hill, London NW2.
(Callers welcome. Easy Parking) Tel: 01-458 5917

QUAD

NEW REVISED EDITION
NOW AVAILABLE
The great new 1972 edition of Lasky's famous
Audio-Tronics catalogue is now available FREE on
request. The 44 newspaper size pages— many in
full colour—are packed with 1,000's of items from
the largest stocks in Great Britain of everything
for the Radio and Hi -Fi enthusiast, Electronics
hobbyist, Serviceman and Communications Ham.
Over half the pages are devoted exclusively to
every aspect of Hi-Fi ( including Lasky's budget
Stereo Systems and Package Deals), Tape recording and Audio accessories and don't miss LASKY'S
AUDIO-TRONICS
CREDIT
CARD
SCHEME
offering holders one month's interest free credit
up to £50. Send your name and address and 15p
for post and inclusion on our regular mailing list.

LASKY'S RADIO LTD.,
3-15, Cavell Street,
LONDON, E.I. 2BN.
E Stylus Gauge-calibration - 4 to 4 g.-.05 g. intervals—
accurate to 1,20th gram 30p.p. & p. Sp ( I, to 3g. checking
weights 15p extra) satisfaction or refund. J. Moss, Heath
Gardens. Bucklesham, Ipswich, IPIO OBW.
Stax SR3SRD5 Headset— 7das trial offer, £ 39 c.w.o.;
full refund if not delighted. Incredible performance—
rave review copies on request. Full details of the superb
new Ariston products on request. Wentworth Audio
Consultants, 3 Kirklands, Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.:
1097-62) 3756.

55p per lb. weight.

TERYLENE

Ariston. We are sole English agents for the superb
SR90 granite lined loudspeaker. Prive £ 120. Technical
details on request. We also supply custom built systems
of the highest quality, acoustically and aesthetically
matched by professionals to your own listening environment. Visitors welcome ( by appointment please). Millbrook ElectroAcoustical Developments, Brook Mills,
Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.: Cleckheaton ( 097-621 5009:
evenings 6262.

TEBRAX ADJUSTABLE
WALL SHELVING FOR
HI- Fl UNITS
Sizes from 6" to 18" wide, up to 8' long
supports up to 200 lbs. per pair of
brackets.
Put your tuner, amplifier,
player, recorder, speakers, LP's, etc.,
out of harm's way on this elegant wall
shelving.
Available in woodgrains or white
Melamine from only afew pounds.
Also Plastic Laminates in white, teak
etc., only ISp per sq. ft. and wood for
speaker cabinets.
Convert that old chest into a hi-fi
unit—solid brass knobs and handles
available—Why pay West End prices?
Fireside chairs El 1.95, settees £ 22-25
Rocking chair kits E10 .75
MILL HILL D- I
Y CENTRE LTD.
6 BROADWAY, MILL HILL, N.W.7
(Just off A41.)
Tel.: 01-959 1564 day; or 01-449 8118 evenings.

You have probably never heard stereophonic
reproduction!
Two conventionally spaced loudspeakers can
only provide binaural sound.
This is not at all the same thing.
Now meet:—

Amplifiers immediate delivery
(sorry no tuners)

HOLDINGS 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF Tel: 59595/6
Buying a Speaker? Choose the best in your price range
by direct comparison against AR3a at £ 306 per pair.
Holdings, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, BB2 2AF.
j..el.: 59595-6.

.1
Ampex. E.51.1.. Ferrograph: used recorders, mono to I
multi- track, front £ 20, also accessories. S.A.E. lists. I
A. E. Wright and Son, 10 Church Street, Dow lais,
....)
Glamorgan.

(

UNIMIXER 4S
Versatile stereo/mono battery/mains mixing unit
with professional specifications for noise, distortion
and frequency response. Suitable for every Tape
Recorder. Recent reviews from leading hi -)imagazines available on request. Supplied direct from the
manufacturers, £45. Power Pack £8-75 ( excluding
freight).
SOU NDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Rd, London W4 IES. Tel: 01-995 1661
Anglia Audio for hi- ti equipment in East Anglia.
our advertisement in Dealer Section, Suffolk.

See

Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British Purchase Tas. Cheaper for
quantities. Orders over £ 10.00 post free. All British
Orders post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) lad..
25 Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex, England.

Hi Fi
Vg 20%
DISCOUNT

We supply everything for the Hi-fl enthusiast
Our associated
Company has been
in this field since 1925—and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies. Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales attention
. . . the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees.
No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received. Send for free brochure
(including full range of domestic appliances).

The DISCOUNT BUYING AGENCY
Ill, South Farm Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel. 0903 31415
Est. 1960

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

STEREOSTAGE

ACOUSTONE

Stereostage provides the full width panoramic sound encountered in live stage
conditions.
Stereostage utilizes TEN superb quality
loudspeaker units to integrate both stereo
channels in one elegant long- line enclosure.
Stereostage systems are individually built
and finished to customers' requirements.
Power handling capacity 60w rms per channel.
Basic Price ( complete for both channels),
£285.

Fabulous USA designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

HI-FI BUSINESS
RETIREMENT SALE

22 Hyde Green, Marlow, Bucks. SL7 1QL

1:«nquiries invited .ffir the purbase of
Retail .-ludio Business. Enjoying a
respectable and increasing turnover and
the very best . 4gencies, South gt* London.

Tel: Marlow 3787

BOX NUMBER 2233 (
SURREY)

Please write for details to:—
NUCLEUS

594

Highest possible cash prices for Akai, B & 0, Brenell,
Ferrograph, Revox, Sanyo, Tandberg, Uher, Vortexion,
etc. 9.30-5. Tel.: 01-242 7401.

ALWAYS BE CAREFUL AND MONEYWISE
before purchasing. A wise first step would be to
study our non-advertising, illustrated 105 page hi-fi
catalogue ( 60p).1( unbiased advisory service (whether
you buy through us or not), preferential terms
interest you, you are welcome to join our members
(40p p.a.). Our next news- bulletin will be available
very soon. It will be worth waiting for: why not
postpone your decision. We know you will be glad
to have contacted Audio Supply Association,
18 Blenheim Road, London, W4. 01-995 1661.

Integrated valve stereo amplifiers wanted. Must be
cheap but good condition: age, pedigree or lack of it,
unimportant.
Separate units also considered, also
similar tape recorders. Write with details and price required to: Box No. 2213 ( London).

Shopsoiled items: Quad Electrostatic speakers £89
pair, Philips GA202 Deck £49, Mordaunt-Short MS200
Speakers £75 pair, Mordaunt-Short MS600 speakers
£99 pair, Revox A77/1104 Tape Deck £ 189. Norman
Butler Audio, 43 Bond Street, Blackpool.

Wanted: Radford STA 25 Stereo Power Amplifier
(valve) good condition: State price. Write to: Mr.
George Mueller, Sliker's Lane, Schooley's Mtn., New
Jersey 07870, U.S.A.

Generous discount on Shure Cartridges. S.A.E. for
quotation. Micro-Seiki MC 4100 moving coil with preamplifier £20 ( list £ 32). Frank Brown, 29 Lychgate Lane,
Barbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

STEREO TEST

Pair of Loudspeakers in period cabinets 15 or 8 ohms.
Taylor, Leydens Cottage, Bowlers Green, Magdalen
Laver, Essex. Telephone North Weald 2343.

Record Deck, Tape Deck, pair Speakers, Stereo
Amplifier. Thorens. Akai. Leak or Quad preferred.
Williams, 34 Hall Green. Malvern, Worcs.

(Part 1)
Frequency Bands on each channel.
Balance Test.
Phasing of Equipment and Loudspeakers.
(Part 11)
Consists
selected
dynamic
tion and

of music bands which have been
to give a broad concept of
music in Stereo for demonstratest purposes.

ADX301

LISO
P. & P. 25p

LJd

Stansted, Essex

Revox A77 1102 Tape Deck wanted, late model preferred. Tel.: Reading 28986.

REFRESH

YOUR

Phil,

Lowther TPI unmar ked. Cadrow, 2 Strattan Court,
218, Bromley Road, Shortlands, Kent. Tel.: 01-464 3890.

ÍX

EARS

by listening to WOOLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate.
Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your earsthey will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS
Provide instant switching facilities
for all 1-Ii -Fi Systems. Many models
available for connecting Phones and •
Loudspeakers, 2 Tape Recorders, 3
Pick-ups, TV Sound to Amplifiers etc.,
and many other combinations.
Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd. Dept. D3, Canterbury Road,
Nottingham NG8 IPH.

WANTED
One Quad Electrostatic required, must he in good
working order, details to G. McDowell, 34 Meadow
Road, Hanworth, Middlesex. 01-894 9594.
Quad II Main Amplifier required, also Multiflex Decoder
for valve Tuner- Fisher, Stubton Road, Claypole,
Newark, Notts.

Private buyer requires Quad 33/303 and tuner, Thorens
TDI25. SME. Would consider purchasing a complete
system. Morse, 1Bellevue Lane, Emsworth, Hants. Tel.
Emsworth 5740 (evenings).

STUDIO FACILITIES
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. P.F.A.
House, I82a Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey. Tel.:
Weybridge 43367.

Records made to order-7" from £ 1.50. 12" from
£4.00. 4- day postal service. Vinyl pressings I. above
cost. Tax free for schools, choirs, etc. sleeves/
labels. We cut masters and demos for Recording
Studios, Record companies and use the same top
quality equipment for you-3 NEUMANN DISC
CUTTING LATHES, incl. auto stereo system.
Philips and Telefunken prof. studio tape machines
with Ferrite playback heads.
Dolby A.30I
system. 200W Radford amps into Lockwood
monitor speakers. Teletronix/Ortofon Limiters.
Revox domestic playback. Send SAE for photo
leaflet:-

DEROY STUDIOS
Hawk Street, CAR NFORTH, Lancs. 2273

.1 & B Recordings. Tapes to disc- latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studios, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.
Warren Recordings (A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings.
Mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4.
Tel.:
01-203 0306.

mjb

recording and
transcription service

Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST. MICHAEL'S, SHINFIELD ROAD,
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS
Tel. 0734 84487
Member A.P.R.S:
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0483
61684.

Wanted (pair) Goodmans Axiom 80's. Simmonds,
28 Bradgers Hill Road, Luton, Beds. Tel.: Luton 22349.

County Recording Service

Urgently required-QUAD, RADFORD, LEAK AND
ROGERS AMPLIFIERS and TUNERS; GARRARD
301 and 401 DECKS. Highest prices for Units in GOOD
condition. H. C. HARRIDGE LTD, 8 Moor Street,
Cambridge Circus, London WI V .5LL

Tape to disc, mono & stereo master discs &
pressings, 7" discs pressed on our own plant,
with quick delivery.
Disc cutting sapphires from stock.

Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo Tape
Recorders, Hi -Fi equipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd. 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London,
SWI7. Tel.: 01-672 9175.

London Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W2.

MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS
RECORDING STUDIO
DEMONSTRATION DISCS
MOBILE RECORDINGS-ANY DISTANCE
Multi- channel facilities for transfer to 8 or 16mm. film
tracks. Sound effects library on discs.
Brochure on request from

Tel: Bracknell 4935

APRS Members

Mobitrack Mobile Recording engineers. All kinds of
music recorded in stereo. Commercial and private recording services. Mobitrack, 4 Latham Road, Twickenham, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-892 9599.

595

-

Rapid Itecording Sers ice
21

BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON E.I7

Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time
tape/disc/tape transfer service. Pressings for private and
for the trade. Fund-raising advisory service for Societies,
Choir, Bands ( give-away slimdiscs). 18 Blenheim Road,
London W4. Tel.: 01-995 1149.

Wanted Lowther Acousta Cabinet preferably teak
finish. Home Counties Area. Box No. 2235 ( London).

YOUR TAPES TO DISC

3132/3437

LPs FROM YOUR OWN TAPES
48- HOUR SERVICE

Complete hi-fi stereo system including tuner, amplifier,
turntable, speakers. Demonstration required. Forward
details-Cooke. 9Redland Close, Longlevens, Gloucester.

Beomaster 1200. good condition. State price.
3 Park Chase. Harrogate, Yorkshire. Tel.: 3517.

DEMONSTRATION
RECORD

11•11)
REI O It DING
SER lit 'E

MISCELLANEOUS
Tape and Cassette Recorder repairs by specialist.
NuSound advertisements in this issue.

See

B. Erwood (Audio Servicing). High Fidelity eluipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel
anywhere. 232 Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01337 9172.
Hi Fi at keen prices. Consult Gavan Kelly, Audio
Engineer. Tel.: 01-549 3863.
British Piano Museum. Automatic instruments demonstrated Thurs., Sats. and Suns., 2.30-6 p.m., MarchNovember inclusive. 20p. By the Gasholder, Brentford.
Tel.: 01-560 8108.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter
meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is able to
repair hi-fi and tape recording equipment to manufacturer's standards. Telesonic Ltd. 92 Tottenham Court
Road, London WI. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Hi -Fi Service and Repairs carried out by expert
engineers. Sonic Sound Audio Ltd. Phone 01-723 0094,
01-289 4136 or 01-262 5856 or write 372 Edgware Road,
London, W.2.
Dynamic Learning Machine whether or not you already
own a tape recorder/cassette recorder, send now for
catalogue of simple accessories and tapes/cassettes to
revolutionise your learning ability. Pre-recorded courses
including foreign languages, GCE, electronic organ,
overcome smoking, drinking, overweight, etc. Institute of
Tape Learning ( DFN), ept. HBox 180, London, NW3
3.1L. Tel.: 01-722 3314.

SPEND A WEEKEND IN THE
AUTUMN AT TORQUAY'S

ROSETOR HOTEL
Nov. 3 to 5, 1972.

•

RECORDED and LIVE MUSIC IN
LUXURY SURROUNDINGS.

•

PERSONALITIES FROM THE WORLDS
OF MUSIC and RECORDS PARTICIPATING.

e

REASONABLE OUT- OF- SEASON
COST.
BOOK EARLY.

•

Details from Mr. Ron Sinnett, Two Ways,
2 Oxlea Road, Torquay. ( Tel.: Torquay
26442)
Organized by the Torbay Gramophone Society

Printer's error:
I). T. WICKS & CO. would like to point
out that the price of the 'Goldring GL75P
Offer' which was featured in their advertisement that appeared on page 362 of the
February issue is £53.13 and not £33.13 as
stated, and express apologies for any inconvenience caused.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM

Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 5p per word.
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Minimum 60p. Box No's 20p extra.

To: HiFi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Please publish the advertisement indicated below for

Name
Address

insertion/s under the heading

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £
Is a Box No. required Yes/No. If no, please Include
remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.
Published by the proprietors Link House Publications Limited, 10-12 South Crescent, Store Street, London, W.C.1
and printed by John Wright & Sons Limited, at The Stonebridge Press, Bath Road, Bristol, England.
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,money saverrs I _.
ARMSTRONG 526
AM/FM tuner/amplifier. Listed £ 105-72
Our Price £87.00. Carr. £ 1
LUX 537
One of the finest amplifiers ever to
leave the " Land of the Rising Sun".
60+60W RMS with a harmonic distortion of less than 043. Listed £ 124.00.
Our Price £99.95. Carr. £ 1.
ARMSTRONG 521 Stereo Amplifier
204- 20W. List £59-00.
Our Price £
46.00. Carr. 75p.

Half section
cross- over
at 3kHz

SHURE CARTRIDGES. P & P 10p
M75E ( List £20-37) Our Price £ 15-95.
M55E ( List £ 12.52). Our Price £9.80.
M44E ( List £ 1143). Our Price £9.20.

KEF T27

treble unit

1

Long fibre
wool to
eliminate
resonance

1

Goodman's
long throw
base unit

£53-50 each)
Carr. £ 1
£69-50 each)
Carr. CI
and White.

LEAK MINI-SANDWICH.
Excellent Bookshelf Speakers, listed at £59.50
pair. Our Price £45 per pair. Carr. £ 1
LEAK SANDWICH 600, list £99.00.
Our Price £76-00 per pair. Dynaco
A50 Speakers. Rec. retail £ 143.94.
Our Price £89.00 pair. Carr. £2

ORTOFON CARTRIDGES.
P & P 10p
SLIM ( List £2842). Our Price £22.62.
SLIS ( List £21.75). Our Price £ 17.25.

THE ROGERS BBC MONITOR
SPEAKERS. A truly remarkable performance for a speaker of this size.
NOW ON DEMONSTRATION.
£99.78 each.

Transformer Module for
SL Range ( List £7). Our Price £5.25.
MISE ( List £
2816). Our Price £22.16.
MIS ( List £22.29). Our Price £ 17.50.

WYNOSOR ISSOS STEREO SYSTEM. List £57.87. Our Price £45.00.
Carr. £ I.

NIKKO STEREO SYSTEM
NIKKO TRM300, THORENS TDI50AB,
TXII COVER, SHURE M55E. Pair of
LEAK MINI- SANDWICH
CONNOISSEUR BDI Kits, £10.95.SPEAKERS.
List at £ 163.00. Our Price azem.
P & P 2Sp
Carr. £2.
CONNOISSEUR CLASSIC 2speed
transcription Turntables.
IF
YOUR
HI-FI
SYSTEM
MEANS
Completely assembled, £8.95. P & P2$p
MORE THAN JUST HOW MUCH YOU
SAVE,
THEN
COME
AND
CAN
GARRARD SP2S Mk III TURNLISTEN TO THE NEW RADFORD
TABLE with SHURE M44-7 or
AMP
AND
MONITOR
SPEAKERS—
GOLDRING G800 cartridge, tomPriced at £285 or 10 monthly payments
piece with plinth and cover and leads,
of as.so (
Interest Free) OR THE B & 0
Save £7.50.
RANGE—WHICH OFFERS QUALITY
Our Special Offer £22.50. Carr. 50p.
AND OUTSTANDING DESIGN.
THORENS TDISOAB with TXII
Cover and SHURE MS5E Cartridge.
PHILIPS 3302 CASSETTE
List £64.81. Our Price £52.00. Carr. £ 1
RECORDER.
Our
Price men.
P
& P 25p.
GARRARD ZERO 100S complete

1
1

with plinth and cover, ready wired.
List Price £66.95. Our Price £55-95.
Carr. £ 1

PARA -LAB- SUPER

HOWLAND-WEST CIS.300
PHONES (
List Price £9.00).
Our
Price £.00. P & P 25p
The best phones on the market at this
price!

Specification
Loading

MODEL 0A4 ( List
Our Price £45-00.
MODEL OAS ( List
Our Price £58.50.
In Teak, Rosewood

GOLDRING GL69 UNIT. List
£28.62. Our Price £ 19-50. P & P50p

1

1

Carcass 12mm
high density
chipboard

"SONAB" LOUDSPEAKERS ON
CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATION
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

Labyrinth employing Goodman's 6-1" longthrow plus
KEF T27 HF unit and
2- way crossover.

A.K.G. K.I20 HEADPHONES. (
List
Price CIO). Our Price £7.50. P & P25p
SPECIAL BARGAIN!
DIGITAL CLOCK/RADIOS, AM/FM abni
alarm, sleep, timer, mains, wood gram
finish at very low price of £ 15.95.
P & P 25p

Frequency 40 Hz- 25 KHz
Range

KELLAR DOLBY UNIT
We have the technical skill to match
this unit to your recorder.
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
£49-50. Carr. free.
AMPEX SHAMROCK TAPE
1,800' LP polyester top quality 7"
spools. Value £2.00. I at 90p. 3 at
£2.55. 6at £4.50. 12 at £7-80. Post free.
BARGAIN TAPE CASSETTES
C60 in lots of 12, 35p each.
C90 in lots of 12, 50p each.
Post free.
CALLING

Impedance 8z (
ri, 400 HZ
Power
Handling

12-1- watts RMS. 25 watts
peak

Size

23f" x 1041"x 9" ( 60 x26 x
23 cm)

Finish

Oiled Burma Teak
complimentary baffle

ALL

REVOX

OWNERS!

AGFA PE36 LOW NOISE TAPE.
101 - 4,200ft. L.P. ( List Price £6.20).
Our Price £5.30. P & P 15p (2post free)
•

*Ole MOrille

lt

d

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations.

with
..s.

Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7; Saturdays 9-1.
‘..... ( Account enquiries: Tel.: 01-387 7467/8)

PRICE £ 59-50 A MATCHED PAIR
TELESONIC ARE LEADING MAIN AGENTS FOR MOST HI- F1 MANUFACTURERS
including MARANTZ. The World's Foremost Hi- A, B & 0 .

LNB AUDIO LTD

RADFORD .

SONAB .

LUX .

TANNOY .

SONY .

TANDBERG .

REVOX .

QUAD
CAM-

BRIDGE AUDIO . B & W . NIKKO . SME . TRANSCRIPTORS . DYNACO etc.

25 CAMBRIDGE STREET,
LOUGHBOROUGH
050-93 61229

We buy or part exchange modern good quality equipment.
Call to see many mint condition bargains.
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TAPE RECORDER

The City Tape Recorder
and Hi-Fi Centre

& HI- Fl CENTRE

At the City Tape Recorder & Hi -Fi Centre you can see,
hear and compare every model in the fabulous B &

THE
BANG & OLUFSEN
SPECIALISTS

range.

Additionally we have one of the finest displays

to be seen in London of other leading manufacturers'
tape recorders and audio equipment all ready for inspection and demonstration.

When in the Citycall in at the City!

Our Manager Bob Hookings is considered by all who have
made his acquaintance as being one of the most helpful and
knowledgeable personalities in the audio field. He maintains
a close personal contact with customers and endeavours to
give the maximum benefits to them not only in respect of his
expert knowledge but in providing the most efficient and cooperative after sales service available today. For his best personal attention please avoid calling between 12 & 2weekdays.
Although Bang & Olufsen's are our speciality, we are able to
demonstrate a wide range of other equipment including our

BEOMASTER 1600—£119.50

attractive range of budget priced stereo systems that
show savings off the manufacturer's recommended
prices of up to 30°,, plus free after sales servicing.
All B & 0 equipment sold by us is fully covered not only by
the maker's guarantee but additionally by our 12 MONTHS
FREE AFTER SALES SERVICING GUARANTEE.
We are easy to get to being almost opposite Liverpool Street
Station and remember we are the only tape recorder specialists
in Great Britain open on Sunday!
Do your weekly rush shopping on Saturday with your wife and
visit us on Sunday at your leisure!
BEOGRAM 1500—£79.90

iifflie Ili!'ii I
iiii till

Our Manager Bob Hookings is a
keen tape recording and Hi -Fi
enthusiast. Bang & Olufsen's are
his speciality having used B &
equipment for many years. His
knowledge of this wonderful range
is second to none. He is able to
give personal callers ( no telephone
enquiries) the full benefit of his
expert advice not only on B &
but on any other equipment suitable to your individual requirements and pocket.

,

BEOMASTER 1000K now reduced from £95.00 to £76.90

228 BISHOPSGATE
LONDON E.C.2 Tel:

01-247 2609

HOURS OF BUSINESS: MON.-FRI. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY
BEOCORD 1600 £129.50

BEOCORD 1200 £99.50

OPEN
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SUNDAY

10 A. M.

to

2 P. M.

SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
SYSTEM

695"
The famous NuSound System " 695" has proved to be the
most popular System available. The selected equipment has
been expertly matched by the NuSound team to produce a
system capable of truly outstanding performance and representing today's finest value for money.
The System comprises the very latest TELETON SAQ206 STEREO AMPLIFIER incorporating silicon transistors,
scratch filter, loudness control, stereo headphone socket
etc. giving total output of 12 watts. Frequency range
30-20,000 Hz. Beautifully styled and housed in attractive
wooden cabinet. The GARRARD 5P25 Mk. Ill 4- speed
single record player in deluxe teak plinth with high
quality perspex cover is fitted with the NM77 STEREO
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. This top quality high compliance cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond stylus, frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz, is capable of truly superlative
performance and on test produced results equal to
cartridges costing over £ 15. The excellent results produced are fed into two ALLARD 553 Ill-F1 SPEAKER
ENCLOSURES housing a perfectly matched 3-way speaker
system capable of handling the full output of the Teleton
206. Each enclosure ( 10"x 174" high) is teak finished on
all sides and has an attractive padded black cloth front
that combines elegant appearance with excellent Hi-Fi
reproduction.

SYSTEM

"945"

£32.50
£15.85
£8 97
£9.97
£35.50
£3.00

Sansui AU.101
£44.00
Garrard SP25 £ 15•85
Base/Cover .. £897,
Goldring G800 £ 13 00
S/Deltones (2) £40 00
Leads/Plugs etc.
LI 00

Total .. £ 105.80

Total .. £ 124.824

Teleton 206
Garrard SP25
Base/Cover ..
NM77 cartridge
SS3's (2) ..
Leads/Plugs etc.

SYSTEM PRICE

What finer make can we offer than the world famous
SANSUI! The top quality SANSUI AU.10I Stereo Amplifier
has a specification to make any hi-fi enthusiast's mouth
water

SYSTEM PRICE

£69.50 £97.50

Carr. £ 1/5 cash or terms

SAVE £ 6.30

This superb 50 watt amplifier ( 36 watts rms), employing
all silicon low noise transistors for minimum distortion,
exceptional signal to noise ratio and wide dynamic
range. Power amplifier section uses semi-complementary
Darlington 1TL-OTL design ensuring maximum power
transistor protection and minimum output distortion
of less than 0-8%. Frequency response 35-20.000 Hz.
A host of other features include tape monitoring, loudness control, speaker muting switch, etc., etc.. usually
only found in amplifiers twice the price! Coupled with
the latest GARRARD SP25 Mk III fitted with top quality
GOLDRING 0800 STEREO CARTRIDGE together with
the SUPER DELTONE SPEAKERS you have a system that
at under £98 is truly outstanding both in value and
performance.

Carr. £2 50 cash or terms

SAVE £ 27- 321SYSTEM " S123"

SYSTEM "T113"
As System "695" but
using the Decca Derarn
Luxury Console Speakers
(Total
price £ 110.30).
SYSTEM
PRICE

£82.00

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SAVE £28.30

DECCA DERAMS. Luxury Console Loudspeaker Enclosures 13" x8" high
density elliptical bass speaker, crossover network and 3" treble speaker. Excellent bass response. Frequency range 4C- I8,000 Hz. Extremely attractive console cabinet ( 25" high X 13r wide X 8- deep) beautifully finished in teak with
padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim.

A COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEM
For Recordreape& Radio Reproduction

As System "945" but
using the Decca Deram
Luxury Console Speakers
SYSTEM
PRICE

£102-50

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SUPER DELTONES. A high quality two speaker system offering excellent
overall performance. 50-17,000 Hz. Cabinet 18" high x 10" wide x 9#" deep
fitted with 1r xr high flux density bass speaker, 3" treble speaker and crossover network. Beautifully finished teak cabinet with attractive padded fronts
of black vynair.

ARMSTRONG
SYSTEMS
SYSTEM " A723"

SYSTEM " L727"

Armstrong 521 £59.00
Goldring GL69 £28-62
Base/Cover ..£ 10.98
Goldring G800 £ 13.00
Decca Derams ( 2) ea.®
Leads/Plugs etc £34)0

Delta 30 .. £65•00
Goldring GL69 £28 62
Base/Cover .. £ 10.98
Goldring G800 £ 13.00
Leak 300 (2) .. £78.65
Leads/Plugs etc. £300

Total

£154.60

SAVE £ 3•10

SAVE £43.50

SYSTEM " A724"

The finest value for money-less than you could
expect to pay for a medium priced stereo tape
recorder.
Tuner Section. Incorporates 5 wavebands:- LW: 80°2000 metres; MW I 213-580 metres; MW2: 185-214
metres; SW: 30-6-50.4 metres and VHF/FM 87.5-214
MHz. On FM 3 pre-set selection controls each with
separate tuning scale and AFC ensure easy tuning and freedom from drift. Built-in FM multiplex decoder automatically switches from mono to stereo reception and indicator
lamp shows when stereo is being received.
Stereo Amplifier Section. Superb 20 watt Hi-Fi Stereo
Amplifier with separate bass and treble controls. Overall
response 35-20,000 Hz. Signal to noise ratio better than
47 dB. Crosstalk better than 38 dB. Automatic physiological compensation for low volume settings.
Stereo Cassette Recorder section. 4 track stereo record and replay using popular Compact Cassettes. Records
direct from tuner, record player or microphones with
replay through 20 watt amplifier section. Automatic
recording level control. Safety interlock to prevent accidental erasure of Musicassettes.
To complete this amazing system we have selected the
popular GARRARD SP25 Record Unit with Stereo ceramic
cartridge and fitted into deluxe teak plinth with
transparent cover and a pair of superb ALLARD SS3
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS to reproduce the truly outstanding performance of this wonderful system,

FANTASTIC
LOW PRICE
OF ONLY

£148.80
Carr. £2.50

Cash or Terms

Complete with
all leads and
plugs, etc.
Also available with
DECCA DERAM
Luxury Console
Loudspeaker Enclosures in place of SS3's

£161.30
Carr. £2.50
Cash or Terms

N USOU ND STEREO SYSTEMS are fully covered by manufacturers
guarantees plus NuSound's six months free servicing guarantee

I

82 HIGH HOLBORN W.C.I.
Tel.: 01-242 7401
(Open Monday-Friday 9-6. Saturdays 9-1)
87/100
PIONEER
MARKET,
ILFORD
LANE,
ILFORD. ( Mon.-Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 9 - 1) Tel.: 01-478 2291

£155 .
75

r
sugm £
131.50

Armstrong 521 £59 00
Goldring GL69 £28 62
Base/Cover .. £ 10 98
Goldring G800 £ 13.00
Meltons 2 (2) .. £70.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3-00
Total .. £ 184.60

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SYSTEM " Q437"
Quad 33/303.. £98.00
Goldring GL75 £41.61
Base/Cover .. £ 10.98
Goldring G800E £ 18.86
Leak 300(2) .. £78.65
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

SYSTEM " L436"

Total

Total .. £251.10
SYSTEM
PRICE

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SYSTEM " Q445"
Quad 33/303 £98 00
Goldring GL75 £41.61
Base/Cover .. £ 10.98
G800 Super E £ 26 00
Dovedales 3 (2) £90 00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00
Total .. £269-59

. £238.45

SYSTEM
PRICE

SAVE £27-85

SAVE £ 31.70

El 97.50

SAVE £53.60

Delta 30 .. £65-00
Goldring GL75 £41 61
Base/Cover .. £ 10 98
Goldring GBOOE £ 18.86
Leak 600 ( 2) .. £99 .00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

SYSTEM
sg E156.15

Carr. £ 2.50 cash or terms

QUAD
SYSTEMS

Total .. £ 199.25
SYSTEM
PRICE

Carr. £2.50 cash or tern,

Philips RH882 Stereo Cassette Recorder/Tuner Amplifier complete with
G
d Record Unit and Sep
speakers.

LEAK
SYSTEMS

aS 206.15
E

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SYSTEM
PRICE

£
277.15

Carr. £2.50 cash or terms

SAVE £42.34

Armstrong 526 Tuner Amplifier available in place of 521 add £41.50 to
System Prices of " A723" or " A724".

EXCLUSIVE OFFER!
Philips Model N430L Automatic Tape
Recorder. Scoop purchase of the entire
stocks of these excellent manual/automatic
twin track 3* i.p.s. recorders. The amplifier
employs low noise silicon transistors providing
excellent quality reproduction. This model is
in fact identical in specification and performance to Philips Model 4303 currently listed
at £42.00 (the only difference being a slightly
changed cabinet design). Each recorder is
supplied complete with microphone, 5}" reel
of LP tape, empty spool and direct recording/
playback lead.

NUSOUND
PRICE

£27.50

Cash L1•50
Cash or Terms

FREE TRAVEL-Send to Head Office (address below) for free
Travel Voucher enabling you to visit our London Showrooms.

/11HAULII7D1

228 BUSH OPSGATE, E.C.2. Tel.: 01-247 2609
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn.)Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2)
36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E. 13., Tel.: 01452 2399
(Open Monday-Saturday 9-6. Thursdays 9-1)

EXPRESS MAIL ORDERS: Order with confidence direct from Head Office: ( Dept. HFN/MAR) MAGNATAPE HOUSE, 191/193 PLASHET ROAD, LONDON E13.

terless
SPEAKER KIT
SYSTEMS
THE ATLANTIS 100
A High Power Stereo Amplifier of unusual
merit. Beautifully cased in stainless steel with
Teak side panels. Compact in size. Output: Up
to 55 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms; Power
Response: 5-30,000 Hz. Two special controls
(DMC) enable exact matching of loudspeakers
to amplifier, ensuring smoothest possible
speaker response. Sophisticated tone controls,
HF and LE Filters. Wide range of input facilities
plus microphone input.

PEERLESS High Fidelity
speaker kit systems for
the Do- it- Yourself man
are easily assembled
with the help of the
simple, yet detailed, construction leaflets pro-

Peerless Speaker Kit 20-2. ( As reviewed

vided.
Eight different
by Hi- F News, March 1971).
systems to select from, all conforming with the DIN45500
standard. ( They can be housed in either your own cabinet or
one from the HELME range of cabinet kits).

See and hear the full range of PEERLESS and HELME Equipment at Sonex
'72, Skyway Hotel, London Airport.
March 24 to 26.

HELME
HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER

. . ii.R.HELME LTD.

SYSTEMS

r
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MIMI BIB la BB

To P. F & A. R. HELME LTD. ( Dept. HN3-72) Summerbridge,
HARROGATE, HG3 4DR, Yorks. Tel.: Darley 279 ( STD Code 0423-72) •
(Illustrated: The Firecrest
System as reviewed by
Hi -Fi News, November
1971.)

Of tasteful and pleasing appearance HELME
Hi -Fi speaker systems bring you a laboratory
approved design, technical mastery and a rich,
balanced performance.

Please send me details of the following (tick where appropriate):—

LI
LI

NAME
100 STEREO
AMPLIFIER.

ADDRESS

HELME SPEAKER SYSTEMS.

Ej PEERLESS SPEAKER KITS FOR
THE DO-IT-YOURSELF MAN.
CABINET KITS
SPEAKERS.

FOR

LOUD-

